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PREFACE.

This book may be conceived as a further utterance bearing upon the

study of the contiict betwixt Agnosticism and the Bible as representing

Keligion. The results of the study would tend to prove that the conflict

ouglft to cease, for the sini](le reason that there is no cause for strife,

Ijecause Nature, ]\Ian, and the lUble are in agreement, united and

harmonious. They are as three independent witnesses, and their testi-

mony to Divine Truth is suthcient to restore to men a jierfect and unique

form of Faith in God as the Kevealer of all Truth and Grace.

Arising out of these studies, what is termed "the Method of Christ"

has taken a prominent place. The name is adapted from the Blessings

uttered by Christ at the beginning of His ministry ; they are the eight-

fold diverse forms of the spiritual life in its order of development. It

is this particular harmonious unity in Divine gracious truth that awakens
special interest, and the use of this INIethod becomes the Key to the

study of the Bilde, as a science ; the science of the life of CJrace in

Christ. Tlie Metliod of Christ has been applied to the Bible as a whole,

anil to its varied parts, and the same system of development can be traced

in all divisions of the Bible, as a Revelation of Divine Truth. This

Method has been, in a limited sense, apiilied to the natural sciences, also

to Man in his complex being, and the results are the same, it is the

Method of Clirist that interprets the harmony that is in the universe of

order and law, and the unity is found in Christ. Wlien the discernment

of Divine Truth, by science, leads direct to Faith in (iod, then it can

easily be seen that such a Revelation, as here indicated, must mean
Hope in Christ, the Son of God, the Saviour of the world.

It is Christ that reveals tlie way of salvation from sin. He is " the

Way, the Truth, and the Life," and by Him men return to (iod and good.

He is the Teacher revealing Divine Truth in Grace, the way of spiritual

life for mankind. It is tlie Spirit of Truth that lakes all objective forms

of truth in Nature, Man, and the lUble, and inworks them into the souls

of men. Tiiere is also a Divine Method of the Spirit's operations that

may be conceived as distinct in order from the ^lethod of (Uirist ; and

the order of tiiis deveio{)ment is inward and spiritual, as expressed in

Faith, Hope, Patience, and Gracious Love.

God is Truth. Clirist is the Ideal, the embodiment of Divine Trutli

and Grace. The Spirit of Christ takes the Trutli, as it is in Him, and

there is Revelation to mankind. This Revelation to men, of Grace and
Trutli, is by the Word ; and the Word is the Work of the Spirit. The
reign of Clirist is tliat of Divine Trutli, of spiritual order and law ; the

Work of the Spirit is the regenerated life in Christ ; and tlie issue must
Ije Divine union in gracious Love. It is Love that fullils all law, because
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Love in Grace is nia<le manifest by the life of Sacrifice. Tliis was llie

conclusion reached in the hook "The Divine Travail"; the highest iu

God as conceived by man being the Travail of the Father for His erring

children ; the Travail of Christ the Son to save His brethren ; the

Travail of the Spirit to regenerate and restore men to the image of God ;

and the vision of a travail of mankind for the renewal of the race. Not
that men are to take up the cross of travail, by their own choice, as

apart from the Spirit ; but that the Spirit in them will make manifest

the Divine gracious Love, thus making manifest the Divine union in

Love as foreseen by the Saviour on the niglit before the Crucifixion.
" The Divine Travail " in Grace and Sacrifice might have fitly ended
this study in connection with the INIethod of Christ, but the conviction

came and increased that the whole subject rec^uired to be dealt with
as a Possession, or Inheritance, given to men by God through Chiist

and His Holy Spirit. This is the explanation why this book has been
written.

Chapter L may be considered, in the light of the Method of Christ, as

an introduction to the Inheritance. There is a brief reconsideration of

truths considered in the past, with this thought added, that all kinds of

Kevelation, of all forms of truth, are the Possession of mankind, their

Inheritance, and that these exceed and excel all the j)ossessions and
inheritances of men in past ages.

Chapter II. takes up a new line of study as limited to the Earthly
Inheritance ; the purpose kept in view being to try to grasp the con-
ceiJtions of political economists and sociologists. The evolution theory
as explained by such teachers is considered, and suggestions are made,
in the light of the Method of Christ, as bearing upon the views
expressed by them. The issue, however, is abrupt ; the conviction being
formed that upon such lines of reasoning the solution of sociological and
economic problems are not possible. So long as the problems are only
intellectual in their nature, the discussions could go on for any length
of time ; but when the moral stage is reached then the futility of the
reasoning is felt. The earthly possession, as the inheritance of earthly
men, is seen to be a Babel of confusion, and the tower they would build
for their own glory has no true and real value, apart from the Work
of the S^iirit, which they ignore and do not seem to wish to understand.

Chapter III. contains a brief survey of the Bible, as guided by the
Method of Christ, with this end in view, to discover the order of the
development of the conception of the Inheritance promised to mankind.
The order is traced, and out of the ever-recurring series of movements
in history, special attention is called to the twelve series of generations
as revealed from Genesis to Revelation, as the Divine Inheritance in
Grace conveyed to mankind.

Chapter IV. explains in what sense man is to be conceived as the
Epitome of all the Revelations made by(jod in Nature, and in the Bible.
The fact is discerned that man corresponds with all that is revealed, or
made known by Experience, Science, and the Bible ; tliey are, in a sense,
complementary correlatives. When man knows all truth in Scientific
order he will know his own nature and its harmonies with the universe.
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His present staije is that of emergence from tlie darkness of ignorance

and sin ; his soul is dark and he lives in a dark world ; but the light

has come, and men see Christ, the Man, the Son of God, the Image and
the Ideal of all Truth ; the Light that gives the liglit of truth to all men.
It is Christ, as Heir of all things, that gives the Inheritance of Truth to

all men.

Chapter V. begins with, and is built upon, this conception of Christ

as the Unifjue ^lan, the True Son of God, the Saviour and the Divine
Sacrifice. The question is raised as to the relations of the Intellect and
the floral power in man ; the Intellect as servant, is found unfaitliful,

self-asserting, and thus unfit for sujjreme rule in man and mankind.
The Inheritance in the Spirit means that the Christ Ideal is re\ealed to

men in the Bible, by a special method of development ; thus the neces-

sity of studying the Scriptures to obtain a spiritual revelation of Christ
by the Method of the S])irit.

Chapter VI. conceives tlie Inheritance to be a moral world ; thus man
is correlated with his fellow-men, with God, and with the problems of

sin and death. The Man is Christ as revealed to mankind. The way of

Revelation for Redemption is by Grace ; tlie end in view being the
Restoration of mankind to the Moral state. Grace reigns ; and what this

regnancy means is considered. The explanation is that each realm of

thought requires to be studied autonomously ; each realm according to

its own laws. It is seen that whilst Grace is supreme above all other
realms, yet the tendency of this rule is to unify and harmonise the whole.
Grace is Lord over all, and also the Servant of all ; and it is Ity Sacrifice

that there is Redemption, Salvation, and Restoration to the Inheritance.

It is tlie Spirit of Christ and of Truth that restores the ]\Ioral Inheritance
by changing men and making them like Christ.

Ciiapter VII. considers the problem of the Inheritance in a brief review
of the subject as viewed from tlie standpoint of the Methods of Christ and
of the S[iirit. The C()nce])tions of economists and sociologists are con-
sidered from a broader platform than the secular one ; .and it is for men
to consider whether the line of thought taken is true and likely to be
useful. With reference to the dillicult i)roblenis raised by Morals and
Etliics, use has been made of tiie highest ethical concei)lions to form a
kind of moral standard. The ethical virtues are conceived in the Order
of the ^lethod of Christ, and by these the thoughts and actions of men
are tested. As the lines of thought are those generally expressed by
ethical teachers, the hope is exjiressed that they will not consider that
their views have been misrepresented. In various ways, the harmony
that exists in the Divine Revelations of Truth are considered ; and the
application will be found in the Parables of the Sil>yl and the Magian.
The results ma}' be expressed in this thought, that man is the inheritor

of a great, precious, gracious Inheritance in Trutli, Grace and Love ; and
that bis conceptions of the treasures possessed arc of the crudest kind.

The vision is that of the fulfilment of the promises given to Abraham ; it

is of a possession undeliled and sacred ; it is of a Kingdom that is eternal ;

and it is spiritual in this sense that the S])irit and the spiritual reign
and the material, carnal, and natural, are yilaced in subjection. When
men awaken to i)erceive the glory of the Inlicritance Uiey possess iu
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Clirist, tliey must not forget that tliey are themselves the Possession of

the Spirit. The redeemed are the Inheritance of Christ ; they become
free men in the Divine Commonwealth where God reigns in the glory of

Divine Law. The Sacred Mystery of Being is not a problem for the

Intellect of Man, it is a revelation to Faith ; and the Truth revealed is

that God lives, and that He is All in all.

It may be useful for students to notice that the chapters follow the
Method of Christ, but they require to apprehend the stage of develop-
ment and the plane iipon which the subject is studied. The stage is

spiritual not natural ; the plane is a realm above the physical sciences

and natural moral development. The natural has supplied physical
forms and i)sychical ideas ; and science and philosophy have concentrated
the natural into a harmonious abstract unity. The spiritual thinker
upon this plane is able to understand the natural man ; but the
natural thiuker, as agnostic, is unable to apprehend the spiritual position.

The agnostic labours to find the harmony and unity of an objective
universe, groping after it in the darkness Avithout and in the soul within.
The spiritual thinker upon (he higher plane of recreation in Grace finds

the unity and harmony in himself. The objective Light of Truth and
Grace in Christ has been, by the Spirit, made the subjective Light, Truth,
and Life in the thinker ; it is by Christ through the Sjnrit that this

plane is reached. To see Christ thus is to transcend natural phenomena,
and it is to conceive truth as order and law, as the Will of God. The
result is that the poor agnostic is seen groping his way, knowing not
whence nor whither, and too proud to accept the assistance of a guide.
The spiritual thinker awakens to the fact that he is living, moving, and
walking in the ways of God, in the Divine Inheritance.

The student in the natural realm having surveyed the physical and
natural sciences hnds himself lost in the great maze of intellectualism,
and he cannot discover any way of escape. The spiritual student by the
way of Grace is free ; his stage of development is different and his plane
of thought is spiritual. In Chapter I the siiiritual student may be
conceived as entering upon a new stage of thought thus :— 1. The spiritual

in Grace as transcending the natural. 2. What is earthly, must fail.

;i The Spirit in the Word reveals the Will of God. 4. Man studies the
Word and perceives what is true and right. 5. Man is taught by the
Spirit of Truth the truth as it is in Christ. 6. The moral man is Christ

;

and the spiritual life for man is to be like Christ. 7. The redeemed
spiritual realm is that of Grace ; therefore the inlieritance is divine and
spiritual.

88, Highbury New Park,

London, N.

23rd November, 1905.
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THE DIVINE INHERITANCE

AS REVEALED IN

THE BIBLE, MAN AND NATURE,

AND DISCERNED BY THE

METHODS OF CHRIST AND OF THE SPIRIT.

CHAPTER I.

THE INHERITANCE IN SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.

In the Preface to a former work, " The Divine Travail," etc.;

the thought was expressed that past studies might be compared
to a journey across a great Continent, say that of Africa, from
ocean to ocean, the result being that a way had been found across

plains, mountains, deserts and rivers, and, that a rest might be
looked for seeing the way further West was not open.

This conception also was reached that, in a sense, the
convergent lines of study had been brought to a focus

;

just as the many coloured rajs of motion could be
brought into a unitv and harmony of light, so men might
see more clearly than in past ages in what way, and in

what sense, they could follow this method of study for the
further attainment of true knowledge, and for that peace and
harmony which men realise is so desirable. The method of study
has been named the " Method of Christ," as derived, in the first

instance, from the Beatitudes uttered by Christ upon the Mount.
In the spiritual world of Grace they are similar to the octave of

musical notes in the physical realm ; and when they are studied,

and applied to Nature, Man, and the Bible, there is found to be a
very wonderful synchronism which deserves the careful study
of thoughtful men. These thoughts form the link betwixt
former works and this book ; and, it is in these works that the
Method of Christ requires to be studied. It is here assumed
that the Method is known and understood by the student ; if

this is not so then it must be diilicult indeed to grasp the line of

thought that is followed. It is conceived that the Method of

Christ conveys to the inquirer the key to the way of truth ; it is,

4(136. A
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in a sense, the Science of all the Sciences, the means by which

they become consciously related to each other ; all subject to

similar conditions ; and thus in Christ found to exist and work in

a harmonious unity. It is true that this line of thought would,

in the past, have been termed philosophy ; but it is felt that the

term is not suitable here ; in Christ it is Divine Wisdom, and the

wisdom of men is only incidental as preparing the way for His

coming in a manner not conceived by wise men in past ages.

The subject to be specially studied in this work is the Divine

Inheritance as possessed by men. Past studies may, in a certain

sense, have appeared to deal with this subject ; but, if they are

referred to, it will be seen that what has been considered has been,

the study of the Evolution Theory, with all that this means, as

compared with a Development Theory as taught by the Method
of Christ, and found to be operative in Nature, Man, and in the

Bible. It may be assumed that the Evolution Theory is the

highest expression of the order of Creation, and of Scientific

Knowledge, possessed by men from the standpoint of natural

human wisdom ; the men who have been privileged to make
known that theory have done so with good intentions, severely

limiting their inquiries to the realm of the natural, and asserting

that the spiritual, or the metaphysical, did not come within the
range of their thoughts. In this they may have made a mistake,

not as to scientific inquiry, but in making known a philosophy
which must arise out of a realm that is spiritual because it is

intellectual. What men seem to be called upon to do now is to

let the past controversies rest ; to thank God for the great

services to mankind of these seekers after truth ; and give to

Him the praise and the glory, because by such a way of severe
training, men are being brought to perceive that both natural
and spiritual require to be studied, if they would attain to the
wisdom that is universal and Divine. In the Kingdom of truth
and of God there is ample room for all students of truth ; but
it is well to remember that the Fear of God is the beginning of

wisdom
; if that fear is not cherished in the souls of students

there is great danger that error may take the place of truth
and that strife and hatred may reign where peace and love ought
to find their home.

Seekers after truth by the intellect, do not deal with the
Inheritance to be possessed by men ; they seek for the way
thither

;
they wish to know all about the way ; they formulate
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in their thoughts and writings what they think the Inheritance

ought to be ; but there is no practical exposition of the Land,
City, or Kingdom of God upon which men can agree. Republic
and Utopia, Land and City of God, have all perished in the
night ; and men in their despair are either giving up hope of

ever finding an Eternal City, or beguiling themselves by dreaming
of a socialism that will be human, material, and earthly ; a

blessed place and condition, where the God of Blessing will not
be found. Surely in such conceptions men may be able to

perceive the patience of the Blessed One ; men are still en-

couraged to cherish hope ; the Inheritance has a real existence
;

the strange thing, when men reflect upon the subject, is, that
they have never found it. The peculiarity of the position may
be expressed in this way ; somehow, men have made the mistake
of supposing that intellectual reasonings about the way to the
Land and City were equivalent to being in possession of the
rights and privileges of the Kingdom ; and they failed to see and
understand that their thoughts were egoistic, and thus not truly

related to that realm of which they were subjects. It is hardly
necessary to point out that the philosophies and theologies of

men are of this particular kind ; they are intellectual palaces and
temples in this world which try to express what is the Divine
Inheritance. The intellect of man deals with truth as an abstract

objective realm of thought ; a something outside, and as subject

to reason and to related conditions ; whilst the inheritance in

man is concrete, subjective, personal and moral. The intellect

of man asks as to the AVhence and When of Creation ? The Why
and What as to purpose, plan, and use ? The How as to the
order ? The Who and the Whom that have to do with what
has been made manifest ? Whereunto all moves, and Whither ?

That all this is right and fitting is not questioned ; it is the work
of the intellect to deal with such problems, and it is important
that men should discover not merely the power the intellect is

endowed with, but also its limitations, and at what point it must
bow the head and recognise Divine law and authority.

This in plain language is the problem that arises when inquiry

is made as to the Inheritance and what it means. This is as the
mountain top on the verge of the continent near the sea where
men are standing ; and the cry that goes up to Heaven is. Where
is this inheritance to be found ? and by what means will it be
discovered ? It is useless to try to banish the thought that

A 2
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intellectual knowledge will not satisfy men ; they soon discover

that Utopia, City of God and Commune, are visions ; they may
be true and beautiful, or the reverse ; but the problem is this,

How are they to be made practical and useful ? There is a felt

want found ; the intellect has failed ; it promised more than it

could fulfil ; thus it is found guilty of assumptions that it could

not prove, or ignorant, or a wilful pervertor of righteousness.

If the intellect boasts that it can do what it cannot, then it is

time that it be reproved, made ashamed of its boastful tendency,

and warned that it must avoid such ways in the future. When
the intellect is questioned about the inheritance, then it has
many answers to give to men, but it is to be feared that they are

delusive, it may be false, and not even meant to be honest answers

to earnest questions. What is the use of Eepublic, Utopia,

or Commune, if they are, and must ever remain, intellectual

abstractions that never existed ; a Utopia that could never be
found ; an Atlantis at the bottom of the sea ; or a Commune
where men coveted, lusted, hated and were unbrotherly ? Why
should men continue to believe in an intellect that is going to

make all men good and happy by Act of Parliament, by despotic

power, by Plutocracy, or Bureaucracy ? The intellectual

solution is absurd ; it would be a farce were not the results so

serious and cruel. Men have been too long beguiled by fair

intellectual promises ; it is high time to challenge the promiser.

and to find out the truth about this matter. When the question

is put straight to the intellect where is the Inheritance promised :

It bluntly replies, I do not know, I cannot tell, I have never seen

it ; for all I know it may be true or false ; all that I know is

that I have worked the conception for all it is worth, and men
have been fools to accept my promises as if they were valid

current coin. They have been in the habit of plaguing me with

their vain conceits ; I have fooled them in the way they wished
to be fooled ; the blame is theirs, not mine ; they might have
known that in my world, earthly, empiric, or despotic, what I

valued was my present possessions, as the first-born and the

ruler over men.
This is something like the result of the conflict with the In-

tellect at this crisis in history ; the wicked despot has been
dethroned, the pretender has been found out, and men turn away
from this irresponsible power to inquire whether in any other

direction there is the hope of an answer to the inquiry, where the
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Inheritance is to be found ? If from the mountain top, where

the light of truth shines, the Lord Christ is pleased to reveal to

men His thoughts upon this subject, surely it is reasonable, and

right, that they prepare themselves to hear His Voice. That He
can speak with authority may be firmly believed and fully ex-

pected ; He is Lord over all ; His method of thought will reveal

to men what they recjuire to know ; and His Spirit will enlighten

those who seek to know His truth and righteousness. If then

men ask the Lord Christ about this Inheritance and where it is

to be found ? they ought not to expect that the reply will be

simple and easy; that the explanation can be given in a few

words ; and that they will comprehend His thoughts without

careful study. In a sense He has already told men where the

Kingdom of Heaven is to be found ; it is within them ; and, in

a wider sense, it is above and below, on the right hand and the

left ; thus no matter where men turn, what they think, or what
they do, the Kingdom of God is in, and around, them; and they

can,not by any means escape from Divine Law, the Spirit of God
in His Kingdom. The strange thing is not that this should bj

so, but that rational men in the image of God should not per-

ceive this truth and act in a reasonable way. What men can

perceive is that the light of truth exists ; that it must be true
;

yet truths are as divergent rays of truth, apparently opposed to

each other, and yet really one in that unity which sums up all

truth. To put this matter in another form, the Universe appears

to be a great chaos
;
yet men know that it is a marvellous cosmos

;

and the longer, and the more intensive, and extensive, their

studies by Science, the more they see that it is the cosmos that

is the great wonder they are called to study. As with the Uni-

verse as a whole, so also with the creature man ; to the ignorant

he is as a chaos incomprehensible, to the scientific thinker a cosmos
most marvellous in his body, soul, and spiritual powers.

It clearly follows as the result of scientific knowledge that the

inquiry as to the Divin.e Inheritance has changed its form. It

is no longer a local, or a national cjuestion, ; it is universal and
personal ; it is history and it is a Revelation from God by the

Bible. It is the Divine Cosmos, not chaos ; it is not what men
think, but what God has revealed ; and in what way men are

able to interpret the Divine thoughts in the light of Science,

development, the Bible and the method of Christ. It is not

necessary to explain what is meant here by these terms ; they
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are assumed to be understood as explaining the relations of

thought, the history that can be traced in Nature and Man ;

the story of the redemption of mankird, and how these can be

viewed from the standpoint of Christ's method as revealed in the

Bible. These are not the Inheritance ; they speak about its order,

the way thither, the means used to help men to get there ; and,

having received Christ as Light and Life, then it is seen that He
is, in a personal sense, the Inheritance ; and that by Him men
are led to study, ponder upon, and conceive the Inheritance that

is to each man personal and also universal.

From these remarks it will be perceived that this subject is

one that requires careful study ; it is not a common highway

of thought upon which meri have travelled for ages ; but a new
way that is alive with new forms of truth ; and, so far as the

inquiry is related to the Inheritance, it is an unknown, way,
wherein new Visions of God may come to men ; where angels

may be seen and conversed with ; and where, it is possible, the

Lord of Angels and men may be pleased to speak to wayfarers

upon their journey. Such expectations may seem foolish to wise

men of this world, who have been ensnared in what is earthly
;

but those who know how many of the great and precious promises

of God, as to His Inheritance, remain unfulfilled, will not wonder
that such hopes have sprung to life at this time. His Voice has

been heard in a wonderful manner by the revelations of Science
;

in fact, after His revelations in, this realm of thought men have
ceased to think, or speak, about miracles ; or about limiting the

power of God in any direction ; the wonder is not that men are

so great and wise, but that they have so misunderstood the ways-

and the works of God, and have not perceived that in truth there is.

no work that is too hard for the Lord.

As a means of preparation for this study it may be useful to-

glance very briefly at lines of science and philosophy with which
thoughtful men are becoming famihar. The arguments have
been considered in other works ; here the object in view is to get

a bird's-eye view of the subject so that the connections of the
thoughts may be understood. What science has attempted tO'

do is to classify, put in order, the knowledge attained of the
physical, psychical, and moral realms of thought ; and the work
of a naturalistic philosophy has been to find, and explain, the
unity and the harmony that exists, as represented by the Evolu-
tion, Theory. The assumption, is made that there arises out of
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an ultimate power, termed Force, an Unknowable Power, all

that has been evolved ; and that, if men knew perfectly the whole

process there would not be found any break in the continuity

from ether, gas, or matter, to the ethical nature of man. It is

Nature that is the great Mother of all that has been evolved
;

and it is considered bad taste, and out of place, for anyone to

introduce into the problems discussed the thought of God, as First

Cause, of an Ideal, of Divine Wisdom in spiritual plan and design;

The problem evolutionists seem to set before themselves is, the

Visible Universe, man as its fruit and interpreter, as studied

inductively by the reason, and put in scientific order as ante-

cedent causes and subsequent effects ; and upon no condition

whatever must the Voice of God, of Angel, or of Miracle, be per-

mitted to enter into the discussions that take place. Agnostics may
claim the right to deal with the problems of being and life in this

strange way ; but, assuredly, they ought not to expect that other

men, who do not accept the naturalistic theory of Evolution,

should permit themselves to be bound hand and foot, to have
their spiritual vision blindfolded, and their ears closed up with

earth, because agnostics submit themselves to naturalism and
deny, or decline to believe, that there is any spiritual world that

can be brought into, and extend beyond, that which is naturalistic.

It is not unusual to find agnostics boasting of their freedom, and
speaking with contempt of those who beheve in a spiritual realm

of truth ; but it is too soon to begin to boast ; there are many
battles yet to be fought ; thus the men who are found limiting

their own powers would seem to have the fewer advantages in

the day of battle. It ought to be understood that there is no
dispute whatever about the truths of Science ; these are freely

and fully accepted by both parties ; the contention appears to be

about a theory that is naturalistic and evolutional, as compared
with a theory that is spiritual and by the way of development.

In fact men begin to suspect that the strife has been like the great

contention about whether the shield was made of gold or silver;

The naturalistic students have had their vision upon one side
;

the spiritualistic thinkers upon the other ; and they have not as

yet been able to grasp the conception that their strife has been

about words ; and that in reality it was necessary the natural

should precede the spiritual. In the order of development this

seems to be what men ought to have been expecting ; and this

question may fairly be raised, If the relations of the natural to the
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spiritual are as that of body and form to mind and soul, then they

may be complementary and supplementary ; but, unless both

receive due consideration, how will that Divine Wisdom men are

seeking after be found ?

It has been suggested that the Evolution Theory, as a phil-

osophy, is built upon an ultimate thought named Force ; with

this conception that Force is an Unknowable Power, and, that

within and behind, Force, there is an existent potency as in a

germ ; the essence of the power is not knowable, but the related

conditions and all that arises out of it are knowable. For ex-

ample, given the fertile egg with the living germ, then, in due

time, under favourable conditions, the egg will become a chicken

and a hen. The Unknowable was in the germ and egg ; what
was unknowable becomes known ; and this is a concrete idea

of what is meant by the Unknowable, and what can be known.

But this conception of Force, as an ultimate, is not a mere
deductive ideal from whence an empiric philosophy may be

deduced ; rather, it may be explained as the final issue of induc-

tive reasoning ; a result to be believed in, simply because the

fact is there, and there is no possible means of getting past it.

The order of inductive reasoning can be understood by following

scientific thought ; and, as matter of fact, it is experimental

science that has guided men onward to this strange ultimate

form of thought. At one time men conceived that the physical

world was composed of four elements, air, fire, water and earth.

They had ideas about transmuting the base elements into pure

gold, but they were not successful in their efforts. When the

day of science was dawning upon men their thoughts began
to change and the four elements named did not satisfy their

reason ; fire and water could dissolve matter ; and out of fire

and water solid forms of matter could be brought ; therefore,

it was suspected that matter is complex, that it may change
its form from matter to liquid ; from liquid to air, or to fire,

thus passing through a kind of material cycle of changes. When
the day of science came then chemists found that matter could
be dissolved into many elements such as hydrogen, oxygen,
carbon, gold, silver, lead, and many others, over seventy in

number, and each particular element received a definite name
by which it became known. It was found that these elements
of matter were atomic in form ; the chemists took hydrogen
as their standard of atom measurement ; and, in due time,
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they discovered that elements had definite atomic relations to

each other as to quantity and weight. It was also discovered

that elements of matter were also related as if they were family

groups, and there was in these families likenesses of a very re-

markable kind. It can be seen that this analysis of matter

became a very wonderful study ; this was a new world into which
chemists had entered, and it may fairly be assumed from the

blanks that remain in their family tables of relations, that they
have not as yet discovered all the elemental chemical forms into

which matter can be analysed. Along with this analysis of matter
there has been the synthetic method of scientific experiments
which seeks to discover in what way elements will unite together

;

whether they have chemical affinities, or repulsions ; and, in

what atomic proportions they join together to form compounds.
This synthetic work of chemistry has been useful in the arts and
industries, and thus there cannot be any question about the

benefits and blessings men have derived from the science of

chemistry. There is an interesting point in connection with
chemistry that ought to be remembered ; it is purely analytic

and synthetic in its methods ; it deals with atoms, elements,

compounds, families, and cycles of families in chemical forms
;

but there is no conception whatever as to the essential nature of

matter or what it is in itself. Matter to the chemist is elemental,

atomic, compound, solid, liquid or gas ; but the mystery of matter
to the chemist is a problem not within his range of study. It

will be observed that matter, as conceived by the senses and
experience of the child is not the same as studied by the chemist

;

the child can only express what he feels, sees, hears, touches,

tastes or smells ; the chemist takes matter to pieces and puts
it together again ; he finds a kind of chaos in the realm of matter,

and by analysis and synthesis he constructs an ideal cosmos.
There is another form of analysis by means of light and the

spectrum which has been much studied ir past years. The ideal

here is that a new field of thought is entered upon at this stage
;

the gross natural form of matter is subservient ; the active

agent is light, as motion, and that by means of the crystal, or

glass prism, all kinds of chemical elements can be analysed and
their colours and rates of motion made known. Light is con-
ceived to be the epitome of matter ; as it passes through the
prism there is the analytical division of light, and the result

is seen in the solar spectrum. As there is analysis by refraction
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of light, SO there may be the convergence of all the rays of

the spectrum back into pure light again ; and, this is con-

ceived to be, in some sense, a complete analysis of light, and of

all forms of matter, as discernible on the visible, and other parts,

of the spectrum. The thought that arises here is that in the

natural physical world, as perceived by the senses, there is one
realm of thought, a great cycle ; in the chemical realm there is one

great cycle and many smaller cycles differing in form and order
;

and that in light, the prism, and the spectrum, there is an alto-

gether new cycle of a different kind, as expressible in light as a

unity, and in the spectrum in diverse forms. It is not assumed
that these differ in kind, but that there is the indication here

of natural divisions in this Kingdom of Force ; and, when
men study them with care, they are impressed with the thought
that there is a kind of analogy to be found in these manifestations

with realms higher in their order. The natural and sensuous

is like the physical realm ; the chemical is like the psychical

realm ; and the light and spectrum analysis is like the intel-

lectual and moral world as found in man. They are in a sense

prophetic forms of thought, and as such they are to be studied

if the unity and harmony of the universe is to be understood.

Further, in connection with the physical forces there are the

powers known as electricity and magnetism. These exist through-

out the universe, and as a rule are not consciously observed by
means of the senses. A few facts about these powers have been
known for ages, but the subtle, all permeating, all powerful in-

fluences of these forces are only now being discovered and made
useful in the service of mankind. These forces may be said

to have their home in the ether, they pass through all substances,

they make the light their chariot, they utilise chemistry, and
they may be harnessed and set to work like slaves, as the willing

servants of men. It is not a long stretch of the imagination
to think upon these powers as being above all others in the

physical world ; all powers are subservient to them and yet

they serve ; they take hold of man's hand and they lead him
into realms of thought of which he had no conception ; they
annihilate space by the telegraph, they are as ears by the tele-

phone
; in fact there seems to be no end to the wonders they

will reveal when men fully comprehend the laws by which
they are controlled. The last wonderful word, as uttered by
magnetism, is very suggestive ; because, if all is true that men
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of science are reported to have said, then atoms of matter have
been analysed into electrons of force ; electrons have been mag-
netised and divided into rays of force ; and, these rays are the
related ultimates of all matter, being known as an all penetrating
direct ray, an electric ray, and a ray that tends to converge
magnetically into elemental matter, but a long stage beyond
that of the atom of hydrogen as known to chemists. It is not
for unlearned men to express an opinion about such wonderful
results said to be demonstrated by science ; they listen and
try to understand what they hear, and the least they can do
is to express their indebtedness to all such workers, and thus
to some extent encourage them in their great work.
The peculia.r position at this stage of inquiry is that the child

of experience must be lost when such bewildering transformations
take place, as it were, under his very eyes. His thought is that
matter is stable, perhaps unchangeable ; that force, or energy,

can be made in many ways ; and, that this inheritance possessed

can never be moved, or taken away. The reasonable, sane,

persistent man of science quietly informs him that his thoughts
a,re those of a child ; that his inheritance is not what he sup-

poses it to be ; that it is not matter, chemical elements, light,

electricity or magnetism ; but something not definable, or
comprehensible, an almighty power, encircled by divine wisdom,
which transcends the thoughts of men. When men say that
they think matter is eternal, and that all the physical forces

are conserved and correlated, they do not solve the problem of

Being ; they are confessing their ignorance, and they try to

make-believe, that they know more than they do. To the

agnostic philosopher the Ultimate of all reasoning is the Un-
knowcible ; to the believer in God, the Ultimate is the Almighty,
as revealed to men under the forms of space, time, matter and
motion. He thinks upon the Earth, not as the Throne of God,
but as His Footstool. God is Power, but it is upon power that
His feet rests ; men are called upon to look higher ; in the lan-

guage of men, as necessary for explanation, God has a body,
hands, arms, a face and a heart ; this is only the first lesson

in the school, the first stage upon the journey on the way to

the Divine Inheritance.

It is not unusual for wise men, or those considered wise, to

laugh at and mock their more simple fellow creatures when
they think upon and talk about God in this anthropological
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fashion. The word is enough to suggest the idea that learned

men must know what they mean ; ana it ahnost seems to be

beyond doubt that the ignorant have committed a great sin,

something worse than idolatry, when their wise teachers hurl

a name at them that seems to contain an anathema upon their

ignorance. It is an open question worthy to be discussed as

to who ought to be conceived as sinners in this particular matter.

Surely something might be said in favour of those who utilise

the best they possess and know to give an expression to their

thoughts as to the likeness of God. Something might be said

on the other hand against those who in their great wisdom
say that God is not like man at all ; and that men err in their

thoughts when they conceive God to be like themselves. It is

quite true that the Teacher wiser than all others taught men
that " God is Spirit " and that He is to be worshipped in the

spirit ; but with the dissolution of matter and form into some-
thing like spirit, it is not quite so plain that wise men are so

very wise in this matter and that they have uttered the final

word upon this subject. The spirit of man seeks to find living

forms to express his thoughts ; thus it is not easy to see how
the ignorant could express their thoughts in a different way.

Is it not so that such men are seeking after the Ideal ? Where
is this to be found if not in men, or in their thoughts and actions ?

The Man in the Image of God and man is God-like ; only it

has to be remembered that it is the God-like man that wall be
nearest the Ideal in this matter. "Wise men may be able to

conceive ideal abstractions, and be proud of their thoughts
;

the simple-minded man cannot conceive the abstraction, thus
he may be pardoned when he tries to clothe his highest ideals

in something like flesh and blood. The concrete Ideal Man
represents the Keality ; thus it is doubtful if men will find a
better, a more perfect way of returning to the Father, and to
the Divine Inheritance than by studying Him, Who is the
Way to God, the Truth of God, and the Life by which men live

and have their being in God.
The meaning of all this is that it is not Power that reveals

God to men ; it is Life, and what Life represents, that is to
be specially studied so that living forms may be seen and under-
stood as expressing the thoughts of God. As suggested in
connection with the realm of Force, and its forms, these are
all transformed and vanish away under the hands of experi-
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mental science ; . it is the spiritual that survives, in thoughts

and their complex relations ; and, in that Ultimate concept
which men may conceive as the Power of God. That it is

not easy to rise above the concrete forms of matter and all that

they represent must be taken for granted ; it is not for every-

one to take an interest in such questions ; but, that they are

useful and interesting, and "will become more so in the future

may be fully expected. What men require to remember is

that it is by means of visible tangible forms they are being edu-

cated. The physical may, in a sense, be conceived as the mother
of the psychical ; and, it is through living forms and special

nerves of sense, that forms are changed into images and ideas,

thoughts and related thoughts. The psychical is ingerminated

into the physical ; the brain may be compared to a womb ;

only, what is conceived is in spiritual form, idea and thought

;

the soul is the transfigured fruit of the physical, and they are

all spiritual in their ultimate forms. Matter is physical form
;

organised forms of life are mediative ; in other words they are

the present necessary means by which there are correlations

betwixt the spirit and the physical.

The branches of science that deal with physical life may be
summed up under biology, or life, its products and manner
of development ; anatomy, the organs and their relations to

each other in living bodies ; morphology, the forms into which
creatures grow ; and physiology, or the functions of organs,

and how they all contribute to the commonweal of the physical

body to keep it in the state of health. The teachings of these,

and correlated, sciences are not the subjects of consideration

here, thus the remarks to be made upon the subject of physical

life have in view their possible relations to the Inheritance,

and to try to discover if at the root of all such knowledge there

are such analogies as will tend to prove that the unity and har-

mony in Nature, and in the universe, can be traced. The con-

ception of the power named Life is that it is conceivable as a

related ultimate, upon the same lines of thought as followed

in explaining the reasonings of men as related to matter. It

is the central power in the realm of physical life, unknowable
as to its essence, in a sense, apart from Force, and yet made
ni.anifest by a kind of marriage union in which these two powers
ro-oporate to produce all that lives. In a sense, force, matter,

motion, rule throughout the whole physical world ; but when.
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the home, the reahn of life, is being made manifest, then the

ncAV power may be conceived as asserting supremacy ; thus

within the confines of living cells, organs, the body, it is Life

that reigns and the forces, the matter of nature, is conceived

as subject, or, working in harmony, and in conformity with

the laws of life. Indeed, the analogy may be carried a stage

further in thought, because, as is well known, matter is not

conceived as being worthy to enter into this sacred union until

it is reduced to protoplasm and it is in this helpless, completely

disorganised, disintegrated condition that it is received into

cells, and is built up, or woven into, organised structures. Life

is always, in all its forms, produced from what is pulverised

plastic protoplasm ; the parable is in the life physical, bixt the

same great truth is found in the psychical, moral and spiritual

worlds.

The science of biology may, in a sense, be said to cover the

whole field of Life as a productive power. The River of Life

flows outward upon a desert, sterile, material world, and wherever

it comes there is change. The time may be millions of years,

but in due time there is seen upon the earth grass fields, hedges,

trees, grape vines, wheat, sheep and cattle, horses and men,
cosy homesteads and families. The River of Life wherever

it has come has brought blessing ; there is beauty, utility, fit-

ness in all that men see, and if there are still found places where
there is sterility, where thorn and thistle grow luxuriantly, where
wild beasts destroy, the reason is not that these are meant to

abide, they are to be conquered and destroyed until the whole
world is as the ideal Garden of Eden. When the science of

biology can give to men this most wonderful history of life

upon the earth, then it will be fully acknowledged that the

men who have made this subject their special study deserve

that their names be written in letters of gold as a testimony
of their valuable services to mankind.

It may be assumed that in a certain sense, the science of

biology, of life, its laws and history, embraces all the sciences

that deal with life. It is that first manifestation, as in a germ
cell, that includes all that will develop out of it. In the Kingdom
of God this is the usual order ; it is in the Bible that this truth

is more particularly revealed ; and to this rule, as a law of develop-

ment, it is a question whether there is any exception. The con-

ception specially linked with biology here is that of production
;
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the thought being that Life produces all that lives and becomes

organised in physical forms. Life may be said to work un-

consciously,but it cannot be said that Life works without purpose,

plan, form or design. It is not a question here of unconscious

Nature, or of ignorant helpless man, it is that inherent in Life,

and in all that lives, a Power operates to produce what is required,

for a near or for a far- off end. The argument here may, or may
not, fall into that over-argued subject of Design in Nature ; but,

what is meant here is that, as matter of fact. Life produces

certain definite effects ; men look upon them and they perceive

the forms they take ; they go on with their studies ; and, as the

highest form of the living, they see the body of a man. The
science of morphology has for its subject the study of visible

forms and structures, their differences and changes, and in Avhat

way changes have taken place during time, so that the culmina-

tion, the perfection of form is the human body as an ideal of

exquisite, of divine adjustment. The line of thought here is

interesting in this way, it throws open to the scientific inquirer

every form of every creature that has lived from the beginning

of life, from the primal cell upward and onward throughout the

realms of botany and zoology. The result of such a study, it

may be assumed, would be the classification of forms as known by
scientific men ; the relations that exist in families, the divisions

into orders and species, etc., etc., and the conception that man,
as the epitome of nature, is endowed with all that is highest and
best in Nature. The line of study is to find the Ideal Form

;

and, it seems to be taken for granted, if not plainly asserted, that

the bodily form of man is such an ideal to study. It is not

necessary to enter into details here as to the forms produced by
life in the body, in the blood, muscle, nerves, bone and other

tissues ; the conception is that there has been a method of internal

exchange going on, so that, from what was at the beginning simple

and homogeneous there has arisen a very marvellous change into

what is very complex and heterogeneous. The single cell has
form ; every organ produced has form ; all the organs of the

human body are one united bodily form ; thus to know man in

the complexity of his bodily form is to reach the ideal form of all

the productions of Nature.

The science of anatomy may be conceived as a different line

of study in connection with the products of Life ; it is not history,

or an ideal form that is specially considered, but the relations oi
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organ to organ, the distribution of the organs, and in what way
these are meant to supply all that the body requires. This

science also may be said to be comparative, and, it may be applied

to all living organs, to all their distributions and uses, in all parts

and divisions of the realm of life. It might be conceived that an
anatomist, if an idealist, would in the course of his studies be
continually moving in a realm of thought that is spiritual in kind

;

that is to say the trend of his thoughts would ever be as to the

relations of plan, purpose and design. As a thinker he is ever

following the thoughts of the Divine Spirit ; and, surely, it is not

out of place for a man who is impressed with such thoughts to

frankly confess this impression, to reverently express the thought

that he had found wonderful foot-prints in his travels, and, what
his feelings were when step by step he could place his own feet in

the same places where the Divine Spirit had walked.

With these sciences of life there is allied that most important

science named Physiology. This science has specially to do with

the functions of organs, and in what way they individually and
unitedly co-operate for the common-weal of the body. From
the aspect of the present study, physiology is a complex subject

;

it is linked with production, with exchange and form, and with

distribution. There is a supply of food produced for the body,

it is eaten, moistened with saliva, acted upon by gastric juice and
bile, digested, absorbed and carried away into the veins and
heart, changed into arterial blood and then distributed throughout

the body for the nourishment, health, strength, and vigour of all

the bodily organs. Physiology is linked with life for production
;

for organic forms and changes ; for the correlations of organs and
their distribution ; and it is the servant of all, assisting, and
co-operating with all, so that the food supply may meet all the

demands in the organised body. There are no parasitic organs

in the bodily common-weal ; each organ has its function or

work ; there is not one organ that exists for its own use, or

pleasure ; therefore if the body is to be kept in health there is

required throughout, the subservience of individual organs to

the commonweal of the whole.

If it is assumed that these leading conceptions of the sciences

of life in a certain sense express the thoughts of scientific men
upon this subject, there arises here another science, the latest

born of the group, known as embryology. This science may be

studied apart from the others, but the history of the science and
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its discoveries would tend to prove that it is meant to be dealt

with separately, and, at the least, to suggest the thought that it

is a link that would tend to lift men above the merely physical

and to permit them, as if by means of an opening door, to take a

glimpse into another realm more mystical and wonderful than

that of physical life. It may not be very easy to catch at a glance

the line of thought that arises here ; in fact the imagination must
be permitted to use its wings ; and, the light of truth from higher

realms of thought will require to be used. It is the common
experience in this line of study to find that at every fifth stage of

development there is a new departure ; many examples of this

could be given, but it is here assumed that this is not necessary.

The line of thought followed as to life and its products is that

what physiology represents is the fourth of the series ; it is the

physical revelation of truth about life, thus the result is the body
of man as like a commonwealth, with all the organs as members.
As indicated the ideal is that there ought not to be any disease,

pain, schism, or imperfection in the body ; there is within it an
ideal ; unconsciously it actually exists ; but, man has not

consciously realised all that this means ; thus the schism, in a true

sense, is in the fallen man who has not attained to intellectual

knowledge or to moral life. What then is the message to men
that comes by Embryology ? Is it not that in man's physical

structure there is the unity of the twin powers. Force and Life
;

that Life produces the home, the form, the organs, the functions

of the organs ; and, that conformity to order and law is equi-

valent to love, health, and wealth. Is it reasonable to suppose

that these twin powers united in order, law and love are to remain
sterile, and that there is to be no offspring in the realm of physical

love ? The answer is embryology ; it is reproduction ; it is kind

reproducing kind ; it is from the germ-seed of a kind ever re-

newing with life new generations of living creatures, some in the

likeness of trees and plants, others in the likeness of fish, fowl,

serpent, or beasts of the field, and also man in the image of God.
It is not to be supposed that embryologists pay any attention to

this aspect of their science ; they limit themselves ; they will

not even take a peep into the door that is ajar so near them
;

and it may be true that they are all the poorer because they are

so limited in their conceptions. It has been suggested that the

psychical world within the soul may be conceived as an embryo
inborn through the special organs of sense ; the physical embryo

li
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is a similar conception ; they are like each other ; they are both
wonderful beyond human conception ; and, it may be that^the

great truth toward which they both point is not less, but more
marvellous, if men were prepared to see what may now be faintly

discerned. It will be sufficient to indicate here the prophetic

thought ; it is that man is the epitome of all nature, in a sense

its embryo ; the man developes and reaches adult life upon the

lines suggested ; then in the man there is formed a new creation,

a human embryo ; and this most marvellous creation is the

perfect reproduction of man and of nature. It is, as explained,

at the fifth stage of development that this great change takes

place ; and the meaning of this is that when the psychical embryo
has in a similar way developed, then the intellect operates upon
the psychical being ; and that man, as like God, may begin to

seek to know and obey, as moral law, the Will of God. All this is

suggestive, it may be premature, a germ-seed cast into the realm

of physical life ; but, if prophetic and preparatory, then useful,

as there may be increasing fitness to deal with the problems that

await consideration.

Matter and physical energy, the correlated forces, are the

products of Force ; all forms of organism are the work of Life

in which there is change, and exchange, because what was sterile

and dead has changed into the living ; and the living had to

make many forms of exchange ere the realm of physical life in

Nature and in Man were developed to the conditions in which
they are now studied. Force produced the material from which
nature has been built up and man's body formed ; and, Life

is the Architect, the Builder, of every organic body. The body
of man is compared to a house, an abiding place ; it is where
the man lives, moves, and has his being ; he thinks upon it as

something that can be put off ; that another and a better habita-

tion will be found ; but whilst subject to physical conditions

there are serious limitations to spiritual development, and thus

the life lived in the physical body is one of trial, pain, suffering

and sorrow, to be endured with patience until the revelation of

the heavenly. The divine conception is not that this is the

most pleasant of all pleasant places, for thoughtful people ; but
rather that the spirit groans and is burdened in its present sphere;

and, it is by faith, in hope, through patience, that there is to

come, at the appointed time, the great redemption from what
is earthly. Stvidents of science pay little or no attention to this
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vision of truth ; they prefer the way of inductive thought
;

thus it is needful to try to follow them in their experiments and
discoveries. It is out of place to try to harmonise mental philo-

sophy and psychical physiology ; they do not require to be

harmonised if men will only realise all the facts, and honestly

try to find out what is true. The physical is outward visible

form ; the psychical is imvard spiritual thought and being
;

they are not identical, and men know well enough that the

physical is unconscious, whilst the spiritual rises from semi-

consciousness to the conscious condition. That the spiritual

is involved in the physical is quite true ; but, that it can be

conceived as different in kind, is a common sense experience

accepted by reasonable men. Science with all its experiments

and enquiries has done nothing to alter this conscious experience

;

and those who have formulated theories that would prove spirit

and thought, intuition and reason, ethics and altruism, to be

only nerve force, or some transformation of nerve power, may
well be laughed at for their cleverness, or their folly. On the

other hand, very valuable knowledge has been attained as to the

nervous system, and in what way it may be thought upon as

the mediative power betwixt the external world, the body,

spirit and soul ; and it is in this line of enquiry that valuable

hints are given that may be found useful when considering

such a complex subject as this must be.

From nature the organic body is produced ; within the organic

body there is a perfect system of exchange into useful organs
;

and, by means of the blood circulation there is distribution to

all parts according to the law of supply and demand. What
is produced is exchanged, distributed and consumed ; thus

the body of man is an economical machine worthy of careful

study. The nervous system, however, is somewhat unique in

its utility ; and if the blood is the symbol of life, then the nerves

symbolise spiritual power ; if the blood, as pure, means life and

health, then the nerve power means the utilising of life for higher

ends. This subject, as stated, is very complex, and it cannot

be dealt with here in scientific order, but a brief sketch of the

nervous system, and its functions, may prove useful, in this

study. It has to be remembered that the functions of nerve-

centres in which nerve-power is generated, and nerve-fibres

which conduct nerve-force, are everywhere similar. What
requires special attention is that the loork the nerves in their

B 2
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divisions carry out differs, thus it is the order of the system that

is important. 1. The ganglionic nerves are attached to arterial

blood vessels, thus their work is the propulsion and distribution

of blood. 2. The spinal nerves are attached to muscles to cause

contraction for motion ; and these two form the organic system

by which the body is nourished and kept in a state of health.

These are the ministers of the organic body ; their operations

are automatic, outside the realm of consciousness, thus they

are analogous with the physical world and its operations. They

keep the house in order without help or instructions from the

indweller. 3. The spirit is conceived as the indweller, the pos-

sessor of the house ; and, seeing that the Divine Architect has

planned and built the house, it may be admitted that it is a

regal palace in every way suitable for the possessor. At any

rate, it would be presumption for any man to find fault with the

palace which he has inherited ; and utter folly to assume that

in any way he could make improvements upon it. The spirit

and the man are in general terms identified ; that is to say it

is conceived that it is the spirit that knows, wills, chooses and

acts ; in fact, that the spirit is, in some sense, central, and, in

man, responsible. This spirit is conceived as enclosed, shut

up in, limited to, the organic body ; and these limitations are

so narrow, that it is said it is unable to pass outside the boundary

of the body. The explanation being that the spirit does not

look beyond the eyes to see the landscape, the sun, moon or star ,

but that they are pictured upon the retinas, and there they are

unified, harmonised, related and correlated, according to the

teaching received in the past. The spirit is conceived as living

in this dark home, but there are nerves of sensation which pass

from the surface of the body to the brain ; they produce an

efiect, the spirit is aroused, and by volition there is power to

operate upon the special organs of sense. 4. The organs of

special sense may be conceived in this order. 1. The sense of

touch, possibly by the nerves of sensation. 2. The sense of

hunger and thirst, for the nourishment of the body. 3. The sense

of smell. 4. The sense of taste. 5. The sense of sight. 6.

The sense of hearing. 7. The sense of love, sex, affinity, attrac-

tion. 8. To these may be added what has never been con-

ceived to be a special sense, the feeling of pain, suffering, sorrow,

endurance. It is by this octave of special senses that the spirit

is taught, illuminated, guided, instructed ; these are the door-
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ways that lead out and in to the divine temple ; and the spirit

is said to be perceptive by all these avenues, to receive im-
pressions, images, ideas, thoughts, signs, symbols and forms.
It is hardly necessary to point out that if this is a reasonable
explanation of the facts, then it must follow that there is no
haphazard as to the means of spiritual instruction ; the organs
of sense are known ; the method of transposition may be followed
in scientific order ; and from the simple to the most complex
conceptions, the order of development is traceable. Further,
the same line of argument follows as with the realm of Force
and Life. Spirit is an ultimate power not knowable by the
human intellect ; and yet it is the cause of this realm, which in

this mysterious manner is built up within the soul. But, to

follow the order of the nerve divisions. 5. The brain becomes
the centre for the power of volitional action by the will. 6. In
higher nerve centres of brain there is co-relation with the reason,

as conceived to be active in nerve-centres which do not give any
response to the action of the electrode. Thus far it is possible

to trace connections betwixt the nervous system and the mechan-
ism of body and soul. It is not to be supposed that science has
demonstrated all that has been suggested ; or that science has
finished inquiring into these complex subjects : indeed, it would
be nearer the mark to conceive the thought that scientific in-

quirers have only crossed the threshold of this great realm. If

some of the sons of science who work in this most difficult realm
could see their way to abjure their naturalistic conceptions, and;
like one of the fathers and great masters in science, confess that
they are as yet only as children on the sea shore, that they have
been privileged to find a few beautiful shells of thought, but
beyond there lies the great ocean yet to be discovered, then the
outlook would be more hopeful, and the results more satisfac-

tory. It is not necessary to enter into details as to the next
realm revealed to men by the law of development. As Life has
been conceived to be the twin power united with Force to produce
the organic, so the Mind or Soul is conceived to be united with
Spirit and they become one in the world of psychical life. If

what has been suggested as to the Spirit and the special senses is

transferred to the inner realm of the soul, then, something like

a foundation, a spiritual organism, can be imagined as existent,

and as correlated with the Spirit The difference in the method
may be expressed in this way : the Spirit is perceptive, the Soul
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conceptive ; the Spirit conveys ideas, forms, thoughts, signs

into the Soul ; the Soul retains them, and thev are related, com-
pared, correlated, and stored up in the memory out of which they
can be reproduced in their order. As in the visible, physical

order, science requires several sciences to classify and put in

order what is known about matter as energy, chemical elements,

spectrum analysis, light, crystallization, electricity and magnet-
ism ; so in the realm of spirit all sensuous forms of thought,

desires, emotions, affections, require to be placed in their order

as acquirements. As in the realm of physical life there are differ-

e it sciences, so it may be expected that in the soul, the psychical

life may be classified in a similar order, With external forms,

there Avill be analogy and likeness, and thus, only in a much more
complex condition, the psychical life will harmonise with that
which is physical. It may be supposed that this separation of

Spirit and Soul is arbitrary, and not to be discerned by the facts

of experience ; but, in reality, it is the facts of sleep, dreaming,
somnambulism, spiritualism and other abnormal conditions,

that lead to this conclusion ; and, it is by conceiving the soul,

or mind, to be an organised realm that these can, in a measure,
be explained. The soul of man is the inheritance that he has
acquired ; and, those who know, even imperfectly, all that is

meant by the study of the sciences referred to, will have no
difficulty in perceiving that these acquirements are incalculable

;

they are not a chaos without order ; but, a true cosmos as subject

to law even though the man who has acquired such knowledge
is unable to comprehend the order of attainment. All this may
seem to be contrary to experience and to empiric knowledge

;

and, indeed, at these stages of man's development he is not
conscious of such truths, he may be even unconscious that such
truths exist. The soul is a great mystery, it may be unfathom-
able in its depths, but men of science are exploring the shore in

places, and the reports they have brought back are full of wonder
and significance.

One of the many complex problems in the realm of psychology
requiring careful study is the Soul in its relations to the Intellect

and the Moral nature of man. The problem seems to be partly
solved as to the relations of Spirit and Soul in the lower creatures

;

and, in what sense man, at a certain stage of development, is like

them in his psj'chical being. The distinction is discovered in

the fact that the lower creatures develop to a certain stage and
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beyond that they do not pass ; they do not possess the power

of abstract thought ; thus words, signs, symbols, complex rela-

tions, pure reasoning upon thoughts and words as signs is beyond

them. Man is endowed with intellectual power to relate, corre-

late, and reason upon abstract signs ; thus it is by means of this

endowment that as a child he reasons upon his experiences. A
man, as thinker, tries to study and understand empirically causes

and effects, order and law ; and, it is by the same power that the

man of science analyses all experiences, takes to pieces all em-

piric thinking, and in due time perceives what is meant by Science.

When it is thus stated that Intellect is an endowment it is not

to be taken for granted that it is merely an outgrowth from the

psychical soul of the lower creature, or even out of the soul of

man by psychical generation. It is a something new, not to be

classified with, or derived from, any of the other principles that

have been named ; it is higher in order, and it is that by which

there is rational knowledge, order, and classification. The In-

tellect is not a solitary endowment ; with it there is found Moral

life, and thus these twin powers are like the lower powers in their

order. Just as with the nervous system there is with additional

complexity of organs and powers added divisions of nerves, so

in all God's works the order seems to be, added principles and
powers that fall into harmony with those that are of a lower order.

Each principle is an autonomous realm ; but they are not fruitful

when separate and alone ; thus Force and Life are fruitful, and

the result is a new embryonic life ; that ideal points forward

to a spirit and soul and psychical life ; these in their turn bear

fruit, an embryologic soul ; and the Intellect and Moral life may
be expected after the same order to bring forth their fruit.

What is the embryonic soul of a man ? Is it the same as the

souls of the lower creatures ? No, this cannot be so, because

they have no power to produce a higher kind of soul. Is it the

soul of the child, of the man of experience, of the empiric thinker,

of the scientific inquirer ? The germ is in the child ; it is taking

.shape and form in the man of experience ; it is active in the

empiric thinker trying all kinds of keys to fit the locks of the

unsolved problems of life ; and the scientific inquirer may be said

to have begun to study, classify, and put in order what the em-
bryonic soul contains. It may be that this method of explaining

development is not flattering to child, man, philosopher, or

scientist ; but the real fact to settle is this : Can all this be true.
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and does it meet the facts ? The position here is somewhat
peculiar, even paradoxical ; on the one hand Science is clearly

proving that the Divine order exists ; that it is being developed

;

that order and law reign throughout the universe, and also in the
constitution of man ; and, on the other hand, that man, the crea-

ture constituted according to law, is ignorant as to his own
being, and is only beginning to comprehend whereunto this

development is carrying him. This conception of the Soul as bring-

ing forth a psychical spiritual, intellectual, moral embryo is a
very important one. Why ? For the simple reason that it is the
man himself that is the chief actor in the development ; and,
under the Divine care, he must accept the responsibility of the
nourishment, the growth, the training of this divine child. How
is it a divine child ? It is so in this sense that it possesses the
Divine nature, is formed in the Divine image, will grow into the
Divine likeness, by attaining to the knowledge of Divine truth

and by living the moral, righteous, good life. Here the old story

of the Garden of Eden comes into view again as reached by a difier-

entroad ; and it is the same question that arises: How will this

child behave under the conditions of order and law ? The an-

swers to be given are twofold : 1. If this child will learn what
is true, do what is right, conform to order and obey law, then he
will grow into the Divine likeness ; in other words, attain to

scientific truth, the knowledge of the order of the Universe, and
his life will conform to the Divine life in Divine wisdom, become
perfect creature, reproducing the likeness of the perfect Father
in Heaven. 2. Or, if there is failure, sin, self-seeking, selfishness,

then the result must be not perfection, but the falling back into

the sensuous lower life of the animal, with inability to perceive

the truth that is Divine, and the law that is righteous and good.
The heavenly vision will be lost, the earthly conditions will assert

supremacy, and all this is a repetition of that story known
to men as the Fall in Eden, as the end of an age and a develop-

ment.

The history of man, and the story in the Bible about the Fall

of man, agree in this, that mankind has fallen from the state of

innocence ; that the race of Adam has been of the earth, and
earthy in spirit ; that men have acted more like animals than
human beings made in the image of God ; and it is the duty of

every man to study these matters with great care, find out the

truth, and come to a right judgment as in the sight of God, the
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Judge of quick and dead. Upon this question the Bible, as a.

revelation from God, conveys to men a definite message of

mercy, forgiveness, and love ; and, in its own place, the Bible-

contains as definite a word from God as the messages they have
received through Science. As explained, the revelations of

Science in the physical world are of great importance ; they have
opened up to men a new age and many new lines of thought ;:

their forms are full of significance, and, in fact, they have been the

means of laying the foundations upon which the Kingdom of God
will be built. In the psychical world the progress has not been
so full or so satisfactory as in the physical ; but the knowledge
attained is of value in the spiritual realm of truth because they
confirm the experiences of men, and they are in agreement with the
development of truth as found in the Bible. It is too soon to

expect that the intellectual and moral realms of truth will reflect

back upon men the truth and righteousness of God ; but the

sphere of labour of the intellect is being defined and limited,

what is morally true, right, good, and just is being appreciated
;

and, thus, the scientific spirit is found pressing forward toward the

goal of its hopes in the future. It is, however, necessary to remem-
ber that this goal cannot be reached by the way of naturalistic

science. Nature and Man do not possess or contain in them-
selves what is required to bring about peace and harmony ; thus
it is absolutely necessary to listen to the Divine Message of Grace,

Mercy, and Peace, and to understand these in the same scientific

spirit. To fall back upon the conception of the divine embryo
as arising out of the psychical soul ; it has to be conceived that
this has proved to be an intellectual and moral failure ; with
sin, transgression of law, came death, and it seems that no matter
how men detest and object to the doctrine of original sinfulness

in the race of Adam, it is one of those terrible facts that has to

be met, wrestled with, and explained in a way that will bear
eternal scrutiny. Man has fallen intellectually and morally,

thus the question above all questions is by what means is there

salvation, redemption, restoration, and renewal into the image
of God.
As these problems have already, in former works, received

careful study and, as related to the Inheritance will receive,

further consideration, all that is necessary here is to indicate in

what way, following the Method of Christ, the Bible, conveys to

men in scientific order the revelation of redemption by Grace.
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The principle, or power of Grace in Christ, is that which did not

exist in moral man ; unfallen he did not require it ; and, as

already suggested, had he conformed to Divine law, the issue

would have been true Science and Divine wisdom. With the

Fall, the need for Grace arose ; and this is revealed in the promised

'Seed that is destined to bruise the head of evil ; and, along with

this Seed of Grace, through the Woman, the way to be followed

is that of Sacrifice, Suffering, and Sorrow. There is no salvation.

or restoration or blessing by any other way ; earthly wisdom ard
human ethics are useless and without power ; they have utterly

failed ; therefore, it is impossible that men can return to God,

the Father, in such ways. The Seed of Grace is like the principles

named, Force and Life, it is a Seed that has to undergo the process

of development ; and, the truth is becoming more and more
plain that it is the study of the development of this Seed that is

going to reveal to men the true order of the development of all

Seeds in which there is life. In the race of Adam the Seed was
enveloped and lived ; the Seventh man in descent from Adam
was a fruit of the Seed ; he walked with God, he was not found
among men, he was changed and was taken home to be with

God. Noah received Grace, and the Seed was in him, but evil

men were destroyed by the Flood ; he was saved, and his family,

eight souls in all, and they inherited the earth under a covenant
and conditions of Grace. Abraham left Ur of the Chaldees, and
assisted by God entered upon the divine inheritance that is by
iaith. Moses was the son of an Israelite who was a bond-man in

Egypt ; he might have been the son and heir of a princess ; but
by faith his choice was the way of affliction, persecution, flight,

the life of a shepherd, thus to become the lawgiver of Israel and
the servant of God. By faith Joshua fought against Amalek,
served the prophet Moses, took up his abode in the sacred tent,

stored up in his soul the laws of God, and in due time he led

Israel into the promised Inheritance, saw and conversed with the

great captain of Salvation at Jericho, conquered the Canaanites
and divided the land among the tribes. Israel fell into idolatry

and anarchy; the Commonwealth failed to carry out the Divine
purpose in Grace; the people rejected the Lord of Grace as their

King, and the end was the captivity, sorrow, suffering, dissolution

of the nation, a new spiritual order, another kind of Government

;

and, at the appointed time, Jesus, the Christ, was born, the Saviour
of the world, the gracious Son of God, the Sacrifice for Sin.
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It is upon the Lord Jesus Christ, the Saviour of men, and the

Son of God, that the eyes of men should be fixed if they really

desire to know the will of God, find peace and rest in this world,

a,nd wish to forward the Kingdom of God that is built upon Truth

and Righteousness. No matter what men think or say, as

matter of fact. He is the Beginning and the End of all develop-

ment ; the Centre and Circumference of all that has been made
manifest. Men have to learn that they are very ignorant as

to spiritual truth, and that all truth is spiritual ; and the best

they can do is to listen to His Voice, as uttered in the Blessings

upon the Mount, and begin there to study His Divine Method of

thought. He as the Seed of Grace was very rich, the Universe

was His inheritance, yet for our sakes He became poor in things,

and poor in Spirit. He had no settled home, no place where

He might lay His head in peace ; and yet all the time He was the

Blessed One ; the Kingdom of Heaven was His possession

;

and, strange but true, whilst on Earth He was also in Heaven,

and the Kingdom of Heaven was within Him. It is with the

promised Seed that history begins with the fallen sons of Adam ;

and, it is just because He was pleased to manifest this poor,

humble spirit, that restoration to the family of God became
possible. Adam and his generations have mourned because of

sin, but through the Seventh Son, the Consecrated One, men
have been comforted. Noah with a meek spirit, by faith,

obeyed God, and the result was that to him was given the earth

as his inheritance. Abraham left Chaldea, idolatry, earthly

wisdom, and lordly empire, hungering and thirsting for truth

and righteousness ; he lived in the inheritance, received many
I)recious promises that are as seeds of grace and blessing to man-
kind ; he saw the Day of the Son of God and rejoiced with glad-

ness ; and, as truly as God lives, the day will come when all the

promises of God will be fulfilled, and men will live in the enjoy-

ment of the fulness of the blessings of the Gospel of Christ. The
Lord of Mercy had mercy upon the child Moses when he was
drawn out of the river of Egypt ; and he became a prince of

Egypt ; but, this child was the destined redeemer and lawgiver

of Israel, that through him the Mercy of God in Christ should

flow as a river for the Salvation of the world from sin. The
life of Israel in the Desert is the preparation, the training

required, for possessing the inheritance, but the Joshua

—

Saviour—that leads the redeemed hosts of God must never forget
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that it is the Unseen Captain of Salvation that is the real Captain,

Lord and King, They are blessed who are permitted to see His
face and receive His instructions ; and, what is of equal im-

portance, is that all the redeemed should live in the same spirit,

and possess the inheritance in truth and righteousness. Alas !

it was not so with the carnal Israel ; this people despised the

birthright and lost the blessing. That visible carnal order could

not bring salvation to men ; thus all that Israel received was
what Israel could perceive and understand ; and thus men
can now see that the whole of the dispensation from Abraham to

Christ was call and promise, sign and symbol, the patterns of

heavenly things, but not the realities of the Kingdom of Heaven.

The Lord of Grace, as Prince of Peace, in the fulness of the times,

came unto His own people, but they did not know, or receive,

Him ; they said He was a Carpenter, a Winebibber, a Friend of

Sinners, a Pretender to the Throne of David ; and thus it was so

brought about, by the Destiny of Heaven, and by the wickedness

of the Jews and Romans, that He was persecuted to the death ;

that He offered a perfect Sacrifice for sin ; and when, as Lord of

Life, of all kinds of Life, He rose from the dead. He gave power
to His disciples, returned to His Home in Heaven, and according

to promise sent down upon His followers His Holy Spirit, that

they might be comforted and strengthened for the great work
that lay before them in preaching the Gospel of Christ to all

nations.

This is an example of what is meant by the Method of Christ.

The Beatitudes can be taken in their spirit, in their order of

development, and applied in manifold ways to the Bible. There
are many analogies throughout the realm of Nature, but the

simplest, and the most familiar to men, is the ever repeating

octave notes in music. " He that hath ears to hear let him hear ;

"

and let those who hear, begin to enquire what these things mean ?



CHAPTER II.

THE EARTHLY INHERITANCE IN SOCIOLOaY.

The earthly inheritance is the theme of history, and according
to earthly historians or sociologists, it is the subject of supreme
interest to those who claim it as their possession, have bought
it with money, conquered it by power, claimed it by right of

primogeniture, or held it by Divine Eight. From whence the

inheritance has been derived is now a subject much discussed

;

in the " good old times " there was no doubt that men received

what they possess from God, or from the gods, but now many
say that it is better to ignore this aspect of the question, and
begin with Nature as the bounteous benefactor of all creatures.

Whether it will be possible to continue this line of thought,
is very doubtful ; the old conceptions may pass away ; the
impersonal may be found to be unreasonable and insufficient

to satisfy men ; thus it is a practical question, why men should
limit themselves if they do not find unsiirmountable limitations

that bar their way. The line of thought for the future seems
to be for men to try to discover new definitions by which they
may in a more comprehensive manner apprehend the thought
of God ; and in what sense Nature may be conceived as a Divine
inheritance possessed by men. The old conceptions have been
dispelled ; Nature has been, if not annihilated, reduced to a
few related ultimo te principles of thought ; were it not that
all the facts do not fit in \\ith Pantheism, men would be inclined

to think that God is immanent in Nature ; and that Nature is

His robe of Glory, within which He enshrouds Himself ; and,
by the order found in Nature He reveals Himself in laws that
men can understand. This may be true of physical Nature
as to visible forms ; also true, in a sense, in psychical Nature
as to spiritual thought ; but, when the intellectual and moral
stages of development arc reached, where men live, move, and have
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their being then the personal arises with greater intensity than ever^

thus the solution is not Pantheism ; it is Nature, plus Man, plus
(Jhrist, and Christ is God. It is useless for men to suppose that
they can cling to the past with all its well-worn garments ; it

is folly for them to subject themselves under the iron heel of
Nature ; the call upon them to think has been heard in the earth ;

they must arise, go forth and seek for the promised Inheritance.

It ought not to be considered strange that such a Call has come
to men at this crisis in the world's history ; whether they perceive

it or not their venerable systems of thought are crumbling to dust
around them ; thus they must consider their position, and where
the great river of time is carrying them. It is not strange that
sensuous earthly men utterly fail to see where they are drifting ;

that they are unable to see the changes that have occurred ;.

and, that the line of thought suggested by the Method of Chris

b

can have any practical meaning. They do not see, they cannot
understand, the signs of the times around them, thus all such
conceptions are conceived to be visionary, impractical and
not worthy of serious consideration. It is amusing to observe-

wise men shaking their heads and warning their fellows against

Idealism as if it were a schism, and unorthodox. They have
fallen asleep in their pleasant arbours ; they are uttering the

shibboleths of past ages, and they are unable to comprehend
why people smile at their wise sayings, their delightful sim-

plicity, their charming restfulness, and their unquestioning

good opinion of their own infallible practical knowledge. It

is well to remember that children can be very practical, they

are guided by sensuous experiences ; empiricists may be idealists-

or realists, according to their methods of thought ; but men
of science, who have attained to true scientific knowledge, must
be idealists for the simple reason that their work is all in the

realm of ideas and of the ideal. When men contradict themselves

and one another, by saying there is no matter ; and that there

is no mind as distinct from matter, then they are saying what is

true, because this is where they land themselves through science

and philosophy. The related ultima tes, as principles, and laws,

must be ideal, and when men reject the ideal they are confessing

that they are still, in their state of childhood, or of empiric

thought. When men say that they have perceived a divine

vision of truth in the Method of Christ, they may be taken as

meaning that to them science has opened up a new world of
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thought; they are, for the tune upon the mountain top, and.

they see a new Heaven and Earth, a City of God, an Inheritance
that cannot be corrupted or defiled,that must be fully manifested
and cannot possibly pass away.

It is useless to expect that sensuous people can see such a
vision ; they must be dealt with upon that platform upon which
they stand ; and it is necessary to be patient with them in their

childish period of life, or in their transitory empirical time of
inquiry when they are seeking after what is true and right. It-

is not to be conceived that inquirers have been in this City
of God, or that they are in possession of the Inheritance ; the
utmost they say is, that if what science describes is true, and
the Method of Christ is a right vision of the heavenly, then
the problem is no longer one of faith only ; the vision has been
realised as truth ; and the Altar of Sacrifice has been seen that
sanctifies the Inheritance. These inquirers do not say that
the Inheritance is theirs ; they say it is Christ's redeemed pos-

session ; that Christ is God's Son, in a very special sense, and
that only by, and through Him, can it be received and possessed

by men. It is here that they differ in thought, word, and deed
from earthly people ; because they seem to be saying that they
reject Christ and the spiritual in Him ; and they are like the
men in the parable who said, " This is the Heir, let us kill Him
and the Inheritance will be ours." It is in this selfish spirit

that men can claim the earth as theirs ; those who call them-
selves Agnostics simply ignore the claims of God, and of Christ

;

and, further, they may be charged with ingratitude, wilful

ignorance, and a spirit of rebelUon, in disowning God's righteous
claim upon themselves, as His creatures created in His image..

This is not stated in the form of judgment upon these men
or their methods of thought, but simply to make the matter
(;Iear, that whilst their conceptions receive favourable consi-

deration, they are not accepted ; and that it is to be taken for

granted that other men have the right to hold different views.

The question raised here is not of jierson, or party ; it is one
of spirit ; of the ways men think and speak about the Inheritance,

and, to try if possible to see, by the light of the method of Christ

whether any light can be thrown upon this subject at the present

time.

In the light of science it is right to say that what is known
as social or political economy is not considered as defined
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science. Tt is quite true that experience, empiricism and
scientific inquiry have opened up hnes of thought which men
hope will prove fruitful in the future ; but inquirers into social

and political economy do not assert that they have reached

the stage, as attained for example, by chemistry, or by spectrum

analysis ; they are following up inductive hnes of thought, causes

and effects, and they hope that some day they will find their

feet firm upon scientific grounds. In the meantime, political

economy, in its different branches, might be fairly represented

as in a state of empiric chaos ; if a cosmos is being evolved, there

is something required that economists do not as yet possess
;

and, there is a something about the science which seems to

differ in kind from the physical sciences. Perhaps the present

aspect of the inquiry is not so much that of scientific results

as of historical knowledge ; for the simple reason that the in-

ductive order of thought would be limited to what men have
experienced, observed, and tried to comprehend by reasoning.

It is not difficult to perceive that the order or the relations of

thought in chemistry must be far more simple in kind, than .

those for example of Production or Distribution ; in the one

case, the relations are objective, thus easily classified ; in the

other, there arises the primary questions as to matter and the

physical forces, life and organism and psychology with all that is

implied therein. It is after these are understood that the ques-

tion of political economy may be said to arise ; they are the

fundamental sciences upon which knowledge is based, plus the

science of knowing, that is of the man thinking, willing, choosing

and acting in a reasonable manner. The suggestion here is,

that it is possible political economists may not have realised

this connection, they would deal with political economy as the

chemist deals with elements, or the physiologist with physiology
;

but, it may be that simple objective sciences are not sufficient

guides in a realm of thought so objective, subjective, contem-

plative and rational as political economy. Economists ought

to be familiar with the physical sciences in their order so that they

may be able to lay a sound foundation for their thoughts ; also

it would appear that the psychical sciences are of importance

as related to ideas, and correlated thoughts of an abstract kind.

These are as the alphabet, the primary books for instruction in

science ; but what economists begin to do is to study in the light

of objective nature, a subjective worW of thought, what has
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bacome intellectual and moral. Agnostic economists may be

inclined to think that their science is not so very complex as

suggested ; but that, as a c[uestion of evolution, it is to be dealt

with as if it were governed by physical laws. If economists

can attain their end by this means, there is no reason why they

should choose a more complex way ; but they ought to be pre-

pared, as seekers after truth, to consider it to be possible that they

may be not merely ignorant, but also prejudiced against, what is

necessary for the stud)" of their science. If, as matter of fact, econ-

omists were conceived to be upon the same scientific platform

as physical scientists, then such suggestions as these would be
out of place ; but economists do not assert that they have
attained to scientific truth ; and, the differences of opinion

that exist among them would seem to suggest that as yet they are

empiric students trying to find their way through very complex
and difficult problems.

The object in view here is not to discuss questions of political

economy or to compare schools of thought ; but, if possible, to

get a bird's-eye view of the line of thought followed by them,

so that a general conception of this science, or of sociology, as the

more modern and more extensive subject has been named. The
narrower realm of political economy may be conceived as dealing

with men, wealth, society, and the State ; but sociolog}' appears

to be all embracing ; thus the physical and psychical sciences

would at least form the ante-chamber to the series of sciences

which would require as political economy to be as clearly

classified in their order as the physical sciences. If

this conception is a fair representation of sociology, and of

political economy, then sociologists claim authority to consider

Nature as physical and psychical ; the relations of man to Nature

as intellectual and moral ;
political economy in all its divisions

;

altruism and philosophy, as in a sense, above political economy,

as the necessary means of reconciliation of diverse thoughts,

and, to express that unity and harmony that is assumed to exist

in the universe as order and law. It is not assumed that the views

thus expressed will be approved of by Agnostics and Economists
;

the object not being to prove that they agree ; or upon what
points they disagree ; not to find fault with them, but if possible

to learn in what way they conceive such subjects, with the hope

that the studv mav be helpful when it is considered in the light

of the Method of Christ.

C
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As political economy has been named the " dismal science,"

a study containing little pleasure or profit ;
and as the agnostic

philosophy of sociology may be considered by many as a dreary

desert, where there is no life, only reasoning, pure intellectualism,

no feeling, no heart, humanity, or religion, it may be an advantage

to give a brief conception of the method of evolution. The

beginning of this story, however, is not like the Bible one that

opens with the remarkable words : "In the beginning God

created the Heaven and the Earth ;
" it begins with a few wise

men upon this earth, living in Europe, who began to form serious

doubts about Revelation ; and were inclined to think, and say,

that there is no God discoverable by man ;
and that there never

was a creation. Whether these men were wise beyond all other

men, and more brave, it is not necessary to consider ; they rejected

what was generally conceived to be a Divine Revelation : they

set up their own reasonings, and theories, in opposition to meu

who thought differently ; and thus it came to pass that they

came to be called Atheists and MateriaUsts. These men did not

like to be branded by such names ; they said that the names did

not agree with the facts ; they called themselves Agnostics, or

the people who do not know about religious matters, things

heavenly ; but that they did know about science and things

earthly, of which they said religious people were ignorant. The

religious people w^ere very conservative in their thoughts ;
they

beUeved what they had been taught by their teachers through

the ages of the past ; traditions and dogmas of the faith were as

fetters upon their souls, thus they were even as bondmen who

loved their bond-service, and had no wish to be set free from the

philosophies of past ages. The Agnostics, when they had de-

clared themselves to be freemen, who sought for truth, had no

patience with religious people ; and thus, it is sad to tell the story,

these wise good men disagreed, called each other ugly names,

and the result was strife and bitterness ; the departure from the

Christ-like spirit, and a weary period of uncharitableness. This

bad feeling is passing away ; the wise men of both parties see that

there was light of truth on both sides ; thus the desire at the

present time seems to be that men may inherit all the truth

possessed by both sides ; and be enabled to reject the ignorance

and the errors they formerly cherished. They rarely indulge

in the disreputable habit of calling names ; they try instead to

understand each other by patiently inquiring what thoughts and
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words mean ; and thus it has come to pass that religious people
are inclined to say that Agnostics did not explain their thoughts
in a right way, or that they were misinterpreted and misunder-
stood ; and Agnostics are beginning to say that they did not quite
understand theologians, and that it is possible reUgious people
have not been quite so ignorant and superstitious as they sup-
posed them to be. Agnostics thought that they had discovered
a new world, an inheritance most valuable, that could be kept
separate and apart from what is heavenly ; they begin to doubt
this conception ; it may be that some of them are prepared to go
so far as to say that the inheritance which they discovered, and
of which they were so proud, really takes its rise in the Spiritual

World ; and that what they had seen was the flower bursting
into beauty as a preparation for the fruit that should follow.

What the religious people seemed to think, and say, was that the
invisible Heaven was to them hke an open book ; what the
Agnostics thought and said was that religious people could not
do so

; that they would act more wisely if they gave up such
visions and think more about the earth, its order and laws, which
they were prepared to teach to those who desired to be
enlightened.

These wise men, it may be assumed without causing offence,

did not require to pray what is known as the Highlandman's
prayer, that God would give men a good conceit of themselves

;

they believed in themselves, and did not belijBve in God ; thus
they had all the conceit they required to launch their good ship
Evolution out on the great sea of life. It is not a little amusing,
and also interesting, to find that these wise sages have, in a sense,

fallen into the same position, and even a more helpless condition,

than that in which they said theologians had fallen. They said
that religious people had a blind faith, and that through their

blindness they became superstitious ; they are now in their turn
said to be unfit to five without a belief, and that as matter of fact

their whole philosophic cosmos, of which they are so proud, rests

upon, and is derived from, what they are compelled to beheve,
and what they cannot prove by the reason. The wise father of

the philosophy called this Cause the Unknowable
;
yet in reality

it was the Foundation Stone, despised by men ; and religious

people say that the great blunder in Evolution is this rejection

of the Corner Stone upon which the whole creation rests. Further
it would almost seem that a similar misunderstanding was
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readied about order and law ; they set their faces to find these

as written in symbols in Nature ; they said they did not believe

that there was an Ideal, or any design, or Designer, and yet they
cannot be satisfied until they read the Designs in Nature, as in

an open book, and find the Ideal transcribed into their own souls

as trutji. The poet wisely suggests that there are more things

in heaven and earth than is to be found in philosophy
;
perhaps

it would not be out of place to say that the philosophy of Earth
is derived from Heaven ; and that apart from Heaven it is not

even a vision of Truth, it would not have any existence.

But to continue the story as conceived by these wise men
who reject Heaven and choose the earth ; they think that there

never was a beginning, that matter was never created, that

energy is ever persistent, and thus the necessity for God is an
assumption. In other words these wise men used words, and
names, in a very limited sense ; they evaporated out of them
their true spiritual significance, and thus they thought that they

could imprison in mere things, words and forms, Avhat could not

retain them. Had they studied more carefully the mysteries of

electricity and magnetism, they might have been led to doubt
the infallibility of such theories ; because, when men reflect

upon this subject, the great positive statement about God is

that He is the Eternal, and the Unchangeable, that persists

through all changes. It is the utter inability of men to define

God, as Being, that is the wonder of wonders ; and, if men
could now realise this more clearly than they have done in the

past ; this great truth might prevent many foolish thoughts and
presumptuous words. God, as existent in the beginning, covers

all such difiiculties ; and the Name Jehovah, as revealed to Moses,

is the Sufficient, and Efficient, Cause, for all that has been created,

made manifest, or revealed. If then the present order of creation

is one, or even one of a series, as arising out of electricity, mag-
netism, ether, matter, fire-mist, air, sea and earth, all these are

but relations of the Ultimate Force ; and all these may be cor-

related by the inquiries of Science in the order of evolution ; but

the Eternal Mystery remains insoluble ; the finite cannot compass
the Infinite ; the finite is the created, the manifested, what is

order and law.

It is assumed that matter, what is earthy, became decomposed

by the influences of air, motion, fire, water, etc., that something

like mud, or protoplasm, ca-^e into existence, then a marvellous
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change took place, life was manifested, the living began to evolve,

and thus, so far as Science is concerned, a new realm with a new
order and laws was evolved. The question has been very fully

discussed as to the origin of life ; one school of thought believing

that it came spontaneously, and was only another form of the

manifestation of Force in a new way building up organic struc-

tures ; whilst another school maintained that this explanation

was not satisfactory, as it could be proved by experiment, that

life was only derived from antecedent life ; thus life had a

beginning upon this earth ; and, as the Miracle of God causing

life to generate could not be admitted, why, it might have come
from meteors, or from other worlds, where life pre-existed.

These theories, however, are not within the realm of Science
;

thus scientific men could only persist in trying to produce life

where no life was found ; or, admit, for the present, the fact

that such a gap existed in the theory of evolution, and that so

far it could not be bridged ; the order of the inorganic differs

from the order in the organic ; the Mystery is Life and there the

matter rests.

Agnostic thinkers hate what they call assumptions ; they

cannot tolerate them ; they must have something rational upon
which they build up their cosmos of creation, and yet at the root

of the physical world, inorganic and organic, they can do nothing

else but assume that these powers exist, and that they are real

antecedent causes ; they must believe these facts, and it is

upon what they assume, and believe, that the evolution theory

rests. If all this is granted, then why should men disagree about

ultimate facts about which they are unable to differ i If the

Agnostic assumes Nature, and not a personal God, that is his

symbol to denote the fact ; if a Christian believer names the

First Cause, God, then that is his s}Tnbol for the same fact, and
thus at the root of all their reasoning there is agreement. It

may be assumed here that this is not a new theory in philosophy,

because it is stated that the Greek philosophers were familiar

with such arguments. If then the real diliiculty is not at the

ultimate stages of thought, is there any real difficulty in what
can be conceived as scientific order ; that is, of how creation

came to be manifested ; what the order is, and what laws regulate

all that has been evolved ? Agnostics will say that they protest

against a six days' theory of creation by fiat, as stated in the

Bible, and as conceived litorallv bv mam- theologians ; forgetting
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that there have been Jews and Christians who have never limited

themselves to such a conception, but conceived it to be possible

that days mean periods of time ; and that this was the most
suitable form of revelation to the children of men, in their childlike

days, when the problems of Science were unknown. If the
meaning here is that Agnostics accepted the revelations of Science

earlier than theologians, then it would be useless to deny the

fact ; but all that this would amount to would be that theo-

logians were content to remain in the empiric state of inquiry
;

as inherited from their fathers ; whilst Agnostics rejected, and
denied such teaching, and maintained that it was out of harmony
with scientific facts. Just as it has been with related Ultimates

of thought, so it is coming to be with order and law,with evolution

or development ; it is not Agnostic theories nor theological

traditions, that are listened to, but science, as the order and law

are understood. When the scientific order' is- known, then the

strife must end ; there will not be differences of opinion, because

all men will see and understand the facts.

In the meantime, before the din of the battle is over, what men
see is that there are two camps ; that brother is opposed to

brother ; and, that unfortunately those who are engaged in the

conflict are unable to agree ; they are fighting under different

symbols of thought, and they cannot see how these can be brought

to agree. To put this matter in plain words the Agnostics have
\\ritten upon their banner. No God ; Nature as the ultimate fact

;

no revelation possible or admissible ; no sin, thus no need of

salvation ; therefore let men live in the light of Nature and enjoy

themselves now, because there is no possible proof attainable

that there is any heaven, or hereafter, no resurrection to a new
life, and no judgment ; the end is death for every man and for

the order in operation throughout the universe. It may be
supposed that there are Agnostics who detest all these negations

;

but what can they do, if of their own free-will they subject them-
selves to Nature, and what is naturalistic, how is it possible for

them to find deliverance from their unhappy position ? They
place themselves in the great iron cage of a naturalistic destiny ;

they show their chains to those who pass by, and evermore there

comes from their lips the wailing cry, We cannot get out of the

doom we havo brought upon ourselves ; and we are without hope
and without God in the universe. If those in the opposite camp
are found rejoicing in hope of the glory of God ; convinced that
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God is their Redeemer ; that sin is pardoned ; and that they

have excellent and full assurance that they will possess the

Divine Inheritance ; then it is clear that they have something

worth fighting for, and that their struggle is not against their

brothers, but against that wily, cursed enemy that has beguiled

them to the insane belief that there is no G-od, and no salvation.

But seeing that both parties consider themselves to be upon the

side of truth and of right, and they are unable to convince one

another, by what means can peace be proclaimed, and in what
way are those who are counted to be enemies to be reconciled to

each other ? Again it must be asserted that the difficulty is not

with science ; it is with those who ignor?ntly misrepresent science.

What is Science, but Truth, the true knowledge of related

thoughts ; therefore, Science must become the great reconciler

and not the stirrer up of strife. It is for this reason that men
should encourage true Science, as apart from Science falsely so

named, and the sooner Divine Truth in scientific order is known
the sooner will peace come to this sin-stricken suffering world.

The meaning of all this is not that peace is to be obtained easily,

or without a price, but that the truce of God should be proclaimed,

and that the fullest and freest consideration of the whole subject

be entertained. It is not a question whether agnosticism, or

dogmatic Christianity will win the day ; it is whether the God
of Love, and of Grace, will answer men by the word of fire, by
the still small voice, or by the rending of the heavens and the

overthrow of the Babel towers that men have built ; the appeal

must be to truth, to Christ and God, and against their answer at

this time no further appeal seems possible.

As related to the realm of physical life, as explained by the

Sciences of Biology, Morphology, Anatomy, Physiology and
Embryology, the Christian thinker may be in perfect agreement

;

all that he can say.is that the debt owing to scientific workers is

very great, and that the results of their labouis is of immense
value. It is, however, one thing to accept the results of Science ;

and something (juite different to agree with Agnostic theories as

arising out of what Science has discovered in the realm of life.

What is meant here is not that the facts differ, but that the

Agnostic explanation is limited, too narrow, not high enough,

thus excluding from consideration lines of thought that knock for

admission at the Agnostic door of truth, and are rudely told that

they will not be permitted to enter. Further, the words and
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symbols used in the A gnostic argument are not quite satisfactory

;

they are specialised names, and words capable of being differently

interpreted, thus the conflict even here may be more about the

meaning of the words than about the facts that underlie them.

When the Agnostic philosopher describes the evolution of life from

a germ-cell to multiplication of cells, to differences of structure,

to organic forms as in the world of botany, to zoological forms,

simple and complex, to the different branches and families of

living creatures such as Protozoa, Coelenterata, Worms, Arthro-

poda, Echinodermata, MoUusca, Vertebrata, there does not seem
to be any cause for strife ; the facts are admitted, the evolution

may be traced, but the method of the evolution as by natural

selection, the survival of the fittest, etc., etc., may be questioned.

Even that much discussed problem of the Descent of man in

physical form from a lower kind of being ought not to cause strife,

because it may be assumed that all physical life is from the same
source of Life, and, man is the highest form that is known to exist.

The chief difficulty is not with what is physical, it is with what
evolves v.ithin the physical body ; what is higher in its order, and
cannot be classified by Science under the head of physical life.

When the Agnostic thinker assumes that physical life has arisen

out of a differentiation of the physical forces, believes this thought,

and affirms it to be true ; then he is in a fair way to believe, and
affirm that the psychical realm is an evolution from the physical

by means of the nerves ; that somehow nerves of sensation have
feeling, that nerve-centres may not only generate nerve-force

but retain feeling and receive sense impressions, ideas and
thoughts. Nerve centres, it is assumed, may on the one side be

linked to the physical and on the other to the psychical ; and,

somehow, feelings, impressions, sensations, ideas, compared ideas,

thoughts, and related thoughts, evolve into what is conscious of

all these ; but the conscious being is not anything new, it is a

further evolution of Force ; or of what is within Force, and is

thus made manifest by the nerves of the body. This is how
another great gulf is bridged by an assumption ; but no satis-

factory explanation is given in what way the unconscious physical

becomes the conscious psychical ; it is so believed ; it is thus

stated by men who claim to be expositors of Science ; therefore,

it is unreasonable to doubt their work, or their honour, in thus

giving to men the true naturalistic theory that explains all the

facts. That the psychical nature of the lower creatures is the
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same in kind from the lowest to the highest may be accepted as

true ; and, that the order reigning throughout the realm is

similar may also be accepted ; but, there are many things in

connection with the psychical world which are not explicable

upon this theory ; and thus it is not in fair repute, in fact it won't

work harmoniously, and it is not worthy of acceptance.

The next stage of evolution is a more serious one ; and yet

from the Agnostic standpoint it seems to be more easily attained.

It is true that there is an evolution traceable from the lowest

class of creatures up to the more intelligent, such as elephants,

horses and dogs. Do they not reason ? Can they not compare

their thoughts ? Do they not follow a train of reasoning when
they follow means to reach an end ? May they not even possess

altruistic powers when they defend their masters and die for

them ? All this is quite true, but it doss not touch the real

problem ; there is something in man that is not found in the

lower creatures ; and, it is not conceived that they possess what

would evolve into what man possesses. The question is not how
near the dog can come to the man ; or how low below the dog

the man may sink ? It is this, can the lower creatures be edu-

cated to understand abstract words, signs and symbols of thought,

and can they reason as men do upon abstract problems of history

and philosophy, of science and religion ? The lower creatures

are not endowed with the powers of intellect and morals, in the

sense that men are intellectual, moral, spiritual and responsible

beings ; therefore, it can be plainly seen that at this stage a gulf

is found which cannot be crossed so that the lower creatures may
pass over and become men. On the other hand, whilst this

great difference remains, and is not explicable, it is possible to

explain the psychical likeness in the lower creatures to man, as

expressed in desire, passion, affection, simple reasoning, as to

ideas of right and wrong, and in altruistic actions. The agnostic

assumes that the man evolves from the animal ; the man asserts

that the animal is below the man ; and, that it is because he is

iu the image of God that he is capable of knowing truth, and of

doing, or not doing what is just, good, and right in the

sight of God and man. It is at this stage of evolution where
agnostics, as evolutionists, may be said specially to disagree

among themselves ; one class maintaining that they see no diffi-

culty as to the order of evolution ; whilst the other class do not

see how the moral, or ethical, can evolve from the irresponsible
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natural. It is at this stage including altruism that evolution as

found in man is supposed to end in the individual type ; nature

has brought forth her offspring, and man is the flower and fruit,

the epitome of the natural.

It will be observed at this stage that the order of evolution

has been traced through the physical to the psychical as repre-

senting nature ; and then out of these, as if by direct evolution,

there arises man as possessing intellectual and moral, or ethical,

powers. Nature, and the natural, form the possession, the in-

heritance to which man falls heir ; and it is here that the great

struggle for supremacy begins ; the man has to be brought into

harmony with his environment ; he must show his prowess and
cunning by attaining the mastery, thus proving himself to be the

fittest to survive ; and, it is to be inferred that as the man is a

natural man, the same kind of struggle for survival will go on

in families, tribes, nations- and empires throughout the earth.

In the line of thought of the' agnostic sociologist, this type of

man has been produced by nature from nature ; and this end

being attained, what men ought to expect is that societies of

men will be evolved upon the same typical forms ; and thus it

is by the study of nature, in its analogies, that the evolution of

society is to be understood. It is worthy of attention that an

eminent French philosopher, M. Comte, was among the first to

work out this conception in full detail ; and the not less able

English philosopher, Mr. H. Spencer, in his own independent

fashion, brought the same line of thought to fruition in his work

on Sociology. What these great thinkers seem to agree upon
is that man is the key to the study of society ; and, not until

society is thus studied will men find that their chaotic theories

are giving place to a cosmos of society. If the thoughts of these

men are fairly represented here they would amount to this :

if men would know what man is they must study nature ; and,

if they would understand society then they must understand

nature and study man ; and the results ought to be unity and
harmony. These great Pisgah visions of nature, man, and
society are worthy of careful study ; in their own place these

men are worthy to be honoured ; they perceived great natural

visions of divine truth ; and, at the stage of development in

which they lived it is difficult to see in what way they could

have thought difi^erently. They possessed in their own souls the

thought-materials that could be used for the construction of an
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ideal naturalistic order ; and these were necessary for prepara-

tion for the spiritual order that must follow in due time. It

may be easy to criticise and find fault with such men ;
- they

have had an ample share of blame ; it is now tipae to begin to

ask, in what way men would have found their way to divine

spiritual ideals, if these men had not lived, laboured in thought,

destroyed temples and towers, cast down mountains, and ele-

vated valleys, so that the way might be made plain for the

coming King of Glory and of spiritual truth. All the more

may those who begin to see what their labours mean for man-

kind, pause for a moment on their journey and thank God with

all their hearts for these great servants in the realm of Truth
;

and, it will be well to remember that these men Avere sent forth

without conscious instructions, or direct heavenly light. They
also were called, they went forth, they knew not whither, and

they were led, divinely led, to find that inheritance of which

men have tasted the first-fruits.

The order of thought followed here is naturalistic ; it is meant

to be so ; it is like Egypt, the Desert, Horeb and the Law, the

patterns of the things in the heavens, the school and the school-

master, laws on this side and on that, relations, conditions,

limitations ; it is not the inheritance, the permanent home, but

the way thither; the intellectual hammer breaking things and

thoughts to pieces, so that in due time the home might be dis-

cerned, the land divided, and the Divine Kingdom of God re-

vealed to men. With this thought in view it may be possible

to appreciate more truly what political economists and sociol-

ogists teach, the lines upon which they work, the land, which

they hope to occupy, and even why they seem to fail because,

they are not as yet conscious what the results of their labours

will be. If, as suggested, they are co-workers with earnest,

true men in all ages, and they had one part of the great work

of God given them to do, and they did their best, would it not

be folly to blame them because they did not do the work of an

earlier or later stage ? In other words these men have been

intellectual workers, whether they knew it or not—idealists

striving to put in rational order what other men did not under-

stand. They have had to demolish temporary structures ; they

have been working at the eternal foundations of the City of God ;

and, because it was intellectual order that occupied their special

attention, they failed to perceive that they were really at work
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ill the Heavens ; and that, through an ideal after which they
were following, they were building a Heaven in their own souls,

in so far as they were following truth, the divine thoughts of

the Eternal. In the olden times men used, by the deductive

method of thought, to build up heavens and earths for them-
selves and they called them philosophies ; thesa new thinkers

reversed the order, they would think and study by the inductive

order ; by eSects to causes, subsequents to antecedents, step

by step, link by link, in the intellectual sind naturalistic w^orld

until they found out truly how things had become what they
are ; they seemed to say we must, for the preserit, put aside

the Heavens, Ideals, Designs, and the question Why ? and,

what we must aim at is to put in order what we do know, and
what can be discovered from, and through. Nature. It can
be perceived that these limitations, under the circumstances,

as intellectual, become necessary ; in fact, it is the way by which
men can attain to scientific knowledge. It is not to be supposed
that this explanation is given as a justification of agnosticism

;

because, it is conceivable that men could cherish the child-like

way of faith in God ; and, at the same time, advance into the

new region that was being opened up. Professor Faraday is given

as a type of this kind of scientist ; he knew that the world of

spiritual rhildhood was a true world, and yet he did not doubt
that the world of Science was equally true, even though the

thoughts that were current in these worlds did not seem to agree.

If these remarks are understood they may prove helpful

to students who wish to consider fairly and justly this very
complex question ; at least it may be perceived that the inductive

and naturalistic order of thought has real and permanent value
;

and that for grave reasons it could not have been expected that
the results of Science would have been accepted by theologians

without a very severe struggle. The personal attitude of the

scientist and the agnostic is so strange, in one sense tending
to the universal, and in the other to egoistical theories, that the
result was bound to be antagonistic to custom, tradition and
dogmatism. Thus, when the Sociologist flings himself in thought
outside the household of faith, and of belief in a Divine reve-

lation ; and asserts that man is a child of Nature through millions

of generations ; that his nearest of kin among the lower creatures

is some kind of ape, the exact link not being found, is it so very
strange that the theory should be held up to derision and that
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men should prefer to claim their descent from angels ? In some

way or other man appeared upon the earth ; when, or how, men
cannot tell ; it may be a million of years ago, or seven thousand

years ; he might have been innocent and good, or he might have

been a degraded savage without culture, art, or science : he

might have found a sheltered home in a garden, or a wood, to begin

his career ; but, there is little doubt he was, once upon a time,

a dweller in caves of the earth, a wild man, a hunter, who killed

beasts that he might live upon their flesh ; who tore up roots

out of the earth to use with flesh or fish ; and, when too lazy to

hunt or fish, lived upon the fruits that he could find upon the

trees that grew wild in his garden or out in the forests. This

is something like the original man as discovered by the agnostic

sociologist ; but the same type of man is not dead, he is to be-

found in Australia ; and what is still more strange is the story

that Christian colonists, those who observe and preserve law

and order, have been accused of being unkind, cruel and bar-

barous beyond conception in their dealings with these aboriginals,

the lineal descendants of this race that once possessed the worlds

If this report about the white-skinned highly evolved European
race is true, then it is to be feared that it is not the colour of

the skin that reveals barbarism ; for the white man, with the

black heart, may outshine the savage in his savagery, and prove

by his actions that in reality he is a savage still, even though

said to be a gentleman and a Christian.

It is not yet settled by agnostics where this aboriginal type

of men came into existence ; whether at one centre or at several

centres ; from one type of mother ape, or from several ; but,

it seems clear that they survived and multiplied ; that they

were formed into families and tribes, and that the tribes combined

and formed into nations. It is certain that they did not remain

loving and kind, united and happy, though why they should

strive and fight when their numbers were few, and the inheritance

so large, is not quite clear. They could all have been dukes, or

earls, with large estates if they cared to seize them ; and yet,

if the surmises of men are true, they were not happy or content,,

and were quite as ill-tempered, jealous, envious and covetous

as men and women of the 20th cent. a.d.

It is suggested that the more quiet and respectable class

of men grew tired of hunting, and fishing, and living in dens

and caves of the earth, and they began to make friends with
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sheep and cattle, befriending and protecting them from wild

beasts ; and these humble, kindly creatures rewarded their

benefactors by making them wealthy. The shepherd life also

was more pensive and thoughtful than the hurry and conflict of

the chase, and the opportunities were more favourable for re-

flection and study. It was at this stage of development that
the terms, wealth and value, began to be used ; those shepherds
who had only a few head of stock were poor, whilst those who
had many were wealthy, or very wealthy, and powerful ; as

now so then, those who had the greatest possessions were the

more powerful, because they were in a position to reward other

men for their services. It is admissible that the shepherd's life

is more pleasant, honourable and worthy than that of hunting
;

but, in a society of mixed hunters and shepherds, of fighting men
and peaceful men, of reckless, lawless men, and quiet law-abiding

men, when the pinch of hunger came upon the hunters, and they
saw their prosperous neighbours' flocks, is it so very strange that

at a time, when might was thought to be right, that the hunters
should seize their friends' cattle and sheep, and utilise them
for their own pleasure and support. Such actions were con-

demned by the shepherd folks as robbery and injustice ; they
were quite unable to understand the grim reasons of the hunters,

.and thus friendly relations betwixt them would cease. It is

.somewhat strange that similar raids have continued even unto
this day among men ; the Arabs, Turks, and even Scots and
English border men not very long ago approved of this game

;

and it is boldly asserted that strong and powerful nations have
been guilty of land-stealing, cattle-stealing and man-stealing,

so that however old these evil habits may be, they have survived

in a very wonderful manner ; the difierence not being in the

method of operations, but in the very extensive scale upon which
they are carried out ; and in the horrible, deadly, devastating

weapons the hunters use in their marauding expeditions.

With the evolution of society, the multiplication of families,

the increasing number of children born, men found that hunting
and fishing, root-grubbing and fruit-plucking, and even that

abundance of sheep and cattle could not satisfy all their wants

;

thus, the more active men who were not afraid of work, and not

ashamed of being tillers of the soil, took to an agricultural life
;

they built for themselves huts and houses ; hamlets and villages
;

=they were prosperous and fairly happy, only what with droughts
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and bad seasons, wild beasts and robbers, they always had some-
thing to complain about ; thus when the modern farmer's wite

grimly says, " that if it's not one thing that's wrong it's the other,"

she is giving her experience of the agricultural life in much the

same way as her predecessors did in the good old times when
there were no landlords or farm servants. Farmers find still

that there is a crook in their lot ; that all seeds sown do not

grow to fruitage, that the promise of spring does not always
bring an abundant harvest ; and yet, somehow, agnostics and
farmers cannot tell how, the sun shines and the rain falls in

showers of blessing ; the diligent hand tends to grow rich, whilst

those who do not plough, sow, or reap, but love to bask in the

sunshine, become poor and wretched, and seem somehow to have

got unto the wrong world, into the wrong place, and, being

unwilling, they become unable to live like men, to struggle with

their environment and overcome their enemies.

When hunters hunt and fish ; and shepherds watch their

flocks ; and farmers till the ground in peace, there is blessing

and prosperity. Farms become villag3s, villages become towns,

towns grow into cities. The hills and pastures are covered with

flocks ; the harvest ripens with golden grain ; the grape vine

yields its clusters ; the blacksmith and carpenter are busy, society

of a kind has been realised, and somehow or other communities

live together in peace and the people are prosperous. Society

has evolved from the unit to the many, from the simple to the

complex, and, without forethought, premeditation, or special

care and instruction, there has been the gradual adaptation of

parts to the whole, of organs to organs ; the personal life has heen
enlarged into the social life ; and, just as without any fore-

knowledge the man physical, psychical, and moral, became
organised as one body and soul, so the society, small or great,

becomes physically, psychically and morally one body and soul,

living one organic life, all members of the same body, and no

schism or strife in the organism. Each man may find his place,

and do some honest work for the common good ; and, if they live,

think, act, and work as they ought, then they all seek after and
minister to the common-weal. But, in passing, it must not be

conceived that this ideal is the creation of the sociologist, he

is not guilty of such a Utopian conception ; it is merely an
analogy taken from his conception that the man evolves into

society, that society is like the man, therefore, the idealist
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imagines that if the man at his best is a unified harmonious
organism, then it is reasonable to expsct that society should

evolve into the same likeness.

It is somewhat strange that agnostics and sociologists, in their

works, do not convey to men this impression ; it is not unfair to

state that this vision has never been seen by them ; thus what
they seem to teach is not that society is, or even ought to be, an
organised unity, like a man, but a disorganised society of beasts

of prey that seek to live upon and destroy each other. If Mr.

Spencer's analogy and teaching is true, in harmony with the

nature of things ; and there is no reason why men should deny
or reject his line of thought—then, it would almost seem that all

his arguments tend to destroy agnosticism, and naturalism is

convicted of being sin against Nature. In other words the

agnostic assumes that man somehow became the ideal of Nature,

an organised being living in his own little organised world, a

harmoiiised unity ; but, when men, as ideals, increase in number,

and form into a society, then the ideal is lost, men miss the

mark at which they aim, in fact they become selfish and self-

seeking ; they sin against Nature, they become demoralised,

lose the man likeness and become like beasts of prey. If ag-

nostics will seriously consider this position, it may tend to show
that there is sometliing to be said in favour of an Ideal, Design.

Providence, and similar conceptions, because they are themselves

led to form an ideal of what man is, and what society ought to be.

If agnostics say that Nature has failed to perfect the ideal found

in man, and evolve it in society, then will it not follow that men
have gone wrong, and have fallen from the ideal life of man and

society ? Further, would not such a confession mean that the

believer in God and revelation, and the agnostics are in reality,

conceiving and uttering the same thoughts, but using different

words to explain what they mean. This line of argument, it

will be seen, is only arising above the surface of human thought

;

this is its introduction into this new world ; but, it would seem

as if here men meet with a friend who will stand by them, and do

faithful service in the future.

It has been suggested that the impression gained from Agnos-

tics, as political economists, and sociologists, is that society is

not an organised united body, but that it is disorganised, a

chaos ; and what they have to do is to discover the order of the

organism ; find out how Nature works, and having discovered
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the true and right order, the laws, then to impress upon men
the necessity of conforming to the order and obeying the laws,

which at present they do not know or understand. It seems that

this is a fair way of expressing what lies at the root of political

economy and sociology ; those who study these subjects do
so in the name of science, by what is conceived to be the scientific

method ; but it is not asserted that in these realms of thought

science is regnant, that order and law are definitely known, and
that the necessity for further enquiry is at an end. Further,

it is well to remember that political economy, as aiming at

scientific order, is a child of the 18th century ; and that sociology

is the child of the lOth century, thus the first is but a youth at

school, and the second a child beginning to use its powers. Thi&

is not stated to depreciate the value of these sciences, but to

indicate their true position in the world of thought ; and, if

they are found to be somewhat over-conceited about their attain-

ments, then to suggest modesty as becoming youth and child-

hood, and greater patience in following their studies. The
point reached here is, that the stages of scientific enquiry reached,

are not science in the form of final results ; but the efforts of men
who are trying to reduce to scientific order what they conceive

to be definable, can be classified, and related in true order as law.

At this point it may be an advantage to leave for a time the

sociological aspect of this question and consider briefly the

leading terms used by economists to indicate their line of study,

and in what way they think they are going to find a science of

political conomy. The root idea in economy is that of manage-
ment, as of money matters, of a household, or of a nation ; there

is in it the conception of frugality, wise administration, prudence,

a system of life that requires to be carefully studied so that the

man, the house, or the state, may not become bankrupt through
expenditure of means beyond what is reasonable and right.

There is an economy of the human body in the sense that food
is required for nourishment, that the food should be suitable

in quantity, quality and proportions ; and that, unless these

matters are attended to habitually, the end may be death by
gluttony, or by starvation. As the economy of the body is to

preserve good health, so the economy of house, and state, is

analogous in order. The type of thought may be found in the

man, but the man is not the subject of economy ; it is what he

possesses, his property, that has to be studied. Thus economists

I)
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sometimes begin their works by the definition of wealth, as

being that which by labour is taken from nature and possesses

exchangeable value. It is not conceived that nature is wealth,

or possesses any personal proprietary value ; thus air and water,

forest and prairie, gold and coal, in their original conditions, are

not wealth ; they become so when utilised for the use of men by
labour ; and, until they are claimed by labour for useful pro-

duction they are not wealth. There may be latent wealth in

forest and prairie land, in gold and coal mines, but they do not

belong to any individual, though they are assumed to be the

inheritance of the sovereign power. The land, and all its possible

riches ; the earth wdth all its blessings belong to nature ; and if

men will face nature, and take by force, or accept as a gift, what
nature can bestow, then what he wrests from nature becomes
his personal property and he begins to become a wealthy man.
Even here a twofold ideal of nature is found to arise ; thus

it depends upon the man whether he conceives himself to be
burglar and thief ; or a friend of Nature, who gives ungrudgingly

her gifts to men ?—Nature is the beneficent mother, the fairy

godmother, the witch, the enchantress, or any other mythical

ideal ; but in reality she is the physical inheritance given to, and
possessed by men. Unclaimed and unwrought earthly portions

have no owners or landlords, upon this point all economists

seem to be agreed.

When a man by labour tills a bit of ground and fences it in

then he has a proprietary right in what he has taken from
Nature ; he has produced food and he has shut out wild beasts

;

he has not wronged or taken advantage of a fellow-man, thus

it would be unjust for another man by force to enter in and take

from the man that toiled the fruits of his labour. It may be that

he has friends among hunters and shepherds ; they do not envy
him the property, the wealth, he has secured for himself, but

they are pleased to exchange with him their spoil caught in

hunting, the sheep, or the wool that they possess. The farmer

has produced food on his property ; the nomad shepherd going

from place to place has produced wool ; a third man exchanges

labour for wool and begins to weave woollen cloth ; a fourth man
joins the community, tans the skins of beasts and makes shoes,

and tent materials. A fifth man finds iron ore, smelts it, makes
hoes, ploughs or machines, and thus all are producers, and they

make mutual exchanges for the common good. To these
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workers there may be added all kinds of labourers and artizxns,
until there are found in the land prosperous farms, hamlets,
villages and towns ; they live in peace, they mutually assist

each other ; all are workers, producers and exchangers ; and
they are also in a sense distributors of wealth, and consumers,
because what is produced is distributed throughout the com-
munity and consumed by them.

Other communities are formed and increase in the same way
at more or less remote distances from each other ; but in due
time it is discovered that the people in one place can produce a
superabundance of that which is more easily produced in the
district, say wheat, another district has special advantages for

growing grapes and fruits, therefore it is for their mutual in-

terest to make exchanges. As the evolution goes on in the societies,

one class of workers will be more proficient in producing woollen
goods, another silk goods, another earthenware, another iron,

and so on, and they find it convenient to form markets to en-

courage merchants, and by this means the system of exchange
is more easily carried on ; the expenses arc less to use merchants
as go-betweens, rather than to waste time and opportunities on
journeying, thus exchanges betwixt districts become easy, regular,

and profitable. As the evolution goes on, communities are
formed beyond rivers, lakes, and seas, thus there is introduced
into this work of exchanges, ships, commerce, agents, wholesale
buyers, and retail dealers, and it is through these middlemen
that trade is carried on between port and port, nation and nation.
They are the distributors of what is produced and exchanged
and although these men do not sometimes get a good name,
surely it is not difficult to see that they have a function to per-

form ; they are not idlers in the hives of industry and commerce
;

they are worth their hire, and it is difficult to see how they can be
dispensed with. It is not necessary to point out that all the
communities thus found interchanging commodities are also

the consumers ; they all live as brethren under a system of free

trade ; they exchange, of their abundance, what they can spare
for others ; and they receive in return what they desire to use
und possess ; and unquestionably by this means men become
more wealthy in goods that are exchangeable.
During the evolution thus indicated, assumed to be purely

natural, in which there is no constraint, but mutual good-will,

and benefit for the common good, there has arisen in connection

i> 2
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with exchanges such terms as barter, value, price, supply, demand,
currency, standard, credit, debit, profit and loss. These to

mercantile peoples are familiar facts ; they do not think of putting

them in scientific order ; they have arisen out of the experiences

of men ; and successful merchants take them for what they are

worth, form their own empiric theories upon them, and act with
prudence, with as much foresight as possible so that they may
make profits and not losses. If the economists mean that they
are going to reduce to scientific order all these facts, assuredly

they have a great work before them ; but, at the present time,

what they appear to be doing is gathering the facts together, and
putting them in their order so that they may be in a position to

teach men what the laws of nature are, and what men may expect
if they conform to certain rules, or what the results will be if they

act in a way that is contrary to nature. It maybi assumed that

common people have no difficulty as to the meaning of tbe various

terms used in the market place ; they know that to barter is to

exchange one commodity for another ; that the value is what
they place iipon what they wish to sell ; that price is what is

asked or offered for ?ny article of value ; that if there is an over-

supply of any commodity the price is likely to fall and that if

stocks are small and the demand keen the price will rise. These
are open market terms in general use, and thus they are generallv

understood, as matters of experience. If the questions of cur-

rency in gold, silver and copper are introduced, the uninitiated

may not know that gold is the standard for value ; that silver

and copper coins are not placed in the same honouriible position
;

and that Bank of England notes are as good as gold to those wdio

possess them. To know these things is important ; they may even

be said to be scientific facts, because they define the relations

that exist in the realm of trade and commerce. The scientific facts

here a.ppear to be similar to the relations of elements in chemistry

;

the standard as 1 is hydrogen, and all other elements are related

in certain definite proportions to hydrogen, and to each other.

If this is so, then it is conoeived that gold is the standard in com-
merce in many countries, silver in others, but whatever the

standard may be, gold or silver, all commodities are related to

the standards and proportionally to each other by these standards.

In chemistry such relations are existent, and men cannot change

them ; but with commodities in the open market it is different, the

standard is not conceived as changing, but, according to supply
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and demand, prices rise or fall. Thus the eSect of a drought

might bring about scarcity in tlie supply of wheat, therefore it

may be expected that the price will rise. A speculator interested

in the wheat market considers with greet care what the supply is

likely to be, and how much it will fall short of the usual demand ;

he speculates and tries to make a corner in wheat, and the result

may be that prices would rise out of all proportion to the short

supply ; the man ma}' make a fortune if successful ; but, if caught

in the fierce current, when the corner is broken, the issue may be
bankruptcy. As it is with wheat, so with wool, cotton, silk, iron

or any other commodity ; the normal values may be near certain

definable values, but, when relations and conditions change,

then the normal relative values are swept away
;

proportions

and numbers, weights and measures, prices and values, do not

remain constant, and thus the science of trade and commerce is

in a different realm from chemistry. Is it conceivable that the

standard £. s. d. is applicable to labour, to all commodities, to

all wealth ? Is it likely that labour of every kind is capable

of being expressed at so much per day ? If the value in the

commodities is measured by the amount of labour put into them,
then could commodities be bought and sold at fixed ratios as to

labour and gold ? If this is not conceived to be practicable

or possible, then in what way do economists hope to reach a

perfect science of values and prices ? If it is true that economists

cannot hope to deal with commodities in this way, for the simple

reason that the problems are too complex in their nature and
order, then what is the basis of their science ? If it is not analagous

with physical chemistry, then what is the basis of the science of

political economy ? It is not unusual to find economists stating

that their science has nothing to do with passion or sentiment,

affections or morals ; not with imaginary things or abstractions,

but with concrete facts that may be correlated in scientific order.

Is it to be conceived that economists have, as yet, failed to under-

stand the true meaning of science ; that they are limiting them-
selves to concrete experiences, to empiric reasonings, and that

they have failed to grasp the conception that science, every

science is abstract ; in other words, it does not deal \vith con-

crete things, but with thoughts, very complex thoughts, in their

intellectual relations ? It has been suggested that the method
of study is historical by the way of experience and of empiricism ;

thus if their rcaHoning is only about things, and men's ideas about
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how things are related, then all that can be said is, that as yet

they are not scientific thinkers ; and it may be a question worth
considering whether they have begun to build upon the true

foundations of a political economical science ? The pointraised here

may appear to economists to be absurd ; it is like that of a child

daring to question the teaching of wise teachers, whilst asking for

guidance and instruction. It may even be equivalent to asserting

that the teachers do not possess a standard, and that they cannot

do so until their work of analysis is complete ; their ultimate

concept reached ; and thus fitness for the raising of a synthetical

structure that will embrace, \inily, and harmonise all their labours.

It is not asserted that this is so, what is pointed out is that there

is room for doubt ; and that if analogy is of value, then the

physical sciences would tend to confirm this aspect of the question.

To put this matter in another form ; what economists seem
to say is that their theories are to be placed to their credit in

the Bank of Science, and that the cheques they draw will be

honoured upon presentation. The cheques are presented and
they are not met, they are returned with the unpleasant legend

on their face, " no account." The cheques might be met and
honoured in the Banks of Experience, or of Empiricism, where
there are credits to account, but not at the Bank of Science.

When men draw upon the Bank of Science there ought not to

be any doubt as to payment ; it ought to be even more stable

and certain than the Bank of England ; but, with second-rate

banks there is the risk of a run upon them, and the wealth

deposited therein may not be available ; or paid in notes that

are not representations of sterling value. In thus reasoning it

is not assumed that the information given by economists is

untrue ; or that their theories are without value ; but that somehow
the doubt has arisen, that there is something wrong somewhere,
and that confidence will not be regained until this matter is cleared

up.
^

If the line of thought followed is expressed in the order of

development it takes this form : the questions of Production,

Exchange, Distribution, and Consumption are the four stages

that are limited by Experience and Empiricism ; but the fifth stage

being reached the order is changed and it is the Intellect, as pure

reason, that deals with the abstract problems of complex relations.

The things produced, the methods of exchange, the relations

of distribution, the materials consumed, pass out of sight, and
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the series of problems that are raised are difEerent iu their order
;

they are the other side, the inward side, that deals with relations

of value, money as an equivalent, price as arising out of supply

and demand, the problems of trade, industry and commerce,

banking, complex accounts, credit and debit, gold and cheques and
all that can be expressed by finance and financial arrangements.

The fourfold division referred to is for the farmar and his friends

in their dealings together, the merchant and his customers,

buyers and sellers of goods ; this other higher order is abstract,

intellectual, for the worker in the office and bank, for masters,

merchants, bankers, and financial magnates, who do not touch

things, or gold, but deal with figures, calculations, abstractions

and cheques, which only represent value when the drawer has

credit with his banker. The suggestion here is that these

problems, conceived to be intellectual, deal with the abstract, not

the concrete ; and that it may be useful to observe this dis-

tinction. Here it may be right to say that in this realm, in a

sense, the questions of passion or pleasure, of affection or ethics,

have no place, the problems are of the intellectual relations,

and thus sentiment is out of place in dealing with them. This

is where the scientific spirit works ; and, if the work of science

in the physical world is contemplated, it will be seen that there

is analogy. If economists are going to classify their science,

then it may be that they will require to make a distinction

betwixt the economy that deals with things and the thoughts

related to them ; and the economy that deals with men, masters

and servants, landlords and tenants, kings and subjects.

The point reached here is that the four stages referred to deal

with natural evolution. The tree of social life has grown, men
do not know how, and they did not stay in their journey of life

to give the matter careful consideration. The period when men
were awakened to the fact that such a tree existed was in the

eighteenth century ; and when they did so they were astonished

at their ignorance, and thus began to put their thoughts in

intellectual order. It is possible that they thought this tree could

be dealt with as one science, or one economy, as early scientific

enquirers may have conceived that they could deal with matter,

or with men ; but 'the result may be that in this unity there

is great diversity ; and that the science may require to be divided

into different branches, even as the physical sciences have been.

It is quite conceivable that this very complex science will not
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yield up its treasures until such a division is made ; and thei
the classification and order mav be found to be both simple and
divinely wise. If this conception is found to be true, then
it will be well to remember that this realm of thought is analogous
with creation as a whole, as explained by ultimate principles

;

the fifth stage here is the intellectual as dealing with true relations
of thought

; and the fifth in the order of development in Nature
and Man is the same power or principle. The branches of this
tree may at this stage of thought be conceived under the divisions
of production, exchange, distribution, and consumption, as
enumerated by economists, these being in their nature sub-con-
scious, not classified or organised ; with the fifth there is con-
scious awakening to truth, enquiry as to the science of the know-
ledge of true relations

; and, above this there will arise the science
of moral relations, that is of man to things ; of men to m^n

;

and of men to the Creator, the Lord of Heaven and Earth.
This it must be confessed is a line of thought not anticipated

;

economists, Agnostic and secular, seem to agree that the Lord
over all must not be permitted to enter this realm, and here
without permission asked, or granted, He appears in the midst

;

He takes the seat at the head of the table, and He reveals Him-
self as Lord, in the breaking of the bread. So long as the rea-
Eoning is about things. His reply is, " Man who made Me a judge
or a divider over you ?

" When the question is the relations of
thoughts to things, even then He remains silent ; the subjects
discussed not being worthy of spiritual creatures ; but His voice
may be heard saying, " Seek first the kingdom of God and His
righteousness, and all these things will be added to you." In
the realm of the moral it is different. He is Lord over all, and it

is time, full time, that men should know and understand this
great truth. Here His voice may be heard saying, " One is your
Master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren." The position
has suddenly changed ; it was intended to consider further
developments of the conceptions of Agnostic economists and
sociologists

; but this cannot be done ; they have vanished with
their doubts, and it is useless to pretend that their thoughts can
be taken seriously. When the Lord reveals Himself it is be-
coming that the servants should bow their heads in His presence,
they are not worthy to sit at His feet, therefore, how unseemly it

would be to discuss, with the wrangling spirit, subjects which
they^do not understand.
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It is here that the many crossways of life meet ; and it is just

here that the risk is so great of takirg the wrong way. If the

traveller is wandering in the darkness of nigbt, of intellectual

and moral blindness, the great risk is that the roads that open

up here may not even be seen. The vision being natural and
intellectual, and limited to these realms, the way heavenward
may not be observed ; the voices of the angels may not reach

the soul ; the hands that would guide may not be felt, or rudely

put aside ; and thus the way, the intellectual way, would be the

only one that could be seen. It is only by visions from the

Bible that this subject can be illustrated ; economists and socio-

logists, if they could understand this matter, would say that

somehow they are treading in the footsteps of Jacob, on the

way back to the promised inheritance, near to the brook Jabbok.
They do not know what they can do, for brother seems to be
going to meet brother, and who knows whether it will be blood

and vengeance, or reconciliation and peace 1
" And Jacob

was left alone ; and there wrestled a man with him until the

breaking of the day. And he said (the man) Let me go for the

day breaketh. And he said I will not let thee go except Thou
bless me. And he said unto him, What is thy name ? And he
said, Jacob, And he said, thy name shall be called no more
Jacob, but Israel : for as a prince hast thou power with God
and with men and hast prevailed. And Jacob asked him and
said. Tell me, I pray thee, thy name. And he said, Wherefore
is it that thou dost ask after my name ? And he blessed him
there. And Jacob called the name of the place Peniel : for

I have seen God face to face and my life is preserved." The
vision of the return from Padan-aran to the land of promise,

and the vision of to-day are very much alike ; it is the same
angel that has to be wrestled with even to the moral daybreak

;

and it may be taken for granted that the Ford cannot be crossed,

that the way will not be opened up to enter the inheritance until

the blessing is received ; the name discerned, and the face

seen. " Blessed are the pure in heart ; for they shall see God,"
is the sixth beatitude in the Divine order of development. Let
men be merciful so that they may obtain mercy ; and then the

day will break, the shadows will flee away, and the glorious

inheritance, conceived under so many symbol forms, will in reality

become the possession of those who are favoured to see the face

of God and live.



CHAPTER III.

The Inheritance as found .n the Bible.

" The Lord is in His Holy Temple : let all the earth keep
silence before Him." " For the earth shall be filled with the
knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."

It is necessary to pause here and consider what all these things

mean. Are they to be taken seriously by men as having spiritual

meaning ? That is to say, must the Agnostic economist, and
naturalistic sociologist be asked to stand aside, at their peril,

and told that their labours, in the spirit of Agnosticism, must
be brought to an end ? It is the Lord Christ that is in the
Temple of Nature, Man and the Bible ; it is the Lord that is

going to fill the earth with the knowledge of His Glory ; He is

making manifest before men in what way these things are to be
done, even by His own method, with all that this means ; and men
are to be called upon to choose whether they will continue to walk
in their former ways, or realise the great truths that are dawning
upon the world ? Is it not being made plain that mere intellec-

tualism is very short of sight, because it is carnal, naturalistic.

Agnostic, limited ? It is like Samson in his prison grinding corn

;

there is no end to the circle upon circle that must be trodden,

there is no light beyond the circles traversed ; there is no hope
of escape except by the doorway of death ; and, when Samson
dies, then the Temple will fall, the onlookers will be doomed, and
death will reign in the midst of the ruins. If men ask the

friends in France what are their hopes, and where they think

the light of truth given to them through M. Comte will lead

them, Will the answer be, to positivism in knowledge ; and,
to the worship of man, as a reUgion ? If the question is put to

sober, thoughtful Englishmen, and to the Anglo-Saxon race

generally, w^hat further light they hope to get from Agnosticism;

and, if they are satisfied with the Unknowable, no reUgion, no
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God, no conscious spiritual freedom, no Saviour from sin, no
redemption, from evil, no inheritance but death and the grave.

What will the answer be ? If such men could only see their true

position they would perceive that they are standing as upon the

brink of an awful chasm ; they are in a more critical position

than the Jews were before the Captivity ; or before the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by the Romans. The vision may be hid from
their eyes, but it is there ; it is mercy or judgment ; if judg-

ment then God alone knows what the future will be ; the bitter

cup that would have to be drunk to the dregs ; the shame, the

downfall, and the disgrace that would fall upon those who had
received so many blessings would be more than they could

endure. If the French god-man is going to reign, then men
need not be staggered if red republics are repeated and intensified

in the future ; and if the English god, the Unknowable, is going

to reign supreme, let Englishmen, and Anglo-Saxons every-

where, make up their minds that for them there will be no light

of the knowledge of the Glory of God in the love and mercy of

Christ ; but ignorance, darkness of soul, and a hopeless pursuit

of what can never be defined. Whatever the words of Christ

may mean there is an awful ideal embodied in them ; it is the

outer darkness from whence no way heavenward can be found ;

the place of weeping because of lost opportunities ; and where
sufferers gnash their teeth in their agony, because they have
been such fools as to despise their birthright, and the Divine
blessing, for a mess of pottage. These are terrible visions of

imminent truths that require instant attention ; on the one
hand men see the promised inheritance rich above conception

with Divine blessings ; on the other, what cannot be described.

May God in His great mercy guide men at this time ; for they
require special guidance and may they be led to consider

seriously what all these things mean.
The position to be faced, and the problem to be studied takes

tliis form : there is a promised possession to be inherited ; the

Lord of the Inheritance and King of the Kingdom, has come to

men asking them to give this matter their most earnest and
prayerful attention ; He has intimated in various ways His
{.resence ; He has opened up a new way wherein men may walk
with safety ; and it is to reasonable, intellectual, moral creatures.

Me appeals to consider their ways, and to seek for Divine wisdom
and help. As suggested, Science is the minister of Christ, His
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servant for this end ; and His Word, the Bible, is a Eevelation
given to men for their guidance ; indeed, it would not be out of

place to take the typical men in the Bible, and the books, and
say of them, " Are they not all ministering spirits sent forth to

minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation ? " The position

is not simple ; it is not what people generally suppose it to be ;

and it Avill not be an easy matter for men to fall into the lines

of thought that are opening up around them. The problem is

not to be solved by experience, or by empiricism, but by Science

and Divine Wisdom ; and the sciences to be specially studied

are not physical and psychical, but moral and spiritual ; it is

what agnostic thinkers despised that is to be found most helpful
;

and what they have prized and praised so highly will have to

take a lowly place. What is meant may be expressed in this

form : The Bible is not meant to be a means for instruction in

the physical or psychical sciences ; it does not deal with problems

which Avise men have thought of so much importance during the

past fifty years ; it is a spiritual work from beginning to end

;

it begins M'here men required it to begin, at that stage where

the intellect and the moral nature are regnant ; but, where it is

discovered a fall from innocence had taken place. The field in

which the S9ed of Grace is sown is not in physical nature, with

its unconscious signs ; but where men are capable of receiving

the Divine Revelation in that divine nature possessed by them
which they alone possess of all creatures upon the face of the

earth. The ideal in man is the image of God as able to apprehend
truth, and to do what is right ; it is the descent from this state

into Sin, Selfishness, Self-Seeking, Self-Glorying, that is meant
by the Fall ; the consequences of the Fall are ruinous for the

moral nature ; therefore, God in His Grace intervened- and a

new order and life began so that men might be saved from their

fallen condition and restored to God by the Divine Grace in

Christ. The work of Grace begins within the moral realm
;

and the conflict of the ages is carried on there. Men think and
act according to their experiences, and their empiric conceptions

;

but from the beginning the work of God is in scientific order ;

and the incomprehensible difficulty for men has been this, they

were never able, through their depraved imaginations, their

perverse conceptions, their false reasonings, to get a clear vision of

the great work that God was carrying on in their midst. " Known
unto God are all His ways from the beginning." Men have
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never understood God's plans, purposes, or designs ; it is by
science that these are being revealed ; therefore, what men.

require to know, so as to understand the Bible, is the Method of

Christ, and how this can be applied to the Bible. As explained

men have failed to apprehend the true order of development

found in the Bible ; it is very largely by physical science, in its

forms and order, as analogy, that the spiritual order in the Bible

can be traced. The special point to be grasped in connection

with the Bible as a whole is that it is a revelation, and a history ;

but above everything else it is the scientific, orderly develop-

ment of the Kingdom of Grace, as related to experience and
empiricism, but only to be understood when Science has analysed

the order inductively, and perceived the unity and harmony by

the S3'-nthetic consideration of the whole realm of thought. The
difference betwixt the physical sciences and the spiritual in the

Bible is not in the order, forms, or development, they are

similar ; it lies in this : the physical is objective, and, in a sense

simple ; the spiritual is very complex, it is generation, and
regeneration ; it is a permanent struggle betwixt good and evil

;

it is the apparent visible success of evil over good ; and yet, men
cannot tell how, the good survives every fall before evil ; the life

springs up anew after every death ; and, in a very mysterious

manner, truth, righteousness, goodness, grace, self-sacrifice, the

Kingdom of God prevails and grows in the earth. Unless this

conception, this ideal is understood, that is to say, in what
sense it is a spiritual realm of truth, the consummation of the

Kingdom of God, then the unity and the harmony cannot be

discerned ; but, this claim for the Bible is that which is made
for all the sciences ; and thus, though it may appear strange to

many not familiar with this line of thought, it is what men of

science look for ; and, it is the special line of study required for

the future.

It seems necessary to lay strong emphasis upon this thought

that the Bible centre is not natural ; it is, in a limited sense, the

result of experience ; it is surrounded by all kinds of empiric

theories ; but the life of Grace as a Seed is sown in the intellectual

and moral field, and because it is thus sown, and developed,

it is personal to every man, whilst at the same time, the life,

like all life, is capable of the widest diffusion, so that families,

tribes, and nations, may come under its blessed influences. It

is not necessary to state that such a line of study in no way
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interferes with, criticism, such as learned men love to follow.

They are dealing with external matters ; they may do good or

evil ; their conceptions may be true or false, vain imaginings or

useful theories ; they may be clever critics, intellectual empiric

giants, or wise theologians ; but, it must be remembered they

are not following the way of scientific order, thus it is not to be

expected, that the results of their labours will give to men per-

manent satisfaction. In thus referring to Biblical criticism in

its varied aspects, there is no opinion expressed as to its aims or

results ; this work is confessed to be intellectual, and to have a

scientific purpose in view.- If the result of their labours is to be

that of giving to men a more complete and correct conception of

the outward form of the Sacred Scriptures then the work would

be of great value. If they define the physical and psychical

forms and orders of the Kingdom ; and thus do for the Bible

what the physical and psychical sciences have done for man
;

then it may be affirmed, that although at the present time, many
object to their work, it will be found to contribute to the revela-

tion of Christ as Lord and Saviour, and thus bring glory to God.

The conception of the Bible to begin with is that it is a reve-

lation from God to fallen men, in His Grace, so that they may
be redeemed from the powers of evil. The realm of the conflict

is spiritual ; the means used are in their nature spiritual and

gracious ; and yet, because, men are so fallen that they do not

understand the spiritual, the struggle appears to be carried on

in the physical world by carnal means ; and, these in the early

stages of development are in the forefront, whilst the spiritual

seems to lag behind, and can scarcely be recognised in the onward

development of the Kingdom of Grace. This, however, is the

case in all realms of development ; the order is the seed, the

outward forms, the flower and the fruit ; the physical and the

psychical ; the natural and the spiritual ; and this realm of Grace

inthe Bible is not an exception to the general rule. This reve-

lation is to sinful men who have forfeited the divine inheritance

involved in manhood ; the purpose in Grace is the restoration

to the inheritance ; but, what the inheritance really means men

do not know. The conception as to what the inheritance means

has changed its form many times during history ;
thus it is

not very strange to find that men's conceptions change with

their development. The inheritance is that which men can

possess, and consciously enjoy ; it is ever the highest that men
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can perceive ; it ought to be intellectual, moral and spiritual

;

if not moral, only physical, carnal and intellectual, then it is

earthly ; it is where the Lord oi the Inheritance is not consciously

known, loved and served, thus it comes short of being a divine

inheritance. It is this conception that brings about this reference

to the Bible, in a sense, prematurely, because it is recognised

that the Lord of the Inheritance alone can explain to men in

what way it is to be restored. Is Nature this Inheritance, the

physical earth and seas and all they contain ? The revelation is

that God created, caused to come into being, all that is natural ;

therefore, the first and simplest conception is that Nature belongs

to God ; it is His by Creation ; it is dependent upon His Will

;

it expresses His thoughts as order and law ; and thus He is

Supreme Lord and Sovereign Ruler within the realm of Nature.

€an man in any sense be conceived as the Divine Inheritance ?

Surely about this matter there cannot be misunderstanding :

he is all that is in Nature, and he is also a divinely inbreathed

inheritance of God in His likeness. The Lord is the Divine

Owner of Nature and of Man, of things and thoughts, of slaves,

servants and masters, of capitalists and capital, of labour and
wages, of land and rent, of investments and profits, of peoples

and lulers, of judges and kings ; whether men know it or not,

understood it or not, all are His creatures, and by His Will they

exist, consist and subsist.

Such conceptions as these must be both intellectual and moral

;

they involve in the terms used complex intellectual relations

of thought, and they are also moral because they link the thought

of God with things ; with individual men as related to things
;

with men to men as the children of God in His likeness, as

their Father ; and with God as Creator and Father, the bountiful

Benefactor, the Giver of every good and perfect gift. To seek to

know and understand the true meaning of such tlioughts is the

privilege of intellectual beings : and to live in conformity with

such knowledge in the Fear of God, this is the moral life. To
live, grow, develop, in this life would be to advance from
intuition to experience, experience to empiric reasoning, reasoning

to Science and Divine Wisdom, and this would be to attain

to the image of the Divine. Men can discern this way, and
something of what the vision means ; but, they are chained

to the earth, being earthly ; and thus they cannot soar where
their thoughts would carry them ; they are not in heaven and
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heaven is not in them, thus they gravitate earthward and can-
not rise to the perfect ideal life of manhood. Exactly how
man sinned is not a question of the first importance ; enough
is known of the nature of man to prove that it was through
selfish and base motives he lost the ideal, the Heavenly saed

of moral life ; this was as a fall from manhood to likeness to the

serpent, the crawling creature with the wily tongue and subtle

powers ; it meant moral ruin, the destruction of the Heavenly
and unfitness to rise again to the Divine likeness. The genera-

tions of the Heavens and the Earth take up the story at this,

point ; they reveal to men, in a suitable way, the fallen state

of mankind as without moral life ; the new life of Grace breathed
into mankind ; the Divine care and protection ; the day of temp-
tation and trial ; sin, judgment, the promised seed, the period

of conflict and sorrow ; the firstborn son and his evil deeds
;

the sacrifice and murder ; the curse that rests upon the murderer
;

the generations of earthly men and their works ; and the living

seed in Seth and Enos by whom men are privileged " to call

upon the Name of the Lord." If it is remembered that the
Bible speaks to men in a special manner in the spiritual realm,

then all these symbols, names, stories, experiences, developments,
are great spiritual truths ; they are seeds that live ; they epi-

tomise history ; they are prophetic of what will be developed in

history ; and the powers that confront each other from the
beginning of history to its consummation are the Heavens and
the Earth ; the Heavens being interpreted as the Work of God
in Grace, by the One Sacrifice for sin, the Lord Christ, and by
the Holy Spirit, the Revealer of the Name and of all that it

means. As these things have already received consideration

in the light of the Method of Christ, it is only necessary here to

suggest, that those who are interested in this line of thought,
take up the paragraphs in their order, and observe in what way
they respond to a definite spiritual order. It is not to be sup-

posed that this epitome of history is, in the usual sense, prophetic
;

the conception being rather that these are germ seeds, with
thoughts involved in them

;
principles, or divine ideals ; thus

the fulfilment is not to be expected in similar events, but in

historical developments of many diverse kinds. The important
matter in these studies are not to trace visible and physical anal-

ogies, but to get the spiritual ear attuned to the Divine rhythm
that is found throughout the Bible.
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The generations of the Heavens and the Earth convey tlie idea

that men are brought into relations with these reahns ; they are

in, above, and around them ; thus in some sense or other tlaey

are the inheritance, or men are possessed by, or related to tliem.

As the relations are the Divine in-breathing, the spiritual life,

the innocent state, temptation, sin, the curse, the earth, sorrow,

and the certain overthrow of evil in the future, it follows that for

a period, men, and their inheritance, are as it were interwoven

;

they are in it, and it is in and around them, their environment,

even though they may not see the Heavens, but do see continually,

with painful insistence, the Earth, and all that is earthly. This
is what the generations mean, they are nothing apart from men

;

it is men that make it a divine inheritance ; and, it continues to

be so even though degradation has taken place and what was
heavenly has become earthly. Into this earthly protoplasm,
this moral dissolution, the Seed of Grace was planted by the
Divine Husbandman ; and what men have to study is how, in

what manner, the Divine heritage will be preserved, restored,

regenerated and become a Garden and a City of God in heavenly
order and beauty. It is this ideal that lies within the Seed, in

what is heavenly and what is earthly. The generations of the
Heavens and the Earth are initiative ; and also, in a sense,

extensive and all-embracing ; they are what the seed is to the
tree ; the beginning and the end are linked together and the link

is the Divine Life that is in the Seed. With the generations of

Adam the attitude of thought is changed ; the river of life is

circumscribed into a single channel ; the macrocosm gives place

to the microcosm ; and it is the life that will arise out of this life

that requires study. Special attention is called to the Seventh
of the generations of Adam ; he is unlike other men ; they are

earthly and walk in earthly ways ; but this man is a sacred,

consecrated person, he walks with God upon the earth ; he 'w

in the Heavens whilst upon the Earth ; and in due time, he rises

above all earthly troubles ; he receives the Divine joy and com-
fort ; he is not to be found in earthly circles because he is at home
with God. Whilst this is the unicjue record of the history of one
man, the exception to the earthly rule, other men become subject
to the Earth and its influences ; they are wicked, and, their

wickedness increases with the generations ; thus they are doomed,
and the punishment is the Flood that will destroy all flesh. There
is a living link that extends beyond these generations, for Noah

E
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is found to be a man of faith, a God-fearing man, and thus the Seed
of Grace is saved, the powers of evil are destroyed, and the man
meek of heart, and obedient in spirit, possesses the Earth as his

inheritance. The Heavens and the Earth bring forth their

fruits ; the seed and fruit of the Heavens is Enoch ; the seed and
fruit of the Earth, abounding wickedness and destruction. There
is in the physical seed what is spiritual, and it is the spiritual

that survives in the Man in the Heavens, and in the man upon
the earth. With the generations of the sons of Noah the Earth
is possessed ; it becomes the inheritance of a saved race ; and
it is divided among the families of the sons of Noah. If among
these families there will be found men who love to seek for truth

and righteousness, it is to be found by them ; and those who
seek and find will be filled with the blessing that comes to men
from the Heavens. Search is made in vain, in these generations

of the Sons of Noah for righteous men ; there are mystic visions

of a Name above every name ; but the Earth is as a desert place
;

men have perverted their ways ; it is a Nimrod that is the earthly

ideal as hunter and ruler; it is Nineveh and Babylon, Egypt
and Canaan, that are supreme ; and, all that these things mean
is symbolised in the Tower of Babel, the power and wisdom of

men, and that confusion which arises out of apostacy from God,
spiritual worship, truth and righteousness. In the generations

of Shem, the inheritance is peculiar ; it is the Name ; it is genera-

tions of names ; in other words Shem represents the Intellect as

dealing with what is abstract ; only, as can easily be understood,

names and abstract thoughts in germs are not definable ; they
live,, and life possesses them, but only the initiated, the wise, can
explain what is embodied in a name. With this signification in

names the Jews, and Eastern races, are more familiar than the

peoples of the West. The latter are further off from the origins

of things and names ; thus they have lost sight of an important

link in true education. The generations of Terah are peculiar,

and they differ in character from those of Shem ; the latter might
be classified as intellectual puzzles ; the former, the life of a man,
who finds himself in an earthly environment ; who ponders upon
divine ideals ; who is dissatisfied with what is earthly, and
determines to leave what he must condemn, and is prepared to

give up friends and home, and to go forth and seek a better in-

heritance. When the vision is restricted to the venerable Terah,

the problem is a moral one ; but, it is the moral realm where Grace
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has a place and home. His three sons are his generations ; they
are what arise out of man, as Grace, Moral and Intellectual powers,

and these are represented by Abraham, Nahor and Haran. The
men are types of Divine Principles. The intellectualism of Ur
.and Babylon die, and are left behind with Haran; the moral
goes forth from Ur with Terah and Nahor ; it is in Haran in

Syria, where they live and die ; and thus they come short of the

inheritance in Grace as revealed in Abraham. What requires to

be noticed here is the order of development as indicated by the

Method of Christ ; Terah, the sixth in the order of generations,

is the moral man ; the seventh is Abraham, as representing

Divine Grace ; and the eighth is Isaac, the promised son, the heir

to the Inheritance, but in a special sense, as in a figure, the Sacrifice

for sin upon Mount Moriah. The special teaching that is con-

veyed through the life of Abraham will not be referred to at this

point, what has to be observed is that another Seventh man has

appeared ; he is not included in the ten. generations as a father of

generations, and yet, as men know, he is the father of the faithful,

the friend of God, the ancestor of the Jews as a nation, of Chris-

tians as a divine ideal, and of the Mohammedans as the source of

their faith. The conception here is that as, in the generations of

Adam, the Seventh man is unique, a Christ-like man ; so in the

generations of generations, at the Seventh stage, this unique

world renowned man, the embodiment of faith, or an ideal that

.transcends the conceptions of men, suddenly appears, is promised

an inheritance, seeks for, and finds it, and it is by this man, in his

seed, that the whole earth is to be divinely blessed by God. The
octave of generations has been manifested ; two as yet as seeds

within a seed ; thus if men would know what is meant by the

promised Seed in Eden, it is in Abraham that they are to study the

first-fruits. The ideal is that a man has lived that actually

heard the voice of God ; that he obeyed the Divine Call ; that he
sought for an inheritance and found it ; looked for a Divine
city and perceived it

; looked from the mountain top over 2,000

years, saw Christ his Lord and Saviour, and rejoiced with great

joy and gladness. What men have testified through all the

generations of the past is that Abraham was a heavenly man
;

that the Heavens lived in him ; and that he wrote upon this

Earth the word Faith, in characters understood by all men ; and
that neither flood nor fire could destroy or obliterate that word.

It is found upon the further study of the generations in Genesis

B 2
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that there is what may be named a recurrent order of develop-

ment : two generations are dropped and two added, and again

a cycle runs its course working ever in the same order, and yet

ever producing different results. The result in Abraham is-

faith ; faith as a fruit of the seed of Grace ; not faith as initiative,

because this existed in Abel and in Enoch. By faith Noah built

the Ark, obeyed the Divine Command, his family was saved, and
he became the father of those that are saved, and enter into their

possession, the inheritance of the Earth. It will be observed

that the forms of thought are psychical ; the movement is spiritual

there is a new method of development, and what is emphasised i»

the personal as in contrast with the world wide ; the Microcosm
as compared with the Macrocosm. The Heavens and the Earth
surround the world wide ; and it is the whole world that is re-

deemed and blessed in Abraham. It is the man Noah that is saved

and with him his family ; the power is in him, the life is in them,
thus the line of development is from person to person. The
generations of Shem are, in spirit, signs and symbols ; the genera-

tions of Terah become the saved soul in its visions of truth and
grace ; the generations of Ishmael are another series of names,

as arising out of an earthly Egyptian mother by the father of the

faithful, and the Sixth in order is Isaac, the promised son, the

heir of the inheritance, the Sacrifice for Sin, the Hope of Mankind.
It is Hope that is the fruit of the seed of faith in Noah and in

Isaac, the son of Abraham ; in a sense, the inheritance is possessed

by hope ; men are saved by, and they live in, hope ; they study

in hope ; they have divine visions of hope ; they embody these

in earthly signs, symbols, words of hope ; and in hope men live

as in a divine inheritance ; and they are warned against losing^

that hope or leaving it. Just as Abraham inscribed the word
Faith upon the earth ; so Isaac writes Hope within the soul of

every saved man ; to lose hope is also to cause the eclipse of

faith ; it is to turn back to Egypt and the earthly, and thus to

lose, at least for a time, the possession of the promised inheritance.

It will be remembered that seven and eight in the first series,

remain as in the womb of time ; here also the generations are two.

as found in the sons of Isaac, Esau and Jacob ; and they are, in

an undefined sense, the hope of the future.

With the third series Noah and his sons, with their generations

are dropped, and Esau and Jacob are taken up. Faith and Hope
live ; the physical and the psychical have run their course, and
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tie new cycle begins with Shem as the name, the symbol, for

intellectual patient labour. The problem here becomes mora
complex ; names, signs, and symbols require to be interpreted

as men find them in visible words, as signs in letters, and as

symbols in religion. These have as living forms to be interpreted

and understood ; they require to be interpreted as patterns of

things in the heavens ; as order and law, as an inheritance to

be possessed ; as the knowledge of men of this world as found in

empiric theologies and philosophies ; and as a life that prizes

the promised inheritance that seeks for and receives the Divine

blessing in a wrong way ; and, because of this blunder, banish-

ment from home, the vision of Bethel, the hard life of the shepherd

by day and night; and, at last through Faith, Hope, and Patience,

the return, the Blessing, the new name, and the inheritance as

possessed in Palestine and in Egypt. Seven and eight in this

series, as undeveloped, are found in the sons of Joseph, Manasseh
and Ephraim, but this is a vision of the far future.

There is a fourth series to be found in Genesis which may be

said to spiritually sum up all that is contained in all the Gene-

rations, as germs of living realms of thought ; and, it is in this

development to the fourth stage that the book as the seed of

seeds, the involved spiritual seeds, are enswathed in a covering,

cast into the earth there to wait for another stage of development,

in a measure foreseen prophetically, but not made manifest to

men as Divine Truth. This series begins with Abraham as re-

presenting faith ; with Isaac as representing hope ; with Jacob

as representing the patience of the Spirit, and it is Joseph, the

beloved son of Jacob, that becomes the type to represent the

Divine love in the Son, so badly treated by his brethren ; living

as a humble slave and servant in Egypt ; raised from the prison to

be the saviour of the world of Egypt and other lands ; and the

saviour of his brethren and their bountiful benefactor and pro-

tector. This series may be conceived as the soul of Genesis ; all

the past is in the most wonderful manner involved in it ; all

events tend toward this consummation ; and what is still more
wonderful, what is involved, as in sketch outline in Genesis in the

life of Joseph, is being fulfilled in these latter days in the King-

dom of Christ in the world. Again it may be necessary to warn
the student, who imperfectly understands this order of develop-

ment, to exercise a wise patience in his studies ; it is not to be

conceived that these conceptions lie upon the surface, that they
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are to be understood by experience, or discovered by empiric rea«

soning ; the scientific order must be followed with the greatest

care, and that order is summed up in the Method of Christ

In this very brief explanation of the generations there has.

arisen the recurrent series of examples of the method of Christ

;

others could be given, but they are not required in this special

study which must keep in view the Inheritance, how it is revealed,

and the method of development. The fourth series, however,

introduces a second method, conceived to be the Method of the

Spirit ; because there is in it the conception of how the Spirit-

works in every series to produce the graces of character here

named Faith, Hope, Patience and Love. It is, however, ad-

visable before passing on to the Book of Exodus to give a brief

explanation of the visions of Faith as found in tne life of Abraham;
the relations of tne two brothers to each other in the womb of

time ; the history of the nation and kingdom as discerned in

the family of Jacob ; and, what may be understood as prefiguring

the natural and the spiritual in the history of the world. The
suggestion here is that the germ seeds of these are to be found

in Genesis ; and the question is this. Do they in a prophetic

sense, as in an involved germ that is living, point directly ta

events that arise in history ?

The visions of Faith as found in the life of Abraham follow

in their order thus : I. The Call, the promise of an inheritance,,

development to a nation, a great name and blessing to himself,

his friends, and through him to all the families of the earth. 2. .

The arrival in the inheritance, then possessed by the Canaanites,,

the promise of this land to the seed, and the land consecrated

by altar and sacrifice. 3. The extension of the vision after

the separation from Lot ; the land or promised possession given

to Abraham and his seed for ever ; an innumerable seed and
personal freedom and hberty in the inheritance. 4. After the

battle of the kings and the rescue of Lot, then God is revealed

as Shield and Reward ; the promise of an heir to the inheritance

is given and received by faith, and this belief is counted for

righteousness to Abraham. Then there follows that strange vision:

of the divided sacrifice ; the horror of darkness as related to

Egypt ; the promise of the return ; the sunset ; the furnace

and the burning lamp ; and the covenant that the inheritance

shall be possessed from the river of Egypt to the Euphrates.

5. This vision is to Hagar in the wilderness, by the fountaia
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near Shur ; it deals with Ishmael ; how the Lord had heard

her affliction ; what kind of man the still imborn Ishmael would

be dwelling among his brethren in the spirit of contention ;

and the name Hagar gave to the Lord, " Thou God seest me ;

"

with this thought that she had been privileged to look after, to

see and hear, the God that sees. 6. This vision is very remark-

able and will repay careful study ; it is that of the Almighty

God seeking for the perfect man that He may enter into cove-

nant with him. This perfect man will be the father of nations ;

God's name, " Jah " will be in his name and nature ; from h.im

there will arise nations and kings, an everlasting covenant and

an everlasting possession ; the land possessed by the Canaanite

will be inherited, and God will be the God of the seed of this

man. The sign of the covenant is to be circumcision ;
but,

beyond sign, land and covenant, there is Sarai ; whose name
is to be Sarah, God in her name and nature ; then the woman
will be redeemed from the curse ; she shall be blessed, be the

mother of nations and kings ; but the covenant will be estab-

lished in the promised son, Isaac, the joy of all hearts. 7. This

vision is peculiar, it is that of the Lord, as an angel Visitor an-

nouncing the advent of the promised son ; the conversation

in the tent ; the joy of Sarah ; the question of doubt ; and

the responsive question, " Is anything too hard for the Lord ?
"

There follows the story of the intercession for the doomed cities ;

with this solemn thought, that men had no wish to be saved;

and, that they had given themselves up to deeds of wickedness,

8. This is the vision of Sorrow and Sacrifice ; and, surely, in the

way the story is told, so simply, so divinely wise, in its touching

sympathies, it is impossible for men to read the story and the

Heavenly parable without discerning the Divine Love of the

Father, the most touching affection, obedience and love of tl^e

Son, and how all this must mean, that somewhere, in some mount
of the Lord, the true meaning will be seen. It is here that

language fails to express the blessings men will receive through

this Divine Sacrifice ; to-day it is as a ram caught in the thicket,

to-morrow it will be the Divine Son of God, the Seed and Fruit

of all sacrifice ; and the Lord over all enemies, by this very

sacrifice in love, will bestow blessings upon all nations, because

His obedience in love was unto death. In this brief sketch of

the visions of faith it is the last vision that explains the whole ;

it links past, present and future. It arises in Chaldea, passes
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to Palestine and enters into possession of the Inheritance as
consecrated to God by Sacrifice. It survives strife among
brethren ; and, strife may become the means by which clearer
and more extensive visions of the inheritance maybe obtained.
Even war may be made to minister for the furtherance of the
Divine purpose of Grace ; and the divided heart, the earthly
surroundings, the power of Egypt, the horrors of bondage and
slavery, may all be required to gather together the atoms of
humanity and to unite them into a nation. Ishmael and the
Desert may tell the story of the redemption from affliction

;

and were the eyes of men open to see truth, they might see God,
and know that God was seeing and preserving them. The land,
the Commonwealth, the kings, the new name and the new man,
do not require to be explained. God found the Man, the perfect
Man and by Him the everlasting covenant has been established.

The Son came according to promise ; and the hardest possible
problem was solved in the life and death of Jesus Christ ; because
in Him there was peace and reconciliation with the Heavens

;

and, it is His Sacrifice that atones for the sins of the World.
What can men say to such visions of truth as revealed about
4,000 years ago ? They are laid alongside the method of Christ
and the agreement is seen to be in Him ; thus it is not possible

to refuse to accept the evidence that the Lord of tiie Heavens
and Earth designed, and caused to be made manifest before

men, for their edification and salvation, all these truths.

It will be observed that the visions of faith granted to Abraham
are of that kind that may be termed macrocosmic, and that they
extend to all men and nations ; the story of Eebecca, and her
twin sons, are microcosmic ; they are involved in a woman, and
by or through her into her two living sons. It will be remembered
that the generations of Isaac are the eighth in order in the history
of development ; and thus it may be fully expected that the
key-note upon which they will carry a message to mankind is

that of love, the woman, sin, conception, suffering and sorrow.
It was by a woman sin came into the world as revealed in the
generations of the Heavens and the Earth ; and men are fa-

miliar with the thought that it is also by a woman and a woman's
Son,, that men are saved. The Love that is Divine, that suffers,

saves by Grace ; but the realm within which Grace and Sacri-

fice operate is the moral nature. Isaac is of the Seed of Grace
;

Eebekah is of the Nahor branch of Terah's family, that is to say
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:slie represents the moral realm, and the means by which men
become earthly or heavenly. There is an aspect of this story that

is difficult to explain ; if it were not that myths are more of

the spirit of Babylonian and Greek thought, than consistent

with Bible teaching, the story might be said to take this form.

Myths usually bring in the gods to do wonders ; here it is a man
and a woman that are the father and mother of the twin sons,

Esau and Jacob. As students of the Bible know, these names
present strange and curious problems for study ; it is stated

that before Esau was born he was the object of aversion, and
even of hatred to God ; whilst Jacob was loved and preferred.

It is around these two sons that the battle cry of election, as a
• dogma, has centred ; and, strange theories have been cherished

and expressed by theologians in connection with these men.
Itwould appear that the problem of these twin sons, and of election,

requires to be studied from a new standpoint, and an eSort made
to try to conceive what these things mean. Let the thoughts
revert back to Genesis iii. 16, and the following Avords will be

found recorded :
" Unto the woman He said, I will greatly

multiply thy sorrow and thy conception ; in sorrow thou shalt

bring forth children." Now this portion as a part of the gene-

rations of the Heavens and the Earth will be found to synchronise

with the generations of Isaac. All generations are living;

.all subsequent generations are involved in the first in their order
;

and this is a rule found to exist throughout the Bible ; but,

not in the Bible only, it is in every germ seed, and, it is this grea"

truth that is embodied in Embryology. If this line of thought
is understood, then it will not be difficult to follow the idea that

Kebekah was found in Eve, and that the life of Eve extends

to Kebekah. It is the utterance to Eve that finds its fruition

in the generations of Isaac ; they are linked together ; they are

as cause and effect ; they are one, yet they difier, and it is in the

difference that the explanation is, in a measure, to be traced.

The conception has taken place ; the period of gestation is nearly

ended ; the time for the birth is near ; and, in the womb, these

unconscious children struggle together. Kebekah said, " Why
am I thus ?

" And she went to enquire of the Lord. If men
•could see straight forward through the Divine Purpose of Grace ;

through all the cycles of development ; would it be so very
.strange if they found a similar birth going on at the present time

in humanity ; there is the struggle m the womb of tiitie ; and
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there is the question why it should be thus ? Therefore, it is-

not out of place to enquire of the Lord the meaning. The meaning,

is that from the beginning, in the womb of time, there have been
two nations, and two kinds of people in the earth ; the one

stronger than the other, and it is the elder that shall serve the

younger. It is true that the elder brother will assume the

birthright and despise it, not knowing what it means ; and the

younger will obtain the birthright and by guile receive the blessing

;

but, as can be easily seen, it will not be until late in time that

he will come to understand that, what supplanted Esau, was not
the Divine ideal but what was earthly and carnal, with the Divine

Ideal involved in it. These generations, it will be seen, link

Eve, Rebekah, Hannah, and Mary together ; this is a very great

vision ; it is Adam and Christ, Cain and Abel, Esau and Jacob,

Edom and Israel, Law and Grace, the Natural and the Spiritual.

Is it not the great problem of life in every man born of woman,,
in this sense, that this struggle is within himself as in a womb ;

and the question for every man to solve is just this, will the

result be Esau and the earthly life ; or Jacob, the inheritance,

the blessing, the life of patience and endurance, the homeward>
way, the wrestling with the Angel, and the Vision of God ? It

may be that this great vision of the two men, the two nations,

and peoples, as great principles of the Divine Purpose and Govern-
ment, will tend to throw light upon the doctrine of election ;

it is not a question of this man or that man ; this class or that

class ; this nation or that nation, but of the eternal principles

that are living in every moral man ; the attitude of the soul

to Divine Grace ; and above all to the problem of sin and sacrifice,

sorrow and salvation.

The visions of faith by Abraham may be said to open up lines

of communication betwixt the Heavens and the Earth, highways,

of thought that can never be closed. The story of Rebekah and
her twin sons repeats to men in every generation what may be
considered as the all important problem of life, and it is put in

this form, that to every man there is given a choice betwixt the.

earthly and the heavenly ways ; he may become an Esau, hope-
less as to any Divine future inheritance, or, a Jacob, and Israel,,

with a great hope in his heart, with the assurance of victory.

When the story of the family of Jacob, the tribes, and the nation
is considered, then it is seen that this is a new kind of problem,,

historical, and thus of immense practical value. In entering
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upon this study, it may be assumed that the story is not only

about individuals ; it is really the revelation of the germs of

spiritual thought, which, in the future, are to be made manifest

before men and to be understood by them. It is not a question

of the actions of this or that man personally ; it is the purposes of

the Divine Spirit as prefigured in men, and reveaUng the great

truth that behind all historical developments the Spirit of God-

is at work to produce a spiritual cosmos that will make known to.

men the Divine power and wisdom in this new creation. Men-

may reason as they please upon these subjects, and thus make
manifest their chaotic conceptions ; it is God that utters the first

word, and the last, upon such matters ; and it will be well for

men to recognise this fact. The setting of the story as to the

birth of the children in Syria, and the blessings upon the men
and tribes as uttered by Jacob in Egypt has to be remembered ;.

the initiation is in the early history of the world ; the develop-

ment is in the great earthly realm ; therefore, what is full of

interest is to study the onward course of history, and to observe,

in what ways these coincide. The story begins in the generations,

of Isaac, that is of sacrifice and sorrow, of the father in the.

inheritance, and of the son in Syria ; the blessings are in the

generations of Jacob, when the patriarch is at the point of

death, when he and his children are under the beneficent pro-

tection of Joseph in the land of Egypt. The point here of

importance is not whether such stories are myths, or if they
are prophetic utterances, it is, do they coincide and are they to.

be understood as the revelations of the Divine Spirit ?

The environment of the story being known, the thoughts are

centred upon Bethel, Padan-Aram, Laban, his two daughters and
their handmaids, and how Jacob becomes the father of

a family and a nation. Not of any family, but of this particular

family that has within it the hope of redemption from sin and
evil, a great inheritance, a restoration to a spiritual station and
condition, and the blessing of God to mankind. It is the history

of Jacob, of the nation of Israel, and of the Kingdom of Grace,,

in its order of development ; it is another version of the younger
son who will eventually be the stronger, and be the lord over his

elder brother. The story of births and blessings run thus :

1. Reuben is the firstborn son ; he ought to be all that is good,

true, right and honourable ; but his record is instability, dis-

loyalty and immorality of the basest form ; therefore he lost
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the right to lordship over his brethren, and the inheritance, with
^11 that this means. 2. Simeon—to hear—but to hear is not
enough, there is required conformity in the hfe to what is heard,

and the record of Simeon is that of a curse rather than of blessing
;

it is branded with cruelty, anger and self-will, and these can
only bring to men scattering and division. 3. Levi—joined

—

there is the hope of union, but this son is like his brother Simeon
;

.their works are similar, and the results are alike. 4. Judah
—praise—there is a change in the note w^ith this fourth son

;

for him the Lord is praised ; he is praised by men ; he is to

become victor and lord, and the sceptre of visible power is to

remain with Judah, until the coming of Shiloh ; then to him
shall be the gathering of the peoples. There is a break in the

record at this point ; Leah left ofE bearing children, and a new
order of development begins. -5. Rachel, the wife loved, was
•envious of her sister ; in her reasoning she became unreasonable.

She must have children or she will die ; and so there is the arrange-

ment that the maid Bilhah shall bear children that will be counted

as the children of Rachel. The first child is named Dan

—

judging—that is to say, if put in psychical spiritual order, love

wearies with the long delay of unfruitful reasonings ; there is

the cry for children, that Avill live, intellectual knowledge that

will bring light and salvation. But the wrong means, degraded,

intellectual, and carnal, are taken to gain the end ; the child is

thus of a lower grade, a bond-maid's son at the best. Now this

son on his journey is like unto a rider upon a horse ; the adder

in the path bites the heels of the horse, the rider is dismounted and
ialls backward. This judge is not a judgment-giving judge

;

he is an irresponsible free lance ; thus the exclamation of the

patient soul with such an unhappy result :
" I have waited for

Thy salvation, Lord." G. Naphtali—wrestlings—here the

thought is prevailing prayer ; a result attained ; and an in-

Iieritance possessed. Freedom, great thoughts, good words,

satisfaction and blessing. 7. Zilpah's first child is Gad—a troop

—there is the cry of hope ; but the man is overcome at the

first, as the means by which he shall overcome and become the

victor at last. 8. Zilpah's second son is Asher—my happiness—or,

blessing, it is out of this child that there comes to men as food,

.spiritual food, the richest dainties and royal fare. " Happy
am I, for the daughters will call me blessed " is the words of Leah,

.and her words are repeated in later ages by Hannah and Mary.
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9. Here is recorded the story of Keuben, the mandrakes, the-

talk of Leah and Rachel, and how Jacob was hired to be a husband
to his own wife. It is what is symbolised by the story that is of

importance ; the first-born son is linked with Issachar—^hire

—

and it is mandrakes that brings in this new series of developments

where Leah brings forth more children. The woman gets the

value of her hire and the fruit is that the child is symbolised, a&

a strong ass couching between two burdens. The back is fitted

for the burden ; there is the patient wisdom that comes through

bitter experiences ; there is the burden of the past and the burden
of the present, and what men require to do when thus laden is to

couch, to lie down, and to permit the Master to remove what
cannot be taken away by men. 10. Zebulun—dwelling. Leah,

said, " God hath endowed me with a good dowry ; now will my
husband dwell with me, because I have borne him six sons." The
open sea, the sheltering haven, safety and rest is the portion of

Zebulun. Leah had one daughter, and to her she gave the name
of Dinah—judgment. This is an ominous name to give a little

girl ; it is around this maiden that the tragedy of Shechem is told

with all its evi] results ; and it is in connection with this story

that a doom rests upon Simeon and Levi, and upon Samaria and
Jerusalem. 11. Rachel conceived and bare a son and she called

him by the name of Joseph—adding—and she said " The Lord
shall add to me another son." This is the son of love ; the son

born in the fulness of the times. Though hated and persecuted

he is to be fruitful and blessed ; from him will come the shepherd

of Israel and the corner stone upon whom the hopes of meu will

be built ; blessings, all kinds of blessings, will rest upon hm,
because there is no one to be compared with the man that was
separated from his brethren. Between the birth of Joseph in

Syria, and Benjamin in Bethlenem-Ephratah there is a long, long

journey ; it is the way home, the jealousy of friends, the pursuit

of Laban, Peniel, the wrestling with the angel, Esau, peace,

Shechem, Bethel, the new vision and the new name ; the in-

heritance, and the future with nations and kings. 12. Near
Ephratah the pangs of travail came upon Rachel ; the son was
born, and the name she gave him was Ben-oni—the son of

my sorrow ; but, the father gave him another name, Benjamin
—the son of the right hand—Benjamin is the son of death, the
ravening wolf that destroys ; in the morning time he is as a

prey devourer, a Saul kind of ruler, like the first king of Israel
;.
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at night, when the hunting is over, and wars have ceased, then
Tie will sit at the great feast with his brethren, and there divide
the great spoil that has been taken from the enemies of God
and men.

This is a brief sketch of Jacob and his sons as representing
the nation, and the Kingdom of Grace in the world as found in
Oenesis. What is now required is to indicate in what w^ay there
appears to be historical development ; and, at what stages in
liistory they arise as supplementary and complementary to what
Tiad previously been manifested. It is not an elaborate ex-
planation that is required : it is that students be prepared for the
study ; and failing this fuller details would not be of real value.
The prophetic vision is historical ; it is not limited to Jacob's
family, or to the Jews ; it is of, and for, all nations, and there are
no nations on the face of the earth excluded from this Kingdom
of the Grace of God. 1. Eeuben, this is the firstborn son ; and
in Reuben is found Adam and the race of mankind. 2. Simeon,
this son represents those who hear and are saved ; thus it is Noah
and his sons and their descendants to whom the word of life and
salvation is specially sent. 3. Levi, with this son there is brought
into notice the great development, not as yet clearly defined in

liistory, of the ascendancy of the race of Shem in the East, in the
•days of Elam, Asshur, Arphaxad, Lud and Aram, as being
proved by modern discoveries ; they conquered the races in the
Talley of the Euphrates, and the empire of the Shemites for

-centuries was supreme in the East. 4. Judah, the first thought
is that this period of ascendancy should be attributed to David
and the tribe of Judah, but it ought to be remembered that it is

Abraham that is the source from whence the nation of Israel

springs, and that Jacob is the centre of the nation. The line of

thought is that the book of Genesis embraces these four sons of

Leah ; they are a great portion of what is ancient history. The
culmination of that division is in Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and
Joseph ; and these four, as it were, form the innermost sanctuary;

the soul of the Jewish race. Another series of four begins with
5. Dan, the son of Bilhah ; the period of this son's ascendancy
is expressed in the Books of Exodus to Deuteronomy, covering
the redemption from Egypt, the Desert wanderings, the giving

of the law and of all those things which are as patterns of things

in the heavens. 6. Napthali, the brother of Dan, represents the
^conflict with Canaan and the conquest. 7. Gad follows after
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the Commonwealth and its failure, in the birth of Samuel, the

rejection of the King of Israel, followed by the kings Saul, David
and Solomon. 8. Asher lives in the downfall of the nation and
the captivity in the East ; this is where the conception of what is

meant bv sin and sacrifice began to be spiritually understood
;

and to this day the Jews conceive the thought that it is of the

nation the prophet speaks when this theme is discussed as to

Sacrifice, and as relating to the Servant of Jehovah. What has

to be specially noted here is that this is another fourfold series
;

they are not of the same class or rank as the children of Leah, in

fact they are children of the bond maidens, and not of the free

women. The whole history of Israel from Eg^-pt to the Captivity

is psychical, carnal, not meant to teach spiritual truths directly,

but through signs and symbols, a Desert and Law ; an inheritance

and a Commonwealth ; a King and nation, a psychical Kingdom
in the midst of physical Kingdoms ; a death and dissolution of

the nation, where, w^hen the dissolution has taken place, there

arises the new spiritual order that springs into life at the Restora-

tion. 9. With the name of Issacher there is involved the thought

of Reuben, the mandrakes, the hire, and the couching ass with

its burdens. If the eight prophetic books, Isaiah to Obadiah,

with their messages are studied it will not be difficult to discover

the twofold burdens that had to be endured. 10. May be as-

sociated with the name of Zebulun, and the prophets Jonah to

Malachi ; with the second temple, and with the Man who came
to dwell among men and to cleanse the Temple of God. This is

the last of Leah's sons ; here again in history appears Dinah, the

daughter of Israel ; the Romans defiled the sanctuary and
destroyed the city ; and from that time until now this poor

daughter of Israel has found no home and no permanent resting-

place. 11. Joseph represents Jesus the Christ, the Gospel of Sal-

vation, the message of mercy to the nations of the earth ; and,

somewhere in history, men may find a spiritual Ephraim and
TVIanasseh the historical sons of this Saviour of the Avorld.

12. Where is Benoni and where may men look for Benjamin ?

Is not the beloved Rachel even now in the pangs of labour ? Is

it too much to hope that the death and life pains will soon be

-over, and that the Son of the Right Hand will appear ?

The visions given to men through Abraham are the visions

of a living faith. Tlie story of Rebekah and the twin brothers

is the story of those who despise the highest good for what is
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earthly and degrading, or seek to find the birthright and blessing

by carnal sensuous means, being themselves moved by Divine
Grace to seek what is the Divine Hope. The twelve sons
of Jacob represent the nation of Israel in its development, as a
Visible Kingdom, but above all it points to the Divine Kingdom
of Patience where men are trained for the spiritual inheritance.

It has been suggested that a fourth line of thought may be
traced, as distinguishing the natural and the spiritual ; and it

is only necessary to consider very briefly the ten generations in

Genesis as indicating this thought. The natural are the genera-
tions from the Heavens and Earth to Terah, six in all, and Terah
is the moral man under the guidance of Divine Grace. Abraham
and Isaac, and all that they represent are the higher ideals in

the realm of Grace ; thus when the order of development is

resumed the spiritual begins in Ishmael, the son of Abraham,
the source of spiritual forms ; in Isaac as having spiritual life ;.

in Esau as the psychical spirit ; in Jacob the psychical soul as
revealed in Judah and in Joseph. There are two generations

not manifested spiritually as covered by Manasseh and Ephraim^
but these carry the student beyond the revelation in the Bible

into the history of Christendom, and the hereafter. This has.

been in a measure explained in the twelve sons of Jacob thus :

from Eeuben to Naphtali six, then follows Gad and Asher as

the realm of Grace and Sacrifice in the natural series ; and they
are in a sense the beginning of the new spiritual period, because
it is out of Grace and Suffering, in the natural, that the spiritual

arises. There are several ways in which this synchronism of

development can be studied by sixes or by fours ; if by fours then
the first four are the spiritual origins, out of which arise the

natural ; the natural, as the created work of the Spirit, is Israel

in Egypt ; then there follows the natural or lower grade of
development, that is akin with man's nature, and, as conceived
by men ; thenext four may be summed up in the greater prophets ;.

in the later prophets, in Jesus Christ the Saviour, and in the
coming of the Spirit ; and if men divide the Christian era inta

similar movements they will find that the era of the Spirit may
be explained in a similar way. Indeed there is, in a sense, a
vision of the future that would point to another eightfold

development yet to come, when men will consciously acquire
likeness to their Lord and Saviour. They will enter in and con-

sciously possess the Divine Inheritance that is in Christ, in a way
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that as yet they do not understand. As can easily be understood

by students, if all these movements in history are new additions

and new developments, all working in a synchronised unity,

then it can only be with the greatest care that the movements
can be studied, and classified in their order. This careful study

of the Divine Heavens must, in the very nature of things, be

much more complex than the order of physical astronomy ; but

even as astronomers are mastering the order in the heavens,

so in the Heavens that are above, the order is there, and
men may rest assured that as Copernicus, Galileo, Newton,

and others, solved the problem of the one system by
Divine G-race, so in the future men will be taught and guided

in the higher reahn ot spiritual truth.

The Book of Exodus.—As already suggested the transition from

the Book of Genesis is of a very important kind ; it is, as if a

child or man were suddenly awakened to a new conscious life

that is in its nature intellectual and spiritual ; the past being as

in a physical realm unconscious ; and in a psychical world as

semi-conscious, that is, a consciousness of an external world

and a hazv conception of what is meant by the soul. It may be

said that the physical and psychical sciences have carried men
so far on their way that they can perceive this harmony of

thought; and, it may be that this conscious realm, that asks,

why there is an intellectual spirit of enquiry, has also become
operative in men who are developed sufficiently to consider the

intellectual and moral worlds. To spiritually minded men a

new world has been opened up in Genesis, of a somewhat mystical

nature ; but of real value and ot great importance, and it may
be explained in this way. The recurrent series in Genesis have

had four terminations, in Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph

and Israel in Egypt ; acd when these are considered the results

are that men have received lour definite revelations from the

Heavens, these being the Father as seen in Abraham ; the Son as

seen in Isaac ; the Holy Spirit as seen in Jacob, in the regeneration

of his nature ; and the work of the Spirit m the Heavens and in

the Earth, as found in Joseph, and in Israel in Egypt. When
this explanation is understood it is not difficult to see that in

these revelations men have actually received, what agnostics

say they could not receive ; because the First Cause, Cod the

Almighty, has told men about the Father, the Whence, the

Unknowable ; about the Son, the Ideal, the When, the Sacrifice

F
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for Sin ; about the Spirit the Why, in purpose and design, in

the birthright and blessing, the inheritance, the nation, and all

that these represent ; and about the Heavens as operating to

create a new Earth, which requires to be redeemed, born again,

separated from the old earth as represented by Egypt. It is

Israel in Egypt that is the new soul of the world ; and, that soul

must be awakened through earthly tyranny to the conscious

knowledge of its Divine destiny ; not indeed to the spiritual in

Christ, but to the spiritual in manhood, as a preparation for

the Divine Ideal.

Having entered into the spirit that is in the Seed in Genesis

;

and being assured that the Seed contains the tree and its fruits,

it may be an advantage to indicate in what way these results

are developed in the Bible. The suggestions made as to reve-

lations yet to come remain, as it were, in the Bible unsealed
;

thus what is to be here suggested is an outline of the fulfilment

in history of what is found in Grenesis. As suggested the series

in Genesis that are recurrent are complex, there is a simple

development from the Heavens and Earth to Terah, result Abra-

ham ; from Noah to Isaac, the result the son in the inheritance
;

from Shem to Tacob the result Joseph and Israel in Egypt. The
complex and the spiritual is Abraham and Isaac as linked with

the inheritance that is physical ; and Jacob and Toseph with

the psychical in the world of Egypt, or, of the human soul. As
related to Genesis, and the spiritual, the generations that have
to be fulfilled as found in the Seed are Ishmael, Isaac, Esau, and
Jacob, thus bringing the development up to Christ in the World,
and that new order that is to be found in Him. Exodus to

Deuteronomy record the generations of Ishmael ; Joshua and
Judges, Samuel and Kings, the generations in Isaac ; the books

Chronicles to Song of Solomon the generations of Esau ; and
the remainder of the Bible the generations of Jacob. A word
of further explanation may be given here as to that very com-
plex problem of the generations of Esau. The Esau in the gener-

ations of Isaac is a revelation of the spirit found in earthly men
;

the generations of Esau are to be separately studied, as specially

correlated with the generations of Jacob ; and, if this thought

is kept in view the subject becomes simple and straightforward.

What Abraham is to Isaac, Jacob to Joseph in Egypt, Ishmael
to Isaac in Desert and the inheritance, that also Esau is to Jacob
in the spiritual world. It is Esau that receives and fulfils the
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ideals of past generations and gives them a new spiritual form,

and the spiritual in the prophets and in Ghris^ supplement
and complement all that is in Esau in that wonderful series

of books that seem to sum up the wisdom of Edom, Persia, and
Israel. It is not necessary to stumble over the differences found

in the generations, and in ttie sons of Jacob ; the one is a cjuestion

of cosmological development ; the other has to do with the nation

and kingdom ; they synchronise in history, but it does not

follow that they should be identical. In the generations, the

order is individual principles and union for development, as

in Force and Life in the physical realm ; in the nation the in-

dividualism seems to be more marked, although, as can be seen,

they also are made manifest two by two in succession.

With this explanation a very brief sketch of the history con-

tained in the Bible will be sufficient to indicate in what way the

generations have been fulfilled ; keeping in view this thought,

that the result desired is to know about the Inheritance, the

nation, and the kingdom, as a revelation from God to men, this

being the special study in many forms at the present time. (1.)

It is conceived that men are consciously enquiring after what
they conceive they ought to possess—a spiritual inheritance as

their birthright ; blessings that have been promised and have
not as yet been fulfilled ; they are in a sad plight through fcin

and subjection to the despotic powers of evil, in the lust of the

eye, appearances ; in the lusts of the flesh, carnal lusts, desires

and passions ; and, as found in the pride and power of life in

despotic rulers as kings, bureaucrats, prime ministers, million-

aires, trusts, and in all kinds of self-seeking interests that create

the spirit of strife and ill-will, and subdue men, making them
like to bond slaves instead of being freemen in the kingdom
of God. The problem to Israel in Egypt would appear to be

very different from that of the Twentieth Century a.d. ; but,

that there is a similarity will not be doubted ; thus men m; y
be represented as in an analogous condition, and the cry of the

hearts of many is that the Deliverer and Redeemer will come
and save them from their bondage. To Israel in Egypt the

position was bitter and painful. They were a sul)joct race under
a cruel despot

;
yet they preserved the traditions of their fathers

;

they had faith and hope ; they waited for the deliverer that

would lead them out of Egypt to inherit their promised poh ses-

sion ; and, unknown to Israel, Moses was the man destined
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and prepared for this great mission. (2.) Being rejected by his

countryman as ruler and judge, and fearing the wrath of the
king of Egypt, he fled into Midian, and as a shepherd lived in that
land for forty years. At Horeb from the Burning Bush the Voice
of God revealed the Name, Jehovah. He was called to his

mission, someAvhat unwillingly obeyed the Divine command,
and returned to Egypt. (3.) The signs given to the people, the
revelation of the Name and the demand that Pharaoh should
permit Israel to worship outside the borders of Egypt brought
on the struggle. (4.) The means by which Israel was redeemed
was by signs, plagues, the sufferings of the Egyptians, and the
death of the firstborn. (5.) The Passover feast and all it repre-

sents is to Israel as the beginning of a new era ; by this sign

they were redeemed and left the land of Egypt, thus, through
all the centuries, from that time until now, the Jews have kept
the Feast of the Passover as a memorial of their redemption ;

they have consciously and consistently remembered this great

event as the time when they were redeemed from Egyptian
bondage and were formed into a nation under the guidance of

their prophet and lawgiver, Moses. (6.) This event made a great

change in their views as to their position in the world ; they
became, as a nation, the child of God ; their hopes were revived,

the presence of God in symbol was in their midst, and they were
guided by the right way safely. (7.) They were redeemed and
guided on the way ; the enemy pursued them ; they were saved
by a great salvation, by passing through the sea, whilst the
Egyptians following after in the darkness were destroyed. This
was the hour of conscious salvation and the song that was sung
in praise to God remains in the hands of men as a priceless treasure.

(8.) What is the story of the saved life in the Desert ? Hunger
and bread ;. thirst and water

;
prayer, war, and victory. (9.) Life

is a spiritual struggle against many enemies ; and not the least

of them is the spirit of insubordination and of lawlessness ; one
man cannot bear the burden of rule over a nation, therefore

there is divine wisdom in the counsel of Jethro, that the most
trustworthy men should be called to serve and rule ; and, it

seems to be here that rulers have failed to comprehend what
is required of them ; they usurp power, and burden themselves
with innumerable cares ; they will centralise their powers of

government, working toward despotism and oHgarchy ; and
history fully proves that this is not the right way to govern
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the Lord's redeemed, freemen. (10.) That men require wise

rulers is to be taken for granted ; the men that conform to law,

who love truth, and do what is right, are the very men who per-

ceive the necessity of law. (11.) It is law that governs not man
;

therefore it is important that law be recognised as having the

Divine sanction, whether it comes direct from the Voice of God,

as from Mount Horeb ; as written in tables of stone for men
to read ; or, written within the souls of men by tradition, by
legislation, or by any other means approved by men. The
supreme thought is that law, moral law, duty, obligation, is reason-

able ; it is the highest men can reach in truth as related to duty
;

it is the standard to which men have attained ; therefore, they

reverence law, whilst recognising that empiric laws are not greater

than men. The Decalogue is not the highest moral law; it is

what was suitable for the age when it was revealed. The Lord

and Master made this plain by summing up the two tables of

laws into two principles : the love of God, and love of men. (12.)

It may be assumed, that under the conditions in which Israel was

found at Horeb, the representation of all that took place when
the Divine Law was given to redeemed bondmen, there was

not a nation upon the face of the earth that possessed laws that

could be favourably compared with the laws Israel received

at Horeb. It is not for a moment suggested that this form

of spirit of law, is perfect ; it is the child of Egypt and of a

bond maid ; thus, it ought to be studied for what it is, and not

for what men would interpret it to mean.

A section may be given here to enumerate the kind of laws found

in Mosaism. 1. The supreme conception is the relations of Israel

to God as a redeemed child ; and of God to Israel as the Redeemer,

that for very love redeemed His child. It is gracious love that

is the uniting bond, not moral law ; it is love that is life, not

knowledge ; therefore, above and beyond all laws, the child should

love the Redeemer-Father and conform to the form and spirit of

the first Table. 2. In the second table the laws relate to parents,

to life as sacred, to purity of heart, to relations of property, to

truth, and to the covetous spirit. All these are to be spiritually

discerned in their order, as the inward laws of being that are to be

honoured and obeyed. 3. As God is the source of all being, it

is notunreasonable to think that as men are sinful, sacrifice, inone,

or even in many senses, is the basis of the great law of reconcilia-

tion and peace. 4. Since Israel was redeemed from bondage by
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the way of love, it may be expected that they will not hold slaves

and bondmen ; but, if they do, then let the spirit of the master be

that of love and kindness ; the object being not to make slaves

r

or perpetuate bondage, but to redeem and save. 5. Man stealing,

the cursing of parents, and murder, are horrible crimes, they

deserve death ; men who commit such crimes have cut them-

sslves off from Israel ; they are dead even while they live. 6.

Strife is to be abhorred ; it is as an irritant poison in the blood ;

evil done through strife, or by accident, should be settled by
compensation. 7. Men ought not to steal what belongs to others,

become house-breakers or misappropriate trusts. 8. Unnatural

crimes should be detested and abhorred. 9. Strangers should

be treated kindly, even as kinsfolk ; Israel knew by bitter ex-

perience in Egypt what it was to be treated as a stranger. Usury,,

greed, is mean and earthly. Irreverence is to be condemned, it

bespeaks ignorance and a low moral condition of life. 10. Men
ought to love the truth, show kindness to enemies, do justly and
cherish the spirit of equity. 11. Life is not to be all toil for man
and beast ; rest is good and to rest in God, trusting Him, this is

life and peace. 12. If there is rest in God the Redeemer, the

Fountain of Love, and of all blessings, then every year may be

a succession of feasts of love, and the end will be a very Jubilee

in which the whole earth and even the Universe of God will

rejoice.

There is a cycle of thought occupied with the bondage in

Egypt, the redemption, the Desert and the conscious experiences

that arises out of such thoughts, which bring men to God, Horeb

and law. It is one thing to hear from, to think about, and to try

to deal with God intellectually ; and something quite difierent

to realise the presence of God, law, judgment and justice. Men
may reason as they like about such questions ; but when the

facts grip them then reasoning is at an end ; God can speak with

power, and mortals tremble at His presence, at the presence of

the Lord of the Earth. Further, law as obligatory among men
is equally reasonable and powerful ; men and nations must
conform thereto, or die ; they cannot live in the state of anarchy,

or under despotic tyranny ; life is conformity to order and law,

and to this, Science, with all its heart, says. Amen. There cannot

be any appeal against such conceptions ; during development
it must be so ; it is for men not merely to conform to law, but

because of the divine that is in them, they can rise to the glorious.
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privilege, to the spiritual inheritance, that means living in con-

formity with all law ; law is good, true and right, and what men
require to understand is that they are above, and can direct the

operations of law. It is law that is the schoolmaster to teach

men ; but when the lessons have been learned, then the school-

master is dismissed ; men do not then live as subjects of law ;

they have entered into possession of their inheritance ; thus, the

house, the inheritance, and all that is possessed is subject to the

master in the house.

The third division of Exodus appears to follow this conception.

1. The attention is called to the angel guide, whose voice is ever

to be obeyed, who will lead the way to the inheritance to be

possessed. 2. But the people who are to possess that land are

those who have been upon the Mount with God ; have been at

the altar of sacrifice and consecration ; have entered into the

Divine Covenant ; have in spirit communed with God, are

reconciled and at peace with Him. 3. But there lies betwixt the

angel guide and the possession that mystical period of forty

days during which Moses was upon the Mount with God, receiving

the law, and perceiving His glory. 4. At the same time there

was revealed to him the patterns of the heavenly things as

summed up in the Tabernacle in its order ; the free-will offerings

of the people of God. 5. Also the men who would be priests and
servants of God and all that pertained to their garments. 6. And,
further, the men endowed with divine wisdom ^\llo would carry

out the work, make it manifest to the eyes of men, and thus bring

to them the presence and rest of God. 7. Here the scene is

changed ; the ideal is in the mount with God ; the real condition

of things is at the toot of the mount, where Aaron the high priest

and ruler, in the absence of Moses, has permitted the people to

fall into base idolatry ; eating, drinking and gambling, as if Moses
had departed, and as if God did not see their wickedness. 8.

In the results men may be able to trace the thought of what is

meant by the consequences of sin. 9. A new departure, in-

structions about the way, the Tabernacle, the pillar-cloud,

Joshua in the Tent and Intercession. 10. The new tables of stone

and what they represent ; the revelation of the Name ; and the

glory of God as reflected from the face of Moses. II. The Taber-

nacle and its designs. 12. The work finished ; the cloud of glory

revealing the presence of the Lord ; and this cloud has been with

the Israel of God in the Desert wanderings in all their journeys.
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The Booh of Leviticus.—In this book there is a continuation

of the story of the Desert life ; but the stand-point is not the same
;

the living faith in Israel is now assumed ; the child, the nation,

lives unto God ; and God lives in the child and nation, therefore,

the next step is that of calling forth the spirit of hope, and to

make it a reaUsed fact of experience. Abraham lives again in

Exodus ; the problem to be studied is how an Isaac can be

brought to life in Israel. 1. The line of thought, without entering

into details, may be expressed thus : This son is free-born, and

possesses a free-will ; therefore all that the son gives to the

Father should be freely given. The form of giving is conceived

as offerings, and as sacrifices, thus implying that sinful men,

possessing faith, can return to God the Father by this way.

2. This son has been brought into personal relations with the

Father, thus it is necessary to listen, learn, obey in spirit and

serve wilHngly. 3. This son has to be clothed in a special manner;

consecrated for Divine Service ; and to serve with a meek and
lowly heart, to be acceptable to the Father. 4. To sum up : he

is required to be reconciled to the Father, to be holy, truthful,

righteous and blessed with the spirit of Grace. 5. How can

this son be taught his unfitness to be called a child of God ?

This is done under the symbols of what is clean and unclean
;

the differences in things, in beasts, and in fowls ; that is in the

knowledge of the relations of thought. 6. The inward parts are

to be clean as taught by defilement and purification, and, by the

terrible disease of leprosy. 7. The issues from the heart, from

the soul and body, are all signs to be studied, so that evil, sin may
be understood ; and the necessity of the renewal of the whole

nature by Divine Grace realised. 8. The way of salvation,

atonement, sacrifice, is taught in the story of the scape-goat,

and the Day of Atonement. There is One Sacrifice for all men,

and men know what this means. 9. The son that is thus saved,

redeemed, reconciled to his Father, is a new kind of man ; he

has the new Spirit ; he is not like an Egyptian, or a Canaanite

;

being delivered from the powers of evil, he must not be subject to

sin, to what is unseemly, irreverent, unholy ; the inmost thoughts,

the spoken words, and the actions of life should be in harmony
with the new nature. 10. The Soul of this son of God, the

Father, is called to be holy, pure, kind, true, just, good, and

without these in the perfect spirit of gratitude and thanksgiving,

there will be profanity of the Divine Name. 11. God is holy ; He
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hallows His children, and, it was for this purpose that they were
redeemed out of the world. That is the conception of the divine

life intellectually. It is like unto a series of feasts ; it is rest in

God ; it is a Passover redemption feast ; it is the Atonement
and all that flows from that great truth ; it is a feast of firstfruits

and of the indwelling of the Spirit ; and it is to be as a feast of

Tabernacles and a harvest home, when all will rejoice with great

joy, remembering the past, Egypt, the Desert, and the blessed

inheritance in light and Hfe. 12. What more can men hope
to obtain through Faith from the heavenly Father ? There is the

Vision of the Jubilee ; the possession of the inheritance ; the

rest in God ; the cessation of all bondage and slavery. Then
men wnll breathe the air of freedom ; they will possess liberty

ar-d give freely the same rights to others ; and, they will thank
God the heavenly Father, not for this hope only, but for the

revelation, the redemption and the regeneration that is in Christ,

in which they have been so marvellously blessed.

The Book of Numbers.—It can be seen that the result of the

Exodus was the confirmation in Israel of a great Faith in God
;

that Leviticus, in a peculiar manner, brings to men a great Hope
;

and now in Numbers it is required to trace briefly the record

of the Divine Patience ; how men are taught to learn patience
;

and, how they are to live and walk in the Kingdom of the Patience

of Christ. 1. In Exodus there is a revelation, in a special sense,

of God as the Lawgiver in Horeb ; and it is from there that His

Name is proclaimed to the whole earth as the " Lord God, merciful

and gracious." In Leviticus there is the working forward

to an ideal as to what man will become, and it can be discerned

that the Ideal is Christ the Son of God. In this book it is the

Spirit of God that moves unseen to men ; even the Spirit that

designs, Aveighs, numbers, and ordains order in the universe.

Jacob is the prototype of this book ; this is as the complex life

of Jacob upon the scale of the nation ; only, as the aspect of the

story is different, it follows that much more is introduced into it

in the Desert life. Israel is not a mob, but a nation ; there are

men, families, tribes ; they are all numbered ; they have each

and all their definite places ; and their places are not onl)- as

related to tribes, but specially as the tribes are related to the

Tabernacle in the midst, and to the Levites as the Lord's portion.

His first-born. 2. This son is consecrated to the Divine Service
;

and, as the son of God, he is an ideal, not to be subject to desire,
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passion or lust, but devoted to God, blessed, and the means of

blessing to men. 3. Service means gifts that are given with a

free-will. It means that those who give freely are led to sec

truly. It is the right spirit that is of the greatest importance in

men ; if they only possess this then it is like being in the Taber-
nacle, in the presence of God ; it is to hear the Divine voice

speaking from above the mercy-seat, from between the two
cherubim. It is through consecration that there is acceptable

service ; and those who serve will also stand and wait for the
Divine guidance, the order for movement, and the order of march.
Every journey is begun by following the pillar cloud ; and the
prayer uttered by God's servants is, " Rise up. Lord, and let

Thine enemies be scattered ; and let them that hate Thee flee

before Thee." And when the journey is ended, and there comes
the time of rest, the prayer is, " Return, Lord, unto the many
thousands of Israel." All this is a kind of ideal, what ought to

be ; it is the revelation of the Divine purpose in Grace ; it is the

ark of the Covenant going before upon a three days' journey to

find a resting place ; and all eyes are turned toward the cloud

as the symbol of the Divine presence and that inheritance of

rest toward which they are journeying. 4. But the people

complained ; there was a fire that burned in the midst ; there

was lusting and weeping for flesh, and the thoughts of the good
things in Egypt that they had enjoyed ; there was a loathing

of the bread that came from Heaven. This is a critical state of

the soul ; it is unreasonable and full of ingratitude. This son

has the soul of an Egyptian ; and this is a glimpse of what the

carnal mind is with its lustings and its enmity against God.
This is a crisis for Israel and for Moses ; the people are as spoilt

children who do not know what they w^ant ; and Moses, that

strong servant of God, is unable to endure the burdens that rest

upon him. Man's extremity is God's opportunity ; thus lusting,

complaining, and despairing by men, are made the means of bless-

ing, of the giving of the Spirit to chosen men. To the masses
of men the lusting may be for change of food, a change of life,

the expression of inward misery ; but there is also the lust after

power, the ambition that cannot endure to be second ; the

self-conceit that through jealousy assumes the right to the best

place. This is as leprosy, it is the vile taint that is too often in

the blood of those who are raised to high stations. 5. It was to

such a generation as this that the inheritance was promised ;
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the twelve spies were sent to search the land and to bring back a

true report. Through unbelief, and cowardice, they failed

;

thus their doom was rejection and the wandering in the Desert

until that generation had passed away. 6. Still the hope of

entering into possession was not lost and Israel was irstrucied

as to the future, and what they should do when they entered

the promised land. As a sample of what men have done during

the ages, there is recorded the story of the rebellion of Korah,

Dathan, and Abiram. Dissatisfied men have ever been ready

to rise in revolt against legitimate authority and rule ; but, as in

this instance, too often the earth has swallowed up her ungrateful

children, and they have destroyed themselves by the fire of

ambition. 7. It is not to be assumed by men that there does

not exist a Divine Grovernnient upon the earth ; the difficulty

is that men are not able to understand, and judge aright, as to

what is Divine. It is not every claimant to a throne and power
that can reign and rule by Divine Right ; the ideal is in symbol

;

it is the ever living Power of Grace that buds, blossoms and bears

fruit. There may be many other rods that enter into competition

with this one, but they are dead, and remain dead ; there is no
life in them, thus they cannot bear the fruit of the endless life.

8. These are only samples of the Divine teaching as to the lusting

spirit ; the unbelieving soul ; the rebellious, perverse, and
ambitious purposes of men. The results are thirst, death, and
thoughts and words that are not in harmony with God's will

;

j.?alousy and strife among brethren; the weary journey, dis-

couragement, and disappointment ; fierce and fiery words that

bite like serpents ; and, for all these things there is only one
remedy ; what is like a serpent in form must be nailed to a pole

for men to look upon it, so that they may live ; or, One, like

unto a man hanging upon a Cross, dying for the sins of men,
so that all who believe in Him may receive the life that is eternal.

V). This was that dark hour that preceded the dawn of day ; it

was away from Edom toward Moab, and the sun-rising ; it was
to the land of brooks and wells, where joyful princes toiled and
sang their songs as they laboured. It was to the land where
Balaam could see Israel under the protecting care of the

Almighty ; where he was unable to utter a curse against Israel

even though bribed by gifts to do so ; because, in this world
of the Spirit, charms and divinations have no power against

those who are spiritually guided. 10. But if false prophets are
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limited in tlieir divinations, and in their spiritual works, they
may produce much evil by their cunning devices and evil counsels

;

thus the story of Baal-Peor is a standing warning against the
thought that men can worship God and Baal ; or conform to the
flesh and the spirit at the same time. If the divided soul
desires to follow what is evil, how can it escape the net of the
fowler, or fail to be seduced by fleshly lusts ? Here there is no
room for parleying and play, there must be the decision to love
the truth and do the right ; and it is only thus that men will be
privileged to stand by the side of the priest, who, by His Own de-
cisive action has brought to men the eternal Covenant of Peace,
and the everlasting priesthood. J I . The story in Numbers
begins with the numbering of the people at Horeb ; and toward
the end there is the new numbering in the plains of Moab, by the
Jordan near Jericho. The record is, that of all the adults that
left Egypt there remained only three aUve ; these being Moses,
Caleb, and Joshua. Moses is not to be permitted to enter in
and divide the inheritance for the people ; he failed in spirit,

when he struck the rock ; and thus, the True and the Faithful
are the only survivors of this great event in the history of Israel
and of the world. Here a survival of the inferior position of
women in the old world is recorded

; and the record is kept of
the way in which the daughters of Zelophehad told their story
and pleaded their right, as their father's children, to receive a
possession in the inheritance soon to be the possession of Israel.
As for Moses, his wilUng resignation of his position as ruler and
kwgiver in Israel is worthy of the man ; he laid his hands upon
his successor and gave to him the charge of the people. After
this there follows the symbol feasts that speak of the inheritance
and the preparation to enter in and take possession of the land
12. Before the departure of Moses, the portions of Reuben, Gad,
and half the tribe of Manasseh were alloted to them ; the men
were chosen for the division of the land yet to be possessed ; the
portions of the Levites in the two and a half tribes were arranged,
and the cities of refuge appointed. The forty-two journeys
from Egypt to Moab are all recorded ; this was the wav that
God led Israel ; in a true sense it tells men and nations of their
experiences in the great journey of life ; it is named the Desert
journey

;
but the Cloudy Pillar, and the Lord of the Cloud has

ever been the Angel Guide in all the journeyings of mankind.
The Book of Dtuteronomy,—The four books Exodus to
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Deuteronomy are a great psychological study ; and that study

may be, as of a man, as he analyses his own thoughts in their

order ; or of a nation in its onward development ; or, it may be

of the whole race of men, if only the expansion that is necessary

could be found to trace the great highways of thought that

exist in mankind. Exodus is as the physical world of power
and life ; Leviticus is as the psychical world for spirit and soul ;

Numbers is as the intellectual and moral world for thought,

conflict of interests and action ; and Deuteronomy is as the

spiritual world where at least one man has been awakened to the

glory of God, and is enabled to survey the past in the .spirit of

gratitude, praise, and thanksgiving. Moses is known as Deliverer

and Lawgiver, Priest, Levite and Ruler, but he is also Poet and
Psalmist ; thus it is the treasures of the soul that men may
expect to find in the book of Deuteronomy. It may be a book of

law, but, it is the law spiritualised ; it is not the schoolmaster

with a task, but the freeborn soul singing a final song to the

praise and glory of the Eternal, the Divine Father. Faith,

Hope, and Patience keep the house ; and it is Love, the Divine

Ideal, that tells the story of the Lord of Love's dealings with His
people on that terrible journey from Horeb to Moab. Such a.

theme must not be treated as a piece of theological history ; the

soul must be left free ; and it must be permitted to use the wings

of the imagination. The Lord so inbreathes His Spirit into the

human soul that it cannot be hedged in by the physical, or the

psychical, or limited by the intellect ; in a sense the soul is set

free by love ; and, it is at home in heaven, for heaven is love,

1 . The thoughts return to Horeb, not to Egypt ; because it is there

that the soul begins to live to God, as redeemed, and as brought

into special personal relations with the Redeemer-Lord, the

King. The voice of the poet here is not the croaking voice

of the despot that would limit freedom and centralise power^

but it declares boldly that men should attend to their own duties,

boar their own burdens, and cease from strife. Let power and
privilege be divided and sub-divided until all men realise that

they have duties and responsibilities. To leave Horeb. and
depart into the terrible Desert is necessary ; men may take law

and God with them, and if they do then they will change the

desert into a garden, and find their way by Divine guidance

to the promised inheritance. The land was there ready to be

possessed, chosen men went through it and brought back the
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firstfruits; but, through unbelief, there came faintnes? of heart

and fear of men ; and thus the failure, the loss, the bitter weeping,

and the rejection of this Esau generation that despised their

birthright. 2. This fatal mistake meant turning, and returning
;

it was to the Eed Sea and Seir, to Hor and Moab, to the Amorite
and Bashan, and to the possession of the trans-Jordan inheritance

of the two and one-half tribes. 3. This meant to Moses and
Israel, that they had failed to attain to that which they had
received by promise ; thus the future lay with Joshua and the

new generation, who, through the Grace and Mercy of God,
would enter in and inherit the land. Thus far the advance had
been one of preparation by special teaching at Horeb ; by
warning against idolatry ; by education in the Divine thoughts

and purposes. 4. The conscious fact for the people of God is

that they are a redeemed people ; that they entered into

covenant relations with the Lord at Horeb ; and heard His
voice in the giving of the law. With such an experience there

must follow some sense of duty and obligation ; to obey is to

possess life and to prolong the days in the land promised and
possessed. 5. The Lord God gave to men commandments,
statutes and judgments so that His Name might be feared and
His will obeyed ; but the fundamental principle that underlies

all law is this :
" the Lord our God is one Lord ; and thou shalt

love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul,

and with all thy might ;
" and this great truth is to be taught

to all generations of children, so that they may believe, obey
and be found righteous in God's sight. G. The land promised
will be possessed ; in due time the way will be opened by the

Lord ; and, men are to understand that they did not conquer it

"by their own power, by their righteousness ; it is the Lord that

gives this good land, and men through their sins have forfeited

all their rights in the promises of God. It is for men to remember
Egypt, the way to Horeb, the idolatry at Horeb, Taberah,
Massah and Kadesh-Barnea ; the Desert journey, and the laws

which God has given them for their guidance ; and after many
days in the land under judges and kings, it is the law that is

to be supreme, because the law is, as the Voice of

God to men, their guide and judge, the guide

and judge of kings and rulers. 7. It is not at Horeb.
or in the law, that men are to find their inheritance ; they are as

angel guides, to be feared and obeyed. There is another realm
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not subject to moral law, and there will arise men who will seek

a better possession ; for them the inheritance will not be things,

lands, property ; the Lord will be their inheritance, and they will

be the Lord's special treasure. There will come another prophet

like unto Moses who will utter the very thoughts of God ; and if

men will not listen to God's words from His mouth, the responsi-

bility that will rest upon them will be very great. It is in the

study of His laws, His will, that men will find life ; when they

say that they will walk in God's ways, then He will acknow-
ledge all such men as His peculiar people, to be raised, as nations,

high in name and honour in the earth ; a holy people as the

redeemed children of God. 8. In the nature of things there

is what men know as blessing and as cursing. The meaning
seems to be that conformity to the Divine Will is the blessed

state ; and that sin, disobedience, evil-doing, is the cursed state.

When men do not hearken to the voice of God, as known by
law, then they sin, become selfish and self-asserting, and the

consequences of evil-doing come upon them, as by pestilence,

consumption, fever, burning, the sword, blasting and mildew.

The heavens seem to be as brass, and the earth like iron, and
what follows in the footsteps of evil is an awful picture of the

penalties that may come upon those who depart from God. Life

becomes unendurable, uncertain, and swallowed up by fear,

night and day. In the morning the cry is, " Would God it were
evening," and the evening cry, " Would God it were morning;"

it is fear and dread everywhere ; the coming of ships, the lost

battle, chains and slavery ; and the children of God so despised,

hated and worthless, that they are not even worth buying.

Men in their prosperity and pride may laugh in scorn at such
utterances ; the question is not what evil men think or say

who have entered upon the cursed way, but, are these words
true ? Have they been fulfilled in the Jewish people, and in

other peoples upon the earth ? Is it true that men w^ho despise

and reject the great salvation in Christ are actually placing

themselves in this awful position ? They will not believe in,

or accept, the Divine Sacrifice, the Atonement that is abovj
value, that leads into the blessed way of life ; then, let them re-

member that the way of cursing is very terrible ; it is sin, sorrow
and suffering, as borne by men. They will not accept the Sub-
stitute provided by Divine Grace ; therefore, they are warned
even by the Voice of the Son from heaven, to consider their ways.
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to remember the voice of history, to think and act reasonably,
as the children of God ought to do. seeing they are so constituted
as to reflect His likeness. 9. The future lies with Joshua

—

Jesus—and all that He represents. The past is written as law ;

and it is stored up in the Sacred Ark of the Scriptures for the
guidance of men. 10. It has been written in the hearts of men
in the generations of the past and turned into a Divine song that is

ever being rehearsed in the ears of the peoples. Law is life,

that is to say a definite order ; and life becomes law, that is to
say the Voice of God in blessing, or cursing, as men live and
act. 11, God's will obeyed is as blessing from Sinai to Seir ;

His servants and saints are ten thousand ; from His right hand
proceeds the law. " Yea, He loved the people ; all His saints

are in Thy hand : and they sit down at Thy feet ; every one
shall receive of Thy words." It was through Moses that the
law of God came to men ; and it is law that is the inheritance of
the people of God. In this sense Moses was as a king in Jeshurun
when Israel in its tribes met together. The blessings upon the
tribes are recorded and they will repay careful study. There is

no God like unto the God of Israel ; the Eternal God is the ever
lasting refuge. " He shall thrust out the enemy from before
thee and shall say, Destroy them. Israel then shall dwell in

safety alone ; the fountain of Jacob shall be upon a land of
corn and wine ; also his heavens shall drop down dew. Happy
art thou, Israel ; Who is like unto thee people saved by
the Lord, the shield of thy help and who is the sword of thy
excellency ! and thine enemies shall be found liars mito thee ;

and thou shalt tread upon their high places." 12. Moses went
up to the top of Pisgah, the Lord showed him the land to the
utmost sea ; this is the same land that was promised to Abraham ;

he saw it with his eyes but did not go over into it. Joshua
the son of Nun was full of the spirit of wisdom ; for Moses had
laid his hands on him ; and the children of Israel hearkened
unto him, and did as the Lord commanded Moses.

The Book of Joshua.—The hands of Moses were laid upon
Joshua and the leadership of Israel was conferred upon him. In
symbol the meaning amounts to this, the endowments possessed
by Moses passed to Joshua ; they did not die with him ; thus
Joshua represents Moses, and all the past in history. As God was
with Moses so he promised to be with Joshua ; and every en-
couragement was given to him to be full of courage for the woik
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to which he had been called. Tliere is this significant change
noticeable in the position of Joshua to law ; it is no longer a

question of tables of stone, or of writing, the law is in Joshua's
heart and mouth ; it is part of himself, and thus the intellectual

and the moral have become one ; they are united in him, and thus
the Lord God is to be with him wherever he goes. This is the

ideal and it is this type of man that is going to be the captain and
leader of Israel in taking possession of the promised inheritance.

1. The order for the day is immediate preparation to cross the

Jordan ; spies are sent to Jericho, and they return with the
report that their enemies are afraid and dread the invasion by
Joshua. 2. The people are sanctified ; the ark passes into the

midst of the Jordan ; the people pass over in safety ; memorial
stones are taken out of the bed of the river and set up at Gilgal,

so that the children of Israel might remember and tell their chil-

dren in generations to come that they had passed through the

river on dry land. This is not recorded for Israel only, it is for

this end, that all the people upon the earth might know that the

Lord is mighty, and that they might fear him for ever. 3. Such
an event is of great importance ; the Hand that can hold back
the powerful Descender that leads to the Sea of the Dead is

Almighty: thus, it was little wonder theCaananites were afraid and
had no spirit left in them. To Israel it was a period of consecra-

tion, of removing the reproach of Egypt and the Desert ; it was
as a new Passover feast ; and a new period in history. The
Captain of the Lord's host arrived ; the City of Jericho was
doomed, and in due time according to Divine instructions the
city was taken. 4. The story of Achan reveals the fact that
there was one covetous soul in Israel ; because of sin there was a

defeat at Ai, the offender was ]ninished ; thus the valley of Achor
became a place of warning and a door of hope. 5. Ai was sur-

rounded and taken ; an altar was raised on Mount Ebal ; upon
the stones there was written the law ; and according to the words
of Moses the Blessings and the Cursings were uttered from Ebal
and Gerizim. At that time the Gibeonites bv their craft entered
into a league with Israel ; they saved themselves through their

cunning, but were doomed to be the servants of Israel, to draw their

water and hew their wood. (i. The five kings of the south
gathered their armies for battle to punish Gibeon ; they were
attacked by Israel and defeated. It is here that the story is told,

as found in the Book of Jaslvr, of that great wonder in tlie
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heavens ; the sun and the moon standing still, as if watching the

great conflict taking place upon the earth. What the exact

meaning may be who can tell '? The teaching may well be that

the power above sun and moon is Divine Grace ; that the power
in man greater than the moral nature and the intellect is the

Grace of God ; and, the Man who wields this power can suspend,

apparently, all intellectual reasonings and moral conceptions of

law ; they are subject, not sovereign ; thus in a sense it is true

that "there was no day like that before it orafter it, that the Lord
hearkened unto the voice of a man ; for the Lord fought for

Israel." What may be remembered here is that the sphere of

thought is intellectual and moral, not physical ; it is what is

inbreathed in spiritual thought into the story that is important,

and to be studied, not what is naturalistic and inexplicable. It

is not the story of Joshua and the Conquest that is of supreme
importance ; these are as symbols, patterns of things, wrestlings

of the spirit, to find out true spiritual meanings ; thus it is a

waste of time to discuss such subjects with naturalistic thinkers.

If such men were told that in every redeemed man,
saved by Divine Grace, this event actually takes place ; it is not

to be supposed that they would believe what they were told ; and
yet when Paul utters the strange words, " I live yet not I but
Christ liveth in me "

; he is in different words saying that the Man
Jesus Christ, the Son of God, has actually used this power of

Grace in himself, and in all saved men, who have consciously

developed to the same stage of the life of Grace. 7. The south

of Palestine around Jerusalem is, in a sense, more of the Jewish

stamp in its idealism ; the north is more particularly connected

with Christ and His ministry in Galilee. This spiritual conquest

comes later in time ; it is what decides the whole campaign ; in

other words it is Grace that conquers the most powerful enemies
;

it is by Grace men and nations are subdued before the great

Captain of Salvation. 8. It is not necessary to consider the

meaning of the division of the land into lots, although doubtless

they are all worthy of careful study. It is, however, worthy of

notice that to the faithful Caleb there was given Hebron, and the

cave at Machpelah, where the father of the faithful rests in pos-

session of the inheritance. 9. To Judah fell the lot of the hill

country to the south of Jerusalem ; to Joseph, Ephraim and
Manasseh, Shechem and Bethel in the middle part of the country.

10. Portions were given to Benjamin, Simeon, Zebulon, Issachar,
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Asher, Naphtali, Dan, and a special lot to Joshua. 11. The priests

and Levites were not forgotten, Cities of Refuge were appointed,

and thus the land was conquered and divided. 12. The men of

Reuben, Gad and Manasseh returned to their homes, the Altar

Ed was set up, and there was peace.

Tlie Book of Judycs.—This book is the record of the failure

of the Commonwealth of Israel. The story of the Seed, its en-

velopment in Egypt, birth, and delivery out of bondage, life in

the desert and conquest of the promised land have been traced.

There is a great deal left to the imagination as to the period of

settlement and how it was accomplished, but these are not
details which have to do with the great problem of spiritual

development. The real problem is not this inheritance in Pales-

tine, it is only a step forward, a sign and symbol of the conquest
of grace over evil; ; and such an outward parable as will throw
light upon what is the great purpose of God. It is a rough earthly

pattern of a Divine ideal ; thus the outlines are sufficient if they
show the purpose of God in history ; the failure of men to com-
prehend the same ; and how men were required to struggle,

and failed to reach the spiritual ideal. When men for a mess of

pottage despise their birthright then they have to learn that

they cannot recover it in their own moral strength ; not even by
repentance and bitter tears, with centuries of experience can
they be consciously restored to Divine favour and receive the

blessing. This can only come through Christ, as'| Grace, and
Sacrifice ; and even then, as can be traced in history, men have
"' to work out their own salvation with fear and trembling." It

is not man's wilUng, and doing, that saves ; it is God the Spirit

that worketh in men to will truly and do rightly. All this is

plain enough to experienced Christians ; they read the signs and
symbols in the Old Testament as bearing upon their own life in

its development ; and thus, to a great extent, the thoughts of

God-fearing men have semi-consciously been expressed upon
the lines of development. It may be useful to notice here that

the successive stages of development are not to be limited to that
particular period in which they aiise. The Heavens and Earth
encircle all generations; ; the generations of Adam extend through
all history ; the life and salvation in Noah is for all men ; and
the earth is the inheritance of all the saved. Life intellectually,

as related to the true knowledge of God, is as a great desert

;

the promised inheritance has to be morally conquered bv all
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who enter in and take possession ; and, there is the other side

to the conquest, the failure of all the moral efforts of men to

bring spiritual salvation to mankind. In other words, the
Book of Judges is a story about Israel in the days of the
Commonwealth ; but it is the parable of the experiences of

•individual men and historically of all men. The signs and
the ideas might be expressed thus :—After the death of the
original moral nature in man, there was the revelation of

grace by faith ; and as there was failure in subduing the

enemy, the soul, or land, was not fully possessed and subdued.
Because of thiis division of the heart and land there was trouble,

idolatry, punishment, the visit of the angel, sorrow and weeping,

and imion and communion with the enemies of God ; in other

words, visible and carnal powers ; and chaos instead of order.

1. The first of the subject conditions recorded of Israel is to the

ancient enemy from the valley of the Euphrates, the deliverer

being Othniel. 2. The second Moab, and the deUverance under
Ehud. 3. The third mider Jabin the Canaanite that reigned in

Hazor, the deliverers being Deborah and Barak. 4. The fourth

under the Midianites the deliverer being Gideon. 5. The fifth

was the civil war imder the ambitious Abimelech. 6. The sixth

the servitude under the fierce Ammonites, the dehverer being

Jepthah the Gileadite. 7. The seventh, the long subjection

to the Philistines, the deliverer or judge being Samson ; who
was himself a blind bondman in Gaza at his death. 8. There
follows the story of Micah, of Mount Ephraim, the Danite?,

and their supsrstition and idolatry. 9. The anarchy and in-

security of the comitry as revealed in the story of the Levite

when there was no ruler in Israel. 10. Followed by civil war
in which the tribe of Benjamin was outlawed and almost des-

troyed. " In those days there was no king in Israel ; every man
did that which was right in his own eyes.' ' This is a brief sketch

of the earthly inheritance, and of those who have possessed it

throughout the generations of men. Spiritually and morally

there has not been any king reigning in truth and righteouness :

and thus, the result has been, unto this day, even such things as

happened in the Commonwealth of Israel during the days of the

Judges.

The Book of Ruth.—This little story of Elimelech, his two
sons, and their wives, Naomi, Orpah and Ruth comes in, as a

prophetic link like to the story of Judah in Genesis, Chapter
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XXXVIII., and the history of Pharez the son of Judah as the

ancestor of David the king. The story in Genesis is somewhat
like the story of Esau and Jacob, but the line of thought is not the

same. It is out of the tribe of Judah that the king will arise, but

the outlines of the story about Judah are not to his credit. The

incident of the birth of the twins, as recorded, is that the hand of

the infant Zarah came out first ; a scarlet thread was tied upon his

hand for identification ; the hand was drawn in again ;
Pharez

was born, and it was owing to the breaking forth in this way that

lie received this name. It is Zarah, with the scarlet thread, that is

the firstborn ; but it is Pharez that attains to the earthly kingship

in Judah. David is the tenth generation from Pharez, thus the

story comes in among the spiritual generations, and the narrative

may be studied in the light of this thought. The link is as between

the Commonwealth of Israel and the Kingdom, and it may be

placed there to call attention to this connection.

The Books of Samuel and Kings.—The question that arises

here in the history of development takes this form : Seeing that

the nation has been delivered from the bondage of Egypt
;
pre-

served under Moses in the Desert ; received the inheritance by

conquest and failed to attain to order and law, to the social life of

a Commonwealth, then. What is the difierence between the

Commonwealth and the Kingdom ; and, what does the Kingdom
in Israel represent 1 To enter into details here would take much
time ; the purpose in view does not require this ; thus it will be

sufficient to indicate what is the special development in the King-

dom ; why it takes this particular form ; and reasons may be

given for the failure of the Kingdom, as found in the deportation

into Nineveh and Babylon, and the captivity in the East. A
Commonwealth may be conceived to be a state of society where

all men are intellectually free, and stand morally upon the same

platform ; it does not mean that all men are equal as to powers of

borly mind, property, or social position ; but, being the common
descendants from one father, all are brethren, and possess equal

social and political rights. Even the question of the firstborn,

and of succession, does not arise ; the Father of Israel cannot die,

therefore there cannot arise any question as to succession. The
children are servants as well as heirs ; and, during their period of

training thev require to be true and faithful in their service. The
ideal in the Kingdom is not the same ; at the root it assumes that

there is one in the midst greater than any of the brethren ; and for
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any one to claim this position is to assert self ; it is to cease to be
loyal and true ; and, it is revolt and rebellion against the Divine
King. In the intellectual realm the King is known as Teacher.
Guide and Lawgiver ; in the Moral realm He is Judge and Divider;

and, when through sin, idolatry, degradation, as to Egypt, or

Canaan, then He is Deliverer and Redeemer with all that these

titles mean. These men have been intellectually trained, have
been taught order and law ; have enjoyed their inheritance in

peace ; thus they ought to know what is meant by freedom,

liberty, equality, fraternity and similar terms. If knowing these

they fail to preserve their freedom, cherish their liberty and
equality and they are degraded into bondage to their enemies,

natural and spiritual, then how can they hope to save themselves

from their unhappy condition 1 This is the condition of Israel

under the Philistines in the days of Eli the high priest ; and the

story of Hannah and Samuel brings into view in what way the

Lord is pleased to reveal to men what is meant by a Kingdom, as

compared with a Commonwealth. The child Samuel is a type
;

as priest, prophet and ruler, he represents God in these depart-

ments of life ; and thus men were called to consider what the Lord,

the King of Grace, was reveahng to them in Samuel. The people,

when they began to think about the matter, thought perversely
;

they were not satisfied with Samuel ; they wished to have a king

like the kings in other nations ; a knowing, strong man to fight

their battles ; and then by this visible means they would be united

as a nation and a kingdom. This choice was a fatal one ; it was

degradation to the level of other nations who knew not the Lord
;

they had their wish, and the type was Saul, the first king of Israel.

Saul was perverse, self-willed, disobedient, cunning, despotic
;

men know the type only too well ; thus it is not necessary to enter

into further details about this kind of king. Saul is aleo a type

of the first-born rulers ; his portion and kingdom are the earthly

pleasures and power ; but, behind the throne men may discern a

true royal prince in Jonathan. The next king is not chosen by

men, or accepted by them ; he is the chosen one by the King of

Israel ; and it is in Him, and in His Son, that the nation will attain

to power and glory. In those days in Israel men looked upon the

visible, the external, the present ; men in these days in Europe

take a wider outlook, and thus they look beyond nation and king-

dom, David and Solomon ; and they see in them only the types

of a Spiritual nation and Kingdom, over which the Christ will
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reign in power and glory in Spiritual worlds when the line of Pharez

will have passed away. What men study in the history of the

Kingdom of Israel is, apparently, not what men would think they

were studying, a mere secular kingdom of this earth ; vhey are

being taught that the only King of Grace is Christ; liatHis

Kingdom has been preserved in truth, righteousness and Grace,

and that kings of the earth have not understood their true

position. This kingdom is not the son of Rachel by the way of

love ; it is the son of the hand-maid of Leah, and thus an earthl}^

type in the order of development. It was because this child

had such a mother that the kingdom was earthly, and being

earthly in tone and temper, even though claiming the name and

title of the Divine Grace, it failed to realise the ideal that lay

behind all its conceptions ; that ideal which could only be

made manifest in the kingdom of Christ. The thought that

arises here is, that the ideal that represents true kingship is

Grace ; that it is seen in operation in all kings ; but the type

has become earthly, degraded, mere forms, pretences full of

self-asserting claims, perversions of truth and Grace ; that men
set up idols that come betwixt them and the King Immortal

;

and that so long as they continue in this idolatry they remain

children with false ideals. At it was with Israel in Saul, David,

Solomon, Rehoboam and later kings, until the deportation,

degradation and captivity, so it has been, so it is, and will be, with

all nations and kingdoms of the same type ; they are not regnant

in Grace, bat in its perversion, and thus the end must be sub-

jection to the earthly ideal of power, wisdom, might and glory,

as thes3 have been found in all nations in all lands. It is vain

to suppose that Grace will reign under such an ideal ; the earthly

puts a golden crown full of diamonds upon the king's head and

shouts, " God save the king," It is useless. Beneath the

rim of gold there lies the microbe of death ; beneath the dia-

monds the skull and dust ; this is the way to captivity, to

degradation, death and disorganisation ; there is a seed of

life there that men cannot see, and it is only when these symbols

of earthly glory are reduced to protoplasm that the Seed will

live and reveal to men what the Bible means by a Kingdom
of Grace in the earth.

Brief Survey of Development in the Bible.—It does

not appear to be necessary in detail to extend the enquiry further

into the order of development found in the Bible. The lines
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of thought that have been traced seem to be sufficient to get a
limited knowledge of the biology, anatomy and the morphology
of the work

;
physiology is a different matter, this science has to

do with functions. It is well known that perverted functions,

are without standard. The problem is not pathology, an assumed
science of diseases, but of healing and restoration to health,

because this is really tne problem dealt with throughout the

Bible, The symptoms of disease are found everywhere, the

cry everywhere is this, " Where is the physician that can heal

and restore the bodies and souls of men, the states and nations ?

The suggestion as to the structure of the Bible is that the lines

of development can be traced in a threefold way ; that each

line requires to be studied separately, not apart from the others,,

but in harmony with them. The Method of Christ is the root

ideal in them all ; the variations are, as the subjects are studied

from different standpoints, of history, of the nation, of the

work of the Spiiit ; the i?sue of the whole being the Kingdom,
of God in Grace for the redemption of mankind from the powers
of evil. In other words, it is Faith in God that underlies all

iiistory ; it is Hope in God that is involved in the land and
nation ; it is the patience of the Spirit <"hat brings about all

changes ; and, the Kingdom of God is the Divine Work of the

Spirit in changing the chaos of humanity into a cosmos that

is Divine in its order. The unity is in Christ ; it is His method
of thought by which men are instructed ; it is His Spirit that

is Teacher, Guide and Friend ; thus the power, praise and glory

of the work is to be given by men to Chris*-, the Son of God.
The order of the generations is that found in the Book of

Genesis. It must be remembered that although this may be
conceived to be the historical method, it is not to be studied in

the way men study secular history, as a narrative of facts ; it is

a spiritual history given to spiritual men, gifted with powers to

perceive spiritual truth ; if they fail to discern what is spiritual,

this proves that such men are carnally minded, naturalistic in

their conceptions, and thus their failure to hear the voice of

God in His Works and Word. The earlier generations do not re-

quire special study when the spiritual attitude toward philosophy
and ancient history is attained. With the later generations,

Ishmael and Isaac, Esau and Jacob, the study is not so easy, but
it seems clear that Ishmael is prophetic of the deliverance from
Egypt and the forty years in the desert ; Isaac of the possession
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of the land under Joshua ; and it is in the generations of

Isaac that the twin sous, the twin-spirits, in the nation and
kingdom, are worked out in their details. The generations of

Esau may be conceived to be a very difficult problem, the reason

being that there are so many preconceptions about Esau as.

related to his brother Jacob and the Kingdom ; but when the

historic generations of Esau arc to be traced, then these ought

to be set aside, and the concrete spiritual generations sought for

as a real and true stage of development. It is not unreasonable

to conceive that the Books, Chronicles to Song of Solomon,

possess this ideal ; the}' are a portion of the Scriptures of a unique

kind ; and the books are so arranged in their order that there

can hardly arise a doubt as to their development in the order of

the method of Christ. It ought not to be reasoned that the

Books are in spiritual type far in advance of any conception

that men could form of an earthly-minded Esau ; that is not

the problem ; rather, it is this. What may men expect from

the spiritual grandchild of Abraham, and the son of Isaac, when
the Spirit of God acts upon the man and his generations in the

earth ? The question is not Esau as related to Jacob, or Edom
as related to Israel : it is Esau as related to the Lord of Esau and
Jacob ; and what use it will please the Lord to make of this-

man and his generations in spiritual forms in the fiiture i The
conception reached is that Esau sniritaally sums up ail the gener-

ations of the past ; thus history, restoration and religion, the

State, the providence of God, questions of philosophy, spiritual

experiences, the search after wisdom, empiric conceptions of

life in a pessimistic spirit, with an idyll of love that renews all that

lives, is quite within the reach of this son who received his father's

blessing, bv t failed to reach the highest and the best. Still further

it has to be remembered that Esau lives in a mystic union with

Jacob ; their generations live together, they become one, and
it is out of Esau and Jacob that there arises the New Testament
and all that is involved in it. Esau and his generations are not

to DC compared with the Gospels and the Epistles ; but, as men
know, what was in Esau became as spiritual tread and water^

fruits and dainties, for the generations of Jacob. Indeed, some
of Esau's children have become, in form and figure, in word and
spirit, so like their cousins that only the initiated can tell the

difEerence of their origin. Is it not time for men to begin to-

enquire, why these ancient distinctions should be continued i
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Is it to be conceived that the children of Esau, saved by the
Grace that is in Christ, are to take a second place in the family
and in the Kingdom ? All are brethren when redeemed by Him

;

therefore, let the children of Jacob be careful how they act towards
those that they lightly esteem, for assuredly the Lord, the Ee-
deemer, of Jew and Edomite, Christian and Heathen, will not be
pleased if He finds that wicked spirit animating His brethren
which has been the bane of history in the past.

The order in the nation, in development, has been explained
in connection with the sons of Jacob, at their birth, and in con-
nection with the blessings they received from their father. It

is well to remember in connection with each son that he repre-

sents an historic stage and type of development. The children
in themselves are unconscious of their mission or destiny ; the
tribes do not understand in what way they are used for the ex-

tension of the Kingdom of Christ ; thus, the mystery of Divine
wisdom in Grace is a strange study when it is looked at from i^s

operations against evil powers in judgment; and, as within
men

J
tribes and nations for the furtherance of the Divine

Purpose. It is Grace that reigns in the realm of Grace ; thus
what ought to be expected is that what is of a lower grade, as
moral and intellectual, must be subject to Divine Grace ; only
the converse thought has to be kept in view, Grace does not act
contrary, in its order, to the laws in lower realms ; the Lord reigns

in them all and they all obey His Divine Will. In the Bible,

as in the sons of Jacob, the three s?ts of four can be easily traced.

There is difficulty about the fulfilment of the Genesis prophecies
in Joseph in Egypt, as representing Jesus Christ, in His humilia-
tion and glory. In a sense the coming of the Spirit may be repre-

sented by the birth of Benjamin as the son of the right hand,
and thus the three sets of four be revealed. It is not in the sons
of Jacob that the difficulty arises, it is in the sons of Joseph as

revealed in the generations of Jacob. These two lines of thought
do not quite coincide

; the kingdom may be conceived to be
fully revealed by twelve sons. In the generations of Jacob the
two sons of Joseph are counted as the sons of Jacob ; they are of

a different generation, thus it is conceivable that they have a
history of their own extending onward beyond the coming of

€hrist into the Christian generations. This subject, however,
is not one with which the Bible seems to deal, they are as the
generations yet to come arising out of the Kingdom of Christ
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in the world. It may be that Manasseh fitly expresses Christia-

nity in the West ; in it there is the forgetting of the past, of toil

and of Judaism ; whilst Ephraim carries the message of fruit-

fulness in the land where once affliction reigned. Even with

these two added, there may still be expected other two sons to

make up the number in the method of Christ ; and these two

will be known by men as Divine knowledge. Science ; and

Divine Wisdom, the perfect life that will unify all knowledge.

The Divine order of the Spirit as recurrent in history may be

conceived to be more complex than the generations and the

nation ; and it may be taken for granted that much study will

require to be given to this subject. The order of development in

each series, 1 to 4, runs the same course, revealing faith, hope,

patience and love ; force, life, spirit, and mind or soul ; or the

Father, Son, Spirit, and a new creation. This maybe explained

in various forms, but these are the most useful as revealing the

method of development. In the three series in Genesis, Heavens
and Earth to Terah, the generations extend to six, analogous

with the intellect and the moral nature, and involved in Terah

there is Abraham, Nahor, and Haran, and all that they repre-

sent in the realm of Grace. At this stage of development these

are involved in Terah, thus they require special study. The
eight are there, but the two of which men are semi-conscious

require to be sought for and found in the generations of Terah.

The first series finds its issue in Abraham. The second series,

Noah to Isaac, ends in Isaac and the Land. The third series,

Shem to Jacob, ends in the tribes that will form the nation in

Egypt. The fourth series is the result of the former three, thus

they form a spiritual series of four in Genesis. In the three

series there are six and two not revealed ; in the fourth, four

with all the past involved in them. The fifth in a series, as well

as the fifth series, is always a new departure ; it is the intellectual

that deals with what pre-existed, and thus there begins the

stage of intellectual development as knowledge. The fifth

series, Moses, Egypt, and the Desert, arise out of Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob and Joseph ; and these in their turn are linked with all

the past. There is no break, the links are all there, they are

ivssumed and known to exist, thus they are not rehearsed at

every new departure. Abraham, to Joseph in Egj'pt, are as the

soul out of which the Exodus comes ; and the four books of Moses,

Exodus to Deuteronomy, are the superstructure of an intellectual
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system of thought, pre-existing in Genesis, but not arranged

in rational order. It is not asserted that this is consciously so,

even as men could not assert that their empiric reasoning came
from knowledge gained by experience. What the intellect

attempts to do is to find relations and order ; and it is not so

very long since men were led to admit that this is really how the

intellect operates to gain knowledge. The sixth series has

Exodus to Deuteronomy for its soul of thought ; and Joshua,

Judges, the Commonwealth and nation are the superstructure.

The seventh and eighth, as the Kingdom of Grace and Sacrifice,

sorrow and suffering, arise out of the sixth, the Commonwealth

,

and all it represents. All these form the series in succession

of what may be termed the intuitional, the natural and the

carnal ; the development is in the outward and visible world

;

spiritual ideals are involved in the development not understood

by men ; and these visible signs, symbols and patterns of things

represent what is heavenly. When the spiritual realm has to

be comidered, it is not easy to fix a point of departure. What
has to be remembered is that the whole Bible is in its order spiri-

tual from the germ-Seed in Eden onward ; but. men are not

spiritual, and thus the difficulty is not with the Bible but with

the men wdio are so carnal that they do not hear the Voice of

God, spiritually understand the Divine Will, and the Purpose of

Grace that is being revealed to the world. As already explained

every new development finds its roots in the past ; every change

is an effect from a past cause ; the First Cause of Grace is involved

in the Seed ; thus all subsequent causes and effects proceed

from the First Cause. In thus looking for a spiritual beginning,

the question is not as related to the Cause as spiritual ; it is when,

at what period in history, did a man appear who was not a voice

speaking to men like Enoch ; but a man who could be called

the friend of God who entered into the Divine ideals, and could

appreciate the promises of God and the blessings that flow from
faith and obedience. With such conceptions as these in view

it is not difficult to conceive the thought that the spiritual king-

dom, in this sense, begins with Abraham ; he is this unique type

of man ; and, as men know, this is the ideal, Jew, Christian and
Mohammedan have of the father of the faithful. Keeping in

view what has been stated about the natural, it will be found

sufficient for guidance for students in this realm merely to

mention the names and initiatory stages of this kingdom of
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Spiritual Grace in its development in the Bible. I Abraham,
as linked with the past, to the period of the Exodus. 2. Moses,

the Exodus, Horeb, the desert to the land of Moab. 3. Joshua
and the Commonwealth, the land and nation. 4. Samuel, the

kings and the kingdom to the captivity. 5. Isaiah and the first

series of prophets with all that they represent of intellectual

visions of the past and future, mercy and judgments, grace and
truth, goodness and righteousness. G. The second series of

eight prophets beginning with Jonah, not ending with Malachi,

but with the Baptist and the Man Jesus Christ. 7. The Gospels,

Matthew and Mark as revealing the Son of God, the Messiah of

the Jews. 8. The Saviour of the world ; the Light, Life, Truth,

and Love Divine as revealed in Gospels of Luke and John. U.

The Book of Acts, Epistles to Romans and I and II Corinthians

as the Spirit in Grace revoaUng Christ in Glory. 10. The Epistles to

Galatians, Ephesians, PhiHppians and Colossians as the spiritual

soul in the Church of Christ ; and as the conception of Christ in

humanity. IL Epistles to Thessalonians, to Timothy, Philemon
and Titus as intellectual spiritual conceptions of the Church oi
its order of service, usually termed the Pastoral Epistles. 12.

The Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistles of Peter, James, John
and Jude, as the revelation of the Divine Son, the Eternal High
Priest; and as the fullest and final conception of the thoughts of

those men who had been favoured by being the companions and
friends of Christ whilst sojourning upon the earth. The Book
of Revelation is unique in form ; it is a great spiritual vision of

the ascended Lord the Son of the Right Hand in Power and
Glory, It is mystical and full of mystery ; but if the method
of the Lord Christ the King of the Kingdom of Grace is applied

to it, then men may expect that even this Book will become the

means of blessing to mankind.
In the language of the sciences of physical life, these con-

ceptions deal with the Biology, Anatomy and Morphology of the
Bible ; the manifestations of the life of Grace, the analysis

of its structure, and the forms it is seen to possess. There is a
line of thought to be indicated of a different kind, and, as a
practical question it may be of importance in various ways.
As analogy this may be conceived as the physiologv of the

Bible, or, it may become so when followed out with suflicienr

detail. It is the Divine Spirit that carries on the work of

Grace in men and nations; and, it is necessary' to rememl)(>r
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this great truth. It is quite time that men should reaUse how
far wrong they have gone in their opinions, and reasonings,

upon this subject of the Divine development ; they count for

less than nothing in this great work ; they have ever marred
and hindered the work of the Spirit, have in the most outrageous
manner taken credit to themselves for the work done, and
praised as gods those men it has pleased the Spirit of God to

use in the great work of spiritual develoj)ment. The work of

the Spirit is represented as Faith, Hope, Patience and Love,
and these are conceived as recurrent in every generation ; thus,

it would follow that each generation will have its own special

features requiring careful study. 1. In the generations Heavens-
and Earth to Abraham, there will be found faith in the Seed,

hope in Enoch, patience in Noah, and saving love in the sons

of Noah and the earth that became their possession. 2. In

the generations of Noah there is faith and salvation by the

Ark ; hope in the possession of the earth in the sons of Noah
;

a great patience in Shem and the Name, and love in the Grace of

God that visited Terah in Ur of the Chaldees as hidden in Abra-
ham, Nahor and Haran. 3. In the generations of Shem there

is faith in the Name, in Terah there is hope, the world is left

behind and an effort made to seek a better country ; in Ishmael

there is the patience of Egypt and of the Desert in embryo

;

and in Isaac love, in the possession of the promises and the

land. 4. It is in Abraham that the Earth becomes conscious,

of the Heavens, in the great faith of the friend of God ; in Isaac

there is revealed the hope of the world as, and in. Sacrifice;

in Esau patience is made manifest in the man, the nation and
the spiritual generations ; and in Jacob, it is Joseph the beloved

son that is conceived to be the saviour of the world from the

famine. These it will be observed are the four square founda-

tions of the Temple and City of God, the fundamental principles

of being, the underlying foundations of the being of man ; it

matters not where men turn, to the Divine, to Science, or to

Wisdom, the story is the same, these generations are of faith,

intuitive, matters of •experience, and not found by rational

knowledge. Men have to face this issue in their methods of

thought ; there is no other way to truth and righteousness
;

there is a choice, men may destroy their own power of seeing
;

they can enter the land of darkness and of death ; but, in that

direction there is no salvation, peace, prosperity, or blessing.
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It is in the problems of Egypt, Moses, the Passover, the Redemp-
tion, the Red Sea, Deliverance, the Desert, Law, Idolatry, the

patterns of heaveuly things, that men are awakened to consider

what the present life means, and then they try to put their con-

ceptions together in intellectual order. Faith in God, the Re-
deemer, the Sustainer, the Defender, the Lawgiver, the Judge
and the Giver of all mercies is made known in Exodus. There
is the vision of Hope in Leviticus that men may be regenerated

and become like God. There is the full manifestation of the

Patience of God in Numbers. Spiritual men cannot miss the

thrilling key-note in Deutronomy that Divine Love redeems
the earthly child and nation from what is degrading and debased

;

and the trumpet-call is heard throughout all Israel, in the memor-
able words, " Hear, Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord ; and
thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with

all thy soul, and with all thy might." With knowledge of rela-

tions there will arise the sense of responsibility ; and thus the

man w'ould be blind, deaf and ungrateful indeed, who would
assert that men should continue to think and act as if such
knowledge had never been conceived by them. The point for

consideration heie is not. Why God gave to men this revelation

in this form, at this period of history, and did not give them a
perfect revelation of the Grace that is in Christ ; such criticisms-

are wide of the mark ; they have no true meaning, when the

men that make them are found to be incapable of comprehending
what the order of development has been. The reply given in the

Bible is that the redeemed child was ignorant, selfish, peevish,

unreasonable, therefore, Mosaism means education, training,

and preparation. This is not what the Son of God passed through

as a man ; His environment was different ; there lay behind Him
all the past, and thus the Son w^hen He came to His Father' s-

House was under an altogether different set of conditions. The
point to be specially remembered here, is that men, and nations

require, as sinful and earthly, this training ; they receive it as

more or less severe, in their youth ; and if neglected it is apt to

be a very serious matter in the future. It is thus God deals-

with men as His sons ; if they are like bastard children then it is-

different, parental control is not endured, and it is the worse
for the children. What men of experience have to study here is.,

that Mosaism is intellectualism, the training to think truly ; it is.

home, school, college antl university ; it is more ; it is also'
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"pretensions to science and philosophy ; it may even be to theology
and religion. If the teaching and the training end in logic and
logomachy, then this is all as Desert ; it is ever moving from
camp to camp, with no permanent home, no fruitful fields and
gardens. This is the parable of Mosaism, and the explanation

of this particular stage of development.
With the sixth stage, that of Joshua, the Conquest, the Division

•of the Land, and Settlement, the natural conditions are changed
;

"the promises have in a measure been fulfilled ; the first-fruits

have been possessed, and, as men might be inclined to think and
say, the Day of Rest has come and all is well for the future.

This is a mistaken view ; Naphtali is the brother of Dan, b}^

Bilhah ; therefore, although he may wrestle, conquer, and possess

the earthly, it is not possible that he could remain satisfied

with this portion, the land would become his god, and the God
of the land would be forgotten. This was what actually took

])lace ; the wrestling ended too soon ; the enemy remained in

"the possession ; the Law of the Lord was hidden away in the

Ark at Shiloh ; no man cared to study it ; the statutes and judg-

ments, and the wisdom of the Desert, were all forgotten ; every

man sought after his own selfish ends, and the good of the Common-
Avealth was neglected. Grod gave to His children, as intellectual

and moral, this good land ; this vine3''ard to keep and enjoy
;

Tthe vine from Egypt filled the land with blessings ; and, when
Israel enjoyed blessings to the full, then he drank and gambled,
i.slept like the sluggard, or rushed after pleasure ; and in the

night, the wild boar broke down the hedges, destroyed the

vine, and turned the garden of the Lord into a desert. Parable

and Poem, true indeed, but what a terrible reality hes behind

the parable ; and what food for reflection is here not for Israel

only, but for all men and nations. The parable of the moral

Commonwealth cannot be studied here in its details ; this is just

a little glimpse into the Society and State where men live ; and
the question now, as then, is. How rational men can possibly

•expect that God will bless them when His Name is ignored ?

How they are going to live in peace and love, when the God
•of Peace and Love is left unworshipped, and the altars of Power,

Lust, Covetousness, Drunkenness, Pleasure, and utter selfishness

and Greed are visited ? Let men be assured of this, God will

leave them free to love and serve Him ; or to love and serve

.these base earthly gods ; but let them remember that as they
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SOW SO will they reap ; and, the Book of Judges is the judgment
of God upon Israel in this matter.

God can redeem from the powers of this earth ; He can give

instruction in truth and righteousness ; He can give to His chil-

dren a land and a Commonwealth. What if the children will

not enter into the land promised ; will in spirit return to Egypt

;

will not learn their lessons and be subject to training ; and, when
they possess their inheritance, will neglect its culture, and be-

come the thralls of the Philistines ; then what more can the

Lord do for such men so besotted with earthly, sensual ideals

that they have even forgotten that God is their King and that
it is to Him they owe fealty and obedience ? The question of

gratitude and love is not remembered by such men ; they have
forgotten the Fear of the Lord ; and, what they are really afraid

of, so degraded and debased have they become, is the whip of

the Philistines. This is where ethical and similar ideals will

land men ; degraded and despised they will flee in terror and hide

in their dens and caves, and the proud Philistines will taunt
them for their cowardice. When men boast of ethics, as separa-

ted from true religion, the love and fear of God, then let them
think of the Commonwealth of Israel and its inglorious end.

When the men of Israel could not help themselves, and were on
the verge of slavery and extinction, then God in His Grace, by
His Spirit, entered into a woman, who could not rest until she
had poured out her soul, into the ears and heart of God, praying
that she might have a .son that would serve and save Israel.

This is where Grace reigns, is .seen to begin to reign ; not as men
think of reigning, in power, but in service, in the ,on asked of

God and given back to Him again. The Symbols of the Com-
monwealth were lost in the battle against the Philistines ; the

high priest fell back from off his seat dead, when the bad news
reached his ears ; a woman in her travail gave birth to a s^on,

named Ichabod, and this name bears in it the ominous thought
that the glory had departed from that world in which Israel

lived. Suggestions have been already made as to the real mean-
ing of the kings and the Kingdom of Israel ; they are as Gad
and Asher, the sons of Zilpah

; they are not the true King and
Kingdom ; they are semblances, parables, something Uke, and
also very unlike the Kingdom of God in Grace. There is faith

in Samuel the priest, prophet, and ruler ; but that faith is lost

in Saul the first king, and thus the Kingdom is known to be

II
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a perverted organisation and not the true Kingdom of God.

What the evil report of the spies was to Israel in the Desert

with the forty years' wandering, that the Kingdom of Saul be-

came as an earthly organisation. It was a turning away from
the ideal ; and yet it is through this perversion there is the hope
that the true kingdom will be discerned and estabhshed in the

earth. There is patience in David, the Shepherd of Israel, for

his Son will reign in righteousness, even though he has to endure
the long struggle with Saul and the conflict with his enemies.

Solomon is a beloved son, hke the great Son of David, as the

visible and the carnal is like the spiritual ; but these pass away
;

the ideal fades from sight, and the end is division, strife, war,

unbelief, despair, and misery, to the death of the nation in the

Captivity.

It is under such conditions that the Kingdom of Israel reaches

its downfall ; this nation is not the people of God ; they are

worldly, and ambitious, like other nations ; the people are proud
and covetous, corrupt and heartless ; and the proof is to be

found in the history of the nation as recorded in the Bible. If

it were suggested that the King had left His Kingdom under the

sway of kings, as they are to be foand throughout Christian

history, would not men declare that these kings have been
despotic rulers like Saul ; war lords like David ; and men in

regal splendour like Solomon ? The questions to be put and
answered are these ; apart from the leavening Grace in the Gospel

of Christ, What is the difference intellectually as to order ? What
is the difference as to moral government socially ? And what
differences will men find when they compare the Kingdom of

Israel and modern Kingdoms. The question is not as to differ-

ences, as the result of Science, and in other ways, but are the

ideals in theology, and empiric knowledge similar 'i Are national

conceptions, as to tJieir country being their inheritance, the same ?

How do kings live, uise men give counsel, war captains increase

armies, and favourites enjoy life 1 How are wars made and
territories occupied, and how are conquered nations subdued to

be the subjects and thralls of their conquerors ? The concep-

tion seems to be that so far as motives, passions, principles of

action are conceraed, kings, statesmen and soldiers might
change places, and the only change men would recognise would be

the names, the colour of the skin, the clothes, and the arms used.

Here modern nations are asked as to their stage of development as
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Spiritual men in the likeness of God ? The reply it would
seem must be that Christian kings, rulers, statesmen, and sol-

diers are like, have only attained in outward form and order to

likeness to the Kingdom of Israel. They have developed, they

know not how, into a realm of Grace ; they have perverted, and
)uisunderstood the principles of the realm in which they are

living ; and, doubtless, they will be much offended, Avhen they

conceive that in all this they are misrepresented,

In following out the spiritual development from Abraham on-

ward, the same lines of thought require to be followed ; the

spiritual kingdom has its deep roots in Genesis, and men might
expect that this would be so. 1. Abraham is the type of the

spiritual, a? the father of the faithful. 2. Moses is the type

of the spiritual life in symboh ; and the four books. Exodus to

Dei'teronomy, are like Biology, Anatomy, Morj^hology and
Physiologv, in outward forms. 3. Joshua is the type of the man
who perceives the land and nation in psychical order, and divides

the same in order. 4. Samuel is here the soul of the Bible as

analogous with the soul of a spiritually minded man ; and it is in

this realm that chaos and darkness reign ; to be changed in due
time into a cosmos wherein the Lord Christ will reign in glory.

This vision takes in the downfall of Israel and the night of

sorrow as prefigured by Israel in the East. It is also a prophetic

illustration of what the soul of a man may become when it takes

the wrong way. It is here tliat there is a synchronism to be
found betwixt 7 and 8 in the natural and the spiritual ; it is the

similar stage of development ; thus it is here that what mav be
termed the natural ^vithin the spiritual realm ends. It ouofht

not to be very difficult to follow this development ; those who
are familiar with the structure of the Bible may do so more easily

than those to whom the Bible is as a strange book. t>. The
development that takes place in the first series of Prophets is to

the intellectual stage as dealing with the Kingdom of Messiah,

the Prince ; but the intellectual here, as studying the relations,

differs from the analogous realm in Mosaism. The Prophets
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Daniel, have all the past of History,

Egypt, Mosaism, the land and Commonwealth, and the Kingdom
of Israel, in their souls ; thus the problem for them is altogether

different ; they know that the past has failed, and thus the future

must hold in its bosom a better inheritance, a greater nation
and a Kingdom that cannot fail. This is the great faith that

112
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animates Isaiali, throughout that wonderful book, where ^ith
eagle-like vision he scans the future in the light of the past.

There is judgment and mercy revealed ; the great visions in

Grace of the Saviour and the Servant, the Messiah-King and the
sacrifice for sin, and these will amply reward the students of this

book. Jeremiah is expressed in symbol in the seething pot of

troubles and judgments, and the almond tree blossoming with

hope ; the theme is the same, it is Messiah's Kingdom, but it is

also as the Soul of a man, in which the law -will be written as by
the hand of the Spirit. Ezekiel is the prophet of the Exile ; thus
bringing to mind Jacob, and also the Desert. The symbolism of

the living creatures and the wheels, the valley of dry bones,

the resurrection to life, the river that caused life wherever it came,
and the City of God, are all spiritual ideals seen during the time

of affliction, to teach men that in all their afflictions and sorrows,

God, the Spirit, is afflicted and bestows upon those in exile the

spirit that lives in the Kingdom of Patience. Daniel is a prophet
of the Captivity in Babylon and Persia ; and it is this prophet
that is like Joseph in Egypt, a revealer of dreams and their mean-
ing ; in what way heathen nations are used by God in His Provi-

dence ; and, in what way all such kings and their kingdoms,
must vanish, with the darkness of the night when Messiah's

Kingdom is set up upon the earth. Hosea is a new and a quite

different version of Moses ; the Book reveals mercy to the evil,

and the worthless ; but this also is as a Desert place because of

sin, idolatry, and evil works. " The ways of the Lord are right,

and the just shall walk therein ; but the transgressors shall fall

therein." Joel reveals the man like God, and there are many
analogies in this book suggesting that the writer had Joshua and
the Conquest in view when writing. Amos—burden— the herdsman
of Tekoa, carries the burden of Israel on his soul ; but the end
is restoration and the renewed and raised tabernacle of David.
Obadiah, the servant of the Lord, takes up the parable against

Esau and Edom ; the persecutor will be put to shame, exposed,

judged, condemned and the Kingdom shall be the Lord's.

The Second Series of eight prophets is the sixth in the order

of spiritual development. Under all forms of prophetic visions

there is one great thought operative, that is the conception of

the spiritual Seed in the womb of time and of the nations
;

and the question above all other questions to be solved is the

birth of the Child ; what kind of Child and Man He is going to
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be ; and when will he appear ? This line of thought does not

appear upon the surface ; the individual prophets do not under-

stand their own thoughts, their missions ; but the Lord, the

Spirit, moves, teaches, and guides them ; and being inspired

each man does his own little bit of work in the darkness, the

Spirit unifying their labours. It is not the men, or the times

in Avhich the men lived, that is of supreme importance ; it is

the Man that is to come that is the burden of their thoughts,

and the kind of man, king, and nation He will represent. 1. It

has to be remembered that the Man is not limited to Israel

after the flesh ; that story has been told, with all that it means ;

it is the Earth, the whole world, that is to become Israel, and
all that can be expected from the ancient Israel is that it will

supply a Jonah—a dove—to carry the message to Nineveh,

the world centre of the period, to reveal the truth that judgment
was imminent ; but also, that Jehovah is gracious, and in the

Mercy of God, by the way of repentance, there is a way of salva-

tion. This message was not delivered in vain, there was repen-

tance in Nineveh true and sincere, and thus faith was carried

into the midst of the Earth by Jonah, the strangest of missionaries

to a doomed world. 2. The Word oi the Lord to Micah—the

humble—is specially found in these words, " But thou, Bethlehem

-

Ephratah, though thou be little among the thousands of Judah,

3'et out of thee shall He come forth unto Me that is 1o be ruler

in Israel ; whose goings forth have been from of old from ever-

lasting." This is the vision as to where the physical life begins

in the Child, that is the Eternal. This is the great Hope of the

ages becoming Incarnate ; therefore let men uncover their heads
when they contemplate this mystery. If the Eternal is to

live in Time, then surely this is not a new thing in the Earth
;

men might have expected this if they had known and under-

stood the Divine Wisdom. .'3. The Book of Nahum—comforter

—is the " burden of Nineveh." " The Lord is slow to anger, and
great in power, and will not at all acquit the wicked ; the Lord
hath His way in the whirlwind and in the storm, and the clouds

are the dust of His feet." This is the Vision of the Patience of

God ; He is good and to be trusted even when the floods threaten

destruction. What about the man with the mee! rit 1

" Behold upon the mountains the feet of Him that bringcth

good tidings that publisheth peace ! Judah, keep thy solemn
feasts, perform thy vows, for the wicked shall no more pass
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through thee ; he is utterly cut off." 4. " The burden which
Habakkak—the wrestler, embracer—the prophet did see."
" Art thou not from everlasting, Lord my God, mine Holy
One ? We shall not die. Lord, thou hast ordained them
for judgment ; and Mighty God, thou hast established them
for correction." " For the Earth shall be filled with the know-
ledge of the glory of the Lord as the waters cover the sea." . .

" The Lord is in His holy temple ; let all the earth keep silence

before Him." . .
" I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in

the God of my salvation." This is what the wrestling prophet
foresees in vision. The Lord of the prophet seems to re-echo these
great thoughts in the fourth Beatitude, " Blessed are they which
do hunger and thirst after righteousness ; for they shall be filled."

5. The word of the Lord unto Zephaniah—whom Jehovah hid —
Hold thy peace at the presence of the Lord God ; for the

day of the Lord is at hand ; for the Lord hath prepared a sacrifice,

He hath bid His guests.' ' . .
" Seek ye the Lord, all ye meek of

the earth, which have wrought His judgment; seek righteousness,

seek meekness : it may be ye shall be hid in the day of the Lord's
anger." . . . "Sing, "O daughter of Zion ; shout," Israel ; be
glad and rejoice with all the heart, daughter of Jerusalem.
The Lord hath taken away thy judgments ; He hath cast out
thine enemy : the King of Israel, even the Lord is in the midst
of thee, thou shalt not see evil any more." All these texts speak
of the revealing of the Mercy of God by the way of sacrifice

;

mercy has been obtained, and the result is another redemption
as from Egypt and the Red Sea ; and the songs of joy, if in

different words, repeat the song of Miriam and Israel after the

great redemption. 6. The word of the Lord by Haggai

—

feast
—

"Consider your ways." There is no satisfaction in seed

and harvest, in eating and drinking, wages or clothing ; men look

for much and it comes to little ; there is no dew from heaven,
little fruit, seasons of drought, and thus there is no blessing

upon corn, oil, wine, labour, cattle, or men. Why ? Because
every man is selfish, seeking his own good, and the good of his

house, and God's house is left waste. " The people obeyed the

voice of the Lord their God . . . and the people did fear before

the Lord. Then spake Haggai the Lord's messenger in the

liord's Message unto the people, saying, I am with you saith the

Lord. ... I will shake all nations and the Desire of all nations

i hall come ; and I will fill this House with glory, saith the Lord
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of hosts . . . and in this place will I give peace saith the Lord

of Hosts.' ' . .
" In that day saith the Lord of Hosts, will I take

thee, Zerubbabel, my servant, the son of Shealtiel, saith the

Lord, and will make thee as a signet ; for I have chosen thee

saith the Lord of Hosts.' ' The pm-e in heart shall see the Lord in

His house and be blessed. 7. To the prophet Zechariah

—

whom Jehovah remembers—there are given mystic visions of

truth, as in the man upon the red horse among the myrtle trees
;

the four horns that scatter ; the angel with the measuring line ;

Joshua the high priest and Satan ; the golden candlestick with

seven lamps and the two olive trees : the flying roll ; the ephah ;

the four chariots and their horses. As yet the Kingdom of Grace

can only be seen as visions, in parables ; these are all like unto

thing.^ similar, but in the meantime the figures are used to repre-

sent great spiritual truths. The central point in this book is not

these signs, but what is written about the Branch. Joshua

the high priest of Israel is only a figure of earthly priests who
cannot save themselves ; thus this message to him sums up the

position. " Thus speaketh the Lord of Hosts, saying. Behold,

the man whose name is the Branch ; and he shall grow up out

of his place, and he shall build the temple of the Lord : even he

shall build the temple of the Lord ; and he shall bear the glory,

and shall sit and rule upon his throne ; and he shall be a priest

upon his throne ; and the counsel of peace shall be between

them both." . . .
" And they that are far of! shall come and

>)uild in the temple of the Lord." . . " In that day there shall be

a fountain opened to the house of David, and to the inhalitants

of Jerusalem, for sin and uncleanness." . . . "And the Lord

shall be King over all the earth ; in that day shall there be one

Lord, and His Name one." What is the significance, in

this book, of the Branch ? Is it not that out of the Israel after

the flesh, out of the David that is an earthly king, there arises a

Branch that is not carnal but spiritual, the Messiah King, the

Lord of Grace, the only High Priest in the Temple of God. He
alone can be the Blessed Peacemaker, the Son of God, the Saviour

of the world ; and these are the gracious thoughts which men
ought ever to remember as the revelation of Grace from God to

m^n. 8. The word of the Lord by Malachi—the messenger

—

to Israel. Here arises the old question of the love of God for

Israel, as compared with his hatred toward Esau and Edom.
It is the selfish, self-seeking spirit that is hated ; and it is upon
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this spirit that the judgments of God are sure to come. But
what is this Israel to whom the message comes but a son of Esau,

the earthly one, selfish, and self-asserting, lying imder the curse

because of evil thoughts, words, and deeds. It is to this people

the messenger has come, even to these Edomites who persecute

Israel ; telling them that the day is near for the coming of the
" Sun of righteousness," and of Elijah the prophet ; to the faithful

remnant there is the promise of healing and blessing ; but to

the imrepentant " the great and dreadful day of the Lord."
It is clear that this sixth series carries to men messages of the

highest importance, and the stretch of the imagination is not too

severe, when the Man, referred to by them all, at the opening of

His ministry, is conceived as taking His special message from
Isaiah the prophet in these word-. "The Spirit of the Lord is

upon Me because He hath anointed Me to preach the Gospel to

the poor ; He hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach

deliverance to the captives and recovering of sight to the blind,

to set at liberty them that are bruised, to preach the acceptable

year of the Lord." The thought is worth considering that

these prophets, and their messages, are set to the same order as

the method of Christ ; the men's names and their messages agree
;

and they all point to Jesus, the Saviour, the Lord Christ, as the

Man thus conceived in the womb of time; and, in the fulness of

the times, born as a Babe in a stable at Bethlehem.

It has been suggested that, in the development of the spiritual

kingdom, the natural and the spiritual synchronise in the kings

and the kingdom of Israel ; the natural development seems to end
in the captivity and the scattering of Israel in the East. Taking
the spiritual hne of development as beginning with Abraham, there

is a change at the captivity, and the purposes of God and the

thoughts of men are turned toward the Kingdom of Messiah as

the spiritual development for the future. The two series of

prophets deal with the Messianic conception in different ways
;

the first series is co-extensive with the earth and the human family
;

the second series is convergent, thus it begins with Nineveh and its

preservation from judgment, as representing the world ; then in

succession the stages of development from the birth in Bethlehem;

the coming upon the mountains with glad tidings ; the filling of

the earth and temple of God with knowledge ; the day of sacrifice

and feasting ; the building of the temple and the blessings that

follow ; the Branch, revealed as High Priest and King, in the
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temple ; and the expected consummation in the coming of tlic

Lord, as Sun of Righteousness, to lighten, heal, and save the world.

When do these visions begin and where do they end ? Is there a

historical development in the order ? Are they all summed up in

Christ at His first coming ? Does Jonah represent the Jewish

dispensation and mission ? Is the first coming fulfilled as ex-

pressed by Micah ? Do they follow in succession, and, is it in

these latter days also that men have to look for the radiant Sun
that will dispel all darkness and bring to men healing, salvation

and peace ? Such an interpretation would be in harmony with

the Bible order of development, the conception is suggested for

those who are able to follow out this line of thought.

The break in the development is analogous with the generations

in Genesis from Heavens and Earth to Terah, these six have been
in travail, and the child born, the centre of spiritual influence, is

Abraham. The six spiritual generations from Abraham to Jonah
have been in travail and the child born is Jesus, the Christ, the

Son of God. What Abraham was to the natural nation and king-

dom of Israel that Jesus Christ is to the spiritual ; He is the Seed
out of which it grows ; as He is the Cause, as Seed, of the kingdom
in Abraham and Israel. It is the spiritual that interprets the

natural ; thus apart from Christ there is no solution of the problems
of the natural or the spiritual. It does seem strange to reason thus

about the Divine Son as coming to men, for their salvation, as the

Child of the Holy Spirit by an earthly mother ; but, truly, men
have reached that stage of inquiry when they are compelled to

admit that this mystery is the same as the one found lying at the

root of all being ; and, it is the same mystery in the being of man
as developed to intellectual knowledge and a moral life. The
strange thing to contemplate is not the mystery of the birth of

Christ by a human mother, it is that God the Spirit has been
pleased, in such a marvellous manner, to sketch out before men
the revelation of the order of becoming in all creatures ; how the
moral fall has had such terrible effects ; and, under time forms, to

reveal to men the growth of the Seed of Grace in the world, and in

the Man Jesus Christ. This is really the wonder above all wonders
;

the science above all sciences ; the wisdom above every kind of

wisdom. It has pleased God to reveal toymen that in Christ there

dwells the fulness of the Godhead in a bodily form ; and the marvel
above all marvels is just this that men are so endowed, so like God,
that the}- can actually think His thoughts, speak His words, and
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do His will, knowing and understanding what these things mean.
If any man can think of anything more wonderful than this then let

him reveal it to his fellow-men. Increase of knowledge will come
to men upon these lines, but here at any rate, they may say that

they see the open heavens ; here the angel messengers can be seen

in the light of glory, as they ascend and descend upon the Christ

the Son of God. It is written of Christ, " when He was baptized

He went up straightway out of the water ; and, Ic, the Heavens
were opened unto Him, and He saw the Spirit of God descending

like a dove, and lighting upon Him ; and, lo, a Voice from Heaven,
sayang, This is my^ beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased."

This introduction to the Gospels as the seventh series, is

not in the way of exposition ; but simply to lead on to a few
words about them as revealing the special work of the Spirit.

There is a line of analogy that may be studied with advantage

in the books Exodus to Deuteronomy ; the likeness of the

prophet Moses to Christ ; and how, to both, the life was as in

the Desert. The Gospel of Matthew is as a spiritual Exodus, a

redemption from spiritual tyrants that would keep the soul in

carnal bondage. It reveals the Prophet and the spiritual laws;

not laws in the Mosaic sense, but, as principles of life, as the

blessed life, to which the children of God and of Grace are ex-

pected to conform. Rugged Horeb, the lightnings and thunder

are not found there ; it is the peaceful Shepherd that guides His

flock into the green pastures by the living waters ; the patterns

of things in the heavens have given place to the heavenly things ;

the sheep of the flock were surrounded by the heavens and they

did not know it ; their eyes were holden, thus they did not

perceive in Jesus Christ the Glory of God. Is this the kingdom
of Faith, of Grace, of God, of the spiritual Israel ? This is

the Seed of a nation, the beginning of a Commonwealth, the

germ of a kingdom ; it is here that Faith of a higher kind is

made manifest ; that the life of Grace, in the highest sense, is

found in the world ; it is the King, the meek and lowly of heart,

that begins the stupendous work of Salvation, because, as men
know, up till this time they had failed in all their efforts. It

is Christ, and Christ alone, the Man, the Son of God, the Saviour,

that can give efficacy and permanence to the kingdom of God
and bring men in safety into the Promises as an Inheritance.

I: is not to be assumed here that this Faith, as conceived to

be in-born by the Spirit in Christ, is the same faith as was in-
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born in Abraham ; there is a real difference ; in Christ it is a&

Cause and Seed ; in Abraham, and his brethren, it is as effect

and development. This is a unique kind of Faith ; it is inherent

in Himself ; it is not a derived life of faith ; He possessed the

Source of this Faith, and this Faith became light, life and love

in men. In the Gospel of Mark the special line of thought is

cleansing, healing, restoring, nourishing and blessing ; it is

giving and restoring life, so that men may receive, and cherish

Hope. It is not a general hope ; it is Himself as the fulfiUer, and
the fulfilment of all promises ; thus to hope in Him is to find

rest ; to find rest in Him is to find the inheritance ; to be in

the inheritance is to live in Him, and thus to discern the truth

that he is the fountain of all good. In the Gospel of Luke there

is analogy with the book of Numbers and the life of wandering

in the Desert. The Seed of Grace, by the Gospel of Christ,

has entered Greece and the Empire of Eome ; that terrible

desert of all kinds of earthly wisdom and power ; and, what
men have to study is the long persistent struggle the Gospel

had to endure in that conflict of powers earthly and carnal,

heavenly and divine, during the Christian centuries in this world.

The Gospel of Matthew came to the nation of Israel, as it existed

in Palestine, linking the past of the nation and kingdom with

the future. The Gospel of Mark is to the individual son of

Israel prepared for the reception of the spiritual. The Gospel

of Luke is for the Koman world in all its diversities, so that

through the Patience of Christ, by His Spirit, the Gospel might

be conveyed to the ends of the earth. The Gospel of John is

set in a different key to the other Gospels ; they are in the earth

and environed by it. The life of Grace is perceptive looking out

upon the past, present and future in the Gospel of IMatthew ;.

it is conceptive and psychical in the Gospel of Mark ; it is empiric

constructive, co-extensive with humanity in the Gospel of Luke
;

but, in the Gospel of John it is divine, heavenly, elective, selective;

it comes to men w^ho have seen through this world and its shams

;

tlius it is the revelation of spirit to spirit, and soul to soul,

and it is only spiritual men that can be expected to live in,

and enjoy this Gospel. It is toward the end of this Gospel that

Grace, as Divine Love, breaks in upon the soul of the student
;

it is the Last Supper, and all that surrounds it, that dissolves the

earthly and the carnal ; and it is being with Christ face to face,,

hearing his marvellous words, permitting Him to wash the
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soiled feet, that is so humiliating. If He as Lord and Master
stooped so low to cleanse and save men, then what ought His.

disciples to think, say, do and suffer, with such an example
set before them ? 8, What is there about Christ, apart
from Grace, as the eighth series ? Is it not plain that as

the Altar and Sacrifice cannot be considered apart, no more
can the Lord of Grace be separated from the Divine Sacrifice.

They are as one ; they are as if united in love and marriage.
He, as Grace, is Bridegroom ; and, Sacrifice is the earthly bride,

thus they cannot be divorced. His body is as the altar, in all

that constitutes man ; and it is Grace that is wiUingly led to

the altar for the redemption of soul and body. Is it not thus
that the Gospels should be studied ? They are the altar upon
which Faith, Hope, Patience and Love are laid ; and it is Christ,

the only High Priest, that offers Himself a true Sacrifice for the
salvation of the lost. Even such thoughts as these cannot
give the true inwardness of the position ; the symbols require to
be used, because without these men cannot define true relations.

Much could be written here to show the difierence of the spirit

in Mosaism, with rules, signs, ceremonies, order and laws, as

compared with the Gospels where all these are in the state

of subjection. The Lord of the realm of Grace has entered
His home of Grace, this extraordinary inheritance of suffering

s.nd sacrifice
; men look upon the Babe in the manger and

they fall down and worship Him ; they listen to the Boy with
His questions and answers, and they are astonished at His
understanding

; they watch Him in the home, at play and at

work, and they perceive divine subjection to the mother and
home life ; and, as He grows in stature so also His wisdom
increases, and He is in favour with God and all good men. When
as a man he steps into the arena of life, it is as a man among other
men, to be numbered with them, and to be baptized in their

midst. But in the conflict with the powers of evil He is alone,

there is no man by His side ; and from the Desert He emerges
Lord over these evil powers ; they are subject to Him, not
willingly, but they have seen their conqueror and are afraid.

With what Divine authority He teaches men ; with what blessed

compassion He heals their diseases ; with what subtle power
He gives them food when hungry ; and, is it not true that Life

^lone could enter the territory of death, restore life and cause
the dead to Hve again. The Man has no equal in any realm of
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thought ; He is Lord over all in Grace, and yet, He has no home
on earth, and no place where to lay His head. He lives even

like the sparrows, upon the bounties of His Father. He is

the Minister of all Grace and Blessing, and He is ministered

unto by the loving hearts that follow Him in His service. He
is the Lord of Life, yet for a special reason He gave up His Body
to death, knowing that when the day-break of the Sabbath
came, He would enter the grave, crush the head of death, and
thus bring light, life and immortality to men by His Gospel.

This is something like the Liheritance of the Saints that is to-

be found in Jesus Christ. It is a vision, an ideal, men say,

what is impossible, and cannot be realised. Is this so ; are men
so foolish as to believe that such an ideal could be presented ta

them and not be realised ? It is the Ideal that lives ; it is the

Ideal that produces the ideal in thought, word and deed ; there-

fore, men may safely believe in, hope for, patiently seek after,

and in the end possess, this great Inheritance, the Ideal promised

to men in the Gospels.

As touching the ninth stage of development, it is that of the

Holy Spirit as coming to men, according to promise, as the Spirit

of Truth revealing the truth in Christ ; and, as being an inward
personal Comfoiter to the followers of Christ. In other words
the Spirit within men came to explain the Word without, so that

they might be brought into unity and harmony. This is specially

the line of thought in the Book of Acts ; the references are tO'

the Kingdom and its restoration ; to the Psalms and their pro-

phetic meaning ; to Joel and the promise of the Spirit ; to Christ,

as Son of David, and also his Lord ; to the rejection of Joseph
and Moses ; and to the persistent resistance of the fathers to the

Holy Spirit. The faith in Christ, and from Christ, by the Spirit,

was revealed in Jerusalem, received in Samaria, accepted in

Palestine, welcomed in Greece, and even Rome, the mistress of

the world, heard the glad tidings of salvation ; thus, within a

very short period the faith in Christ was known throughout the

Roman empire. The Epistle to the Christians in Rome teaches

the great truth of the regnant power of sin throughout the world

—

Jew, Greek, Roman and Heathen, are all proved to be under
condemnation because of evil ; that there are none righteous in

God's sight, because all have sinned, come short of the glory that

God endowed men with ; thus they had all, without exception,

forfeited privileges and promises, had lost their divine inheritance:
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of truth and righteousness, and were utterly unable to win tlieir

way back to the favour of God. All this reasoning about the

iallen state of mankind is to reveal mercy, not judgment ; and
to prove by reference to the Scriptures, that the time had come
for the Gentiles to glorify God, to rejoice in His mercy, to praise

Him for His Love, and to serve Him as Lord and God. " Now
the God of Hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that

je may abound in hope through the power of the Holy Ghost." . .

" And the God 'of jieace shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly.

The Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you. Amen." The
first Epistle to the Corinthians makes known to men the condi-

tion into which the Church at Corinth had fallen through strife,

wisdom of words, self-assertion and divisions. It is the Desert

once more, a Greek desert of disputing, wrangling and unchristian-

like contention ; it is the land where many theologians dwell,

Ishmaelites and Corinthians, who have never known the mystery

of the life of Grace as revealed in Jesus Christ. The purposes

and the designs, contained in the Kingdom of Grace are not to

be measured by theologies ; and, no theo'ogical system of thought

can make itself into a standard that will measure Avhat is Divine.

From the Seed of Grace, through the natural, the carnal, signs,

symbols, gifts and Divine charity, to the Eesurrection from the

dead, is a long, long journey ; it is by the Patience of the Spirit

that men are enabled to go on from stage to stage, and if they

learn the lesson of patience before the journey ends, the praise

and thanks will be due to the Spirit, the Angel Guide, of men and

nations on the way to the promised inheritance. The second

Epistle to the Corinthians differs from the first in this respect

;

it deals with personal trouble and sorrow, afflictions and sufferings,

but the key-note is comfort, consolation, reconciliation, peace, and

joy, and the assurance that Grace is sufficient to supply every

want, and a kind of strength that is made perfect in weakness.

The greater the natural strength and vigour of mind and will,

the greater the danger ; it is the weak, lowly, humble spirit,

that has value in the realm where Grace reigns. The flesh is

the danger ; to know men and things after the flesh is the wrong

kind of knowledge ; to be in Christ spiritually, is to be a new
creature, living under new conditions and relations. It is one

thought for Christ to be in a man by His Spirit ; it is the converse

thought that is suggested by living in Christ ; because this is to

he one with Him, one small cell in His body ; one organ with
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functions adjusted for the common good. It is the same thought,

in advancing stages, that is found in Deuteronomy, in the Gospel

of John, and in this Epistle ; the Oneness of the Lord with His

people ; the unity and community of the disciples Avith their

Lord ; Christ in men by His Spirit, and men in Christ as one

with Him.
The tenth stage of development in spiritual knowledge is in

its nature psychological ; that is to say men have entered

into the conscious experience of the Gospel that is in Christ ; the

Holy Spirit has revealed, translated Christ from word to thought

:

the word and thought are conceived in the soul, but, as usual

with men under such conditions, the realm of experience cannot

make the past, the present and the future to agree. The soul

is divided within itself ; the Church is divided in its knowledge

of truth ; and thus the more careful and conservative thinkers

incline to rest upon symbols, signs and traditions, whilst the more
liberal, intelligent, thoughtful minds, seek to find the truth as it

is in Christ. This is the position of the Galatian Church, of

Judaisers, of those who bve symbols and traditions ; they are

not to be conceived as heretics and cast out of the Church, but

as children who are ignorant as to their spiritual inheritance iix

Christ ; who are ever turning back to old times, and would feel

more at home with Moses and law, and, in an earthly inheritance,

than to be freemen in Christ and members of that Common-
wealth, which is His free spiritual Church. In the great desert

it' was this class that longed for Egypt again, and for all thcgord
things they had enjoyed, there to the full ; as a class they still

exist ; they do not wish to go so far back as Moses, or Egypt

;

but they think they could be content and happy if they could

only live in the stage of Christian development, that is apostohc,

say about 4-00 a.d. Innocent children, let them enjoy their

foolish dreams ; it is surely much more pleasant to imagine

such an L^topia than to go back to the days of the persecutions

in the Roman Empire, the many heresies, the bitter heart burn-

ings, and the sword of the emperors. These were rough, rude

times ; as bad, if not worse, than the present ; what men require

is not the past, not the present, but the future ; and, with that

future all that has been revealed to faith in the past. When
children are under governors it is their duty to obey ; the Jews
were under that stage in bondage to the elements of this world

;

but, Chiist redeemed men from that unhappy state of law and
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service. His Spirit has entered men's hearts to give them spiri-
tual freedom

; thus God is Father, they are sons, and, as sons^
heirs of God in Christ. Before the faith that is in Christ came
men were kept under the condition of law; they were hedged
in by law and order, sign and symbol ; the law was a master,
under Christ, to prepare the scholar for that j ustification which
is by faith

; and now Faith being come, the law and the master
are no longer required in the home where all are children of God
by faith in Christ. The Epistle to the Ephesians breathes the
freedom of the inheritance in Christ ; the spiritual blessings He
bestows are means of blessing ; and by faith, in hope, the soul
becomes the heavenly place in Christ. It is no longer a question
of being a stranger or a foreigner, in the land ; citizenship is

assured ; and, the temple of God is being built for God's habita-
tion through the Spirit. True, the conflict is not as yet ended

;

there is wrestling and fighting to be done against spiritual wicked-
ness ; but the spiritual armour has been provided, the Captain
of Salvation will give guidance in the day of battle ; and as he
has conquered all His enemies, the hope has become a certain^-y

that, in due time, the victory will be complete. In the Epistle
to the Philippians the line of thought is that of fellowship in
the Gospel of Christ, communion in the Spirit, a conflict going
on, a strait place in experience where there is a longing for the
end of the journey, a willingness to be with Christ, and yet the
desire to render further service if this is needful. The example
to follow is the Lord Christ, who humbled Himself, became a
servant ; and, as a man, was obedient even to death. The ser-

vant is to hold up the word of life as light before men ; to run
the race with patience, and to keep the goal and the prize in

view. In the Epistle to the Colossians the supreme thoughts
are the faith in Christ, love to the saints, the hope laid up in

heaven, the conflict with the powers of darkness, the strength,
and glorious power given to the faithful, the deliverance from
the powers of darkness, and the translation into the inheritance
of the saints and the Kingdom of God's Son. It is Christ that
is Eedeemer, and it is in Him there is redemption and forgiveness
of sin. He is God's image, the First-born, the Creator ; all

things are by Him and for Him ; He existed before them ; and
they have their consistence in Him. There is a spiritual body
not matter, but order and law ; He is the Head of what is known
as the Church ; the First-born from the dead, thus in all things
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He is pre-eminent. These thoughts are not simple ; they are full

of mystery ; the order of the thoughts have been hidden from
men for ages ; but now the revelation is being made, and is

summed up in this conception, Christ in man, in any and every
man, as the hope of glory. This is the Gospel of Christ as

preached and taught in Divine Wisdom ; and the purpose of the

Spirit in all these things is to make every man perfect in Christ.

The eleventh stage of development, as begun in I. Thes-
salonians has in it the thought of intellectual order, relations

of thoughts, and the spiritual conflict with the enemy of the

soul. There is analogy with the natural intellect that seeks

after knowledge, by which man fell from innocence ; with Mosaism
which gives to men signs, symbols and patterns of heavenly
things ; and, with the great prophets in their conceptions of the

mercy and the judgments of God. There may also be found a

kind of re-echo of the Book of Job, in the conception that the

enemy of mankind — Satan— is still busy harassing the servants

of God, and hindering them in their work. The supreme test

of faith for intellectual men in all ages has been the question

of the resurrection from the dead ; it is raised in the Book of

Job ; it is asserted to be Divine truth in Isaiah ; it is one of the

great visions in Ezekiel ; and Daniel refers to the fact in the

twelfth chapter. The Gospels, as a matter of course, assert the

resurrection of Christ ; and thus the problem is full of interest

to intellectual men who are naturalistic in their thoughts. The
revelation of the resurrection from the dead is not a speculative

question, and it ought not to be dealt with as such. It comes to

the people of God as a revelation to give them hope in their days
of sorrow ; there is pity expressed for ignorance, and the truth

is made known that those who are said to be dead are only

asleep ; and that when Christ returns they will be awakened
and return with him. How this is to take place cannot be

known as literal fact, or as scientific order ; it is permissible

for men to imagine such a resurrection by words and signs,

but these may not, are not likely to, conform to the scientific

fact. Times, seasons, the order of events, were not revealed

to men in the days of Paul ; and they are not fully revealed to

men to-day. The question is not an intellectual one for the

simple reason that the relations are not known ; therefore wise

men ought to understand how foolish it is for them to makf^

definite assertions as to this matter. If the naturalistic thinker
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is SO foolisli as to say that the resurrection is impossible, not

knowing what it means, or what is implied in the word, then, he

condemns himself ; he calls God a liar ; limits the power of God

;

and, in the self-asserting pride and conceit of ignorance, blows

his own trumpet, that all around may know his infinite wisdom.

It is much better to leave sceptics alone when they speak in this

way ; reasoning with them will not do any good ; God does not

compel them to believe this, or any other, Divine revelation.

Could any judgment be more severe, more terrible than this,

for God to leave them alone in their state of wilful opposition

to the knowledge of His Will 1 It is not for Christians to boast

of their superior knowledge ; they have faith in God that "He
has not appointed us to wrath, but to obtain salvation by our

Lord Jesus Christ, Who died for us, that whether we wake or

sleep, we should live together with Him. Wherefore comfort

yourselves together, and edify one another, even as also ye do."

In II. Thessalonians there will be found reasons why Christians

ought not to be over-anxious about the coming of the Lord,

or about the Day of Christ ; being familiar with their Bible, and

with history, they could not fail to see that the mystery of Grace

and Salvation implied also a mystery of evil ; that these two

mysteries are in deadly conflict and struggle for the supremacy

upon this earth ; and that the final battle had not been fought.

The Wicked, the Satan, as the enemy of mankind, was not de-

feated utterly when Christ rose from the dead ; this was as

another begimiing ; thus, all his signs, lying wonders, deceit and

wickedness,, would be called into operation before he would admit

defeat.. There have been men who have laloured under

delusions, have been too willing to beheve Satan's lies ; who
have not received and loved the truth for salvation ; such

men are to be both pitied and blamed; they have missed

the mark in fife, and in their pride and folly, they have

Io«t the golden opportunity offered to them in the Ee\ ela-

tion of the way of salvation. It is the re:^ponse of faith

to Faith in the Word that is all important ; if men lose thi?

link they lose all ; because they set their faces steadfastly towards

darkness and death ; and this is their reward for receiving and

believing the devil's lies. Surely when men come to realise

all that these things mean they will wonder that wise men have

so persistently rejected the gracious Word of Divine Truth
;

and accepted, believed, trusted in what Avas not worthy of their
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attention. It will be remembered that the stage of development
here is the intellectual, as being revealed by the Spirit ; that

Faith in God's Word is infinitely better than belief in the devil's

lies ; and that the strange thing discovered is, that no matter

what men think, say, or do, the root of all intellectual thought
rests, not upon knowledge, but on faith and belief. The one

is trust in the Word of God ; the other is belief in the devil, self,

and self-assertion ; the one root is good and gracious, the

•other is bad and wicked ; and there is no apparent path-

way by which men can get over these fundamental truths.

In the Epistles to Timothy the same line of thought is fol-

lowed out ; it is by " the commandment of God our Saviour, and
Lord Jesus Christ which is our Hope," that Paul writes to his son

in the faith charging him to teach true doctrine, and not to " give

heed to fables, and endless genealogies, which minister questions

rather than godly edifying which is in faith." The end of all

order and law is not vain janghng of words, but love, a pure

heart, a good conscience and unfeigned faith. In other words,

spiritual law is perfect freedom in this spirit ; Avhilst law, as

conceived by men, is what has been made known for the protec-

tion of law-abiding people, and to keep the lawless in order.

It is because men do not conform to Divine Order as law, the true

nature of their being and life, that they are hedged in by earthly

rules, men made laws with penalties ; and the Divine law " Thou
shalt not." Life is not law ; men conceive order and name it

law, and they suppose that they have explained life, when they

say this is law. This is a great mistake ; life is within, and
beyond, order and law ; these are as the machinery by which life

works ; and, for men to apprehend the difference betwixt life

and law they must get inside the order ; and, the order inside

themselves in scientific conceptions. The only means by which
this end is attained is by " the glorious Gospel of the blessed

God;" by this Gospel sinners can be saved; men thus saved

take no credit for their own efforts ; it is all given ''to the King
Eternal, Immortal, Invisible, the only wise God." The point

toward which all this tends is fitness for the Christian ministry in

the Church of Christ. The ministers of the Gospel are men that

possess faith and also the hope that their work will not be fruitless

and in vain. What then is the teaching of the Spirit upon this

very important question of the training of ministers for the

service of Christ in His Church ? Such men are to hold the

12
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faith with a good conscience ; not the mere knowledge of the
head, but with the fulness of the life's experience ; that is with

moral convictions as to the truth of the Gospel. There are men
who enter the ministry not so trained and educated ; they have
allowed faith to drift away ; thus life and service are ship-

wrecked ; and, such men may become the servants of Satan as-

blasphemers, instead of being the ministers of Christ. The
simple rules laid down for ministers of the Gospel are explained

in these Epistles ; they are not inclusive, but principles for

guidance, rules to be referred to by every minister of Christ as a

kind of ideal to be followed. It is hardly necessary to point out

that there is no cognizance of training in the Arts and Theology
;

no word about colleges, schools or universities ; no Catholicism,

Episcopalianism, Presbyterianism, or Congregationalism. These

had no existence when the Epistles were written ; thus they may
be taken to represent, without offence, the schools of Hymeneus
and Alexander, Phygellus and Hermogenes, of Philetes, Jannes and
Jambres. All isms are wrong somewhere ; they depart from
Christ and the Divine Charity ; they tend to become exclusive,

they set up their own rules and regulations ; they become subject

to words, forms, ritual, order, and law ; and, in the course of

time, in the earthly organisation, and growth of the body
ecclesiastic they become schismatic bodies, as related to each

other. What can be seen in all such bodies of Christians is

what all should detest and avoid ; it is centralisation about an
ism, a self, a self-asserting body ; in a man this is called sin,

selfishness, self-conceit, and self-assertion ; in churches they find

other names for this behaviour, it may be Catholicity, orthodoxy,

freedom ; but, the analysis proves that there is an alloy, a baser

metal, mixed with the pure gold. It is not suggested here

that denominations are schools in which Satan delights to rule
;

or, that ministers of the Gospel are less true and conscientious

than other men ; but it is hinted that they do not follow the

highest ideal in the Church ; and, that ministers may learn more
precious lessons as to their service in the Cause of Christ in these

Epistles, than they are hkely to do under learned professors in

colleges and universities. Above all, Churches and ministers-

ought to remember that the rallying point is not in an ism, or in

a man ; but, in " the Holy Scriptures which are able to make thee

wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus. All

scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for
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doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteous-

ness : that the man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished

unto all good works." It is not to be lightly assumed that an

ideal minister and a perfect ministry, are to be found in every

man and in all places ; one of the most faithful of Christ's

servants has given his experiences in this work ; he suggests

that in a strait place the man must stand alone ; and, that there

may not be any helpers in the day of trial. His testimony is

that then the " Lord stood with me and strengthened me ; that

by me the preaching might be fully known, and that all the

Gentiles might hear ; and I was delivered out of the mouth of

the lion. And the Lord shall deliver me from every evil work

and will preserve me unto His heavenly Kingdom ; to whom
be glory for ever and ever, Amen." Without faith, no true

knowledge ; therefore no acceptable service ; with faith the

word impossible is cast out as having no meaning ; hope becomes

exultant, triumphant, because the Spirit reigns in the hght of

truth and love. Churches and people are not likely to trouble

themselves greatly about how ministers are fitted for their work ;

but they do look for men that have the genuine ring of the

Oospel in the messages they bring to wanderers in the great

Desert of Ufe. The merely professional article may be worse

than useless ; a hindrance, a warning, an eyesore, and a heart

pain, to truthful honest, men. In the ministry of the Gospel

above all places there is no room for shams ; if not servants of

Christ and men of God, what are they doing in such responsible

positions ? Men may say it is an honourable profession, a

respectable way of making a living ; and it is work a gentleman

can do without soiling his hands. But, the conceptions do not

^gree ; what Christ recjuires is a man that has inspired the Spirit,

His Spirit ; that thirsts to drink more deeply of spiritual truth
;

'that is content to be a pitcher to carry the living water of life

to thirsty souls in the fields of labour. The Spirit is everything

the man as nothing, only as far as he can be used by the Spirit

for spiritual service. In the Epistle to Titus a similar line of

thought is followed ; it is still the Spirit, the spiritual ideal and

hope ; the " hope of eternal life which God, that cannot lie

promised before the world began ; but hath in due times mani-

fested His word through preaching, which is committed unto me
according to the commandment of God our Saviour." To men
these subjects are not ideals as stored up in knowledge ; they
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are eternal spiritual facts to be recognised as being made manifest

by the Spirit that is Patience. " The Grace of God that bringeth

Salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that denying
ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously,.

and godly in this present world ; looking for that blessed hope,
and the glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour
Jesus Christ ; Who gave Himself for us, that He might redeem
us from all iniquity, and purify unto Himself a peculiar people,

zealous of good works." It is this ideal spiritual life in all the
patience of the Spirit that men are required to learn and under-

stand, especially as ministers of the Gospel ; but in the Epistle to

Philemon, idea and theory, hfe and experience, are seen in the
letter from Paul, conveyed by a runaway slave to his master.

Philemon, a gentleman, dearly beloved, a master of slaves, is also

a man of faith with the spirit of love. But what a transformation

has the Gospel of Christ and the work of the Spirit brought
about in the slave and in this man. He is fully expected, as a

Christian man to receive the slave back, not as a slave, not even
as a free servant, but as a brother beloved " in the flesh, and in

the Lord. " Prove by the intellect, by reason, that a man is a

Christian ; the proof is here, a man who is a slave-owner has
been converted to Christ ; he has become a man of faith, a

worker for Christ, a saviour of men. He is a man beloved ; he
forgives his slave ; the slave becomes a brother ; and all this is.

the work of the Spirit of God by spiritual development in faith,

hope, patience and love.

The twelfth stage of development may be conceived as begin-

nmg with the Epistle to the Hebrews and the announcement is

that " God who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in

time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last

days spoken to us by His Son, whom He hath appointed heir of

all things, by whom also He made the worlds ; who being the

brightness of His glory, and the express Image of His Person,

and upholding all things by the Word of His power, when He
had by Himself purged our sins sat down on the right hand of

the Majesty on high ; being made so much better than the angels,

as He hath by inheritance obtained a more excellent name than

they." He is the begotten Son ; the angels worship Him ; all

things are in subjection under Him ; He is the merciful High
Priest ; and the Son over His Own house. All that

preceded Him were typical men who lived and walked
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hy faith. He is the Mediator of the New Covenant, Jesus

Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever. In tlie

Epistle of James, if Faith has not the first place it is not
omitted. In the house of God, the children are not supposed
to be continually asking themselves whether they believe or not

;

they Imow Him in whom they have put their trust ; they have
seen the Son and Heir and talked with Him ; they know in

what way He became conqvieror over sin and death ; thus,

following in His footsteps, living in His house, taught by His
Spirit, the problem of life is temptation and trials and how they
may be overcome. The Spirit of the Son is in the sons of Gocl,

thus temptation is no longer feared, there is joy in the prospect

of victory ; and the assurance that every victory means streng-

thening of faith and patience. This is Hope regnant, and Hope
so crowned can with perfect confidence praise her sister graces

Faith and Patience. When Hope is thus triumphant over evil

;

is it not reasonable to expect that her thought will be as to the

advice she can give to those who have less experience in the

trials of life ? This line of thought is not pastoral, it is the lan-

guage of the home ; it is the brother of low degree that is taught
to rejoice in his exaltation, and the rich brother to be glad when
he is brought low ; things, riches, do not count in the family

circle ; and they are not worth so much anxiety and trouble.

Brethren are told that it is not seemly to pay respect to the man
with a gold ring and fine clothes, and to neglect a poor brother

with vile raiment ; thus to act is to be partial ; it is to judge by
outward appearances ; and, it is to forget that God's way of

choosing is to prefer the poor in spirit, rich in faith, as the heirs

of the Kingdom promised to those who love Him. " If a brother

or sister be naked and destitute of daily food, and one of you say

unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled ; not-

withstanding ye give them not of those things which are needful

to the bocly ; what doth it profit ? My brethren be not

many masters, knowing that we shall receive the greater con-

demnation." What is the use of boasting of being a Master of

Arts, or of Divinity, or of any other departnient in life, or, say

a prelate, a bishop, or a right reverend, or any other great name
in the house of God, the Father of all, if there is not mastery over

tongue and temper, envy and strife, hatred and war, histing and
every form of evil ? Brother should not speak evil of or judge

his brother, because when a man places himself in the judgment
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seat, he is assuming a position in the home for which he is

not prepared and is not fit. There is one Lawgiver able to judge

in harmony with all law ; able to save or to destroy ; at the

present time He alone is Lawgiver and Judge ; therefore, it is not

for the brethren in the same house of G-od to take upon them-

selves, as individuals, to judge one another. At the present

time it is well for the brethren to remember that the Son and
Heir has gone to His Father's home to receive the Kingship in

the Kingdom, and, to be patient until His return ; be watchful

for He may come soon. If the spirit of a brother be that of a

churl, a grumbler, one that is ever grudging what his brothers

receive, then let him be warned, the Saviour and King may
stand at the door as Judge and the result may be the loss of privi-

lege, the outer darkness, and the forfeiture of the inheritance.

Patience, brethren, and still patience, is the wise counsel of Hope ;

they are the happy ones in the home who have been trained to

endure ; brethren should be sympathetic, truthful, prayerful,

forgiving ; it is better, far better, to win the sinner from evil

ways than to condemn him ; to do this is to be a peacemaker, a

brother of the Loid Christ ; and this is the way of salvation

and blessing. The Epistles of Peter look away from the home
in which James loves to dwell ; they seek to reach the strangers

on the way thither, the elect souls of all nations through God's
foreknowledge, by Christ's death, through the indwelling Spirit.

They are all welcome. He is full of joy in receiving them at the

doorway ; His words are, " Blessed be the God and Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ, which according to His abundant mercy
hath begotten us again unto a lively hope by the resurrection

of Jesus Christ from the dead, to an inheritance incorruptible,

and undefiled, and that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven for

you, who are kept by the power of God through faith mito sal-

vation ready to be revealed in the last time. Wherein ye greatly

rejoice, though now for a season, if need be, ye are in heaviness

though manifold temptations ; that the trial of your faith, being

much more precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be

tried with fire, night be found unto praise and honour and glory

at the appearing of Jesus Christ ; whom having not seen ye love ;

in whom though now ye see Him not, yet believing, ye rejoice

with joy unspeakable and full of glory : receiving the end of your
faith, even the salvation of your souls." It is salvation that is

the theme of the Scriptures from the beginning to the end
; it
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is the Spirit of Christ that signifies and testifies as to Christ's

sufferings and glory ; and all this is for the children that are

born again of the Divine Seed of Grace, for whom the home and
the inheritance is prepared. What all this amounts to is that

the children possess the first-fruits of the inheritance of the saints
;

there is no question as to this fact
;

great and precious promises
have been received ; the Divine nature has been realised ; thus
what is required is not a further revelation of grace and truth,

but to accept, and use, what has been bestowed upon the children

•of God in the Lord Jesus Christ. The addition is not bv Divine
Revelation as an external order ; it is the adding of the graces

and the gifts of the Spirit, in the Soul ; it is patient development

;

it is to " grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. To him be glory both now and for ever. Amen."
The Epistle to the Hebrews reveals, by the Spirit, the Soil, the

Home, the Mediator Priest, and the way of faith trodden by the

faithful for many generations. The Epistle of James conceives

the thought that the brethren are in a true and real sense in their

home and inheritance, and gives a feAV hints as to how the chil-

dren ought to behave in the absence of the Brother, Saviour, Lord
and King. The Epistles of Peter look further afield among
nations and peoples ; there is the realisation of an inheritance

possessed ; and there looms in the far distance, the dissolution

of the earthly, and the coming of new heavens and earth where
truth shall be known and righteousness dwell. Li the Epistles

of the beloved disciple there is to be found another aspect of the

inheritance ; it is home, and a kingdom, heaven and love ; it

is all these as existent in the Word ; and, that Word of Life has
become a living fellowship in Grace. The concrete ideal is not

a home, or a nation, it is the living Christ as seen and handled by
men spiritually ; and, it is this Life that unites Father and Son,

the Son and the saved. Only fellowship can express the con-

'Ception ; there is no longer isolation and separation ; it is har-

mony and divine unity in the Spirit. This revelation of the

divine union in love is given, not for criticism, but that men
may be filled with joy; it comes to them like the sunrise ; the

light of God has come and the darkness is gone. It is a most
wonderful revelation ; it is God's love bestowed upon sinful

juen, and the result is that they become sons of God ; even now
this is their position ; they are in the home where Love and
Grace reign ; they do not know to what they will grow, or what
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their appearance will be at His coming ; but, M'lien He appears
there will be a change ; and they will be found in His likeness.

But the agnostic may be inclined to say, all these beautiful ideas

are purely imaginary, mere assumptions, not worthy a moments
consideration. There was room once for this sceptical mood
of thought, but now it is absurd, unreasonable. This disciple

in the school of Divine love is not stating theories that can be
dissolved by criticism, but over and over again he repeats the
words, we know ; thus :

" We know that the Son of God is come,
and hath given us an understanding that we may know Him
that is true, and we are in Him that is true, even in His Son
Jesus Christ. This is the true God and eternal life. Little chil-

dren keep yovxrselves from idols." What are idols ? The reply may
be that an idol is that which is false ; what is not permeated
with the light of truth ; what turns the face toward the darkness
and night ; it is any thing, or thought, that is not true, not right,

not living, not wise. It is the concept of an earthly, natural

man who sets self before God; and who, in his self-conceit, would
limit the power and wisdom of God. It is, whether as image,

or as thought, the conception of a man, or of men, who say in

their hearts, " There is no God ;
" that the true God is nature,

or man ; and, that they do not desire to bring within the radius,

of their thoughts a spiritual divine ideal. If idolatry is

perversion of truth and righteousness, the worship of images
or of self, then. What is Love ? It is what has existed from
the beginning, it is in Love that Light and Life have their

being ; that truth and righteousness are in harmony ; and, that

Grace and Sacrifice work hand in hand. It is life as lived in

perfect harmony with the Divine Will, God's laws ; this is

heaven, the ideal, the harmony of all ideals, and Heaven is

Love.

There is another book in this ssries, the Epistle of Jude ; it is

conceivable as the link that binds the Bible as a whole with the

future ; it speaks of the " common salvation " in the hands of

all men, and it urges faithfulness and earnestness in Christian

service. It contains messages of warning by examples from the

past ; it incites to increase of faith, to prayer in the Spirit, to

the Love of God, and to the steady outlook for the mercy of

Christ unto the life eternal. It is a benediction and prayer for

strength for the future, and for the perfect life in glory ; with

the ascription, the aspiration, that, " To the only wise God our
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Saviour be glory and majesty, dominion and power, both now*

and ever. Amen."
The Book of Revelation has been considered in a former

work in the light of the method of Christ. It is a great symbolic
work ; and, it may, in a sense, be said to sum up the whole Bible.

What seems to be required in the study of this book is not history

in the usual sense, but a kind of history somewhat like the genera-

tions in Genesis. Not Jesus as man but as Lord and Christ ; and
what He is to His Churchy people, nation, kingdom, friends and
enemies. His work is seen in the great conflict of the ages

;

and in what way He destroys His enemies and brings down upon
men the new Heaven and earth. There is a Divine City that is-

foursquare in its beauty and perfection ; with a river of life, and
a tree of life that produces twelve kinds of fruit, and each fruit

in its season. The leaves of that tree have healing power and
they remove the blight of the curse of sin. There divine law
reigns in love ; His face will be seen ; His Name will be inscribed
on the foreheads of the redeemed ; the night Avill be gone ; the-

Lord God will be the radiant light of that blessed inheritance,

the period of suffering, sorrow, subjection, and pain will be-

past, and the saved will reign with Christ for ever and ever.



CHAPTER IV.

THE INHERITANCE IN MAN,

111 this study there has been reference to the past, and to the

results attained in former works by following the method of

Christ. It seems clear that it is Christ alone that can open the

TdooIc of destiny and unloose its seals ; there is no one else worthy,
or fit, to undertake this work ; it is Christ alone that is to be
seen by men, as the Lamb of God, the Sacrifice for sin, as possessing

perfect power, knowledge, and Divine wisdom. He is the Re-
deemer of men out of all nations. He has made them kings and
priests in His Kingdom, and the end must be G-race regnant in

the earth, and the overthrow of evil. He is the Man ; He can
unloose the seals and read the Book ; and it is for men, redeemed
men, to study with much care all His movements. Angels and
Saints innumerable with one voice utter His praise, saying,
" Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and riches,

and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing.

And every creature which is in Heaven, and on the earth, and
under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in

them heard I saying. Blessing and honour and glory and power
be unto Him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb for

ever and ever."

A very brief statement has been given of the conceptions of

men, from the secular and agnostic standpoint of sociology

and political economy, as to what they think, and say, about the

great inheritance of which they claim to be the heirs ; it may
be conceived thai; they seem to go further than claiming the heir-

ship ; the re-echo of their words is that they have discovered

this new continent of thought, and, according to the customs of

men, they say it is theirs by possession and conquest. What
their valid claims amount to, it is difficult to find out ; it may be
when they are wiser men, that they will repudiate persona
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rights, and acknowledge with humble, thankful hearts, that
they have been guided by the Unseen Hand, toward the inheri-

tance that lies before them. The Bible speaks for itself ; it is in

the hands of men to be studied ; it is a marvellous Inheritance
that surpasses in Divine Wisdom all the conceptions of men.
It is aglow with the Grlory of God ; it is as Burning Bush and Pillar

of cloud and fire ; and, perhaps, men will discover that it is as

the Holy of Holies where the glory enveloped the mercy-seat.
Thus far, in these studies, it has been seen that from the spiritual

stand-point of the Method of Christ, there is unity and harmony
' betwixt Nature and the Bible ; they are not the same ; the Bible is

supplementary and complementary, and it is the Spirit in the
Bible that enters into the secret places of nature, revealing to men
the Grlory of God.
When men study Nature, or the Bible, they are in a sense

studying what is objective, what is outside self. Children, as
guided by experience, think that they see Nature as an entity
outside themselves ; and, thoughtful Christian people may be
conceived as thinking that the Bible is something apart from
themselves, without any uniting tissues of spiritual imion. It is in
parable as if three stems grew out of one root ; one of these is

central and conscious ; the spirit that lives in the stem observes,

the separate bodies but cannot see the point of imion, where they
are one. There is a visible and natural, as parable ; there is the
invisible and the spiritual, and, it is by means of parable teaching
that children are led to apprehend the spiritual. It is not out of
place, at a certain stage of development, to think of man as
central ; in experience this is a fact not to be denied ; even in

empiric philosophies it is self that is central in thought, and as.

man is constituted and taught this has to be recognised. If

there is divine development then the day will come when the ego-
centre will be changed ; it is not the stem, the ego, that bears the
root ; it is the root that is central, and apart from the root the
stem IS dead and useless for fruit bearing. This is parable, but
it is also a truth of the greatest spiritual importance ; the children
of men have so got into the unhappy way of looking upon, and
studying. Nature, the Bible, and man, from the stand- point of
evolution, that they desire to forget, and assert that they will not
recognise, or consider, the Root from whence they have come.
This is a very short-sighted policy, in fact, it ought to be con-
demned because it is not reasonable ; and it does not fit in with
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the thoughts, words and experiences of men. The agnostic has
"been conceived as attributing to Nature both root and stem.

Evolution is all important ; the natural only is worthy of study,

and, man is only one of the top branches of the tree upon which
the richest fruit grows. The Bible is at the opposite pole from
the natural and the earthly ; it is as a Divine Seed of Grace put
into an earthly soil ; and, the fruit of the Bible is the new Heavens
and Earth. Nature has no heaven, no spiritual, all is natural

and earthly ; thus it is and must be lower than man ; it is true

that man may appear to arise out of Nature, but this is the

thought of the child who has not gone down to the roots of

human thought. The fact is being made plain that such con-

ceptions of Nature by agnostic thinkers is very far from being

correct or complete ; when men go deep enough there is no
natural left ; there is an unconscious spiritual ; the Divine

raiment and radiance ; thus men would be nearer the mark if

they were to think of Nature as Divine power and life ; and as

spiritual idealism. To men it is given to be interpreters of

Nature ; they possess divine light and life intellectually and
morally ; and taking with them the Light of Life that is fomid

in the Bible they are permitted to search into the deepest secrets

of Nature ; and when they are unfolded they find God and the

thoughts of God in Divine Wisdom. Men descend, go down,
when they enter the realm of Nature to worship ; when they

enter the universe of the Bible they ascend to God ; they are in

the Heavens ; the Heavens are around them ; the Heavens get

into them, and this is the reason why the natural is imcertain and
imsatisfying. A poet has expressed the thought that there is

a way through Nature up to Nature's God ; this is a statement

that may fairly be questioned ; men cannot rise by falling ; they

cannot reach the light by going further and further into the

darkness. When men find God in Nature then they take God
with them ; and it is worthy of notice that it was a Greek heathen

poet that said, ' 'We are also his offspring." Truly, the apostle adds,
" He is not far from every one of us ; for in Him we live, move,
and have our being.' ' Christ is

'

' the Light that lightens every

man that cometh into the world," therefore, it is not wise, nor

well, to take the glory from Christ and put it upon unconscious,

or semi-conscious, Nature. The light that is in Nature is darkness

and the darkness comprehends it not ; and, if men ascribe light

to darkness, then how great is their darkness.
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It is assumed here that the principles that underUe nature are

also found in man ; he is the epitome of nature, thus it must follow

that if a man knew scientific order and divine wisdom there would

not be the least difficulty in comprehending the fact that this

unity and harmony exists. Men who perceive the lines of science,

and the concepts of wisdom, are satisfied that this is true
;

yet, it is not to be supposed that the way is quite clear,

and that there will not be misunderstandings as to defini-

tions. For example, when the term nature is used, where is

the limit, the boundary line, where the natural would end and the

spiritual begin ? It is generally conceded that what is physical

and psychical is natural ; but, are the intellectual power and the

moral nature of man to be considered natural, or are they to be

conceived as spiritual ; and, as sj^ecial endowments which man
alone possesses ? If these powers are the common endowments of

all men, and not of the lower creatures, then, must men be classed

as super-nature because he possesses these powers ? Nature is

said to evolve ; it is unconscious, or semi-conscious ; thus it is

subject to order and law. Man may be said to evolve physically,

and psychically, he knows not how, Hke the lower creatures ; but
there comes a time when man is not satisfied with experience and
semi-consciousness ; he sets himself with conscious purpose to find

out the meaning of conditions and relations, of truth and error, of

goodness and rightness ; he analyses his thoughts to find out how
the machinery works ; he synthesis what he has analysed, and thus

studies plans and designs, and how they can be found to agree. Is

it correct to name these powers natuie, seeing they are interrogators

and judges of nature ? Are they not divine spiritual powers, and
to be graded as such, and, not to be degraded to what is below
conscious knowledge and moral power and worth ? Man requires

to be placed in a realm of his own ; he is the king and lord over

nature, and it is difficult to see in what way he can be classed other-

wise. He is the classifier, the one that gives names to all creatures

in creation ; therefore, he attains to knowledge and possesses

authority over the whole of the lower creation. It is well to

remember here that this supremacy is not taken from man in his

fallen sinful state ; he may degrade himself to a lower level than
the intelligent friends of man, such as the dog ; but the endow-
ments are not withdrawn by the Creator, they still remain with
•degraded types of men as latent or active. Further, it may be
asserted that these powers remain with men to serve the purpose
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for which they were given ; thus all the works of men, in all dis-

coveries, in science, in political economy, and in forms of Govern-
ment, are all, in a real and true sense, the results attained by those
spiritual powers with which they are endowed. There is an ap-

parent want of harmony in thus conceiving men to be so endowed,,

and as using these gifts for the ends for which they were given^

with the other conception that it is by Divine Grace they are

taught and guided to such ends by the Spirit of Christ if what they
think is true, and what they do is right. The explanation would
be that Grace is regnant in such men for their regeneration ; but
Grace is not intellectual power and it is not moral worth ; it is the
means by which these powers are restored to freedom and hberty,

and they carry out their work, or functions, without any com-
pulsion on the part of Grace. It is not to be supposed that the

Lord of Grace puts a triple crown upon his head and commands all

men to worship and obey Him in the moral realm of the State, in

the study of intellectual problems, or in obedience to ritual and
ceremony. He comes with the basin and the towel to the feet of

the disciples, and, kneeling down the Lord of Grace, as servant,.

serves, and then tells them that this is an example given to them
that they may follow in His footsteps. This is the strange fact

about the Lord of Grace that men have never been able to under-

stand ; and, as men know only too well, as seen in the Churches of

Christ, the disciples and servants are wrangHng amongst them-
selves as to who will be the greatest, even when the Lord of Grace
is washing their feet, and preparing them for the supper.

As a matter of definition, nature may be limited to the physical

and the psychical worlds ; Man to the intellectual and moral world *

and Grace, the Bible, what is Divine, to the Heavens and the

Heavenly. Man is intermediate betwixt Nature and Grace
;

thus, if he sins against his true and right character he will fall,,

be subject to the natural, and be blind to the spiritual and the

heavenly. If having fallen he receives Divine Grace, then he may
grow in grace, in knowledge and true wisdom, and thus develop

into the heavenly. Such a way as this of looking at these com-
plex problems is similar to the conceptions of men of all classes,

nations and religions ; the bad, degraded man tends to a lower

degradation ; the moral man keeps his head up and his feet

steady, being guided by moral, or ethical duty ; the religious man
turns away from the base and the sensuous and condemns them
whilst the good man seeks after a Divine Ideal, and cannot rest
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content until there is advancement in the right way. Man seems

to grow up out of the natural ; he seeks to attain to an ideal

manhood and fails ; he seeks the way heavenward by Grace,

and, at the least, true men find that this is in harmony with

truth, goodness, righteousness and the better life. If then the

ideal in the generations of G-enesis were applied to a man, would
there be any similarity betwixt the development in the Bible and
the growth in man ? Take the series Heavens and Earth to

Terah, with Abraham and Isaac involved. Do these represent

the nature of man as physical and rising to the spiritual ? There

is tiie Seed of life ; the Adam nature ; the spirit that sees, and
that needs to be saved ; the soul and its possessions ; the intellect

and its symbols ; the moral nature recalled and regenerate by
Grace ; and, the Faith that lives and obeys the Voice of God,

The second series represents man at the psychical stage when a

spirit-soul with a semi-conscioi's life begins, and this is the

beginning of a new world in man. This is not the objective

world of the Seed ; it is the subjective world of the soul that

develops, and the stages are spirit perception and soul conception

as the inner world of thought ; it is built up with sense images

and ideas, conceived as signs and symbols, as thought, and related

thoughts ; there is development to experience and the world of

thought in which child-like men live ; to intellectual con-

ceptions and a sense of duty ; and a personal possession of the

soul, as an inheritance, and as possessed by the conscious man.
This is like unto Isaac, in the land of promise ; it is not a prison-

house, but, as a child of Grace and Faith, it is not for Hopo to

visit Egvpt, and to be taken up with the earthly and the worldly.

The third scries is the special development to manhood ; there is

conscious knowledge of signs and symbols, of conditions and
relations, of correlations in many ways, of empiricism with al'

that this means as to enquiry after what is true, right, and good,

and, along with these the moral nature and life linked with the

intellectual, and yet greater, as law-giver and judge ; and as

mbject to the Divine, and recognising duty and responsibility.

As already suggested this is where man is tested and tried ; if

obedient to order and law, the will of God, then the development

YTOuld be to Science and Wisdom, to God-likeness ; if a fall into

evil, then Grace is revealed, and with Grace, sacrifice, and suffer-

ing, as the necessary consequences of sin and evil. These are the

redeeming powers in man ; by these he is regenerated to tbo

K
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Divine life of Grace ; and the end will be, by a long round about
*way, the attainment of Science and Divine wisdom. If it is

assumed that G-race, or Faith, is a new beginning, then there comes
into the nature of man what is represented by Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob, and Joseph ; there is the life of Faith, Hope, Patience,

resignation to the will of God, and with service, a supremacy
in the nature of Love, as regnant over what is worldly,mean, jealous

and suspicious. All these it will be observed are as Grace in

embryo ; they are enclosed in an earthly form, in what is con-

ceivable as a womb of time ; and, this is how a man would express

his conception as to his position under the present condition of the

realm of Grace ; he is waiting for a great change, the redemption
of the body from evil powers ; and this is a point in development
that has not been reached. There is the equivalent of the

redemption from Egypt and conquest over evil powers ; there is

the conscious coming of the King to reign in Righteousness and
Peace; ani the redeemed man is to share in this great change.

What is suggested here is that the figurative Ishmael, or the sons

of servant maidens, Leah and Rachel, are to be cast out, or,

changed into what is spiritually true right, good and gracious
;

signs, symbols, and patterns of things in the heavens will pass

away ; the Heavens will be revealed, and the earth will be

subject and placed in its true position.

This conception that man is, in his being, a kind of Genesis,

an embryo in the womb, and also in his own body, requires much
careful consideration. The history of his past development in

time physically extends over many milleniunis ; the first birth of

man is out of his mother's womb, with all that is involved in his-

tory lying behind ; he awakens to the fact that the earthly life,

in a physical body, is as a psychical conception to be followed by a

spiritual conscious birth, to spiritual life ; and, just as the physical

life was active in the embryo before the first birth, so it is conceiv-

able that the spirit life should be in process of development during

the life of experience in the body. Man has been under the

impression that his development was well advanced, and here the

suggestion comes in for consideration as to his real stage of

spiritual development ; and whether the date has to be thrown
back in time to Eg^'pt and its bondage as the fitting analogy for

man's present condition. The birth from Egypt is like that of

the physical and psychical ; the way taken has been as a Desert

;

the Land has been as a vision that has passed away ; the
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kings and their kingdoms, Judah and Israel, have no existence
;

prophets have prophesied as the Voices of God to men, teaching

and warning them ; and if Christ has come in the flesh, and in

the Spirit, where are men actually to be found at the beginning

of the twentieth century A.D. ? Are they still in the great

world of Egypt, the earthly, with its worldly policies and
ambitions unsatisfied, conquests won and lost, and still more
wars and conquests in the future. Nations, even Christian

nations, to outward appearance, are very like Babylon, Nineveh
and Egypt ; the elder brother according to the flesh, is ever

the same ; he is Esau and Edom, with no true love for Israel

;

and his delight is in Seir, in strong rocky fortresses where he is

able to defend himself.

It is strange that in these studies there is found to be this

discrepancy betwixt what men think they are, and what they

are found to be according to the law of development. Nations

in the West think, and say, that they are Christian; but when
tested by development, they are found to be in the Desert with

Moses ; or, they are in possession of their inheritances and their

enemies tyrannise over them ; or, they have kings and kingdoms,

and pride themselves on being the favourites of the Heavens,

therefore they cannot be moved ; and yet, the spiritual onlookers

perceive, cannot help seeing that but for the Grace of God, and
the work of the Divine Spirit, the path is downward, and the

natural end would be another terrible visitation, desolation,

degradation, captivity and subjection. The Jews seem to have
lived and suffered in vain ; they have not repented and sought

Avith earnest, faithful hearts, the God of their fathers ; and
Christian nations have followed in the footsteps of the Jews.

They have not seen that the history of Israel and Judaism is that

of example and warning. There is a difference in the two dis-

pensations ; in the Jewish world, the Christ, not being come as the

Saviour, then judgment followed despisedmercy; in the Christian,

it is Christ that is at the heart of it thus though men and nations

deserve judgment, it may be that He will conquer by grace and
teach men the salvation that comes through sacrifice and suffering.

Has Christ suffered in vain ? Are all the sufferings endured by
men to be without fruit ? Let men be careful in their thoughts

at this critical point ; of this they may rest assured, they will not
save themselves by armies and ironclad warships ; b}- wars
offensive or defensive ; these, if they work out their fruits^ mean

K 2
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destruction, disintegration and death ; and, it will be in the

protoplastic material, in the shame, agon}^ and suffering produced,

that the seed of Grace will find a soil where it can live, grow, and
bring forth the fruits of repentance, peace and righteousness.

The assumption here is that man is the most complex of all

problems ; he is the epitome of creation ; he is nature as physical

and psychical ; he is intellectual and moral ; he is fallen and
sinful, and as such, degraded from manhood ; he is a redeemed
man saved by Christ's grace, and thus through Christ the way to

Heaven is revealed, the Heavens are open, he may look into them,
and if his soul is in spiritual harmony with the Heavens, then the

Heavens may be in him, and the light of truth radiant from his

soul. What is man that God is thus mindful of him ? Surely,

there can only be one answer to such a question, and it must be
that man is the Divine oft'spring, the child divine, and, uncon-
sciously, sub-consciously, or consciously, he lives, moves, and has
his being in God. It is utterly useless for men to say that they
will not study man from this stand-point ; that they will not
permit the question of God to come into their discussions ; that

they will reject a pre-existent ideal—the Christ—that they will not

admit purpose and design in nature, man, and the Bible ; and
that they will study all these creations as nature, in its varied

phases. It is the Bible that reveals this most wonderful con-

ception of the Divine Immanence ; it is distinctly found in man
when the truth is revealed to him ; in fact, he perceives that it

must be so, and that no other explanation can be found that will

truly explain the facts in his own being. The true beginning to

man begins with faith in God ; and faith in God just means that

God is living in the conscious man. This is most reasonable
;

the man cannot d'scover from whence he came ; it is God only

that can reveal this truth to him ; therefore, it is unreasonable

for man to say he will not believe the Word of God. It is dis-

graceful, dishonourable, and unworthy of any man ; the position

is utterly untenable, absurd, egoistic and full of sinful self asser-

tion. If men will take this fateful path, choose it deliberately,

then let them think upon the terrible scorching word, " Ana-
thema ;

" for they have chosen the way of cursing, not of blessing.

Man is, at least this is the deliberate position taken up by science

and philosophy, the resultant of certain definite principles of be-

ing ; these principles, as seven or eight, or as one, are in their

essential nature unknowable. For diversities of realms..
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and operations, they are many, so that there may be order

and classification ; but for unification they may be conceived
as one ; and such a conception is permissible seeing that
the Reality cannot be known as to essence of Being. Upon
this point, it does not seem that any argument in favour
of evolution, as against development, can be advanced,
they both stand upon the same platform, named by one
party belief, by the other faith ; the true meaning being
that both confess that here reason, and relations of truth end,

and that no possible means can be seen in what way men can be
brought to think differently. It follows distinctly that whatever
the One Power is, there must be in it all that evolves, or developes
from it ; this Power is pre-potent as an ideal ; it is, or has in it,plan

purpose and design ; and the results are nature, man, and the

Bible. It is the Power wuthin and behind all causes and effects

that is First Cause ; and the evolution, as natural, or the de-

velopment, as spiritual, as conceived by men, are really both
spiritual, seeing that there is, according to reason, as defined

by science, order and law, and these are intellectual and moral
ideals, not material things. It is this One, First Cause, Ideal,

Designer, Worker, that is the source of man's being ; what the
First Cause is, that man becomes ; he reflects the glory of that
One ; and, it ought to shine out from him reveaUng, the Divine
glory. In the womb, in infancy, in youth, as subject to experience,

in the adult as subject to empiricism, there is one continuous
development from the seed ; but, here again, the seed, as a first

cause, has in it pre-potency ; it is under the varying conditions
of life that all these changes take place ; and man, not as now-
known, but what he is possible of becoming, is thus made manifest.
The man becomes what the Divine is ; and when the man becomes
divine, then he will see the Divine face to face ; he will know even
as he is known. Again, it has to be remembered here that man
at this stage of development, when seeing such visions, is looking
through an almost transparent veil, it is not shadows that are
being cast upon the veil from within ; but the actual, living

moving figures are seen ; and, the strange thing is that they
harmonise with what is on the earthly side of the veil. All this
so full of interest to thoughtful men, is summed up in these words :

" In the beginning God created the Heaven and the Earth,"the
Earth was as chaos and darkness ; the Spirit of God moved;
" God said let there be light ; and there ^\as light."
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In these thoughts four questions have been asked, and answers

received. Whence came man ? From God, the Creator, and
the Father of His children. When did man become what he is

as redeemed ? During time and according to the Ideal, the

Lord Christ. Why has man come, been developed, as he has

been ? All this is involved in the Divine Spirit, in thought,

word, plan, purpose, and design ; and men when studying the

works of the Spirit are doing what they can to read the Divine

conceptions in Nature, Man, and in the Bible. What is man
in his complex being ? He is the work of the Spirit of God ; he
is the Manifestation of the Divine Wisdom, according to the

Divine Ideal ; the Type is Christ, and every man should be like

Christ. These four questions and the answers sum up one-third

of what is revealed in the Bible ; they are one-third of the being

of man ; they may be said in a sense to be the whole of Nature
and of man, only Nature is as chaos and darkness ; it has no

eyes to see or ears to hear the Divine Voice. It is this third

that agnostics say is as a sealed book, and that it is in the dark-

ness as unknowable. They confess, assert, that they also are

in this darkness ; they decide that they will not have faith in

God, therefore their naturalism does not require any other

exrplanation. They are as men walking in the noonday with

light all around them ; they have found a new use for very

old lanterns ; they say there is no light of spiritual truth ; it

may be, no God ; they wish to find honest, truthful men ; but

the reason there are so few to be found is that they can only be

seen by means of these patent lanterns. The point to be noted

here is that science and agnosticism are different facts ; science

seeks after truth, all that can be related and correlated as true.

Agnostics say, that only is true which we conceive to be true ;

we are the judges of what is true and what is superstitious ;

as judges, conquerors, we have annexed science ; it has come to

-us as light ; we have absorbed its teaching, and the transforma-

tion is darkness. This is a metamorphosis of the most remark-

able kind ; the light ought to have passed straight through the

medium and emerged again as pure light, but the result is a

refraction so complete that the issue is diamagnetism and dark-

ness. It is useless for men to say that they have made science

to be, for them, subject and subordinate; but science desires no
such alliance ; it is not subject to any class of men ; it is like

light, it blesses what is pure and transparent ; it passes unscathed
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through the darkness and emerging into the Divine light it is

again radiant and joyful in the light of life.

Science must therefore not be identified with agnosticism ;

it comes to men with messages of truth, as true relations of

thought ; it is not in nature, in the womb, or in the infant ; ib

comes, not as science, but humbly as an enquirer, a learner,

an experimenter ; it is a student to begin with ; it enters the

darkness and stays there, even though darkness and chaos reigu

and there begins the work of a new creation upon lines of order

and law. This is really the meaning of scientific enquiry ; it

is a conscious living embryo in a living soul ; it is a spiritual

seed that is germinating, taking shape, and will one day be born

as one of the cherubim ; an angel of light that has lived in, and

conquered the darkness. Ignorance is darkness ; to learn and
know truth is to come into the light ; these are all figures of

thought that men require to use to express their thoughts as to

the method by which there is development. The messages of

science as related to man are many ; but they are in physical

forins so arranged and classified that they can be summed up
in a few words as names ; and each of these is as a branch of a

tree that is living. There is only one realm in which the dead

exists, as in contrast with the living ; that is in what men think

upon as matter, as energy, or motion ; and even this realm

exists not for itself but for life, so that in due time there may
come physical living development.

To prevent misconception it may be helpful to point out that,

so far as man is concerned, there is a long interval betwixt these

abstract conceptions that deal with fundamental principles of

truth, and man as scientific student in the nineteenth or twentieth

century a.d. What science and philosophy have done is to bridge

in thought the millenniums of years of time ;" and it is from to-day

that men look back and see what has been the Hne of develop-

ment throughout the ages. From the Creation days, with light

and darkness, the music of the spheres, and the songs of angels

in their joy, there has been the creation of man in the image of

Grod, his fall into sin, the promise of the Seed of Grace, the teaching

of men in many ways, the coming of Christ, the descent of the

Spirit, and all that spiritual development known as Cluistianity.

It is not necessary to point out that before the days of Copernicus

and Newton there was not any true physical science ; it is not

in the days of innocence in Eden that true science begins ; and
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it is not found in Genesis, in the Desert Life, or iu Judaism
;

it is at a definite stage in the Christian age that science begins,

and it is important to notice this as a great fact in development.
As it has been in the world, so it is in man ; conscious science

is scarcely born into the world, and, it may well be supposed,

that not one man in every million has really attained to a true

conception of the meaning of the word science. It is science

that says to man, '' Stand there upon that square yard of earth

and try to learn what is your actual relative position to the

universe, nature, the Bible, God, Christ, sin, death, the life of

grace, redemption, and the life eternal." The man stands

obedient to the Divine voice, and he looks towards the sun, as

the light of truth, and, in a parable of light, this is something
like what the man is able to see. The Divine Man, pure of heart,

passes betwixt the Sun and the Man ; the light is refracted and
it is no longer light ; it is ten thousand times ten thousand rays

of light, changed into beautiful colours, heat, actinic and other

rays, and thus the whole universe is conceived as light, heat,

colours, motions at various rates, and all conceivable as scientific

order and law. But this is not all, for science now says to the

man, " Stand still in the midst of the Glory of God, receive the

Holy Spirit, become a man by the Spirit, permit all these rays

to pass through the purified soul, as through a prism, and the

result will be re-refraction and the emission of the converging

rays as light of truth." This is the parable, a little story with
• which men of science are familiar ; it is a Divine ideal ; it is

the history of redemption as well as a brief sketch of creation.

The question for man and for mankind, is not at what stage they

will be pleased to take up science, to perceive the Glory of God
;

it is when will they be fit, so trained and taught, as to be able

to perceive the Glory of God as it is being revealed by science ?

To mankind the training is for many centuries, in many ways
and for the man it is also preparation, learning and fitness to

perceive the Divine vision.

Man upon his square yard of earth looks out upon this most
wonderful past in history and he finds that he is so marvellously

endowed with intellectual power as to be able to set that past

in definite historical order within his own soul. His study is

objective in what is physical; the external is not apparently

connected with his own body at the beginning of his studies
;

but as he advances he finds that there are connecting links.
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and, at last the judgment is conclusive that what is physical in

nature is physical in the human body, and that the body

of man is the most complex of all physical organic

bodies. The sciences which explain these matters are

many, and they require much careful study. There is

that impudent assertion to be met with, that because

matter is eternal, therefore there is no creation, and no God
that creates ; there is the theory that energy is persistent

;

that it is in a state of conservation and thus cannot be lost
;

and that all forces are correlated and transmutable. Matter

exists, says the child of experience and the empiric thinker

;

but the scientific thinker says no, what you conceive to be

matter can be dissipated until nothing material can be found
;

the chemist will affirm that what has become invisible is not

lost ; it can be restored again to its elements, and into other

chemical physical forms. The chemist can prove that all visible

and invisible forms of matter can be resolved into about seventy

elementary forms of chemical elements ; and these in their

relativ-e proportions, according to affinities, constitute the physi-

cal creation. Light and spectrum analysis form a higher system

of thought in considering physical problems ; and electricity and

magnetism have their own way of dealing with some of the

most subtle problems which men have yet to study. What science

suggests is not that a child should be blamed because he thinks

and speaks about matter ; but that the training of the child

should be such that in due time there Avill be spiritual growth

beyond signs and symbols, physical things and psychical thoughts,

until there is knowledge of related truths, order and law, which

are not material but spiritual in their origin and development.

As related to the realm of physical life, what man has to

consider is not what matter, or force, is ; or, what is the power

of life as compared with force ; but in \\hat way life works to pro-

duce what is living and organic. In this realm also there are

many sciences Avhich convey to man necessary information

;

as in Biology, Anatomy, Morpholog}-, Physiology, Embryology

Descent or Distribution. The cycle of enc^uiry as to life may
be said to be completed in things physical when the chemist

takes what was living, and is dead, and by analysis finds out

what elements are found to exist in organised physical bodies.

Life took from matter what was suitable for the organised body
;

in the language of Scripture, it came from dust and returned
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to dust. There is not in physical life what is conceived to be'

the life eternal ; but, on the other hand, it is a truth that physical

life dieth not ; it is transmuted and translated, it is raised up
again ; thus in a mysterious way life is in the seed organism, and

fruit is in the seed ; ever living, reproducing, ever dying and ever

springing to life again. The life and death processes are par-

ables to be studied ; what men see is not that death conquers

and reigns ; but that life laughs at, and survives, death ; and
this also is a parable in the Kingdom of Gol.

When man advances to consider the psychical world in Nature,

and in himself, he finds that one class of men, mental science

students, begin their studies subjectively, by taking due notice

of perceptions, conceptions, intuitions, ideas, thoughts, how
thoughts are related and correlated, the powers of will, memory,
mind, soul, reason, judgment, conscience, and many others

;

and all these are set in their order and classified. The other

class, physical students, advance from the side of the body, the

nervous system, the brain, experience, experiments, combined

with mental science. These are often men of the agnostic stamp"

who believe in evolution ; they sometimes seem to go so far

in their naturalistic conceptions, as to express the thought that

man has neither spirit nor soul, only nerve-force, which somehow
upon the one side is a physical energy, and upon the other is^

in some mysterious fashion changed into strong and weak nerve

impressions, that take shape within the nerve organs, and by

repetition and association, they work as thought in a somewhat

automatic fashion. This is not the place to explain in what way
both methods of study are required to get the best results ;

mental students are at a disadvantage when they do not study

with care physiology and neurology. Practical experiments, cases

of special disease of the brain and nerves, dreaming, somnam-
buhsm, and hypnotism do throw a little hght upon this subject ;

but, the missing link is the change from physical functions to

the power of knowing thoughts, ideas, images, and the conception

and retention of all these in the memory to be represented again

as they are required. The mystery of Nature, as the work of the

Spirit, is like the soul of man ; both realms are as yet dark
;

only fitful rays of light illuminate Nature and the soul ; and, it is

felt that the time has not come when men will be able to sit

down and read their own souls as they read books ; much less are

they able by clairvoyance, thought-reading, or in any other way
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to read the thoughts of other men. The conditions of humanity

are not favourable for clairvoyant interchange of thought ; men
are separated from each other bj a kind of spiritual dia-

magnetism ; and upon the whole, at present it is better that this

should be so ; isolation is the divine pall that covers evil-doing,

and the time is not yet come when men will know each other as

they really think and act. It is not suggested that men shotild

give up this study ; what they require to do is to bring Christ and

His method of thought into it. This has been done to some extent

in connection with the nervous system as a whole, and, as related

to the nerves of special sense ; they are the avenues by which

the spirit of man is perceptive ; if there, is order in spirit per-

ception there will also be order in conceptions ^\'ithin the soul,

and this is a line of thought that may give good scientific results

in the future. What a man may firmly believe, even though

he is unable to prove his conceptions by the intellect, is that

the soul is not a derelict chaos. An insane man may be conceived

to be to some extent in such a state, but a sane person actually

has within himself an organised soul ; and the proof is to be

found in his sanity, in order, as experience, and in empiricism.

Therefore, just as creation in Nature is the Work of the Spirit,

so the creation in the soul has the same Author. Man may*

think that there is only analogy betwixt the soul of naturer

and the soul of man ; there seems to be more than analogy,

there is identity ; and at the present time man is unable to^

understand, or explain, this mystery. It is not to b^
supposed that this mystery is one that never will bo

solved ; what is suggested here is patience in study ; as

the physical sciences are no longer classed as mystery by men
of science, so it is fairly open to conceive, and believe, that

what is mysterious in psychology may also, at a later date, bei

classified and placed in order. It is, however, necessary that

seekers after truth in this realm should try to understand their

position ; they have not attained to science, therefore, the greater

the need for humility, meekness, gentleness, forbearance ; and,,

above all things, agnostic physical students, must, if they wish

•to retain the respect of thoughtful God-fearing men, who are

also trained scientific thinkers, give up their conceited, proud,

bxow-beating bad manners. In this matter they tend to disgrace

the name of science ; and it is not possible for them to be honoured

-and respected, if they continue to assort that the_\ know so much
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more than other men, and are quite unahle to prove that their

work is really demonstrated science.

Physical inquiry, and the physical sciences, deal with what is

external to the soul of man, what is objective, as nature and the

human body
;
psychological inquiry, and the sciences related to

the soul, with what is subjective, internal, personal, cognisable.

The very fact that man is an inquirer after truth, and is able to

understand the relations of true thoughts, proves that man is above

what is mere animal ; he is at work in his own sphere, within which

the lower animals have no existence ; they do not inquire as to order,

they have no scientific conceptions, and thus although they live

physically, and think and act psychologically, they do so because

this is their nature. They live, not as mere automatons, but as

their nature is so they live ; they are subject, unconscious, or semi-

conscious creatures ; but, for them there is no true faith ; no hope

to reach freedom and truth ; no inheritance of promise, and no

thought of a higher development and destiny. Man developes

out of the physical into the psychical ; there appears in him bud,

blossom and fruit ; the intellect, and a nature that is moral ; these

deal with seed and root, stem and branches, flower and fruit ; thus

man has the living seed reproducing seed in himself. Man cannot

begin his intellectual inquiries by the intellect analysing itself

;

there is the pre-supposition of the physical and the psychical

;

and, it is the soul as conceived within these that is the object of

intellectual inquiry. The problems that the intellect deal with

are not raw material that have no unity or consistency ; they are

already as in a manufactured condition ; there is semi-conscious

order ; and what the intellect may be supposed to do is to awaken

to consciousness, and to begin to inquire into an order that already

exists. Psychology is the gathering in of impressions, sensations,

images, ideas, thoughts, related thoughts, signs, words, &c., &c.,

into the soul in due order. The intellect, through the avenue of

consciousness, enters the soul, and therein, where all is dark, it

begins in the faintest twilight to set in order consciously, what is

already a kind of order within the soul. In other words, the man,

as intellectual, awakens to the conscious fact that he has within

himself a great and precious inheritance ; but, to make it his own,

he has to deal with it reasonably, and so he tries to find out in what

way this can be done, and how the result can be attained of har-

mony and unity. This is in reality the true meaning of all philo-

sophies and theologies ; what men are able to perceive in all these
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works of the most speculative and thoughtful workers, is

symbolised in Atlas and his burden, and in Sisyphus and the rolling

stone. Empiric, self-conceived, self-asserted systems of thought

fail ; they are doomed to failure for the simple reason that all such

thinkers have failed to find the key that unlocks the books of

destiny ; their keys do not fit the locks, and upon mature reflection

men will perceive that this result is what ought to have been ex-

pected. A more perfect proof of the fallen unhappy state of

mankind could not be given than this fact, that the soul of man is

dark and dia-magnetic to divine truth ; the axis of the soul has to

be changed before the soul can be flooded with light ; and, only

Christ, the Creator, could undertake, and perform this work. Let

His Name be evermore praised ; He has not dealt with men accord-

ing to their folly and deserts. He has given to them in all ages

intellectual freedom and a far greater inheritance than they could

conceive ; and. He has not only permitted, he has even rewarded

men in their labours by ever increasing the light of truth in their

souls. But, if the soul of man is radically \\'rong, the polarity

not in harmony with the Heavens ; then it is plain that thinking

done by men cannot put the soul right ; it is the radical change of

polarity that is all important, men cannot work this change in

themselves ; it is only Christ's Spirit that can do this by His

Heavenly gracious power. It may not be necessary to suppose

that this change is to be instantaneous ; rather, if lessons from

astronomy may be accepted as valuable, it is conceivable that

this change may be gradual, a development, a power from Christ

upon the soul, as in magnetic action, thus with irresistible

attraction changing the angle of polarity. What men require

is not philosophy, it is Christ and His Spirit ; and it is the

method of Christ that is predestined to be the means of re-

vealing to men the darkness that exists in evil and error, and
the light that is to be found in righteousness and truth.

The problems presented here are fourfold ; the dark, dia-

luagnetic sinful soul ; the intellect as the means of producing:

darkness or light in the soul ; Christ, the Eternal Light, able to

destroy the darkness and to bring the soul into magnetic polarity

with the Heavens ; and, the intellect, as instructed by the method
of Christ, coming into the light of truth and harniony with the will

of Grod. Man, as intellectual, requires to understand tliis position
;

the problem of light, truth, science, is set before him ; it is personal

for the simple reason that it is the man that must be set right ; he
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must conquer and set self in order. It will not do to -assume that

self is right and all other men wrong ; and then go upon a crusade

to set all other men right according to a personal standard not

accepted by other men. This is the great difficulty in all nations,

individuals, and classes ; they assume and assert they are right and
their opponents wrong ; they do not see that the wrongness is in all

men and parties, and thus what each individual man requires is

to be personally set right according to the standard that is in Christ.

The Kingdom of God is not here in this nation, or there in that

people ; it must first be within every man, and until this most

radical change is wrought in individuals, changes in nations and
peoples are not ripe for discussion.

In this matter it can be seen that Science comes to men with

all the authority of a forerunner of Christ ; the messages brought

are specially to individual men ; they are warned against evil-

doing, called to repentance, commanded to obey the truth,

baptised into the one Spirit of Truth, and thus prepared to seek

for, and to find, Him, who is already in their midst. What the

intellect has to deal with here is a new position, and a strange.

condition ; the past is past ; it is the future that has to be con-

sidered, and the future lies with Christ. To put this conception in

a different form, the question raised is this : If Christ is coming,

not to London, or Chicago, but to every individual soul ; then, is

the soul prepared to receive Him ; is it in a state of darkness or

light ; is it a chaos of confusion or a cosmos ; is it a hell or a

heaven ; is it a mud hut or a palace ? This is the very work the

intellect has got to do ; it is to prepare the palace for the King ; to

put all in perfect order before His conscious arrival, and thus be

worthily prepared to give to Him the honour that is His due. It

is this aspect of the question that comes to every man by the way
of Science ; it is the summons to be prepared, because at an hour-

not known to any man, the King will come to what is, in the

highest and truest sense, His inheritance. His palace. His kingdom.

When a man tries to face this problem it is somewhat difficult

to put the matter in concrete form ; to think upon what the soul

means, and in what sense the intellect is going to put in order

what is soul, palace, temple and city. The merely physical has

heen swept away ; the psychical is too much linked with, and

.

subordinate to, the physical, to get a free view of what the problem

.

really is ; and, as can be seen, it is difficult to think upon the,

Soul, as a realm of thought, a spiritual kingdom of God. This
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city lieth four square ; on the one side Power, on the other Life,

onthe other Spirit, and on the other the mind, or Soul ; and within

the Soul, as inclusive, the whole is arranged in order. When the

man uses the intellect upon, or within, the soul it is not upon the

relations of things but of thoughts ; it is the spiritual not the

carnal that is set in order ; and thus, in the light of Science,

thoughts are elevated to a new order. The physical and the

psychical are not entities in themselves, they are in Christ ; and

the Spirit, by the intellect reveals, to the spirit of man, Christ in

them. This is another way of saying that the physical in Genesis

and the psychical in Israel, was summed up in Christ ; and when

Christ had finished His work in the earth and had returned to His

Home in the Heavens, then the Spirit came to reveal Christ in

man as the Spirit of Truth. This then is the truth that is devel-

oped here, that the body and soul of man, the physical and the

psychical, are the body and soul of Christ, by creation and by

regeneration. This is a strange thought ; it is not how men think

about their bodies and souls ; they do not even countenance

partnership with Christ : they say their bodies and their souls

are their own ; and yet Science seems to assert that Christ's claim

is valid ; it is His Spirit that produces both body and soul ; as

alreadv shown men do not know how they grow ; they say it is

Nature that works all in all ; but here Christ, by Science, claims

that Nature is only another name for His Spirit, the Worker in all.

the works of God. This conception, as spiritual truth, is repre-

sented in the Bible ; Christ is said to be the
'

' fulness of the God-

head bodily" ; He is " All in all" ; the whole Bible is the Word
of God ; and the same truth is taught in many other ways. The

strange thought here is that Nature is uplifted from the physical

and the psychical to the spiritual ; and Christ's claim is that

Nature is His body, having no real existence apart from Him
;

it is His Creation and handiwork by the Spirit ; and it must be

admitted that H's claim is true, right, and perfectly valid. If

this is so with Nature, then must it not be fully and freely ad-

mitted as to the body and soul of man ? They also are His

Creation and handiwork by His Spirit ; and it is difficult to see

in what way His claim can bo challenged by any man who under-

stands this subject.

If men are inclined to doubt, criticise, or deny this claim made
on Christ's behalf ; then let them remember that the foundations

upon which any other system of thought could lie built is shattered
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to pieces by Science and Philosophy. The Unknowc^ble to the

agnostic here claims to be the All-knowing, the All-powerful,

the All-wise. What can a negation do against such positive

claims ; and, how can mere agnostic doubt, that is only the ghost

of reality, the shadow of the dark soul of man, face the Truth in

Christ ? The agnostic system of thought, apart from [Science, is

fallacious ; it is negations, know-nothings, and unknowables ;

the men are truly to be pitied who have permitted themselves to

be so completely outwitted by the devil's lies ; if they escape

with their lives from such an impostor and liar it will be welL

It has been said that the angel of darkness could change himself

into an angel of light ; it was as such he came to men of light and
leading ; they might have known better ; they were not without

warning ; they did not test the evil s,)irit by the Spirit of Christ
;

in fact this is where the devil got his opportunity ; they rejected

Christ, would not listen to His Voice, and thus they were led

astray. When the story of the devil's successes come to be

written, it is safe to affirm that his greatest victories will be found

to be in the intellectual realm ; it is here that his powers are great

and manifest ; and how frail, sinful men could play the game with

such an adversary and hope to win, in their own wisdom and
strength, is what cannot be conceived to be possible.

The position reached here is remarkable ; it would almost

appear as if Christ had come to men, and, in the name of Science

and Wisdom, laid his claims before them for their careful considera-

tion. If this be so it is worthy of notice how like Christ such a

method of action is seen to be ; there is no arbitrary authority,

no self-assertion in any form, not even on His part an asserted

claim that he is Lord and Christ, Creator and Saviour. He
permits His servants to feel their way, with His Own Divine

patience, giving a hint here, and a suggestion there, for guidance
;

and when the servants see what the revelations mean, and looking

up in His face say, " Lord, Thou art the Christ, the Son of the

Living One," His reply is, with a blessed smile, "All this I have

told you from the beginning, but ye did not believe, understand,

comprehend, what I have said unto you." There is here another

illustration of the Divine development, and it may be explained

in this form : When the Apostle Paul was guided to write the

Epistle to the Eomans, the Seed of Grace was in his soul ; the

Spirit of G-od was reveahng to him great truths as to the terrible

struggle in the soul betwixt the law and the gospel, faith and
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unbelief, grace and sin, sacrifice and suffering, the utter helpless-

ness of man, and the power of salvation by faith in Christ ; then

the light flashed into his soul because Christ lived, died, rose from
the dead, therefore man is made just by faith in Christ, there is

peace with God, and there is gracious access to God by this new
living way. Sin had reigned even unto death ; but now Grace
reigns in righteousness to the Ufe eternal in Christ. Paul's

explanation of the two laws, orders of life, within himself is full of

personal experience ; there is in every man that which would
debase and degrade ; there is also that which would elevate

and raise above the earthly, the carnal, the selfish ; and every

man knows well whether he is following the lower way and sinking

below manhood, or choosing and striving to follow the higher

order of life. The man that loves to do good ever finds the vile

evil Spirit present in the soul ; and it is a question of life and
death, of freedom or bondage, which of these is to gain the

mastery. The Apostle felt this experience so keenly, that he

actually cried out in his stress of soul, " wretched man that I

am ! who shall deliver me from the body of this death ? I

thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord. So then with the

mind I myself serve the law of God ; but with the flesh the law

of sin." The man is the spiritual man free from condemnation in

Christ ; and it is the law of the living Spirit that gives freedom

from sin and death. What then, is the struggle over when the

citadel is won and Christ reigns therein by His Spirit ? Not so,

the warfare continues betwixt flesh and spirit ; there is hope of

victory ; the Spirit that raised Christ will raise men ; only there

must not be the subjection of the spiritual to the carnal. Does
Paul conceive the thought that the final victory has been won,

in himself, in other men, or in Nature ? By no means, what
has been attained is heirship to an inheritance, suffering, a glory

to be revealed ; but, in the meantime, there is for man suffering

with Christ ; and, for every creature, earthly bondage, groaning,

and travailing in pain. It is not only the creature world that

groans in semi-conscious pain ; but saved men groan also,

" waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body."

Still further, "the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with

groanings which cannot be uttered." The searcher of all hearts

knows the mind of the Spirit ; and He also intercedes for men
in harmony with the will of God. Therefore, let men rejoice in

hope, all things are working for good for all men who love God
L
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and seek to do His will. Here it is necessary to pause, and to

ask whether it is possible that these thoughts of Paul have any
connection with the present Study ; with Man and Nature

;

with the redemption of the body, and the deliverance of the

creatures of God ? The strange conception is that what Paul
could not perceive is actually being brought to pass through
science. As explained, science has actually entered the domain
of the physical and the psychical ; they have to a greater or less

extent been analysed to their roots ; the bodies they possessed

have vanished out of the realm of things into the world of

thoughts ; if not redeemed they have been dissolved ; they are

as protoplasm, and they are in that condition in which the new
life can begin to live as a new Divine order. The thought sug-

gested is that the outworks of evil have been captured ; they

are in possession of the Captain of Truth ; the arms have been
turned against the captains of sin, evil, and death, they have
no hiding place left for their lies ; they are completely discredited,

and not a word they utter can be believed, or accepted as truth.

The meaning of this is that science has discovered order and law
throughout the physical world ; it is proved that in order and
law there is no evil, sin, disorder or disease ; that divine order

as law, if conformed to would be good, right, and give ease to all

creatures of God. Of course, the argument culminates in the

body of man, as subject to physical laws ; but the redemption
of the body is not physical, or carnal, it must be by spiritual

power ; and when spiritual power is supreme in soul and body
then the redemption will take place ; but the form of that re-

demption is not as yet revealed. What is suggested in the Bible

is that where man attains to manhood in Christ, then, as heir of

the promises, and the inheritance, he will enter into possession
;

only the promises are all Yea, and Amen, in Him ; and He is

the inheritance according to the promises of God. Following

this line of truth, as Paul could think upon the redemption of

the body as an end to be attained so that pain and groaning might
be put away ; so, now a man may begin to think about that

other issue in the Scriptures, conceived as the Resurrection,

when through Christ, and in Him, man will know the true meaning
of manhood, lordship, heirship of grace, the son of God,
and to be found in the image and likeness of Christ. It is not

to be assumed that science is the power that will bring about
fcuch results ; science is only knowledge ; the true knowledge
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of the way in which God works. Science in the abstract, is Divine

knowledge and fore-knowledge ; this is eternal ; it is the Ideal

in Christ ; it is the thoughts and works of the Spirit ; what all

revelation tends to is this, that man will learn this knowledge,

Avill be taught how to conform to truth as life ;
will receive the

Divine power of Christ through Grace ; and then as redeemed

by Christ, in His power, and by His Spirit, the man will hve

again, not unto self, but unto God his Saviour, the Lord Jesus

Christ.

The attitude of the Apostle Paul is clearly that of a man who is

pondering deeply, by the aid of the Spirit, upon very complex

spiritual questions ; he knows he is being guided to reveal, to

throw light upon, what is of special interest to men
;

and, he

knows that he is an enquirer as well as a teacher. If the atten-

tion is turned for a moment to the Lord Christ, in the upper-

room at Jerusalem upon the night of the Supper, and the be-

trayal, as recorded by the disciple John, it may be that fresh

light ^\ill rise for guidance. The Lord had been conversing with

the disciples in a friendly way, leading their thoughts to Himself

as " the way, the truth and the bfe ;
" and informing them that

no man could come to the Father but by Himself. This kind

of conversation was nearly ended ; the time for talking was

almost past ; the prince of this world was coming very near and

the great conflict was at hand. What then is the Lord's deepest

thought at such a moment ? It is " that the world may know

that I love the Father ; and as the Father gave Me command-

ment even so I do : Arise let us go hence." The Man, and the

Son of God, had revealed the Father as Love ; His Own love to

the Father ; and, His perfect obedience, conformity to the Will

•of His Father. Could Man, or Son of God, do more ? Perfect

Love and perfect service and sacrifice, this is the Father, and

this also is the Son. This is to the seer as Heaven upon the earth
;

it is Heaven going to meet hell ; it is far more than Paul could

discern, because the Lord Christ knew fully all that was involved

in Love and Sacrifice. The Lord adds, " Let us go hence." Not

Himself alone, but His disciples with Him
;

all following Him
in the pathway of sorrow and suffering. What is the parable

that reveals to men what this means ? It is that of the True

Vine ; the organic unity of the disciples with their Lord, the

purging required, the abiding in living union with the Vine, and

fruit-bearing in the Divine life in the spirit of love. It is Love,
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Love, LOVE that Christ reiterates in the ears and souls of His
disciples ; knowledge is useful in its place, but life is love, and
if there is no love, how can there be life, the life divine ? The
life blood of the Father and Son is love ; the proof of discipleship

and union with Christ is love*; His one commandment to men
is, " that ye love one another as I have loved you." This love,

as standard, is Christ's love for man, to the death ; the test for

men is love ; the love that will lay down life itself for friends.

This is Christ's love as made conscious to a disciple ; it was his

Friend Christ that died for him. This is the climax of Divine

Love ; the Father and Son say to poor, sinful, unworthy dis-

ciples, " Ye are our friends \Vhen ye obey the law of love ; for

love is the fulfilment of all law ; it is above law ; it is the Divine
life of Grod in a man becoming like God." " Henceforth I call you
not servants ; for the servant knoweth not what his Lord doeth :

but, I have called you friends ; for all things that I have heard
of My Father I have made known unto you." What is the true

inwardness of these words of Christ to His disciples, as friends ?

Surely it is, begin the Divine life in love, grow up in truth and
grace in love ; develop into all kinds of knowledge in love ;

let the life be full and overflowing with the spirit of love ; be
perfect in love, even as the Father in Heaven, and the Son on
the earth, and the Spirit in the soul, are perfect in Divine Love.
But some men, servant men, who do not understand all that

this means may say this is like altruism, other worldism, not

meant for this world and its rough, coarse ways ; what men
require is education, comforts, leisure, amusement, good govern-

ment, and many, very many, other things, which men as servants

seek after. What practical utility is there in God, Christ, pro-

mises, and an inheritance ? Will they fill the belly, or clothe

the back ; will they fit children to win the prizes of life and make
them millionaires and benefactors ; will they make men good
citizens, patriots, statesmen, fit to be revered and honoured
among men ? All these things are what the heathen Gentiles,

who do not know better, seek after ; the Father knows that His

children and servants require such things ; but children and
servants do not know what is for the best ; or why one thing is

given and another kept back. They love toys and baubles,

holidays and amusement ; they are naturalistic children living

upon sensuous experiences, ever craving and hungry and never

satisfied. How can they be, seeing they know not what their
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inmost souls desire ? All these things perish in the using ; thus

it is not possible that they can be to men an abiding inheritance.

Has science a word to say upon this subject of Divine friendship

in love ? It may be firmly asserted that science is able to speak

here also with authority ; because, though men may be ignorant

of the fact, the Bible has a scientific order as discerned by the

Method of Christ. When the friends of Christ know His will, obey

His Cammmdment of love, and live in love, then they will know
that Christ is All in all, and that the highest in Christ that is

revealed to men, is love as Sacrifice.

The position, so far as men are concerned, may be summed up

at this stage of enquiry in this way ; all men seek after an in-

heritance of some kind ; it is intuitive in them to do so ; they

are constituted in the divine image as an ideal ; thus, what is

best in men aspires to realise the ideal of their being. There are

those who fail to rise to what is ideal ; they are children of the

senses and of experience ; and they never get beyond this very

narrow sphere of their being. They are poor stunted samples of

humanity, a little higher than the animals but not men who have

attained to manhood. Naturalistic men may be intellectual

and ethical, or they may be base, degraded, selfish, pleasure

loving creatures ; but, it is impossible that these types of men
can attain to any adequate conception of the dignity of the Divine

man ; they limit themselves to this world and this life ; they

subject themselves to Nature, as intellectual, or as sensual

;

therefore, it is clear they cannot realise that ideal in themselves,

that is ever seeking to break through the crust of the earthly.

Men who idolise nature intellectually, or feast upon nature sen-

.sually, desire to have their inheritance, their portion, now ; but,

nature being beneath them as an ideal, it follows that they must

fail to reach what is their intellectual ideals, even though this be

science ; and, if they are sensual creatures, lovers of pleasure,

then thev are to be pitied and blamed, because they make life a

<^reat failure, when to them was given such a golden opportunity.

Those who have a great ideal of life, in harmony with the Divine

Ideal, may not reach the realisation here and now ; but they have

their faces heavenward ; they seek after the spiritual ; the seed

of grace has begun to develop, and here, or hereafter, there will

be the realisation of the ideal. It is well known that the Bible

is a spiritual book ; that it directs the thoughts and aspirations

of men Godward ; that it contains a great ideal, and teaches men
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how the ideal may be realised. Men are taught that they were

endowed with a great inheritance and lost it by disobedience
;

and with that loss there was also lost the moral power of recovery,

A new creation, a gracious inheritance, was required for restor-

ation ; the Creator of the first inheritance became the Donor of

the second, and also the Eedeemer of those who had gone astray.

The Bible story is that of Faith in God's promises of an inheri-

tance to be possessed ; the ever-living Hope of possession and
realisation ; Patience in acquiring, seeking after, what has been
promised ; and all this is fulfilled in Christ, in the fulness of

the times, and revealed to men by the Spirit of Christ.

This matter can be expressed in another form thus : Science

and Divine Wisdom teach men that God is the Source of every

Inheritance ;
" He is All in all." Christ is the Ideal, the proto-

type of every Inheritance ; in Him they are form and Word ;

and apart from Him there is no ideal, seed, life, or development.

The Spirit of God is Divine Wisdom, sevenfold and perfect, in

plan, purpose and design, as revealing the ideal Word in Christ

the Divine inheritance. The Spirit is the Manifestor, by order

and law, of nature as an Inheritance, of Man, and of the Bible.

It is a^t this stage of development, as summed up in Nature, and
as found in himself, that man begins to think upon, to study,

to try to explain, to realise the ideal in his own soul and in nature.

1. He is the inheritor of all that the Spirit has made manifest and
revealed as a divine inheritance. 2. By Science he is taught

that his own body is a psychical inheritance; and all the physical

sciences, of Force and Life, reveal the history of the inorganic

and the organic, as they have developed during time from the

manifestation of energy, electricity and magnetism to chemical

elements ; and, from the germ in which there was life to the fully

organised body. 3. The spirit of man is like the Spirit of God ;

it is taught by the Spirit intuitively to perceive, see, and know
the divine inheritance. 4. The soul of man becomes a psychical in-

heritance by conceptions, attainments, experience, comparison,

correlated acquirements and empiric reasoning. 5. It is by
the intellect that man relates, conditions, compares and tries to

put in definite order the contents of his Soul ; the object is to

gain knowledge, to find truth, to seek after science and divine

wisdom ; but with the Fall, the true way was lost, and the in-

heritance was not found ; thus the inheritance on the way became
a desert, a place of restless wandering of ever-seeking and never-
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finding. 6. The inheritance of man is all that God gives, with
rest in Chritt ; the way, and the rest, were both lost ; the ideal

became a ruin, a chaos ; self reigned in selfishness, and every man
selfishly tried to get an inheritance of his own ; thus jealousy,

hatred, strife and war. When the bond of love was broken,
men, and societies of men, became enemies, and this is the state

of mankind until this day. 7. Christ came with the new in-

heritance of Grace and redeemed the lost inheritance. 8. At
the cost of his life and death as Man, Son of God, and Sacrifice

for Sin. 9. The Spirit of Truth reveals Christ as the spiritual

inheritance of mankind. 10. The Spirit, as in-dwelling in the
souls of men, creates the new spiritual inheritance in Christ.

11. The Spirit reveals to men in spiritual order the method of

Christ ; this means Science, knowledge of spiritvial law. 12. The
Man, as Son of God, by the Spirit, receives the divine inheritance of

Wisdom. 13. The Divine Inheritance is Jesus Christ, the Son of

God.



CHAPTER V.

The Inheritance in the bPiRiT.

The line of thought followed ovight to indicate the direction

which problems of Science and Philosophy have taken in past

years, and, in what way experience, empiricism. Science, and

the Bible, as representing religion, may be said to find their

unity and harmony. Each realm has its own order
;

yet they

are so Hnked together that each successive stage appears to be

an outcome of what preceded it ; they may be separated into

realms just as Force and Life are with their various sciences,

but the new is ever supplementary to the old ; something added,

of a higher grade ; therefore, being greater the lower must be

subsidiary and capable of being used by the new powers that

are being manifested. This is so in the physical w^orld ; life

and the organic is greater than the inorganic ; the psychical

is greater, and far more complex, than the physical ; and, it is

the physical that is subject and used by the psychical. The

intellectual and moral are the powers that deal with what can

be related and defined ; thus it is the sensuous forms, order,

development in the physical, that are found specially useful

to form images, ideas, patterns, words, signs, and symbols, as

the basis of thought ; all these are carried into the psychical

world to which there is added instinct, desire, affection, passion,

intuition, perception, conception, reflection, relations, correla-

tions of thought and' action, etc., etc. What the intellect

attempts to do is to put all this thought material into related

order, the Divine order ; and to know this would be to know
truly the laws of God, His Will, the order of His thoughts and

works. To conform to this order, to obey this law and will,

consciously, is to live the moral life, it is to see God in His works
;

and, to see His face in this way, is the vision for the pure in heart.
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That there has been failure on man's part cannot be doubted
;

this is really the crushing evidence made by Science against

p.ll men. There is an ideal and it has not been realised ; there-

fore, no matter how the facts are explained the result remains

the same ; men are not found in the image and likeness of God
;

they have been, and still are, wanderers in the desert ; and

they have not entered into the possession of their spiritual

inheritance. All kinds of empiric theories have been carefully

thought out by men, to indicate what way men must take to find

the land that is good, beautiful, true and right ; the results

have been as vanity and vexation of spirit ; the good land has

not been found, and men are as anxiously looking for it now
as they were thousands of years ago. Here also may be found

a very remarkable proof of the continuous work of the Spirit

of God. Through all the ages men have lived in the faith that

this good land is to be found
;

philosophers have cherished

that faith, and actually been inwardly sustained by the hope

of finding it ; and, with praiseworthy zeal they have patiently

and earnestly sought for what they fully believed had an exist-

ence. It is becoming plain that under existent conditions they

could not do anything else but fail ; they did not possess the

requisite scientific knowledge ; they would try methods not

scientific ; they did not comprehend the true meaning of Science
;

thus their tasks were fruitless. It is at this point that men
are apt to misunderstand the Mission and the Work of Christ;

the tendency is to think that, if willing, He could have taught

men the way of true thinking, by opening a school and teaching

pupils what men of science have been discovering during the

past 200 years ; but seeing He did not do so, the inference is

that He did not know, therefore. He was only a teacher with

more of the Divine ideahsm in His teaching. It is now plain

that all such conceptions are out of place ; His mission was not

scientific teaching and investigation ; the highest in this hne,

at that time, under the conditions then existing, had been reahsed

by Greece. Had he been a Philosopher-Saviour, or a Scientific-

Saviour, then Greece would have been His birthplace and not

Judea. In the same sense had He been an Emperor-Kedeemer
era King-Conquerer, after the ways of men, then His birthplace

would have been Rome and not Bethlehem. He came to iulHl

the truth and righteousness found in Israel ; to reveal Divine

Grace in its fulness ; and to render the only true sacrifice for
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Sin, by which there is reconciliation betwixt the Heavens and
the Earth. All these He fulfilled in Himself, as the Seed, the
Man, and the Son of God ; and it is of special importance to

remember that it was at that point in history the Seed was sown,
of such spiritual importance, that it has taken nearly 2,000
years to develope to the beginnings of the fruitage of Science.

When men, in their ignorance, say, " Give us Science and good
government, and leave Christ alono, as unfit, or unsuitable, for

advancing the world's welfare," they are foolishly saying,
" Give us a tree that will bear fruit, without seed or root," and,
when told that they are unreasonable, they are offended, and
assert that those who reason with them are ignorant and super-

stitious. What men require to consider is how development
has actually taken place in history. It is a very old conception

that men were to be made wise, and develop, by the way of

knowledge, by knowing good and evil ; this is man's way, and
it is the wrong wav ; the right way is the Divine Seed of Grace,

the Babe in the Manger, the growing Child, the obedient Man,
the patient Kedeemer, the suffering Saviour. Men have always
said that the way to conquer is by power, knowledge, and wisdom.
God has said by Christ, not so ; the way to win the victory over
evil is to begin with the poor spirit ; to find that there is cause

for mourning ; to cherish the meek spirit ; to seek after what
is true and right ; to be merciful ; to be pure in heart ; to seek

peace ; and to suffer persecution patiently. With men, to be

proud and powerful is the way to inherit the earth ; and, it is

by wisdom and knowledge that the Kingdom of Heaven is to be
found. The Christ ideal is quite different, the meek shall inherit

the earth as their possession ; and the persecuted for righteous-

nesss sake are the inheritors of the Kingdom of Heaven.
The position, as it is now conceived, has changed ; the inteHect

as related to Nature, what is lower than man, is left behind ; a

step forward is made, another stage of thought opens to view
;

and now the attitude is not the relations of things and thoughts

as found in Nature, but the relations of man to things and thoughts

as psychical ; of men to each other as in the family, society and
state ; and as related to God, Christ, the Spirit, the Bible, religion

and the life eternal. The intellect attempts the work of putting

knowledge in order by classification ; the moral man steps in with

authority, and then there is the change to the individual as sub-

ject to law and duty and responsibility. Abstract knowledge.
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as found in the physical sciences, is truth ; thoughts are true-

whet her men accept or deny them ; they exist as order apart

from morals ; if men would find God in them, then they must

take God with them ; but, as abstract, scientific knowledge, such

problems in their details, are like questions in arithmetic, they

are neither good nor bad, they are the true, or false, relations of

facts. In the intellectual world the physical relations in Force

and Life as to their order are said to be non-moral ; in the psychical

world as to seeing, perceiving, conceiving, instincts, intuition

desire, appetite, etc., etc., the conceptions are also non-moral
;

but as soon as person, duty, responsibility, come into operation,

then moral problems arise, and these are not to be solved by the

intellect only. As related to the lower creatures, where, it is

admitted, the pre-vision of morals can be found, without duty

or responsibility, the realms of Force and Life, Spirit and Soul

are abstract and non-moral to the scientific enquirer ; to him

they exist as objects of study ; and the correlations of thought

are for knowledge. When the intellect deals with what is truth,

righteousness, goodness, courage, kindness, and powers that

are moral in their character, then although the reasoning may
be abstract, the virtues as related to a man, or men. are moral.

The general rule, in development, from the first principle, is that

four of these are, in this sense, non-moral ; the fifth is intellectual,

the sixth moral ; and, these are joined together two and two, and
not meant to be separated. Divorce of the intellectual and the

moral, or subversion of the moral to the intellectual, is wrong,

it is what ought not to be ; therefore, if these conditions exist

there is something wrong, and careful enquiry is necessary to

find out where the error exists. The moral man enquires how
man is related to things ; what he knows about them ; how he can

use them wisely and well, in the way that he ought, in harmony
with the will of God, and consistent with the brotherly spirit of

love toward all other men. As things physical are lifted up

into the moral world not on account of moral value, but because

the man is moral, a son of God, so with all psychical thoughts,

they may be classed, in themselves, as non-moral, but when
appropriated and used by man, then they receive moral sanction

;

they are allied with the man, his co-workers, servants and friends.

Man is a moral being, a creature subject to God, His child ; and
all God's children in every family, tribe and nation, are brethren.

But what about evil-doers, men that are immoia!, unrighteous i
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How are they to be dealt with, seeing they outlaw themselves

irom family, society, and state ? The reply is that so fully

^iven in the Bible ; such men degrade themselves ; they are

not to be judged, condemned, and destroyed at once, but limited,

prevented from doing evil, trained, educated, and dealt with

as errant, ailing, sinful children, and the door of Grace kept open
for them that they may return to their God and Father, through

their great Brother, the Lord Jesus Christ, under the gracious

influences of His Spirit, and the tender loving ministrations of

His brethren.

It is very important to have a clear understanding of the realm

of intellectual relations, as compared with what is moral, and
to be conceived as within the moral realm. It is not easy to

define where the intellectual begins in simple relations; how there

is development into what is correlated and complex ; where
intellect may be said to have regnant power ; and, at what point

it must bow the head, and acknowledge the supremacy of one

greater, even the heir, the son, the moral man. In children the

intellect is operative to gain knowledge by experience ; in empiric

enquiry it is consciously active in manifold ways trying to dis-

<^-over order ; how thoughts agree and differ ; and in what way
unity and harmony may be found in the universe of things and
thought. It is, however, when the realm of science is reached,

and philosophy meets science in the final and ultimate concep-

tions of relative knowledge, and they consult together amicably,

then the result is reached that related ultimates in all realms, and

the ultimate, are beyond the sphere of the intellect. The ulti-

mate, or related ultimates, as principles, are facts to be received

by faith ; they cannot be proved to exist by the intellect as

ultimate units, because the reason can only operate by relating

a,nd comparing thoughts. It may be said to be reasonable to reject

this conclusion, and, to assert that there is no ultimate ; but

that only relations exist. If there are men who understand

what they assert, capable of reaching this conclusion, then it is

useless to reason with them upon such subjects ; they are in

the tangle of the eternal maze ; they will look earthward and not

heavenward ; thus their attitude accounts for their bewilderment.

Being natural they reject the spiritual ; and, so far as they

are concerned there is no way out of the maze ; the labyrinth

monster has them in its toils, and there is no way of escape,

The point reached here is to conceive the intellect as active
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in experience in the rational creature, man ; in empiric reason-

ing ; in the search after true scientific relations ; and in the

harmonies that are found in physical and psychical realms of

thought. The intellect, as representing science, has claimed

the right to reign, preside over all the relations of thought

in all realms, from Force to Grace, from matter and energy

to altruism and the Ufe eternal ; and this claim has been, in a
sense, admitted. The father of the agnostic philosophy main-

tained that there is the realm of the Unknowable within which

the intellect has no foothold ; and there is the realm of the

knowable, of what is related, and this is everywhere,

and under all conditions, within the sphere of the intellect.

It is, however, worthy of consideration whether such a claim

as this, so sweeping in its assertions, is to be accepted without

limitations. Is it really true, without exception, that where
the intellect labours, there it has the right to reign ? The chal-

hnge mav be thrown out here, whether, as matter of fact, because

the intellect relates thoughts and discovers truth, it does so as

lord and master in every realm ? It is not supposed that the

supremacy of the intellect will be questioned in the abstract

reasonings of the physical and psychical realms of thought for

classification and order ; it will not be said that the intellect

is not the means by which truth, true relations is to be found

in the realms of morals, grace and sacrifice ; but what may be
suggested is that in these realms the intellect is called to serve

as servant, or as friend, as a subject power, or a trusted ally,

but not as supreme lord in a man, or in mankind. This challenge

is not a new one ; it is is generally recognised ; but it is here that

definition is required, so that any unrighteous claim made by^

or on account of, the intellect, may be considered. The famihar

way of thinking upon the intellect is that of the head-servant

in the house, for placing the house in order ; and as over all

other servants for control and direction ; the trusted servant

is responsible for the house and the inheritance, in the absence,

or during the minority, of the hoir. In all matters physical

and psychical, the furniture and functions of the establishment,,

the intellect rules supreme ; but when the heir, lord and master
is in the house, then it is his will that is supreme, and not that

of the servant, not even when his face is radiant with the light of

truth. Indeed, if he is a faithful servant, when he appears in the

mfidst othe other servants, then they will perceive the lustre o£
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the divine glory on his face, as the reflection of the Divine

glory ; he will not know, and will not think upon the shining on
his own face ; it is the glory of the Lord and what He reveals in

the Holy Place that is to him of supreme importance. This,

indeed, is the deeper meaning of the Veil that was put over

the face of Moses ; men must get beyond Moses, the Veil, and
the Holy Place ; the intellect and truth ; they are only the

servants ;
" The Lord is in His holy temple ; let all the earth

k^ep silence before Him."
It is true that this teaching is as symbol and parable ; but,

surely, it is not so very difficult to get behind these and to per-

ceive what they mean. There is no intention, or wish in any
way, to undervalue the great work of the intellect ; the purpose
is to conceive exactly what the function of the intellect is, and
to give to this power all that is its due. The servant with the

shining face of truth is called upon, in this degenerate age, to

consider this strange paradox, so well known, of men glorving

in the shining of their own faces, and the faces of their friends
;

but as a rule, the common people cannot see any radiant glory

in the faces of such men. The Master expresses the same thought
in these words ;

" He that humbleth himself shall be exalted
;

but he that exalteth himself shall be abased." It has to be
recognised that, in a very grave sense, the intellect has acted
as if possessing lordship in man, in society, in the State, in the

Church also, and, if this is found to be true, then the case must be
the worse for the intellect when the day comes that the account
has to be rendered of the stewardship during the time of absence.

The charge is a serious one it is that of revolt, self-assertion,

treachery, idolatry, schism and rebellion ; and if such crimes

can be proved, the case is hopeless, the alternatives are judg-

ment, or mercy, there cannot be any middle way, and excuses are

of no use whatever. The position at the first was that of con-

joint regnancy imder the moral sceptre of righteousness ; there

was sin against what is good and right ; the lusts of eyes, flesh

and spirit, beguiled the intellect into the self-seeking wav

;

the moral man was degraded, made servant and slave, and
thus what the intellect did was to prove by deceit and cunning,

by lying and misrepresentation, that the intellectual reign is by
Divine right, proved to be so by the clearest of proofs, by posses-

sion, power and logic, and that any attempt to change this

government is treachery to God, or the gods, and worthy of
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punishment by death. Men have been led to beheve that the

rules and regulations promulgated by the intellect have been

in their order moral, true, good and righteous ; but, somehow,

men have never accepted this theory fully ; there has ever

been a suspicion that the game has not been played fairly
;

those who have possessed power, authority, wealtlx, prestige,

have ever studied their own interests and the interests

of the classes they represent; thus lying, evil and injustice

have been supreme in rulers during the history of mankind.
These facts cannot be explained away ; the record is

infamous, if the unjust judge has sometimes taken the

trouble to act justly it has not been for love of justice ; but

because the voice of the wronged has been clamant, would not

be stilled, and thus it became expedient to render justice to

suSerers so that their voices might be stilled, and the rulers

might have time to enjoy themselves. This is the history of

injustice in the earth, as a charge against rulers ; when the

Judge and King comes, Will He not punish such offenders ?

AVill He not justify His apparent want of care and of kindness

towards His faithful ones, who have put their trust in Him ?

They will be satisfied when He appears ; they know that His
dealings with men are perfectly reasonable, not because they
know His reasons ; but, because they know Him and cannot
suppose that He can act in any other way than with perfect

grace, wisdom, truth and righteousness. It is this coming in

grace, righteousness, truth and judgment, at this time that is of

chief importance ; He is at the door, and men do not know that

the Day of Judgment is so very near.

This is not the first time that the warning Voice has been heard
calling upon men to be prepared for the Coming of the Lord.

The Voice has been heard in various ways ; thus every new tone

in which the utterance comes, bespeaks greater urgency for

reflection, and the more serious study of the signs that are the

precursors of His arrival. When considering the conceptions

of Economists and Sociologists, and the stage Avas reached
where the moral realm was about to be considered, the warning
came to wait ; to leave that aspect of the problem over, because
the Man, the Heir, and the King, might come and deal with this

matter in His Own way, and, in His Own time. Servants may
deal with what is merely objective science, things physical or

psychical, but when the problems of man, State and Church
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?.re to be dealt with, then the Lord may be pleased to express

His Will, as bearing upon such problems. The position it

can be seen is difficult to understand, the whole world, in some
subtle way, seems to be set contrary to Christ and His Method
of thought ; men, seem to be wrong intellectually, and thus

great changes must come about soon. Mere intellectualism

here is useless ; to trust the intellect is to rest upon a broken

reed ; to enter into an intellectual struggle would be futile
;

and it is neither the time nor place for this kind of thing. The
fact is plain that there is no earthly authority left that is reliable

;

individuals, schools, leaders, rulers, are all at fault ; they know
not where to turn, or what to do ; their wisdom is known to

be folly ; their leadership mere factions, their rule futile, wicked

and unrighteous ; thus there is no help in man for men, and,

those who beguile themselves by thinking that if their schemes

were tried, then men would be wise, happy and good, are only

trying to beguile themselves and others. All are wrong, none are

righteous ; they are all equally astray in the great Desert of

life ; and all alike require that the Divine Shepherd should

appear to guide them into the way of life.

It is here, at this junction of intellectualism, with every other

ism on the face of the earth, that the life and death struggle

must take place. This is as a new birth to the spiritual Life ;

and the severance must be made so that the new born may
live the new life in Christ. This is not parable only ; it is a

great spiritual truth, and unless men realise what is meant
by this severance, this new life in Christ, they will not be able

to enter the Kingdom of God in its fulness of grace and blessing.

Intellectualism has in past ages offered to men light for the eyes

and knowledge for the soul, a glorious temple and palace where

man is regnant ; Christ comes and His olTer is truth, goodness,

grace, and love, in the lowly meek heart. Men have to choose

betwixt the devil's lies and Christ's promises ; if naturalistic

they will listen to the wily stories of the serpent ; if wise, and

spiritual, they will listen to Christ's voice and follow Him.

The meaning here may be summed up in this way ; intellectual-

ism has entirely failed, by the study of Nature, by Empiricism,

Science, and Philosophy, to guide men into the way of life
;

to teach them how to be truly wise, good, just, and righteous
;

how to be reconciled to God ; and, how men can live at peace

with each other. It may be firmly asserted that by intellectualism
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men are unable to recover mankind from the fallen, sinful,

self-asserting condition. The light of the intellect apart from

Christ is darkness ; and the further men follow the path of error

and sin, the darker and the more dismal the way must become.

It is in the Bible that men find the light of truth ; it is Christ

that is the Light of the World ; it is Christ that gives light to

all men both natural and spiritual, thus the great importance

of finding and following Christ as He is revealed by His method
of thought in the Bible. Christ has to be sought after and
found ; it is Christ that has to be studied as the Man ; the

Ideal and the Real ; and it is by following in his footsteps that

all that is in Nature, Man, and the Bible, will fall into the Divine

order as conceived by Science and Divine Wisdom.
In considering the stages of development, this line of thought

has repeatedly come into observation that being begins with

the unconscious ; that there is advance to the semi-conscious
;

to the conscious and empiric ; and to science or the spiritually

conscious. These, if not the same, synchronise with the physical,

the psychical, the moral, and the spiritual ; and also with un-

conscious being, with experience, empiricism and science as

found in man ; another aspect of this conception is that of man
as related to things, to thoughts, to related thoughts, as abstract,

and to thoughts in their order conceived as law. The Bible

may be said to follow the same order, there is unconscious Nature
in creation ; the semi-conscious as in Genesis ; the conscious

as in the Kingdom of Israel ; and the spiritually conscious as found
in Christ and in the New Testament. In Christ there is the

unconscious Babe ; the semi-conscious Child ; the conscious

Man ; in Himself there is summed up all that is found in Genesis

and Israel ; and he becomes conscious that the past, in all its

fulness, is concentrated in Himself, and that He has come to fulfil

the same. This may be said to be the Vision that opens to Christ

at the preaching of the Baptist, at the baptism in the Jordan,

and in the experiences of the forty days and nights in the tempta-

tion in the Desert. This was as another new beginning in history
;

the Man had appeared ; the power of Satan was challenged by
One who would not follow intellectualism ; by One who lived

in the Faith and Fear of God ; Who knew His Will as revealed

in the Bil>le ; and was prepared to obey God and accept all risks

in so doing. The meaning of that vision of temptation in the

Desert seems to take this form : Christ was hungry, and the

M
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devil temiDted Him to change stones into bread; but to this

temptation His instant reply was that the true life of man is not

physical :' itisnot supported by physical bread, but by the Word
of God. for tha,t is true bread, and upon this the life is sustained,

and there is life in God. The temptation that He should cast

Himself down from the pinnacle of the Temple, where the people

in the citv might see the wonder and be led to adore and worship

Him, as favoured by God and cared for by angels, was also

rejected, by this great thought and word, that it is not right

to tempt, or test God, in any such way ; the test for man, is not

in what way he can make God useful for His purposes ; but so

to love, trust, and conform to the Will of God in the life, as will

prove the fact that God is trusted and obeyed, because His Will

is good. The tempta^-ion on the high mountain, of earthly

glorv, of possessing poAver and sovereignty, upon the condition

of devil worship, had no attraction for Christ ; He understood

the offer and the condition, and at once cast the devil down
behind Him, with this supreme conception, that God only is

to be worshipped, and served ; that God alone is above good

and evil, glory and power, lordship and dominion, and that

apart from God, or contrary to the will of God, there is no true

glory or power possessed by any creature. As with Christ,

so with men, they also enter the Desert of life and the world

of temptation ; some fall at the first onset of the tempter
;

they would change stones into bread, that is, prefer things to

God's Word ; they would live upon the physical, the sensual,

the beautiful ; and thus they remain unconscious of the in-

heritance that they have despised and sold for a mess of pottage.

Others love to dazzle men ; they tempt God and men ; they

seek to be adored and worshipped, to be considered men of

genius, to have a special gift or endowment of the Spirit
;
psychi-

callv they are greater than other men as coming down from the

gods to bless them ; they are like the magician of Samaria,

a great wonder-worker worthy of worship. Others fall before

great temptation of wealth, glory, power, honour, crowns, and

kingdoms ; they will not believe that they are beguiled, that

thev bow the knee to evil ; that these things, and all the glory

of them, have been, and still are the devil's baits to wile men
awav from their allegiance to God, the Supreme, the Lord over

all lords, the Supreme Ruler in the Universe. Christ proved

His Manhood in the Desert ; the devil did not understand
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Him ; the Angels brought Him nourishment from the Heavens ;

He returned to men, to the great Ministry of Grace ; and it

was in heaUng the sick, cleansing lepers, giving sight to the

blind, hearing to the deaf, bread to the hungry, and life to the

dead, that He proved Himself to be the Minister of the Grace

of God to mankind. The day and hour came when the devil

returned to test once more this unique Man ; that test was one

of life and death, as seen in Gethsemane, and on the Cross on
Calvary. The tempter had no power over Him ; He, and He
alone, knew what His life and death meant for mankind : thus,

whilst the devil was tempting Him to save His Life. He was
as the High Priest of Israel, and of mankind, offering up Himself,

Soul and Body, the one true Sacrifice, that takes away the Sin

of the world.

The conception of Christ, at this stage of incjuiry, is that He
is the Ideal of Creation ; that in Him all things and thoughts

consist and subsist. That man, as created, is the ideal realised

in human form, the consummation of creation. The inheritance

is the Heavens and Earth, and all that they contain ; but. men
are being led to think that the real inheritance is God in Christ.

When they pierce through all phenomena and reach the nouniena,

then it is God, as Power, Life, Spirit. Thought. Intellect, Morals.

Grace and Sacrifice as immanent in all His works. In Him
men exist, consist, subsist ; He is all they are and all they possess

;

and the wonder above all wonders is that man is capable of

being like God, of expressing His thoughts, words, and actions.
" We are His offspring " is the thought of the Greek poet ; the

Christian Apostle confirms this thought ; and Science and AVisdom

can see no other outlet for the thoughts of men. It is Christ

that is the Revelation of this marvellous conception of God
;

and to this truth the beloved disciple testifies when he tells men
that Christ came from God ; that God dwelt in Him ; and, that

His disciples dwell in God and Christ, and are one with them
in their being. Perhaps, no truer or higher proof than this

could be given to men that these thoughts are true, and worthy
of acceptation, of credence ; they are altogether unlike the

thoughts of men ; they are worthy of (Jod ; not conceivable

bv men, but bv Divine Revelation ; thus they ought not to be

rejected without the fullest and most careful investigation. In

fact men do so at their peril ; they ought to ])e careful in such

sin inquiry. When God appears to be saying to men, ""
I am

M -J
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your Inheritance, the Source of every Blessing," it will not do
to imitate Esau, pander to fleshly appetite, declare that men
are at the point of death, that the mess of pottage only can
satisfy desire ; and find out when too late that this means the

rejection of God, and all that He is for Salvation. This would
indeed be fatal, because, it is the rejection, the despising, oi

the Highest ; here, as men can see, repentance and tears could
not avail ; this would be to deliberately choose the way to the
outer darkness, out of which there is no revealed way of return.

God is man's Inheritance, and Christ is the Heir, the Son,

the Man, the Saviour of His brethren. In a true sense He is

the First-Born, and Heir of all things ; He is the Inheritance of

God, as the Development of the Divine Ideal ; and it is the

Spirit of God, and of Christ, that is the Revealer of the truth

as it is in Him ; and the Divine Worker in all the works of God.
It is this revelation that comes to men from Christ, by His method
of thought, the key to which may be found in the Blessings

uttered upon the Mount. In the opening of His mouth to teach

men, He gave them the key to the blessed state of life ; and
it is by following in His footsteps, as guided by His Spirit, that

men are able to see such wonderful thoughts as are being revealed

in the sacred Scriptures. It is here that the intellect of man
is called to repentance, confession of sin and the Divine baptism

;

it is here that Mosaism, and all that is earthly and sensual, may
be purged away by the Divine Spirit that burns up all dross and
impurities ; and it is here that the intellect consecrated to the

service of Christ may rise up to a new life, and with head bent

low in His presence, drink deep draughts of heavenly life from

the Fountain and River of Life ; and, all this will flow out upon
men throughout the earth, carrying to them blessings innumer-

able, above all that men can conceive or think. Not any man,

or men, but Christ only; He is Lord over all and they are from

lowest to highest only as living cells, the living thoughts, Words,

and works of Christ and of His Spirit.

God is All in all ; Christ is the Divine Ideal, the Son of God ;

the Spirit is the Revealer of all that is in God and Christ ; and,

all that has been revealed and made manifest is the work of the

Spirit. This is how men are being taught to think the thoughts

of God ; they have launched forth into the great universe of

thought ; and they find that if they would really attain to scien-

tific knowledge and Divine wisdom, it is absolutely necessary
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that they return to Christ, sit at His feet, hear His words, con-

ceive His thoughts, take His yoke upon them of the meek and
lowly heart, and there learn how rest may be found, and peace

with God and men. It is not to be supposed that this special

form of discipleship is going to be easy for men ; the strenuous

workers in the field of science will not be called upon to relax

their efforts ; rulers over men will not find that their labours

will be easier ; reformers will find that reforms will become more
clamant ; and ministers of the Gospel will be aroused to the

knowledge of the truth, that they have been entrusted with a

message of mercy and love, so full of blessings that angels would

consider themselves honoured to be called to such a service.

What men require is to be awakened from their foolish vain con-

ceits about their great works ; their dilettanteism in art and
literature ; their ambitions to govern and rule over men ; and
their petty strifes about who will be highest and get the greatest

honours and emoluments. Men are actually asleep to the

heavenly and the divine ; they are seeking their own and their

friends' interests ; they are living in pleasure and wantonness.

On the one side a few are to be found seeking what is true and
divine ; but the masses, and the leaders of men, are intent upon
what is selfish, self-asserting, and earthly ; what will give power
or pleasure, and what will give advantages to men in this earthlv

life.

What is required at such a period in history is men that are

seeking after manhood ; men that have ideals, and are earnestly

seeking to realise them ; men who are able to understand the

Ideal when it is revealed to them, and Avho cannot be kept back
from attempting to realise what has been revealed. It is this

line of thought that comes out in the study of the Bible, in the

light of the Method of Christ ; men are called to thought and
service ; and, it is Christ and His Service that is the great revela-

tion to be found in the Bible. As already stated men search in

vain for light upon heavenly things to arise out of Nature ; the

earthly is unconscious of the heavenly ; and it is equally vain to

think that from men the hght of truth in divine things is going

to arise. As it was at Babel about 5,000 years ago, confusion of

thought, word and action, so it remains at this day ; and, so

far as men are concerned, how any change for the better could

take place, from the stand-point of their ways of thought, passes

comprehension. It is the Bible alone that indicates into what
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new ways men may turn Avith hope ; and those who have faith

in God and in His Word are encouraged to follow patiently the

light of Christ's method that is shining upon their . pathway.
For the better understanding of this line of thought, it will be
useful to trace as briefly as possible the line of development
found in the Scriptures following each series ; try to indicate the

working out of the Christian Dispensation upon the same lines
;

end, also point out what the Scriptures teach as to the pro-

gress of evil throughout history. By doing this, new light may
be cast upon this problem of the Inheritance ; and, probably
the way may be opened up for the consideration of several as-

pects of this cjuestion which possess practical importance.

It is this question, as to wha:t is practical and useful, that must
v.-eigh Avith men ; mere transcendental theorising is not likely to

proA-e helpful in thought, Avord or action, but it must be admitted
that much theory may be recpiired before the real facts can be
brought home to the hearts and minds of men. As a rule those

Avho are knoAvn as practical men see little utility in the Blessings

uttered by Christ at the opening of His Ministry in teaching
;

the reason may be that they fail to perceiA'e His ideal ; they

haA'e their oAA-n standards of practical thought, thus it is for

them almost impossible to conceive that such principles can be

put in operation in such a Avorld as this, amongst men so fully

goA-erned by the earthly spirit. What they fail to grasp is that

the Master is explaining an ideal State. He is laying the founda-

tions of the Kingdom of Grace and of God ; thus, men gOA^erned

by the moral ideal fail to understand His standpoint. They are

moA'ed by the moral, the ethical spirit ; how men are to improA^e

themselves under a sense of duty and responsibihty ; AvhilstHe

takes all this for granted as an education already attained, and
proA'ed to haA'e failed, in the past, in Israel. He has fulfilled

j^ll the past ; that is to say, He has done Avhat men could not

do ; thus, the emphasis of His thoughts and Avords do not rest

upon Avhat men think and say is practical, but turns in the direc-

tion of the truly practical, and the attainable, the ideal of the

spiritual state of man, as a child of God, saA-ed by Grace and an

heir to the Kingdom of Heaven. It is not Christ that is im-

practical ; it is men, earthly men, Avho do not understand His
practical ideal ; the cjuestion Avith Him is not in AA'hat way men
r.re to attain to the moral virtues : it is hoAv men may be, and
become,the children of God and the heirs of the DiA^ine inheritance.
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The poor in spirit are blessed because by this very fact they have

in themselves the seed of Grace ; the mourners are blessed because

they have repented and turned away from sin ;, the meek shall

inherit the earth, because the Heavens Avill change the earthly

into the heavenly ; truth and righteousness are Divine, the

heavenly ; to be filled with these is to be possessed by, '-ind in

possession of, the Heavens ; to. be followers of Christ in mercy,

puritv and peace, is to be sons of God ; and, persecution is not a

mark of reprobation, it is as the sign-manual in the realm of Grace,

and those who suffer in the fear of God, the faith of Christ, in

the patience of the Spirit, unknown to themselves, are in the

Kingdom of the Heavens, and the Heavens in them are regnant.

Men may call this mysticism, or give it any name they please
;

but what they are being called upon to realise is that this is the

Divine, the Christ-like life, whilst the earthly, the so-called prac-

tical, may be Mosaism,.or any other ism : but it is not, and never

can be, the realm of Grace and the Kingdom of Christ. The

Blessings, therefore, are not only the practical principles that

underlie the Kingdom of Grace : they are the practical principles

in the Christian man by which Christ can be understood and

obeyed. It is not asserted that there are no Christians except those

who think, speak and act according to this ideal : it simply means

that men are to be measured by Divine standards : if their stand-

ards are Mosaism- or the Kingdom of Israel, or any other ideal

earthly standard, then that is where they are found to live, and

they ought not to claim that they are the true, faithful, intelligent,

[)ractical followers of the Lord Christ.

It has been suggested that the Key to the Bible, to Nature, and

to Man, is to be found in the Blessings ;
but, it is not meant that

anyone can take up this key, put it into any lock, and then

expect the door to stand wide open ; and, that anyone, ignorant,

or learned, may enter in, sit doAvn and enjoy the bounteous feast

that is provided. This is not so ; even as with any of the physical

sciences, a teacher may inform a student that one particular con-

ception gives the key, to the Avhole, so it must be here ; there

must be a certain preparation, and understanding of the whole

suljject ; and, without this key, lock and feast have no meaning.

The intellectual side of the key is summed u]) in the seven princi-

ples of being ; the moral, it m;iv 1k" in the ethical virtues, as

unified in love ; the gracious side is found in the Blessings
;

and, there is also that other side, known as sacriticc, i'lid suffering
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for the removal of sin. All these require to be in true alignment

;

the light of truth shines upon the side of Grace and the Blessings
;

and it is the reflection and the radiance from Grace that gives

light to the whole. It is here as with Christian and his friend in

the dungeon of Doubting Castle ; suddenly he thought upon a

key that he possessed, and he asserted that it would open any

dungeon door in Doubting Castle. The key when used fulfilled

all expectations ; every door was thrown wide open, the prisoners

escaped, the old giant took one of his fits, and the men were free.

It is faith in the man that remembers the key of hope ; He is

our Hope as Saviour, and Lord of Grace ; and, He alone can

remove every difficulty in the spiritual struggle for deliverance

and guidance. This is not an elementary work dealing with first

principles in spiritual education ; here men must apply wisely all

that they have been taught ; all that they understand ; the

view is from Pisgah, or from Hermon ; not from Horeb, and far,

far from Egypt with its earthly conceptions.

Here a lesson may be drawn from music and painting. The

student requires to have the acute ear of the master in sounds ;

every note in the octave, and every octave in the scales must be

known and differentiated ; and, the eye of the painter, trained in

colours, can be used, and the blendings of the colours followed,

as they fall intc each other in life-like forms. Throughout the

Bible, nature, and man, such distinctions are to be found ; there

is the clear demarcation tnat separates science from science in

ascending octaves ; and, at the same time the eye perceives the

shadings of colour that give unity and beauty to the whole. The

conception arrived at is that the Bible is constructed in this way ;

to appearance it is one great work of art, progressive, with al)

colours and shades in its structure ; but, the listening, acute,

living, pulsating ear touches the great world, and lo I it is living,

throbbing at every point ; the touch of faith becomes electric

and magnetic ; the Book is Divine, filled with the Spirit ; and,

it is only the spiritual ear that can catch the strange, throbbing,

Divine music ; and, discern the devilish discords that at intervals

rise above the music of the Heavens. The student of the Bible

requires to be touched with these Divine emotions ; without them
the Book is only a history, or a mystery ; but so guided and

influenced by the Spirit of God ; it becomes magnetic and res-

ponsive ; in fact, the mystery cannot be explained ; it is to the

student all, and more than all that the " Messiah " or " Redemp-
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tioii " would be to the trained musician ; that is to say, it is not

music only, it is the Divine Spirit in the Bible touching the inner

divine in man, in unity and harmony, and this flood of music is

so overflo\^ing that it passes into all the channels of emotion and

thought, refreshing and spiritualising the whole being.

The Creation series of thoughts, as expressed in days, is as a

prelude to the whole ; it is much more than a revelation of the

spiritual order of creation ; it comes straight from the heart of

God, by the way of Divine Light, and what it seeks for it finds,

telling in its own way as to children, how the Lord, the Creator,

found and formed man in His own image ; and that when he was

found, then the Lord found rest in His offspring, the heir to the

great Liheritance. Wise men, in their wise ways, have sadly

misinterpreted this great \ision ; forsooth, they would find in it

how God created all things ? They took the wrong way al-

together ; what they required to do was to put the spiritual ear

to the beautiful story, and they would have found the heart and

mind of God pulsating in it ; and more, they would have found

that God was seeking for a man whose soul would vibrate with

His Soul. This is why men have failed to understand the prelude

to redemption in the Creation story ; they were intent upon the

order of things : the objective in its forms ; and God has been

waiting, and still waiting, for men to find Himself, not things.

This is the difference betwixt Christ and all other men ; His ear was

attuned to the Heavens ; He found God and His will
; therefore,

it is easy to discern that what learned men of science prize as of

great value, was to Him of minor importance ; their studies are

only as the cadences of the music in the prelude, a preparation to

find the laws of electricity and magnetism ; when these are found,

then the prelude will be over, men will have found God ; and, at

the same time, they will discover that they have become men in

the image of God.

I. The student will remember that this great discovery is

known by a very simple name, it is Faith ; that is to say, the

break in the Heavenly communication is restored ; the Divine

Life and Power flow into the Divine man ; he has been endowed
with what is heavenly ; and even though this is only as a germ of

life, with power, there is in it man, because God is there as First

Cause and source of all life and power. As in the Creation series,

the ideal, the purpose, design, work and end of the whole is to

find man, create man in God's image, so, in all succeeding
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series, this initial thought has to be kept oonsta,ntly in view; it is

still the same quest, and C4od cannot tir.d rest until man is found

iu His image and hkeness. The series of generations 1 to (i

:

the Heavens and Earth to Terah clearly teach this great truth
;

there is semblance- to the Creation story ; they synchronise in

their days, and yet, as men know, the theme is quite different :

it is re-creation, not creation ; it is the fallen man that is to be

restored, and the lines of restoration follow in the order of creation.

The Heavens come down to Earth as in a seed ; the seed bears

fruit and reproduces a seed in the generations of Adam in Enoch :

there is the vision of spiritual salvation from the flood of evil by the

ark ; the earth is inherited by the saved ; there is the fall into

sin ; the earthly seems to rise above the heavenly, men know not

why or how ; and, when the fruits of evil are again made manifest

in idolatry, and autocratic self-assertion, then God speaks, His'

voice is heard in the earth by a man ; and the family of the man
leaves Ur, his native land, to seek for another country, a premised

inheritance. It was not Terah that reached the land and received

the promises ; he came short of the divine man, as an ideal, thus

his end. was Syria, not the prom'sed land ; and it was Abraham,

his son, that heard the voice of God, received the promises, entered

into the possession, and, by faith, became the friend of God ; the

man God sought for and found.

II. The S3ri:,s of generations, Noah to Isaac, 3-8, take up a

new line of thought ; faith lives in the earth, and men have heard

the voice of God. They are conceived ideally as a saved race ;

they possess the promises of God ; they are endowed with hope
;

the earth is their portion possessed by them ; they follow a new

wav that is to them as a Name, and names ; they leave the earthly

to seek the heavenly ; they fall out upon the way as to the mean-

ings of names ; there is one that Uves in the land, that possesses

the inheritance and the promises of God ; but he is a stranger and

pilgrim in the land as was his father, and all that they actually

possess is what they paid for, what was their due, that cave of

Machpelah, bought from Ephron. the Hittite.

III. What Abraham and Isaac really possessed was faith and

hope ; not things biit spiritual realities
;

yet, as matter of fact,

these were the greatest of heavenly treasures possessed by men,

and all that Canaanite or Egyptian possessed in comparison was

as earthly dross. The third series of generations, Shem to Jacob,

arc involved in this conception of relative values, there is a Name
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and names, as expressing great thouglits, the true meaning o£

which men do not understand ; turning the back upon the past

and facing the future ; a long journey, spiritual conceptions in

signs and symbols ; a family, land, and nation ; there is a beloved

son sold into bondage to become a benefactor to men ; and the

end seems to be that the Earth is regnant and the Heavens lost

to sight and memory. It is patience to learn, obey, study, serve,

that these generations teach men. It is not Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob, nor Joseph that is the man, the deliverer of his brethren.

All these are only as finger-posts in the way ; they point in the

right direction ; but men are recjuired to live in faith, to cherish

hope, to patiently wait and watch, and even in the darkest night

to keep the lamp trimmed and the light burning, preparing and

being prepared for the coming of the Man, the Deliverer from the

])()\vers of this earth.

IV. There is a fourth t;eries in the Book of Genesis, the Book

of beginnings ; and these are found in Abraham and Faith ; in

Isaac, the promised son, the land and the heir, the Hope of Israel

;

in Jacob, and in that change of soul by which the supplanter

became the patient wrestling Israel ; and in Joseph, the beloved

son, hated of his brethren, and yet their benefactor and their

saviour. This as a series sums up all the preceding series ; they

are all concentrated into the patriarchs of the nation of Israel ;

and the Spirit has set them up as spiritual examples for men in

these graces of the Spirit. They are, as it were, enveloped as a

spiritual germ in a living earthly seed ; the seed is cast into the

earth of Egypt and there it remains until in the fulness of the

times Egypt shall be judged, Israel redeemed, and the new life in

a nation break forth to reveal to men the mercy and the power of

(rod ; the grace, love, and wisdom He makes known to men in

the redemption of His first-born son from the thraldom of Egypt.
\'. In the series of development in Gene, is the rule is that

iht-rc is advance from one to six in the generations ; the seventh

iind eiglith remaining undeveloped, as in Abraham and Isaac,

t be father in grace and the sacrifice for sin. The succeeding series

bave in the same way generations yet unborn. When the

tit'th series is reached, then what iiui\- Ite teimed the Soul of

(.enesis is found in Egypt; in that land the seed must grow,

develop, be born again ; and it is the conditions of tyranny and
jicrsecution that precede the Exodus tbat is the suitable seed-

IhmI for the manifestation of the new lit' in Israi'l. The Exodus
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is the manifestation of the divine life ; there is mercy from God,
faith and hope in men ; and the result under the guidance of tlie

Deliverer, represented by Moses, is redemption, the song of

salvation, victory over enemies, the reception of the law, and the

patterns of the things that are in the Heavens. The Book of

Leviticus is a symbolical exhibition of the way that men may hope
to be saved from sin, purified in heart that they may see God,
and thus fitted and prepared for His service in His House. The
Book of Numbers is a historical narrative of the life of Israel in

the Desert, as led by Moses, after rejecting the promises of God
and the Land so near to them. It was not the Egyptian genera-

tion that entered into the promises of God, but their children

under the guidance of Joshua and Caleb. The Book of Deuter-

onomy sums up the eight-fold series as the methods of the Spirit

and of Christ, from Abraham to Pisgah, and these reveal to men
the soul of Israel ; the new birth into the world of the intellect

;

the story of the arid intellectual life ; how the intellect deals with

signs and symbols ; and the reasons why the intellect could not

enter into that land of rest prepared for the redeemed.

VI. As already explained, the rule or law of development in the

Bible is not to be found in one series ; there is constant recurrence,

the dropping of two generations, and the advancing to two more,

as in the Book of Genesis. With the Exodus the recurrence is

to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph ; but in them there is

summed up all that was enveloped and developed in Genesis.

The spiritual is in the patriarchs ; and it is the spiritual, as in-

tellectual and carnal, that is signified in Mosaism ; but this

spiritual is in sign and symbol ; it is the child of a hand-maid,

not of a free woman ; it is the work of the schoolmaster and pupil,

not of the son and the heir in his own house. Here in this series

the recurrence would be to Jacob and Joseph in Genesis ; to

Jacob as the father of the twelve tribes ; to Joseph as the ideal

benefactor of the family ; to the nation in its redemption and
training ; to the conquest of Canaan and the Commonwealth ; and
the want of moral stability, wisdom, ability, fitness, to live the

moral life as men, families, tribes, and as a nation. This moral
nation, possessing Faith and Hope in the Spirit of God ; mercy,

redemption, and law in Christ ; the experiences of generations of

men ; were found to be mere children ; they forsook God their

Eedeemer ; they permitted His law to remain closed up in the

Ark and did not study its contents ; they intermarried with the
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Canaanite idolators ; they worshipped their false gods ; they loved
pleasure and sought for enjoyment ; thus, what could they reason-

ably expect but what took place ? Their enemies attacked them
on every side ; they had no defence, no government, no patriotic

sons and daughters, and the end was disastrous subjection to

enemies, insurrection and anarchy ; every man did what pleased
himself, and the five lords of the Philistines, the physically sen-

suous men, made them their thralls and took away from t^em all

Sipiritual power. If men really wish to stvidy what can be at-

tained at this stage of development by morality and ethics, or
the want of these, they do not require to go very far to find their

lessons. Israel, as a Commonwealth, is a type of the moral
life in a nation ; the empire of Rome conveys the same informa-
tion ; the empire of China seems to embody a similar conception
under different forms ; and the judgments upon these, and all

such governments, must be their utter unfitness to live the moral
life, or to save men from moral depravity and degradation. I;;

is true, and this ought to be recognised, that there is a kind of
misrepresentation about moral forms of rule ; this is the name it

receives, but when men search into the roots of the realm they
find that the moral power does not reign ; that the moral law
is not studied ; that what is truly moral is locked up, and shut
out from view ; thus what really reigns is intellectual self-

assertion ; the traditions of men ; laws made by men to suit

their own convenience ; and the very last thing that kings, rulers^

judges, and lawyers would expect to find, in their national laws
and jurisprudence, would be moral law as expressing Divine
moral ideals for the guidance of rulers and those who are ruled.

VII-VIII. The series of Books that deal with the Kings and
the Kingdom of Israel may be said to begin with the redemption
of the nation from Egypt ; and they are carried forward from the
Exodus to the downfall of the two Kingdoms and the Captivity in
tho East. It may not have been specially observed, but it is

worthy of consideration, that each series, strikes, as it were, the
key-note of the series ; the series ends in the development of the
note struck ; and then, as if that note were basal, a new note is-

touched and carried out in the succeeding series. The Heavens and
Earth end in Abraham and faith ; Noah begins with faith, a saved
world, a hope possessed by saved men, and ends in Isaac, the son,

and heir in the promised land. In 8hem, faith and hope are

unconsciously regnant and blessed in the Name, and the end is.
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through the patience of the Spirit, the man, the family, and the

nation. In Abraham there is the patience gained through the

experiences of Ufe, sustained by faith and hope ; the nation in its

troubles in Egypt being taught through many sad experiences in

the Desert; and the end is the dominant thought of the possession

of the promised land under Joshua. In Jacob there is to be found

the nation in its beginnings ; the mercy of God in Egypt ; the

redemption, the Desert life ; the conquest and the great moral

failure in the nation as a commonwealth. In this series the Ice}*-

note is mercy and grace ; a great inheritance, a nation preserved,

the conquest, followed by the fall from truth and righteousness ;

there follows another series of great movements in which the King
as merciful and gracious, delivers Israel from its enemies on every

side ; and, even though in Samuel, He is Himself rejected as

Israel's King, He permits others to reign in His stead, so that

through their experiences they may be taught the grace, patience,

loving-kindness and mercy of God ; and, also, that more difficult

lesson to learn, that grace despised and mercy rejected must bring

even upon the people of God punishments and judgments for which

they have not prepared themselves. In all these revelations, if

men study the order of development, the key-note of the Creation

series is struck over and over again. God is seekii^g for the man,

the redeemed man, the inheritance for the man the land pro-

mised ; the heir to possess the land ; the family, nation and
Commonwealth ; and the Kingdom and the King. The ideals

arise, types are seen, plans and purposes can be traced, designs

and Avorking go on hand in. hand ; and, what cannot be found is a

man able to realise the ideal, understand the types,comprehend the

plans and purposes, look beyond and within all designs and works

of the Spirit of God, and discern the great truth that all these

external movements are mere phenomena, patterns, types, signs

and symbols, means of education, and of preparation, to lead men
to understand the spiritual man, the nation and kingdom yet to be

manifested. All this work of the all-wise, patient Spirit was set

up in the midst of men to teach them ; to give them forms of

thought ; to instruct them intellectually, morally, and spiritually
;

and, the strange thing that has happened has been thatintellectual

Jews and Christians have seized upon the forms, as if they were of

the highest value, and failed to see that they were permitted to

arise onlv to be destroyed ; that they were mere objective jiheno-

mena, and that even whilst men were looking upon them, they
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were being dissolved before their eyes. It is the .spiritual that

lives, not the carnal and intellectual forms. Faith lives as in

Abraham ; Hope as in Isaac ; Patience as in Jacob ; Love as in

Joseph; Mercv and redemption as in Moses; Victorr over

enemies as in Joshua, with the assured hope of a better inheritance

;

and rulers will reign in grace, truth and righteousness ; the

King, the Messiah, will differ from Saul, be mightier than David,
and more glorious than Solomon ; and, what is very important,

men are realising that the way home by BabUon and Nineveh,

by pain, sorrow, sacrifice, self-emptying is, of a truth, the only

way by which men could reach the City of God. It is very bitter

to endure all that these things represent ; biit the way is the way
;

it was thus with Jacob in Syria, Israel in Egypt, in the Desert,

under the heels of the proud Philistine lords, and in the East. The
Lord of Glory and of Grace travelled by the same way and reached

the painful end of betrayal and the Gross. How then can His

followers suppose that they can go home by any other way ? All

men like fooHsh silly sheep had gone astray ; they were lost in

the wilderness ; the Shepherd had to come and find them ; He
had to endure all that they endured ; on Him was laid our

infirmities ; He bore them in His life and on the Cross. Let His

Xame be praised above every name , He did what no other man
could do ; He came to seek for, and to save, the lost ; and the

Bible is the record of that great work of redemption. It was
because He suffered that in Him there are blessings innumerable

for all nations and peoples. He is the Saviour of Jew and Chris-

tian, but His glory in Grace is this, He is the Saviour of the

world ; the Man found by God in His Image.

IX. It is at this junction in history that all kinds of cross

roads meet ; thus it is far from easy for the traveller-student to

comprehend what these roads mean I Why they meet here,

and why east and west, north and south, past, present and
future, find a convergence and divergence which is of the greatest

importance for the redemption of the world. It is here that the

kingdoms of this w^orld in their glory ride triumphant in their

chariots upon the earth ; and it is here that the children of

grace and sorrow are crushed and mangled under the merciless

wheels of the conquerors. But this is not a new experience,

it can be discerned in Terah and the empire of Babel ; it is

repeated on a great scale in the land of Egypt ; it becomes
endemic and chronic in the land of Palestine ; it goes down
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into the depths in Nineveh and Babylon ; it is repeated again

under the Romans at the fall of Jerusalem ; and, perhaps, if

men could read aright the signs of the times to-day, in east and
west, north and south, they would perceive that the bondage and
tyranny under which the nations suffer, is not so very unlike

that through which the Jewish nation passed. The Apostle

Paul was right in enumerating all the privileges and the blessings

conferred upon Israel ; but there is also a deep truth in the

thought, expressed by the Jews, that as a nation, they exhibit

before the world the spectacle of the suffering servant of Jehovah.
The serious matter with the Jews is that they have never con-

sciously realised wherein the glory of the nation of Israel is to

be found ; they thought it was in Abraham, in the redemption
from Egypt, in the Conquest, in the Kingdom, in David and
Solomon, and in the promised Messiah and His Kingdom like

unto the Kingdom of David ; their ideal has ever been earthly

power, glory and conquest to the ends of the earth ; and ftll

the while they have been living under and expressing the Divine

ideal, and never able to understand the real tru<"h. When the

King came to the nation in the glory of His Grace they gave

Him the crown of thorns, the reed sceptre and the Cross for a

throne ; this was the ideal in Grace ; but they were so blinded

by the god of this world that they were unable to perceive that

there could be glory and praise to God under such conditions.

But, in very deed, Christians may well be silent in the presence

of the Jews ; they ought to have known better ; they have
known better things for they have been explained to them ;

and yet, Christian nations follow blindly in the footsteps of

Jews and barbarians ; they do not understand, neither do they

follow Christ ; thus where suffering and sorrow, judgments and
punishments, come, they come even as they did to the Jews,,

semi-consciously ; and the chiefest blessings God can give, such

as correction in righteousness, and love in Grace, are looked

upon as enemies. The difference here lies betwixt the S3mi-con-

scious and the conscious ; men and nations have been semi-con-

scious, thus they have suffered ; the Lord of Grace was conscious

of all that these things mean, thus it is written, " for the joy

that was set before Him He endured the Cross, despising the

shame and is now set down at the right hand of the Majesty in

the heavens, waiting until His enemies shall be made His foot-

stool."
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It is this complete inversion of the thoughts of men, as com-
pared with the thoughts of Christ, that is so remarkable ; they

live, move, and have their being in what is visible, sensuous,

earthly ; His hfe, movement and being is in God and Grace
;

and, without doubt these conceptions are the antithesis of each

other. It is at this junction in history that men find the great

parting of the ways ; the East has had its day of grace ; the

grea^" stream of humanity tends westward to Greece, Rome,
Spain, Britain and America ; and the Kingdom of Grace takes

the route from Palestine, and Judea to the ends of the earth.

If men Avould wish to study Adam, Esau, Edom, the first-born

earthly man, upon a great scale, it is here they must pause and
consider what Adam and Esau mean. For the study of children,

Esau and Jacob are set side by side in the same womb, in the

same home, and in the same land. For the study of men, Esau is

met at the great cross roads of history ; and it is here that the

lordly Edomite, the earthly man, is regnant in power and glory.

It would be a mistake to conceive the thought that this man is

devoid of all good ; that he is void of afiection for his mother
;

that he has no reverence and love for his father ; that he has no
faith, no hope, no patience and no ideal of love. That is not

the Bible ideal of Esau ; it is quite true that he is earthly and
carnal ; that his greatest sin is earthliness ; but it is not what
Esau is in himself consciously, it is what God the Spirit is

going to do with this Esau ; what use He is going to make of

him; in fact, though men do not think so, how He is going to

save, redeem, and bless Esau, just because he is the child of

Faith and Hope, of His friend Abraham, and of the beloved son

Isaac. That this conception is utterly heterodox, and to be con-

demned by Jew and Christian, will not be questioned ; the real

cjuestion, however, is a much more serious one and it requires

to be expressed in this form : If the Merciful and the Gracious,

has been pleased to give special privileges to Jews and Christians,

which they have not understood, used aright, or consciously con-

ceived their meaning ; in fact, saving them, in a sense, semi-con-

sciously, then by what right, upon what plea, can they accuse

their brother Esau, and declare that he has no portion with
the children, and that they will not permit him to sit down with

them at the great feast in the Kingdom of God ? This position

is a very serious one ; it amounts to this that Jew and Christian

are charged with a very grievous sin, the sin against the Holy
!>pirit; because, in their folly and pride, their conceit and ignorance,

N
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they are trying to limit the Holy One, when they do not
comprehend the marvellous and mighty works of the Spirit and
the far-reaching purposes of Divine Grace. That this aspect of

the problem of Grace was present in the mind of Jesus can be-

clearly traced in His parables ; it is the prodigal son that returns

to the Father's love, and the other brother is offended and willi

not join in the feast. It is the well-to-do citizens that are too

busy to accept the invitation to the dinner, and it is the wayfarers

who have no home who are to be compelled to come to the feast.

These thoughts are to be taken for what they are worth, and,

for all they are worth ; but the special warning and teaching:

seems to be, Let Jews and Christians be very careful in their

thoughts, and words, about those they consider to be castaways \.

the honour and glory of the Spirit is involved in this deep pro-

blem of Esau ; it is plain that men cannot solve it ; the question

here is not how the worthy can keep out the unworthy ; i^" is,.

Where are the worthy who are fit to enter in ? It is not who will

get the chief seats ; but, will there be a seat there, even the very

lowest, for the unworthy ? It is by Grace men are saved, through

faith ; not in their own strength or wisdom ; it is all of Grace, and
it is the Gracious Spirit, with Divine patience, that carries on this-

work in Jew and Christian, in Esau and in the heathen. There
is much room in men for humility and meekness ; there is no
room for censoriousness and premature judgments ; the All-

wise Lord, the Spirit, is Lord over, and in, all men ; and it is clear

that He alone understands this great problem.

All this has arisen at the great cross roads of history, by the

Waters of Babylon, in the way to the Spiritual, and upon the

threshold of the palace of wisdom wherein men may seek for,,

and find, the treasures of the generations of Esau. The Kingdom
of Israel, and the glories of Solomon, lie in the dust ; there

does not appear to be a Kingdom of God upon the earth ; the

gods and men are regnant ; and thus the ideal in Israel, being

found false or vain, or not perfect, it is in ruins, neglected,,

despised and forsaken ; and there is no visible Kingdom, temple,

or worship, for the Glory of God upon the earth. Is there then

any God, supreme in power, wisdom, grace and glory; and
if there is, how are men to find Him and in what way is He to be

worshipped ? Men thought that they had conquered, destroyed,

dethroned Jehovah, the God of Israel ; they had taken His

insigniafrom HisHouse in Jerusalem ; He hadbecome the Servant
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of Baal, and of other eastern gods ; they were supreme now,
and the Jewish God of the Heavens and Earth, could not ht
found. Is this the ground out of which there arises the Books
Chronicles to the Song of Solomon ; and is it in this arid land
that there arises a new ideal form for the Kingdom of God, and
a new Spirit that will enter in and possess that form? The
Visible and the Sensuous have been destroyed, but the Kingdom
of God lives ; faith is not dead and hope has not returned to
heaven ; let men wait upon God patiently, and, in due time
they will find the Spirit at work again, preparing form and
Spirit, for the Kingdom that is Spiritual. What then is the
bodily form for the Spiritual Kingdom ; does it begin only in

Babylon, Nineveh or Shushan ? Not so, it begins at the begin-
ning with Adam, the first man, and it develops according to
the Divine purpose of Grace through all history until the day
of the restitution of all things ; and the time when Love will

dethrone empiric pessimism. This is conceived to be the Message
that comes to men by the way of earthly history, worship,
government, providence, philosophy, theology, spiritual ex-
periences, the highest wisdom of menandtheir empiric realisa-

tions ; it is Love that is lord, and it is by the way of love that
all shadows will pass away and the Lord of Love will return to
His Palace and the one He loves. Perhaps it was by the Waters
of Babylon that Ezra, and his companions, began their work of
reconstruction ; the glory of the past could not return, was
there any other way back to God and Heaven, or, wos it to be
conceived that the Earth had become permanently regnant ?

With such a conception the books referred to may be studied;

they follow the method of Christ in a very remarkable manner;
and it ought not to be forgotten that the recurrence in history
from Adam to the Captivity, and the beginning again in Jeru-
salem to set up the Altar, build the city walls, and to carry the
conception of the Providence of God to the ends of the earth
is what may be expected in this work of the Spirit. These
books convey this impression to thoughtful men ; that God
lives, and that men have recovered their faith in God. This
is a new departure, another Divine Call ; as with A])raliam so
with Ezra and Nehemiah, they went forth not knowing whether

;

they thought it was to Palestine and Jerusalem ; but they knew
not that they had begun a worship and government, that would
carry their influences to the ends of the earth. It is not necessary

N 2
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to enter into details here as to the teaching of these books
;

what has to be kept in view is that although the earthly inheri-

tance and kingdom had been destroyed, the promises of God
had not failed ; a cycle of movements had come to an end
but other cycles were pursuing their forward movement. The
ideal was not lost, the purpose of God was not forgotten, the

design was being developed in new directions, and the work of

the Spirit of God was not in any way frustrated.

X. The great powers of this world, raged, imagined vain

things, gathered together in counsel and proposed that they
should break the bands of high heaven so that they might attain

to freedom in the great revolt against the Lord, the Messiah.

The Lord with derisive laughter condemned their folly ; in

His anger He vexed them, and taught them what was meant
by His displeasure. When they thought, and said that they

had attained to sovereign power in the earth, then the Decree
was declared ; the King of Kings reigned in Zion ; to the Son
had been given all heathen peoples for his inheritance ; the

whole earth was His possession ; and as for rebel powers their

portion was to be broken, and to be dashed in pieces. It is the

Son that reigns not men ; it is the Spirit that governs not rulers

of this earth ; they are permitted to go thus far and no farther
;

they are the lords of darkness and disorder not of light and
order ; thus they could not but fail in their ambitious projects.

The Hand of God in judgment, or in mercy, was upon them;
they thought that they reigned as kings and princes in the

earth ; they did not know that they were the thralls of God,

possessing the little liberty He gave them ; and also at the same
time the bondmen of the devil doing his evil will. This is not

poetical imagery, it is fact ; evil-doers are not stars in the

firmament shining in the glory of their own light ; they are

mere comets, wanderers, who know neither their orbit, nor their

destiny. A little study of science, order and law, fully confirms

this conception of the Divine Will ; to men there is given just

the little bit of free-will, liberty and freedom they could use

with advantage for themselves and others ; if they are inclined

to misuse that freedom, then, if not too dull of hearing, they

might hear the Divine Voice, saying, " Be wise now therefore,

ye kings ; be instructed ye judges of the earth. Serve the

Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son,

lest He be angry, and ye perish from the way, when His wrath
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is kind lad but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust

in Him."
In the order of generations in Genesis, the ninth are the genera-

tions of Esau, and the tenth the generations of Jacob. The

generations of Jacob are Joseph the beloved son, Judah, and the

ten brethren, and the story in Genesis is a sketch, the briefest of

prophetic outlines, of the greatest events in the history of the

world. The story of Joseph, and of Judah, are as seeds in the

history of mankind ; the series of movements they represent is

history ; it is before, and in, Judaism ; and it is found in the

Christian world. It is the beloved Son, the Dreamer, the Worker,

the Saviour, and the Ruler, that is at the heart of all these things
;

take Him out of them and there is no story to tell. The Lord is

in the seed, in the men and in the history ; thus men would not

go very far astray in their judgment were they to say that Jesus

was in Joseph, in the home, the pit, and the prison ;
and, that

Christ was in Joseph when he became the interpreter of dreams

the saviour of his family, of Egypt, and of the earth. It may not

be easy to fit in such conceptions into the prophets, from Isaiah

to Malachi ; and through the intervening years to the birth of

Jesus, the Saviour, at Bethlehem
;
yet these form a series of great

importance stretching from Egypt, and the Exodus to the Cap-

tivity ; and from the Captivity to the days of Herod the king.

The seed in Genesis is Joseph ; the root lies deep in Egyptian

soil ; the tree grows in Desert and promised land, in common-

wealth and kingdom ; and it is from the Restoration to the Roman
Empire, that the Spiritual Seed is involved, and there is mad>

manifest to men, in this world, that Seed and Man, that God had

been seeking for during the ages. This is not the place to explain

in what way Jesus Christ in one cycle of development is VII. and

VIII., in another III. and IV., and, here, He is the summation of

the tenth series ; all this has been considered ; and it is sufficient

here to state that these differences do not affect the order of

development ; the explanation is given by Ezekiel the prophet

in the vision of the living creatures and the wheels ; the living

creatures represent the living Spirit of God in his fourfold forms

of work ; the wheels are these ever recurring cycles of Divine

development ; the wheels are involved, they have great rings,

and these rings are full oi eyes round about the four creatures that

are ever living. By patiimt study men may become, to somo

extent, familiar with the motions of the wheels, rings, and living
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creatures, as symbolising tlie manifold works of the All-wise All-

seeing Spirit ; but, what they will also discover is that the Spirit

is in the Wheels, and that the rings are so high, and so full of eyes

round about, that they are full of dread and of wonder ; in other

words, they surpass human conceptions ; and, they are not to be
limited by men in their studies. For example, in the studying
of the wheels, if one wheel proves that Christ, in the Gospels is

the very Spirit and Soul of the Christian religion, this is not a
limitation of the glory of Christ, when upon another wheel there
is written in letters of living fire that He is the Spirit, Heart and
Soul of the spiritual life of the whole of mankind. The smaller

wheel conveys to Christians a great truth for which their gratitude

ought to be boundless, but the greater wheel expresses the very
same truth in Divine development, because the tenth is the
spiritual man, and also the spiritual soul of the new creation.

The point to be considered here is not these mystic visions of the
Spirit, by the prophets ; it is, that Jesus the Saviour condescends
in His Grace, to enter the domain of Esau, of Herod, and of

Eome ; and, that by this coming in Grace, He comes not as men
would suppose into an unprepared inheritance ; but into that

Kingdom which is His by Divine Grace, at the very time, and in

the exact way, foretold by the Spirit in the prophets. He came
to fulfil all that had been revealed to men by the Spirit in sign,

symbol, generations, and patterns of things ; in men, nations and
kingdoms ; they were all converged in Him ; He was the Seed
and the Heart of them all ; He alone understood what these

things mean ; and, here as the vision breaks upon men, after

nearly 2,000 years, it finds them still ignorant, prejudiced, and
unable to receive the thought that such conceptions can be true.

This is the fulfilment of the story about Joseph and His brethren
;

it is the Man Jesus that fulfils all. He is the Servant of His brethren
and of fellow-prisoners ; He is the Interpreter of all their dreams
and hopes ; He is the Saviour, and the Sacrifice, offered for

sinful men ; therefore, God has exalted Him to the Highest
glory ; His Name is above every name in heaven and in the earth

;

before Him all are called to bow the knee in sign of fealty and
devotion, of subjection and service. The Man has come into His
Inheritance, His Temple, His Palace ; He bears the Image and
Likeness of God ; He has revealed God to men ; therefore, let

them awaken to consciousness and give up their foolish dreaming
of what they are, what they have done, and the glorious things
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they are going to do. The Lord, the King is come, let every
crown of glory be ascribed to Him ; and, above all things let men
remember that it is Christ, as King of Grace, as High Priest and
Sacrifice, that this great vision has dawned upon men. The time is

past for men to wrangle about who will be the greatest and sit in

the highest places ; to be permitted to fall at His feet, to kneel at

His footstool is what no man deserves ; it is Grace, Grace from
the Heavens, all along the highway of history, and it is Jesus,

the lowly Jesus, that brings these lessons home to all who truly

iseek to follow in His footsteps.

XI. As indicated, Series I. to IV. are beginnings, seed thoughts
;

iSeries V. to VIII. are the outward, visible phenomenal appearances
of what is to be found in a nation and kingdom ; the forms re-

quired for education, with the spiritual involved in them. If a

spiritual man could be found able to read them spiritually, as the

Will of God, as history, then he would find that the thoughts,

words, and works of men bring upon themselves disasters which
they cannot avert. It is in this realm of phenomena that the

devil works and is triumphant ; foolish men do not understand
that in all these things they are the sport and playthings of in-

fernal powers ; men are subject to these and do not rule over

them ; thus men have served, and they are the thralls of, what is

lower than their own moral divine nature ; and this is to serve

the devil and do his works. Series IX., as the generations of

Esau, grapple with these evil powers in spiritual conflict ; only

it must not be forgotten that the Spirit that works in Esau at

this stage is semi-conscious, not knowing the full meaning of the

struggle. Esau, and his generations, sum up all the past, and the

best of the experiences of men of this world, who have been moved
by the Spirit of God to the fear and love of God ; and, viewed
from this standpoint, the books referred to are a marvellous

summation of the best conceptions of the wise and good men of

all the ages that closed with the period of the Restoration. With-
out doubt the important teaching in these books, even in the

])hilosopher and preacher, is faith in G;)d ; and this is what
survives all the changes in the ancient world. These books are

spiritual, of that there is not the shadow of a doubt ; but as men
think they are not directly Messianic ; they do not reveal clearly

Christ as Lord and King ; they fail to reach the Ideal ; thus they

are conceivable as the spiritual house, the palace, prepared for

the King. Series X., as the generations of Jacob, are Messianic
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from Isaiali to Malaclii ; they are the revelations of the great

iiope that animated Israel ; and the result is the Manifestation of

Jesus, as the Hope, the Saviour of the World. It is in the

prophets that the spiritual ideal is revealed ; and it is Jesus, the

Messiah, that is the manifested Hope of Mankind. The Spirit in

the prophets differs in form from the Spirit in Genesis, in Mosaism,^

in the land, nation, and kingdom and in Esau ; in none of these

can the Spiritual Hope be said to be realised ; they possess faith,

they hope to reach an ideal, they patiently seek to find it as the

Divine Inheritance, but there is no conscious realisation that
Messiah the Hope of Israel has come. Series X. therefore, is the
realisation of the Divine Ideal the promised Heir of all things ; and
it is the lowly Jesus, the King of Grace, that fulfils the Ideal.

Series XI., it may be said is rooted in Israel, and in Babylon
;

in the special promises and revelation of God to Abraham, and
all who follow in his footsteps seeking a better country ; and also

in mankind, in exile and suffering, in sorrow and sin, in fact

wherever the poor in spirit, the mournful sad ones and the meek
in heart are to be found. Here, it may be said the generations in

Genesis end ; that is the generations that are so numbered ; but,

it will be remembered that Joseph by his Egyptian wife had two
sons, Manasseh and Ephraim ; and the meaning of these were,,

forgetting past toils and from whence he came ; and, fruitfulness.

in the land of affliction. They speak of the past as being past

and, of the fruitful future ; and it is around these two sons of

Joseph that the future speak of what is yet to be revealed. In
Christ all the past is summed up ; all the toils of development
forgotten, the child is born that is the Hope of mankind, therefore

the time for rejoicing and gladness is come. The Ephraim sou
speaks of a still further series of development ; so that where
there was once affliction there has come fruitfulness and prosperity

and this would speak of the realm wherein the Spirit reigns, and
there is abundance of blessing. What has to be remembered
here is that the Bible is a complete revelation in itself ; it hides,

symbohses, or reveals, as is found suitable, following the law
of development ; therefore, this is not the place to consider what
is revealed after the Bible revelation is closed ; there must be
limitation, and the limitation here is the revelation of Jesus.

Christ, and of the Holy Spirit. Christ is revealed psychically in

the prophets ; in the Gospels the Man is discerned as perfect Man
£tnd Son of God ; as the Light of Truth and the Light of the
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World ; in Him is Life, the Life of God ; and His Life is the

revelation of Grace and Truth, and of the Love of God, as Sacri-

fice to take away sin. The Spirit, in reveaUng the spiritual

in Christ, passes beyond the Gospels into the Acts, Romans,,

and I. and II. Corinthians ; and it is in these that the

spiritual glory of Christ is revealed to men in a manner that

surpasses the stories that are found in the Gospels. It is in

these, that is in the three series, that men can study the revela-

tion of the work of the Spirit in Divine Patience ; and it is here

that Christ may be said to reign, as seen by those who are the

possessors of Faith and Hope, in the Kingdom of Patience and

of Divine Love.

XII. The Spirit of God is the Revealer of Christ ; that is of all

prophetic, revealed and manifested Truth. It is quite true that

in all revelations the Spirit is revealing God and Christ, the

Father and the Son, the Real and the Ideal. The Spirit is said

to proceed from Father and Son as the Revealer of Christ, but

what the Spirit of God in ail patience tries to teach men is that

this is how God reveals Himself, by Christ, through the Spirit

;

thus, all the time the Spirit is revealing the thoughts of God, the

words of Christ, the plans, purposes, and designs, that are to be

found in Creation, in Nature, Man, and in the Bible, as the AVorks

of the Spirit of God. There is one God, the Father, as made
known by Christ, the Son, the Ideal ; and it is through the Spirit

that men receive the revelation of the true God, in spiritual

relations of thoughts, words and works. It is a strange thought

that God is the Unknowable, as to Being ; but it is still more

strange and wonderful that He reveals Himself as Divine Love
in the Man Jesus Christ, through the gracious influences of the

Holy Spirit ; but, perhaps, the greatest wonder of all wonders is,,

that sinful men should be capable of receiving such knowledge
;

and, of being transformed in character from the earthly and the

sensuous to the heavenly and the spiritual. " Behold what manner
of love the Father hath bestowed upon us that we should be

called the sons of God !"...." Beloved, now are we the sons

of God ; and it doth not yet appear what we shall be ; but we
know that when He shall appear, we shall be like Him ; for we
shall see Him as He is." .... " We know that the Son of God is

come, and hath given us an understanding, that we may know
Him that is true ; and we are in Him that is true, even in His.

Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God and eternal life."
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^III. It is m the order here followed that there is conceived

to be spiritual development in the Bible. There is an outward
physical realm ; an inward psychical order ; a moral man
'Conceiv:d to ba intellectual ; but, it is Grace the Spiritual that

is regnant. It is the Spirit that, from the Seed, regenerates

;and renews men ; and they, during the whole work of the Spirit

of God, are conceived to be unconscious, semi-conscious

or awakening to the consciousness of the Spirit's labours. To
think, or say, that under such conditions men can be conceived

to be the authors, the revealers, or the chief workers, in their

own salvation, is unreasonable ; they have not possessed the

reality that lies behind all relations ; they have not conceived

the Ideal that is in Christ ; they have not apprehended the

thoughts, plans, purposes, and designs of the Spirit ; and, it

is plain that apart from the Spirit of Christ, the work of God
in a man, or in mankind, for salvation, could not take place.

If men are able to say truly, " now are we the sons of God,"
then it is evident they mean that God, as Father in Grace and
Love, has wrought this great work, this miracle of Grace, and
to God alone must be given, through the Lord Christ, all the

glory and the praise There is no exaltation of men as self-made

sons of God ; it is the Son that is exalted ; it is the Spirit that
is glorified ; and it is the Spirit in men that teaches and enables

them thus to think, speak, and act. It may be that in this

realm of thought the sons of men, and of God, are carried forward

by their spiritual conceptions in the later books of the Bible
;

it is Christ, the Son of God, the High Priest of humanity that

is exalted in the Heavens by the Spirit ; and it is the men that

have seen, and pondered upon all these things, that utter their

testimony as to their deepest convictions about what is so im-

portant. In the Book of Eevelation there may be said to be
a change m the attitude of the man that is the Seer. Hitherto
men had conceived the highest known truths to be the Spirit

in them revealing the truth in Christ ; but this man repeats

over and over again this form of thought, " / was in the Spirit.''

There is a transition here ; the spiritual in man is no longer

•circumscribed by the physical ; the human spirit looks out

as it were, through the eyes of the Divine Spirit ; the Man Jesus

is no longer visible ; it is the Divine Lord and Christ that is

seen in His Glory, and that Glory is revealed in symbol forms
of a universal kind, that are not to be limited by the physical,
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psychical, or intellectual realms of tlxouglit. The symbols

in the Book of Revelation are given to men that they may study

them ; but, it is implied in the revelation that those who see

the Visions, truly and spiritually, must be in the Spirit in the

Day of the Lord's Glory. The historical meaning of the Revela-

tions to the Seer may be doubtful, that is to say they are not

seen by him as a record of consecutive events ; they are like

the Bible in this they are in series ; they are in an order of

development ; and thus they ought not to be limited to any

method of interpretation. If there is a key to be found that

will interpret the meaning of the visions, the Method of Christ

is likely to do so ; and as already suggested in a former work,

this key is useful in following the visions found in the Book.

The object in view here is not to consider the visions as to their

meaning, but simply to suggest the thought that they speak

•of things, " which rnust shortly come to pass," in history, but

which men, not understanding signs " in the Spirit," could

not interpret or expound to others, 1. The Revelation of the

Lord Christ requires no explanation ; it is the Lord in Glory

that is seen by His servant, and the symbols used are sufficient

to indicate, how very different the Lord Christ m glory is as

when compared with the lowly Jesus the friend of John. 2. The

Seven Churches, all Churches, are His body ; not physically,

psychically, or intellectually ; they are the spiritual living organs

by which His work of Grace and redemption is being carried

on in the world. The Ideal is in them though He cannot be

seen ; and the Spirit works in them for the salvation of men.

3. There is a sudden transition of thought from the earth to the

opened Heaven ; and then there follows in the Spirit the revela-

tion of the Spirit, in similar symbols to those used by the prophet

Ezekiel. 4. In the Heavens there is seen the Book sealed by

Seven Seals in the right hand of the Eternal ; and there is no

one found able to open the book and loose the seals, except the

Lamb, the Sacrifice for Sin, who is endowed with all spiritual

power and wisdom. The events that follow the opening of

the seals may be said to be psychical ; they sum up a period

which ends in a day of wrath and of judgment. 5. The vision

of the numbering of the tribes of Israel may bring to mind the

story of the Exodus and the Desert ; but the tribe of Dan
is here omitted ; there has been a great redemption throughout

the whole earth ; a great victory ; the entrance into a great
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inheritance ; but the redeemed had all followed the Captain

of their salvation in the same blood-stained pathway ;
and it

is the Lamb Eegnant that is their Leader in the Paradise of God..

G. This is a vision of mercy, of intercession by the Angel High

Priest, and of great judgments upon the earth ; the moral

stage of development has been reached ; the trumpets of warning,

have been sounded and the results are the judgments of God
upon men who will not repent. 7. The mighty Angel with the

rainbow upon His head is the Lord of Grace and of Glory ; the

little book is the Word of God ; and when that book is studied, and

made one with those who study it, the result must be the pro-

clamation of the Gospel of Grace and salvation to peoples,,

nations and kings. 8. Here comes in the vision of the measuring,

of the temple, the altar and the worshippers of God ; but the

outer court of the Gentiles is to be omitted. The thought takes-

this particular form ; these are the symbols in Israel for the

palace and presence of the King of Grace ; being measured they

are not found to be perfect ; therefore they are judged con-

demned, and sentenced to desecration for a period. There is a

transference of symbolism from the Jewish to the Christian ideal ;

thus the conception is that the Bible is as two witnesses ; they

are like olive trees, and candlesticks, to reveal the light of the

glory of God, throughout the earth. They are endowed with

Divine power
;
yet the day will come when, in a spiritual Sodom

and Egypt, they will be degraded, trampled under foot, despised

and be exposed to the malice of their enemies. The sensual and

the earthly will rejoice because their enemies appear to be dead ;

but they are wrong in their thoughts ; the Spirit of Life raises

them from the dead
;

great fear falls upon men ; the kingdoms,

of this world are overthrown, the Kingdom of our Lord has;

come, and He shall reign for ever. Then the Temple of God

in the Heavens will be opened to men, and all that was meant by

the ark of testimony will be understood. 9. The two series

of four are past, not in historical succession, but, in a sense, ia

psychical order in the first four ; and in intellectual, moral and

gracious spiritual order in the second four ;
that is to say, the

order followed is the same as that described for the whole Bible..

The vision in Chapter XII. is a great wonder in heaven ;
it is.

that of a woman who has the sun with its light for her raiment

;

the moon is seen as under her feet ; and upon her head she wears

a crown of twelve stars. This woman brought forth a man-child
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destined to be the ruler over all nations, and when the red dragon

would have devoured the child, he was taken up to heaven

to the throne of God. The child was safe, the woman fled into

the wilderness and there she was preserved for a long period

of time. This is a graphic description of the great spiritual

conflict of the ages ; how the woman was saved ; the dragon

and his angels frustrated in their warfare ; and how the dragon

continued the struggle against the woman and her seed, those

who fear and obey God. 10. The spiritual forms in history are

to be conceived as a Divine Woman who gives birth to a Divine

Child ; and the great enemy of these is the great red dragon.

This Woman is not a visible Church, or any Church in particular
;

"the spiritual conception, the thought, that lies behind the

symbol is Faith and all the faithful in Christ ; the man-child

being the Lord of Grace and of Glory. The dragon is the antithesis

of Faith ; and the conflict is that struggle carried on throughout

the ages. In this vision, Chapter XIII., the concrete ideal of evil,

is placed in the forefront ; it is the awful beast with seven heads

and ten crowns, and it is from the dragon of evil that he receives

power, a seat of government and authority. There is a revela-

tion of another beast arising out of the earth with horns of power
like that of a lamb, but the voice of this beast was that of the

dragon, and the power wielded was earthly power. This beast

has all the deceitful power of the devil ; and the success of this

wonder-worker was very great throughout the world. The
symbol number of this beast is GfiG ; it is man as found in all his

wickedness psychically, intellectually, and spiritually ; the con-

crete expression of the man of sin ; a dreadful and terrible beast

;

and some men say that the political and spiritual power of the

€hurch of Rome, as an organisation, is the embodiment of this

ideal. The other ideal in this spiritual revelation is the Lamb
on Mount Zion, in the midst of the saved, with the Father's name
on their foreheads. The voices are heavenly ; the music is full

and harmonious ; and there is a new song sung by the redeemed.
From their midst went forth the angel that preaches the gospel

;

and the message of judgment against Babylon and all evil-

doers. This is where the harvest ot what is earthly is gathered
in ; and here also the vintage is thrown in to the great wine-

press that expresses the wrath of God against evil. 11. In

Chapter XV.-XVIL, there is first revealed in vision the seven
angels with the seven last plagues prepared to execute judgment
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upon wicked men. The saints are seen in glory ascribing glory-

to God and to the Lamb. There is an opening of the temple

and of the testimony ; and it is one of the four living creatures,,

that gives to the angels the golden vials that are full of wrath.

These are poured out
;

judgments fall upon the earth ; an

explanation is given as to the symbolism of evil, and of the

power possessed, and used, by these terrible earthly beasts. 12.

The end of evil powers is seen in the judgments that fall upon
Babylon, and its destruction ; whilst the vision in the Heavens^

is that of praise and rejoicing because the victory has been

won, and the Lamb has overthrown the beasts. There is a great

resurrection from the dead ; death and hell are destroyed ;

and the new Heavens and new Earth are seen, as the Inheritance

wherein God dwells in love, and bestows upon men all the

blessings their souls desire. The symbolism of the two sections

1-4, and 5-8 are not so very difficult to follow ; but it is not so

easy to grasp the complete symbolism of the last section 9-12

It is to be conceived that the symbolism is of the very highest

spiritual kind ; they are the work of the Spirit, in the Spirit's

special realm of thought. The woman and the man-child are the

creations of faith ; and it is Christ as the man-Child that is

the perfect fruition of faith. The opposite, in the earthly

realm of evil, as a spiritual power, is the dragon. The con-

crete ideals of evil are the beast, and the other beast with horns,

like to that of a lamb, with the dreadful voice of the dragon,

and more than all the power and cunning of the first beast.

As opposed to these there is the blessed ideal of the Lamb, Mount
Zion, salvation, music and fellowship with the Lord of the re-

deemed ; with the blessed hope that the Gospel will bring blessing

to all the nations of the earth. The symbolism of the patient

work of the Spirit is a " sign in heaven, great and marvellous,,

seven angels having the seven last plagues ; for in them is filled

up the wrath of God." The Divine side here is the " sea of glass

mingled with fire," as representing the way of purification through

suffering ; the victory over the earthly and the sensual ; the

song of redemption from Egypt under Moses, and of salvation

in Christ ; thus all history is symbolised in these thoughts as

the means of salvation. On the other hand, it may be suggested

that throughout history, side by side with the Divine work

of blessing and of salvation, there has been the patient work of

the Spirit upon those who were under the curse ; a perfect
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sevenfold means of punishment upon those who would not receive

the Word of God and the Gospel of Christ. The symbolism is

very graphic and bold ; but the question may be asked, Wliether

this aspect of the Spirit's work, in Divine Patience, is not even

more wonderful than what is depicted in the glowing colours of

symbolism ? Further, is it conceivable that tho work of the

Spirit, in Divine Love, may be more terrible for the destruction

of the powers of evil than the picture of the destruction of Baby-

lon ? The difficulty is to see what the symbols mean ;
in fact

to be " in the Spirit ;
" and thus to see through the eyes of the

Spirit, the most marvellous and wonderful works of the Spirit,,

in Love, in transforming evil into good, in changing error into

truth, in making what is wrong right, in translating what is.

hateful into what is gracious, and in changing sorrow, pain

and sacrifice into what is pleasant, healthful and heavenly. To
poor mortals struggling in the battle field it does not seem possible

to explain how such changes could take place ; and yet science

and wisdom are teaching men that the mystery is one of relations

of things and thoughts ; to discover the true relations of order

and law, to know the Will of God and obey it in love, this is all

that is required ; but, what an all this has been, still is, and will

continue to be ; these are the deepest problems that wise meiL

are called to study ; and their way is not symbolism, but defined

thoughts, order, law, the method of Christ, and the Will of God.

Assuming it to be true that the symbolism in the Book of

Revelation is prophetic as to the Christian era, what men require

to do is not to study the symbols with minute care, but to try

to get to understand the spiritual that lies within, and behind,

symbols and facts in history. The days for symbolic thoughts

and visions have gone past ; they are studied not so much for what

they are in themselves, but for the purpose of finding out in what

way, under such symbols, signs, and myths, men concealed their

wisdom, and under what forms they interpreted the mysteries of

being and of life. Such a method of thought is not in harmony

with the methods of the present age ; it is pre-Christian, early

Greek, to be found in the East, and in the Aryan families ; there-

fore, what men require to take out of such symbols and mN'ths is

the spiritual that is in them. The prosaic matter of fact con-

ceptions of this age may not compare favourably, in one sense,,

with such symbolic representations, but they are what men re-

quire for the exposition of scientific truths. 1. The Revelation

of Jesus Christ, as Lord of Grace and Glory, is the supreme fact of
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history. Let men tliink of Him, as He has been revealed in the

Bible, and it is not easy to conceive in what way they could

express their thoughts otherwise than in symbols to explain His

grace, power, majesty and glory. The Man, the Son of God, is a

tremendous fact ; what men see is that He was pleased to enter

into special gracious relations with the human race for their

salvation from sin ; for our sakes He became poor of spirit,

though the universe was His inheritance ; the effect of this is

Faith ; and it is by the eyes of faith that he is seen and described.

2. The position of the Lord of Grace and Glory is that of being

"the Life, the Ideal, the Light, and the Glory of His Church ; and
His messages, by His Spirit, is to all Churches for their warning

and encouragement, for instruction and guidance, so that the

Churches on the earth may be brought, by repentance and sorrow

"for sin, into harmony, with divine ideals. 3. The Lord is the

Lamb as Divine Sacrifice, and King of Glory, above all emperors

and kings of the earth, therefore His throne is in the Heavens
;

and by the operations of His Spirit, His reign is, and must be,

universal. It is the meek and lowly Lamb that is the Inheritor

of the redeemed earth ; and this aspect of the Divine revelation

ought not to be forgotten. 4. It is into the hands of this Lamb
of God that the Book of Destiny is given ; He only is worthy to

open it ; He has loved truth and righteousness ; He is filled with

these treasures ; and thus, it is from, and through, Him that

these blessings must come to mankind. This series, it will be

observed, teaches men in symbol forms of thought, the glory of

God, the Creator and Redeemer of men ; what the Lord Christ is

as the Ideal Redeemer to His Church ; in what way the Spirit

reveals Christ as the Lamb, and in glory as the Revealer of all

Truth and Righteousness. The relations to the earthly are not to

be forgotten ; the empire of Rome and the world require this

revelation of God ; the Church on earth cannot hve if the Lord
of Life is not in the midst of it ; there is no possible means of

overthrowing the powers of evil regnant upon the earth apart

from the Spirit ; and the means to be used is the Book which the

Lamb can open and reveal to men.

5. The transition of thought is from Heaven to Earth, and the

all important problem is not the empire, or the fathers, or theology,

or gnosticism, with all its vagaries from many lands, it is, How
fares the redeemed of the Lord ; how many are saved and sealed

;

how have they fought the good fight of faith ; how unmerciful
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and cruel have the rulers of this world been to them ; how merciful
and gracious God has been to rebel sinners ; and, how kind,
loving and careful He has been to the redeemed in the weary
journey of the great desert ? The vision is more than earthly,

the saints lift up their eyes, and they see by faith the open heavens,
the saved walking in white robes in paradise ; and the Lamb is in

the midst, in the centre of all events, bestowing blessings upon
the saved. 6. If the fifth vision is in this sense a special revela-
tion of the grace and mercy of Clod to the redeemed, the sixth
vision, viewed historically, takes a duplex form that will repay
careful consideration. The angel, the high priest of mankind,
is represented as taking His place at the altar cf incense, where
prayer is offered to God for mercy upon those who had outraged
mercy ; and at the same time such steps are taken as will punish
evil-doers, and prevent their utter destruction. There is a
similar illustration of the divine mercy in the story of Abraham
pleading for the doomed cities of the plain. God willeth not
tliat men should perish ; when His judgments are abroad upon
the earth, and men deserve judgment without mercy, then, even
then, if men could see the Heavens in the Spirit, they would see
the 1,-ord, the High Priest, pure of heart, at the altar of incense,
pleading for mercy and pardon for those who will not pray for
themselves. Men by their folly and madness bring destruction
upon themselves ; they turn the blessings of God granted to them
into what is accursed ; the wonder is not the judgments of God,
these are the consequences of e\il deeds ; the marvel most wonder-
ful is that whilst men aro destroying each other, the Lord of pity
and of mercy sliould be pleading for them and tr} ing to prevent
the full fruition of their wickedness. 7. After mercy and judg-
ments, then the revelation of the Lord of Grace, the Peace-make"-,
and the Covenant Keeper. A fresh outburst of the divine life

of grace
;

the glory that is in the Bible made known, and the
message of grac.?, mercv and peace sen.t forth to the nations of the
earth. 8. The symbolism of temple, altar and worship is Jewish,
as being translated into the Christian ideal of the transference of
the glory of God into the Bible. The word is. Rise, measure,
consider, perceive the end of Judaism and of Christianity. The
Romans destroyed the former and the Jews, as a nation, lost their
birthright and their inheritance. The sensual and earthly men
in Christendom, in their folly, destroyed the Word of Life ; and
they were as proud of their works as the Romans were of
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destroying Jerusalem. The people of Christendom permitted, were

indifferent, or, it may be, sympathised, with these madmen who
knew not what they were doing. What then, will be the result to

Christendom of this outrageous desecration of the Word of God,
wherein His Grace and Glory are enshrined ? They said, there

is no God ; no Christ as the ^^'ord of God ; no Grace, and no

mercy required by men from High Heaven ; therefore, the Bible

is a book full of superstitious stories told by priests to beguile

men, and utterly unworthy the consideration of wise men. What
will the judgment be against such men ? Have they despised

their birthright, and lost their inheritance ? Is there to be a

parallel story, like that of the Jews, of judgments upon such men ?

It will be observed that this series of visions differ from the

former series in the fact that they deal with the earthly rather

than the heavenly. The visions are all spiritual, but there is

higher and lower, and it is the loAver, the dealings of God with men,
that are here perceived. There may be historical development,

but the visions are not in historical continuity ; they separate

the different realms of thought and action, and, it is in the light

of this truth they require to be studied. The numberings and the

mart}Tdoms, and the living faith that supports those who suffer

continue ; the High Priest, at the altar, the intercession and
prayer of the saints continue, and because they do men have
hope ; but it is also true that judgment has followed judgment
upon sinful rebellious men, in Judea, in the Roman empire, under

the Christian empire and the Papacy. If men are able to trace

these events in history, there is no reason why they should not do

so ; only, they ought not to lose the spiritual by laying stress upon
symbol and historic fact. It is the spiritual, psychical and
historical order that is important at the present time ; mere
details are too complex to be followed ; the book is not history,

neither is it plain prophecy ; it is that of visions, spiritual visions,

which cannot be circumscribed and limited by reason or by his-

tory. It is thus men look upon the mighty angel, the Lord of

Grace, with His rainbow crown of glory, and the little book open
in His hand ; there is no study or reasoning required here ;

intuitively the seer sees what the vision means ; and, it would
be unwise to attempt to put any limit to the vision. Further

as to the eighth vision, it is not a question of Jewish temple,

altar and Bible ; of Jew and Christian ; because, the same voice

at any moment may say to any individual soul, " Rise and
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measure the temple of God, the altar and the worshipper ; and
diligently inquire whether the spirit of life is there and the Word of

God loved, honoured and obeyed ?
"

In the third series, 9. The vision is that of the spiritual

Church, and of the Man-child Jesus, the Saviour, who came to

save men in, and by means of, this Divine spiritual organisation
;

not earthly nor clad in earthly garments, but heavenly and
spiritual, a sign and a wonder in the Heavens. If the thought
is conceivable, this mystery is in the Spirit ; it was in the Spirit

Christ came ; it is in the Sjiirit this vision is seen ; the great

antagonist is the spirit of evil ; the great Captain, Michael, is

the one like God, and against Him the powers of evil do not
prevail. This war, be it observed, is in Heaven ; it is out of

Heaven that the spirit of evil is cast down to the earth ; and,
it is when he is thus humbled that there is joy in Heaven, be-

cause the accuser has fallen. By what means was the dragon
of evil overthrown ? It was " by the blood of the Lamb, and
by the word of their testimony ; and they loved not their lives

unto the death." It is the spiritual power of Faith in the Divine
Sacrifice that prevails in the Spirit. 10. The beasts, and their

meaning do not require special study ; they are on the earth,

they are earthly, sensual, and spiritually devilish ; that is to sav,

they are the brutal instruments of the dragon of evil from whom
they receive power and authority. The Lamb and His followers

oppose these beasts ; and it is the angel of the Gospel that, upon
the earth, carries on in the spirit of hope the conflict against

the dragon and his beastly servants. IL The power, wealth,

glory, greatness and wisdom of the dragon, the beasts and their

followers is amply described ; but, they are judged, condemned,
and destroyed, by the patient power and Divine Wisdom of the
Spirit. 12. There is joy in the Heavens, the call to praise and
thanksgiving ; and the announcement made is that the " Lord
God omnipotent reigneth." The time for joy and feasting has
come ; old things have passed away ; all is new, renewed by th3
Spirit in Divine Love, and the new Heavens and Earth are
manifested. With reference to this series, there can be no
reasonable objection made to the suggestions made bv st"dents
of Revelation that vision nine represents the coming of Christ at

the Reformation and the Renaissance, or even before that time
;

that visions ten and eleven represent the glory and power, and the
downfall of empires that are earthly, and, of the Papacy, as an

o -2
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earthly form of government ; and, that vision twelve is the record

of the Divine victory of good over evil. What students will

feel is that such visions cannot be so limited ; there is an ex-

pansive greatness about them that men cannot measure, or take

in ; thus the conclusion to be reached is that they are trul}'

great visions " in the Spirit," not to be limited to special times

and places, but to be studied at all times, and in all places, as

revealing to men the terrible powers that persist in evil ; and that

there i^ no redemption from them but by the Divine Word, by
the Divine Sacrifice of the Lamb ofj God, and by the Almighty
power of the Spirit of Christ.

It may be suggested here that the three series thus considered

are conceived to be revelations that follow in the order of the

work of the Spirit. The first series are based upon Faith in God
and in Christ His Son in glory, the First and Last, the Image of

God and the Source of all blessing to the Church. The second

series reveals Christ, as the Lamb in glory ; and, as the mighty
Angel of the Covenant of Grace who brings to men the Hope
of final success through His Word. The third series is a great

revelation of the patience of the Spirit to Church and world,

to man and beast, to angel and devil. There is the impression

gained that the Lord, the Spirit, never wearies, never falters,

and makes no mistakes. All that is in Creation is foreseen
;

the fall of man is fully undeistood ; the means of redemption
were planned and designed before there was any beginning, and
the purposes of the Spirit in the redemption of man and the

inheritance possessed by man are results which must take place,

not by any arbitrary procedure but by order, law, the Will of

God. There arises out of the three series considered, a fourth
;

that is to say it is expected, looked for, and, that unless it comes
to men the full fruition of the work of the Spirit will not be
known by them. It may be that the conception of the new
Heavens and Earth is the seed of this series ; indeed, if men are

wise they will not utter a rash judgment as to where this series

begins ; whether it has begun or not ; or in what way it will be
consciously made manifest. 13. There is required Faith in this

new order as the Work of the Spirit ; and, that this will be made
the means of blessing to all the nations of the earth. 14. This

Faith will become to men a great Hope ; they will inspire it

" in the Spirit," and thus enjoy the first fruits of the Divine
Inheritance in Love. 15. In the Spirit they will with patience
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seek to realise the Divine ideals ; and these must come to men
not by the way of experience, or of empiricism, but by order

and law, by Science and Divine wisdom. 16. Then in the Spirit

men will live and abide in the Love of God, in the Grace of Christ,

and in the fellowship and joy of the Spirit ; and, this is that

Divine Kingdom of Love that comes from the heart of God,

the Father, from the pierced side of Christ, the Son, the Saviour
;

from the indwelling, ever-patient Divine Spirit the Sanctifier.

Here God is All in all in Love ; and this is something like the

inheritance, incorruptible, undefiled, eternal and Divine.

There is a line of thought in connection with the Inheritance

which does not seem to receive the special study of scholars ;

it is not a pleasant pathway to follow ; it is one that men keep

away from if possible, and perhaps it is not so very strange

that they avoid what is as a tangle of thorns, thistles, brambles

and cactus, of all that is worthless and vicious. It is the way
of cursing not of blessing ; it is where gloom, darkness, despera-

tion and despair are to be found, thus it is not a way that wise

men choose to walk in, although they know that such a road

exists, that it leads to destruction and sometimes even to the

gateway of hell. Men do not think, in fact tht-y repel the sug-

gestion as an insult, that this is really the cursed way that leads

to the inheritance that was chosen when man. went first astray.

His ambition was to grasp the beautiful ; to enjoy the pleasant

things ; to take and eat of that which would open the eyes and

by which he would gain wisdom ; and the consequences were

ugliness, pain, anguish, darkness, folly and death. Men do not

understand all that was involved in that first fatal step of selfish-

ness and self-seeking, it was the way to ruin ; but God be praised.

He is gracious and merciful ; thus though men have had fore-

tastes, and experiences of what the cursed way means, it has

not been all tangled scrub, nettles and thistles ; the King's high-

way has been near and all who sought the better way could

find and follow it to the better country. As already stated,

this evil way is not to be desired, but it may be useful to glance

over the track as it is sketched in the Bible. It is not necessary

to enter into details ; the names of men and their sins are linked

together ; and, doubtless, the way being so arid and miserable,

it will be well to escape from it as quickly as possible.

The result of disobedience to Adam was loss of innocence,

of Eden, and to fini the way of sorrow, pain and death. The
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sin of Cain, jealousy and hatred, brought murder of a brother

by a brother. The revolt of the race of Adam brought the

Flood and destruction. The sin of Noah, excess in wine, brought
forth fruit in drunkenness and irreverence. The sins of Nimrod
and Ashur speak of pride and ambition in rulers, of bondage,
wa?, murder, pestilence and death to their subjects. Men
would climb to heaven by a Babel Tower to commemorate their

power, wisdom, pride and glory, and the end was confusion

and dispersion. Men would prove their wisdom by creating

gods that they thought they could w^orship, and they became
base idolaters. Lot saw the well-watered plain of Sodom, made a

base choice through covetousness, and the resuU w^as degrada-
tion, the whirlwind of war, and the loss of his goods. Sarah,

Hagar, Abraham and Ishmael, speak of jealousy, unkindness
and a divided home. Esau, and the earthly secular life. Jacob,

deceit, separation, and the bitter experiences of Ufe. Dinah
and the Hittite prince, of passion, lust, cunning and revenge.

Joseph's brethren, hatred, jealousy and cruelty. Judah and
his family afiairs, the desecrated home and degrading sins.

Pharoah, power, pride, tyranny, slavery, cruelty and murder.
Horeb and the Golden Calf, idolatry, gambling and debauchery.
Nadab and Abihu, irreverence, drink, sacrilege and death.

Shelomith's son, by an Egyptian father, blasphemy and death.

Taberah, lust, desire and revolt. Miriam and Aaron, sedition

jealousy and strife. The Spies and the Land, unbelief and
disobedience. Korah and his companions, rebellion, revolt

judgment and death. The meek and noble Moses, a momentary
anger, a hasty word, and unfitness to enter the land of promise.

Achan, disobedience and covetousness. Israel, disgrace, lack

of moral steadfastness and true patriotism, degradation, idolatry

slavery. Samson, lust and desire, captivity and blindness.

Micah and his gods, superstition and error. The Levite and
his concubine, lust, lawlessness, and the horrors of civil war. Eli

and his sons, desecration of the ministry, poverty, disgrace and
death. Saul the king, pride, fear, disobedence, rejection by
God. David and Bath-Sheba, lust, murder, revolt, rebellion,

division, strife, hatred and war. Solomon in his glory, the

lust of the eyes, the flesh, the pride of life, and the end base

idolatry. Rehoboam, revolution. Jeroboam, schism and idola-

try, and the end to both kingdoms by the way of degradation,

earthliness, sensuality, idolatry, deportation, the captivity

i
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and bondage in Babylon. The most terrible examples of what

men may do in their hours of madness may be considered in

Herod and the beheading of John the Baptist, and in the de-

livering up by the rulers of the Jews of Jesus Christ, their Messiah,

the Son of God, to the Komans to suffer the cursed death of the

Oross. It is not to be conceived that in respect to sins and

crimes humanity is now cleansed ; the history of Christendom

is stained with blood and murder ; kings and emperors have a

very bad record
;

popes, prelates and ministers of the Church

are not stainless ; covetousness as idolatry is still rampant

;

thus it is to be feared that the judgment of God upon the Christian

generation must be all the more severe, seeing that the privileges

have been so many and so full of grace and blessing. This

subject is one that there is no pleasure in contemplating ; this

inheritance that man has chosen, earned, worked for, is not

far away in hell, or beyond the seas ; it is near, very near, to

every man, he looks around him and it is visible to the naked

eye ; he turns his eye in upon his own soul, and there the marks

of the devil are to be found, even in the darkness. Some good

men are apt to think, and speak, lightly of this terrible inheri-

tance and kingdom ; this is not wise, poets, dramatists, and

historians know better ; it is useless to say. Peace, Peace,

when war is raging ; or to say all is well, when the people are

being decimated by the plague. The summition of this subject

by the Apostle Paul remains true :
" The works of the flesh are

manifest which are these ; Adultery, fornication, uncleanness,

lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations,

wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunken-

ness, revelUngs and such like : of the which I tell you before,

as I have also told you in time past, that they which do such

things shall not inherit the Kingdom of God. But the fruit

of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, good-

ness, faith, meekness, temperance : against such there is no

law."



CHAPTEE VI.

THE Inheritance in the Moral Eealm.

Against what is true, right, good, merciful, pure, gracious,

heavenly, there is no law. To be able in thought to stand at

the heart of all things,where all these meet, is to be in Christ, and

in the Spirit ; it is even more, it is to be in God, with God, and
to see God ; it is to be living in God, and to reahse His presence.

This may appear to be very strange to those who do not com-

prehend the Way by which men may enter into this rest and this

heart of all things. The Spirit and Method of Christ only can

teach the way ; it is coming to Him ; it is taking His yoke and

walking by His side ; it is listening to His Voice as He teaches

how it is possible to learn to be meek and lowly of heart, and,

when the stress of the journey is over, the storms past, the haven

reached, then peace and rest will be found. But, it is well to

remember that what is meant here is intellectual stress ; the

storms and the ship\vTecks that come through reasoning. The
voyage is a perilous one ; it may be attempted in many ways,

but. Faith in God, Hope in Christ, the Patience of the Spirit,

and being kept by the Spirit in the Love of God, can alone bring

men to the Heaven where Love reigns and there is perfect peace.

It is conceived that there is only one way back to God. The

equatorial line of the earth is a broad expanse, a wide territory,

but what is absolutely necessary is that the Divine Love pro-

duce Divine magnetic conditions. It is the compass of the soul

being set in harmony with the Divine that is important ; then,

no matter from what part of the circle the soul sets out for home
and Heaven, all longitudinal lines run in the same direction and

they all meet in Christ. He is the Home and Heaven of the

foul of man ; thus in Him alone is found rest and peace. To
have the compass of the soul demagnetised is the state of danger

;
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it is impossible to sail straight when the compass is useless,

\vheu neither sun, moon nor stars can be seen, and when no
observations can be taken that are of any value. The sea of

life may be Uke a calm or Uke a tropical cyclone ; it matters

not, the soul is derehct, just because the compass is demagnetised ;

the mariner has lost himself ; and he has not used the necessary

means for preservation and salvation. How then can he escape,

or what means can he use to reach his haven of rest ? The
point here is not the signs, the sun, the earth, the radiant electric

motion in the chariot of light, the earth absorlent, the earth

magnetised and polarised ; the man, the ship, the compass, safety

or ruin ; it is that all these things are given to men to teach them,

so that they may see, know, and understand in what way the

Divine Teacher will guide them to Himself in a wise, reasonable

way, and show them the utter folly that hes in ignorance, pre-

judice, and false reasonings. To condemn the intellect un-

reasonably is foolish ; it may be divinely magnetised, and, in

the right way to seek for, and to find, truth ; or it may be de-

magneti ed by earthly, sensual, or devilish influences and revel

in the domain of error ; the great relating power requires to be

truly related ; if it is not so, then there must follow self-seeking,

error, schism, revolt, sin, and death ; if truly related, as subject to

order and law, then the end will be God, truth, unity, harmony,

righteousness, hfe and peace.

It is such a conception as this that is found in the Apostle PauFs
summation of the v orks of the flesh ; they are all lawless ;

they are sinful, criminal and penal ; they are not what ought

to be, thus they are to be condemned by God and man

;

whilst the fruits of the Spirit are all that is true, right, and lawful

as law and order. What the intellect, by reasoning, has discovered

by the way of Divine Grace, is that men are perverted from true

relations and from what is righteous ; they are in the darkness,

not in light ; and, what men absolutely require is the Light

of Truth, the Moral Life, the Divine Grace in Christ ; and that

without these they are lost and utterly unable to save, redeem,

renew their souls and bring them into the image of the Divine.

This is the result of intellectual inquiry as found by accepting

the truth as it is revealed in every realm of kno\\ii thought
;

\>y this way men may perceive that the Light of Truth shines

in glory in the Spirit ; to reject this way is to prefer darkness

to hght, error to truth, evil to good, sin to grace ; and self, power.
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and wealth, to seli-denial and self-sacrifice. Men may de-

liberately, in ignorance, or with knowledge, make their choice

as to the way in which they will walk ; but, the day for doubt,

for discussion, is nearly over ; the voices of Science and Divine

Wisdom, when heard will come with authority ; thus only the

ignorant and the foolish will be found pleading the devil's cause

and the continuance of his power and kingdom in the earth. The

devil is the arch-type usurper and rebel against order and law
;

he would not be limited, or permit limitation. Why should

he be hindered from doubting or expressing his doubts? Why
should he be prevented from inquiring into the mystery of

Being ? If he too is a god, a ^on of God, why should his powers

be limited ? If the sons of Adam choose to follow in his foot-

steps, why should they be Hmited by any one but himself 1 He
is able to open their eyes and to give them wisdom ; can tell them
where pleasure is to be found and where happiness dwells ; and

if in the way they see and enjoy what is beautiful ; take and

eat fruits that are pleasant for food, al' these they can have

upon one simple condition, that to him they bow the knee, wor-

ship and serve him. What God says, by the way of Science

and Wisdom, is that He gives to men all that they ought to

desire to know ; even all that is creature and subject ; that

there is one supreme truth they are incapable of knowing, simply

because they are creatures ; even that they ought not to be so

unreasonable as to seek to know this One Mystery of the Uni-

verse, the Essence, or the Being of God. To question this right

of reserve and limitation is unreasonable ; because reason is

compelled to confess that this must be so ; the One can never

be explicable, reasoned upon, by the Intellect ; there is no com-

parison with which God, the One, can be compared ; therefore

Avhen the Intellect attempts the impossible it is convicted of

folly, and the universe laughs with derision at the ignorance of

the self-asserting creature. God can give a good reason why man
should be thus limited ; and, put negatively, it may be ex-

pressed thus ; man is not God, therefore, why should he seek

to be what he is not, or try to know what he cannot

know. The devil's imitation of God is very clumsy, foolish,

and unreasonable ;
" it is believe in, and trust me, a creature,

subject, hke yourself ; and, do not beheve in, trust, obey and serve

God." The contrast here is just what men require to perceive

clearly ; it is most reasonable to love, worship, and obey God,
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for no other reason that this, that He is the One God ; it is the

height of want of reason for men to worship and obey the devil

;

to supremely love, worship, obey, and seek the good of self
;

this is the devil's way of cheating his followers, and they dearly

love to be so cheated. This is the great sin of devil and of man ;

It is the rejection of the Will of God, and it is to obey, worship,

serve self, or the devil, in preference to God ;
it is here that

Christ is the Ideal ; He understands and rejects the selfish and

the devilish ; and it was ever His delight to do the Will of God.

Up to this point, it may be said that the realm of thought

in this inquiry has been specially intellectual ; as seeking to

trace true relations of thoughts. The introductory chapter is

a brief summation of the great Inheritance to which men are

the heirs, in the light of experience, of empiricism, of scientific

inquiry, of science and of wisdom. All known realms of truth

have been scanned to find out, by the method of Christ, what

is really true ; where Hmitations arise ; how these limitations

are to be considered ; and in what way the unity and harmony
of the realm of truth may be understood. In the second chapter

there is a very brief glance at the inheritance possessed by men,

as conceived by agnostic philosophy in the realms of political

economy and of sociology, as gained by experience, empiric

thought, and scientific inquiry ; but, when the moral stage was

reached, then it was felt that further inquiry in that direction

would be useless ; it would be like discussing with a tyrant

usurper his right to the Inheritance, the Kingdom and the Crown ;

whilst knowing that all his thoughts, words and actions, con-

demned the usurper and proved him to be the enemy of the

Heir and the King. Having heard what could be said in his

favour as to his claims and rights, as derived from Nature, the

evidence appeared to be conclusive, that what is lower cannot

convey power and authority to what is spiritually higher
;
power

and authority must come from above, not below ; thus what is

natural ought not to reign over what is spiritual ; it is not reason-

able, nor right, that the intellectual should be lord over the moral.

In the third chapter the thoughts were turned toward the Bible

and Christ, as throwing light upon this problem ; and it became

clear that by following the method of Christ, the subject took

to itself form and order ; and, there emerged out of the study

many thoughts which throw light u])on this Inheritance possessed

by men as the Gift of God, in His Grace to them. It is the Son
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that is the Heir to the Inheritance ; He is the Ideal embodying
all that is real ; thus He is both the Inheritance and the Heir to

the land promised, and, somehow, all who follow Him, are bap-

tized into His name and Spirit, they become His Inheritance, and
His Temple wherein He reigns. In the fourth chapter, wherein
man is specially considered, it was shown that man inherits

Nature ; that Nature is subject to man ; that man fell from
his state of innocence, and sinned against God, thus forfeiting

his rights to the Inheritance and all that he possessed ; but,

through the Divine interposition of Christ in Grace, the way of

redemption and salvation was found ; those saved claim Christ

as the Inheritance of God and as the Heir of all things ; and the

redeemed are the Inheritance of Christ, specially as redeemed
by His Life and Sacrificial Death on the Cross. The fifth chapter

deals with this problem more from the stand-point of the Spirit

of Christ ; the thought is that semi-consciously the Inher'tance

is possessed by men ; but they do not understand what it means.

They have to consider the revelations in germs in Genesis ; to

follow out the work of the Spirit in the cycles and ages of history ;

the growth of the trees of life and of death in Israel ; the resur-

rection life in Judaism, as spiritual ; the Son in Whom the Spirit

dwelt in all fulness ; the Spirit that revealed the Truth in Christ
;

the Spirit that dwelt in and taught men by Christ through His

Word ; and, at last, in the Spirit, a man sees, and perceives,

in signs and symbols, what at that time men could not utter in

words, and in plain language. It is at this stage that men are

beginning to perceive that what they require is to be in the Spirit,

and that only in this state will they be able to see, read, under-

stand, and explain, the Will of God, as conveyed to men by, and
in, the Spirit of Truth.

It is interesting to notice that, in considering this subject of

the Inheritance, from these varied aspects, there is analogy,

likeness, similarity, in the lines of thought. It is Nature that

gives the forms, signs and symbols that are used ; the symbols

are changed into images, ideas, thoughts, and related thoughts
;

these are set in order by the intellect of man in experience, or

empiric thought ; there is the attempt to express these thoughts

in scientific order so that men may become wnse, and like the gods,

and the result is failure. Nature carries forward the special

message of order and law as unconsciously involved in all her

works : but. Nature thus limited to the physical and the psychical.
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entirely fails, even in the light of scieuce,to solve the deep spiritual

problems of thought in which men are engaged. When man as

an empiric, scientific student, enters upon the great quest after

true knowledge and righteousness, Grace and Truth, then it

would seem as if he could not discover the true lines upon which

his thoughts ought to operate ; thus theologians try to find

them in theology ; moralists in morals
;
philosophers in wisdom

;

but the lines do not agree, harmony and unity are not to be

found ; and thus the failure of men for ages to express an ideal

which they think exists, and which they ought to find. Classes

of men study upon their own lines of thought ; they fail to appre-

hend the truths studied by others, and thus divergence and dis-

agreement, and no apparent method by which there will come
convergence and agreement. The natural cannot teach man
and raise him up to be spiritual ; the intellectual can only wander

in the maze of signs, thoughts, words and relations ; and, seeing

that the moral realm is in ruins, it cannot be conceived how
ethics, or moral science, could deliver man from his ruined state,

and place within himself an ideal order as law that could be ex-

pected as satisfactory. ^V^lat is suggested as to Nature, and Man,

is applicable also to the Bible ; men conceive it to be history and
revelation ; to be the work of men and of God ; they interpret

the Word by history, and by pre-conceptions of what revelation

ought to be ; thus before their eyes, in their souls, God works by
His Spirit, and men remain vmconsoious, or semi-conscious, of

the revelation that is in the Bible, and how it takes place. What
men require is spiritual illumination ; the Light from Heaven
has to enter their souls ; the Spirit has to reconstruct in the

realm of dark unconsciousness what is in ruins ; and, thus, it

may be said, that what men thought was the Temple of God, was
mere external scaffolding ready to be removed and dissolved.

The Spirit a.wakens men to the knowledge of this truth, that

whilst they have been asleep, or consciously busy about earthly

things, silently this great work has been going on ; they could

not do it if they would ; they would not if they could ; thus the

praise and glory is due to the Spirit of God, and not to the con-

scious efforts of men for this great work of regeneration into the

Divine image and likeness. How men are to be brought to the

knowledge of this truth is difficult to perceive ; at the present

time men are so full of their own wisdom, and their own works,

that nothing less than a revolution or an earthquake will arouse
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them to conceive it to be possible that they are so immeasurablr
in debt to Christ, for what He has done for them ; and, to the

Spirit, for what He has done in them. It may seem wearisome,

and out of place, to iterate, and reiterate, these truths ; but there

is no other way for men to attain to Science and Divine Wisdom
than this, of trying to take hold of Christ's hand, to walk by His.

side, over the same pathway of His Method of Truth, and by
precept upon precept, and line upon line, upon this side and upon
that, always to be learning something new of the manifold phases-

of truth as explicable by the seven-fold, allwise Spirit of Truth,

and as conceivable in the souls of men. The present journey

is one that ought to be entered upon with fear and trembliiig, with

consciousness of unfitness to apprehend His teaching ; and with a
profound sense of unworthiness to think of walking near Him. In

plain words, the problem of studv is the moral world in which

He is Lord. Man, and Saviour ; and it is specially as Saviour, and
gazing upon the nail prints in the Divine Hands, of Mercy and of

Love, that this inquiry is entered upon.

It has to be observed that the Vision is not limited to nail-

prints on hands and feet, it extends to the Head and the Crown
of Thorns ; and, as interpreted by the art of the painter, there

are the living drops of blood as they descend from His head over

His face and garments. Because He appears thus, it is possible

to draw near to Him ; it is not in the moral world that He is

seen in His Glory as seen by the Apostle John, in the Spirit.

The Heir has come to claim and to redeem His Inheritance
;

therefore, although here and there roses may be seen in bloom
along the tangled pathway, the thorns will be there also ; and, as

men know from experience, thorns cause pain when handled,

even when covered by the blushing rose in all its beauty. Of
all the mistakes men have made in their search after wisdom,

power, pleasure, hajijiiness, and all the good things of this life,

this is the greatest ; they have never really understood in what
world they are living ; and, even good people who have not prized

what is earthly, have deceived themselves with this conception

that they have been living in a world wheje the moral power is

lord. It is not so ; from the Fall to this time the Supreme Power
has been Grace ; thus no matter what men may think, say, or do,

they have lived, moved, and had their being in the Kingdom of

Grace. It may seem extraordinary to make such an assertion ;

it has been denied, and mav still be denied evervwhere ; but no-j
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denial, or assertion, to the contrar} , can alter the fact that the Lord

of Grace has been regnant ; and, that the environment of mankind
has been that of Mercy, Grace, and Blessing. Two reasons may
be given why men have misconceived their true position ; the

first is that they have not understood what Grace is, as expressed

in the Blessings, and, in the life and death of Jesus Christ ; and
to study these in the light of the Method of Christ would bring

about the greatest of revolutions in the world of thought. The
second reason that may be given is that Grace has been mis-

represented by the great usurper of power ; he has reigned by
the Divine Grace, at least, this is what rulers over men have got

in the habit of saying ; therefore, what they have really done has

been to disparage, disgrace, and persecute Grace ; and, they

have set up moral or legal tribunals which have been organised

according to their own false ideals. It is quite true that men
have from time to time been instructed in ideals of Grace ; but
as taught in the Bible, these have been given by God ; rejected

or perverted by men ; and thus patient Grace has suffered, and
been sacrificed, all along the pathway of history. It is the failing,,

aud^the fault with men, that they have ever misunderstood and
misiriterpreted Divine Grace ; and it is to be feared that the

Christian Church is not an exception to this rule ; to be gracious-

and Christ-like, is about the very last thing the masses of Chris-

tians think to be incumbent upon them ; thus the rule followed

is to seek place, power and wealth, pleasure and happiness,

and not to seek to walk in the Saviour's footsteps. This is not

an accusation, it is a statement of fact ; it is the proof that Chris-

lians are not like their Lord and Master in the Kingdom of Grace.

It is utterly useless for men to accuse, or to excuse one another
;

this is not a time to cast stones in anger ; it is a question of shame,
in which all may join ; and of confession and repentance unto
the new life of grace. It is absolutely necessary that Christians

should begin here and nowhere else ; this is the humbling that

is required, and without being poor of spirit, there is no Inheritance

in the Kingdom of Heaven.
It does look like a contradiction in thought to assert that

Grace has been regnant durmg past ages, and at the same time
to state that the power of Intellect has been supreme over the

moral world and Grace. There is not, however, any misrepre-

sentation here, only it may be necessary to explain in what
sense these statements are true. The method of Christ, and
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of Science, have taught men how to study the different realms

of being in their order, as autonomous, and as added develop-

ments ; as independent and as co-operative in divisions ; as

super-imposed, and yet as so united together as to form an

organic unity, that may operate according to order and law,

or may work out of harmony and in discord. It is important

to understand this complexity of organic machinery, physical,

psychical, intellectual, moral, and gracious, that constitutes

man ; and without this knowledge it is not possible to perceive

how there can be autonomous operation in each realm ; in

conjoint divisions of two realms ; and of the whole being as an

organic whole. Science has sufficiently isolated, and set in

order the inorganic realm, that there is no difficulty in under-

standing in what way i+-. can exist apart from the organic realm

of physical life. The organic realm is separated as to organic

development from the inorganic, and yet conjcmtly they are

one physical world, and they operate, and co-operate, according

to order and law, and the results are the organic body under

the condition named health and natural functions. When there

is disease, pain, the waste of organic bodies, then, the lower

realm, the inorganic, has interfered with, taken control of, the

organic, and it is this reversion of what is Divine order that

constitutes disease. In the physical world men see, perceive,

study things, signs, and symbols, the objective forms ; by
careful study of the nervous system in all its divisions the link

betwixt the physical and the psychical may be found as related to

order, and thus the physical interprets, or explains, the psychical.

The same lines of thought require to be followed in the psychical

world ; the same distinction noted as to Spirit and Mind, or

Soul ; similar inorganic conditions as in sensations, ideas, and

images, and in an organic psychical life. These operate, it is

conceived, separately as distinct realms ; they co-operate to form

a unity, and the harmony of the action of these powers is psychical

health; whilst abnormal conditions such as dreaming, somnam-
bulism, hypnotism, etc., are those of disease. As in the physical

so in the psychical ; the disorder is not observable in the lower

but in the higher ; the results being diseased organs and the

disordered Soul. The same lines of thought are to be followed

in the intellectual and moral realms ; if the intellect thinks truly,

<3orrelates thoughts correctly, observes order and law, the result

will be the healthy moral life ; but, if the intellect thinks falsely,
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correlates thoughts erroneously, then the result must be moral

disease, real spiritual pain, disorganisation, and the ruin of the

Soul. The unconscious, the physical, becomes diseased and
disorganised, but there is no pain ; the semi-conscious, the

psychical becomes disordered and is rendered uneasy ; the

conscious, as the moral, is awakened to disease and disorganisa-

tion, to ret-tlsssness, want of ease and something wrong somewhere,

and ^o the sad knowledge that with disease there is pain, with

disorder unrest, with error and li"s the destruction of soul and
body, and the ruin of the man made in the image of God capable

of perceiving truth and of reigning in righteousness. To remedy
this departure from order and law, Grace is introduced into the

Divine Economy; and the realm of Grace means a new seed,

for regeneration, salvation, redemption, and restoration of the

moral man. It is clear, therefore, that Grace must operate

by its own laws, as explained in the Blessings ; it must not,

by means of any inferior power, compel obedience ; in fact,

Grace must become the servant of all. Grace must fully recognise

and conform to, every lower autonomous Divine power in man

;

and yet, from, and within, the moral realm, so serve and work
as to bring about the regeneration and the reconstitution of

all that is wrong. It is for this very reason that Grace is wedded
with Sacrifice, as a Divine Bride ; but apparently as an earthly

mother, with a sad face and a sorrowful heart ; the two are in-

separable ; there is this difference, the Lord of Grace consciously

knew that only thus could a Divine generation be brought into

this world, to take the place of that first generation of men
that elder brother, that through all the generations has persecuted

the Lord of Grace and His Gracious Bride, the Blessed Mother

of all who are the followers of the Lord of Grace. The conception

here may be clothed in mystical language ; but the followers

of Christ will be poor scholars if they fail to see through these

forms, and do not recognise the great truths revealed. There

is a wonderful truth in that vision seen by John, in the Spirit,

of the great wonder in Heaven, a woman clothed with the

sun, with the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown

of twelve stars. This is none other than the Bride of Heavenly

Grace, the Divine Sacrifice ; the true Mother of our Lord and
of all His followers. Assuredly this lady is of no earthly lineage.

She is the Divine Heart of the Lord of all Grace ; her name
is Love, Divine, Self-sacrificing love ; and this is why her Son,
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is Lord of Truth, Grace, and Love. The Church, as an earthly

institution, is a mere caricature of the Divine Reahty. This
truth is the deepest of all deep things in God ; it is the deepest
of all the depths in the heart of a mother ; thus it is where men
ought to turn aside arid veil their faces. What can they, with
their imperious intellectual conceptions, do with such a problem?
It is altogether beyond them. Here surely they may learn the
necessity of humility. If this brief glance into the Heart of God,
and into the heart of a mother, will not teach them, then they
must remain incorrigible and unteachable. Men, and women
also, can afford to sit down at this deep well of Salvation, This
is the deep sweet well where there is no strife ; it is as Rehoboth,
for there is ample room for all, and the blessing will be fruitful-

ness. Perhaps the true meaning of the vision of John, as related

to Christ, may now be better understood. The Lord of all Grace
could not reveal His Heart of Love to men but by the way of

Sacrifice ; in the vision Sacrifice is regal beyond all earthly

comparisons ; it is through and by her the Lord Christ, the
King of Grace and Love, lives. She lives on the earth, but she

is Divine ; and, it is by her that the divinity of grace and
love are revealed. There is nothing new, in this line of thought,

about Sacrifice as the very Heart of God ; the strange thing

is that men should ever have conceived Sacrifice, self-denial

self-abnegation, to be earthly. It is when the heavenly in man
becomes conscious that he sees the generations of Sacrifice are

the highest of all generations ; higher even than Grace, because
Sacrifice is the Life of Grace. It is what life is to power ; what
the soul is to the spirit ; and what the moral life is to the intellect.

The facts about Christ, as Grace and Sacrifice, are not changed
here ; but the conception is a deeply interesting one, because
it explains in the simplest and truest way what is really involved

in Jesus, the Saviour, as the Son of God. He is the Revealer
of God in these Principles of the divine economy ; and without
this revelation in His life, and in His Divine Sacrifice, men could

not have received this divine knowledge which ministers to the

reconcihation of the Heavens and Earth, of God and man, and
of man in his own being.

With this higher, this exalted, conception of Sacrifice, as the

highest known to men, of God, and of Christ, and of the followers

of Christ, it may well be supposed that the vision given in the

Bible will be somewhat changed ; at the least, a new lustre of
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glory will surround it, and depths may yet be discovered in the
Lord which in the past men have not realised as Divine Truth.

Men know, have long known, that the key-note of the Bible is

Sacrifice ; Christ in His Life, and after His Resurrection, im-

pressed upon men this thought ; and theologians have recognised

this truth as specially applicable to Christ, if not so clearly to

be seen as the fundamental truth in the Christian Church. This
great truth is now brought home to Christians ; it is not Christ

alone that is the Man-child of this generation of sacrifice ; He
expresses the Divine ideal, it culminates in Him, but the Root
is in the Divine Lord of all Grace and Wisdom. He is the source

of all patient endurance, of suftering and sacrifice, as the means
of regeneration and of restoration ; and this is in reality the

sum and substance of the history of mankind. Take away
Grace and Sacrifice out of the world, and there would not be

any history ; men would have degraded themselves into the

unconscious, or the semi-conscious, and they would never have
awakened from the sleep of death. Pain and suffering are

salutary signs ; at the least, they indicate that there is still life and
power to endure pain ; the danger would be greater if no pain

were felt, because the benumbing hand of death would be upon
the soul, and restoratives might be applied too late. It is necessary

to draw the line betwixt the life that bears, endures, sufEirs, and
is sacrificed ; and, the power that lays on burdens, that causes

suffering, that persecutes, and sacrifices. The former is in God.
He is its Source ; it is in Him a Principle of Being, and it conforms
to the Divine order ; the latter is of the devil, it dwells in self

and selfishness, it shrinks from burdens, pains and sufferings
;

and cannot understand why these should exist. Thus it is under
the curse, and is accursed, just because the vision of hfc is centred

in selfishness, and not in Grace and Sacrifice for the good of

others. Thus if men would understand what Sacrifice means
the vision must be carried back in thought even before the

dawn of history. Cain and Abel are only the first types, but
in Heaven there existed the Eternal Altar of Sacrifice ; and the

Lamb of God is the Offering for sin provided before the founda-
tions of the World. In other words, no matter how deep men
may probe into this question ; or, in what way they may try

to express their thoughts, the Eternal Reality is the Heart of

God in redeeming Love as Grace and Sacrifice ; and this lies

within, and beyond, all the other powers of God that have been
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revealed to, and are known by, men. Therefore, it ought to

be remembered that the study of the Bible is the study of this

very subject ; as specially related to men, and to all the powers

of evil and of darkness. It is Divine Grace that steps into the

arena of this world to regenerate, reconstitute, and restore

mankind to the Divine image ; and with Grace there came the

Queen of Heaven, Sacrifice, the Woman symbolised in vision

as being greater than sun, moon, and stars. In due time she

gave birth to Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Eevealer of Grace

and Sacrifice ; and that Queen still lives and reigns in Her own
sphere, doing her work of suffering and Sacrifice. Here, some-

how the vision is changing ; men, the Woman, the Christ, and

the Spirit, are being dissolved ; and what is meant by all such

symbols is that it is God that is the source of salvation ; and

it is back to Him, as Fountain of all Grace, Patience, and Sacrifice

that men require to go if they would be saved from their enemies.

The assumption here is that all questions, as to the physical,

psychical, and other sciences, are left in abeyance ; they are

not dealt with in the Bible ; men are not ready to study them
;

the all important matter for them is not the physical sciences

;

it is regeneration to the new spiritual life, and restoration to

the favour of God, as these truths can be taught and received

by men. The knowledge of the sciences that are physical is all

about unconscious things ; this knowledge is about spiritual

life ; how men ought to live ; and how they may attain to the

Life Eternal that is in Christ, the Lord of Life. If men are of

less value than things then there would be reason in exalting

the physical sciences above the Bible and Salvation ; but, surely,

men are not sunk so low as to permit such a desecration of man-
hood ; the soul of man is the precious inheritance that is beyond
all comparative values. " What shall a man be profited if he

gain the whole world and lose his soul ? or, What \vi\\ a man give

in exchange for his soul ^
" This is how the Master Teacher

puts this question ; and men say that neither arithmeticians nor

politicians have been able to give the correct answer.

There are two questions that meet men at this fresh study of

the Bible, and they take this form : L Seeing that science,

philosophy, nature, and man, utterly fail to lead men back to

the footstool of God, then if they reject the Bible as a revelation

from God, where can they turn to find what -will satisfy their

aspirations and their wants ? 2. If the Bible is not a revelatio
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from God, teaching men the way of salvation from sin, by the way
of Divine Sacrifice, then what is its meaning, and how is it that

such a Book has come into existence, been preserved, considered

by Jews and Christians to be a treasure above value ; and still

continues to be the Book, above all other books, as the means of

Grace, by which men are taught the way of peace and recon-

ciliation with God ? The reply of agnostic evolution, that men
have evolved, and are still evolving, in a natural way, can never

by any possible means, in the realm of the natural, satisfy sin-

stricken souls. This method of healing is barely skin-deep ; it

does not touch the chronic diseases of body, soul, and spirit
;

it is nonsense for men to say that there is no disease of sin when
the body is slowly bleeding to death ; when the heart is failing

and the head fainting, and when the semi-conscious is sinking

into unconsciousness. If the Bible, as the Word of God, by follow-

ing the method of Christ, fits into the requirements of men as if

specially and scientifically arranged for this very purpose ; then

how, in the name of all that is true and reasonable, could the

Bible be self-evolved ; or the work of cunning priests ; or the

product of chance ; or the fortuitous additions of books ? The
reasoning would be absurd and contradictory, how could it

evolve without any directing mind ? How could cunning priests

contrive and put together what they have not understood?

Chance, and fortuitous circumstances, have no meaning where

the spiritual revelation is so glorious as to become nothing less

than Divi le. Further, it has to be remembered that the root

ideas, Grace and Sacrifice, have been, and still are, repugnant

to the natural mind ; they are the ideals that men of this world

do not cherish ; and even Jews and Christians, who have been

privileged above all other races, have failed to realise the real

Spirit of Truth that underlies their twin forms of religion. If

then it is unreasonable to deny, contradict, or try to explain

away th'? facts of th; Method of Christ and the Divine Work of

the Spirit, as found in the Bible ; then let men give more earnest

heed to these things ; take care that they do not let them slip

because if they do, then the question may come for the last time,
" How shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation ?

"

It is not an easy matter to see clearly the definite lines that

meet at this intricate and most critical point in the history of the

soul of man and of mankind. It is phiin that Grace and Sacri-

fice will not intervene and declare that they possess Divine
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authority ; and command men to accept revelation as Divine.

They cannot, in this sense, assert lordship ; they may give reasons

that are satisfactory, or they may point to the nail prints in

Hands and Feet and the pierced Side of Christ ; but compulsion
is not permissible ; they are as servants and messengers : they
have a great record in their favour during past ages ; but were
they to compel men by law to follow Christ and the heavenly way,
they would lose their Crown of Glory. If Grace becomes legal

then it is no longer Grace ; and if Sacrifice becomes compulsory
it is no longer sacrifice. These Divine Kulers in Heaven and
Earth are a wonderful study ; it is not'so very strange that men
do not understand them ; their methods of thought, word, and
action are so widely different from those of men that it may be

said they live in different worlds. Grace and Sacrifice are ever

free ; they are in Heaven and they carry Heaven with them
wherever they go ; men live upon the earth, within an earthly

environment, they are subject to bondage, thus wherever they

go they carry with them the taint of the earthly. What then,

seeing that this is true, How is it that sinful men are oftentimes

so highly favoured by the Lord of Grace ? The answer is to be

found in the Bible ; He is gracious, and bestows gifts of grac ^

even upon the unworthy ; He gives them His Own Name ; covers

them with His Own Eobe of Kighteousness ; they are one with

Him in Grace ; and it is this Divine Life that counts for salvation,

not the good thoughts or good works of men. If, on the other hand,

men say, Let us seek salvation by the way of intellectual know-
ledge, then they can now see that such a method is unavailing ;

this is to hold up the hands to be fettered by dogmas and theology;

it is to permit, or do, anything that men have done in the past
;

it is to listen to the wiles of the devil ; to seek what is beautiful,

pleasant, and wise, and to put these where Grace ought to reign.

Men may now see that these usurpers with their fetters will not

be permitted in the future to act in the lordly authoritative way
they have in the past. It is within the moral realm that the

Lord, the King of Grace, is to be invited to reign in Mercy and
in Love. His claim to reign as Lord, in this sense, is not in

conflict with the reign of Grace ; because as men know the

fulfilment of moral law is love ; and wherever love reigns that is

Heaven, whether it be in the Heavens or on earth ; in the palace

of a king or in a humble cottage. Love fulfils all moral law

therefore when the Lord of Grace and Sacrifice enters such a home.
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It is because He is already regnant there ; and the Spirit of Grace

has changed what was once as a den of thieves, and of money-

changers, into a temple of God. What the Lord of Grace aims

at is not to make men and nations righteous by Acts of Parlia-

ment or by autocratic rules and regulations ; He deals with

individual souls ; and it may be assumed that the personal faith

of the individual, the worship in spirit and in truth, is of supreme

importance as compared with what is social, national, visible,

and compulsory.

Coming into the vestibule of the Bible in this way, the moral

way, there is the clear understanding that the door of faith is open

to all those who believe in Christ ; but should any sceptical un-

believer try to enter in he will find no door, and see no way of

Grace, leading to glory. The spiritual conditions and relations

here are clearly defined ; by Grace through faith men are saved ;

they enter in, and they pass out freely, and wherever they go they

find what their souls require for nourishment. It is a strange

life to the sceptic this life of faith ; he can see no beauty m n

to make it desirable ; what to the believer is as a garden of Eden

is to the unbeliever as a desert place ; they are contraries one to

the other, and thus they are unable to agree in their thoughts,

desires or aspirations. Faith listens for the Divine voice from

Heaven and responds thereto, knowing that it is the Lord's voice in

Grace and Love ; unbelief is morbid, introspective, combative,

selfish and self-asserting, thus the methods of thought are as the

poles, far apart, and they are utterly unable to agree upon

spiritual problems. The natural man, in a natural way, begins

and ends with self ; the spiritual man seeks to begin with God

and Christ ; thus, without doubt the outlook for the man of

Faith has a far wider horizon, a greater hope, and a brighter

future. In this matter of the Divine Inheritance, it is useless

to try to make any comparison ; there is nothing spiritual

in common betwixt the two classes ; thus they will act

more wisely in the future, than in the past, if they lay aside

all wrangling ; and agree to differ, if they cannot agree in

what they believe or disbelieve. Intellectual arguments as

rational knowledge do not count for much in this realm of

thought ; it is the heart, love and grace, that move the soul

Christward ; and, the gracious patient Spirit is ever near, very

near, even within, those who may try to deceive themselves by

their unbelief.
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As suggested, the meeting place for Christ and man is withia

the moral realm of the soul. This is the holy place, the home,^

where the man desires to dwell ; and yet, even here the same
kind of contrariness exists as betwixt the believer and the un-

believer. It is not unusual for sceptics to despise believers,,

because, as they declare, the believer is not morally superior,,

in fact often inferior to the unbeliever ; but, even this ought not
to be a cause for strife ; the believer knows that he has no room
for boasting as to goodness, but the reverse ; whilst greater

goodness in the unbeliever may be a means of congratulation,

with this hope, that what is good will be the means of opening the

way to the life of grace and love. What both classes will do well

to remember is that whether the goodness is ethical and self-

assertive, or moral and depreciative ; there is really a stage not

attained by either class, and that is true moral manhood ; that

Divine Standard which Christ alone could touch ; and He
alone could use in righteousness in all His measurements of things

and thoughts heavenly and earthly. It is this supremacy of

Christ as moral man that is of great importance in studying the

Bible, and in following His Method of thought ; because. He is

the Standard in the moral world to which men aspire to attain,

and it is only by the way of Grace that this attainment is made
possible. Here it may be stated, with all fairness, that men
may claim to begin their studies at any point they please ; at

Nature, in self by experience, empiricism and science ; by phil-

sophy, theology or the Bible ; but, in every case students ought
to be lovers of truth and of righteousness ; and in this thought

there is involved that moral ideal which has God at its root, the

flower and fruit of which is manhood. The infant begins with
sensations, the child with experiences, the youth with inferences,

the m^n with reasoned empiric thoughts, the scientist with

science, but the moral man must begin with God, for the simple

reason that this ought, obligation, duty and responsibility, all

imply the conception of God ; of His will as law ; of subjection,

and of loving heart-felt obedience. The ethical student and
teacher may not accept this rule ; it is understood that he begin'^

with self and the thoughts and works of men ; let him follow

these with integrity, truly, rightly, and the result must be that

if he does not find God he will find that ethics and morals do
not disagree ; they are twins, wonderfully like each other ;

but the one thinks he is as an orphan cast adrift somehow upon
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this earth to find his own way as he best can ; whilst the other

has found the Heavenly Father, and, by Grace, the way home.

The differences as to matters of fact are not very serious ; the^

real difference seems to lie here ; the ethical student is like a

city Arab without home or parents ; very proud of all the know-

ledge he has picked up in the streets ; whilst the other has been

trained, punished, educated, surrounded by a father's care and a

mother's love. He has nothing to boast of as to his moral per-

fection ; but, surely, he can afford to throw a kindly word to his

less fortunate brother, who has not enjoyed the many privileges

lie has enjoyed, and oftentimes prized too lightly.

It is in this spirit that the moral man ought to draw near to

the Bible ; it is his birthplace, his home ; it is where he finds-

father and mother, sister and brother ; it is his inheritance^

the land he loves ; it is where his friends dwell ; and it is where

he finds the treasures of truth, goodness and grace. It is amazing

that men could ever have thought upon the Bible as a dry, thirsty

desert. It is where the River of God flows, and all the pleasant

fruits grow ; it is where there is corn, oil and wine in abundance ;.

a " land flowing with milk and honey." It is as the pleasant

Valley of Humiliation where men may meet with angels and
converse with them ; it is where they have met with the Lord of

angels and of men and have felt their hearts aglow with love as

He talked with them by the way ; but above all, and within all,.

it is here that the gracious, patient Spirit of Grace and Truth

dwells ; and, whether He is seen or not, this is ever true. He
dwells in all those who are of a humble and contrite heart. It is

pleasant, and not unprofitable, to linger thus around the home of

the soul, and to bring back to remembrance what seemed to have

been buried in the great world, and in the arid past. This senti-

ment of home-sickness may be very humiliating and even pain-

ful ; but it is real and true ; it is very deep in man, and, it is even

to be found in Nature in the lower creatures. It is folly to fight

against it ; this is as one of the deep voices of God ; it is like

gravitation, it is the Love and Grace of God reaching out and
drawing home again what has departed and has tried to live its

own life. It is all in vain, there are powers in God that men
cannot measure by their standards. Why should they struggle

against this Divine influence ? Why try to be satisfied with

husks, and earthly food, when they can feast with angels, and are:

invited to enter in and sit down as guests at the Father's table l
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What then is this Inheritance, this Home of the Soul that waits

consideration ? It is not a series of intellectual problems to

l)e studied and found correct ; that will give satisfaction, and
then be put away as of no further use ; but rather the reaUsation

of what these problems mean, why they have been studied,

what ends they serve, and how they are to be utilised by those

who enter into the Inheritance. To enter into this possession

does not mean luxury and idleness ; rather, it is a new beginning,

and, the moral beginning means strenuous effort, careful enquiry

,

watchful care ; it is to ask ten thousand questions, and to try

to find answers ; it is not merely to survey the order of home
and land, but to See that the order is true and right, and that

everything is carried out in harmony with the Divine Will. This

is the fundamental conception in connection with the Inheritance;

it is inherited, that is to say, it has come from, and belongs by
Divine Right to, the Heavenly Father ; the inheritor and the

inher tance are both His ; and it is not reasonable to think, or

admit, that any other being has a prior claim. At the stage now
reached by Science and Philosophy this statement ought to be

accepted as reasonable. Nature is dumb a ad makes no claim
;

man knows that he is caused, and that he is not First Cause
;

thus no matter how men may express their thoughts in different

terms upon this subject, they all really agree as to the facts

•of related ultimates and the Ultimate. The teaching of the Bible

upon very broad lines, is that God is the First Cause, the Creator,

Hanifester of the Universe. This earth is the inheritance given

to man as his portion ; thus the inheritance and man are linked

together ; the inheritance is for man ; and, in due time when
the inheritance was prepared the man was created in the image

of God and was endowed with his heritage. The end of Creat on

was not the inheritance but the heir ; and the heir is man in the

Divine image. By disobedience. Sin, the Fall, the creature man
iailed to conform to moral conditions known by him ; the crea-

ture, thing or being, Avas preferred before the Creator ; thus

the man failed in spiritual worship ; he became an idolator by giv-

ing allegiance to a false god, and, in this way he was demoralised

and lost the right to the inheritance. It is not necessary to

prove that this Sin against the Moral Lawgiver of the Universe

•carried with it grave results ; the man became an outlaw, thus

he set himself in opposition to Divine Law ; in the symbolism

of Eden, he was outside the garden of law ; law became like
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angels with flaming swords, thus it was impossible he could

return to God and Eden by this way. In God, the Lawgiver,

there was the Fountain of Divine Grace and the Life of Sacrifice ;

thus, the Divine relationship was changed, the man became a

sinful child in the realm of Grace ; and, by Grace and Sacrifice,

there is regeneration, salvation, redemption, and restoration.

This is a new realm with a New Seed ; thus, the way of the re-

generate life is like unto that of the natural life ;
it follows the

same order of development ; and the purpose and design to be

carried out is the restoration of man to that moral inheritance

which he valued so Ughtly.that he sold, exchanged it for an apple,

a mess of pottage, a momentary gratification of appetite and

desire. This transaction on man's part was foolish in the extreme

a moment's pleasure in pleasing self, and the results, pains and

penalties innumerable. For this fallen man there was no way
of repentance though he sought for it diligently with tears ;

in

the moral world the fallen man was a vagabond, a murderer,

a branded man ; all these names have real meanings within

them ; therefore, let men that are ignorant be careful how they

think upon such problems. It is the facts that lie behind the

story that are so serious ; and, if men reflect upon what happens

within the moral realm of the State, and Society, at the present

time as bearing upon these truths, they will easily discover that

they are not to be passed over lightly as if they contained no

real and permanent meaning.

It is not to be conceived that the Divine Books can be opened

and shut by mea ; when opened the Books remain open ; the

records are there ; they are continued for warning and instruction

and if men are wise they will study these open books of the past.

The purpose of God in Grace is the restoration of man to the

Divine image, that is to manhood and the inheritance ; but,

as can be easily seen, the problem has been complicated in two

directions ; and the serious matter is that these two new in-

heritances are opposed to each other. It is impossible that they

can be brought to a truce, or an agreement, and thus the

conflict of the ages must go on until there is a permanent and

abiding victory. These opposing powers are here said to be

inheritances, and they are to be so understood ; the race of

mankind has inherited the Sin of Adam and its consequences,

a painful and bitter heritage ; and also the Seed and realm

oi Grace and Sacrifice. It is within the moral man that these
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struggle for the mastery ; and every nation in its struggles is

found to be carrying on this warfare that has existed betwixt

these powers. As can now be seen, this is the true history of

humanity ; all the histories of the past as written by men require

to be re-written from this stand-point, so that men may under-

stand how serious, and prolonged this warfare has been. In

a true and real sense this is the theme of the Bible ; it ma}^

be expressed in diiferent ways as a contest betwixt Christ and
Satan—the adversary, as betwixt God and the wily devil :

but behind all forms, the truth lies in this, that man fell from
his innocent moral state ; that Christ intervened in Grace

;

that the man claimed the inheritance of man, anxious to forget

the inheritance which is truly his own. The tru amoral man,
being degraded and dethroned, it fell to the Intellect to con-

tinue the claim to the government, and to maintain the right

to the original inheritance. It is the Bible that explains all these

things as history, and as a development ; the conception is

expressed in this t'lought : that Michael the Archangel, the one

like God, contended with the devil, disputing about the body of

Moses; this body being intellectual conceptions wherein the devil

delights to dwell. That the devil is powerful in this realm is

assumed to be true, for Michael failed to take fiom him, at

that time, what he possessed ; thus he did not answer railing

hv railing, but closed the struggle by saying, " The Lord rebuke

thee."

As already indicated the method followed for the redemption
of the inheritance is to be found in the Book of Genesis ; it is

the method of Christ, and it is in His Name, and by His authority,

that the revelation is made. The form of the method of revela-

tion is somewhat strange for the student to begin with, but it

has self-evidencing power ; that is to say, there is deliberate

purpose, method, and design in it ; thus it is not to be lightly

set aside as visionary or mystical ; if it is the science of the Bible,

and of Divine Wisdom, then these are the facts and no amount
of discussion will alter them. In the first series of generations.

Heavens and Earth to Terah, including Abraham and Isaac,

as involved in them, the revelation is that of the father of the

faithful, who inherited promises and a land ; and the son Isaac

is the heir to the inheritance and the promises. The second

series, Noah to Isaac, specially teach that there is hope for man-
kind, that a way of salvation from sin has been found, and the
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•end of these generations is the saved son in the inheritance as

the heir. The third series, Shem to Jacob, tell how the children

of faith, saved by grace, became a family, tribes, and a nation
;

in what way the patient Spirit guided the wandering Jacob

back to his home ; and in what way his beloved son, through

the jealousy and hatred of his brethren, became the benefactor

of his father and family, the ruler of Egypt, and the wise inter-

preter of th*^ Divine Will. This book of Genesis ends a dispensa-

tion of grace, and the issue for Israel is that of residence in Egypt
as a seed of grace within this great world power. The Eevelation

of God, as Creator, is to be found in the Story of the Creation.

In the first series the Father is revealed to faith ; in the second

series the Son is revealed as the fulfilment of all promises and
the sacrifice for sin ; in the third series it is the patient Holy
Spirit that is revealed in Jacob and by Joseph ; and the fourth

series, Abraham to Joseph, reveal the spiritual as the work of

the Spirit. The Father is seen as revealing Divine love ; the

Son as meek, obedient, a willing Sacrifice, as revealing the Father
;

as expressed by John in the Gospel, " He that hath seen Me
hath seen the Father "

; the Spirit reveals Father and Son in

grace and in love ; and the problem for the future is, How the

people of God. the children of faith, hope, and patience, are to

be redeemed from what is earthly and brought into their in-

heritance and the enjoyment of the Promises of God. The
Ultimate of the thoughts of agnostic men, said to be the Unknow-
able, has in this manner revealed Himself as God ; as Father
in grace and love ; as coming to men in the form of a Son for

salvation to the ends of the earth ;
as the patient Spirit, Guide.

Friend, Comforter, and Teacher of Truth. Is it not amazing
that God should do all this and men not know it ; that He should
tell them all this, and much more, and they would not believe

it ; that He should condescend to use men for the furthcranci'

of His work of redemption, making them prophets of truth,

and yet they had no clear conception that they were being so

used ? The Mystery of Grace is magnificent ; it is God-like ; in

this realm of Genesis four kingdoms, principles and manifesta-
tions of Grace, are revealed, and men cannot discern them ; the

Father speaks ; the Son hears and obeys ; the Spirit reveals

and teaches ; and, mon remain unconscious, or semi-conscious,

of what is passing in their midst. Men say that they have
been conscious, and that they do know ; but, when questioned
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about what they have heard, said, and done, it is found that

they were almost automatons, and that beyond what was earthly

and sensuous they had no real conception of the great spiritual

movements in which they were actors. But this is not an
exception in the Divine economy ; it is the same in Nature ; it

is the same with mankind ; and it is the same in every man ;

indeed, as already pointed out by the method of Christ, this,

may be said to be the rule ; and it is only when the fifth stage

is reached that man is awakened to consciousness to ask what
these things mean and how they have been made manifest
in the earth. It would not have been necessary to lay such

stress upon this portion of the Bible had it not been that it is

here that the problems of metaphysics are immanent ; that is

to say, metaphysicians recognise that there is an Absolute, the
Real; First Cause of all that exists ; that there is an Ideal, an
Archtype, that agrees with the Real ; that there is plan, purpose,

and design in Nature ; and that all these are made manifest

in Creation. To all these thoughts the naturalistic student

and teacher turns a blind eye and a deaf ear ; he says there is

no proof that can be found that will intellectually prove these

conceptions ; therefore, they are not worthy of consideration
;

they are to be ignored ; and not to be admitted into any learned

scientific or philosophical society. What is maintained by the

method of Christ is that these lines of thought cannot be omitted

in this study ; that they are of the greatest importance ; that

without them true knowledge has no secure foundation ; in fact,

to reject these concepts is to reject the Foundation and Chief

Corner Stone of all truth. In their own self-satisfied way
agnostics concluded that a naturalistic foundation was safe and
sure ; something that men could build upon with safety ; but
as soon as they started building they discovered that their works
were mere phenomena, order, law, castles in the air, that had
no real and true meaning apart from the foundations. It is

not meant that these are of no true value ; they are very inter-

esting intellectual problems ; the meaning is that the thinkers

are men, not mere calculating reasoning machines ; thus, without

a moral, spiritual foundation, they are nowhere in particular ;

the inheritance they prize is in space, and they are busy spinning

cobwebs to divide into portions, as related to time and things.

This will never satisfy sane men ; it is the moral, personal,

individual relations to che Creator and Lawgiver; to Truth and
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the Spirit of Truth ; to men, thoughts, and things ; to order and

law that are important ; this is so well-known in practical every-

day life that men would be considered cranks if they thought,

spoke, or acted otherwise. The order is for the intellect, the

law for the moral man ; and it is because he is a man, not a.

machine, that he realises how much more important the con-

ception of law is than that of mechanical order. It is not for-

gotten here that law and order are sometimes conceived as equiva-

lent terms, as causes and their effects. This is a protest against

such a conception ; order is scientific, inductive investigation ;;

law is much more, it implies the Lawgiver ; there is involved

in it the personal element, the Divine and the human, and it is

necessary to remember this in such studies. If agnostic thinkers,

wish to make laws for themselves, and live in a universe of their

own making, they can do so ; but they must not be ready tO'

take offence, when other people tell them plainly that they are

building castles in the air ; and that thoughtful people have

no intention whatever to accept their conceptions, or trust

themselves in such baseless fabrics. If agnostics are satisfied

with their inheritance in cloudland that is their own affair ;.

their friends may pity and blame them, but God-fearing people

n\ay well be excused if they decide to walk in the old ways ;

l)elieve in the old truths ; study the old Bible ; and at the-

same time keep the eyes and ears open heavenward, ready to-

receive any new true rays of Divine light and truth the Creator

and Divine Teacher may be pleased to give to his children.

All this pleasant banter with agnostics is of the most

li armless kind ; it is like a smiling good-morning greeting ; a

kindly suggestion that they are not forgotten ; and, it may be,,

there is in it an anxious sigh, with the wish, that all these trouble-

some questions, where differences exist, were out of the way..

Thev are not ; and it would be far from wise to suggest that they

are ; the next step will raise many just because it is the personal,,

the intellectual, and the moral that require consideration. The

problem to be faced here is not a simple one, and, what is more,.

it can hardly be conceived to be a straightforward one. Egypt.,

and Israel ;
experience, empiricism, with an earthly environment.,

cet mixed up together ; there is the old earthly life and the new

psychical intellectual birth ; and away beyond these in the past

there is Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph ; and, in the future..

Moses, law and the desert ; Joshua, the nation and the common-
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Avealth. Why did the Revelation in the Word take this peculiar

and particular form ? Is it what men would expect, that they
are to be redeemed from earthly thraldom, to be trained and
educated in a desert ; to find the way to the promised land barred

by cowardice, idolatry and evil-doing ; to see the broad track

travelled covered by graves ; and, at the end of the journey, only

two men left of all those who had attained to manhood, at the

period of the redemption from Egypt ? That there was a direct,

near way is well known ; but Israel failed when the day of trial

came ; they would not enter into their rest in the right way.
therefore they were punished, turned back, wandered round by
Edom and Moab, and only when disciplined under Moses did

they follow Joshua, as a new generation, into the inheritance

promised to the fathers of the nation. They could not enter in

because of their unbelief, is the judgment in the Bible ; they were

•carnal and not spiritual ; therefore it could not be expected

that carnal Israel could fight against and subdue worldly-wise

Canaan. That there was a great necessity for this training is

plain enough ; Israel lacked the signs and symbols of a nation

and of religious worship ; these had to be manufactured, set in

order, in the desert ; and it was by these that there was conscious

preparation for the future. Men may say, Why make twelve

stages to the vision of the new heavens and earth, and to the

new man, when six would serve the purpose ? There is the

.appearance of reason in the suggestion, but the reasoning fails

to grasp all the facts. By the way of creation six stages might be

•sufficient to place the innocent child-man in the Garden of Eden
;

but restoration is not conceived to be possible short of twelve

stages ; and even the twelfth stage is not perfection ; it is the

man in Christ, as a seer, in the Spirit, ready to begin the conscious

^spiritual life. All this is discernible in the Book of Genesis when
the method of Christ is known, but apart from the method of

Christ it was not conceived, or at any rate not conceived in due

order, as following the law of development. There is the natural,

and there is the spiritual in the Bible ; there are six stages to each

of these to attain to manhood ; and, as can be seen, with manhood
comes the inheritance and the heir, the land and the Son. In

Genesis there are found the recurrences of this conception, as in

Enoch, the seventh from Adam in the race of mankind ; the

prototype of Christ in Abraham, as the seventh in the generations,

irom Heavens and earth to Terah, the man of faith and father
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of the faithful
; in Isaac, the son in the land promised ; in Jacob

and the nation in Egypt. All these are carried forward, as the
spiritual foundation of the natural and the carnal in the Kingdom
of Israel ; the spiritual is carried forward into the New Testament
upon similar lines ; and it is at the end of the twelfth stage that,

in the Spirit, the Apostle John perceives the spiritual. Further,
these twelve stages give only physical and carnal forms, and
spiritual fulfilments to be used by men in the Spirit ; and they
are all required to get a clear conception of the development
that has taken place in history. As already pointed out, this is

the simplest form in which this problem can be stated

;

there are others more complex in their order as discerned
by following the method of Christ and the work of tlie

Spirit. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph in Eg}i)t sum
up Genesis as spiritual causes ; they are comparable to

the soul of all things ; in other words, the E3al, the Ideal,

the Spirit in design, and the Spirit in manifestation ; they
are like the spiritual causes of Nature, of history, and of Man.
The new beginning in Exodus is as the conscious man being born
to realise his. destiny. Israel being born as God's first-born son
goes forth into the Desert to a new life, to learn the thoughts,
words and ways of God and to enter into the land promised to

Abraham. It is the signs and symbols on earth, and the
patterns of things in the heavens, that are of importance in the
history of the nation of Israel ; and these can be briefly

considered in the light of the method of Christ.

As revealed in the book of Exodus, the signs follow in due order
thus : 1. There is the story of the enslaved condition of Israel

imder Pharaoh ; the birth and preservation of Moses ; the tuition

and training of Moses in Egypt and in Midian ; the R3velation of

Jehovah at the burning bush, linking God and Moses with all the

past ; the plagues in Egypt ; the Passover and redemption,
and the birth of the child Israel. 2. This is followed by salvation,

the baptism in the sea, and thcsongof thanksgivingandgladness. 3.

There is the three days, journeying to Marah and the bitter waters
;

and here what had been bitter was purified and made sweet, the
work of the Lord the Healer. 4. The period of rest at Elim under
the palm-trees beside the twelve wells of water. 5. The story of

the manna as bread from heaven. G. As joined with this the
Sabbath ordinance, the pot of manna placed in the Ark, and the
recorded fact that the manna was given for 40 years.

Q
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7. Eephidimthepmittenrockand the water, 8, The conflict with

Amalek. 9. Jethro, the priest, and his wise advice to Moses. 10.

Sinai and the giving of the law, 11. The glory of God revealed

in the mount to Moses and the elders of Israel. 12. The calf-

worship, and the rejection of Israel. Intercession and forgiveness,

and the realisation of the patterns of things seen in the mount,

The order of succession, of development here, is so beautifully

simple that remarks upon it are unnecessary ; thus what is

required is to indicate in what way the signs can be interpreted

as applicable to a soul consciously redeemed by the Lord of

Grace, to nations, or to the whole world. As related to the

soul this is usually conceived as spiritualising what is carnal

and symbol, and with this line of thought students of the Bible

are familiar ; the greater question as to nations and the world

must be more complex, but the order will be the same where

the new birth has taken jjlaci, and where the development

has been followed. 1. It is a great truth that Jews and Christians

can without any hesitation appropriate as their inheritance,

if they have attained to spiritual consciousness, all that is in-

volved in Genesis ; all that was revealed to Moses ; all that

took place in Egypt ; and the great Passover Feast with all

its symbols. 2. The march of salvation, the baptism in the

sea, and the song of joyous deliverance is that which follows

the new birth ; henceforth, the man is redeemed ; he has re-

nounced the powers that are earthly, that would keep his soul

in thraldom ; he is the Lord's free-born son ; it is Jehovah the

Redeemer, that has set him free ; therefore, there is no alle-

giance to the earthly ; the allegiance is to God, the God of Grace

and Mercy ; the giver of every good and perfect gift. 3. The
first experience in the new life is a very humbling one ; it is

spiritual introspection ; it is the effort to find within the soul
" living water." There is water of a kind, but it is bitter ;

thus it is utterly useless for the nourishment of the new spiritual

life. What, then, is the remedy for this fatal disease of spirit

perversion ^ It is the Cross of Christ, that is Divine Sacrifice
;

and it is this, and this alone, that can regenerate the spirit,-

and change what is bitter into divine sweetness. 4. To realise
j

Christ thus is divine healing ; but the healing, even as statute

law, is conditional ; it depends upon the hearing ear that listens

for the voice of God and the obedient spirit ever ready to

obey His Will ; with these there follows the palm trees of victory:]
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and the twelve wells of salvation opened for the wayfarer upon
the earth by the Spirit. Here men may find rest and peace,

«o let them encamp in safety and rest by these waters. Have
they not even in this short journey had revealed to them the

faithfulness, power, mercy and glory of God ; the redeeming

power and love of Christ the Redeemer and the joy of salvation
;

the divine power of the Spirit in regeneration ; and the sweet

rest that follows such experiences ? There may be souls that

never go further than Elim ; men name them Pietists, Quakers,

Perfectionists, Mystics, and similar names ; happy are

they, if they can so abide in God and in His Spirit ; but
the masses of men cannot do so ; they must be up and
away upon their journey toward the promised inheritance

which they think must be preferable to an oasis in

the desert, even though it possesses the twelve wells of salva-

tion. 5. This stage in the journey is always a critical one ; here

it assumes the form of hunger, of inward desire. The son thrives,

and he cries for bread so that he may be nourished, gain strength,

and be fit for the journey of life. But within a desert soul

where is bread to be found 1 For the spiritual interpretation

of this experience of the desert life the student cannot do better

than turn to the Teacher, the Bread of Life, as explained in the

Gospel by John ; and the spiritual teaching will be seen to

fit, in a wonderful manner, what is in Exodus as sign. The
fathers did eat Manna in the Desert, the symbols of truth, and
they died ; but those who receive the Divine Manna can never

die, because this is the Bread that lives, ever lives, imder all

forms and dispensations of Grace. " Lord, evermore give us this

Bread." We are willing to call It Manna, or to remain ignorant

of what It is ; but this we do know, it is Heavenly ; It came
from Heaven ; and It is what we require as Divine Truth, so

that we may be strengthened for the journey of life, and be

al)le to see what is Heavenly. 6. Men would not think so, but

it is around this Manna, this It, that all intellectual problems

move ; to partake of Christ is life ; to store Bis thoughts up
in the soul is the divine life ; then it is the Sabbath once more,

and the Bread is in the Ark ; Christ is in mankind, and this Bread

is for the living for the forty ages. 7. Again another journey

in the Desert of life, and the want is Water. Moses, " Give us

water that we may drink." Poor Moses, poor chiding people

dving with thirst ; What can the Intellect of man do to supplv
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this want ? Absolutely nothing. There is only one way by
which men can rise to the spiritual life in Christ ; they must
cry to God, for the Saviour in Whom the Living Water is to be
found ; He may appear to them to be only like a Rock in the
Desert ; but, when stricken, smitten, and afflicted, then there

will come from Him the Living Water of the Holy Spirit. 8,

The conflict with Amalek is that struggle of the ages with which
men are familiar. Amalek was among the first of the nations,

a true son of Esau, of Adam ; he has ever been a great fighter,

a cunning schemer and a desperate enemy to the spiritual life.

It takes a valiant heart, consecrated service, and all-prayer,

to fight against him with success ; but specially prayer, for

when the hands gravitate earthward then Amalek prevails, and
when they are held up, then Joshua prevails. Whatever his

lineage may really be he is as one of the first-born sons that
claims the earthly inheritance ; but the brand upon his fore-

head is self-intensified,and all his aspirations are of the selfish

kind. 9. Here it would not be permissible to pass by, without
a word of comment, the grave, wise, and kindly Jethro. This
is the man that is required for good counsel in the soul of every
man. He seems to stand before men as a sign for the indwelling

Spirit in Divine wisdom ; and the counsel he gave to Moses is

that which all men need in the affairs of this life. What he seems
to say is, " Be not overburdened with cares, duties, labours,

responsibilities ; this is not wise nor good for any man." And
to rulers, statesmen, legislators, and judges, he gives the very
best advice they require in their arduous labours. He says,
" provide out of all the people able men, such as fear God, men
of truth, hating covetousness, and place such over them to be
rulers of thousands and rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties and
rulers of tens, and let them judge the people at all seasons."

Is not this the lesson that autocrats, aristocrats, bureaucrats,

and all other classes have not been able to learn ; they will

centralise power and authority ; concentrate into the hands
of a few men (and too often these are not God-fearing men,
lovers of truth, righteous, and void of ambition and covetous-

ness) power, authority, honour, and positions of trust. What
the nations require above all things is decentralisation and faith-

ful service, in parish, district, county, nation and empire. Here
i^ the great secret of wise, efficient and sufficient government
of the people by the people ; but if the men are not to be found,
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then woe to the nation, because what the people are that will

their rulers be ; and what the rulers are as true, good and up-

right, or as base, ambitious, treacherous, unworthy, untrust-

worthy, covetous and corrupt, that the people will become. What
the world is crying for, and cannot find, is worthy rulers, legisla-

tors, and officials ; men, honest, true, God-fearing men, who hate

covetousness and corruption with an intense hatred ; and who
have kindly sympathies for the poor, the outcast, the down-

trodden, the thralls and the bondmen in this world. PoUticians

may pride themselves upon their cunning and cleverness, and
pretend to despise this good advice given by Jethro more than

3,000 years ago ; they are not moral men, simply because they

do not understand* their privileges, their duties and their grave

responsibilities to God and men. 10. What all such men require

for their good is to be brought to Mount Sinai, there to hear the

Voice of God, and to see the vivid lightning flashes that speak

of outraged law. To the poor in spirit, the meek of soul, those

who love truth and righteousness, Sinai is not a very terrible

place. Somehow, they understand what the vision means;

they forget Sinai ; they think of Egypt and redemption, of the

God of Love that redeems, of the Son that died, of the Spirit

that sanctifies and gives blessings ; thus ere they are aware they

find themselves in vision upon Mount Sion, in the City of God,

talking with the angels ; they see the Mediator Jesus, the new
covenant, and the blood that speaks of peace. 11. Was not this

where the seventy elders of Israel, with Moses, found them-

selves ? They thought, and said, that it was Mount Sinai where

they enjoyed the great feast ; not so ; they knew it not, but

it was, at least in sign, the City of God, for it is written," Also

they saw God and did eat and drink." 12. The vision is gone
;

the sensual has overcome the spiritual, and the heavenly ; the

worship is that of gold, of the golden calf ; it is music and dancing,

gambling and drinking, the descent from Sinai, the law of God,

the avenging swi rd and death ; ar.d thus the story ends in signs

and symbols, the Desert and death, patterns, mere patterns of

things in the heavens ; the earthly and the sensuous still regnant
;

the flesh lusting against the spirit, and the spirit struggling with

the flesh. l)o not men understand these signs ? Are they not

experiences that can never be forgotten l This chapter of life

closes at Sinai with a kind of glory ; it is not the Heavens or the

heavenly ; it is still sign and symbol, it is a son that has been
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born and taught all these things, but he is the son of the hand-

maid, the servant, thus not free and fit for the Kingdom of God.

The redemption and the birth of this child Israel is worthy

of careful study in the light of the method of Christ ; his strange,

petulant, unreasonable thoughts, words and actions are now
better understood ; and there is not the same readiness to find

fault with the child, and the man, when his birthplace and his

environment are known. AVhat Israel was spiritually even

that children may be found to be still ; it is not a question of

years, but of development, and it would be well if men could

remember this in their rash judgments about themselves and

their neighbours. The all-important fact about this child is

that he is living ; he has attained to a kind of faith ; the Father

has not cast him oS, thus there is hope for the future. In the

study of the order of development there is the risk of forgeting

the aim, purpose and design of the training ; it is easy to be

engrossed with the details of the journey and to permit the end

in view to lapse out of mind. The real question at the root of

all questions is the progress that is being made Godward
;

but as men in the past have not really understood these things

as they ought to have done, they could not measure the diffi-

culties, or understand the very complex way by which the

Spirit of God has to guide the redeemed children. The thought

suggested here is that the Father takes the child, His child, any

child upon the earth, just where it is to be found ; it is redeemed,

born again, enters upon a new fife, the fife of faith, passes through

strange conscious experiences which it does not understand
;

and, somehow, it cannot tell how, it is aUve, and has made the

great discovery that the Father is Love, Divine Grace and Love.

Now such a stage of faith is not to be identified with the advanced

faith of Abraham ; with the PauUne ideal of justification by
faith ; with the doctrine as it appeared to Luther at the Ke-

formation ; it is more like the grain of mustard seed that grows

it knows not how ; but all the same, it is true faith, and it

links the soul of man with Christ. If any proof were required

that men are not saved by reason, and much knowledge, this is

the proof that is required ; it is not what the child knows, or

does, that saves the child ; it is what the gracious, patient, ever-

loving Spirit knows and does for, and in, the child, that is all

important. Surely there is much comfort in such a thought as

this ; it is certainly the extreme swing of the pendulum of thought
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to the opposite side to that often taken by theologians ; and yet

these wise men have been compelled to recognise this same
truth when thinking upon the heathen and infants. It is here

that the book of Leviticus finds the child ; or the child finds the

book ; and it is the book that tells the child something about

what it ought to try to become, if it is to be found worthy to love,

serve, obey, the Father in Heaven. Just as the way of faith

in Exodus is all in signs ; so \\\ this book also, the ideal is not

what a spiritual man would expect ; and, he might even go so

far as to say that it was never meant to teach men the true way
of access to the Father. Of course the spiritual man judges

from a wrong standpoint ; that is, his own spiritual experiences
;

and he forgets that this child is ignorant and out of the way
;

and that he does not possess signs that will be suitable for educa-

tion. It stands to reason that much depends upon the spirit

of the teacher ; a spiritual teacher might be able to make the

Book of Leviticus live in the sight of a child as a marvellous

revelation from the heavenly Father ; or, a sacerdotal teacher

might take the life out of the book, and present to the child

what it could not love or understand. The Christian teacher

will not teach his people sacerdotalism ; he will turn to the

commentary on the book, as given in the Epistle to the Hebrews
;

and use the Book of Leviticus as a book of signs, and try to explain

what the signs mean. There is the Ideal, the One Mediator and
High Priest Jesus Christ, the Saviour ; the book of Leviticus

does not so much reveal Him as the fact that the child requires

Him to come and take away all these visible signs. L The child

redeemed, possessing a living faith knows that he is not good,

holy, all that he ought to be ; therefore not fit to love, and obey
God perfectly. The way is by sacrifice and suffering, and without

a sacrifice the way to heaven is closed, there is no forgiveness,

mercy or peace. 2. A child cannot do these things for himself

;

thus the fitness of the consecrated priest as the servant

of God. God, the Father in Heaven, the Priest, the

Sacrifice, and the Child, are all correlated ; they become one in

.some mystical sense, and as one they ought to be animated by
the Holy Spirit. 3. The danger here is not in the child, the

Sacrifice, or the Father that loves the child, it is that the priest

may not understand his place and service ; his spirit may be

false, his worship strange, idolatrous, self-seeking or self-asserting,

and this is a grievous sin in a consecrated priest. It is the spirit
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that is all important, even the meek, gentle, patient spirit,

because there is no true worship unless it is in spirit and in

truth, thus spiritual. Nadab and Abihu are age-long warnings
to men upon this very point, telling them how wrong it is to

worship God in any false way. 4. What is the heart, the soul

of man like ? It is either like creatures that are clean, or like

animals that are unclean ; even in Nature this distinction is

to be found ; and man at this stage of development is a part of

Nature, made pure and good by the Holy Spirit, or possessed

by what is unclean, by evil spirits, thoughts, passions, and emo-
tions. 5. There is the mystery of blood, as in uncleanness in

a woman after giving birth to a child ; the symbolism here is

complex ; the Avoman, sin, the curse, pain in child-bearing,

intellectual errancy and pride as the root and cause of evi'.

For these purification is required and atonement ; it is the priest

that offers burnt, and sin, offerings ; the priest makes atonement

and the woman is clean, (i. What is the state of man morally

in the sight of God ? The symbolism is that of leprosy ; impure

blood tainted from heart to extremities ; it is incurable by human
skill and those who suffer become outcasts from the common
weal

;
yet, in the mercy of God, cure is possible ; and, what is

required to be done Avhen the leper is declared to be clean by
the priest is a parable of life and death. 7. It is sin, sin every-

where in heart and blood, in brain and bod}', in clothes and
liouses, that is the curse resting upon men ; and neither father

nor mother, Levite nor priest, personal attention to food, or to

thoughts, Avill remove the deadly disease. What men require

is the consecrated High Priest, the Saviour, the Day of Atone-

ment, the Scape-goat, and all that these signs mean ; the en-

trance of the High Priest into the Holiest Place, into the Heavens

Avith the blood of (sacrifice and, it is Avhen he returns, laden

Avith blessings, that men knoA\^ there is reconciliation and peace

Avith God. 8. It is in blood that there is concentrated the mystery

of life and death : murder and sacrifice ; and, it is by what men
think, say, and do, as to blood relations that they are judged.

Blood is the unifying symbol of physical life ; thus God is the

Fountain of Blood, of Life ; all men derive life from Him ; they

are of His blood, they are akin of the same family. Cain mur-

dered his brother, and the voice of Abel's blood Avas heard crying

from the ground ; men love one another and they are one family ;

men hate each other and they are enemies ; they kill, shed blood.
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ar.d they become devils. The Loid Jesus Christ came, mea
put Him to death because they hattd Him ; before His death, He
took the symbol wine and said, " This cup is the New Testament
in My blood, which is shed for you." \Vhen men speak of blood,

they are using the Divine Symbol for Life, the Life of God and
men ; and thus great care is required to express the related and
correlated thoughts that surround blood, the moral life. Here
the earthly symbolism of sin ends in blood, in hatred and murder,
in sacrifice and Divine love. Thus the psalmist, thinking upon
the beginning of life, his thought is, " In sin did my mother
conceive me ;

"... " Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be
clean ; wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow." ..." Create

in me a clean heart, God; and renew a right spirit within

me." Leprosy is an ideal of what the diseased moral life must
be. The Day of Atonement reveals the Way of Salvation from
sin. That the blood is in the life, and the life in the blood, is

a fact of experience which men do not doubt ; they may not
know that they are quoting the thought that is to be found in

t he Bible ; but, that it is embedded in the symbolism of Leviticus

cannot be doubted. U. After atonement the spiritual life ;

men must learn to avoid all that is unlawful, degrading, impure,
vicious, heathenish. 10. Men ought to study what is lawful, right,

holy, God-like, ideal, reverential, and dutiful. II. The
redeemed are said to be priests and kings, as the sons of God ;

t herefore, they must remember that they are consecrated, holy,

made holy by God, that they may reverence His Holy Name.
' T am the Lord which hallow you, that brought you out of the
land of Eg\-pt, to be your God: I am the Lord." 12. "What
then is life like to those who are spiritual ; who study the law
iiiid the will of God, and avoid the vicious customs of the heathen

;

who obey the will of God in meekness and love ; who keep them-
selves unspotted, in the fear of God ( It is as a year of feasts,

(if joy and rejoicing : it is jubilee following jubilee until the

final jubilee when all the ransomed of the Lord will rejoice

together in the new Heavens and Earth. This appears to be a
free translation of the thoughts of the Spirit in this book. It is

not an easy matter to grasp all that these thoughts mean, and
to see exactly in what way men can understanel them. That
they fit suitably into the history of Israel, of the slaves redeemed
"from Egyptian l)ondage, who knew more about heathen religions

and practices than spiritual religioTi, can be easily seen. The
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child Israel required this kind of teaching ; the teaching of Jesus,

it is to be feared, would not have been understood by them;
and, that they could enter into the conceptions of the Europe
of the twentieth century a.d. is hardly conceivable. Yet if

rightly interpreted to Christian children, they could appreciate

the spirit of truth that underlies the symbols, and they would
feel that such teaching for ignorant children would be found
useful. The difficulties that surround the modern Jews must
be very great ; all the symbols of their religion are swept away

;

sacrifices, priests, tabernacle, temple, are all destroyed ; thus

there is no possible means of carrying out their religious duties

as contained in Mosaism. It may be said that Judaism succeeded

Mosaism, that it arises out of the same root and this is true
;

but pre-Christian Judaism also is gone ; the inheritance has been
forfeited and taken away ; thus the land, and the heir, th?

nation, the king, and all the promises of God to Abraham seem
to be lost. What the Jews have left, what they possess as an
inheritance, and what they have taken with them to ever}-

land is the Old Testament ; thus wherever they go, the symbol
of God and His presence is found in their Bible. They say the

Messiah has not come ; that they fear He will never come in

the way they expected ; that as a people, they may prove to be

a kind of Messiah to the nations ; but, Israel, Mount Zion, and
the Temple of God, how can they ever cherish the hope of the

restoration of these ? The message to them, from the Book
of Leviticus, is this question, Whether they, as a people, are ever

to remain children, cherishing childish symbols ; or, if they

are to awaken from the visions of the past, and see plainly that

whilst treasuring the Bible, as the Word of God to them, they
have failed to comprehend the spiritual ideals it contains ^

To suggest the thought that the Jews should, or could, forget

Abraham, Egypt, Moses and Mosaism, Israel, Judea and Judaism
is utter foolishness ; all that these names represent are engraven
in living letters of love in their souls ; and, because they so

love their past, they are worthy of the esteem and love of all

men who have received blessings from God through them. W' here

Jews and Christians seem to have both gone wrong, in the same
way, is here, they have mistaken symbols for spiritual truths

;

they have conceived what is suitable for children to be equally

required by men ; they have accepted what is negative or per-

missive, as order, to be spiritual, imperative law ; they have
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listened to the promptings of that perverted spirit that seeks

salvation by knowledge, and works, according to law ; and thev
have not learned the simple truth that the children, as spiritual

children, sons of God, were never meant to be spiritually saved
in this way. As matter of fact, Jews and Christians have not
developed beyond the state of a certain scribe, who when he
heard Christ enunciate the Divine Law of love, confessed that
He had answered wisely, because to love God and man is more
than ritual or sacrifices. This scribe could see the truth that
resides in the perfect ideal intellectually, and thus he was not
far from the kingdom. Is it the same with Jews and Christians ?

.They can see the ideal, but, there is this fatal, or fallacious,

breakdown
; men must do something to make themselves accept-

able with God. The law of the ten words, as a rule, emphasises
the thought " thou shalt not ;

" with ceremony, ritual, and
sacrifice, the conception is rather in this direction ; if men will

.do, work, live the strenuous life, scale the battlements of Heaven,
take the kingdom by force, then do so, and find out from experi-
ence that all this doing is childish and useless for the end desired ;

because the end cannot be attained in this way, and there can
only come the knowledge of failure and of disappointment.
Indeed, these thoughts are not new ; it is the old storv that
intellectuali?m must fail to reach moral life ; that Moses cannot
enter into the promised land ; that Mosaism must fail as a spiritual

rehgion
; that all who build upon such an ideal are only building

up what must be destroyed, or, fulfilled by Christ.
' That all

who follow this way are in the psychical, or the i^piritual, Desert

;

and that all who tread this path are doomed to death, except
those who like Joshua and Caleb are saviours and leaders of
their brethren, and, whose portion is faith and faithfulness, and
.the upper and nether springs of life.

In thci-e two books of Moses, as thus guided by the Spirit of
Christ, according to His ]\Iethod, what has been discerned has
been the birth of this unifjue Child of the Desert, how he was
baptised, fed, nourished, and educated; how he was taught
to understand, by visible symbols, his own unhappy sinful

state, and the way by which the discovery might be made of

the true way of salvation. There is no personal ideal ; nothing
that a spiritual man can seize and possess ; it is barren svinholism
and intellectualism, ever seeking and never finding, warned
here, and turned back there, being trained and guided but
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never entering into the rest that is the inheritance of the people
of God. The family circle of Levi, that is of Moses and Aaron,
as types, are not what men would expect ; in Aaron there is

the temporising policy and the golden calf with very fatal results.

Nadab and Abihu with their false impure worship and terrible

death. In fact, the priesthood of Israel, with a few exceptions,

are all types of the earthly, of evil and not of good or of good
mixed with evil. Eli is weak in character, infirm of purpose,

unfit to rule his own house, and his sons, corrupt evil-doers,

who did not comprehend their sacred duties. The race ends

with Annas and Caiphas, unscrupulous politicians, utterly unfit

to be the servants of God. The summation here is that, if the In-

tellect and Grace, in Israel, the spiritual ruling powers, were
so unfit what could men expect from the mass of the nation ?

If head and heart were so perverse, how could the nation, the

body, be true, good and gracious ? In the book of Numbers
there is a change. The child and the family, fall into the back-

ground, and it is the nation of Israel that is the symbol to be

studied. 1. The leading thoughts follow the method of Christ,

and of the Spirit ; thus the conceptions are, order, number, and
organisation as found in families and tribes. This nation is

not a chaos ; it is like an army and a state ; to each man his

service and burden; and the whole system is an ideal designed

to reveal that God, and all that represents God, is, as represented

by the Ark and the Levites, the very heart of the nation. 2.

This nation is in camp, upon a journey, on the way to a sacred

inheritance, therefore, the characteristics of the people are

to be purity, health, faithfulness, consecration to the service

pf God, and with these, the promise of life is blessing and the

spiritual presence of the Lord. 3. This people acknowledges

God to be the giver of all good, and all goods, as blessings, there-

fore they oi?er gifts back to God with the spirit of gratitude

and of thanksgiving ; and, after dedication, there is that re-

markable revelation of a man, in the presence of the Lord,

speaking unto Him, and receiving answers from ofE the mercy-

seat. 4. There follows consecration of the redeemed, adopted

children, a Commemoration Service never to be forgotten, the

Passover, the Divine guidance and preservation. These as a

feries speak of the Real, the Ideal, the Spirit in purpose and
design ; and an Israel of the Spirit, a nation, as a new creation

in the earth. 5. The scene changes; Israel is upon the march
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in the Desert of life, and that march is according to order with

a guide and the Divine presence. There is a three days' journey

irom the Mount of the Lord in the seach of a resting-place
;

and the hope of Israel was that the Lord was with them in their

rising up, and in their journeyings and resting-places. 0. But.

the record of the history of this journey is that of Taberah. lusting

and fire ; of remembering Egypt and all its good things, and

the loathing of the heavenly manna. This is where Moses

completely breaks down, and is heart-broken ; his children

are these frail complaining mortals who do not understand

the ways of God, and have no wish to live the pilgrim life. Poor

Moses, how human he is in this crisis ; he can do nothing with such

a mass of people. What therefore, can God do to satisfy their

lusting desires ? The thing is not possible, flocks and herds

will not suffice, and even the sea with its teeming fish will not

satisfy this flesh-loving earthly people. What is God's reply

to this sad mood and complaint of Moses ? It is the great

truth that His hand is not in any sense shortened,

or weakened by such events ; He can give plenty of

flesh even until it is loathed and becomes a plague ; and,

at the same time He can give to His servants His Spirit

of power and of prophecy. They called that place the Graves

of Lust. Let men think upon this story ; it is the picture of

mankind in all the ages in the great Desert ; they were being

awakened to manhood ; they loathed and despised the heavenly

food, and they cried for earthly flesh ; they received what they

desired, and the result was the plague. Blessed be His Name,

He has also given His Holy Spirit to men and thus they live.

7. Here, it may be permissible to look away beyond Moses,

the type, the man who " was very meek, above all the men which

were upon the face of the earth." It pleased him to take for

his bride a poor outcast, sin-stained, earthly creature ; and this

was an offence to those who were leaders of societ}', and who
posessed power ; therefore, they said, " Hath the Lord indeed

spoken onlv by Moses, hath He not spoken also by us ? " The

Loffd heard, and suddenly there came the call for judgment
;

the servants of the Lord, both Moses, and Jesus, are justified
;

and their accusers are branded with shame. Comment here

would be out of place ; Grace and Truth are not to be trampled

under foot and put to shame before the face of the world ; let

men beware, they may take steps that are very dangerous, and
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that will bring about fatal results. The Lord will avenge His
elect servants that serve in His House of Grace ; they do not

require to judge others ; but, rather to plead that the Lord
will grant forgiveness and healing for those who forget what
their spirit ought ever to be in the family and kingdom of God.

8. The inheritance of the saints is for saint-like people
; therefore

the people of Taberah, and men and woman like Aaron and
Miriam are not prepared to enter therein. The spies may go

through the land, see the people therein, and enjoy the fruits

it produces ; but, how could such a people overcome fierce enemies

and enter into the inheritance promised to the father of the

faithful ? This is Ishmael, not Isaac, that is found in the Desert

places ; it is the son of the Egyptian woman; of the hand-maid,

not of the free-woman ; therefore because of unbelief, lusting

sedition and strife, this generation could not enter in and enjoy

the promised inheritance. 9. Th? spiritual history of the nation is

to be found in the future ; this Israel, according to the flesh,

requires further training, law, sacrifices, Mosaism, and Judaism,

so that there may be preparation for the rest that remaineth :

that Sabbath yet to come. 10. "What then is the chronic condition

oi this Israel after the flesh ? It may be summed up in the revolt

of Korah, and his companions ; and, if men gaze intently into

this incident, they will find in it the type of all rebellions ; and

the same result, the earth with open mouth swallowing up her

children. IL Is there then no Divine government in the earth

because men are found unfit to govern themselves ? Of course

there is and that too under all forms of government ; they are

but semblances ; the Lord reigns, and the Spirit is ever adminis-

tering the Divine purposes of Grace, and also of judgment,

What men have seen has ever been surface events ; the earthly

the sensuous, the psychical, whilst underneath and permeating

all, the Spirit has been at work, ruling, and overruling all things

for the extension of the Kingdom of Grace. It is quite true

that men have imagined that they were the rulers and benefactors

of their brethren ; but they were as dead rods, whilst the Govern-

ment of the Spirit has been perpetual ; it has " budded and

brought forth buds and bloomed blossoms and yielded almonds."

It is strange that men have not observed this sign ; that they

should have thought that it could be applied to Moses, Aaron, or

any earthly rulers. They are types and symbols, ever sinning

and rebelling
;

privileged certainly, and receiving blessings
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because so used ; but, ever requiring in all their services the
cleansing typefied in the ordinance of the led heifer. The One
Sacrifice for sin during all the ages is Christ ; and, the Eternal
Spirit alone can cleanse and purify the souls of priests, rulers

and peoples. Here the cycle of Desert wanderings draws near
the end ; the visible must pass away ; the grace that has rejoiced

in salvation, and the priest that has ministered before God for

the people must die. The way is near Edom, the earthly ; and
upon Mount Hor the garments of the past are placed upon the
son, whom God helps, and thus a new era begins in Israel. There
is, however, one episode worthy of attention ; it is that of the

revolt of the people who never could understand God's dealings

with them in the Desert. Here the symbols are thirst and
water ; death preferred to life ; the false conceptions of Egypt,
and the apparent failure of the promises of God. What then
under such conditions can rulers or priests, do for men ? Abso-
lutely nothing, they are helpless ; and, failing the help of God,
there is no help to be found. The symbols of the two rocks differ ;

the first is to be smitten, the second is not to be touched but
spoken to ; the first is the symbol of Christ who was smitten for us ;

the Second is the symbol of the Spirit that ought not to be smitten.

This is where Moses and Mosaism, intellectualism, fails ; the
meek man loses his temper, and sins against the Spirit, by speaking
words that are not advisable. Instead of speaking, as a prophet,

as commanded, he struck the rock twice and the water gushed
forth abundantly. For our sins of ignorance and wilfulness

the Christ was smitten ; but for our graver, more serious sins of
omission and commission the Spirit was stricken

;
just where

Moses and Aaron were assumed to be strongest in intellectual

order there they sinned most grievously ; for they sinned against

the patient gracious Spirit of Truth ; and, the response of the
Spirit was a spiritual reply of the most marvellous kind ; it was.

to pour out blessings upon man, beast, and desert. "The Lord
spake unto Moses and Aaron, Because ye believed Me not, to

sanctify Me in the eyes of the children of Israel, therefore ye
shall not bring this congregation into the land which I have given

them. This is the water of Meribah (strife) ; because the children

of Israel strove with the Lord and He was sanctified in them."
The tendency of spiritual thought here is of a very grave kind

;

the development is to the s])iritual stage ; and it is the Spirit

that reigns throughout all these symbols. It is the Spirit that.
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lives and reigas ; it is the Sjjirit that purifies priests and people
;

it is the Spirit that gives, is ever patiently giving, every blessing
;

it is the Spirit that is in the midst, and men can only discern

n rock that gives ofience. The Lord points to the Spirit, and
to prayer, as the means of blessing ; and men, foolish, ignorant,

and angry with bitterness and strife, strike and smite the Spirit

without cause. Was there ever such madness and folly in

the Universe as this ; and. is it conceivable that men could

do such things ? Do such things ? Let wise men reflect calmly

upon the state of Christendom and try to find the answer. What
have men done to the Old and the New Testaments ? What
are the servants of God doing to-day but creating strife and ill-

i'eeling ; and have they not smitten the Spirit to the very heart

by their intellectual Avranglings ? Even as with Israel in the

Desert, so with Christians to-day ; they feel a want that is in-

expressible. What pleasure is there in life, and is not death

preferable ? This is not a promised land of plenty, of seeds,

figs, vines, pomegranates, and water. The world and its blessings

are tangible ; and if men could only enjoy these things, Avould

it not be better than promises and vain hopes never to be ful-

filled ? This is Meribah ; this is the land of strife ; this is where
rulers, priests and people dwell. Now it is not written that Israel

Avas sanctified in that land of strife ; but, what is more wonderful,

the thought is that the Lord, the Spirit " was sanctified in them."

Let priests, rulers and people try to reason out this matter in a

reasonable way ; they are utterly, and irrevocably, wrong ; and
by nothing that they can do can they put themselves right.

Eulers, priests and people are condemned ; they are the children

of unbelief ; they have not sanctified the Lord's Name ; there-

fore they cannot bring the people into the inheritance which

God has given them. It must be so ; if men tarry at Meribah

they never will be sanctified ; and yet, it is there, and all through

the Desert journey of life, that the Lord the Spirit is sanctified

in men ; but it is the Spirit that sanctifies, and is sanctified,

and men count for less than nothing, and vanity, in this work of

the Spirit. 12. The past ; let it be buried on the top of Mount
Hor, near the land of Edom ; this is the fit burying-place, simply

hecause all the past has come from the earth and the earthly

from signs and symbols. It is the future that has to be met

;

therefore a vow of obedience and faithfulness is not out of place

when entering upon new experiences. But;, surely, it is by a

I
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strange way that the Lord leads His p3ople ; He promises them
a goodly land instead of Egypt, a place of delights, a promised
inheritance, and they ^vande^ in a Dssert place where there is

neither bread nor water. True, he feeds them with food from
heaven, but they loathe it ; they are ungrateful and they would
prefer Egypt. The real fang and poison tooth in humanity is

ingratitude ; it is being unable to giye thanks for Diyine blessings,

and to cherish the hateful spirit of grumbling. This serpeat

brood bites fiercely, and those who are bitten die. What men are

inclined to say is this, Let the grumblers die ; they are no good
for themselves, or for others ; but the Lord says. Not so ; Let
them look up and see a Man like unto themselves who endures

pain and shame, and grumbles not, nor complains ; and by look-

ing to Him they will be healed and saved. The wells in the

wilderness speak of men who sing and pray and work ; and it

is in this new spirit of thanks and gratitude that blessings are

received and enjoyed. The story of Balak, Balaam, Moab,
Baal-Peor has to do with the moral inheritance ; and how Israel

may be prevented from taking possession of the promised land.

Balak is willing to give wealth and honour to Balaam if he will

only curse this people and so prevent their march forward

But it is all in vain ; the Spirit of Truth is Lord over all true

prophets, thus, they cannot speak against what is true, even

though their sympathies are enlisted on the side of evil-doers.

The Star and Sceptre that is in Israel must prevail against all

nations and powers ; and no device of men will prevent this

issue. History is recorded facts, numbers, generations, journey-

ings ; this is the way in the great Desert of life, and liow men
have acted upon the way to their inheritance.

The conception in these books of Moses is that they tell from
Whence this child Israel came. It was out of Egypt to Horeb

;

out of bondage to freedom ; out of a spiritual chaos, into order

and law. Men are told in symbol thoughts, in the book of

Leviticus, what the state of Israel was when dwelling at Horeb.

The record of the journey from Horeb to Kadesh is given ; and
also WHY the people could not enter into the promised inheritance

;

and WHY they had such bitter experiences in the Desert. In the

book of Deuteronomy, the story is neither birth, condition, nor

rejection through unbelief ; it is what the law givet saw in that

journey, and what it meant to him, as witli the eye of the eagle

he scan led t .e whole of the horizon of the Desert. The divisions
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of this wonderful book are worthy of careful study ; and as stuaied

in the light of the method of Christ, there is a magnificent great-

ness and unity which reveals Moses and Mosaism ; the Spirit

of Truth, the Lord and Guide of Moses. For men to criticise

this book seems to be presumption ; they condemn themselves
;

and whilst they are trying to mangle the body, men turn from
them, because of their irreverence. 1. Israel is on the way to

the promised inheritance and what is seen at the first glance is

the way from Horeb to Kadesh. This is the direct way ; and
it is the way that God would guide men. 2. What happened
at Kadesh is well known ; the spies were sent out, the inheritance

was visited, and reported upon ; it was all that had been promised
and more ; but through unbelief they failed to enter in and thus

they were rejected as unfit to take possession. The way was
the true way ; the promised inheritance was the Truth in Love

;

but Israel knew not what the truth meant, nor its value ; what
they saw was physical signs ; they were not conscious of the

fact that they had condemned themselves as unfit to possess the

Divine inheritance. 3. Because they knew not, and despised

and rejected the Way and the Truth ; they were turned back in

the Desert by the way of Edom to Moab ; and the experience.^

of this way are detailed in the book of Numbers. Men can see

what this way means ; it may be conceived as the psychical

way of experience ; there is the semi-consciousness that a fatal

error had been committed ; and thus the bitter way of experience

is made known. This is a very long roundabout way ; and what
was taught during the forty symbolic years has no real spiritual

intuitive value ; it is things, men and events ; hunger, thirst and
strife ; sedition, rebelUon and complaining ; and the settled

possession of two-and-half tribes outside the land promised to

Abraham. 4. It is not to be supposed that men have not been
taught anything by this weary, weary journey ; if at last they
understand that they have acted foolishly ; that they are unable

to govern themselves ; that to the end of history they would
persist in the same foolish ways ; then, it may be that they will

see that Christ is the Way to the Father, and that there is no
other. He is the Divine Truth the Inheritance promised to

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and not promised to Joseph, because

he was the realised type, in this world, of the Truth in Christ.

5. This is an important section of the book, it is Mosaism ; it

is the covenant in Horeb, the giving of order and law ; the nation
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awakening to consciousness, to a possible agreement, to obedience,
to education, spiritual truth, to ability to think upon, and reason
about, the Divine Will. G. The special form of thought here is

the inheritance ; it is not without blessings as Mosaism and as

Judaism ; and it is away beyond these that the land of the Heart,
of Love, and of true obedience, might be discerned. 7. This is

where Moses and Mosaism are transfigured ; they perceive in

prophetic form the land as possessed ; but what is not perceived,

and there is no consciousness of the fact, is that the Way of Truth
has been revealed ; that Israel is God's inheritance ; and that a
new order actually has been manifested in the Love of God to

men ; the love of men to God ; and the love of Israel to strangers,

no longer strangers, but members of the redeemed nation. True
the form is that of Mosaism, but the spirit is not ; thus the Way
and the Truth are known in Israel. 8. Along with this revelation
of the Way and Truth there is also that other way of evil and
cursing ; the two ways he side by side ; blessing upon those
who love and obey God ; cursing upon those who hate and disobey
the revealed Will of God ; and what is recorded about the ex-
periences of Israel after the flesh, looks more like history than
prophecy. 9. The significance of the new covenant in the land
of Moab can now be discerned ; it is the break with the past, with
what Israel had been ; and the outlook for the failure is with
the spiritual Israel that will come. Moses reaUsed that a great
difference was to take place in Israel, because the comparison of

what Israel had been as a child of experience, and of empiricism, is

clearly expressed in the great events in Egypt, the temptations
and signs in the Desert ; but not seeing nor perceiving, nor hear-

ing all that the Spirit had done for Israel during all that period.

This covenant is new in this sense, that the old one has Sv-^rved its

purpose in Grace ; it is the same covenant as conceived by
Jeremiah, and in the Epistle to the Hebrews ; it is not Horeb,
but the Heart of God and all that is involved in spiritual truth and
worship. The days of ignorance are, in a sense past, therefore,

it is for Israel to choose life, love and blessing, in the knowledge
of this Truth, that God is the Life of Israel and the length of hi^

days ; that is, the spiritual Eternal, as involved in all the promises.

10. The period is that of spiritual transition, from Moses and
forms, to Joshua and Truth ; the three periods of forty cycles

are near the end, therefore Moses must depart ; and the Glory of

the Lord will come with the coming of Joshua. It is the Sou'^
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of Moses that reveals the glory of God ; what he uttered was
not vain and useless for Israel and the nations ; it means life

and blessing to those who obey, and warning of evils to come upon
those who disobey ; and this is in harmony with experience.

If the new covenant specially reveals what may be called the

Eternal Purpose of God in Love, the Economy of Divine Grace in

Christ, then Moses is a great type of three generations ; of the

unconscious, the semi-conscious, and the conscious ; that is to say,

Moses pre-figures Christ in all the ages in which he is an actor.

It is not easy to express the thought that is here suggested
;

there is Israel as the outward form being developed ; there is

Christ toward which there is development ; and there is the

Spirit of Truth and Love causing development. There is a

weakness, through the flesh, in Israel, and thus failure ; there

is Christ in the Spirit, working for the ideal ; and, there is, what
men do not see, nor understand, the successful work of the Spirit

which men cannot measure. 11. It is written that Moses blessed

the children of Israel by their tribes, before his departure. These
blessings may be conceived as of great importance, although at

the present time men may fail to understand the symbols, and
all that they mean. It is not Moses that has to be specially

studied, but the voice of the Spirit through Moses ; and in some
sense the purposes of the Spirit to be revealed in the tribes.

There is prayer for Eeuben the first-born, that he may live and not

die. There is special blessing for Judah ; the longing desire

for the coming One that he may be made strong against His
enemies. There is prayer for faithfulness, and spiritual power
and devotion, for the service of God for the sons of Levi. Ben-
jamin is conceived as the beloved of the Lord, dwelling in safety,

and protected with the Divine favour and love. Upon Joseph,

as Ephraim and Manasseh, there are conserved and poured out,

all the blessings of heaven and earth. Zebulmi is to rejoice in

going forth and Issachar in tents, because they are to call the

people to the great feast to offer righteous sacrifices and receive

blessing from sea and land. Gad is blessed as ruler and law-

giver, and as a judge in Israel. Dan is like a lion's whelp, power-

ful and ready to leap upon the enemy. NaphtaU has wrestled,

has conquered, is satisfied and is blessed. Asher is to be blessed

with children and strengthened for duties that are not pleasant,

Simeon is not included in this list, the hearers and the triflers,

have no portion in that Israel that is strenuous for the spiritual
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life. The order of blessing is not historical as in the blessings of

Jacob upon the tribes in Egypt ; the ideal is different, it is in-

tellectual and spiritual as pointing to what these tribes represent

in the redeemed Kingdom of God. The tribes are blessed in

Israel ; Israel is Jeshurun—the upright
; Moses is king of the

upright in Israel
;

yet Jeshurun may fall, forsake God, and
lightly esteem the Rock of Salvation. It is the God of Jeshurun
that is the glory of the Heavens ; it is God, the Eternal, that is

the Refuge of the redeemed and their defence. In fact, God, the

Spirit, is All in all : Israel and Jacob are the children of God
dwelling in safety at the fountain of all blessing. " Happy art

thou, Israel ; who is like unto thee, people saved by the

Lord, the Shield of thy help, and who is the sword of Thy ex-

cellency ! and thine enemies shall be found liars unto thee ; and
thou shalt tread upon their high places." Language fails to

express all that God is to His people. 12. It is God, Christ, the

Spirit, the Israel of the Spirit, that is to be glorified ; Moses is a

great type ; he lives and dies, but the Spirit of God ever lives in

all types, signs, and symbols ; therefore the mystery is not Moses,
or his works that men study, but the works of the Spirit.

There is a noticeable analogy betwixt the blessings uttered by
Moses upon the tribes of Israel and the petitions in the Lord's

Prayer. The trend of spiritual thought is similar, thus it may be
said the Lord's Prayer gives in spiritual thought what is embodied
in the bhssings. 1, Reuben. Father bless and hallow this child

that thy Name may be holy. 2, .Tudah. Thy Kingdom come.

3, Levi. Thy will be thought, said and done. 4, Benjamin.
As it is done by the Son at the Right Hand in Heaven. 5,

Manasseh. So may the will of God be done on the earth.

6, Ephraim. Give to the children their daily bread. 7, Zebulun.

Dwell with us and forgive our sins as we forgive those who sin

against us. 8, Issachar. It is sin that is as a double burden
;

therefore keep us that we may not sin through temptation. I),

Gad. Send a troop to deliver from the power of evil. 10, Dan.
Thine is the Kingdom, the order, the problem of true relations.

11, Naphtali. Thine is the Power; the power to wrestle and
overcome every enemy. 12, Asher. Thine is the glory, for

ever and ever, Amen. If the tribes are taken in their order, as

blessed by Moses, there may be traced a likeness to the blessing.s

uttered up ).i the Mount by Christ, only the reading requires to

be spiritual and upon the plane of thought of a redeemed nation
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that is ready, or being prepared to enter into the Divine in-

heritance. Thus 1, Reuben is no longer a rebel, the first-born,

selfish and self-asserting, he is poor in spirit and the inheritor of

the Kingdom of Heaven. 2. Judah is not the idolatrous nation,

but the mourner because of sin, and for Judah there is comfort in

Christ. 3. Levi is no longer the proud sacerdotal priest, he is

the meek one, and in meekness he shall inherit this earth. 1.

Benjamin is not the ravening wolf of the morning ; his nature is

changed and his hunger and thirst are for righteousness. 5.

Manasseh has forgotten the toil and trouble of the past, be has

been crowned with mercy and is merciful. 6. Ephraim has passed
through the fvrnace of affiiction and he is now pure of heart

able to see God and live. 7, Zebulun. God in Christ dwells with
men and there is peace ; the peace makers are the children of God.
8. Issachar is the one that is persecuted by men, suffers through
sin, is bereft of all earthly goods, and yet his portion is the King-
dom of Heaven. Thus far the likeness to the Blessings on the

Mount, the comparisons end here, except in the suggestion that

the sufferers, spiritual sufferers, are doubly blessed ; they have as

theirportion in this life, persecution, evil-speaking and revihng; but,

in it all they have rejoicing and great gladness ; and a great reward
in Heaven. It is in the light of this thought that the remaining
four sons are to be considered ; they are the sons of the hand-
maidens, the despised sons that come last, as men enumerate
them ; but in the light of the teaching of the Spirit they are

the exalted ones, raised up into the spiritual realm, wherein they

are placed to be the teachers of the spiritual children. It is not
necessary to point out further analogies, that are to be found in

the Bible ; these are given to show that spiritually Moses, in

Deuteronomy, is not to be studied historically, that is to say

B.C. 1450 ; but as he reveals the Spirit that is in Christ. The
Lord Christ follows Moses, and what Moses said about Israel as

tribes is changed into prayer and blessing. It is the Lord, the

Sjfirit, that animates Moses and Christ, and thus, spiritually, they

agree in what redeemed Israel ought to be ; nay more, the sug-

gestion is that in God, Christ, the Spirit and Israel are one, and
this is the ideal toward which the thoughts of men should develop.

The self-exalted critics would despise and reject Moses, ?nd
lightly esteem the Rock of their salvation ; but when they turn to

look upon the Rock, a change has come, there is flowing from
Christ a stream of Life, and the Name men give to this stream
the Holy Spirit.
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The line of thought that has been followed with Moses and

Mosaism may prove useful in this way ; there is the attempt

made to study these books in harmony with the Method of Christ,

and also by the fourfold method of the Spirit ; these methods are

clearly defined and they are carried out in the four books. The

importance of th? books of Moses is not their intellectual in-

formation although this is great ; it is that they are grave ques-

tions, spiritual problems, set before men, not as historic details

merely, but to startle them, and cause them to inquire. What
do they really mean ? The strange thing is that they mean what

they say ; and, that they mean a very great deal more than they

say ; and, it is this meaning that is not said that is of chief im-

portance. The Spirit seems to be saying to thoughtful men,

Consider these forms and symbols ; conceive them as ideals
;

ponder upon them as spiritual concepts ; let them live, grow,

develop, and intently study how they change from form to

spirit. They seem to emerge out of the earth and the earthly,

but the Spirit is in them ; thus no spiritual rest is to be found

until the Spirit is found, that is the cause of all changes. The
flesh profiteth nothing ; it is the Spirit that is Life and Truth

;

therefore, unless the Spirit reveals life and truth to spiritual men
ail their labour is vain. It may be conceived that this line of

study passes beyond the normal intellectual boundaries of

Mosaism, and that the results are not verified, or verifiable ;
but

it must be remembered that the standard of measurement is not

Closes and Mosaism. it is Christ, and the Spirit of Christ, thus they

judge what is the relative position and value of Mosaism.

In the books of Joshua and Judges, the study of the develop-

ment of Israel after the flesh is continued ; the positive aspect

of the books are discounted ; there is the fore-knowledge of what

they are meant to teach; and, thus the stories are taken for

what they are worth spiritually in the Kingdom of God. The

Books of Moses appear, in a sense, to make a god of law ; thus

they teach that if men do what they ought not to do, they will

(lie ; but if they obey law thev will live ; God is in the order and

the law, ther fore to sin against order and law is to sin against

God. The whole trend of Mosaism is to prove that men have not

conformed to law, therefore they ought to die ; but there is a

power in Israel that is superior to that kind of order, thus men
continue to live, they cannot explain why, but they say it is

because God loves, saves, redeems, and is gracious and merciful,
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therefore they are not destroyed. What then, Is God above Law ?

This is not a fair question ; it ought not to be put in this form ;

it is not reasonable, because the real question is not, Is God greater

than law ? but, in what way are men to conceive the thought of

God, when it is order and law, that is the revelation of the Will of

God, in other words, the Work of His Spirit. .If the books of

Moses bring home to the souls of men this great truth they have
net been written in vain ; but if they lead men to reflect

upon this truth, that order and law are spiritual, of the

Spirit, the revealed Will of God. then sin becomes exceeding

sinful ; it is an outrage against Divine Love ; it is base, dis-

creditable and dishonourable. The human family analogy is

clear upon this point ; if the basest of sins and the most dis-

honourable is to sin against the love of father, mother and family,

then it must be even more grievous to sin against the Will of

the Divine Father, the Source of all love. Men through subtle

arguments of legal laws, and of order in society, have tended to

confuse the real issue ; they set up buffer conditions of law and
order ; these become their standards, and thus they forget

that the real truth at the bottom of all such reasoning is that

God lives, and that it is the Spirit that reveals the Will of God
as order and law. In the language of modern philosophy

;

God is the Unknowable ; but it is by order and law the Si-irit

reveals God, and thus the Divine Will is knowable and known.
The son is as the unconscious in the earthly womb in Egypt ;

he is born, baptized, and trained in the Desert, and becomes
semi-conscious ; and when Moses departs to be with God then

the son becomes conscious of his destiny, his inheritance, and
he is ready to enter in and possess what is his portion in the

earth. Terah left Ur of the Chaldees hoping to find it and he

came short ; in a real and true sense, Joshua and Israel entered

in where Isaac lived, and possessed the promises given to him
;

but they fell short of the spiritual ; the intellectual and the

moral, the carnal, cannot possess the kingdom of heaven.

The order of the thoughts in Joshua as following the method of

Christ may be expressed thus : L Joshua is the successor of

Moses. The differences betwixt the types of men may be summed
up in their names, the work they have to do, and the attitude

of Iheir thoughts to the Divine Will. Moses is a son of Egypt
drawn from its river ; his work is order and law, as objective ;

and his ideal of life is conformity to law by obedience ; not,
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be it remembered, as only moral, legal and penal, but in Grace,

Love and Mercy, as amply proved by the whole of written

Mosaism. Joshua is a saviour, a moral man, a captain and

leader of men ; a child of two covenants ; a student of the

inner meaning of law, as the life that is subjective ; his work is

to give eifect to order and law as life ; the Will of God that is

law ; thus wherever lawlessness exists, it is doomed and under

the curse ; it is not fit to live, if for no other reason than this,

it is an idolatrous outrage in the moral universe. When men
in the Name of the Gospel of Divine Love denounce Joshua and

his armies, and the conquest of Canaan, they fail to understand

the true position, and the education of Israel and mankind.

The lesson men are required to learn, or die, is that there is no

life apart from God and conformity to His Will, His Spirit.

The Canaanites failed to learn this truth and they died ; the

Israelites failed to understand the meaning of their conquest,

they sinned, and they also were cast out as dead from their

earthly inheritance. Is not this the history that is engraven

upon all the nations in the past ? They received their inheri-

tances, they sinned, were ungrateful and became idolatrous
;

therefore, they lost the good portions of this fair earth that

they had inherited. Joshua is the type of man who is as a

saviour and captain to those who love and obey God ;
and

at the same time a terrible iconoclast to break down, and destroy,

what is idolatrous, debasing, and contrary to the Will of God.

Israel can only find rest in the fulfilled promises of God ; and

what are God's promises here but prophetic revelations of His

Will, by His Spirit. To seek for, and to find, the fulfilment

of God's promises is to enter into rest in the Divine inheritance

that God has prepared for His people. As expressed by Jesus,

who saw beyond all this symbolism of land and conquest ; it

is to go into the leather's Home, where there are many rooms,

which are all prepared and ready for those who follow Him.

There can be no question as to the supreme spiritual value of

this ideal, as com})arcd with that of Joshua ; men are called upon

to think, not upon what pleases themselves best, but in what way
God could teach Israel, and mankind, and, in a reasonable

manner, raise them up above idolatrous conceptions. 2. The
spies were sent to see the condition of Jericho and of the Laud

;

they found that God had gone before them ; there was faith in

the house of Uahab, and fear in the hearts of God's enemies,
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and thus they knew that God was with them in their enterprise.

3. The spiritual conception as to the coming of Joshua and
Israel is that the nation, as heir to the promises, and the land,,

has at last arrived ; but the land is possessed by those who^
have been condemned as wicked idolaters, and the enemies of

God and good. Betwixt Israel and Canaan there flows the river

that leads to the sea of the dead ; and, ere life can reign over
death, law over lawlessness, that river must be crossed, death
defied, and life proclaimed as lord over death. All this is done
in symbol, by consecration, preparation, the Ark, the priests,

and the crossing of the river ; by the witness stones, circumcision

at Gilgal and the new bread of the new land. Above all it has
to be observed that Joshua is not first in command in this cam-
paign against evil ; the Captain and Prince is already in the
field with His sword drawn and it is this Joshua that is the
Saviour of the saved, and the Punisher of evil-doers. 4. Faith
lives in Joshua and Israel ; there is Hope in the report of the
spies

; there is patient fulfilment of duty in Israel, Joshua, and
the Captain of the host, and all these are set in order against

Jericho, that city of evil-doers. How was the city taken ? Not
by the might, power, or wisdom of men ; the Lord blew upon the
walls and they fell ; the Spirit of God captured the city and it

was seized by Israel. Give the glory then to God the Spirit, for

this was His work ; it is His strange work ; and let men write upon
all such places that they are under the curse, and that no blessing

can be the heritage of those who begin to rebuild, and defend,

v.hat is under the curse of God. 5. Let men note carefully

that the Jericho curse rests upon all that belongs to Jericho.

If the seat of the curse is the selfish, self-seeking, human heart,

then things and thoughts are under the curse, as if it were leprosy.

Achan is the type ; he saw, coveted, disobeyed orders, hid

away the stuff and thought all was safe ; the curse fell upon
the army at Ai ; somehow the stream of faith was dried up,

there was unbe ief, doubt, fear and discomfiture. These are

thoughts that go very deep into the hearts of men, society, and
nations ; covetousness is idolatry, and disobedience is worthy of

death. He is not a true soldier of Christ that is disobedient,

covetous and idolatrous. 6. With the cleansed heart and the

obedient will there is the renewal of Hope and Courage ; the

enemy is defeated, the land possessed ; and the great land-

marks of good and evil, of blessing and cursing are set up, and
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kept in remembrance. 7. It is not to be assumed that the

Captain of the Hosts of God, the Prince of Peace, wills that

peoples die, or remain in their state of revolt ; let them seek

for peace honestly, and they will be forgiven ; but if His, and

their enemies, attempt to destroy His friends, even if powerful

and wise, they will be overthrown. 8. The kings of northern

Canaan combined to fight against Israel ; the day of this battle,

of good against evil, truth against error, Grace against self

and selfishness in every form is the greatest event in history.

The upright who stand in the presence of God have noted this

fact ; it has been a great day indeed in which the Grace of God
has reigned supreme in the strangest possible way, and the perse-

cuted, the poor, the meek, the pure, and the peace-loving, have

gained the greatest of victories. This is the kind of miracle that

sceptics should leave alone ; they cannot understand it ; this

is a realm of thought they never enter ; therefore, in the future

they will prove that they possess a little wisdom, when they

cease to make foolish comments about this matter. Being

carnal, and earthly, they express their thoughts after the manner

of the earthly ; where they fail to understand, is in thinking

that they are dealing with what is earthly and carnal ; and they

do not recognise that the realm is in the Spirit, and in the

Spiritual. Even the worldly, ambitious Balaam was led to

understand that opposition to the Will of God is vain ;
thus,

in the symbolism of poetry, he said of Israel, " God brought

him fortii out of Egypt ; he hath as it were the strength of the

unicorn ; he shall eat up the nations his enemies and shall

break their bones and pierce them through with his arrows.

He couched, he lay down as a lion and as a great lion : who
shall stir him up ? Blessed is he that blesseth thee, and cursed,

is he that curseth thee." " So Joshua took the whole land

according to all that the Lord said unto Moses, and Joshua

gave it for an inheritance unto Israel according to their divisions

by their tribes. And the land rested from war." i). This

is an end, and a rest for the people of God, but it is in outward

sign and symbol only, not in spiritual truth ; it is more like a

beginning, because it tells men that however different their

conceptions may be from the thoughts of the Spirit, there are

traceable likenesses, and it is through these that men are to be

educated and raised to spiritual ideals. There is much to be

done to complete the conquest ; the citadel and outposts are
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taken, but the enemy is within the gates lurking everywhere to

seize their opportunity of regaining what they say is their in-

lieritance. 10. In the division of the land a special portion is

given to Caleb and his children ; they inherit Hebron with all its

sacred memories ; and his daughter Achsah, encircles all her

thoughts about the portions that contain the upper and nether

springs. 11. To the sons of Joseph were given goodly portions

in Bashan, Gilead and at Shechem ; and it is around Ephraim
.as a centre that the Kingdom of Israel revolves in its history,

as distinct from the Kingdom of Judah. 12. All the tribes

received their portions, the end was peace and the possession

of the earthly inheritance. Israel was faithful to God during

the days of Joshua, and of the elders that had seen the great

works of God in the redemption of Israel and the Conquest.

The remains of Joseph were not left behind in Egypt they were

buried in Shechem in that plot of ground that Jacob bought

from the sons of Hamor ; thus the Commonwealth was esta-

blished and God was known to Israel as Jehovah, the Redeemer
from the bondage of Egypt, the Guide in the Desert, and the

Saviour and Captain of the hosts that had fought against,

and conquered, the Canaanites.

In the Book cf Judges there is a brief record of the history

of Israel, as a Commonwealth, during the period of about 300

years. It is hardly necessary to state that the Books of Joshua

and Judges contain no theory of government ; for such a theor}*

reference may be made to Mosaisni ; for a theory of life, that

is how, a nation that has attained to manhood ought to live the

moral life of love to God and man ; or, how thera is failure in

living the Divine life, there are many lessons worthy of considera-

tion. The position of Israel may not be so unique in this matter

as is generally supposed ; it may be assumed that all nations

that have attained to manhood have passed through similar

earthly experiences. The law of development is not different

in its order ; to all there is the unconscious condition when
there is growth without definite purpose or knowledge ;

followed

by semi-consciousness with efforts to understand ; and, when
the State or nation is formed the result is consciousness, inteUi-

gent, intellectual efforts for organisation of order and law, what

is necessary for the well-being of a people. With this line of

thought historians are familiar ; it is to be found in Egypt,

Babylon, Greece, Rome, and all great nations ; and it is well
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to study the difiereiices betwixt the period of the lawgivers,

as compared with the living nations in their moral life, their

Commonwealths, their Kingdoms and Empires. There is, how-
ever, one great difference betwixt Israel and other nations, and
it lies in this that it is in Israel that God reveals, by His Spirit,

to conscious men, what He is pleased to do for Israel, as God,
Redeemer, Lawgiver, Judge, and King. It is true that similar

conceptions are found in the histories of other nations ; but they
are not made known in the same definite manner. With other

nations there is recognition of the gods they serve ; but, is it not so,

that these are arbitrary powers as possessed by priests, rulers, wise

men and kings ; whilst the revelation to Israel is that of truth ;

with a kind of constitutional freedom and liberty, that ought
to have been exercised with great advantage ? Legislation,

that is defined order and law, is as Mosaism ; it is living growth
from families and tribes to a nation, and the record of that

development is the most sacred possession entrusted to priests

who kept this treasure in the Sacred Ark. It ought not to be
forgotten that the priests and Levites were the wise and privi-

leged classes in Israel, the sacred family ; therefore, upon them
lay the responsibility of making known to the nation the rela-

tions of God to the people ; of the people to God ; and of the

people to each other. All this is fully recognised by nations

that are organised and have constitutional laws ; but even
at this late period in history it is not pleasant to think that

there are Christian nations that are arbitrary and despotic ;

that are similar to Nineveh, Babylon, and Egypt ; and it may
be a question worthy of consideration whether some Christian

nations, said to be so, are not retrograde as compared with
the Commonwealth of Israel as an ideal. In the study of the
Bible, it is very important to sever the ideal from the real ;

the revealed thoughts of God from the degraded life of the people
;

they are found side by side ; but the rule is that the ideal pre-

cedes the real ; and the real life of the nation is, as compared with
the ideal, upon the downward grade, as if the people were un-
conscious that such ideals exist. This is the case with Mosaism
and with Judaism ; and if men were seriously to consider in

what way they could apply the standards of Mosaism and of
Christianity to modern Christian nations, they would be com-
pelled to confess that although ideals do exist they are not valued

;

I hey are hidden away in chests, libraries, and books, and they
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are not considered applicable for legislation or for the govern-

ment of the people. The practical question that men of ex-

perience are likely to put to rulers as to this condition of things
;

or, to the men that are responsible for class legislation and miy-

government, is to this intent : What do you exist for ? Why
liave you been ignorant of the lessons that history teach ? If

Israel and all other nations with their histories could not teacL

wise men and rulers that their methods were incurably bad,

utterly hopeless, then what is the use of keeping up privileged

classes, who assert that they alone know how to make laws and
how to govern men ?

" By their fruits ye shall know them."
If the fruits of class and privilege are corruption, bribery, nepo-

tism, covetousness, self-assertion, self-conceit, and inability to

learn what is true, right and good, then their services ought

to be dispensed with, and it will be for their good to send them
to earn an honest living at any occupation where their gifts and

powers would be found useful. The wise, clever, ambitious,

self-seeking men have had a long, long time to prove their fitness

for their work ; it is now time to give honest, thoughtful, con-

scientious, self-denying men an opportunity to work for the

good of the people, for all nations and races of men. But the

•objection may be raised, the sins of Israel and of the

-Commonwealth are widely different from those of modern states :

they sinned by omissions, by easy-going conformity, by every

man enjoying himself, and by neglecting the good of the Common
Weal ; whilst to-day the sins are all kinds of commissions of

evil-doing ; of concentration of power, bureaucracy, and the

manipulation of power in the State for the benefit of classes.

In a sense the periods, places, and men are not easily compared,

but the real want in Israel and in Christendom is the same, it

is that of God-fearing men, who seek to serve God truly, and

who seek the good of the people. The outward forms change,

but the spiritual facts are ever the same ; they are departure

from God in the Spirit, some form of idol-worship, selfishness,

and self-assertion in some form or other ; and it is these that

require careful study, not the particular form of the sin and

lawlessness. 1. If people live without an ideal, or just as their

neighbours live, falling down into their degraded habits of life,

it will not take a very long time before the lawless Canaanitc

lifts his foot and kicks Israel. Why should he serve men who
are in no sense superior, and slave for those who worship and
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serve the same false gods ? 2. If Israel will not take steps to

defend the land and people, then why should Mesopotamian

raiders do honest work when it is so easy to lift other people's

goods, and so much more pleasant to make Israelite thralls labour

for them ? 3. If proud, conceited, self-asserting Moab has more
cunning than Israel, is it not good for the boors of Israel to have

for their masters those who can teach them wisdom ? 4-. If

Jabin, of Canaan, with his chariots and earthly power can sub-

due Israel, and reconquer his inheritance, why should he study

the interests and claims of Israel ? 5. If Midian has greater

intellectual power and surpasses in numbers and in plausible

reasonings the careless easy-going children of Israel, then what
is Israel fit for but to become his servile tool to minister to his

greatness ? 6. If Abimelech can make himself a despotic ruler

over his brethren, and put his own relations to death to gain

his ambitious purposes, why should civil war with all its horrible

<;onsequences prevent this end, when the successful revolter

will be able to reward his friends for their timely assistance ?

7. If fierce, unmerciful, cruel Ammon, and his friends, can

enjoy themselves at the expense of Israel, why should they not

enjoy all their privileges, and trample down without pity or

mercy those who can supply their wants ? 8. If the lords of

the Philistines are able to subdue and hunt to death the craven
cowards of Israel, why should they fail to enjoy their occasional

holidays and pastimes, even though their slaves in Israel do not

<3njoy the hunting and the feasting at their expense ? 9. If

Micah has a god, a shrine, and a priest for his own family, why
should the Danites hesitate to rob Micah of god and priest

;

or, for that matter, of anything that Micah possesses ? 10. If

a Levite will travel about the country with his fair concubine,

what is to prevent lawless men from dishonouring, degrading
,

and even killing the companion of another man ? 11. If in

Israel such infamous deeds are possible, then why not revolt and
murder on a large scale, a kind of civil war, hatred, strife, and
what is disgraceful in any society, or 8tate ? 12. In fact if

there are no wise men left in Israel, no legislators, judges, God-
fearing, righteous men, then what better than Anarchy, chaos,

the abolition of all order and law ? What could the devil,

or evil men, desire, that would please them better ? They
have descended to the doorway of hell ; they are degraded
until they appear as wild beasts upon the face of the earth

;
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highways are unsafe ; robbers and murderers thrive ; why
should they be prevented from using the power they possess to
terrorise districts ? The world and all it contains is the inheri-

tance of devils, beasts, and beast-like men ; and there are people

so ignorant and foolish that they would serve these beasts of

prey who live upon robbery, carnage, and murder. It surely

cannot be possible that Israel fell so low as this, or that any
part of Christendom could become* so degraded. Is this really

so ? or, are men living in a fool's paradise, cherishing the beau-
tiful thought that ethics and altruism are transforming the
world and that a humanitarian Millenium is going to come soon ?

In the face of history, of the Bible, and of the knowledge pos-

sessed of mankind, this conception is seen to be awfully absurd
;

it is just at the ethical stage of development that these infernal

events take place ; and it is the Book of Judges that is the

Divine lesson-book to teach men, that what is ethical cannot
save men from sin ; and that what is altruistic is only an earthly

varnish, spread over the festering sores of humanity to prevent
the horrible vision of a body almost dead. It is true, as miracle

of Divine truth, that God is ever sending His messengers of mercy,
as prophets, teachers, legislators, judges and servants to save
men from their enemies ; but the strange thing is that men
will not believe that their enemies are so vicious and cruel, hate-

ful and murderous, until they feel their devilish power. It is

not that God gives them up to these vile miscreants that they
may work their will upon the Lord's redeemed ; it is that the

redeemed are void of spiritual common sense ; they will not
learn obedience ; they will prefer lying to truth, evil to good,

their own ways to the ways of grace and mercy. The pregnant
question here is not, Why God permits all this to go on upon
the earth ? It is, When will men learn that God is training

them to be men ; that this change can only come in God's way,
the right way ; and that the concurrence of the wills of men
with the Will of God is absolutely necessary for this end. God
can create any number of automatons that would obey His Will

unconsciously ; the wonder is not so very great that the holy

angels do S|0 consciously ; but the problem of humanity is how
semi-conscious and sinful men can be aroused to consciousness

through the Will of God, have it written in letters of Divine love

in their hearts, and thus be changed from the image of the beast

to God-likeness ? How having lost their inheritance in spiritual
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truth and righteousness, they could recover themselves by Divine
grace, by the way of suSering and sacrifice ? The Book of Judges
has something to state upon all these subjects ; and specially

it reiterates this thought, that men ought to seek Divine wisdom,
so that they may learn how very near they may go to losing

the inhetitance whilst living in it ; and what an awful disaster

it would be to lose both reaUty and shadow ; the inheritance of

grace, truth and righteousness, as well as the promised land
and the promises of God.
The thought to be remembered here is that this story of the

Judges, and the degradation of the Commonwealth of Israel, is

the fulfilment in the nation of Israel of what can be seen and
studied more fully in mankind, and in the Book of G-enesis, in

the generations from the Heavens and Earth to Terah. The
form of development, visible, intellectual and moral, in ancient

nations was upon a much larger scale ; these were as typical

forms of generations ending in the lapse of the nations into idolatrv,

the loss of the knowledge of God, Truth and Righteousness. In

Israel, the same truths as in the generations are specially revealed

in Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses and Joshua ; the issue

is similar ; at the end of this period, in the Israel after the flesh,

as visible nation and Commonwealth, God, Truth and Righteous-

ness seem to be as remote as to the idolatrous world of Nineveh
or Babylon. As in Genesis the attention is centered upon
Abraham and Isaac, as the revelation of Faith, Grace and Sacrifice,

so in the days of Eli in Israel the attention is turned to Samuel
and to the Kingdom of God, which is the Kingdom of Faith, of

Grace, of Sacrifice, and of the spiritual hfe. With the full ex-

planation given as to the generations in Genesis ; and of the

development of redeemed Israel, it is not necessary to enter into

details in connection with the spiritual realm of Grace. The
outward, visible forms of the nation in its development remain
for study and reference ; it is the King and the Kingdom that

require to be considered, as related to the nation in the past and
to the Kingdom in the future ; as fulfilling all that is to be found
in generations and in symbols. As already explained, there are

several ways in which the recurring works of the Spirit may be
studied ; here it will be well to limit the reasoning to the Kingdom,
as supplementary and necessary to succeed the Commonwealth.
The thouglit to be conceived here is tliat this fall of Israel is

analogous with the Fall of Adam ; therefore, Grace and Sacrifice
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follow in their order, as the law, or the Will of God for the Silva-

tion of the nation ; but this revelation of the Kingdom of Grace is

also another beginning ; it is as the visible and the physical, the

outward forms of the spiritual Kingdom. The transition is from
Israel after the flesh to Israel after the spirit ; thus, the realm of

Grace to the Israel redeemed from Egvpt, that was trained in the

Desert, received the land as an inheritance and failed to retain

it in the fear and love of God, is also the foundation in Grace of

the Kingdom of God yet to be made manifest in spiritual order.

If this conception is clearly realised then it is not necessary to

enter into details as to the development of the spiritual Kingdom
;

it will follow the same order as the visible ; but, being spiritual,

there may be difhculties in comprehending the spiritual as com-
pared with the carnal.

1. Students of the Bible are familiar with the story of Elkanah
and Hannah and that intense desire that seized her to be the

mother of a man-child that she could devote to the service of

God and man. When, so to speak, the generations of men had
failed to bring salvation to mankind, then the Spirit moved, with

Divine power, in a woman ; she asked for a son ; her petition was
granted, the child Samuel was born and in due time he was given

back to God. The stories of Hannah and Samuel, and of Mary and
Jesus, are similar in many ways ; thus it is not difficult to think

upon Samuel as the type of Jesus, the Saviour, and of Christ the

King of Israel In the light of the methods of Christ, and of the

Spirit, the development may be conceived as taking this form

:

1. Samuel is prophet, priest and judge in Israel ; in Truth, LaAV

and Sacrifice ; he is to be conceived as the servant of God ; he

is not called a king, but to all intents this was his position in

Israel. He was the King's representative, type, or symbol, with

divine authority ; he was a seer, that is he could see in the Spirit,

and thus if ever a king reigned by Divine right intellectually,

morally and in grace that king was Samuel. Where the mistake

is likely to be made is in trying to conceive Samuel as a king

like other kings ; this is not the conception to grasp ; it is this,

Samuel was king in grace ; and this means something quite

difierent from the conception of kingship as exercised by men.
Here it is well not to think of Samuel only as king in grace in

Israel about the year 1150 B.C. This is a real spiritual king,

therefore he is to be conceived as representing the Ideal King,

who at this stage in history was able to appear in this special
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form in His Kingdom. 2. Simuel, as representing the King, wis
not acceptable to this Israel that loved the visible, the physical

and the carnal ; therefore, they asked for a king that would
be their leader in the wars ; a king Uke the kings of other nations

;

and when they made this foolish choice they rejected the King
of Grace and his representative on the earth ; and the king

they got was the Saul-type of man ; the man that commands and
demands obedience from his subjects. Men do not require

to have this type of king defined ; they have known him all

through history ; he rules to-day among many nations ; thus

it would be waste of time to describe the kind of king men have
chosen, honoured and obeyed. To get a good look at the min
he has to be viewed from various standpoints ; he is Adam the

first man who received the inheritance and sinned by disobedienca,

disloyalty to the King ; the elder brother, Cain, the murderer
;

he is Ishmael the son of Hagar the Egyptian, and all that he

represents ; he is the first-born Esau, the despiser of the promises

and the inheritance ; he is like Reuben, the first-born of the

sons of Jacob, that dishonoured his father ; he is the legal ruler,

with pains and penalties^ as compared with Grace and what is

Heavenly. What he is men know by experience only too well

;

the trouble is that having given him the throne he will maintain

that it is his by Divine Right, and that subjects do not even
possess the right to question his claims. At times, when he

begins to reign he shows a little wise modesty ; but when in full

possession of power and authority, then the bad human qualities

ripen ; thus pride of power, gl'jry in war, treachery to friends,

unscrupulousness in action, presumption as to Divine things, are

the common attributes of earthly kings ; they take the sword
and say they prosper by it ; they become so hardened in evil

that murder is their chief amusement ; thus, the fruits are like

the seeds, the king?, and nations, that worship the sword perish

by it ; and lawless autocratic rulers bring about their own de-

struction and the downfall of their nations and empires. ."]. In

•order of developm-^nt there is the King, Immortal and Invisible,

the Christ of God ; the man-king is the first bom of the earth,

a rebel and usurper. The third king is not so easily defined
;

he also is a type ; and very often his actions are far fcom kingly

and what they ought to be. The first definite type is Jacob as

compared with Esau. In some things he seems even more sharp,

<3unning and unscrupulous than his elder brother; he cherishes

S 2
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the earthly, and keeps one eye upon the heavenly ; he can drive

a hard bargain by giving a mess of pottage for a kingdom and
inheritance ; he enjoys the things of this life and is keen to in-

crease his wealth ; he has faith in God and in his promises ;

thus he makes the best of both worlds ; and is usually a suc-

cessful man. He is a child of Grace and has to endure sufEering

and offer sacrifices ; in fact the man is a mystery to himself

;

the lower, the earthly, pulls him down, and he scorns himself

and is scorned by others. The Heavens draw him up, and thus
at one time he is repentant and full of sorrow ; at another
he is exultant, successful, blessed, and he cannot tell why he
should experience these extremes of fee'ing. David, the king,

the shepherd, like his ancestor Jacob, is a well known type, of this

kind of man, they have the same family likeness ; when they
would do good, evil is present in them ; when they do evil the
good angel is there with pitying, weeping eyes ; then they are

heart-broken and repentant ; and they blame and condemn
themselves for their unreasonable folly and sin. History tells

of such kings
;
people that criticise afar off throw stones at, and

utterly condemn them ; their friends love, and would die for

them ; the common people praise and worship them ; they are
kings that touch the hearts of their people and thus they are

loved. In some way or other their hearts have not been per-

mitted to get petrified with what is earthly ; they are beloved
because they are like other men, with the same human affections

and passions. The better understanding of this type of king
will be gained by studying the story of the life of David ; but
the student must be prepared to converse with a most complex
man ; and he must not assume to begin with that he is going
to measure such a man by any rules of character that he possesses.

In fact, the man, as type of king, is placed where he is, not for

measurements, but for example and warning ; to teach what a.

man may do if left to take his own sinful, self-seeking way
;

or, what he may become if the Divine Voice is heard and obeyed
and the Spirit of God honoured and loved. 4. The fourth type

of king is Solomon—^the peaceful—the wise king of Israel, the

son of David by Bath-Sheba. This is a rare type of king among
kings ; and the rule has been that those who have been some-

what like Solomon in wisdom, power and glory, have followed

him also in departing from the type they were meant to show
forth, and became degraded into the sensual, earthly, despicable
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type that has been so common. Solomon, as type, is son of

David ; the heir to a great inheritance and to many precious

promises ; the builder of palace and temple in Jerusalem, the

City of the great King ; therefore, the study of the type is the

king in his glory, not in his shame ; in his wisdom, not in his folly
;

in his power, not in his senility and degradation. These four

types of kings, it will be observed, are spiritual ideals ; and here

it is as such they are studied. The King reigns above all kings

;

He reigns by his representatives, by Saul-like kings ; by David-

like kings ; and the day will come when the type in Solomon

will have its fulfilment, if not in physical grandeur, then in Divine

Wisdom and Grace. It may seem strange to assert that the

King reigns whilst Saul, and David-like men, govern ; but this

is a truth that is taught in the choosing, and the anointing,

of both Saul and David. The King reigns in Grace ; thus he

humbly retires when these deputies take His place ; He permits

them to govern in their own ways so that they may discover

what it is to reign over, and govern, men ; and what blunders

they make in their work. The purpose of Grace, however, and

the design of salvation and restoration are not lost sight of for

a moment ; these carnal sons of hand-maidens take the reins

of government and do what they can ; and, perhaps, it may be

granted that sometimes they even do the best they can, under

the conditions. The question here is not of blame, of perfection

or imperfection, it is this simple one, are these types of spiritual

rule and government in the Heavens and upon the Earth ; and

do they under earthly forms teach men something of what is

heavenly and earthly. With the first type there ought not to be

any difficulty ; the Lord Reigneth ; He is King of kings and
Lord of lords. The second type presents a difficulty in this

way, why should the Saul type be permitted to reign ; and

why has he been permitted to reign so wickedly ? If the appeal

is to intellectual reasoning, or moral worth ; to Truth, Justice

or Righteousness, the only reply to be found is judgment, justice

and punishm -nt ; the man is condemned even before trial, he

is neither true nor righteous, therefore away with him into

prison and the outer darkness. When he is not dealt with in

this way this leaves the door of hope open ; the King, all-wise,

merciful and gracious, will not deal with him as men deal with

each other ; he will give him not a chance merely ; He will

environ him with the atmosphere of Grace ; and the result
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may be that Adam, Cain, Ishmael and Reuben, and their genera-

tions, through the Divine Spirit, even where spiritual conscious-

ness seemed to be dead, may become like the assumed generations

of Esau ? This is a tremendous supposition ; it takes the breath

away ; the enquirer falls at the feet of the Spirit as dead, and
the only question that can rise from heart to lip is this, Can
the Lord, the Spirit do this, or anything like this, for the sinful

sons of Adam and of Esau ? Can it be that if Adam and Esau
are not to be used by the Spirit to raise the spiritual temple,

and to bring the Heir and King home to His Inheritance ; Will

they be used to prepare the way for the King, and to build up a

physical and psychical temple for His glory ? The third type

is not so difficult to understand ; it is the conception that Jew
and Christian have cherished ; that God is gracious and merciful

;

that the Spiiit of God does leach and guide men ; and thut con-

sciously prepares them for a spiritual Kingdom in grace. They
are not worthy to build God's temple on the earth, but the spiri-

tual material they accumulate in their experiences will be used

when the present order has passed away. The fourth type

is Messianic ; it is that of the Spiritual Son of David ; his Lord
and King ; and this is how the Spirit of God works upon, and
within the souls of men, that He may save, redeem, deliver from
evil, and bring them into the Kingdom that is all-glorious, upon
the lines of Divine Wicdcm.
Here it is necessary to pause before taking the next step.

According to the Method of the Spirit these four Kings represent

Divine ideals; in Samuel, Ffith in God, the Kirg ^iprcme; in

Saul, a Hope that a man chosen by God and anointed with His

Spirit, is not utterly cast away ; that, in David, the Patience

of the Spirit is magnified and made manifest ; and, that in

Solomon the Glory of the Spirit and the Spiritual, is revealed.

With the first there is the consciousness of the Spirit, the Spirit

is in the man, he is as representative, a seer ; with the second

the Spirit is unconscious, yet causing prophesying ; with, the

third there is a semi-con&ciousness of the Spirit, dependence

on the Spirit, as expressed in the 5 1st Psalm ;
" Take not Thy

Holy Spirit from me ;
" and " uphold me with Thy free Spirit "

;

and, with the fourth, there is this revelation, " the house was
filled with a cloud, even the house of the Lord ; so that the

priests could not stand to minister by reason of the cloud ;
for

the glory of the Lord had filled the house of the Lord." This
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is the issue with these kings, as types, or symbols ; they are

revelations of the Spirit, and the end is that there is no priest

or minister to be seen ; there is the Soul and the Spirit, and, it

is the Spirit that possesses the Soul. 5. Turning to the next
series of four, this unity and harmony of the Spirit disappears

even before the king comes upon the scene. Israel is not an
ideal nation and Kingdom ; it is earthly and idolatrous, corrupt

and pleasure-loving, thus the development is from the ideal

and the heavenly to the earthly, and, the type is Rehoboam,
the foolish son of a wise father. How Rehoboam took counsel

with his companions and rejected the wise counsel of the elders

is well known ; with this result, revolt, civil war, and the division

of the Kingdom. This is the fruit of self-conceit and despotic

rule ; the king loses his reasoning powers ; does not comprehend
the relations that exist betwixt the king and his people, the

rulers and those that are governed ; and, ere he is aware the evil

seed has borne its fruits and there is division, strife, war and
murd.n'. G. Jeroboam, who had been in Egypt, became through

strife the king of Israel ; he set up idols at Bethel and Dan, and
thus there was religious schism as well as civil war. 7. When
rebellion, civil war, schism, strife, and idolatry are everywhere

rampant, then another king reigns, named Evil, or Sin, there

follows degradation, heathen practices, and thus the inheritance

and Kingdom are forfeited. 8. When the devil has set up his

Kingdom, and he is established therein, is it very wonderful

that persecution, and reviling become the experiences of the

people of God. They have lost their inheritance and Kingdom
on earth through faithlessness and disobedience ; they begin

to realise their folly and sin in selling their birthright for a mess
of pottage ; they repent when it is too late, and what was bar-

tered away so easily cannot be recovered even when sought after

with bitter tears. The end is the captivity and the exile ; the

disease of sin has brought about death ; and thus the Israel

after the flesh is not counted among the nations.

In the study of the Kingdom of Israel, Cod gives to men an ideal

that is Heavenly ; they despise and reject what is given, and prefer

what is earthly. They are specially taught, guided, strengthened

by receiving the manifold gifts that are ie(j[uired for the organi-

sation of a nation in knowk^dge, power, glory and wisdom ; and
in a brief time, when permitted to follow their own ways, and
choose their own gods, they become like the heathen, their defences
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are gone, and the end is death. This is the vision from the

human moral stand-point ; but, it is written, " in all their afflx-

tions He was afflicted ;

" degraded Israel cried out with pain

when stricken and afflicted ; but, there is no recognition of the

long sustained travail of the Spirit. Idolatrous Israel had become

unconscious of the presence of the Spirit ;
and, this is what is

meant by spiritual death. 9. The purposes and promises of

God were not forgotten ; and, the designs for the establishment

of the Kingdom of God Avere not lost ; thus, men have to consider

in what way, and by what means, the Spirit of God carries on

this work of establishing a spiritual Kingdom of God upon the

earth. This is the problem that arises in the Prophets ;
kings

and the nation have failed, they are as the things of the past,

but, the knowledge of the glory of the Lord will yet cover the

earth. Out of this disorganised apparently dead Israel there

will spring up the new Tree of Life, the Kingdom of God and

of Heaven ; and it is this theme that is the burden of the visions

of the prophets of Israel. From within Israel, Isaiah the prophet

before the Captivity, saw that the Israel after the flesh must die
;

therefore, the Messianic Kingdom will not be limited by flesh,

and by a land ; it will be spiritually different and with spiritual

power cover the whole earth. It is in Isaiah that the problem

of service and sacrifice takes a pre-eminent place ;
here also

the spiritual eclipses the religion of forms, ritual and ceremony

;

and it is seen that the Kingdom of God is in Grace, Truth, and

Righteousness. Jeremiah, as a prophet follows, in due order,

the great prophet of T aith ; he sees that the earth is as a seething

pot ; but he has a message of Hope for Israel and the future.

Ezekiel is the prophet of the Captivity in the hours of the greatest

darkness ; he is taught the most difficult lesson of Patience

;

the mysterious working of the Spirit ; in what way the dead

come to life again, and are sustained by the Water of the River

of Life ; and, in vision, he sees the New Jerusalem and the City

of God. Daniel also is of the prophets of the Captivity ;
this

man is like Joseph, and like Christ, he is the interpreter of dreams

and the revealer of the future Kingdom of Messiah. Hosea

speaks of mercy and grace for the fallen. Joel of the pure wor-

ship of God, repentance and the coming of the Spirit upon all

flesh, Amos of the burden of sin and judgments upon evil-doers
;

the restoration to Divine favour, the possession of the inheritance

and its permanent possession, Obadiah is as the servant of the
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Lord ; and, his prediction is that Edom shall be judged, and the

kingdom shall be the Lord's. 10. Li the second series of prophets

beginning with Jonah, the conception is that Israel has failed

in the mission of mercy it was his privilege to carry to the nations.

Micah, the humble one, tells of the coming of the Kuler of Israel

by the way of Bethlehem. Nahum, the comforter, tells of the

patience of the Spirit ; how slow the Lord is to be angry
;
and

how good and strong He is to those who put their trust in Him.

Habakuk is the wrestler with God for men, and the watcher

on the tower to perceive and write the visions of the future ; and

specially of this revelation, that " the earth shall be filled with

the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the

sea." Zephaniah reveals what is hidden ; what men that are

carnal cannot see, even the presence and the power of the Lord

;

that He is the Saviour ; and, that He rejoices over those He saves.

Haggai speaks of the abiding presence of the Spirit in the people

of God ; the coming of the Desire of all nations ; the shaking of

the heavens and earth, and the overthrow of heathen nations.

Zechariah has many mystic visions of Grace and Truth ; but he

tells men plainly that the King will come in lowly state ; he tells

of the Fountain that cleanses from sin ; of the betrayal of Christ
;

of the Sword and the Smiting ; and of the new day of Grace when

men will be holy and the Canaanite will no more enter the House

of the Lord. Malachi as the last Messenger of the Spirit before

the coming of Christ, calls men to watchfulness, because the

Lord may be expected soon in His rebuilt temple ; the night

of darkness will be past, and the Sun of Kighteousness will

rise with blessing upon mankind. In the first series of the pro-

phets there is the vision of Faith in God ; and of Grace, Truth

and Righteousness to the whole earth ; it is the Kingdom of

the Anointed One that men are to look for ; but with that coming

there will be mercy, and judgment, for mankind. The second

series are more limited in their outlook as bearing upon Israel,

and Judah ; but the convergence is to Jerusalem, the temple, the

forerunner and the King. There are many questions th.t men
may ask about these revelations of the Spirit to Mankind through

the Jews ; but the question raised here is as to the revelations

of the Spirit : Are they an advance upon the kings and the King-

dom ? Do they arise in the order of spiritual development out

of the nation in its fall, captivity and restoration ? Do they form

an important link in the continuous revelation of the Kingdom
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of Grace ? To these questions the answer would be that

they are links in the history of spiritual development ; and that

without them the world-wide extension of Christ's Kingdom
would not be understood. The greater prophets call to men
in all lands, telling them that the Kingdom of Grace is theirs

and that they are welcome to enter it ; the second series nar-

rows the pathway that leads to Christ ; He is the end, to Him
they point, and thus His coming as the lowly Jesus, the Saviour,

is in keeping, not with Jewish expectations, but with a true

interpretation of the prophets, and of the whole Bible. That
this is the conception of Christ may be seen from the text taken

from Isaiah upon which He based His ministry ; it applied to

Him ; and He understood the text and its spiritual fulfilment.

As with Christ in His ministry, death and resurrection ; so also

with the apostles and their interpretations of the Old Testament

;

the prophecies in the Psalms and Joel were understood by their

fulfilment, and it was the Spirit that revealed to them in what
way Christ and the prophets were to be understood.

11. The stage of development reached here is symbolised in the

thought that the world was lying in the night of spiritual dark-

ness ; that there was no hope of any true spiritual light arising in

the heathen nations ; that there was a hope in Israel of a Kingdom
of Messiah ; a mysterious or mystical anointed and consecrated

King ; and that by Him there would come to all nations all the
blessings promised to men by God. In Greece, the world had
been aroused into all kinds of intellectual activities ; in Rome,
the Empire of the world, and of man, had been made manifest

;

in Judea there was the desire to attain to a knowledge and
wisdom superior to that of Greece ; a moral government more
beneficent than that of Rome ; and a spiritual religion that could

be set free from the thraldom of priests, Pharisees and Sadducees^

whereby men would be set free to find Truth, to live righteously

a good life, and to attain to holiness, God-like-ness. Whence such
aspirations as these in the world I They were the fruits of the

thoughts and works of the Spirit ; the harvest time had come ;

men went forth into the harvest field to reap what had been sown
by others ; and wise reapers gathered fruit to life eternal. Sowers
and reapers were in the same field rejoicing in their sowing and
reaping, and thus it has ever been throughout history in the

great harvest field of the world. The symbol to be received

from Malachi the prophet is the Rising Sun of Righteousness ; the 1
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manifestation of Divine Truth as Light ; and, as the result of

light and heat, abundant Ufe. Christ is the Light of the world ;

the sunrise, and day spring from on high ; and He comes, " to

give light to them that sit in darkness, and in the shadow of death,

to guide our feet into the way of peace." The child Jesus, as

announced by the angel, is, " the Son of the Highest, and the

Lord God shall give unto Him the throne of His father David ;

and He shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever ; and of His

Kingdom there shall be no end." The difficulty about this King
and His Kingdom is one of interpretation ; the Jewish interpre-

tation was literal, the Messiah was to be a temporal king like unto

David, with the visible accessories that surrounded Solomon,
until the whole earth would be subject to His power. The in-

terpretation of Christ is different ; it is quite true that He is the

glory of Israel and the Light to all nations ; but there is that

other conception of even greater importance ; He is the Servant,

the Elect ; the One upon Whom the Spirit rests ; the Gentle One
whose voice is not lifted up in the streets ; the Kindly One that

will not break what is bruised ; and the Brave One who will not

be discouraged. He placed Himself in the very heart of the

prophecies of Isaiah and said that in Himself this prophecy was
fulfilled. " The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me, because He hath

anointed Me to preach the gospel to the poor ; He hath sent Me
to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives,

and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that

are bruised ; to preach the acceptable year of the Lord." His

work was to do these things physically and spiritually ; and the

gospels testify to His success in this work. It is clear, therefore,

that the service for which He was specially the Anointed, meant
the Kingdom of Grace, not the Kingdom of moral government ;

much less any interference with rights of property or social

questions. These have their place and purpose in the Divine

Economy ; as Supreme Ruler they are within His sway of power
;

but to place these things first, and man and his salvation last,

or even upon the same platform of thought is wrong, it is the

reversal of Divine Order. The lowest platform upon which it is

fitting to approach Him is that of Truth ; all those who love

Truth hear His voice ; if there is no love for Truth, or righteous-

ness, in the souls of men ; if their thoughts as to life do not rise

above possessions, things, pleasures, eating and drinking, then

they will not hear, consider, love or obey the Master. These
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things are what the degraded Gentiles, the earthly peoples, seek

after, and they seek nothing higher ; the Father knoAvs that His

children require such things ; but they are of minor importance
;

it is Truth, Kighteousness, and the Kingdom of Grace that men
need ; therefore they are worthy of strenuous exertion if men
wish to obtain them. It is just here that the King of Grace sur-

passes all men in His thoughts ; and He lives in a realm which

men do not seem to understand. They are seen to be almost

frantic about possessions, things, rights, privileges, power, glory
;

but, like Pilate they turn away from the Truth asking. What is

Truth 1 They turn to every form of expediency and ask, What
is Eighteousness ? They may even go so far as to say in their

ignorance and folly, to those who are poor and down-trodden,
" Behold your King." The irony of the position is very strange

;

men crown Him, and His followers, with the Crown of Thorns,

the fruit of their own evil works ; and He wears the crown men
put upon His Head with a dignity that is Divine. Is He a King
then ? "Yes, He is King of kings, the Glory of the Heavens ; but

many men when they see Him thus arrayed, cry out, " We have

no king but Caesar." What, in brief, is thus revealed in Christ,

in His Life, Death and Resurrection, is the Revelation of God the

Spirit, in that realm of Truth known as Divine Grace and Sacrifice.

Earthly men draw near to the Bible, to Christ, and they are not

satisfied ; they do not find what suits their carnal desires ; they

are common, as a Book, and as a Man ; and, if comparison is to be

made, then there are other books, and other teachers, of equal

value. The men and women who have been drawn out of the

sweltering river of Egypt, of what is earthly, see the Bush that is

ever burning and cannot be consumed. The Book lives in the

Spirit, and the Man is clad with perfect wisdom, power, grace,

and love ; the Voice of God is heard ; the place is sacred, it is

Divine, therefore, comparisons are impossible ; those who have

their eyes opened see the Glory of the Grace of God in the Bush
the Bible, and in the Man ; and it is this revelation that is not

comparable with what is earthly. Christ, as King of Grace, has

witlun Himself the Spirit of Grace ; the Spirit of Grace is con-

ceivable and expressible, as plan, purpose, design ; as truth,

righteousness, wisdom, grace and sacrifice. The Spirit is clothed

with Christ ; that is to say, He is the living order, method, law

of the Spirit, and the Spiritual. In Him dwelleth God, the Spirit,

as in a body, an organised life. He is, and has, as possession all
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that is in God as ultimate principles of thought in perfection ; and
it is in the Kingdom of Grace that all other kingdoms are recon-

ciled. Christ is God ; true, but how is this truth to be defined ?

Christ is the Ideal, the Arch-type of all things ; this also is true^

but how can the Arch-type be known unless when compared with

types I Christ is the Spirit and the Spirit is in Christ, in all

spiritual glory, without limitation ; again, the judgment is that

this also is true, and the proof of the truth is to be found by the

method of Christ, by Science and Divine Wisdom. Further,

Christ is the manifested work of the Spirit ; He is the New
Creation by the Spirit ; and again it is asserted, this also is true

to an extent men do not understand. As God, Christ is the

Eternal Source of all Blessing ; as Christ, the Ideal, it is conceived

as if God, in some sense, not explicable, was involved in a Seed ;

as Spirit, Christ has within Himself all the plans, purposes and

designs of God ; and as the work of the Spirit, men have seen

and handled, the Son of God, as the Saviour of the world. He is

the Cause, the Seed, the plan, the purpose and design and the

manifestation of the Divine Inheritance. When men know
Him thus, they know the Truth in Christ ; when they love,

and obey the truth, as it is in Him, they live their Life in Christ ;

when they deny themselves and follow in the footsteps of Christ

they choose the Divine life of Grace ; and when for His sake

men are persecuted and reviled, and die for His sake, then they

possess the heavenly inheritance, the Kingdom of God.

12. If then Christ means all these conceptions of God, and of

the Spirit, wherein men may ask is there the need of the Spirit in

connection with the Divine Economy of Grace ? The Sp'rit

of God is God ; true, this is what the Bible teaches ; this is what

l)y analogv man thinks and says about his spirit, as himself
;

for the personality is centred in the spirit of man, as the con-

scious power. The Spirit of God is an Ideal, a Seed Divine
;

this also may be conceived to be true ; and it can be received by
faith, if not proved by reasoning. The Spirit is plan, purpose,

design, sevenfold perfect Wisdom ; surely this must be true.

How could it be otherwise seeing that these consist, subsist, and

exist in the Spirit 1 To assert the contrary would be absurd, it

would be to assert that efEects exist without causes ; and to say

that chaos, chance and misrule, disorder and anarchy, are reason-

able. The Spirit of God is manifested creation, and the new
Creation in Christ ; therefore, they are in their being spiritual.
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This is true and what reasonable objection can be given by Science

or Divine Wisdom, to such an assertion ? They do not deny
this truth ; they are now asserting in the most positive manner
that they are unable to see that there can be any other method
of thought that will give satisfaction to faith and to reason.

The Ultimate of all thoughts is conceive i as God, Spirit, and
spiritual thought. If then the Ultimate is Spirit and Spiritual

it must follow that order and law, as conceived by Science are

Spiritual also, the manifested work of the Spirit ; and all related

knowledge may be summed up under related conditions. What
then is the work of the Spirit ? To reveal God ; to conceive the

Ideal, the Seed ; to perceive the plan, purpose, design, order

and law, in Seed, tree and fruit ; and, in the thought of Scripture,

to take of the things of Christ and reveal them to human souls.

The Spirit as thus conceived i,s the Spirit of Truth, and of Grace,

as the Comforter ; that is to say, what is in Christ is received

in the human soul, by the way of truth, in the spirit of grace.

There is transfusion of power and life by the Spirit ; and, the

Spirit is in the power, life, truth and grace thus communicated.

What then is the result, the end of belief, and reason by the

Intellect ? Surely, it is the truth in Christ, by the Spirit

;

but this is equivalent to saying that Truth in Grace, that is in

€hrist, is the inheritance of the redeemed children of God
;

and, at the same time, it is declaring that the Spirit of God is

this very Truth and Grace. This conclusion has been in evidence

for some time ; the issue could be discerned ; but here it flashes

forth upon men, calling upon them to consider Avhat all these

things mean ? It is characteristic of the Spirit in Grace that

His Work is the revealing of Christ ; it is Christ that is held

np before men by the Spirit, as example ; but Christ having been

conceived as Saviour, Teacher, Lord and King ; it seems reason-

able and right that the glory of the Spirit should at last dawn
upon men. The problem of the Inheritance may now be ex-

pressed thus : God, as the Spirit, finds His Spiritual redeemed

possession in spiritual man \ man's inheritance in the earth is

the gift of God ; but, above all things man's heavenly inheritance

is in God by the Spirit. The Fall and its consequences meant loss

of spiritual life, and of consciousness of the Spirit, with the

long story of rebelhon and the unconsciousness of the Work of

the Spirit in Grace. The story of Genesis is the revelation of

the Father ; the story of Israel is the revelation of the Son,
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the S.xviour, Christ, the Lord ; the Story of the Gospels the

Acts and the Epistles is the revehtion of Christ by the Spirit

of Truth ; and the Story of Christendom, is the revelation of

the work of the Spirit. To Abraham it was given to receive the

Call to go forth and find the Inheritance ; he found it in the pos-

session of the Canaanites thus it was his only by promise. Israel

went forth from Egvpt, was trained in the Desert and possessed

the earthly inheritance, which was lost through disobedience

and idolatry, Christ came, entered the Spiritual inheritance

in Grace, and made it His possession ; and, for 2,000 years

His Spirit has been teaching and guiding men, revealing to them

the spiritual inheritance they possess in Christ. Men awaken

to the consciousness of the Spirit's presence, power, wisdom

and grace ; and they are confounded and put to shame because

of their sins. The redeemed are the inheritance of Christ by the

Spirit ; and the Spirit of God is the Divine Inheritance possessed

by men.



CHAPTER VII.

The Inheritance as the Kingdom op Christ.

Having reached this stage of thought by various paths it

is now advisable to reflect upon what has been seen upon
the journey. The Inheritance can now be seen ; it is not
what naen have expected to see ; and yet it must be confessed
the prospect is very glorious and wonderful. The message to

Christendom, to the world, is like the message sent to Israel

by Moses :
" Hear therefore, Israel, and observe to do ; that

it may be well with thee and that ye may increase mightily,

as the Lord God of thy fathers hath promised thee in the land
that floweth with milk and honey. Hear, Israel ; the Lord
our God is one Lord ; and thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thine heart and with all thy soul, and with all thy might.
And these words which I command thee this day shall be in

thine heart." The outward visible blessings to be enjoyed by
Israel were " great and goodly cities which thou buildedst not

;

a id houses full of good things which thou filledst not ; and wells

digged which thou diggedst not ; vineyards and olive-trees which.

thou plantedst not ; when thou shalt have eaten and be full

;

then beware lest thou forget the Lord which brought thee forth

oit of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage." The
spiritual inheritance has treasures in heaven to which the earthly

blessings cannot be compared ; but there is this likeness, all the

blessings that the Spirit is going to give men are of the kind

that are incorruptible, undefiled and will never pass away. Itj

may be that there are many men who would prefer the cities, the

}

well-filled houses, the wells and vineyards, to the spiritual blessings-

in Christ. Is it probable, that it is because they despise thef

spiritual that they do not receive the natural 1 The order is, seekj

first truth and righteousness, and then all other things will follow.

The Inheritance has many sides from which it can be seen ; it is.j
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a hopeful sign when the heart longs for its fruits ; and the eyes

are turzied to where it is to be found.

Before resuming the journey it may be well to note a few
thoughts about the Inheritance ; they may prove useful, and be

as sweet and refreshing as the grapes from Eshcol. 1. There
cannot be any other owner to the Inheritance than the Lord God
that men are taught to love ; it is His by Creation in love ; and
it is His by redemption in Grace. 2. The Heir of the Inheritance

is the beloved Son ; and He is the Inheritance in Truth and Grace.

3. The Spirit of God is involved in the Inheritance, in plan,

purpose and design, in Truth and Grace ; thus though Christ

is both Inheritance and Heir, it is the Spirit that reveals all that is

in Christ. 4. The Inheritance in the Spirit is as Thought, Word,
and Revelation ; as the Work of the Spirit it is Creation ; and
also the new Creation ; in other words, in a real sense, the Spirit

is, as the Spirit and the Soul, of all that is in the Inheritance.

5. Man is the heritage of the Spirit, as awakening to the conscious

knowledge that an Inheritance exists ; and, it is by the Spirit of

Truth that man is guided in his enquiries towards the discovery of

his inheritance in the Spirit. 6. As can easily be understood the

way to the inheritance is not tc be found by folio^\ing intellectual

knowledge only ; mere intellectual's n moves as in circles ; thus

heart knowledge is also required, and strange to say, it is the

magnetic polarity of the heart that is of supreme importance in

this quest. Man lost his Divine magnetic condition ; his

compass became useless ; and thus his way has been by Desert

and Sea instead of straight home to the Father's House. 7. This

is why the Heir to the Inheritance came upon such a long journey

to find the lost ; in His travels the Divine Magnetism of Heaven
was ever in Him ; it was because He was thus endowed that He
was able to magnetise what was earthly, and thus bring about
communication betwixt the Inheritance and Heaven. Mag-
netism here is the symbol for the Spirit ; the Spirit dwelt in

Christ spiritually with a heavenly fulness that could not be

measured. 8. As men know the Son of Heaven, the Heir to the

Inheritance, was crucified by wicked men ; but this was done as

in the physical and spiritual darkness ; and until this day men
have been unable to explain what really took place at that time.

The consensus of opinion is that the exact meaning is not ex-

plicable ; but there was in it all the fiendishncss of hell and all

the love of heaven ; there was an intense hatred that could not
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rest unless it tasted blood and caused death ; and* there was a
Lamb, like a Sacrifice for Sin, that went with a free will to the altar.

Men have reasoned much aboat this terrible tragedy ; but it is

to be feared, whilst uttering curses upon the murderers, they
have too often, in the same spirit, been following in their foot-

steps. Whatever else the story means, it certainly means this,

that the Man, the Saviour, was the beloved Son of the Lord of the

Universe ; and that His death, as a Free-will Sacrifice, is a

Spiritual Sacrifice in Grace that is of Eternal value. Somehow,
the nearer men get to the heart of this problem the nearer they
find themselves to the heart of God ; they begin to tremble

they cannot go further. How can they probe once more with

curious fingers, what was once pierced for their sins, and their

redemption ? The redemption of the Inheritance is a big, big

problem, but the heart of it is in the heart of Christ upon the

Cross of Calvary. What men do require is not to know more
about the facts, but to feel in their hearts what they mean ; this

is a portion of the Inheritance men ought not to wrangle about

;

it is enough to sit down and watch the scene, without mocking or

railing at the Sufferer. It was hereabout that the Heavens
overcame the earth ; that a pulse of Divine magnetic attraction

changed the polarity of the earth. The power of Grace that day
was at the Meridian ; and men knew it not, because they were in

the darkness. 9. Of course all this, in the Inheritance, is in the

Spirit and spiritual; therefore, any natural's! ic judgment ex-

pressed upon this subject is without value. It is the Spirit that

reveals the true meaning, as the Spirit of Truth, the Comforter,

and ignorant men require to be taught by the example set before

them in Christ. 10. The Spirit of God is the Spirit in Christ

;

the Spirit in Christ is the Spirit of Truth ; the Spirit of Truth is

the Spirit in man revealing Christ ; and thus man receives the

Spirit and Christ at the same time ; and this is spiritual regenera-

tion, as the new Creation in Christ. 11, The Spirit becomes the

Illuminator, revealing the Truth as it is in Christ ; thus there

arises the Ideal of the method of Christ, and of the Spirit : and,

enquiry as to the Inheritance. 12. Here the Spirit and the man,
the man and the Spirit, meet face to face ; the reign of Grace,

Truth and Righteousness is begun, and the Inheritance promised

is realised as Divine Truth in Grace.

^This is one way of thinking about the Inheritance ; it is as a

m^men+ary glimpse upon the mountain top far above the earth

;
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it is where the discordant voices of men are not heard ; it is

to be in the Spirit, and to see what is not visible from the earthy

Here, for a brief moment, it might be well to ask, Whether such
an Inheritance in the Spirit is what men are seeking after ?

Why they have not found it ? And, What has hindered them
upon their journey ? If the aspirations of men were truly

understood, the conclusion might be that, in a sense, this is

really the objective for all seeking souls ; that is to say, they
are not satisfied with what they have ; they are not satisfied

with what they attain, or obtain ; there is still a something that

they have not found, that keeps them restless ; they do not
know, that it is God, the Living God, that is longed for ; and
that it is the Spirit within them that creates and sustains this

longing. They may think that things, flesh-pots and pleasures

>

will satisfy their souls, but it is all in vain : and it is an ominous
sign of the regnant power of evil, if there is no longing for the

Divine Inheritance under any conception. Why do men fail

to find their Inheritance ; and, what hinders them in the way ?

To answer these questions would be to enter upon a study of

history, and this is not su table when the object is a little rest

and reflection upon the past. What is required here is not
details but simply to point the finger at what hinders, and whv
there has been failure. The wise Dreamer tells in his Pilgrim
Story in what way the pilgrims met Atheist with his face toward
the City of Destruction and his back toward the Celestial City

;

he had sought for the city and did not find it ; therefore, to

his mind, all who seek such a country are fools, because they
are seeking for what an Atheist cannot see or find. Poor Atheist,

he is in a bad way ; he does not truly and sincerely seek for the

inheritance in the right way, therefore, it would be strange,

very strange indeed, if he should find it. If a traveller is on
the way from Bedford to London, it is evident that to reach
London he has to fulfil certain conditions ; his back must be

to Bedford and his face towa'-d London, and, he must follow the

highway betwixt the two places. As upon an earthly journev,

so upon the heavenly ; conditions have to be complied with,

and instructions obeyed ; and, failing these, How is the journey
to end ? 1. As often suggested, the way of experience is not
sufficient to guide men to the Inheritance that is in the Spirit

;

it is useful so far, but the child of exjjcricnce must not rest

upon his experiences ; they are sensuous in their nature, and thus

T 2
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they cannot explain what is spiritual. 2. The way of empiricism
may be helpful, as arising out of experience ; but it is to be
travelled with much caution ; the risk being very great that
philosophy, and theology, may lay too much stress upon words
and signs ; upon men, traditions and doctrines ; thus tend more
to schism, strife and vain-glory ; and, to the worship of man
in preference to the worship of God. 3. The way of agnosticism

ought to be shunned ; it follows what is natural and not what
is spiritual. There is an unpleasant mock humility about the
agnostic that is not creditable ; in reality, he is not one little

bit humble of spirit, but full of self-assertion, and of infallible

knowledge. To accept the thoughts of some agnostics, at their

own valuation, is to be assured that they have already entered

into their inheritance ; wiser men who are more cautious do not
confirm their assurance, but are inclined to think that agnosticism
has failed to find an inheritance ; and, that what agnostics are

really doing is trading upon the credit of science so that the
bankruptcy of agnosticism may not be discovered. 4. The way
of ethics is not to be followed blindly ; there may be evergreen
spots in its desert places ; but, the regnant spirit of this small

world ought to be abhorred. If the chief end of man were to

glorify man, there would be room for the worship of humanity
;

but, it is a barren dreary inheritance and not unlike the land
of Edom. 5. In thus uttering a few thoughts as to ways by
which men have imagined they would find the inheritances

they desire ; the object has not been to find fault with the ways,

or the men who walk in them, but to point out that for various

reasons they have failed ; thus their methods are to be studied

with care ; and, if possible, this end attained, to know what
they really seek for, and mean to find ; whether they really find

what they are searching for ; and, if not, then are they likely

to be stumbling blocks in the way of those who desire to attain

to what will prove more satisfactory ? It ought to be remembered
that the Spirit of God can use such men, and their thoughts, for

the extension of Christ's Kingdom ; in fact, it is better if this

be possible, to think upon such men as co-workers ; and, thus

be enabled to learn the lessons they can teach, as well as reap
benefit from their failures. It seems clear enough that the

synthetic philosophy of Mr. Spencer has been of immense value

to men because of its clear definitions of certain philosophic

thoughts. If, for the time, he was agnostic as to the Unknow-
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able ; his intellectual limitations have been recognised, and they

are worthy of the most careful study. 6. What men require

along with, and above, clear intellectual order is the Man that

lives, and by His life interprets order and law. This is where

philosophy, as Hnked with science, seems to fail ; it is in bondage ;

or it is the son of the bond-spirit ; and thus there is the want

of spiritual freedom to enter in and possess the inheritance. To

develop from the earthly to the heavenly without the Divine

Example is not possible ; thus men begin to comprehend why
the Bible is so precious ; and why Christ takes the first place

among men. 7. It would be a serious mistake to assume that

there is any want of spiritual harmony betwixt the Ultimate,

the related ultimates as principles, scientific order and law,

and the Method of Christ ; this is not so, all these are distinctly

within that method ; they are the intellectual and philosophical

ways of expressing what men have found in their studies. When
Christ is pleased to reveal His method, in the Blessings, and

hands this key to men telling them that it possesses mystic

powers, then they do well to apply it to the Bible, to Nature and to

Man ; it is far too valuable to be laid aside carelessly ; or, to be

despised and rejected by men. That it has been used with good

results may be fairly assumed to be true ; what it may achieve

in the future it is not possible for men to say. 8. As it is unwise

to limit the teachings of men, and their ways of trying to find the

Inheritance, so it would be very foolish to ignore the great diffi-

culty that is to be found in the study of the Bible. It is not as

a Book to be compared with other books ; as a scientific work

in its order of development, it is exceedingly complex ; in it

there are two realms specially revealed in their order ; and,

at the same time, side by side, there is the conflict of good and

evil, of grace and sin. The Book is the history of a spiritual

conflict surpassing the conceptions of men ; they are as the

pawns in the game, or as soldiers in the warfare; they are uncon-

scious, or only semi-conscious of what is going on in their midst,

and what the results will be of the great struggle of these spiritual

powers. This is so in all the dispensations of the Spirit ; thus

for men there was no true satisfactory solution of these pro-

blems until they had attained to the spiritual life in the Spirit.

9. The method of the Spirit requires special study. The ever

recurring Work of the Spirit producing Faith, Hope, Patience

and Love is the .simplest, and not very diflicult to follow ; and
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yet, simple as it appears to be, it is nothing less than the revela-

tion of God, the Father, to Faith ; of Christ to Hope ; of the

Spirit to Patience ; and of the Work of the Spirit to the redeemed
soul. When the four principles, or blessings are added ; and
the Method of Christ is perceived in mercy, purity, peace, and
the endurance of persecution, it is not to be assumed that Christ

and the Spirit are separated ; rather, the thought is that Christ

is fully endowed with the Spirit in all these powers revealing

them to men ; teaching what they ought to do, and suffer, as

the children of God. To these four principles for guidance in

life the Spirit adds four more as the Spirit of Truth revealing

Christ to men ; thus there is Spirit perception, conception, re-

ception and correlation, and the spiritual inception of Christ

in all His fulness of Grace and Truth. 10. If then these truths

are understood ; and this method of development by the Spirit

known ; it can be seen that a new development of a very im-

portant kind will take place. The assumption is that men have
nearly finished their Desert journey ; their training and edu-

cation are nearly ended ; they are being awakened to the con-

scious fact that they are heirs to a great spiritual inheritance

in Grace, Truth and Eighteousness ; and that preparation

should be made for this most important event. Time after

time men have been brought to the same critical stage, and

failed ; they entered, not into the inheritances prepared for them
through unbelief. Must the words of the Avriter of the Epistle

to the Hebrews be applied to Christians also ? " Let us there-

fore fear, lest, a promise being left us of entering into His rest,

any of you should seem to come short of it." It would serve

no practical purpose to speculate upon the results that might

possibly have taken place if the Israel after the Flesh under

Joshua had remained loyal and true to God and righteousness ;

or, if the Christian Eeligion, as a spiritual religion, had been

known, understood, and obeyed, in the spirit, by Jews and
Christians ; the all important question for this generation must
be, whether men understand the Divine Call that has come to

them ; and if they are prepared to walk in the footsteps of

Abraham, the father of the faithful. The way appears to be

plain enough ; it is not carnal but spiritual ; it is to live the

life of Faith in the Spirit ; to cherish the Hope, the many hopes,

that are in the Spirit ; to serve in the Spirit of Patience for the

attainment of the hopes the Spirit reveals ; and above all to
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live in the Love of the Spirit of that Divine Charity that is

above all law. What the Spirit seems to be specially anxious

for is that the heirs to the Inheritance should not take with them
into their possession that spirit of slavish conformity to order

suitable for a servant ; or even the desire of conformity to law

necessary for a child ; but the free-born spirit of sons of God,

of the friends of the Lord and Saviour, who has in His great

mercy and love restored the Inheritance to His brethren by His

sacrificial death on their behalf.

1. It will be permissible to linger a little longer upon this moun-
tain top, to glance around, heavenward and earthward, at the view

that has opened up before the eyes of men ; it is not every day
that such a vision is possible ; thus it is well to photograph

into the inmost soul what is seen. More may be seen, and
understood, in an hour upon the mountain-top than during

a life time in valleys and cities ; and the voi:;es that arise in the

silence may well be worthy of attention and consideration.

This is where the seer saw the " new heaven and earth ; for the

first heaven and the first earth were passed away ; and there

was no more sea ;
" he also saw, " the holy city, new Jerusalem

coming down from God out of Heaven, prepared as a bride

adorned for her husband." That is to say the new is heavenly

and spiritual ; and it is like what is most beautiful, and prized

as above value upon the earth. The symbols do not satisfy

the soul in its longings ; it is well if they excite enquiry as to

their meaning. This City of God lieth four-square ; that is

to say the Spirit of God reveals, and is in it ; and, the revelation

is : That God is the Fountain of all Power, Life, Spirit and
Being in Love, Wisdom and Grace ; in Him consists and sub-

sists all that exists. 2. Christ is the Ideal, the Arch-Type, the

Image of God, the Son, the Lamb, and Sacrifice for sin. 3. The
All-wise Spirit reveals God, the Father ; and, Christ, the Son

;

and, this revelation is in perfect Wisdom as men conceive it in

plans, purposes and designs. 4. The Spirit reveals and creates
;

regenerates and restores what is cast down ; and, thus God,

in Christ, by the Sjiirit, creates the old heaven and earth that

passes away, and the new heavens and earth wherein Truth

and Righteousness dwell. Men are apt to call this knowledge
metaphysics, and the name suits the facts they are not physical

but s])iritual ; if carnal men say they do not believe in such

metaphysics they are expressing their own sensuous limited
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conceptions, they confess that they are slaves and that they

do not wish to escape from their thraldom. If they despise

and reject the offer of freedom then let them be taken to the

door-post, and the awl bored through their ears , they have

chosen to be bond-men, let them serve, until they discover their

mistake. But here let there be no mistake ; if these lond-

men, have willingly degraded themselves ; let them keep silence

in the meeting of the elders where counsel is required ; they

have rendered themselves unfit for counsel, or for companion-

ship ; they are servants, not friends ; this is their position, it is

bond service, not spiritual freedom.

It is quite true that men are unable to discover what God is

as Being ; this is the mystery they cannot solve. The time

has also come, when by following scientific and philosophical

enquiry, man has discovered that the same truth holds good

as to his own being ; it is inexplicable mystery. This, however,

he has found out, that his being is as, and in, the Being of God ;

of the same nature, or constitution ; and that in some sense

or other what God is that he is ; in fact, that, apart from sin,

he is a child of God, His offspring. 2. Man is also like Christ

;

ideally they are of the same type ; what Christ is that man
becomes ; he developes into Christ likeness. Now the likeness

here is not that of outward visible form, as one man is said to be

like another man ; it is more like a sealed up ideal, a likeness

which the carnal man cannot perceive. 3. This may be illus-

trated by what science reveals to man of his physical structure,

by the physical sciences ; because, by these the bodily form is

dissolved into thoughts of order and law ; and, when man thinks

upon such symbols there is no visible form seen ; what remains

is spiritual and eternal. This is as the ideal in the Spirit ; the

man is not man, he is in his very being the thoughts of the Spirit.

4. The Work of the Spirit is man ; the ideal becomes real ; the

thought becomes word and created form. It is the Spirit that

is All in all that man is ; and, the consummation of that all is

love in the Spirit. The likeness of man to God is conceived by
comparison, by the intellect, by reason ; but the likeness is not

physical ; it is in the Spirit and spiritual.

What is peculiar here, and not to be forgotten, is that this

creation, and new creation is conceived as Nature ; that is to

say, sensuous natural people fail entirely to see what is behind

the veil of flesh. To spiritual men, there is intercommunication
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betwixt the two worlds that are the same in their being, constitu-

tion, order and laws ; the magnetic current of life being broken
in sensuous men, there are no electric messages passing and
repassing betwixt heaven and earth ; they are in a state of isola-

tion and not of connection. 1. The man, to be now conceived, is

<^r.dowed with intellectual and moral power ; he possesses those

very requirements assumed to be necessary for spiritual inter-

communication. The unitmg power is faith ; as explained

in Hebrews, " He that cameth to God must believe that He is

and that He is a rewarder of them that diligently seek Him."
2. This means that the life of Faith is not barren ; it brings

forth Hope, an Ideal, that is worthy of being cherished. 3.

Those who possess Faith and cherish Hope will run with Patience,

the race of life, ever learning, at all stages, the revealing thoughts
of the Spirit, which are laden with messages from Heaven, of God,
Christ and redeeming love in Grace. 4. The gracious Spirit

brings this work of development to an issue in love ; the child

loves, is like God in this Divine Grace, and this is the work of

the Spirit. 5. But this is an ideal in the soul ; and, what is

strange, it is not as yet the child's personal possession. The
child is in the inheritance and the Inheritance in the child,

but what the child will do with this Inheritance is here the

problem of problems 1 If the first man had not fallen from
this ideal, the direct way to consciously possessing the Inheritance

would have been by experiences of varied kinds ; by careful

enquiry ; by the study of order ; by conformity to law ; and the

end would have been Science and Wisdom. He failed in the

day of test and trial ; thus his possession was not Science and
Wisdom but thorns and thistles, the curse of labour, pain and
suffering ; and, this is the unhappy inheritance men have re-

ceived from Adam. G. The Story of the Fall is that man pre-

ferred what was beautiful, pleasant, and what was desirable to

open the eyes as the means of gaining knowledge ; but the fruit

was the thistle, thorn and briar, darkened eyes and want of

understanding. The ideal was a garden with pleasant fruits
;

the result a desert place, death, strife, hatred, war, murder,
and every form of evil. 7. This is where Christ, as Lord of

Grace, appears upon the scene, as the Redeemer of His Inheri-

tance, now defiled by sin ; and it is as the Seed of Grace, promised
to crush the power of evil, that He is at first revealed to men.
8. What can be seen is that where once unity and harmony
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existed, there came schism and strife ; that this was found in

Society ; and in every man belonging to Society. The struggle

took a strange form, and it may be described in this way : the

Inheritance was forfeited and what was seen by men were two
classes of possessions. The Adam possession was, as following

the way of natural development, thorns, thistles, hatred and
strife ; the Christ possession, in Grace, the blessings from heaven.

What has been seen, is what might have been expected, and
it is what takes place to this day ; the Adam men said that

all the good things were their legitimate, lawful possessions,

and that thorns, thistles, crosses, pains and penalties, belonged

to the Christ class of men. They took hold of earthly power,

estates, kingdoms, crowns and governments ; and they main-

tained that the earth, as a possession, belonged to them. Those

who are familiar with the Epistle to the Romans will remember
with what power the Apostle Paul interprets the same facts

in the human soul ; the names may vary, as from brotherSj,

works and faith, to law and Grace, but underneath all the names

the same facts continue to live. The only remedy that can

heal this disease, this schism, is that of the Divine Sacrifice in

Christ ;• all others are mere symbols, palliatives, that can never

cure ; and if men could understand this, then there would be

a hope that the day of reconciliation and peace had come.

The Altar of Sacrifice has not been taken up into heaven ; there-

fore, let men understand that their schemes cannot avail ; the

first, and the all important matter for kings and peoples, nations

and empires, classes and masses, capital and labour, and all

that seems irreconcilable, is to take the gift to the Altar of Atone-

ment, ReconciUation and Peace in Christ, the High Priest and

Sacrifice, and there they will be taught the way by which the

Inheritance will be restored. 9. That way has been revealed

to Faith by the Spirit, the Revealer of Christ in Truth and Grace.

10. It is by the in-dwelling Spirit of Christ that the regeneration

is to take place in men. The Spirit is their Hope for this end.

11. It is the Spirit that illuminates the Soul and reveals the

order and way of life in Christ as Truth. 12. The Spirit will

give all needful instruction in righteousness, and the end will

be, the life of grace and of manhood in Christ, the Lord of Grace

and Glory.

It would seem that this study of the methods of Christ, and

of the Spirit, tend to include every other Hne of thought ; every
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subject and realm, science and revelation, nature and man,
heaven and earth, press inward to glorify God in this way ;.

and instead of men being oifended at this persistence, would
it not be well for them to sit down and permit these Voices to

make themselves heard throughout the universe ? The feeling,

here is that men had almost forgotten how to praise, magnify

and glorify God, Christ and the Spirit ; thus as these powers-

could not find human tongues to utter thanks to God for His

Thoughts, Words and Works, they will not be further restrained
;

there is music everywhere, in every subject, realm, science^

revelation and in nature and men ; it is the Spirit regnant

everywhere, and all are jubilant because men have found their

way home. It is all very wonderful, and it is likely that there

is also joy, singing, and praise, in Heaven, because it has pleased

the Spirit to give to men such a revelation of the Divine Glory,

As these passing moments must be very brief upon the mountain-
top it may do good, in the Spirit, to sit once more at the Master's

feet and listen to the Blessings He uttered when He opened
His mouth and began His Ministry by teaching His disciples.

1. The poor in spirit are the blessed ones. Why ? Because
they have Faith in God and their Inheritance is Heaven. 2.

The Mourners are blessed. Why ? They think upon their

Hope, and their Inheritance, and is it any wonder that they

are comforted. '3. The Meek are the blessed ones. Why ?

They think upon their Patience, in the Spirit, and the fact

that in due time they will possess the earth as well as Heaven. 4.

Blessed are the hungry and thirsty ones who seek for righteousness.

Why 1 They have the promise of a great feast that will satisfy

them ; they may fall asleep ; but, when awakened it will be in

His likeness in glory. All these blessings are personal ; they
speak to the individual ; and in a strange way they speak of

God, Christ, the Spirit, and the issue is the Love that redeems-

and restores. 5. Blessed arc the men who cherish the spirit of

forgiveness, or of mercy. Why ? They are forgiven ; they love

to forgive ; therefore, this is the way by which men prove the

reality of the Christ-life. The door of mercy works automatically

upon this strange hinge ; if those who forgive draw near the

door, it opens, and heaven is theirs ; but if unforgiving, then

tlie door remains closed, and no power in man can open it. (i.

The pure of heart are blessed. Why i This matter is (juite simple,

mercy and forgiveness are cleansing processes : the door is open
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into Heaven, and the Vision is the Face of God. 7. The peace-

makers are the blessed ones . Why ? Those who enter the

Divine Presence are wonderfully changed ; they pass in at the

door poor sinners saved by Grace and Mercy, hardly able to lift

their faces to look upon the King ; they are transfigured in glory,

and they come out with this name written upon their foreheads,
"" Children of God." 8. The persecuted, the reviled for Christ's

..sake are blessed. Why 1 Is it so very strange that this should

be so ; if earthly men completely failed to perceive the Grace

and Glory that surrounded the Beloved Son, how could

they discern what would please them in His followers, with

their strange language and their heavenly clothing ? All that

tliey could discern would be that in some way they were not

like other paople ; when they said they owed fealty to another

King, then this meant that they claimed heavenly privileges,

and they were sometimes sent there by the chariot of fire. This

then is how Christians are expected to live in this world ; and
this is the secret of Christ as to the way of salvation. He forgives

freely, without limit, those who sin if they from the heart freely

forgive offenders ; He takes them into the Father's House and
they see God's face in love ; they are changed in spirit and
become the peace-loving children of God in this world ; and, in the

•earth they are as salt to preserve, and light to illuminate the

darkness. They carry heaven with them wherever they go
;

and sometimes wicked, cruel, selfish men, persecute, condemn
and put them to death, not knowing that they are sending

them upon their journey to their heavenly home.
It will be observed that the Blessings, in a sense, begin with

the individual, and they indicate in what way the man is changed
from being proud and selfish, self-asserting and lawless, to

being poor in spirit and filled with righteousness ; then the

•change takes place, the man is among men, and in society
;

and the second series tell how the man is to behave among his

fellow-men. What follows in the Spirit is not included in the

Blessings ; this is the unrevealed ; it is what the Spirit of Truth
reveals as in Christ for men : and it is the Spirit that carries

out this blessed work of Grace ia men. Here a^so, men may
trace the order of development in its stages ; the Spirit was
not at that time consciously given to men, thus the fitting summa-
tion of the Blessings in Christ. Ample evidence has been given

that th's ever recurring method of Christ, and of the Spirit,
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is everywhere found in the Bible ; still, as it is not a wearisome
theme, and the time is that of rest and reflection, there may be
refreshing found in glancing very briefly at the nation in Israel

;

at the Spiritual Kingdom in the Bible and, at the Kingdom
of the Spirit in Christendom, The object here is not so much to-

convey further information, as to become more familiar witii

the order. It is very important to remember that the root

thoughts of every series of development begin in previous, revela-

tions ; thus the Nation of Israel, in its roots, is found in Genesis

as summing up all the past : and as expressed in 1 Abraham ; 2
Isaac ; 3 Jacob ; 4 Joseph ; 5 is found in Moses and Mosaism

;

that is in mercy, deliverance from Egypt, forgiveness, order,.

law, promises, signs and symbols. This redeemed child is as

Ishmael, Dan and Israel ; the child of Hagar, the son of the

hand-maid, and the nation out of an Egyptian worldly mother
nation. This child of Egypt is a psychical child ; the type

of all earthly nations : thus psychically they live in the Desert

;

they have not attained to the moral standard ; and spiritually

this is where all the nations are found ; they are under Moses,

not under Christ. 6. The story of Joshua, the conquest and
possession of the Land, is historical as to fact, illustrating under
earthly psychical figures, under the son of a hand-maid, what is-

required for tuition and for instruction in righteousness. Joshua
seems to be leader and commander, but the true Captain reveals-

Himself at Jericho ; thus it is under Him that all conquests
are made, peace proclaimed, the land or inheritance possessed,,

and there is rest from war. What has to be specially observed
is, that in the moral realm men are left free ; they possess order

and law, Mosaism, as symbols for the nation ; therefore, as

men, it is their privilege and duty to be faithful and loyal to-

their Redeemer, and the Captain of their Salvation. The story

of the Judges is an example in Israel for mankind ; the lesson

being that faithlessness, carelessness, idolatry, the forgetting

of order, law, God and Grace, is ruinous ; the end must be
war, subjection, civil war, anarchy and spiritual degradation

;

the fall from a form of moral exaltation in the earth to pitiful

earthliness and carnality. 7. The King, Samuel, the kings
and all that they represent require careful study ; but the study
must be intelligent. This is not a Kingdom of God ii; Trutli,

Grace and Righteousness ; it is a perverse, perverted type
;

it is as a bond-maid's son, holding up a warning light to the
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nations, telling tliem to consider the story, and to observe the

result of autocracy, centralisation, armies, war, idolatry, of

all forms of evil, and that the end is bondage under the tyrants

of this world. 8. It is thus Israel after the flesh dies, as perse-

cuted and afflicted by the powers of this world, in pain, suffering

and sorrow ; and it is out of the ashes of this Israel that the

new living Israel after the Spirit will arise. What was involved

in forms and symbols in Israel is to become transfigured in

Messiah's Kingdom, in its greatness and glory : in the Messiah,

the Righteous, the San of Righteoasness, Christ, the Son of

David, the Son of Abraham, and the Son of God.

1. The spiritual nation and kingdom is more easily traced from

Samuel, the seer, prophet, priest, and ruler. He represents

the Grace that reigns, that has been reigaing in all the past ages
;

l)ut, at this period, after the moral fall, he reveals a kingdom
of grace and sacrifice. 2. This, however, as can be seen, is a

seed, a thing of forms, the spiritual being hidden in its heart.

There is life in the seed ; it is carried away into Babylon and

there the new life is made manifest in grace for the salvatio'i

and redemption of the world. 3. The first series of eight prophets

perceive the glory of the Kingdom of Messiah, as covering the

«arth, and putting down all rebel idolatrous powers. 4. The
second series of prophets link Israel, the temple, the future,

with Christ, the Light of the World, and the Glory of Israel.

5. Christ, in the Gospels, is the Light that gives light to all

men. 6. He is the Man, the Son of Man, True, Good, Righteous,

and Divine. 7. He is the Son of God, the Peace-maker and
Reconciler of all things. 8. He is the Sacrifice for sin, even

for the sin of the World. 1)-12. There follows in the New Testa-

ment the revelations of the Spirit at Pentecost to the disciples
;

the reception of the Spirit by the Church ; the illumination of

the Church by the Epistles ; and the revelation of the Glory of

the Son as High Priest in Heaven, as Lamb upon the Throne,

and as King regnant in Divine Power, Grace, and Glory.

One more brief glance from the mountain-top to indicate in

what way the kingdom of the Spirit mav be traced in its develop-

ment during the Christian dispensation. L The revelation

is Christ as possessing the Spirit in perfect fulness ; the Fulfiller

of all the past ; the Fulfilment of all promises ; the Foun-

tain of Life and Blessing ; the Lord of Grace and Glory. 2.

'The Spirit as the Revealer of Christ, the Grace and Truth of God.
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3. The disciples and apostles as percipients, and recipients of

the Spirit in all spiritual knowledge. 4. The spiritual Church

in the widest sense, as receiving and conceiving the Spirit, as

the Spirit of Christ and of God. 5. The Mission of Mercy to

Samaria, Greece, to the Koman Empire, and the World, as

spiritual truth in Christ for salvation. 6. How men, mis-

conceived (rrace and Truth ii the Gospel, perverted truth,

conceived philosophies and theologies ; cultivated the spirit of

strife and hatred, and set up in the Roman Empire a so-called

Christian Empire, that was a perversion of the Kingdom of God.

Christ and Grace. 7. In opposition to this earthly degraded

spirit of the world there was an awakening in Europe from about

the year 1000 a.d. onward, a revulsion against what w^as seen

to be earthly, sensual, and devilish ; but, the " man of sin
"

bad been revealed and it was this spiritual perversion that was
supreme throughout Christendom. 8. The effects of spiritual

awakening, and of protest against earthly power and spiritual

domination may be traced in the history of the nations, in the

Churches, East, West, and Protestant ; but specially in the

Eoman Church in its fierce persecution of those who protested

against Romanism, and its pretension to Divine right, to rule

diabolically as an earthly Empire, and as a self asserting, self-

glofifying Church. The works of this visible Church, praised

by men, conceived to be apostolic, and claiming to be the one

only true Church of Christ, is written in deeds of blood. It is

an awful apostasy, from the jirinciples of Grace, Truth and
Righteousness, as an earthly regnant power, and as a visible

Church : but, in thus condemning the earth'y sensuous power,

is not necessary to add that the Church of Christ, and of the

Spirit, is not referred to ; it is the human, debased, degraded,

developed, manhood, in this body, so utterly immoral, that is

conceived to be a manifestation of Anti-Christ, and seen to be

the reverse of what men know to be the Will of God and of the

Spirit of Grace in Christ. \). The Reformation in Europe may
be conceived as the Work of the Spirit, breaking down the

Papal power
;
giving to men spiritual hberty and freedom ; and,

the open Bible, as the Word of God to men is the sign to be
studied. 10. In this realm of the Churches and nations there

was no visible or spiritual unity, or harmony ; there was a

spiritual chaos ; all kinds of divisions, schisms, hatred, strife

and war ; and yet it ought not to be forgotten that these evils
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overthrew greater evils ; better life, and struggle for existence

than death and the grave. The history of the Reformation,
and subsequent periods require to be studied from two sides ;

of the visible, the carnal, the imperial, the theological ; and,
also from the spiritual, where the Spirit of God was active in the
regeneration of souls. 11. The spiritual intellectual period,

in manifold ways has been full of interest ; on the one hand
rationalism. Deism, enquiries into science, and the spirit oi

scepticism and of atheism ; on the other hand, revivals of re-

ligion, and missions to the ends of the earth so that the Gospel
of Christ might be proclaimed everywhere, and known by all

m.n. 12. The present struggle has taken many forms of which
modern history is full. Men are waiting to see what the results

will be ; whether the confusion of the past is going to continue
;

whether striff», hatred and war are to be aboUshed ; whether
despotic and evils forms of government will be cast down ; and,

above all, whether men may expect to see the dawn of the com-
ing Kingdom of God, and of Christ, in the Spirit, upon the earths

These are a few of the visions of Truth in Christ, and in the Spirit,

from the mountain-top ; the change has come, the air has been
chilled, and it is time to descend to the plain. Thus it has always
been throughout history ; Abraham from the Mountain of

Sacrifice saw Christ and was made glad by the vision. Moses
from Pisgah saw the land from the river of Egypt to the Euphrates,
from Bashan to the great sea, and discerned what it meant for

the redeemed Israel of God. John, Peter and James were on
the holy mount, and as in a vision they saw, and heard Moses,
Elijah and Christ, talking about the great event of history to be
consummated at Jerusalem. They heard the voice of the Father
saying. " This is My Beloved Son ; Hear Him." Later in life

John saw the King in His Glory ; the new Heaven and Earth,
and the City of God ; and, 2,000 years later in history men, in

the Spirit, receive another vision ; it is like what John saw, but
the earth is still seething in its troubles ; and the problem is

still unsolved as to what way the Kingdom of God will come,
and who will be enfranchised into its privileges ?

When the Lord Christ and the three disciples descended from
the holy mount, it will be remembered that He was met by a
multitude of people, disciples, friends, and enemies, and a poor
heart-broken father in great trouble over the hopeless condition

of his son. The scene, as depicted in the Gospel of Mark, is a
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parable ; it is a great revelation of Christ, of the power of faith

and of its pas ibihties, and of the impotency of unbelief. Even
disciples failed in their mission and were mocked by their enemies

;

but Christ reigned in gracious power, the poor boy was healed,

and the father made glad. Whether this spscial parable is ap-

plicable at the present time, upon a great scale, may be mitter
of opinion ; there is a sufficient likeness to cause msn to think

;

it is a question of what men can see in their everyday life, in

homes, villages, cities, and nations ; and how they look upon what
is taking place all around them. It is not very difficult to see

heart-broken parents, suffering children, helpless physicians and
ministers of the Gospel, sneering sceptics, arrogant scribes, sym-
pathising friends, but, Where is Christ and the power to heal and
save ? Where is the faith that can draw power from Christ ; and,

Where is the prayer, fasting, and self-denial, as the necessary

conditions of applying the healing power ? What this genera-

tion seems specially able to do is to mike sores and leave them
exposed to public view

;
generate diseases and expatiate upon

their ability of being able to do so ; but the healers are not to bo
found ; and those who do try to do their best fail ; they have
not the requisite knowledge and skill. More parables and
problems, and no interpretation or solution possible ; and yet m3n
.say there never was so many clever m3n in any age of the worll's

history ; but the sufferers sigh, and say, it is all talk, Wnat is

the use of clever men if they cannot relieve suffering ; they would
be just as useful as scientific phonographs, their voices could be
heard, and men would know that behind the voice there was
neither life nor power.

All this is very unpleasant ; it is not what men like to hear
;

it is like touching sores, opening wounds, pointing the finger at

failures, telling men that they may be very clever but, with all

their intellectualism, they are not moral, not truly religious
;

thus whether they know it or not, they deserve to be classed

amongst the shams, the pretenders to virtues not possessed.

What is this voice but the re-echoings of the voices heard on every
.side ; men are getting used to vilifying each other, even from
BiUingsgate to Westminster, from the slums in cities to palaces

of kings and emperors ; and, perhaps, although all this is very
unpleasant, still it may do good ; it is a kind of war to be tolerated,

as preferable to murderous battle-field . What the on-lookers

perceive, at the root of both forms of war, is the fact that men
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are not moidl ; that they are demoraUsed and degraded ; that

thev have no true adequate conception of their condition ; and
that they are occupying their precious time and their energies

in the useless work of black-baUing their opponents and white-

washing their friends. Men have advanced intellectually in

many ways ; but, morally, they are everywhere and anywhere ;

they are still at Babel and in the world of confusion ; it is by their

intellects they are guided not by moral law ; or, rather, it is .in-

tellectual morals and ethics tha.t guide them ; they do not seem
to Icnow that all this kind of morality is childish experience,

and human empiricism, and that it will not stand the test of

scientific enquiry. Wherever men look they find contraries and
contradictions ; they see the masses enjoying themselves in the

great labyrinth as if they were out for a holiday ; and they know
not that the monster death is at their side. They see the blessed

Kingdom of Grace, as it is revealed in the Gospels, but they find

pppes, prelates, priests, kings, and princes possessing the king-

dom with sham crosses that have no pains, and reigaing like

Gentile lords enjoying their wealth and power where they ought

to serve. They Usten to the voices of the sages as they contra-

dict each other, and they wonder where truth is to be found.

Thev may even find themselves listening to a man who assumes

all the authority of a judge ; who seems to be saying that he has

condescended to consider the question of the power and wisdom
of God ; and his finding is that God cannot be both Omnipotent

and Beneficent ; because^ if all-powerful He would destroy pain,

sorrow, and all that is unpleasant for men ; and if beneficent

then He is not all-powerful, not perfect, because His goodness

is not equal to His power. This judgment, or something hke it,

has been considered by some men to be wonderfully clever ; it is

a feat in logic ; but moral men stand amazed ; they neither

understand the cleverness nor the audacity ; what they perceive

is a fool chopping logic, who seems to be unable to reahse his folly ;

his want of knowledge and of power to deal with such problems
;

his high self-appreciation and his unbounded self-assertion. If

it is too much to expect to find modesty and humihty in such men
surely the least they could do would be to recogaise that the

problems are very difficult ; that the time for the solution has

not yet come ; that the evidence is very conflicting ; thus to jump
at conclusions is unwise ; these judgments may be found to be

premature, seen to be out of harmony with all the facts ; and then
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the revision of the judgment would not tend to prove the posses-

sion of great wisdom. Such statements as these would not be

worthy of a moment's consideration apart from this issue ; that

they reveal the self-conceit of leaders in certain schools of thought;

thev do much to sustain the spirit of strife and ill-will ; and the

men are set up as gods to be worshipped, loved, and obeyed,

by all who love such teaching. It is time for men to rise above

these self-i,sserting, all-wise kind of men ; they may not mean
what they say, nor all that they say; but their infatuated

followers lose all sense of true relations ; they forget God and

law, even though under the shadow of Horeb ; and they say ;

" These be thv gods, Israel, which have brought thee up out

of the land of Egvpt."

The question here is not the accusing, or excusing, of such

men ; it is, whether there is any possible way of getting past,

and beyond them, so that if possible the light of truth may be

seen and the righteousness of God Imown by men ? That mis-

understandings exist can easily be seen ; that there are exaggera-

tions may also be true ; the real difhculty is to find where they exist

and to hmit them down, so that they may be done to death by

the sword of the Spirit in spiritual truth. For this purpose it

will be well to call for the aid of Science and Wisdom, and to take

counsel with them in this pursuit. What is here suggested is

that Science ought to be able to give a helping hand in this quest
;

if not positively, by direct proof, then negatively by isolating the

offenders and thus proving where the ofiences must be found.

Further, the methods of Christ, and of the Spirit, may be appli-

cable and helpful in throwing light upon this problem of contra-

dictions, of lying, and of evil, that abounds in the earth. 1. The

sugt^estion has already been made that the results of scientific

inquiry, as sup])orted by philosophy, have been to prove that

each related ultimate principle of being, and its manifesta ions

are to be conceived as autonomous in each realm ; that two

realms, such as Force and Life, mike known union, unity, and

harmony ; and the organic kingdom of physical life is the scien-

tific proof of this conception. 2. The principles of Grace and

Sacrifice are the highest in the order of development ; and it is

because they are the liighest, they possess and have the divine

light to claim lordship in Grace over the universe as known

by men. •'). This lordsliip being autoiouious, and conceivable

as divine order, it is law also in the highest sense, as the Will

V2
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of God ; thus it clearly follows that the influences of the Kingdom
of Grace, as conditioned by Sacrifice, cannot be in their nature

moral, legal, or compulsory. 4. The object of the Kingdom of

Grace is regeneration, renewal, redemption, revival, and restora-

tion in Grace ; and these ends are to be obtained by the way of

self-denial and sacrifice, and by no other way. 5. The meaning
of this being that the kingdom can be set in order, and the laws

known ; in fact, the rebel intellect, when converted, is com-
manded by the King of Grace to undertake this work, and thus

prove to all men that Christ's Kingdom of Grace is not a chaoe,

but a realm in which the Divine Will, in gracious law, is regnant.

It is Grace that reigns in Love, as the life of Sacrifice ; the intellect

has to put this House of God in order as found in the Bible and
in the soul of man. 6. At the same time, and in like manner,

the Lord of Grace informs the intellect, as servant in the house,

that the same work has to be done in all the other autonomou3
realms, so that their order may be discovered by inquiring

scientific students ; the object in view not being to satisfy

curiosity or to magnify the abilities of men, but to prove that in

all other realms the same order of study has to be followed. The
results here as expressed by scientific thinkers is that men will

attain to the knowledge of truth ; but the King suggests that

there is more than truth and the love of what is true ; there is

also made known to men living ideals ; divine standards of

thought ; and these speak with an authority that is divine
;

that men, at their peril, must recognise such conceptions as

binding, and as possessing an authority that cannot be ques-

tioned. This is really what men of science mean when they speak

of the laws of Nature ; they meet with the Will that will not

bend, or be changed, by their theories or by empiric reasonings
;

this Will is Law ; all who possess sufficient knowledge agree that

this is true ; therefore they have no choice, as lovers of truth,

they must agree as to the facts. It is not necessary to explain

in what way science has recognised this great truth in the physical

sciences which are the outward visible symbols of truth ; in

what way the inroad into the psychical world has extended and
confirmed this conception of the work of science. Men do not as

yet fully perceive all that is involved in these single autonomous
realms of truth ; and in that dual union, unity and harmony
that has been suggested. Here also the King turns to the servant,

the intellect, with this information, that it also is an autonomous
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power, set up in man for this very purpose, and for no other,

that it may do the work of comparing thoughts, correlating them,

placing them in order, the issue being science ; and to do any-

thing else is self-assertion, sin, rebelUon, and these works are the

works of the devil. But the intellect may plead that there is

not autonomy only, there is also union with the moral nature
;

therefore, the results ought to be unity and harmony as in all

other divisions of the Kingdom of God. Who then actually rules

in this moral kingdom of truth and righteousness ? Is it the

moral power that is occupied with duty, obligation, and responsi-

bihty for the actions of life ; or, is it the intellect as directing and

controlhng the moral power, making it subservient to empiric

reasoning ? The reply must be that there is an inversion of the

moral world ; the intellect reigns and the moral realm is in bond-

age to the intellect. It is here that the rebel and impostor reigns
;

and it is simply impossible, under this form of government, that

man, or men as nations, can be governed truly and righteously.

7. What then is the relations of the Kingdom of Grace to this

rebellious kingdom of the intellect as found in possession of men
and nations ? The answer to this question is the Bible and history,

not the Bible only, but history also ; because, apart from Grace,

there would not have been any history ; degraded men would have

fallen into the deepest depths of evil, until there was no conscious-

ness of God, or of moral law. The Divine Wisdom in Grace,

therefore, is far more wonderful than men have supposed ; they

may be ignorant of its existence, and unconscious as to its pre-

sence ; but, in reality, it is the atmosphere they breathe ; they

live, move, and think in it ; and yet they may remain unconscious

that it is their very life. Here is a revelation of the Omnipotence

of God worthy of careful study ; and here also the Beneficent

Wisdom of God passes the comprehension of men. The Omni-

potence of God to destroy is a thought that men have often met

with ; but this Omnipotence of Grace, in Divine Wisdom, for

beneficent purposes, is truly divine ; it is not atmosphere only,

it is the earth aglow with the glory of God ; it is Christ as the

Bread of Life, and the Spirit as the Water of Life, for those who
live, move, and have their being in God. But some men may say,

Why is it that such truths are not revealed in the Bible ? The

reply is another (juestion. How could they be when men were

unable to comprehend them ? And, still another question,

Where are these truths coming from but out of the Bible ? Here
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then is the strange revelation, that all these thoughts are in the

Bible from Seed to Fruit ; from the promised Seed in Eden to

Christ ; and it is His Spirit that is revealing them to men, as,

and when, they are developed to receive them. What men have
failed to apprehend is that they have been wrong all through
history ; they would not comprehend the thought that God is

revealed in all His works ; thus the physical and psychical

sciences, as the Work of the Spirit, are the very thoughts of God,
the revelation of His Will in those books wherein they are written

as by the finger of the Spirit. The intellectual realm and its

manifestations, the moral world and its actions, are written in

living books in the souls of men ; bat it is j ast here that the great

revolt has taken place and thus men are beginning to perceive

that God, by the Spirit, has been beneficent beyond conception,

because He has actually maintained a true realm within the soul,

even when the conscious human intelligence had no conception

of the Work of the Spirit. When men come to understand this

matter more fully, they will be surprised to find in what a mar-

vellous manner the Spirit has organised and developed the uncon-

scious and semi-conscious realms of the soul, whilst maintaining

also the true moral life in love, as found in family relations. The
conception is not that the Spirit has abandoned the realm of the

soul of man, but that He has lived in it, and built the soul up
in the Divine ideal, as perceptive in instincts, aifections, and in-

tuitions. It is hoped that much Hght will be thrown upon these

problems in the future ; at the present time there is just enough
to teach men how foolish they have been, and sinful ; that the

wrong-doing is theirs ; and that they require to be put right

with God that they may be taught by the Spirit what is so im-

portant for their well-being and well-doing. The Bible, as thus

indicated, is not an intellectual compendium of all the sciences
;

it is not a moral philosophy, or an ethical science book ; it is the

Word of Grace to men for their salvation, so that they may be

regenerated to the spiritual life ; renewed in the soul in the moral
life ; led to perceive the Truth in Christ ; and thus prepared to

read the thoughts of God in all realms of truth as taught by the

Spirit. 8. This is the object of the realm of Grace ; it.is what it

has been manifested to do ; but the twin power of Grace, as Sacri-

fice, expresses the Life ; and, as already explained in various

ways, Grace must be subject to Sacrifice ; if it is not, inversion

would take place, similar to that of the intellect and the moral
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nature ; and if men are prepared to receive the Truth, this is

what has actually taken place in the Church of Christ. Grace

would reign in power, pomp, wealth, and glory ;
and Sacrifice,

weeping and broken-hearted, turns away in sorrow and anguish

of spirit from this Grace that has disgraced the Lord of Grace, and

thus brought about a revolt agaiast Christ and the Spirit, where

the Son reigns and the Spirit is put to shame.

. The meaning here requires a little further consideration,

because the charge that is here brought against the Church is r.

very serious one, in fact it is so grave that it requires to be ex-

plained so that it might be understood. This is not the first

time that this conception has arisen, but not exactly in the same

light ; it is a common everyday experience, an4 expression of

opinion, that officials in the Church are more earthl\- than

heavenly, more carnal than spiritual, more worldly-wise and

world-loving in their life than animated by the Spirit of Christ

in their work in the Church. Here, however, the finger points,

not to officials in particular, but to all Christians, in all denomina-

tions, with possible exceptions ; and the conception is that

Christians have asserted the realm of Grace as above, and regnant

over Sacrifice ; and, that because this is the normal Church life

in its membership, the members are really, as a rule, not Christians

in spirit, but inverted Christians who shun sacrifice ; and who

take for their twin soul and help what is earthly and of a lower

grade. In other words the world spirit rules in the Church
;

Grace is not what it was meant to be, and what it was seen to be;

in the Lord of Grace. In some aspects men are familiar with

this truth, and Christians are not permitted to forget the fact

;

but, somehow they do not seem to apprehend the gravity of the

charge, and what the results may be if this order of life is continued

in the Church. The truth discovered here is not new ; it is not

unfor.seen, and in a measure comments have been made upon it

ill connection with Jacob and his family and the history of Israel.

What has arisen is the inversion of the intellect and morals,

with the intellect as regnant, and th? moral nature as subservient

;

and, the inversion of Grace and Sacrifice, with Grace as regnant

in worldly pomp and glory, and Sacrifice despised and forgotten

in this earthly union with the intellect that aspires after what is

not worthy of the Christian disci])le. The types in Genesis are to

be found in the four sons of the handmaids of Jacob's wives,

Dan and Naphtali, Gad and Asluu'. The manifestations in
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Israel are Mosaism and the Desert ; Joshua, the Conquest and

the Land ; the Kings of Israel and the Kingdom ; and the issue

degradation, idolatry, division, schism, the captivity, sorrow

and suffering. The teaching is that in all these there is the

failure to apprehend what they really mean. Mosaism is a kind

of perverted intellectualism as seen in a nation, in its laws and
religion, in signs and symbols. Joshua and the Inheritance,

is as the shadow of what is heavenly, a means of education for

men, and a means of testing and proving them as to their man-

hood. The kings and the Kingdom are not a real realm of

Grace ; but they are what arose in Israel after the King of Grace

and Lord of Sacrifice had been rejected ; thus what men see in

Israel is what men may still see in Christendom, and it is not

difficult to follow the analogy. It is not even a question of

comparison of the carnal and spiritual. What are Christian

nations intellectually, as States, but enlarged editions of Mosaism 'i

What are republics and governments, with their lands, but

imitations of the Commonwealth of Israel ? What are Kings

and Kingdoms, priests and temples, the union of Church and

State, but imitations of the Kingdom of Israel ? What has

been the result in Christendom ? Ambitious kings, conquering

emperors, glorified spendthrift kings and princes, worldly wise

prelates and priests, divisions, schisms, idolatry, demoralisation,

degradation, and apostacy. If there is to be mercy and forgive-

ness from God, and not overwhelming disasters, deportation

and captivity ; then it may be that the Spirit will teach men
what all these things mean ; and, in what way God has been

merciful and gracious to the sons of men.

What this means is that men are able to trace institutional

likenesses ; and, at the same time there must be the cognisance

of. spiritual differences. The Christian nations are like Israel,

but there is the something more that is different ; and it is this

something that requires to be studied. As to visible institutions,

Mosaism, the Commonwealth, and the Kingdom of Israel, might

be said to be the forms for Christian nations in their order ; there

is similarity, and, apart from forms of development, the spirit

that animates the two is the same. The differences may be

summed up in the Prophets, Christ and the Spirit ; and the

question would be to what extent these have permeated in-

stitutions and affected society ? If, for example, Catholic

nations were studied, the thought would be that they are imita-
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tions of Israel ; and the reason that might be given for the

likeness would be that Israel is the Divine Model to be copied

in legislation and jurisprudence ; in land and Commonwealth ;

in f-ociety and the State ; and, in the kings and the Kingdom.

Add the priests and Levites, tithes and State union, and the

likeness is so great that it would not be difficult to prove that

the Christian Church is the Child of the Aaronic priesthood ;

and Christian nations the children of the Kingdom of Israel-

Exodus to Deuteronomy speak of redemption from earthly

power, law, worship, priests, sacrifices, cleansing, atonement,,

feasts, future hopes, the organised nation, strife, hatred, jealousy,

rebellion, war ; and, if the inner sanctuary is sought for then

there is the spiritual in art, literature, and poetry. Joshua and

Judges speak of a Commonwealth possessing an inheritance in

the earth ; but the society and the social life are very mixed ;

selfish interests are preferred to the common good ; sensuous

idolatry is rampant, therefore, subjection to enemies, civil war
bondage, and anarchy. The Kingdom reveals the King and
His representative Samuel ; the rejection of the King and the

heavenly ; and the choice of the carnal and the earthly ; thus

Saul, David and Solomon are types of men, and of development,

but, behind the men there is the same story as told throughout

history, and as rehearsed by men in the twentieth century, a.u.

It is institutions, bureaucracy, centralised power, armies, taxes,

favouritism, nepotism, corruption, bribery, war^ disease,

the plague and decimation of the people. The kingdoms are

camps ; cities are garrisons ; homes are desecrated ; sons are

born to be devoured by the sword ; daughters are raised to

minister to social distinction and to sensual pleasures ; and the

end is, the destruction of hearth and home ; the men to the slave

market, and the women to the harems of the great captains and
possessors of wealth. This is something like the story of

Israel ; of earthly nations ; the tree is bad, it cannot bear good

fruit ; it must be hewn down and destroyed. The nations that

will notaccept the King of Grace, and Lord of Sacrifice, as Supreme
Lord is doomed. He is the Sacrifice in their stead ; but, when
He is rejected, despised, forsaken, then there is no other issue,

the rejectors will themselves suffer and be sacrificed ; they may
and they will complain ; the sour grapes will set the teeth on

edge ; but, as they would not when wooed by Grace, now
there is no choice, they must suffer, endure, be sacrificed, when
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they fall into the hands of the mighty, the powerful, the proud

and the merciless. This is the terrible revelation that comes

from Israel ; it has been repeated over and over again in many
lands ; the cursed tree flourishes still in the earth ; surely now
that its fruits are so well known, it may be expected that men will

learn wisdom.
It is within the range of possibility that men may be found

who will reject, without consideration, what has been here in-

dicated, as the baneful fruit of this cursed tree that lives and

grows upon the earth. It is true that the teaching is taken

from the Bible, but the Bible is now a Book, that has turned

upon those who despised and rejected the message it contained
;

it is Kving, quick, permeated with Divine Fire ; and, woe must

Test upon any man who will dare to lift his hand to touch the

Bible with levity, in the spirit of self-conceit. Here the Spirit,

by the Word, tears to pieces the pretences and shams of men.

and judges and condemns them without mercy. This is that

other aspect of the Bible that men rarely try to study or com-

prehend. God can avenge His elect ; He is as a consuming fire
;

He is to be feared by men ; and, if the judgments do not come
in the way that children think they will, they may be assured

that they will come. True, men may require to change the

attitude of their thoughts as to this matter ; they may even

be led to see that the true meaning is not that in an arbitrary

manner, God does such terrible things to evil-doers ; but wicked

men and nations bring these judgments upon themselves as the

•direct results of their own thoughts, words and actions. What
men are being awakened to apprehend is that the supreme facts

of existence are God, order and law. God is pleased to create

children in His Own Image as subject to order and law ; Order

and law are true, right and good ; a good tree that will bear good

fruit. If then these children become ungrateful, rebellious, wicked,

they change what is true into what is a lie ; what is right into

what is wrong ; what is good into what is evil ; what is in Heaven
and Heavenly into what is as hell, and hellish in its perversion.

Now the revelation in Grace and Sacrifice is to this effect that God
willeth not that any man should perish ; that He has given His

Son to be the Sacrifice to put away Sin ; men, all men, actually

live under the Kingdom of Grace ; therefore, the sin that con-

demns them is not the sin of Adam, but that they have despised

and rejected God, as Grace and Sacrifice. Man may ask the
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^^luestion ;

" Why hast Thou made me thus ?
" as if the question

were honestly meant ; but the real meaning is that the rebellious

creature has turned against his God, Father and Friend, thus the

language is that of insult, not of childlike trust, penitence and

prayer. What Science and Divine Wisdom tend to prove is that

in this matter men are privileged beyond all human conceptions
;

that they are endowed with possessions of indescribable value ;

that their rights are fully guaranteed as the children of God
;

therefore they do not act a reasonable part when they lift up their

hands against God ; and utter complaints when they should be

on their knees at prayer, and ashamed to lift up their eyes to

Heaven. The pain, evil, wrong-doing, as taught by science,

are not God's part ; they come by men's thoughts, words, and

actions ; men disobey law, the order that constitutes pleasure

and happiness, and then they turn round and blame God for their

own selfish, self-seeking, sinful ways. It is not reasonable for

men, endowed with intellect and a moral nature, with all that

these imply, as being children of God, in a sense, gods, after

failure and wilful disobedience, to wish they were mere automatons
incapable of knowing truth and obeying righteous laws. God
is Divine, the Source of all good ; man is divine in the image

of God, therefore, good ; departure from this position on the pari

of man, who will not conform to order and law ii folly ; and this

attitude on the part of man means, that he condemns himseil

and brings upon his own head the penalties of the laws he breaks.

But these laws, pains and penalties, are not to be thought upon as

criminal laws in a State ; they go much deeper, in this sense.

that the child sins against the moral love in the Father ; it is

sinning against love, life and light ; agaiu'^t the heart, the kinship,

and the truths involved in these, that is so serious. The folly

of the procedure might be conceived in this way ; a sensitive-

creature places itself in opposition to the universe, and from that

time all motions that were pleasant became painful ; the con-

dition is changed, the body becomes the target of every wave
of motion, and the body is full of pain because it is out of harmony
with its environment. Or, to alter the form of thought, Cain

killed his brother Abel ; the result was the doom of Heaven ;

the cry for vengeance from the earth ; the cur.se of a father
;

the cowering fear of the children ; the blood mark upon the mur-

derer and the gnawing remorse of conscience. This, or .something

like it, is what is meant by severing the fundamental laws of being
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as related to God, and men. Poor wretches outlaw themselves.
What was blessing is changed into cursing ; it is not living in the
blessed state ; it is dying to die in the cursed state ; and the
sting is found here, that men have chosen death in this way in

preference to life and blessing. What men require to do is

to try to look these facts straight in the face ; if the explanation
given here is in the right direction ; then let men turn with
abhorrence from sentimental theories, or sceptical, rebellious

statements, that have no other meaning than this ; that men
are the helpless victims of their surroundings, which a good God
might have averted ; or, that God is a cruel tyrant of the most
arbitrary kind, therefore to be disobeyed, and maligned. The
reasonings of such people are false ; they do not agree with the

facts ; therefore, let men who love the truth reconsider the whole
position in the light of the Kingdom of Grace, and of the methods
of Christ and His Spirit.

Returning to the suggested problems of the Intellect and Moral
nature, Grace and Sacrifice, as embodied in the nation of Israel

;

made manifest in many nations ; involved in a man, and made
knowm in mankind

; what can be discerned is that these are not
transient ; they abide, they have been with men during all the

ages ; they are with men still ; and there is no Jubilee, and no
Millennium of peace, for men, until they are solved. What has
been suggested is that Moses, Joshua, Samuel and David are

types ; to be under Moses and law, is to be under teacher and
schoolmaster for training ; under Joshua is to inherit the promises

and the land ; under Samuel there is the teaching as to what the

Kingdom of Grace truly means ; and under the kings is shewn
in what way men preferred the kingdom of earth, and its struggles,

to the Kingdom of Grace and its King ; with the results, degrada-

tion, idolatry, and the captivity in suffering and sorrow. This

means that men are called upon to study these revelations in

Israel, in the nations, in personal experience, and in mankind,
and then to strive to comprehend what the Spirit is teaching men
by all these events. What has been discovered is that in Genesis

there is a four-fold series of the work of the Spirit that are as seeds,

or as beginnings ; that the next series of four are what represent

the actions of men as revealed by the Spirit in an outward visible

redeemed nation and kingdom ; and that the third series of four

are in their nature spiritual, as in contrast with, or the com-

plement of, the carnal, Israel. What the history of Israel teaches
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is that this order was not permanent, and was not meant to be so
;

it came as a seed from Babylonia, and returned there to die
;

and, so far as Revelation is concerned, this was the death and the

dissolution of this Israel after the flesh. It is quite true that

Judaism was considered to be a restoration of Israel ; but it is a

diiferent Israel ; it is also admitted that Christian nations are

imitators of Israel after the flesh ; individual men are trained

upon the same type ; and to a greater or less extent, races are

like the individual man. All these things are pre-figured in the

generations of Ishmael, Isaac, Esau and Jacob ; they are sug-

gested in the family of Jacob, in Dan, Naphtali, Gad and Asher
;

and thus the evidence is ample enough to show that this visible

Israel, cmtains generatioas that are of great importance. Here
it is well to remember that Bible generations, as revealed in

Genesis, persist in their existence ; they live on through the ages
;

additional realms are being added ; they are all autonomous
;

and they can be studied separately. What the outward
and visible in Israel, and in the nations mean, therefore is, that

these survive from Egypt to this day ; and that they represent

in men and nations stages of development. When, therefore,

the suggestion is made that visible societies, nations and king-

doms are imitators of Israel, the meaning is that this is the visible

stage of development to which they have attained.

It has been suggested that in Christian nations there is more
than what is to be found in Israel after the flesh ; even though the
outward and the visible may not seem to carry men further in

their studies. The point raised here will, for the moment, tuin
the thoughts into a wider field ; but the diversion may be found
useful if it throws further light upon the whole subject. The
meaning of " the more," as added to Israel after the flesh, may
be better understood if the thoughts are turned to the Inh3ritance,

and the development of the conceptions as related to it, in the
light of the method of the Spirit. 1. Thus in Genesis it is

Abraham that is called to go forth from Ur to seek the promised
Inheritance

; he obeyed the call, entered the land and possessed
it by faith. The heir is Isaac the promised son who abides in

the Inheritance possessing it in hope. It is in Jacob that the
nation is found, in the days of his exile in Syria ; by the patient
training of the Spirit, he became Israel, and lived in the Inherit-

ance. It is in Joseph that the Inheritance in Palestine seems to

pass away ; the Inheritance is in him the persecuted son ; and it
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is by liim that the earth, as represented by Egypt, is blessed.

2. Similar lines of thought can be discerned in Exodus in the
call and redemption of Israel ; in the conceptions as to man,
and, what he ought to be, in Grace and Sacrifice, in Leviticus ;

in the nation and its experiences in Numbers ; and in Moses as

Seer and Poet in the Book of Deuteronomy. Mosaism is as the

intellectual germ of the nation in the great desert called to go
forth to possess the Inheritance. Joshua and Israel at the

Conquest enter in and possess the Inheritance ; the kings con-

stitute the kingdom ; and the end is the captivity, and the Seed

of Grace planted in the great world of the East. 3. The next

remarkable series of four are Isaiah, and his visions of Messiah's

kingdom, as seen from Israel ; the earthly Inheritance as it is

crumbling into ruins. The visions of Jeremiah are when the

Inheritance is passing from Israel ; and his messages carry in them
hope as to the future kingdom. The visions of Ezekiel and his

messages to Israel are from the land of the Captivity, and they

tell men about the operations of the Spirit, regeneration by the

Spirit, life in the Spirit, and the spiritual City of God. Daniel

is as the Joseph of the Captivity ; the interpreter of dreams :

the benetiGent exalted ruler, and in his visions there is seen the

overthrow of the world powers, and the coming cf the King-

dom of Messiah as regnant in righteousness over the whole

earth. 4. The names here are Isaiah, another man specially

called by God to seek for a better country ; he obeys the Divine

Call, enters in and possesses the land, but now the Inheritance

is the world. Jonah is a strange type, he is the prophet of Israel

to Nineveh, to the world. The messenger is an unwilling one,

an unenlightened one ; it is that of Judaism. The Dove of Israel

must carry the message of repentance to the world that mercy may
r«ach the Gentiles also ; the message is blessed to the world,

whilstlsrael sits, as under the gourd, jealous and full of complaints,

as to what this message of mercy may mean to the world. Jonah

is repeatedly taken as a sign to those who ask for signs ; the

ominous three days and nights speak of death and of a new life

;

it is after death, and when the new life is seen that there is mercy

for the world, by the way of repentance unto life. Jonah may
prefigure Judaism ; but in Judaism there is restoration, the

Inheritance, the temple and the problem of the Coming of the

Heir. The Heir, the Son. the King of the spiritual nation came ;

He was not received by His subjects ; they despised and rejected
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Him ; they encompassed His death and they said that Csesar was
their king. The Spirit came, as the Spirit of Truth, to teach men
great truths, about the Inheritance in Christ the King of Grace

and Lord of Sacrifice ; and thus though men knew it not the

Righteous King, in the Kingdom of Righteousness, had become
regnant in Heaven. 5. To know about this Inheritance in Christ,

this Kingdom of Grace, men require to study the four Gospels.

Matthew tells about the Heir as descended from Abraham by
Dromise ; as Son of David and also his Lord ; there is a spiritual

fulfilment of all the past ; and though men may not perceive

the fact, the Kingdom of Grace and Truth is made manifest in

the earth. Mark tells about the Man, His mission of healing and
of hope, and in what way He entered the Inheritance, conquered

His enemies and took possession of all the promises cf God. Luke
tells to the world all about this Man-child born to be King of

Israel, and destined to be the Ruler over the whole earth. John
saw far beyond his brethren, because he was taught by the Spirit,

that the Christ ever liveth and reigneth ; that of His Kingdom
there is no beginning or end ; He is Beginning, Middle, and End

;

Light, Life, and Love ; living in the Father and revealing to men
the God of Love, Grace and Sacrifice. When men desire to pass

l)eyond Mosaism, and the Israel that is after the flesh, it is heie

that they must tarry by the way ; it is here they will find the

Seed promised living in the land ; the Heir in possession of the

inheritance, as heavenly; the King greater than David and all

emperors in a kingdom that can never be destroyed ; and here

thev will find the Beloved Son cf the Heavens regnant in Gra(H)

and Sacrifice ; the Heart of the Father and the Glory of the

L^niverse. Other divisions could be given, as already suggested ;

here other series will be named. G. The Spirit of Truth, as revealing

Christ in Truth, in Acts, Romans, I. Corinthians and II. Corin-

thians. 7. The Spirit in men as trying to conceive what the

spiritual Inheritance means t? them, as in Galatians, Ephesians.

Phillipians and Colossians. 8. The (once])tions of men about the

King, the High Priest, the Man, the Inheritance and all that the

fuheritaiice means in Christ, through the Spirit, as in Hebrews,
•fames, Peter and John. In the Spirit men are in Patmos or upon
the high mountain ; they see the Lord in Glory ; they learn in

what way He overcomes His enemies ; they see the downfall of

the powers of evil, and the descent from Heaven of the new
heavens and earth, and of the City of (Jod. It will he observed
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that all the series in their order deal with the same theme ; the

€all to seek for and find the Inheritance by faith ; the dwelling

in the Inheritance waiting and hoping for the coming of the Heir
;

the patient observation of all the changes that take place in the

Kingdom ; to wait for and welcome the King ; and to find that

all this means the conscious in-dwelling of the Spirit in Love,

Grace and Sacrifice. To express the same series of thoughts,

in the light of the day that is dawning upon men, the thought
would be that Faith and the intellectual power, in men, are going

to unite and the result will be science ; that hope and the moral

world are going to join hands and the issue will be the divine

Inheritance and righteous laws ; that patience and Grace will

draw near to each other and the eSect will be self-denial ; and
that love and sacrifice will become one, and men will learn what
is meant by self-sacrifice. The promised Inheritance, the Posses

sion and the Heir, the Kingdom and the King, have all been

made manifest in the earth ; what is still lacking is man's part

;

thus the problem for the future is the way that in, and by, the

Spirit, men are going to enter in and possess this promised In-

heritance that has been waiting for them in Christ from the

foundations of the world.

After this digression in trying to find out the real meaning
involved in the Nation and Kingdom of Israel after the flesh

;

^nd having found that the Bible contains the necessary infor-

mation as to the Seed ; the Kingdom ; the King ; and the Spiritual

Kingdom in the Spirit ; it will now be advisable to return to the

•diflicult problem of the Intellect as related to the Moral power.

The conception of the Intellect here is not the natural as 5, but

the spiritual as 11; it is the power that enquires after, and
discovers, science, the true order that exists in all the realms of

Divine knowledge. This is true of the physical, psychical,

moral, and spiritual worlds without exception ; in the physical

and psychical there is a kind of lordship as that of the head

servant in a house over all the other servants ; but in the moral

and spiritual w^orlds the intellect has no supremacy ; here he

meets his superior, the son and heir of the house ; and here also

he meets the King, the Lord of Grace. It is hardly necessary

tojpoint out that this servant is in a privileged position ; he is

next to the^master ; but, as expressed by Abraham, he is like

Eleazar of Damascus, a Syrian, a helper. In other words, he is

£t free-man, serving a free master ; therefore, there is a kind of
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independence about his work tlia,t is not to be expected in chil-

dren, servants or slaves ; he may even be classed as a friend,

because he enjoys the friendship of the heir. As fully explained

it is his duty to study conditions, relations, methods, order ; and
all this means, when clearly understood in the spiritual realms.

Science. For this end he must be free for the performance of

all his duties ; but, with full freedom for his work, there is not

the shadow of doubt about the fact that he is also limited. In

the past the limitations could not be clearly defined ; now he is

told that there are two limitations he cannot pass ; these being

the Ultimate, the One ; and the other Law, that is the revealed

Will of the One ; the first is beyond reason being the Ultimate
Unit ; the second is the termination of all reasoning, it is the

discovery of harmony of thought, of law as order. It is not to

be supposed that the Intellect made this discovery ; neither is it

suggested that the discovery was a welcome one ; but, in con-
versation with his friend Philosophy this conception was seen to

be true ; and, those who know are agreed that this is a fair

representation of the facts. The Intellect may claim authority,

as the Science of all the Sciences, and there is truth in the claim
;

but, if the meaning is taken to be that the Intellect is the uniter

and reconciler of all the sciences in harmony, then Philosophy
may say that this is not quite correct, because, for example,
Science must leave out the Ultimate in the processes of reasoning

;

and order being known, convey the conception of law to the

moral world. The point to be grasped here is the freedom
of the Intellect in all reasoning ; and, the facts of limitation as

to faith, and to discovered laws in their harmonies of thought.

As to the true and real position of the Intellect among the

powers in man there seems to be no practical difficulty ; what is

suggested here is not that the Intellect has attained to this per-

fection of knowledge ; but, that it is on the way thither, and,
that it has had a glimpse of the great inheritance of which it is

the heir. This suggestion ought not to be misunderstood ; the

])ossession is that autonomous realm in which the intellect reigns
;

thus it is quite reasonable to suggest the thought that this is a

i\'al inheritance. The thoughts turn toward the companion
realm to the Intellect, the unity of which forms the moral world

;

and the deoply interesting and most practical problem to be

studied is, Whether the moral realm, its constitution and laws,

can be known ( As already suggested the moral realm has not

X
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been clearly defined ; men have discerned that there is a difference

betwixt Mosaism and penal laws, and the moral constitution of

men and nations ; but how to express what is involved in this

difEerence has not been practical in the past. The fact cannot
be doubted that there is no clear, definable constitution of the

moral man in the Bible ; there are suggestions, living actions,

but not the written word that says clearly, this is the moral man
in the moral world, and the man that lives this life is a perfect

moral man. In fact, knowing the Bible to be the realm of Grac ^

and Sacrifice, as in conflict with evil, it is plain that the Bible is

not the place to find such a constitution. Ethical teachers and
philosophers have expressed their thoughts upon this matter

;

what they have attempted to do has been to turn away from
legalism, the morality of the State that is occupied largely with

law-breakers and penalties, and to conceive what is the positive

constitutional nature of man as moral. It has to be recognised

that this line of thought is scientific in its aims, for the simple

reason that there is the attempt made from experience, em-
piricism, and careful observation, to find out man's moral con-

stitution, and that so far as the Intellect has been engaged in this

work, lines of truth have been discovered. It is not proposed her 3

to define, in any new way, the moral constitution of man ; but

simply to look at the conclusions of ethical teachers as the best

results of human thought upon this subject, and to try to con-

ceive in what way Christ throws light upon this subject. Here
let the reserve be expressed, That it is reasonable for men to

expect that a moral constitution may be derived from the New
Testament as to guiding principles ; but the vision is not yet

seen ; and it ought not to be looked for as a moral code of law.

The conceptions of ethical teachers may be put in this form :

they explain the virtues that constitute character ; and in a

general way they say that these virtues may be expressed under

these eight ideals. These virtues may not be expressed in the

way that ethical teachers would follow ; they are looked at

here, in the light of the method of Christ, in this order : 1. The
virtue of Courage, as the possession of physical and psychical

power. 2. Benevolence, that is kindness to kin, to all living

men and women, because they share the same physical life. 3.

Temperance ; the meaning being the man as holding the reins,

and curbing in all lusts, passions, and desires, thus controlling the

man in the right way. 4. Inward chastity, purity of purpose
;
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the conception of what the soul ought to be as free from all

taint of sin. 5. Love of Truth ; the intellectual virtue, that

rises to divine order. 6. Justice, the moral virtue, that seeks

after equity, to do what is right in the sight of God and man.
7. Altruism, love of mercy, self-denial, what is gracious and
the means of blessing. 8. Self-sacrifice for the good of wife,

family, relations, those in danger, and defence of the State against

an enemy even to death. When these virtues are placed in this

order they look like old friends that have been known by other

names ; they may be heathen in Greece, Rome, and China
;

they may say that they do not know Christ ; but here they

enter the Christian Temple ; they are baptized into the Name
of Christ ; and they are made welcome, not as strangers, but
as the children of God, who have found their way back to the

Father's Home. It wall be observed that these virtues may be
joined together in wedl'ock thus : Courage and Benevolence
live in the visible, physical world in the man ; Temperance and
Purity in the psychical world in the soul and family ; Truth and
Justice in the moral world, in Society and the State ; and Al-

truism and Sacrifice, if not divine, carry upon their faces the

marks of their divine origin, as the means by which men are

prompted to do what they can for the renewal and restoration

of fallen humanity. If ethical students will consider these re-

marks, it may be that they will be able to discern the work
of Christ's Spirit in their ethical teaching ; but the difficulty

with this class of thinkers in the past has been the tendency to

exalt and glorify man and mankind. These ethical conceptions

are also the work of Christ and the inspiration of the Spirit ; but
the methods of thought differ ; ethical teachers seem to fail to

recognise that the Spirit of Christ is the real Worker in regenera-

tion and in the renewal of man ; and it is to be feared that
moralists are not conscious of Christ's glory, or of the presence,

power, and mighty works, of the Spirit.

With reference to Bible teaching iipon this matter, it may be
suggested that Abraham got a glimpse of this ideal in Ur ; he
saw in Babylonia what was contrary to such teaching,and thus

he set out upon his journey to find this better country. It may
be said that Moses possessed Courage and Benevolence, Tem-
perance and desire after Purity, uprightness ; that he loved
Truth and Justice, and was Altruistic and Self-sacrificing

;

but he failed in Temperance and in ]>init v of pur]iose
; the reins
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broke in his hands, he spake inadvisedly, he lost control, thus
failure to enter in and possess what is perfect. If the thoughts
are turned toward Christ these virtues may not be the most
suitable to express the constitution of His moral being ; but it

would be correct to think, and say, that He had Courage and
Benevolence, Temperance and Purity of Heart, in obeying the

Will of God, love of Truth and Justice, and that in Him Grace

and Sacrifice were regnant. It is worthy of notice that, beyond
these virtues, Christ gave to men, in two positive commandments
of love to God and men, what is really the moral canstitution.

A subtle-minded scribe could perceive His definition to be true,

and as of greater value than ritual and sacrifices ; but perhaps

he did not conceive the thought that these were only as shadows
in the twilight,whilst love to God and men meant the fulfilling of

the moral constitution ; and the fulfilled results of the realms

of Grace and Sacrifice. It is not suggested that this is a full, or

a definite explanation of what is meant by the moral constitu-

tion ; it is what good men have seen ; it is what Christ said
;

and the Intellect will tend to enlarge and enrich these conceptions

and classify them more perfectly ; what may be claimed for

this order is that, as a rule, good men will agree that it expresses

the facts under consideration ; and what ethical teachers might

be inclined to grant, is that this is the setting up of moral stand-

ards, of a scientific kind, to which men may come and measure

themselves ; or to which men may be brought in their actions

and judged as to their moral position. Objections may be

brought against the ethical virtues as non-Christian, and difficult

of application ; it ought, however, to be kept in view that the

moral constitution, as autonomous, is not Christian, that is to

say, not Grace and Sacrifice, as revealed in the Bible. The same
may be said of the two great commandments, love to God and

men as fulfilling all law ; this is the Ideal in that moral world

that is not fallen ; and it is also the issue desired, the purpose

kept in view, in Grace and Sacrifice, because the restoration

to manhood means love to God and men ; and, Grace and Sacri-

fice are the earthly, thorny, blood-stained way by which men
travel on their return journey.

In studying the realm of the Intellect this truth was expressed

that the Intellect is free yet limited ; here in the moral realm

the conception is that the moral man has ample liberty, but

not liberty as without law. It is the work of the Intellect to
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discover order ; this is conceived by the moral man as constitu-

tional law ; therefore, the limitations as related to liberty are

similar to those of the Intellect, but explicable in a different

way. To the Intellect the ultimate of Philosophy may be God,

or the Absolute ; to the Moral man, God is Creator-Father ; all

laws are His revealed Will ; therefore, the liberty possessed can

only mean conformity to the faith that lives in love ; and to the

obedience that is constrained by love. Men ought to walk
in the light of truth by the law of love ; this is the ideal ; there-

fore, they should seek to attain to it ; if they walk in the light

they will not stumble and fall ; but if the light of truth fails,

then the law of love will be broken ; there will be the loss of

unity and harmony, and the world of the moral life will be 'dark-

ness, strife, hatred, war and death. The point to be noticed

here is that the Intellect is free to walk in the light, in the har-

monies of truth ; the Moral man has perfect liberty to live in

love, and against these there is no law. This means manhood,
the attainment to freedom, whilst granting freedom to all other

men ; and, liberty whilst all other men enjoy the same rights.

This means equality, not unlimited, but limited by the condi-

tions that men are free and know how to use their freedom
;

possess liberty and conform to the conditions of law as sons of

God. They are freemen whom the Truth makes free ; they
possess the inheritance of liberty who use that liberty righteously

;

and, unless men attain to these standards of thought and life

they cannot be free, or possess liberty ; they are the children of

the bond-woman or of ^the hand-maids, not of the free Spirit.

Failing these, equality and fraternity are not possible ; that is

to say, the relations and conditions do not exist by which men
can become equal and brethren. Here the practical questions

arise, Where are the freemen to be found who understand Avhat

is here meant by moral liberty ? Where are the men that are

equal and brethren ? The position, it will be observed, is a
.strange one. It seems to deny that men have possessed freedom
and liberty or that they have lived as equals and brethren

;

and, what is much more serious to contemplate, the assumption
seems to be that without intellectual freedom and moral liberty,

equality and fraternity are not possible. Light may be thrown
upon this question by referring to the conversation betwixt
Christ and the Jews. Freedom, Christ suggests, is to be found
only by continuing to live in His Word and .Spirit ; it is by thi.s
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way that truth is found ; and it is truth that conveys freedom.

The Jews prided themselves upon their descent from Abraham,
the freeman ; they had never, they said, been in bondage, How
then could they be more free ? The explanation is that sin

reigns, man is the servant of sin ; therefore, a servant is not free

when serving under such a lord ; but, if the Son gives freedom,

and there is the Spirit of the Son regnant in the soul, then this

is freedom indeed. This passage in John's Gospel, Chapter VIII.,

deals with this very problem. What the result seems to be
to Christendom, as to the Jews, is that men have not attained

to freedom and liberty, though they may think they have ; and
that in reality there is not to be found any community living

together as equal and fraternal. Thoughtful men will be inclined

to say this standard is too high, they cannot attain to it ; thought-

less people will pass by declaring that they know better, they
possess freedom and liberty, have never been slaves ; and,that

they can proudly carry their heads as the equals of any race upon
the face of the earth. In the vulgar tongue this is named boast-

ing. The boasters require to be very careful ; if they stumble and
fall how will they be raised again, seeing they have sinned

against their brethren and thus destroyed the fraternal spirit ?

This is a subject that requires very careful study. Men require

to set up new standards, which must not be as the standards of

the past. It is Science that speaks to men with authority

to-day. Thus the standard for freedom is truth, as science. The
standards for moral liberty are love and justice, constitutional

righteousness. Where are the men that are enfranchised by
scientific truth, and that are ruled by love and justice ?

The position that has been reached here is instructive, and it

may be summed up in a few words for careful consideration.

The intellect of man is free, but limited ; it can compare, reason

upon, relate, and correlate, all thoughts, and by doing so find

out their harmonies as Divine order in all realms of truth. The
limitations are the Ultimate One, and laws as derived from order.

The former cannot be known by the intellect, simply because it is

One, not many. This truth has to be beHeved as fact ; it

will not be contradicted by those who know what these

words mean. The latter is different, but there is the same
Divine barrier to intellectual reasoning. If the facts, as order,

agree, then. What more can the reason do ? Here it is reason-

able to sav to men who would try to contradict these facts
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that they are both ignorant and unreasonable. They would
attempt the impossible, and try to destroy the perfect ; because
this is what is meant by Divine Order ; it is the perfect tiuth, as

science. When science will have finished this work, then what is

perfect will have arrived ; but at what time men will reach
perfection is another matter ; they have only begun to gather
the shells upon the seashore, and are trying to count them. A
few rays of bright light have flashed out upon the pathway, but
the universe is still in darkness. The true and right position of

the moral man, constitutionally, is that of liberty in truth, law,

justice and love. There is no room within the constitution for the

words, " Thou shalt not ;
" these are as an insult to the free-born

son
; such limitations are out of place, suitable for slaves, serfs,

and servants, but not for a son of God, the Father, Who reigns

in Heaven in Love. When men attain to this freedom and
liberty, they will be free indeed, equal and fraternal ; but, in

the meantime, it would be a sin against truth and righteousness

to permit such a lie to pass ; it is false, and thus not of any real

value. There are those who claim freedom and liberty as their

inheritance, who have no wish whatever to confer upon others

the same blessings. They are the perverted intellectual-moral

rulers, who in arbitrary fashion lay down rules for other men
;

they scorn the idea of equality and fraternity ; they possess

lordship, and other men are subjects ; they are the classes, the
others are the masses ; they have conquered, they must be

obeyed ; they have the capital, therefore labour must serve;

With this line of thought men arc now famihar. The subject

masses have been taught to think ; they have dared to question

this kind of freedom and liberty that is so selfish and self seeking

in its operations. The results on the other side are similar

evils. The masses that claim freedom do not ask for divine

freedom, but for the imitation thing that the classes have
cherished and cultivated. Thus the antagonism is a new form of

war, the object being to obtain freedom, to subdue, and to make
slaves of those who are opposed to them. If the question is

asked. Do classes, or masses, really set themselves to obtain

moral liberty in the spirit of justice and love ? The answer
must be that such a vision of liberty has not dawned upon them

;

they may have hoard of it with the hearing of the ear, but it has

no abiding place in Society, or in the State. It may be true that

all men are equal under the law ; but law here is not the moral
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constitution ; it is when men do what is wrong, have broken the

rules that say, " Thou shalt not," then they are conceived to be

under the same law as equals. The spirit of fraternity is another

matter ; this is based upon love, brotherly love, and it is to be feared

that this spirit is not so common as it ought to be. There is

likeness, similarity, in theory, to the moral constitution of man
in the constitution of a free modern state possessing liberty.

The autocratic, perverse, intellectual moral procedure has been

curbed, the power has been limited, and thus rulers and people

may be said to stand upon a common platform. The men who
have dared to be free have bought freedom and liberty at great

cost ; thus they prize w^hat they have won by great sacrifices
;

and they try to prevent aggression on the part of their rulers.

It is the Constitution, the Magna Charta of Rights, that is prized

by freemen, because they know that encroachments here tend

to be fatal. What the Constitution means is that freemen,

loving Uberty , and equahty, as brethren, have mutually agreed to a

certain form of government. To attempt to break down that

Constitution by guile, or by force, is treason to the Common-
wealth, and therefore to be judged and condemned by freemen.

It is not kings only that can be traitors in this sense ; any minister

of state, administrator, judge, magistrate, legislator, or private

citizen, may commit this crime against the state, and the penalty

is the same as follows sin, it is death. Not of necessity the

physical death of the traitor ; it may be death to the state if

the result should be the loss of freedom and liberty ; or the traitor

may die the death of an outlaw as despised and rejected by his

fellows. What this analogy proves is that men and nations

have been groping their way in the right direction ;
they have

discerned these facts through many bitter experiences ; but

it is to be feared that those who have earned their freedom do

not prize it as they ought ; they are not jealous, with a great

jealousy to try to preserve freedom and liberty for themselves
;

or, that down-trodden nations should attain to the same privileges.

When men tend to become oligarchs, aristocrats and bureau-

crats, then they lose freedom and liberty ; they become children

of the bond-woman, the earthly powers ; and, becoming degraded

they lose the power to rule themselves, or their bond-men.

What is the remedy ? It was a woman that prophesied what

these things mean. Sarah said, " Cast out this bondwoman and

her son ; for the son of this bondwoman shall not be heir with my
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son, even with Isaac." The son of Egypt, of the earthly, is ever

the same in all generations, in Hagar and Ishmael, in Horeb and

law legal ; they are of the flesh, carnal, and that is their status.

They are hybrids redeemed from the power of Egypt ; but they

lack the Spirit of the Son, and thus they do not enter into rest.

When they do possess an earthly inheritance, it is not a place

of rest ; because there is no rest to be found until Christ comes

and b} His Spirit there is regeneration unto the spiritual life.

This then, is the prophetic vision for the future. Let the

mocking, scornful son of Egypt, Ishmael, law, strife, be cast out;

because until this result is attained there is no rest or peace

possible in God's House among the sons of God. True, he claims

to be the first-born, and that the Inheritance is his ;
what he

means by this possession is what is earthly and of the flesh;

but in these realms there is neither sonship nor peace. This

may seem to be hard upon Ishmael ; but he is not to be pitied

he has enjoyed himself thoroughly, and clung to his own with

great pertinacity ; thus it will be well for men when the King

comes to His Inheritance, and this son of Hagar is placed in his

true position. What, then, the question may be asked, is the

Son to take the place of Ishmael, and is the only difference to be

that of a milder form of government ? This is not the conception

involved in the methods of Christ and of the Spirit ; the change

is to be a radical one, root and branch, flower and fruit
; the

spiritual is going to succeed to the earthly and the fleshly
;
and

these powers are to be cast out that Christ may reign in His

Kingdom. The Inheritance, as Science and Divine Wisdom, will

transcend all lower conceptions ; the voice of the wrangling

Ishmael will not be heard in the land ; and the mockers will find

their hoim in the Arabian desert. The Inheritance has been so

far sketched out before men that they are able to trace its out-

lines ; this has been done from three different sources ; these

three witnesses agree, and thus it is difficult to see how
their testimony can be rejected. The meaning here is that

the problem of the Kingdom of God has been studied in man,

in nature, and specially in the Bible, which gives the key to the

problem in the method of Christ, through the teaching of the

Spirit ; and thus in the light of the Bible the unity and the

harmony can be traced. It is not necessary to enter into details

here, the statements with the numbers will enable anyone

sufficiently instructed to follow the order. Tnere is the historical
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orjier which men have followed as by philosophy through past

ages ; there is the modern method as specially studied by science
;

and there is the Bible order, which is of the greatest importance

as being spiritual and the work of the Spirit.

In the system of mental philosophy the synthesis may be

expressed in this form :— 1. The First Cause, God, the Absolute,

with all that is involved in such terms. 2. The Ideal as correlated

with the First Cause, is conceived under the form of the Arch-

Tjrpe. 3. The Spirit of God as revealing Cause and Type,

plans, purposes, and designs ; and, as in a true and real

sense, involved in, or correlated with, mathematics. 4. The

work of the Spirit as discerned in the manifested creation.

These are the metaphysics about which there has been

so much philosophical discussion ; the suggestion here

is that if metaphysicians will follow this division in their

studies, they may find that this four square foundation lies at

the bottom of all their studies. All these, so to speak, pre-exist

before man, and they are the subjects of his reasoning. 5. They

are subjects in this sense, that they exist as thoughts in his own
soul ; it is the intellect that inquires into all thoughts, desires,

al?ections, and experiences, and the result may be an empiric

philosophy. 6. The moral nature in this inquiry being in a

false position, as subject to the intellect, the results have been

all kinds of philosophies, an intellectual and moral chaos which

could not be resolved into a cosmos. This is conceived to be the

result of the Fall of Man ; the condition is confusion, and men
have been unable to find their way out of this maze of human
thought. Had there not been a Fall the way would have been

direct by intellectual inquiry to science, and by obedience in

love to wisdom. 7. Through the Fall there came the Revelation

of Grace, as Seed, History, Christ, and the Spirit in the realm

of Grace. 8. Concurrent with Grace there was Sacrifice to save

and redeem ; and suffering, pain, and sorrow. 9. The Spirit

reveals Christ as Saviour in Grace for the Salvation of the World.

10. Men are taught by the Spirit of Truth, with Christ as example

,

and are the recipients of Divine Grace. 11. Guided by the

Spirit men seek to know spiritual truth ; that is true related

conditions, to be conceived as science. 12. The vision of science

is that of the Kingdom of God in its order ; and this order is

conceived to be summed up in Principles of Being, in order, and

in law as the Will of God, the Heavenly Father.
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In the system of thought that may be said to be scientific

in its order, there is substituted for the metaphysical conceptions,

metaphysical names of powers and the realms into which they
develop. 1. Force, or Power, as the Ultimate, with relations,

order, law. 2. Life, as a principle, with its revealed ideals, types,

organic embryologic forms, differences, development. 3. Spirit,

as the thinking principle, as correlated within the organic body
and manifested by sensation, special senses, images, ideas, per-

cepts, and concepts. 4. The mind, memory, or soul, is as the

psychical microcosm of nature in all kinds of conceptions. 5. The
intellect is the power that compares, relates, conditions, and
correlates thoughts. Here the natural would advance to all

branches of science ; but there was intellectual failure, and thus

the direct way to truth was lost. 6. This becomes the realm
of ethics or of moral philosophy, or of government, but it is

chaos and confusion in thought ; and despotism, with penal
laws, in the State. 7. The way of Salvation is by Grace, through
Christ, by the Spirit, as revealed in the Bible. 8. With Grace,

Sacrifice is revealed as the way back to God, and men will search

in vain for any other way. 9. It is the Spirit of Truth that

reveals Christ in the Bible by the way of Grace for redemption and
restoration to the moral life. 10. Men are regenerated, renewed,
and restored in the Spirit by Grace ; and it is by the Spirit that

Christ is received as Son of God and Saviour. 11. It is the Spirit

of Truth that reveals order and law ; it is the Spirit that instructs

in all the sciences ; and it is by the science of the method of

Christ, in a special sense, that all the sciences become spiritual,

as the thoughts of God. 12. The result will be the life spiritual,

moral conformity to the Will of God, the reign of Grace, the

glory of Sacrifice, the kniowledge that saves, and the Love that

redeems.

When following out this system of thought, as found in the

Bible, there is the reception, and the assumption to begin with
of all that is contained in the record of Creation. True, this may
appear as if submerged under all that follows as to Re-creation

;

but it is upon this that the Bible is built up : it is the Seed of all

the sciences from force to the moral constitution of man ; and if

these are not revealed in detail this reason at least can be given,

that there was no necessity for such a revelation, because men are

so endowed that they can attain to such knowledge by their own
efforts. The Inheritance was given to man, and with it the
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powers of manhood, that fitted him for this very work of scientific

discovery. That men should object to this seems unreasonable,

because, it would take from them all the pleasures and delights of

discovery, if there was no knowledge attainable, and no moral

constitution to be conceived, understood, and conformed to,

in the spirit of love and reverence. How is it possible to conceive

the thought that manhood means automatism ? The conceptions

do not agree, man has to acquire knowledge of order, and he is

required to conform to law ; these constitute manhood, and it is

his glory thus to study, and understand, the thoughts, words,

and works of God. The Bible, therefore, fitly opens with tha

revelation of Creation, the Man, and the Kest of the Sabbath.

1. The generations of the Heavens and Earth are Divine visions

extending throughout all history ; they reveal God, Christ, and the

Spirit, the Seed of Grace, the seed of evil, the conflict, and the

victory as gained by the Heavens. 2. The generations of Adam
reveal this all-important thought that the Seed promised will

become a Man, an Ideal Man, a Heavenly Man on the earth, and

also the Companion of God in the Heavens. 3. The generations

of Noah teach, under the symbols of the Ark, the Flood, and the

destruction of evil men, the issues that must follow evil-doing
;

and, at the same time, writes upon the earth the word Salvation.

4. The generations of the sons of Noah speak of the earth as

saved, and as inhabited and possessed by a saved race ; or a race

in which there is Salvation. 5. The generations of Shem are a

new departure ; here arises the problems that are hidden in the

Name and names ; what men have to face as saved men if they

would inquire into, and inherit, the Kingdom of God in Truth.

6. The generations of Terah reveal in Babylonia, the apostate,

idolatrous world of manhood ; and Terah and his family are the

elect remnant, saved by Grace, who set forth to seek a better

country. Numbers. 7 and 8 are not made known as generations,

but they reveal Grace and Sacrifice as seeking for, and living in

a promised inheritance ; with this all-important conception, that

a man moved by faith has obeyed the voice of God, and to Him
there is given promises that extend throughout history, and to

all nations on the face of the earth. This man is Abraham,

the father of all the faithful ; the father of Israel ; the father

of Christ and of Christianity. It is not necessary to explain

further the second and third series, from Noah to Isaac ; and

from Shem to Jacob ; they are the psychical that tell in what
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way the saved live ia the inheritance as the heir ; and in what
way the nation takes possession of the inheritance, as a moral

power, with the results, as prefigured under the story of the

family life of Judah. Joseph, like Abraham, is not included ia

the generations ; they both pre-figure Christ, as in the history of

faith ; and as in Grace, Sacrifice, Wisdom and Love. What the

student has to remember about the book of Genesis is that it is

the Book of Beginnings ; that there ought not to be expected

from it more than it conveys ; and that it is history in the Bible

that has to be studied for further explanations. The results

from Genesis are summed up in four names, Abraham, Isaao,

Jacob and Joseph ; they represent all that is to be found ia

Genesis ; and they pre-figure what will take place in history. It

is here that the harmony with the philosophical and scientific

systems require to be considered because, the Series 1-4 take a

different form here, they are not metaphysical ideals ; neither

are they fundamental principles ; they are the Revelation in

Grace of the Father to faith, as Inheritance and Promises ; of

the Son, as in the Inheritance, the Heir, and the Sacrifice ; of the

Spirit, as in the nation in the family of Jacob ; and, of the Work
of the Spirit as revealed in the Beloved Son, the Interpreter of

the Heavens, in humiliation and as the Ruler of the World for

Blessing. What men see here is God revealing himself in Grace

to men under these forms ; they are not metaphysics ; they are

not abstract principles ; they have taken upon themselves flesh

and blood ; they dwell among men ; therefore, in the language of

Christ, when men saw Him they saw the Father ; and the Spirit

of Truth was sent to reveal the Father and Son. It is not meant
here that metaphysics and principles are abolished ; what is.

asserted is that it has pleased God thus to reveal, in concrete forms,

these truths in Grace ; and that they are the four-square founda-

tions of the Kingdom of Grace and of God. If this is understood,

then subsequent developments in the Bible may be more easily

reaUsed. 5. Is the son redeemed from the powers of thi»

earth living in the Desert, (i. Is the Inheritance as possessed

by the heirs of the promises. 7. Is the revelation of the King of

Grace and of the Kingdom, followed by the foolish choice of

earthly men and their kings. 8. Reveals the consequences in

sacrifice, pain, sorrow and suffering. This series, it will be

observed is revelation, and also, manifestation and condemna-

tion ; it pleased God to reveal what was true and right, gracious.
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and self-sacrificing ; but, men would not hearken, receive, and
obey, the Will of God ; therefore, the result was the Captivity

and the downfall of Israel. In a true sense the inheritance did

not pass from Judah till Shiloh, the Heir, came. He fulfilled

all that was pre-figured as to Inheritance and Heir ; and, in the

highest sense. He had Heaven within Himself, and was ever in

Heaven. 9-12. Is the problem of the King and the Kingdom
;

but this means the revelation of Christ in Truth and Righteous-

ness, in Grace and Sacrifice ; the revelation of the Spirit at Pente-

cost, the reception of the Spirit by the disciples, and the work of

the Spirit among men. The series that embraces the Work of

the Spirit in Revelation i)-12, may be conceived as limited

historically to the Bible, as the Work of the Divine Spirit in this

realm of truth. If this is so conceived, then the Christian Dis-

pensation would fulfil the prefigurement of Joseph in humiliation

in Egypt ; and, the day would be drawing near when that of

exaltation in the governing power of G race would be manifested.

What has to be observed is that the Beginnings in Genesis have
their fulfilment in history in the Bible, and that there is no
difficulty in tracing the physical, psychical, moral and spiritual

realms, in which these events take place.

It will be observed that the three series in Genesis can be

traced as having their fulfilment in the Bible ; and, what may
be conceived as possible, is that the three systems of thought,

as explained, follow the same order. There are likenesses and
•differences ; and it may Avell be that the differences will prove

valuable because they are taken from different positions in the

world of thought. If the metaphysical philosophy is compared
with the first series in Genesis, the conception is that a man has

received a divine call to go forth and find the Inheritance ; he

pursues his journey and the issue is an inheritance upon the

earth with many promises. It may be easy to condemn phil-

osophers because they have failed in their efforts ; but, men who
do not understand these things might say that the quest of

Abraham was also a failure, because he never possessed the land

and did not fully understand the meaning of the promises. The
second system has this pecularity, it is the vision of the man in

the land, possessing it, and enjoying his possession. Yet there

is a want, the heir is only as a pilgrim upon a journey, he is a

sign and figure ; but, the Heir will come and then the Inheritance

will be possessed. This is what is meant by ssience, and those
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who follow that method of thought ; they are in possession of

a portion of the realm of truth, but they cannot rest satisfied at

this stage, they must go forward until the macrocosm universe

is inspired into the microcosmic souls of living men ; and, then

they will say, "We have seen the land and found the Heir to the

inheritance, and he has told us that we are joint heirs with Him-
self in this Divine possession." The two lines of thought are

similar ; the one is objective as in the man seeking for the In-

heritance ; the other is subjective, it is in the Inheritance and

in the man. The third system is much more complex, it is in

the Spirit and spiritual ; thus it is here that the thoughts, -.vords,

plans, purposes and designs of the Spirit are revealed ; and these

may be traced everpvhere in the Bible, but specially made known
in Jacob, David, and in the New Testament. The fourth system

in Genesis, and in the Bible, are not revelations in the same sense
;

they are names such as Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph in

Genesis ; Moses, Joshua, Samuel and David, in Israel ; Isaiah,

Jonah, Christ and the Spirit, in the spiritual realm ; and all these

have to be carried forward into the new Christian dispensa-

tion as the fulfilment of all the spiritual in the world in the past.

There is here something peculiar about this City of God worthy

of consideration ; to men it may appear as if it Avere inverted.

Christ is the foundation stone, and upon Him the whole is built

;

there are twelve foundation stones and upon these the names of

the Apostles of the Lamb are written ; there are twelve gates,

with twelve angels as warders, and upon them is written the

names of the twelve tribes ; but the other twelve, as unified and

liarmonised by the Spirit, represent the City in its spiritual

manifestations, and in its development, in grace. There was the

Foundation Stone before Creation, and the new Creation in

Heaven ; before the spiritual foundations were laid there were

gates for entrance ; and, when men come near enough to the

City they perceive that it has always been spiritual, and that

spiritual men could enter in even before the gates were set up.

The thought that arises here is that as Abraham is the flower

and fruit of tlie generations to Terah, so Christ fulfils Abraham
and Israel and is the fruit of all the past ; and, as Christ came
when Judai.'m was passing away, so the Christian Dispensation

ends in the Spirit ; and in the Spirit history is fulfilled. This

may not fully explain what is involved in these words ; but tlie

aning is that th'Mvork of th? Spirit being known, manifested,
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what men may look for is what men would never have es^pected.

They are to look everywhere for possible Christs, and that the

Spirit expects that men will be transformed into His image
and conform in life to the example He has given His brethren.

Here let men be careful that they do not read these conceptions

rashly ; it is not meant that they will immediately be madv?

manifest ; the thought is that time and development are involved

in all these changes ; thus from the Seed and Adam to Abraham
2,000 years ; from Abraham to Christ 2,000 years ; from Christ

to the Spirit 2,000 years ; these are as ideals realised ; the ideal

now is the Spirit, and what has to be realised is the changing of

men into the image of Christ by the Spirit of God. Would it be

so very strange if this new development would take 1,000 or

2,000 years ?—If men consider the condition of the world, and
how ignorant, depraved, selfish and self-seeking men and nations

are seen to be. Would it not be a miracle of grace if the results

suggested came to be realised suddenly, or in a very short time ?

The three systems of thought referred to and explained, may
represent the objective universe ; the small world of man ; the

Bible, or the realm of the Spirit ; and the fourth is an ideal, it is

being sought after ;
in fact, it is the inheritance, uncorrupted and

pure, that will never pass away. It is not an easy matter to give

expression to what this fourth system of thought means ; the

language of the Inheritance is not understood ; where men find

themselves is not in the Land and possessing it, but rather as

standing with Moses nearHoreb ; the glory of God has appeared,

and out of the Bush the Voice has been heard once more, saying,
" I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of

Jacob." What is the result ? Men hide their faces and they

are afraid to look upon God. What further has the Lord to say

unto His servants ? "I have surely seen the affliction of My
people. . . . and have heard their cry . . . for I know their

sorrows." The message is one of redemption once more, from

the earthly, from the flesh, and from the devil ; and it will be

well to remember this truth as throwing light upon the future,

and the development that will take place. It is quite true that

Israel was redeemed from the earthly under Moses ; and that

Christ in the flesh condemned sin in the flesh ; but, as men can

understand, the recurrences of the Kingdom of Grace are ever

going forward, and at this time in one portion of the Kingdom
the redemption is from the devil, the subtle, wicked, spiritual
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power that is represented by, or has control over, the intellect in

the world of thought. If the thought is conceivable, the devil

has been playing a dangerous gara^ ; with an audacity that is

marvellous he took possession of the Bush and made mm believe

with his wily tongue, that there is no God in it, and no God to be
found anywhere

; but he is caught in the flam? ; he has been
tortured by being discovered ; his credit is gone, and the Heavens
laugh with scorn at the bxse impostor. The question in the future

will not be that of doubt and unbelief ; it will be. How can men
doubt ? What grounds have they for their unbelief i How can
they be so foolish as to manifest their ignorance, their agnosticism,
their rejection of truth i Choice there will be for the ignorant
and those who are out of the way wandering in the darkness

;

but those who know the methods of Christ, and of the Spirit,

of science and Divine wisdom, will confess that there is really no
choice for them ; they cannot turn back into the darkness and
take the path that leads to death ; they must follow the light of

Life until they reach the land of love and blessing.

The stage of thought reached here is, the means by which this

great redemption and revolution is going to take place, and, how
it can be conceived in the Spirit. This result has been attained ;

the Intellect has been enfranchised and limited, and it can now
be used as a faithful servant for the purpose of discovering
order and law. The laws of Grace, and of Sacrifice, are fairlv

understood, and the Moral Constitution, as explained bv ethics,

and by legal penal laws, are known. Ethical teachers and
legal professors should not be offended if they are told that their

systems of thought are not perfect ; that they are the children

of the handmaids and not of free mothers ; that in this realm of

thought they have no status ; and, that the mother of freemen
demands that they be cast out. It is not to be supposed that
such spirits will depart Avillingly ; they have their followers,

thus their days may yet be many in the land. The first question
to be raised is this, Who is the King over all kings ; the Ruler
over all that is ruled ; and the Owner of all that is possessed
by men ? The answer does not seem to require to be dis-

cussed. God, the Suprem?, as Lord of Grace and of S xcrifice alone
holds this position. Christians are famihar with the thought
of the Divine Grace and Love that gave the Beloved Son, so
that men by believing in Him should possess eternal life ; they
know the bounteous Grace, and Love, in C'hrist, the Heir of all
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things ; Who, for man's sake, gave up all wealth and became
poor, so that through His poverty men might be made rich.

Grace in the Spirit is boundless ; and the more the thoughts

and works of the Spirit are studied the more wonderful becomes

the Grace that is ever renewing faith, hope, patience and love.

Men have heard of this Grace that is in God, and have wondered

that such a Revelation is possible ; some men have tried to

walk in the thorny path, and have done so, following far behind

the Master and Lord of Grace ; and fewer still have endured

the Cross, despising the shame of Sacrifice. This Divine Grace

revealed in Sacrifice has not been loved by men ; somehow,

they have not discerned the beauty and love that resides in

this Queen of Heaven. The beautiful and the pleasant have

been cherished by men, and thus the Lady with the sorrowful

face and the heart of Divine Sacrifice has been misrepresented.

It is not necessary to suggest that there have been professors

and ministers of Grace who have proved themselves to be Grace-

less. True Grace is the Divine Charity that is ever giving ;

the false kind may be distinguished by the contrary spirit, that

is of being ever selfish and self-seeking. Christ is the type of

the true Grace ; importimate beggars are the types of the false.

It is not definition that is required here ; it is ^ntuition, the

tuition of the Spirit ; because to judge and condemn is contrary

to the way of Grace. Men have found it very difficult to folloAV

the Master in the way of Grace ; it means so very much ; the

environment and atmosphere of the earthly is so different from

the heavenly, that it is little wonder men have failed to apprehend

what is meant by Grace and Sacrifice. The strange thing is

that men are expected to imitate Christ in Grace ; it is thought

to be strange when men try to do so ; when they actually do

so, this will be very strange indeed, a miracle of Grace, because

Heaven will then be regnant on the earth and the sons of God
will have entered into their Inheritance. It must not be fox-

gotten that Grace and Sacrifice are autonomous realms ; they

possess their own order and laws ; only law here is not com-

pulsion by the Will of another ; not even by the arbitrary Will

of God ; it is free-will giving, and free-will enduring and sufier-

ing ; and these are the rules in the House of God and in the

Kingdom of Grace.

But the problem that has puzzled men throughout the ages

is this : How can Grace be Supreme and yet not reign over men,
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command them, and compel them to obey ? This is the Gentile

theory as rejected by Christ
;
yet this is what the disciples and

ministers of Christ have continually cherished ; the conception

is ingrained into their souls ; and, it seems to be impossible to

get them to vmderstand that their theory and practice have
been wrong. What men have taken as their ideals to work by
are the perverted conceptions of the nations, and specially the

organisation built up in Israel from Egypt to the reign of Solomon.
What the Bible teaches is that Mosaism is an earthly pattern of

heavenly things ; the Land an earthly possession, somewhat
like the heavenly, never truly possessed, and lost through neglect

:ind apostacy ; and that the Kingdom of God was rejected by
Israel, and a kingdom like to earthly kingdoms set up in its

place. Upon the God-ward side it is all a revelation of Grace

and Mercy ; upon the human side it is the revelation of what men
have done ; amply proving their ingratitude, their selfishness,

their wilful perversity and apostacy from Truth, Righteousness

and Grace. The history of Israel is not an example to be fol-

lowed ; it is a warning that men should shun such evil ways.

The positive example is Christ ; therefore, men have been called

to study His thoughts, words and actions, and to walk in His

footsteps in His Spirit. It is conceived that He lived as a perfect

moral Man under the moral constitution of the universe : that

He knew what that constitution means ; that He was tested

physically, psychically and morally, and rejected the tempter's

wiles and promises ; that He conformed to the Supreme law

of love to God as proved by His thoughts, words and obedience
;

and, that He loved men as, and even more, than Himself is

the theme of the Gospels. If men study the Gospels carefully

they may discover the moral principles by which His life was
guided in the moral realm ; but. His method in morals was not

to define moral laws ; it was to sum up the life under the relations

of love ; and, as doing to others, acting by them, as a good, true,

just man, would wish others to act toward himself. The Bless-

ings uttered on the Mount are not moral in this sense ; they are

rules for the saved children to go by during their minority in

Grace, upon their way to the heavenly home. It is very neces-

sary to think clt'arly, that is in the 1 )ivine Order, in thess matters
;

the realms rcfiuire to be kept separate, and unless this is done,

the result must he the degrading of the realm of Grace, and
the falling back upon Moses and Israel.

V 2
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If these thoughts are understood, then it is clear that the moral

realm, as referring to God, man, men, society, nations and the

world, requires to be studied from a new stand-point ; thus

the suggestion of considering ethical moral virtues, as generally-

accepted by ethical teachers, and the conceptions of Christ

in love as bearing upon this question. The object in view

is not ethics ; it is the moral constitution of the universe, and of

men, as related to the Creator, to one another as the children of

God in His image, and to thoughts and things as referring to this

world. As related to the Creator, the evidence supplied in the

three systems of thought referred to ought to be sufficient proof
;

the series one to four in each of them may be conceived as ex-

pressing widely different conceptions ; but, at bottom, they are

one, and they are in harmony. The very fact that the moral

constitution of man as conceived intellectually, is upon the same

lines, supports the view expressed ; therefore, without further

reasoning, it is here assumed that God, the Father, ought to be

loved ; that men ought to be grateful for the blessings they

have received in Christ ; that they ought to wait patiently upon

God by the aid of the Spirit ; and, that men may confidently

expect that, in due time, love in men will cease to be absorbent and

dark, and that it will become radiant, and be respondent and in

harmony with the Heavens.

This is where the transference of light takes place ; the in-

tellectual man appears upon the scene, then the question is this,

AVhat way will the light strike him ? If the man looks out

upon the trees and the fruit, the beautiful and the useful, the

things desired to give cunning and the possession of what is

earthly, then the man will degrade the light ; it will be refracted,

broken up into fragments and all appearance of unity and har-

mony will be lost ; if the man is pure, transparent, it will become

the joy and the rejoicing of his heart ; he will look along the rays

of light, and, in the glory of Creation, he will see God. The
meaning here is, that if the man would see right, he must be right

;

therefore, being moral, the life is of greater importance than

intellectual reasoning ; if the constitution is diseased, depraved,

demoralised, then, how is it possible that the pure light of truth

will shine clearly as with radiating glory ? Or, how could men
expect good fruit from a bad tree ? The moral realm is not

isolated and standing alone ; it means mutual relations and

mutual aid in love ; the conception being that the children of
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God are all equally His children : that they all belong to the
same Divine family, therefore, they are brethren ; and, this
spiritual unity, kinship, is the deepest and the best in every man.
Men may talk of black, yellow, brown and white races ; of the
rich and poor

; of the classes and masses ; but all these distinctions
are of skin and clothes, of houses and surroundings ; the unity
is Spiritual in the intellect, and in the moral nature, in the image
of God

; and thus, when the probe goes deep enough into the
hearts of men, in some form or other they find God and His
Spirit. When men seek to find the moral constitution of the
universe they are really trying to find what reveals God, Christ,

the Spirit, who is in all men. God is at the centre of this great
circumference in a way men do not understand ; Christ is the
Ideal Form, the Spirit permeates the whole, and it is the Spirit

that is, or gives, the Constitution. When men ask, What is the
constitution ? the Spirit takes enquirers by the hand, leads

them to Christ, and says :
" This is the Example, study Him,

conform to His life, and by this means the Constitution will

be known and understood." Men may say that there is nothing
new in all this

; it is the old Gospel of all blessings in Christ ; bu^
there is a change in the attitude of men's thoughts ; they are
not satisfied with the objective and the example ; they wish to

study in what sense all things are in God ; what Christ is as
Ideal and Example ; what is the method of the Spirit's teaching,

and thus to reach the unity and harmony that are in the Heavens.
If, then, ethical principles are used, provisionally, as a means

of extending the vision into the moral realm, it must be remem-
bered that they are used because it is difficult to suggest any
other simpler means ; they are not used in preference to tha
words of Christ, as summing up all moral conditions in love

;

they are complementary, as the flower and fruit of the thoughts
of men ; and, in so far as they are correct, they are also the
thoughts of the Spirit of Truth. The line of thought to be fol-

lowed being that of moral relations, it may be found useful to deal

with problems under these divisions : the man and his relations

to things ; the man and his relations to the family ; the man
and his relations to society ; the man and his relations to the

State ; and the man as related to those who suffer. There is

another term that may be used with advantage as tending to

throw light upon this subject ; it i.s Economy, as related to the

man, the family, society, the state, and the suffering, sick and
poor.
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It will be well to remember that this enquiry is not upon the

usual lines of ethics, or of moral philosophy ; it is not following,

in detail, the thoughts of others who have been seeking for ethical

and moral reformation. It mav be conceived that those friends

have found light and a way, but they have not found the man,
the family, and home, the city and society, the Kingdom and
the King ; and, they have not discovered any reasonable means
of settling the problems that have to do with the unfortunate, the

sick, the poor wrecks upon the shore of time and the criminals

that fill prisons. It is not suggested that there is lack of interest

in such matters ; the interest is keen, and it may be conceived

that this is the saving Grace that permeates society ; take this

away, this purifying, preserving salt from Heaven, and the body,

social and political, would soon be corrupt. Let men be assured

of this ; it is not what is earthly that is keeping the world alive
;

it is the Heavens and what is heavenly ; not power, wealth,

greatness and earthly glorj, but the Heavenly Grace, and that

despised, yet most blessed Queen of all realms. Divine Sacrifice.

What is attempted here, in the briefest way, is to take the lights

of truth that the ethical friends have Supplied, to go forth with

them and to look through this original moral home of mankind.

The fiery angels, it may be assumed, have sheathed their swords
;

they have been warned that travellers are drawing near to the

old home ; and that they are to be the guides through the Garden
of Eden. This is really what the vision here is hke ; it is going

home again ; and, it is going home after many bitter experiences

by the way. Men have girdled the globe in history from' East to

West, and back to East again. Eden is still there ; there is

a new gateway into the garden since man was driven out of it

;

and, if men care to examine it very closely, they will find upon
it the shape of a Cross and blood stains ; the Man who enteied

Eden for us made this gateway so that we might return safely
;

and, failing that Sacrifice for Sin, men never, never could have

returned to their home. The parable is a wonderful one ;
and

it is this parable that faces men when they set their faces toward

their home ; for it is their home still, it is where the moral con-

stitution reigns ; it is where they may walk with their Lord
in the cool of the evening, and talk about all that has happened in

the past ; and, it is where, sitting at His feet, new revelations

about that home may be expected. The great Poet told men
many wonderful things about " Paradise Lost " and " Paradise
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Regained," but, here, earthly weary travellers would think upon
Paradise as Home ; it is where the Father, the Brother, and
friends dwell ; it is where rest is to be found ; and all the blessings

of peace ar6 summed up in the pleasant thoughts of flowing rivers

of milk and honey : all that is nourishing and all that is sweet.

This parable is an everyday one ; the exiles from home in India,

Africa, and other lands, ever cherish the same vision of hope.

Is there any place on earth hke home, the green fields, the spring

blossom on the trees and hedge-rows, the kindly faces that give

welcome, the home, father, mother and loved ones :' There
is salvation in these thoughts because they hold within them the
earthly symbols of the Ideal that is in Heaven. Love is Heaven,
and Heaven is love ; love is home, and home is love ; thank God,
for this thought, that this little bit of living bush from Eden has
been found growing amongst men in all lands aid in all ages.

Men might have enjoyed it in greater quantities, with brighter

flowers, and richer fruits ; but it always grew well where love

dwelt ; it has been well worth cultivating foi the joy it brings

to those who possess it ; and, as a pleasant medicine it is in-

valuable. It is strange that such thoughts as these should spring

up when the thoughts are to be turned to moral problems, and
economy, considered to be the dreariest of sciences ; but, it

has ever been so ; men have lived on arid plains and they have
had to dig deep to find wells ; this well is neither Esek—contention

—nor Sitnah—hatred ; it is as Rehoboth, where there is room made
for men by the Lord ; and possessing it they will be fruitful in

the good lar.d.

Putting this subject into everyday language, the encpiirv here

is not one of —contention—with economists : nor of—hatred

—

towards ethical teachers ; it is Rehoboth and room, the Lord and
fruitfulness,that men areseekingafter; and,doubtlessthese friends

will love to set by this same well and will not object to a little

conversation so closely related with their own important studies.

It may be assumed that all parties have sufficient patience to listen

to thoughts with which they may not agree ; in a sense,, all are

children seeking for the apples of gold ; and as they have not been
found yet, there can he no harm in suggesting where they are to

be found. Of course, if any friends will assert that there is no
garden, and no golden apples, then the diilerences are funda-

mental, there is no possible agreement ; but if they admit the

facts in any form, then the results may prove satisfactory. The
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tliouglits will circle round the garden and the home, for the simple
reason that these are the fitting symbols under which the thoughts
are found to dwell. The man is in the garden and in the home
and he looks round to see his inheritance and all it contains. He
is in the image of God, like Him ; thus should he meet the Divine
One in the way ; he may make the mistake of thinking that the

One he sees and converses with is only a man like himself ; such
a mistake has happened before to-day ; and those who made it

found out their mistake only when they observed that the Lord
brake the Bread in a particular way. It is ever thus that men's
eyes are opened ; at one moment there is only the earthly, the

tangible, and they cannot see beyond ; but, as the bread breaks

there is a change ; the symbol has disappeared and the Truth
lives. The man, the garden and home are the figures of the truth

;

this is as a new world ; thus there may be excuse if this language

is not quite the same as commonly used by men. If the convic-

tion is that Clod is near, that the King's Voice may be heard, and
that the thoughts and works of the Spirit are being made known

;

then at such a time earthly voices may seem to be harsh and un-

pleasant, that they tend to disturb the peace and the quiet of the

home. As already suggested there cannot be in any sense, any
limitation of the Creator, and Father ; He is All in all ; in Him all

subsists, consists and exists, and thus definition is impossible. The
Inheritance given to man was forfeited by sin ; it was regained

and restored to mankind by the Son of God, the Lord of Grace

and Sacrifice ; and, it is from His hands, with nail-prints in them,
that men get back what they had lost. All this may be expressed

to men in the language of Commerce, they are two-fold debtors

for all they possess ; thus their love and gratitude ought to be

unspeakable. This is the debt that stands in the books of the

Bank of Heaven against every man ; Debtor to the Moral Lord
the Lawgiver for moral life and a moral constitution ; and, again

debtor to the Lord of Grace for the redemption of what had been
lost, squandered without thought for the pleasures of this world.

In addition to these personal debts, there is the home, the garden,

and the world, with all they contain ; but, the Master has

considered the value of the world and its things ; and His judg-

ment is that one soul is of infinite value as compared Avitlx the

world. It is about this Inheritance of comparatively small

value that the thoughts of men are so much pre-occupied ; soul

value is at a discount in this world, earthly things are at a high
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premium, thus Hie heavenly and the earthly do not agree as to

values. If men will reflect for a moment, they will see that the

heavenly quotations are right and the earthly wrong ; the sciences,

especially biology and embryologv, confirm this conception ; the

power and wisdom, patience and love, that produced man is

incalculable as compared with things that change and pass away
even whilst being used. If the lessons from biology bring home
to men this aspect of the small value of the earthly, as compared
with the heavenly, then these studies will not have been in vain

;

and they will tend to put these matters in a clearer light ; but,

indeed, men have ever been familiar with these conceptions as

expressed in the thoughts of dying men, who would give their

millions, all that they possess, for an extension of life. What God is

men cannot estimate ; they have no means by which they can

l)egin their computations. What man is has been computed in

Heaven, and a Ransom found for his restoration when lost ; but,

these are heavenly estimates which men do not understand. It

is a strange story, found in the Old Book, that the Prince of Life,

the Son of God, in His travels was valued, as to His Price, by
earthly men and they said it was thirty pieces of silver. The
valuation was so absurd, and shameful, that the heavens, the

angels, and the prophets, mocked the valuers, because they were
so ignorant and knew so little about true values. These, how-
ever, are the debtor accounts against men in the Books of Heaven

;

All that they arc ; all that they have been redeemed from by
Christ ; all that the Spirit has done in them for their regeneration

and restoration ; and, the things that they possess, are the things

that are thrown in, as of trifling value, when men seek the King-

dom of God and Righteousness.

Economists, strange to say, pass by these thoughts as if they

had no existence ; the subject is sometimes referred to by rulers

not to prove how much man owes, but to support the theory that

Crod has given all things, and men, to kings and priests as their

possession ; or, as theirs in trust for the people. What men find

is that there is no proof of the righteousness of any such claims

;

they have discovered that the earth is the Lord's with all its

goods and blessings ; it is the possession of any man who can use

any unclaimed and unwrought part of it ; and, it is taken to be a
truth, not to be disputed, that whatever a man can produce from
his little plot that becomes his property. It is quite true that

there is another side to this story : the man has no absolute right
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to the land, as wealth, possessed ; it belongs to the.Commonwealth,

and, if the Commonwealth requires, for the common good, to

appropriate property, then a fair and just comp?nsation as to

value must be paid. The children of men understand this ; it is

reasonable and right that the common good should take the

precedence of personal good ; but this does not mean, to take an
example from Israel, that even a king should have the right, for

his own personal good, to take the property of another man by
compulsion, or even at at a fair price, to make it his garden. In

the Commonwealth all men are equal as men ; it is the Common-
wealth alone that is greater ; and, to this doctrine it may be

assumed all economists are agreed. This, then, is the first step in

economy, what a man produces, or improves, that is his personal

property ; it has value, it is wealth. The second step taken by
economists is to show that producers profit by the exchange of

things ; thus when men possess too much, or what they

cannot use, of one thing, they have the liberty, and right, to

exchange their goods for the goods possessed by other men and
produced by them, and the result would be mutual benefit.

Forms of production, of ni'^nufacturing and exchanging, may be

multiplied a thousandfold ; the conception however is that pro-

ducers and exchangers as a rule are mutual friends who assist

each other, thus there is no cause for jealousy, strife, or ill-will.

The third step isanextension of formsof exchange as indistribution

betwixt nation and nation, by land and sea, by caravans and ships,

by merchants and middlemen. The assumption is that all

engaged in production, exchange, and distribution, are doing

so freely, honestly as friends, therefore, they all reap benefits and
there is no harm done to anyone, the producer is paid for his

labour, the merchant for his exchanges, the agent for his CDmmis-
sion and the ship-master for his freights. The next step is that

named consumption ; that is to say the great bulk and value of

this production, of trade and commerce, during one year, is

consumed during the following year ; and this kind of work goes

on year after year, inakindof automaticfashionthateconomistsdo

not require to explain. These are tbe simple facts ; men know that

they are true ; they seem to fail to see how they can improve upon
this physical and psychical automatism. Supply and demand,
profit and loss, are useful terms in connection with this gigantic

supply of goods and their consumption. If prices go up and
deRiand increases the supply will be increased ; if prices go down
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t-he supply will be diminished ; and thus the markets are regulated,

and men live, prosper, and return thanks to God for the bountiful

blessingg that in His providence He bestows upon His children.

Thanksgiving is the supreme thought to remember ; this is

what is meant by harvest festivals. The Giver of all goods is

not forgotten ; there is a service of thanksgiving and men
praise His Name for all His blessings. What would be suggested

here as referring to the physical and psychical automatism
of production, exchange, distribution and consumption, is,

that here men may find another series of four divine thoughts

worthy of their careful attention. Economists have not pre-

pared themselves to see this great truth ; they get lost amidst

the phenomena of Nature ; thus, it is little wonder if their

eyes are ever earthward ; and that they should not perceive

this vision in the Heavens. What can be observed here is

miracle and parable, and it will not be out of place to consider

these things. Take the miracle first ; the Gospels tell the Story

how Jesus fed thousands from a few seed loaves, and this was
the order :

" Jesus took the loaves ; and when He had given

thanks He distributed to the disciples, and the disciples to

them that were set down." The eyes of all were fixed upon
Jesus ; His eyes were upon the Father, with thanks ; He re-

ceived the loaves anew from the Father's hands ; they were

handed to the disciples and the disciples distributed what they

received ; there was consumption by the people, all were filled

and twelve baskets of fragments remained. This is the parable,

the Lord Christ having given thanks, He produced bread from

bread, He handed to the disciples bread, for food and exchange
;

exchangers and distributors gave the foods and goods to the

consumers ; there was abundance for all and something over

.

How much i Even the whole Kingdom of twelve which is going

to be used again for blessing to men. Lift the parable al)ove the

earthly and how does it read ? The Bounteous Giver opens His

hands, produces and gives all to Christ, the Heir of all blessings
;

Christ is the great centre of exchange ; He hands all gifts to the

Spirit of Grace and Truth ; the Spirit distributes among mea,
all are filled, and men thank God for the Blessings they receive.

This is why this series is as divisions 1 to 4 in economy ;

•i is the Divine part carried out by the hands of men ; and,

the men are unconscious, or only semi-conscious, of what is,

taking place. If these suggestions are of any value then a
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word of warning may prove useful in connection with this ex-

planation ; it is that men should be very careful not to inter-

fere, in an arbitrary way, with these Divine arrangements
;

it is not that there is objection to changes ; but that there is

here a spiritual order of which men were not conscious, and
yet it is all carried on in freedom, liberty and for the good of

all. Take away the free-spirit, and enter upon any system of

compulsion, that would be contrary to freedom and liberty,

and the results might become very serious. It may be that

there are men who do not recognise God, Christ, and the Spirit

in these matters ; this is a serious danger ; if they think that

all sources of production are theirs, or ought to be so, and no
thanks are due to.God ; that they can utilise them and become
gods and blessed benefactors to mankind, then let thoughtful,

spiritual people take care ; such men are going to feed their

friends with stones, and the earth 'reeling under the curse resting

upon it, will become an arid desert, where even the Manna from

heaven will not be found. It is not meant here that economists

are not to study these matters ; or, that economic laws are

not to receive the most careful consideration ; these are to

be studied and encouraged to the fullest extent ; and, at the

same time, men will be able to perceive that this is a moral

realm because God and men are involved in it ; because Christ

is at the heart of it, and the Spirit is the Administrator. It

is the same series of thoughts that call for pause here, as are

to be found in Nature, Man and the Bible ; the Spirit is here at

work and men know it not ; they are unable to perceive that

the Spirit is the great Worker in all the works of God ; there-

fore, it is divine wisdom to try to read the thoughts of the Spirit

in all realms of truth.

If economists will permit the suggestion and receive it for

what it is worth, they will do well to think upon all their studies

in this realm, as far as they have gone, as non-scientific ; that

is to say they have not apparently reached the standard of

truth ; they are enquirers upon the way to science ; but, when
science comes, then the results will very likely be diSerent,

and not the same as the present empiric thoughts. The very

fact that economists diifer so widely in their views, and are

unable to agree as to a definite order seems to confirm this

opinion. It may be that they have failed to realise how many
sciences are correlated with this science of economy ; the very
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fact that it is moral implies great complexity ; therefore, scientific

simplicity is likely to be reached only by the most careful classi-

fication of all the relations in their order of development. If,

for example, this science is moral at its roots, then what about

the ethical principles? AVill they not have something to say

upon th's subject ?

The fifth step of the economist is an important one ; it is the

intellectual ; thus, in the usual way, it may be expected that the

physical and psychical realms referred to may form the soul

upon which the intellect will operate, to put the realm of apparent

chaos in order. Here the word apparent must be emphasised for

this reason ; to nearly all men the economic realm is a chaos
;

for them it is better to follow experience, than empiric concep-

tions
;

practical men are drilled into the knowledge of their

business ; thus technical words lave a real meaning to them
;

but many men cannot follow theorists, and will not take the

trouble to understand them. What has already been suggested

may be repeated here ; the soul is not a chaos, it is a cosmos of

the Spirit, not within the range of man's conscious knowledge,

and, it is in this sense, that the soul is as the womb out of which

the intellectual conceptions are classified and put in order.

The point here is that the intellect as dealing with related thoughts

what is empiric, or scientific, does not deal with things but with

thoughts ; not with forms but \\dth symbols ; thus this fifth step

is important because it deals with the relations of value and

price, supply and demand, and similar terms ; and with £. s. d.,

or gold as a standard of exchanges and measurements. Not to

enter into many details, what has to be remembered is that the

transference here in thought is as to the merchant's office, and to

a bank ; things are not dealt with but their symbols and even

the gold is not handled, the transactions are all carried out by

signs, symbol words and figures, 1 ills of exchange, cheques,

invoices and similar arrangements. This is where science is

likelv to be found ; book-keeping and banking, may be con-

ceived as exact sciences, or as branches of economic science.

Deb't and credit, profit and loss, capital and interest, and many
other terms are well known ; this is where men think, or say

.sometimes, that there is no moral law to be found, and where

there is no room for ethical virtues. If men talk thus they do not

understand what is the distincfion betwixt the intellect, and the

moral nature ; and, it may not have occurred to them to conceive
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the thought that it is the moral man that is master ; that the
intellect is the servant ; and that sjjecial instructions are given

to the servant to be careful that no error is permitted in the

books, because the result may be serious, the cause of loss, or of

misrepresentation. The mere details of intellectual relations, as

matters of fact, may not be classified as moral ; but if they lead to

what is wrong, to evil doing, then they are brought within the

range of the moral kingdom, and the man is dealt with as an
offender. It is fully recognised that the intellect has to do with
truth ; when figures are correct, they are true ; if there is an
error this may be due to negligence ; but, if the books and accounts

are falsified, with a vicious intention, then the judge would not

parley about the intellect not being subject to morals, the criminal

would be punished because there was an offence committed.
The next step brings in the problem of personal property, wealth,

and moral relations ; the things are non-moral ; but the man
who possesses the things must be as related to them, and to

other men, under the moral constitution. Because the man
is moral, therefore his relations with things and men must be
tried by the moral standard ; and, it is by this that the man must
be measured as within the Kingdom of Grace. The moral man
may assert that he is not subject to the realm of Grace ; and that

in justice he is not called upon to give graciously for any purpose

requiring charity. The question here is not that of ability, of

justice, or duty, but of willingness to obey a higher order. The
reply of the Lord of Grace would not be compulsion and com-
mand ; it would be the pleading look, the pierced side, and the

nail-prints in the hands. The moral man is not, as a moral man,
compelled to give charity as he would pay a debt that is due ; but
the meaning of the look and ihe nail-prints go much deeper,

the appeal is to redemption and sacrifice, and the great debt

owing on this account.

If the light of the ethical virtues are thrown over this realm of

thought, Will there be any results as to the moral constitution ?

The man is full of courage and power ; from whence did he
derive these valuable gifts ? From the Father, the Giver of

every good and perfect gift. The man is the recipient of the

Divine favour ; he is by his moral nature beneficent, kindly, the

child of the Father that gives. Is he then to live like the Father,

or is he going to grasp with the hand of the miser all that is

within his reach ? The man is called to be temperate in the use
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of all the blessings possessed. Will he curb the desires and
passions and compel the things to serve the man ; or, will the
things conquer the man and degrade him into a sensualist ?

The man has a noble purpose in view ; his thoughts are pure, true,

and right, will he use the things of this world for noble ends of

righteousness ; or will they be utilised for no definite good end,

but merely for self-indulgence, ending in the corruption of the
soul ? The man is called to love and serve Truth. Will he use
his wealth, gold, influence, to forward the cause of Truth in all

lands ; or will he become a scoffer, a retailer of what is false, and
a disgrace to the noble brotherhood of those who love and obey
the Truth ? The man is called to be just, fair, equitable. Will he,

as a man, stand for justice for the oppressed and seek to cast

down oppressors where they reign, or act unjustly ; or, will he
become unjust, receive bribes, pervert justice for selfish ends,

and thus make his possessions the means of demoralising and
degrading men ? The man is invited to become an altruist, self-

denying, and self-sacrificing for the good of the fallen, the sick

and criminals. Will he condescend to enter the arena where the

struggle is one of life and death : will he give freely to assist

those requiring special help ; or, will the thorny path, and
suffering, chill the loving ardour that in theory was so beautiful,,

but in practice is unpleasant, may be thought to be degrading,

and, as a work of altruism, unsuitable for a gentleman and a

man of position and wealth ? In the light of ethical principles,

or rules of life, this ideal is something like what man ought to

he if he would live in harmony with his moral constitution ; but
there is within him the power to pervert all that is good, true,

and right ; and. he can change the good into evil, the tiue into

what is false, and the right into what is wrong. It is utterly

useless to try to deny these truths by any theory of determinism ;.

they laugh the theorist to scorn, and te'l him plainly that he is

befooling himself ; and that all his fine spun reasonings are con-

temptible, the devil's logic, not worthy a moment's serious con-

sideration. It is time for all men to awaken to the fact that such
reasoning is accepting the position of the devil's advocate ; to be
branded with his sign ; it is to be the opponent of what is good,

true and right. True men will do w.ll not to lay themselves,

open to such sophistical and de picable arguments. It is here
that this battle has to be fought out ; if men think that they are,.

apart from Divine Wisdom and (fra'e, able to stand against the
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wiles of the devil, they will discover, it may be when too late, that

theyhave fallen , through self-conceit and mere cob-web arguments,
into a thraldom that is wicked, wretched, and base. To put
this matter as a question of economy, from the standpoint of

ethical principles ; the lowest in man is power, the highest

altruism and self-sacrifice ; he poises himself in thought betwixt

these powers, then the question is this, which of the powers
will attain to the mastery ? If power then this is the low, the

Taase, the selfish, the earthly ; if altruism then this is high, good
and heavenly, ^nd it will be in harmony with the highest that

man will live and be. The meaning of economy here is this

moral balancing of powers ; it is the man choosing what will

gratify ambition, desire, and passion ; or, what will be in harmony
with his manhood. Every wreck upon the shore of humanity
carries branded upon his body in some form, the results of his

choice ; he is in thraldom to what is base ; and, when the devil

lias won in the struggle then the thrall seeks to assert that he

had no choice ; he could not help himself ; he was unlucky
;

somebody else Avas to blame ; God did not give him a chance
;

and thus the end is the destruction of manhood. Advocates of

determinism may phrase their conceptions in any way they

please ; they may call it power, nature, machinery, chance, fate,

or any other name, but the issue must ever be the same, they

are guilty of debasing the standard gold of pure truth, of justice,

and of judgment ; they have, in their folly, renounced manhood
;

they have taken the form of that old serpent the devil, therefore,

let men beware, and carefully avoid the way that leads to such

results. If life w^ere knowledge only then determinists might be

angels of light ; but, when, as men know, life is truth, and the

doing of what is right, then mere logic is contemptible. The man
is greater than logic and false reasoning ; he can tear the web
to pieces knowing it to be false, trample it under foot, and assert

his manhood in right action. Economy, to man, means all this
;

because it is the man, as against the serpent, struggling for

mastery ; thus, when the man sets up altruism, justice, truth,

pure intentions, the temperate use of all God's gifts, benevolence

and kinship, as standards with power and courage to serve
;

then the man proves himself to be a man in the image of God,

and he is trying to live in harmony with his moral constitution.

Reverse the order ; let power be regnant, and courage as the

strong right hand for the devil's operations ; what then is kin as
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compared with self ? What is temperance as compared with

self-indulgence ? What are purposes and plans for blessing

as compared with self-aggrandisement ? What is truth, if

there is no standard of truth ; and, why should a selftsh man
recognise any stindard that does not suit his convenience ?

What has justice to do with investments and dividends, capital

and labour, politics and the good of the people ? What is

altruism but the friend of the pretender, dressed up as a beggar,

ever crving out for more and more, never satisfied, however

generous a milHonaire, or a working man, may be in giving away
what can be so ill-spared from thrifty, careful men who have

won their way in the world by the careful study of their own
personal interests ? It may be that some economists might,

in their theories, be inclined to side with the latter class ; ap-

parently they are the men who move the world ; they are the

men that deal with things in a reasonable way ; therefore, they

are to be praised, because they have done such great things in

this w^orld, with such a noble earthly spirit. Economy, that is

the Divine Ideal, says this is a Ue and not the truth ; it is self

and selfishness from seed to fruit, from root to branch and leaf,

it is under the curse of Heaven, therefore, let men reason as

they please, they are wrong ; and, they prove themselves to be,

by all their reasonings, the servants of the devil and not the

free children of God. The proof here is not taken from the

Scriptures ; it is not supported by the Divine constitution of

Love ; it is only the outcome of ethical teaching, that, often-

times, had no favour toward Christ or His religion. The results

must be, in all such problems, that if men will only think truly

and act righteously, they must recognise the Divine Ideals
;

and they must also condemn, as detestable, every system of

thought that is contrary to the Divine Will. What men must

begin to feel is that if they have any real desire to attain to

manhood, they must give up all their isms and systems, and
honestly and truly try to comprehend what the Spirit of God is

labouring to teach them. They may affect to despise, or to

patronise, Christ ; it is utterly useless ; the only wise course

left for men is to become His disciples.

The result of this study of man's relations to things has tended

to show that these are of minor importance ; and, that the real

want of humanity is not things, but men, moral men, men like

Christ, men in the imag" of God, men taught by the Spirit to
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comprehend the moral constitution of the vmiverse. This

revulsion of thought, and this revolution brought about by
science, is another voice from Heaven, telling men that to be

personally true, right, good, just, temperate, kindly, is the

kingdom of God, and of righteousness ; that this kingdom must be,

in the first place, set up in the soul of man ; and, failing the

fulfilment of this condition, victory over evil is not possible.

This, as a matter of fact, is the teaching of Christ, as every

student of the Gospel will discover ; therefore, the paramount

importance of this kingdom of God being within men, if they

desire to be the followers of Christ, the overthrowers of evil, the

servants of God, in the redemption of the world from the devil,

sin and selfishness. If men will make up their minds to seek

this first, this always and everywhere, then this result must

follow ; the things given, already given, that are under the

curse, will then be blessed and the means of blessing. God is

central in the universe, and there cannot be any other centre.

Creation is circumference, in order and law, like unto the starry

universe. It is the Spirit of God that is like unto electricity

and magnetism, attraction, repulsion, and gravitation ; thus,

as conceived by the Psalmist, earth and seas, heighth and depth,

are all in Him ; there is no possible means of escape in any

direction from God ; He is all in all, under all conditions. When
the man emerges out of the lower creation, in the image of God,

then a miracle indeed has occurred in the universe ; there can

be seen, as it were, a solar system ; the sun, planets, and their

moons, and all these are subject in their own place and order

to the universal order that is in the Heavens. The Visible

Universe is parable ; the solar system is parable ; and every

planet, with its ministering moons, is parable ; that is to say,

they teach men truths about God, and about themselves that

they are called upon to study. In the olden time, before Coper-

nicus and Newton, it was the earth that was conceived as central,

and the universe revolved round the earth. With the light of

science it was discovered that the earth is only a small planet

in the solar system ; and since then astronomers have conceived

the thought that many such systems exist and that all systems,

the solar systems, and planetary systems, are all linked together

by the invisible power of gravitation. There is endless diversity

and harmony, yet, it is one universe ; and suns, planets and

moons are all subject and controlled by the same divine laws.
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These are the wonders of the universe in its greatness and glorv.

What is spiritual is like unto these it is the moral universe
;

and what the method of Christ tends to show is that every man
is as a sun ; that he possesses as it were a planetary constitution

in the principles of his being ; that there is the Sun of Righteous-
ness that outshines all planets ; and that it is this Sun that ought
to be central in all the thoughts of men. Man is the image of

God in truth and righteousness ; thus man reveals and represents

God ; he is a god, and divine in form, as moral and spiritual.

This is the wonder of wonders. In every moral man the Kingdom
of God is regnant. Therefore, it is deeply important that all

men should understand that they are thus endowed with His
glory. The thoughts of ethical teachers about man has been
laid alongside the Method of Christ and the being of man, and
they are found to be in agreement. What they say is that man
is so constituted morally, therefore, to live, as he ought, is

most reasonable ; but to live as he has been doing in the past is

unreasonable ; the life does not truly represent God, Christ, or

man ; it is a base, deviUsh imposture that must be destroved,
in the man first, in the family, in society, in every commonwealth,
and throughout the world.

If changes could be brought about by earthly means then
these might be tried in a greater number of ways than men
are trying at the present time. Were it a question of clothes,

of forms, of washings, then men might be anxious to do their

utmost and their very best. The plain fact is to be clearly seen
that in all these matters men are following the Baptist, to be
baptised in the waters that flow to the Sea of the Dead. They
are ever being baptised to repentance ; they have not recognised

the truth that there is One in the midst that baptises with the
Spirit as with P'ire from Heaven ; and, that it is this Baptism
that is required for regeneration and restoration to the ])rivileges

of the Inheritance, and of the true knowledge of the Kingdom
of God. The man thus baptised and restored is in this unique
position ; he has become a man, and a son of God, in and by
Christ ; he has, in the conceptions of astronomy, become a
sun endowed with light and life, truth and righteousness ; he
has become radiant with the divine glory, and it is as such that
he stands in the centre of the family circle. Here the ethical

conception has given way, it has been passed over ; in other
words, theglory that excels is not moral ; it is Grace and Sacrifice
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as in Heaven ; not in mere altruism or self-denial, lest men
should begin to boast as if their right hands of Power had brought

salvation to themselves, their families and their friends. The
important point to notice here is that ethics is not the light of

truth radiant ; it is still absorbent, contemplative, it may be

scientific ; but it is powerless for regeneration and restoration

to the likeness that is in Christ. It has pleased Christ to teach

such men what they ought to be ; they have seen the vision
;

they have desired to realise it ; but they have tried to do so

in vain by the way of ethics, by inner moral renewal ; they Avould

create radiant light out of darkness, and the work cannot

be done in that way. The man, as related to the famil\% re-

quires to study these parables of nature ; it may be that light and
crystallisation are akin, and correlated to electricity and mag-
netism ; these forces are not the highest methods of energy

;

and, apart from the Sun, they could not be raised to that stage

of development ; whilst, the converse may be true, electricity

and magnetism may make light their chariot of fire, and be the

means of producing perfect purity. In other words, Divine

Grace may use ethics, as servant, and ethics will be honoured by
this service ; but ethics cannot become radiant without Grace and
Sacrifice ; and it is these powers that sanctify the gift upon the

altar so that it may not be rejected. Having thus discerned

the limitations of ethics it will be useful to think upon the family,

in the light of ethical principles, as appUcable to life in the family,

(1.) The man is endowed with courage and power, as a personality

upon the lines conceived ; he thinks upon his relations to the

family circle from childhood onward, and the line of thought
would be in this direction. Father and mother, sisters and
brothers, servants of every grade, are all one family, when in

family worship there is the drawing near to God the Father of

all, at His footstool of mercy. All power is from Him ; He
has given to all love, gratitude, thankfulness ; to Him they
owe reverence and obedience ; the children and servants are

dependent on father and mother, and they all recognise their

dependence upon the Father in Heaven. (2.) The earthly aspect

is, when God is not known as Father, where there is no family

worship, where reverence and obedience are not known, where
gratitude is conceived to be out of place, and where love to

parents is treated as if it were a weakness. The family circle

is the place where it is natural to be kind and benevolent ; it is
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where love and harmony should be found ; it is where earthly

interests are mutual ; and, where it is thought unseemly to find

the spirit that is self-asserting. Too often in families the reverse

may be found, thus, strife, and unkindness, ill-will and jealousy,

selfishness and self-seeking and, as many men know, it is not

the experience in the home that gives the ideal of what a home
ought to be ; rather it is an intuitive hope that the ideal is to be

found, and, that it is worth searching for so that it may be

found. (.3.) In the family there ought to be the spirit of temper-

ance ; not of necessity as related to total abstinence from spirits
;

but from hasty and erroneous judgments, restraint of tongue,

desire and passion ; and, even in all that is permissible and
right, a wise, thoughtful careful study of words and actions so

that there may not be any cause of offence against any one. It

is hardly necessary to point out to thoughtful people that home
and its atmosphere, the family and its joys, are often marred
by all kinds of intemperate thoughts, words and actions ; it is,

as men say, the spirit of the person that is tested and tried in

the home, and if that is satisfactory, then it augurs well for the

future, and for other family centres where the same wise, re-

straining influence will be the means of blessing in the future.

(4.) Here it is necessary to remember that purpose and plan, purity

of intention and desire, are not enough for men and women
;

if the tree is bad the fruit will not be good ; if the heart is impure,

deceitful and lustful, then what hopes can there be of the pure

and steadfast life ? " The heart is deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked," is the judgment of the Lord Christ upon
this point ; therefore, the real want is the new heart and right

spirit and continual dependence upon the Spirit of Grace so that

the heart may bo kept pure, true and good. Here again men are

familiar with the spirit that is ever for self, and full of selfishness
;

that has no definite purpose in life ; that sneers at purity ; that

would dishonour and defame ; and that would make home a hell

and not a heaven. 5. It is not necessary to prove that truthfulness

and love of truth, perfect consistency in word and act, are

blessings in the family circle ; and that want of consistency,

exaggeration, lying, and every false way, bring with them the

blight of a ('urse ; they strike at the root and destroy it ; thus it is

no wonder that where such evils exist there is no real prosperity

and blessing from heaven. 6. Even in the family circ-le, which is

a small divine commune, the personality of the man, chikl, or
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servant, should never be lightly esteemed. The person is not to

be swallowed up in the family, nor the man in the commune ;

there is individuality, and there is communality ; there is room
for both ; and it is in both that there is unity and harmony. It

is here that justice reigns ; all in a family require to study fairness,

what is equitable, and not to do this would mean the destruction

of the moral constitution. Without moral authority the standard

would not be in the man ; there would be the failure of con-

scientiousness, and of conscience. A family conscience ought to be

cultivated ; a communal conscience is good and right ; but the con-

science of man, as standard for right and wrong, cannot be thrown

upon the society, or nation. What all this means is that

regeneration does not begin in society, or in the State, but in the

man ; it is the man that is regenerated and restored to the moral

order ; therefore the regenerate man will tend to regenerate the

family, society, and the State ; and it is useless to expect moral

regeneration and restoration by any other means. The immoral

family is one that is actuated by earthly motives ; thus there

follows love of power, ambition, want o^ restraint, low and vicious

ideals, instability, chicanery, false pretences, injustice, robbery,

corruption, and every evil work. 7. When altruism points out

that the spirit of kindness, self-denial, the desire to seek the

common good, in preference to selfish ends, is right in the family,

this is accepted as matter of course ; it is not unusual to prove

that this is right and in harmony with natural order by studying

the habits and the actions of many of the lower creatures. What
all this really amounts to is that love fulfils the laws of the moral

constitution ; but, it does not teach clearly the duty of man under

very aggravating and repeated conditions of evil doing. It is

well to walk with the ethical teacher, as far as he is willing to go

on the perfect way ; the difficulty arises when the teacher finds

himself unable to conform to his own teaching ; and when Grace

and Sacrifice point out a better way and men are encouraged to

walk therein by the example in Christ, and by the Gracious Divine

help of the Spirit. 8. The father as related to the family requires

the Divine Aid ; and the mother cannot do without it, if it is so

that the mother is more keenly susceptible than the father, and

the Cross and Sacrifice seem visibly to rest upon her
;

yet it is

well to remember that the man also is one with her in Grace and

Sacrifice ; in faith, hope, patience and love. What is in God is

being revealed in them ; and what is in them is revealed to their
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children ; and what the children see, hear, and feel, is their

education, and their preparation for the same way of life. There

may be found men and women who deliberately, and from selfish

motives, decide not to undertake family duties, responsibilities

and sacrifices. It is doubtful that such a decision is wise ; it is not

to be conceived that those who do so will be more happy and

content in their isolated selfishness ; if they try to escape this

way of Cross and Sacrifice, let them not be surprised if they find

some other cross that must be carried, and pains and sufferings

which may be harder to endure. The selfish, self-seeking life is

not the happiest and the most useful ; the family life has its trials
;

but, as a rule, it may be safe to affirm that there are more windows

open heavenward from the family and the home than from

celibacy and the lonely life. Here let ethical teacher and

Christian preacher, join hands ; this matter is not in their hands ;

and for the decisions of others they are not responsible. The
Lord of Grace, and the Spirit of Grace and Truth, will attend to

these matters ; and it is well that this is so, because, if done by
families, societies, and Acts of Parliament, there is no reason to

conclude that they would be done more easily, or in a more perfect

way. As related to family economy, here also right, good and

faithful management is of importance. The home and the

garden are not everything ; if attended to. the home may be as a

garden of Eden ; if neghoted a miserable hovel, without comfortj

children in rags and half-starved, and a garden overgrown with

thistles, nettles and weeds. It is not ground, bricks and wood
that make a home; it is a wise, courageous, industrious husband,

a faithful, patient, attentive, frugal wife ana mother, and children

carefully trained to the same kind of life. Econcmy requires

courage, energy, power for production, so that the gifts of God
may be utilised, and this is supposed to be the husband's part in

the struggle of life. The wife, however, has her manifold

duties in using what has been produced in the most economical

manner, making the wisest and most frugal exchanges if she

hopes to make ends meet, to supply and distribute to the family

all that is necessary. She is the beneficent, careful, kind fairy

in the home ; and all that she does, requires to be done in love.

In the things of life, temperance, restraint and wise adaptations

of means to ends are required ; and these are the outward signs

of the still higher administrations in the family life in forming

character and thus preparing the cliildren for their duties in tlie
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future. It has been said, and often repeated of late, that alL

this kind of work is degrading for a lady; fit only for servants,

and for the lower creatures. This surely must be a mistake of

a very serious kind, it is like asking a real queen to take oH her

crown with precious diamonds, and degrade herself to the stage,

.

to play acting and pretence. The true wife is a real queen in her

domain of the home ; and if she is so foolish as to imitate am-
bitious, power-loving queens ; and is jealous of others as to

their positions in life, she is wilfully throwing away the richest

fruits that grow in Eden, so that she may possess something

earthly, beautiful, like the apples of Sodom, that turn to ashes

in the mouth. Economy in the home must also include pur-

pose in life and puiity in thought, word, and deed. Here also

the wife, and mother, has the greatest influence ; she is the heart

of the home, and all the home is in her heart ; therefore, her

wisdom should equal her love, and her prudence her purity.

The law of Truth should be engraven in her heart and written

upon her lips ; and if this is to it may be fully expected that her

children will follow in her footsteps, call her blessed, and put

a crown of the purest gold of love upon her head that she would

not exchange for the crown of Kingdom or Empire. It is the

wife and mother that count for so much in the home ; and father

and children will never seek to take from her that which is her

due, her right, her glory. Still she is all the more fit for her

duties when she is supported by the strong courageous arms of

love, and encircled by all that is true, good, right and just, in the

husband and father. Where love reigns all are equal ; it is not

degrading for father and mother to minister to their children's

wants ; for the children to love, obey and serve their parents ; or,

for servants to love, reverence and obey those they serve. The
fact is that in a home and family all love, serve and obey ; all

the difference is in the form of service in love ; there never can be

degradation where love serves, and where no menial spirit is

found. The master may be the menial, and the servant become
the master ; but the real unity and harmony in a family must
rest upon affection, respect and love. The economy is that of

love ; it is seen and meant to be so ; any other interpretation

is false ; it is reasoning from what is not in harmony with the

ideal ; it is taking perversions for true types ; it is taking the

undeveloped, the immature and what is debased by earthly

taints, and saying that this truly represents what ought to be.
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The mother is as grace personified, and the sacrifice ever upon

the altar ; and should she fall short of this ideal at any time, is

this a very great wonder ? The desert journey is long, and
sometimes very weary ; the mother and children are not in

front with the trumpets and the armed men; they have to re-

main with the stuff and follow on as they best can. May God
bless and keep them ; and may the light of His countenance

over shine upon them ; as a rule they do their best ; they live

in love, walk in love, obey in love and die in love. The men,

as fathers and husbands, often fail, the earth with its voices,

the world with its cares, the home and its wants, distract their

thoughts ; but in the heart of every true man there is the

undving love for home and its innocent pleasures and joys. It

would be possible to point out how sad and unhappy the homes
are where there is no love, joy or peace ; but this is as a foreign

language ; it would be a most unpleasant journey ; and it is

what good men and women hope will soon pass away.

The thoughts that have been suggested thus far point to the

grest importance of the person ; to his complexity, harmony
and unity ; he is the type ; from the man and manhood arises

the family ; there is change, differentiation in function and form,

but the type remains, and there arises varieties which beautify,

enrich, diversify mankind, and bring out traits which could not

be seen in a single type. The family, though numerous, is one
;

the links that tend to union are far, far stronger than those that

tend to disruption ; there are many reasons why a family, and

families, should remain united ; the reasons for separation are

.few, and they must always be wrong ones if they are based upon
earthly considerations, selfish ambitions, self-assertion or sensual

passion and desire. Society or a Commonwealth is an extension

of the family ideal. Like new cells in new organs, families bring

about additions ; and at the same time society becoming more
complex tends to become more wealthy physically, intellectually,

morallvand spiritually. What men ought to realise more clearly

is that just as in the human body there is an empire that is as the

microcosm of the earth, and the universe ; that in health there

is no schism or strife ; so in families, societies, nations, empires

the earth and the universe, it is unreasonable that there should

he ill-will, strife, jealousy, hatred, war, and deeds of evil. They
are the real foreigners, and they are so because they follow and
.serve that base schismatic the devil, w lio would lead men away
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from their allegiance to the Ideal. The point here is that Science
asserts this unity and harmony as a faith worthy of acceptance,
and as a well reasoned conception of the order that is found in the
universe. Here Science is invoking the assistance of ethical

teachers, asking them to have done with wrangling about words
and names ; and by the practical application of their ethical

order show to men that they also represent a science worthy to

be respected, because it can show that the ethical is in harmony
with the eternal ; and, that what is contrary is immoral, not in

harmony with the Will of God or the moral constitution of man
and the universe. The conception of Society is that there are

many families but only one community ; that all the families

are inter-dependent ; and that whether men receive the name,
or object to it in the widest issues, they are one commune, or

community. The diversities may be more than can be num-
bered ; but the social body is organised ; and it is so, as fact,

even though men fail to explain how the bodily organism came
to be adapted to its present conditions. This also is the ante-

cedent to the intellectual problem ; it is there, and it is the Avork

of the intellect to resolve the whole of the relations into scientific

order. The meaning here is that the community is built up
from families, and, individuals are the ultimates, the cells so to

speak in which there is life ; and it is the individual, as man, that
meets this problem intellectually and resolves the same into its

relations. It is not the community that prescribes the moral
constitution ; it is from man that the constitution develops

;

and it is man, as intellectual and moral, that discovers what the

constitution really means. Let the thought be conceived that
a man is found living alone, Could any explanation be suggested,

in what way the man would attain to words, language, relations

of thoughts and words, science, morals, society and government ?

It could not be done. Why ? Simply because the relations are,

to the man, non-existent ; they have to be brought into existence,

and develop stage upon stage, and it is when the development
has taken place that the man turns in upon himself and all iiis

experiences, knowledge and empiric thoughts, and reasonings,

and tries to resolve the whole into a moral cosmical world within
himself. It is the man, therefore, that is the ideal ; it is by men,
women, children, families, Society that the seed grows, takes
root, and becomes a tree of Society with its manifold branches,
twigs, leaves, flowers and fruit ; and one day another seed, with
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all that was in the first seed, by Divine tuition, discovers the

whole history of the Seed and reveals to Society as a cosmos
what had been to them as a chaos. The point to be considered

here is that of the great value of one man, as compared with a

Society of men ; because, if the man had been circumscribed by
Society, and not permitted to possess freedom of thought and
liberty in expressing his thoughts, the Society would have re-

mained empiric, and there would not have been permission

granted to enquire into scientific truth. Copernicus and Galileo

may be cited as examples of what is meant here ; Society would
willingly have destroyed these men and their works ; the thoughts
of these men live and develop in all forms of scientific enquiry

;

and, the opinions of the Society that condemned them are now
treated as unreasonable folly. This is not a plea for the in-

dividual as apart from Society ; it is the claim that the man
remain as free as the Society ; and that the Society should

possess and utilise to the best advantage all the benefits derived

from individuals. It is the old claim that every man is free,

has the right to live his own life to the fullest he can attain

spiritually ; ever remembering that the man is a member of

Society ; and, that he ought not to do anything that would
restrict society in its freedom and liberty. The obligations are

mutual, and in a certain sense they may be said to balance one
another ; thus, for example, there was one Man the glory of His

nation ; the nation did not understand the Man ; the rulers

brought about his death on the Cross ; and the result to the

nation was that it was put to death ; its temple and capital

reduced to ashes ; the members scattered among all nations

;

and, even to this day, this curse of scattering and division rests

upon them because of their national injustice to that Man.
Looking upon man, and his relations to society, in the light

of the principles of ethics, it is clear that what may be called

the sacred inviolability of the man must be recognised. Man
is not a waste product thrown upon the dung-hill of this world

;

he is as the glory of God, of the universe, and of this earth.

Men do not understand what a man is worth ; they are unable
to conceive the thought that there is the ideal in every man

;

the possible likeness to Christ ; that Christ is the Brother Man,
the Type ; and that He is the Son of God. The conception is

,so marvellous, that it is with the greatest difficulty it can be
grasped. How can ignorant, prejudiced, mortals, realise this
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truth that the beggar, the outcast, the black, or the yellow man,
is in this wonderful sense like God ? If science did not deliberately

point the finger straight to this issue, it never would be believed

by those who think upon themselves as the lords and governors
of this earth. 1. The man, every man, therefore, has the right

to claim his inheritance of manhood ; he is a person with duties

and responsibilities. Men may enslave other men for their

own advantage ; but, if they do so they are inviting the curse

of Heaven upon their heads, and sooner, or later the curse will

come. What every man has the right to enjoy is freedom and
liberty, room, and a place where he may earn his living ; with
these and all the other good gifts from heaven, the man has the

opportunity to use the power he possesses, to encourage himself

in his work, and thus prove that he is a man indeed. It is not
too much to ask from society this freedom and liberty, rights

and privileges ; and, it is the least that society can of!er to a
man. Indeed many men reason that society ought to do much
more ; but, here the questions of equity and justice come in ;

and also those of kindly free-will and of free gifts. 2. The point

here is, as following the ethical rules, that the man is a brother,

a kinsman, belonging to the same society, one cell in the aggre-

gate body and soul ; therefore, if only a micro-cell in that body ;

he belongs to the society and the society is his body. Kindness,

benevolence and beneficence are ethical duties, most practical

in their obligations. True, men may deny all these claims,

and try not to permit the discussion of such theories ; but,

ethical science would turn upon such men and declare that they
were not men who had attained to moral manhood ; but grovelling,

earthly, sensual monsters, without kinship of feeling ; and
possibly, that some day, and that soon, they would be called

to face the moral problem and be condemned for their unkindness,

and their unreasonableness. 3. Society ought to recognise

the man ; and also the rights and the privileges that is his posses-

sion ; having done so, mutual relations will exist by whix;h the

man considers his duties toward society ; and society has a

perfect right to consider in what way the man lives, as related

to that society of which he is a member. It will not 'do for the

man to be intemperate in thought, word, or deed ; it is his duty
to check every passion, to keep the reins upon his lusts ; the

society has rules and regulations that are lawful, and these are

to be obeyed ; the man as related to society cannot be a law
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unto himself ; there must be due reverence paid to the fathers,

or elders, of the society ; it is most reasonable that God and His

Name should be reverenced ; in fact, the man is called to be

sane and sober-minded and careful not to give offecne. If the

man would share in the benefits and blessings of society he ought

to do so in a reasonable way ; doing to all other men as he would

desire them to do toward himself ; specially watching against

the egoistical, selfish, self-asserting spirit, that leads to ill-will

and strife. What is the root cause of the troubles of society ?

Intemp3rance in thought, word and act ; and faihng to realise

that exquisite harmony which ought to be manifested in the

family and society where all men are brethren. 4. The duty

of the man to society, as a minute portion of its soul, may not

seem to be of importance to men who do not take the trouble

to think ; but as a psychological question it is of grave import-

ance ; and the concepts of ethical teachers, that the man should

be chaste, pure, and steady of purpose, deserve careful considera-

tion. The symbols may not point to Sodom, idolatry, divorce,

and similar problems, that only need to be named to be con-

demned ; but what it really means may be more than the ethical

teacher would consider valid. There is the regenerated new
heart and right spirit; a something ethics has not recognised,

so that the corrupt heart may be changed and bring forth what
is pure. Of coarse the ethical student looks at this subject from

the outside ; he can discern a purifying process along the line

of history ; he does not perceive that this is the work of the

Spirit ; and, thus he attributes the progress toward purity as

the work of men. The student of the Method of Christ cannot

receive, and be satisfied with, this explanation
; but there

ought not to be any difficulty in agreeing to this thought, that

ethical teachers require moral purity and righteousness of pur-

pose, in the life of a man. To reach the ideal the man must
attain to this standard ; and those who believe in God, Christ

and Revelation, say. Amen, to this conception ; but at the same
time they can only assert that so far as they know, and so far as

they understand history, the ethical theory of the way to holi-

ness, wholeness, moral purity, is a grave mistake. Ethical

purification of society may be the way that society would take

to look at this problem ; but this means that the Man is for-

gotten ; and that men fail to attain to moral perfection. It

is this forgctfulno'^s of the Man, and of every man, as dist inc
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from the society in which he lives, that seems to be the great
weakness in ethics. It is one thing to play with intellectual
problems and puzzles

; but, it is something quite different to
enter into the soul, take the devil by the throat and try to cast
him out. The Man could cast out seven such devils ; but, •

common men find when they tackle the great adversary that
they have overrated their own powers, and underrated his wiles
and subtlety

; and thus the wonder is not so very great that they
fail in the struggle for hfe and hberty. 5. The man as related
to society is under obhgation to speak what is true ; this is

specially taught in courts of justice, where the truth is held
to be sacred, and men call God to witness that what they say
is in harmony with all the facts. Society demands this, and if

men commit the crime of perjury they are punished because
they have done that which is known to be contrary to the good
of the common-weal. In symbohc language the truth is re-

presented as light, and error as darkness ; again, it is conceived
as tJie way to hfe

; and, again, it is compared to the compass
in a ship as subject to heavenly influences ; thus in every case
it is linked with rectitude, the straight way and the heavenly
home. The symbolism may be raised to a still higher platform

;

it is true relations of thought, the conformity of thoughts and
facts ; it is science, and, as science the way to the Temple of
Divine Wisdom. The Har is despised and distrusted ; his char-
acter is gone ; he cannot be relied upon at any time ; thus
robust races trained in the love of truth and the sacredness of
promises cannot endure the sUmness, the duplicity, and lack of
uprightness, in those who have been down-trodden by their
masters until the independence of manhood has been crushed
out of them. It is not that such men are ignorant, and do not
understand the difference betwixt truth and error ; there is

the ethics in the man, and the morals of society ; the first may
be like an angel from Heaven, the second as subtle as the devil

;

but, indeed, if reports are true the down-trodden races are not
sinners above all other men in this disreputable habit. It has
been stated that newspaper reporters are famous in their de-
partment of journaUsm ; but this ought not to be accepted as
literal truth

; they are greedy for copy, thus the imagination
may not be kept in due restraint. Ethical teachers would
condemn their methods, and without hesitation declare that
such writing could not prosper ; and, that those who degrade
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their manhood in this way are not worthy to be the guides and
teachers of society. 6. The man, as related to society, is con-

ceived to be honest, just, equitable, fair and straightforward

in all his actions ; there is ever held up before him by ethical

teachers the scales and just weights, the yard measure marked
in feet, inches and fractions of inches. Of course the thoughts
that underly the symbols are the facts, thine and mine, and that

it is unjust and wrong to take, or steal, that which belongs to

another. Here the ethical teacher will extend his conceptions
from things to thoughts and actions, and thus any action that
would tend to hurt, to take away the credit of another man,
would be condemned by this principle. What is to be conceived
here, in the realm of ethics, is not criminal actions ; it is the ideal,

be just and fear not ; and let the very thought of covetousness,

greed, all inequalities that are immoral be cast out of society.

It is righteousness in the sight of God and men that ethical teachers

aim at, because they know that departure from what is good
and right must have a reflex influence upon society ; and if

not checked the results must be tyranny, bondage, slaverv,

war and its horrors, social disturbances, revolt and anarchy.
Injustice is not only wrong ; it is criminal ; that is to say, the
records of history prove that justice and judgment will one day
overtake the e\'il-doers ; the sword of Damocles, the slow pur-
suit of Nemesis, the vision of Belshazzar and the hand wriling^

on the wall, all tell the same story. To use another figure ; the

eyes of God are upon men, and thus the day of reckoning comes,
the bankrupts are called upon to pay their debts, and being
found guilty of wilful wrong-doing, they are cast into prison to

reap the reward of their evil deeds. Individual men, and society,

are familiar with many phases of this truth ; thus it may fairlv

be assumed that ethical teachers do not go beyond the facts,

when they assert that to be just is to be manly ; and that accord-

ing to the moral constitution of the universe those who live bv
injustice ought not to be graded as moral men, but onlv as de-

graded specimens of a humanity that is struggling upward toward
truth and righteousness. 7. Altruism in man, as related to

society, is worthy of commendation ; it is the reversal of the

detestable egoism that is full of self and selfishness, and that

begins to recognise the truth that self should be humbled and
God exalted. It would be a hopeful sign if this strange name
for Grace were banished from society ; it is not one that grips
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men ; somehow it is conceived to be a foreigner and stranger

in the land ; in fact, that it is a pretender to a divine gracious

realm of truth and action. Grace comes to men in lowly state

and plain every-day garments. Altruism comes in pride of

station, intellect, condescension, and rich attire. It is well

to be able to discover that altruism is a similar ideal, embodied
in ethics, like that found in Grace

;
perhaps, a change in the

attire might lead to identification, and then the homely name
might be recognised as more suitable, as representing the facts.

8. Sacrifice in man as related to society and to ethics, does not
take the supreme position that it holds in the Bible ; it is noble

to sacrifice self for the good of society and the State, and it would
be very strange if this important truth was not recognised ; the

difference arises when, as represented in the Bible, the man
gives his life not for a friend, a brother, but for an enemy. This
is how God commends His Sacrificing Love for men for their

consideration ; it was for enemies that Christ died ; thus it may
be a disputed point, whether it would be thought reasonable

by ethical teachers for one of their comrades to die for a miser-

able black slave, or a degraded outcast. The ethical brother-

hood appears to be the select few, that have by wisdom, and
ethical uprightness, attained to the high position that only few
can hope to realise ; but, Christ, and His brotherhood, are alto-

gether different ; somehow the slave and the outcast find the

doors of Heaven open, the angels at their side, and Heaven
exultant because they are returning home. The Sacrifice is not

forgotten, and the pains, penalties and sufferings ar3 not all

removed ; but the burden of sin has been removed ; and if poor

wanderers will only use what they possess of manhood just to

try to make themselves true, right, good, and gracious, then
the Heavens are on their side ; the stars in their courses send

them messages of hope and blessing ; and there is nothing too

hard for the Spirit to work within them, or for them, to attain

by Divine Grace and Sacrifice. Ethical people seem to claim

that they are the superior race ; slaves and outcasts, common
people say that such a rehgion is not for them ; they are the

ever ready-to-halt, and feeble of mind people ; therefore, if they
<;an only get in at the door, sit on the floor, eat the crumbs, and
speak with the servants, such blessings are far, far beyond what
they deserve. The Lord of the Feast looks round upon His

.guests and His voice is heard saying, "He that cxalteth himself
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shall be abased ; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted."

As there is Society, so there will also be that which men will

conceive as social economy. The realm is not easily defined ; it

is a stage in development ; it is above the family and within the

State, and yet a family is not a Society in the same sense, and the

State is above Society. The man and the family are the two-
fold simple ideas of man and mankind ; and Society and the State
are enlarged, complex conceptions of the same truths. Man goes
to the realm of physical 'ife to find the ideals he requires to study
for himself ; he proceeds to the psychical life to find his concep-
tions, for the family ; it is the intellect, freedom, liberty, equality

and similar conceptions that surround him in Society ; and it is

ethics, morals, law, pains and jDenalties that are supreme in the
State. Thus Society is nondescript, illusive, abounding in difEei-

ences ot all kinds as to rank, station, wealth, rights and privileges,

professions and businesses, rich and poor ; but there is little or no
recognition of the supreme fact, that all have one Father, one
Saviour, one Sanctifier ; and that in this sense they are not only
one family by descent, they are also the redeemed family of God
by faith in Christ. Men may say this is the Divine Society theory

,

known as the Church, within the State ; but society, as men know
it, and as ethical teachers would describe it, is a different matter

;

it is not heavenly but earthly, and it is as diverse in torms as the
rays of light refracted by the prism into the solar spectrum.
As the tendency of intellectual analysis is ever to what is different

and diverse, and the refraction of pure light through the prism
is to disperse the light, in a certain order, so the ter dencyof Society
seems to be in the same direction. What Society appears to

specially study are the differences that exist ; the royal is not
the same as the ducal ; the ducal is superior to earls and barons

;

barons are not the same as knights ; knights look down upon
gentlemen, professions despise trade, merchants are not the same
class as shopkeepers, farmers differ from labourers ; the mistress

is superior to the servant; mill-hands are above general servants;

then there is the legal and the clnical, the medical, the surgical,

the apothecary, the editor, the hack, the publisher and the
successful novelist, the sturdy carman and the base scavenger,

the man that lives by his wits, as by gambling, and the pauper
in the workhouse. Society embraces all these ; and they are one
people, in race and religion ; but the distinctions are to be kept
sacnul ; and the unwritten rules of Society must not be

A A
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transgressed ; if they are, then the gentle creature that seems to be

all smiles and soft fur, will suddenly send out the sharp claws and

without mercy tear the ofiender to pieces. What then is the

economy of such a complex machine ? Can ethical principles be

applied to it ? Or is Society a mere farce, heathenish, earthly

and degraded, fit to be condemned by God and man ? 1. Every

member of Society is endowed with personality, courage, and

active power. Is the power used for the common good ; or,

do men find that the scramble is for influence, wealth, position

and greatness ? In the main, do men and women study what

will be for the good of all ; or, do they make special efforts for

their own aggrandisement ? Money, wealth, positions of influ-

ence constitute social power. Is it possible for ethics to draw the

line anywhere and say this is right, and that is wrong ; and is it

the personal test that must come in, self as against God and men
;

or God and men in harmony with self ? 2. Ethical principles,

as suggested by kinship, kindness and benevolence, seem to

answer these questions ; it is being good,and doing good, that is

the true economy in Society ; it is owing no man a debt ; and

paying every debt that falls due ; it is being faithful in little and

much, just because this is the moral constitution ol Society ; and,

to depart from this rule is to become immoral. Such a conception

is absurd would be the outcry of Society ; and ethics must not be

countenanced if they begin to influence Society in this direction.

3. But ethical teachers may reply, such reasoning is false and

ought not to be permitted ; the reason why Society will not pay

its debts, of all kinds, is because it will not study economy ; that

is to say, will not be temperate, careful, watchful ; will not

restrain passions, desires and ambitions ; and, will not Hve the

simple strenuous life that is suitable for men and women. 4.

Further, ethics would go on to suggest that Society is infirm of

purpose toward what is good ; and firm and intense in purpose

for what is to the advantage of self. There is no river of pure

fresh water from the hills of God cleansing Society ; and, thus it

is like a morass, in which all the microbes of evil find places where

they may live and produce poisonous impurities. Leaders of

Society are stricken with fevers ; the hectic flush is on their

cheeks ; the pains of gout, through self-indulgence, torment

others ; thus in the language of the prophet '' the whole head

and the whole heart is faint. From the sole of the foot even unto

the head there is no soundness in it ; but wounds and
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bruises and putrefying sores." 5. The retort of Society

to such conceptions may ba that they are outrageous
;

the venomous suggestions of those who do not know
the facts ; it may be true that pleasure is too much
sought after by some ; that others enjoy horse-racing, betting

and gambling and that cheating at cards has been suspected
;

but, think upon the sacredness of a promise, the devotion to

honour, the high standard of truth that is advocated in Society,

and it will be seen to be a libel upon the innocent, even to suggest

that corruption of any kind could possibly exist in good Society.

The ethical critic would not as a gentleman contradict a lady that

shines in the best Society ; but as a polite question, it would hi

quite fair to ask if there were really no scandals in high places
;

and if the proceedings of the Divorce Court are all fabrications ?

The reply, however, might be that Society knows nothing of such

matters ; when people are so foolish as to misbehave themselves

publicly, then they are cast out of Society, and it is in this way
that Society is kept pure ; and not by any silly stories about a

river of pure water that cleanses and purifies. All this about

good Society, may, in other forms, be applied to all kinds of

Societies ; of course what the ethical student is seeking after is

not immaculate people, but people that will stand up to an
ethical standard and be judged by it. It is said to be wicked to

speak evil of dignities ; but weights and scales and measuring

rods are mute judges ; they may not utter harangues upon the

wickedness of Society ; and yet economy will point to these,

Avrite down the words, ' Mene, Tekel, Upharsin '
; and, turning

with a sigh say, Alas ! for those who have no understanding or

wisdom ; they sow to the flesh and they will reap corruption
:

they play games with the devil, and as sure as night follows day,

unless tiiey change their ways, that old gamester will win the

game. 6. It is not to be supposed that social economy differs

in principle from personal,or family, economy, the sword of truth

always has two edges, the scales two plates, which means that

truth can defend or cut, and that justice takes cognizance of

what is right and what is wrong. Thus when the ethical friends

call in science to approve of their principles, they go a very long

way toward saying tliat men must be very careful when they deal

with truth and righteousness, and not permit themselves to be

cheated into bL-lieving lies, or doing what is wrong, because, thev

are dealing with what is constitutional in tlie universe, and not
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with the vague opinions of a butterfly Society that will not~take

time to consider what is of paramount importance. What wall

it profit them if they are in the royal circle, the shining ones in

Society, multi-millionaires, great lords and ladies, or any thing

else in Society, as represented by powder, wealth, position, and
attainments, if they depart to the judgment seat as moral bank-
rupts, naked and ashamed, because they have not tried to attain

to manhood and have never attempted to realise their relations

to the Lord of the Universe and the King of Grace. It is Economy
that will taunt them and haunt them wherever they go ; only
to think that they had been so foolish as to waste the Divine
inheritance with which they were endowed at Hrth ; to make no
efforts to realise the moral inheritance of manhood ; and, to have
been so pre-occupied with the songs of the sirens as never to hear
the weeping pleading voices of the angels from heaven telling them
what a glorious inheritance had been prepared for them in

Heaven ; and, that Heaven had been in their atmosphere even
upon the earth. 7. The mystery of evil is a terrible study, and
the perversions of truth and righteousness are almost incompre-

hensible. Science and ethics, in thus joining hands, tell men very
plainly that they are contemptible fools, that they have no
patience with them, that they will not learn truth nor righteous-

ness ; and, when they are taught by sharp lessons, they hasten

to forget them so that they may enjoy the earthly sunshine and
the pleasures of this life. It is Grace that waits and will not

depart ; it is the Divine Kinsman that never wearies, and when
spurned and despised, He patiently points to the hands, the feet,

and the pierced side. 8. When men will not Hsten, then he sends

His Spirit, the unseen Comforter and Teacher of truth, if haply

the Spirit will awaken better thoughts and rouse men to seek

after manhood and salvation. The debt to Grace and Sacrifice

by men, whether saved or unsaved, is incalculable, inconceivable
;

for who can tell at what point, if ever, the gracious Spirit of Christ

will depart from the soul of man ? The wisdom of ethics is very

good ; but it is Grace and Sacrifice, Christ and the Sj)irit, that go
down into the depths and rise to the heights. The debt due by
men is to Christ, and He says He freely forgives all that is due.

This is the Divine Economy for Society ; the social economists

seem to be upon the wrong hne of study altogether ; surely they

never heard of an economy of this kind, w^here the Lord of Grace

comes to sinful men who have squandered their inheritances.
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kneels before them, washes their feet, pours out before them
treasures beyond value, and actually beseeches them to receive his

gifts. No wonder men call earthly social economy a dismal

study ; there is the heavenly contrast ; and yet some men will

say that this is a vision never to be realised. Science would fain

declare that this is all truth ; far more true and real than the

earthly ; and, ethics, catching the glow of the radiant sun of Grace,

is almost certain that the truths stated are not in any way exagger-

ated, but that; in all likelihood, the realisation will far surpass the

ideals.

The thoughts can now be turned, as briefly as possible, to man,
and his relations to the State ; with this conception that the

State is correlated with all its members in the Commonwealth.
Civilised men cannot live apart from the State ; and, the State

is, or ought to be, the highest form of development of manhood,
in all its manifold diverse forms. The remarks that have been made
upon Society, as related to man, it may be observed, have taken

a peculiar form ; and if the stage of development in Society could be

expressed, as related to, and reflecting the character of, a nation,

then the ideal would be Greece, in its wonderful manifestations of

art, literature, philosophy, politics and religion. This thought is

worthy of careful consideration ; it is a link in the study of man,

ethics and nations ; and it is by studying ethical principles

that this peculiarity, this analogy as to Society and Greece, has

arisen. This thought, having been suggested, it will be the

more easy to perceive the direction the thoughts will be likely

to take when dealing with man and the State. As related to

Society the conception is distinctions, differences, want of

unity and harmony ; man, and his Society, as opposed to every

other man and the Society he represents ; all kinds of forms of

governments ; all kinds of gods; the highest conceptions in earthly

wisdom; and even the worship of the unknown God, the Un-
knowable. As related to the State the conception is totally

different. Freedom and liberty of a kind may exist, but the

iron hand of power, so far as the State is concerned, will not

permit any interference with the huge machinery by which

men are governed. This suggestion has already been made,

thus it is not necessary here to give it further consideration.

The point now raised is the relations of men to the State, and

the State to men, and the answers that will be given to questions

raised by ethical principles being applied to the rulers in the
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State. 1. What the State requires from all her sons is courage
and power, but these are subject to the king or government.
The king is the wise one, or he ought to be, and he is the represen-

tative of all the power embodied in the State. Kings acknow-
edge that the power they possess is derived and Divine ; it

comes to them from God, directly or indirectly, by autocracy
or through the people. The power is theirs to wield it, and that
is the meaning of the symbol Sceptre in the right hand. How
they use their power is another matter ; history conveys to men
a notoriously bad record on this accounc. By the rules of ethics,

as to the right use of power, would there be any king throughout
history, as tested and tried by the duties of government, found
to be capable of using the power he has possessed for the

glory of God, and the good of the State and all its members ?

2. According to the rules of ethics, kings and rulers, law makers
and judges, etc., ought to be ruled by the benevolent spirit,

and the people treated kindly as the kin, the brethren of the

rulers. Is this what kings and rulers have made their rule of

conduct ? or have they forgotten this law of life that unifies

the State, and have they been notorious for their callous neglect

of their subjects, their interest in them being how they might
raise taxes through them, and use them as machines of war
to destroy their own brethren, said to be their enemies ? History

glorifies kings, statesmen and warriors ; the people have been
crushed with taxes oftentimes to the point of revolt, men have
been destroyed by the sword, women and children killed by
pestilence and famine, and this is how kings and rulers have
shown their benevolence and their kindness toward their kinsfolk,

their brethren, and their subjects. 3. What then is the record

as to kings and rulers, as to the spirit of temperance, of restraint,

of watchful care over their people, and their lusts, passions and
desires ? Men have been so accustomed to the intemperance^

want of restraint, the giving way to the lust of the flesh, lust of

power, lust after what is beautiful and desirable, in kings and
rulers, that they are amazed when they behave decently, or

like other men, and realise the fact that they, too, possess a

moral constitution and that they ought in the sight of God
and men to act in a reasonable manner. 4. What, as a rule,

have men to say about rulers, as bearing upon their purposes,

their intentions, the puritv of their motives, their policies,,

their lordly ambitions, their duplicity and cunning? Men.
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shut their eyes, compress their mouths, shake their head-5,and
say it is not right to speak evil of kings and rulers ; it is

dangerous
; the birds or the winds may convey uttered words

;

thus it is better to think and not speak. Rulers love to be praised
not blamed ; they may have done their best, but that best

is low down upon the standard of ethics. If selfishness, self-

seeking, self aggrandisement and self glorying are virtues, then
they may have a standard somewhere ; but it is to be feared

that considering their powers, privileges and opportunities,

they are not to be considered as having attained to a standard
of true manhood. 5. What is Truth ? was the impatient ques-

tion of a ruler, whose moral character has not been favourably
reviewed by critics. His was a typical case, for this reason

that the Truth was before his eyes and he failed to understand
the Man when presented to him. Another ruler of that period

said it was necessary to govern by the rule of expediency and
not of truth and justice ; and the common people, prompted
by their rulers chose a notorious robber and murderer to receive

their votes and their favours, instead of the innocent Man
wrongly accused and unjustly condemned. Not the truth

but policy ; not justice but expediency ; not the Benefactor

but the malefactor, that is something like what may be traced

throughout history. In this special case there was a concentra-

tion of the diabolical as compared with the heavenly, and even
to this day, in the light of ethical principles, rulers seem to

have this fatal weakness of choosing error to truth, and expedi-

ency to justice and righteousness. It is an open question whether

this son of the hand-maid may be expected to improve. The
mother of the free-man says no ; he is in a false position ; he

claims what is not his by right, or by promise, therefore, he
cannot enter in and possess Avhat is spiritual and divine. Truth
in a State is a very complex ideal ; there is in it the clear path-

way and the pillar cloud of light ; there is the compass and
chart, the chronometer and the cjuadrant ; if the light that is

in men be darkness, through dia-magnetism, then how great

the darkness must be. Truly the State, kings, rulers and states-

men, require light ; l)ut if they have no desire to receive the

same, and will not follow the light when it appears to them,
how can men expect to see the State set in order, and preparation

l)i'ing made by all parties for the coining of the King '. 6. If

Pilate asked the question, What is Truth \ The people may
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ask, What is Justice and where is it to be found ? If the classes

rule and legislate, studying their own special interests in prefer-

ence to the interests of the masses, then how can justice and

equity reign supreme in the State ? If kings and rulers are

unjust, corrupt, wilful, unconstitutional, unlawful, then it is

certain that they condemn themselves ; they undermine their

own power and authority ; they cause the throne to reel, the

State to be unstable, and Society to be in a state of anarchy
;

thus, when the conflict comes, there is no hope in God, no con-

fidence in men, and the issue may be degradation, disease,

and the death of the State. Under such conditions it is useless

for kings to blame the people, or the people the kings ; all are

to blame ; they have not remembered God and duty ;
there-

fore every man is put to shame because the ideal of moral man
hood has been trampled imder foot ; all have selfishly sought

after their own interests and goods, and not the interests and

the goods of the Commonwealth. 7. It is when the crash

of disaster has fallen upon king, princes, rulers and people,

when their cities are burned with fire and their altars desecrated,

their homes destroyed and the iron fetters are upon men and

women, and they are upon their way to slavery, then they

cry to the God of ethics, and of morals, and there is no answer.

Injustice has destroyed justice ; lying has flung truth in the

ditch
;

pleasure and intoxication, the riotous fife is at an end,

and men expect that the Justice of Heaven is going to draw

the sword, destroy the destroyer, and rescue unjust, idolatrous,

wicked people, from what they have, in the teeth of many warn-

ings, brought upon themselves. This is the time to cry out and

pray for the intervention of the ethical goddess Altruism ; why
does she not hasten to the help of her worshippers ? For the

plainest of all reasons, she is not able. She is only an idol,

an imitation, a perversion ; that is to say, when the truth is seen,

ethical people have made the fatal mistake that all idol-wor-

shippers make ; they take the Divine, and degrade it into some-

thing that can be seen and handled. In the process they despise

and reject what is true, right, good and gracious ; they set up
something that is the work of their own hands and minds, and

thus men accept, prefer, and worship their own false ideals. Is

there no Altruism then as represented by ethical teachers ?

An idol is nothing ; the reality is Grace ; but the worshippers

have defamed what is real and true, what is heavenly, and they
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have said that they love and prefer the earthly and will not

have anything to do with the Divine. Grace would have become

the Sacrifice for the sins of the people ; but they treated Grace

with contempt ; declared that they were not so wicked as they

were said to be ; that in fact they were growing good and wise,

powerful and courageous ; therefore, they could easily bear

their troubles and sorrows without any help from heaven. This

is the parable of Altruism ; it is an earthly imitation, an idol

form of what is Divine ; it is nothing, and yet men have been

so fooHsh as to suppose that in giving up the pure gold of heavenly

Grace, they have found that which is equal in the reflected

image. They have seen the image of the sun in the earthly

waters ; they have said that it is the true Sun and that no other

Sun is required. The cloud of war, the storm that devastates,

has removed the fair image that was only a reflection, and in

that storm, God, heaven, faith and hope, seem to be swept

away. But men can thank God that in this generation no
such terrible evil has as yet been permitted ; the idol, the visible,

the everchanging, has undergone a great change, as from light

to darkness and day to night ; thus God and Heaven, faith

and hope, the promises and Grace are known to be unchangeable.

Men may weep for Altruism and its downfall ; there may appear

to be only ashes or protoplasm left, but already the new life

of Grace is putting forth its tender leaves, therefore hope lives.

What has perished was not worth preserving ; the true life

of Grace could not die ; therefore let men beware that they

do not deceive themselves again ; the earthly cannot save
;

the ethical and moral cannot regenerate the dead ; it is the

Heavens, Grace alone that can accomplish this work in the uni-

verse of God. Lest this parable be misunderstood, what is

stated here is not meant in any way to be a condemnation of

Altruism as an ideal, as practical and useful, in everydav life :

the trend of thought is to point out the spiritual inefliciency

of Altruism, as earthly and ethical, to be the means of salvation
;

or it is to indicate, in a different form, this thought, that no man
can save his own soul, or the soul of a brother. If Altruism
seems to assert that the moral man can save himself by growing
good, or save a brother by doing good, apart from Christ the

Siviour the Son of God, then it is this spiritual conception that

is represented by the idol. The reality is Divine Grace ; the

imitation is vanity, ending in vexation of the spirit ; because.
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being a false conception, it is lacking in the Divine Power by
which there is Divine Life.

A few thoughts upon State, or political economy, may be
useful after this brief consideration of Man, his relations to God,
to the State, and to other men. It is evident that the line of

thought will not be quite the same as that of economists ; they
deal with the earthly ; still it may be supposed that they will

not object to a telescopic glance at the heavenly ; and some of

them may be prepared to receive the thought that the heavenly
may possibly throw light upon the earthly. The conception as to

economy is still the same ; it is that of moral administration ;

using true, right and wise means to gain definite ends. It is moral
order in the moral state ; therefore, ethics claims lordship and
declares that it, is not a question of order only ; it is also a ques-

tion of coustitifcfcion ; and, as constitutional, the realm is one
in which freemen express their thoughts freely ; where there is

liberty to act in harmony with the constitution ; where there is the

equaUty of all men as the children of God ; and thus a true

brotherhood that cannot be put aside by the arbitrary rulings of

any class of men. All this may be said to be unproved assertions

not accepted by earthly economists ; but, they will kindly

remember that the arbiter at present occupying the Chair is not

an economist, it is the ethical professor, who wishes to hear both

sides of this argument. 1. The first point raised is what con-

stitutes economical power in the State ? The reply of the econo-

mist is that it is wealth ; and, that, as a general rule, the amount
of wealth is expressed in dollars, in L.s.d., and other symbols

of gold and silver, which are the standard equivalents. The
questions as to wisdom, financial abilities, statesmanship and
other matters do not arise here, it is wealth as power, and in

what way that power has been attained. To put the prbolem

in another form, it is where did the wealth and power come from ?

What are the links in the chain of production ? The so-called

self-made man will turn up his sleeves, show his strong muscles,

and declare that his wealth was produced by brain, muscle,

industry, perseverance, skill, and all the other good qualities

with which he is amply endowed. He had courage and power,

these were appUed to waste land ; he worked, produced, ex-

changed, saved, became a capitalist, engaged labour, utilised

labour and machinery, and the result is wealth and power. So

far good, the man deserves commendation, he has been faithful
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ill his labours, and lie enjoys the fruits. The preceding question

is that which relates to the health, body, brain, muscle, per-

severance, intelligence and skill. From whence came these ?

Are they not also power and wealth in their most concentrated

forms ; and, as to value, do they not transcend even the boastful

millionaire that is conceived to be head and shoulders above
all other men ? The wealth gathered is an inheritance earned and
saved ; the sound mind in a healthy body is an inheritance

that is an endowment. Who, then, gave to the man this splendid

possession that could not be estimated by millions ? Further,

the man with these rich endowments, received by means of

production, exchange, distribution and consumption ; all that

he possesses is from the great reservoirs of power and wealth,

as the earthj the sea and land. Whence this inheritance, and who
is the Lord over the same ? The usual replies are that God is the

Giver, the Creator of all that exists ; that the man is His Divine

handiwork, and thus all things, and all powers, actually belong

to God. What the man has gained by the power of his right

hand is only his for a limited time, to be used wisely and well

;

they are not, and were never meant to be, the man's permanent
inheritance. Indeed, if they were reduced to their ultimate

symbols and presented to the man in spiritual equivalents,

he would immediately exclaim, " What a fool I have proved myself

to be ; I have been gathering these earthly treasures, as I sup-

posed them to be ; they have caused me much vexation of spirit

,

and now I see they are only vain things. When I turn and look

into my own soul to search for the heavenly treasures that ought
to be there, I see a contemptible, wizzened-faced, covetous

creature, more like an ape than a man ; and this is the end of my
strenuous, courageous life in the pursuit of power as wealth. ' The
important lesson to remember here is that the earth, and all it

contains, is not to be compared with the man ; that all he can
gain is insignificant as compared with spiritual development

;

and that what he does possess is for an uncertain brief period,

thus really not worth anxiety, worry and trouble. It is not the

intellectual man that is here dealing with the symbols and re-

lations of wealth ; it is the moral man, in the liglit of an ethical

principle, askiiig what wealth really means. The intellectual

man may be represented as saying, " Soul, thou hast much goods
laid up for many years ; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be
merrv." The moral man, awakened to realities, cries out, " Thou
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fool, this night thy soul shall be required of thee ; then whose
shall those things be which thou hast provided ? " 2. Assuming
that goods possessed are earthly things, intellectual wealth,

moral goods, or spiritual powers, the next question in the order

of ethics is about the life that has been lived with them ; benevol-

lent or malevolent, as with kinsman and brethren, or with

the selfish, self-seeking spirit, that could not give freely, or ex-

change at fair and equal values ? There is paradox in this realm
•of economy, and, it is quaintly expressed by the great Dreamer
in these words, " A man there was, though some did count him
mad, the more he cast away the more he had." By the generous

giving of the best goods the soul is enriched ; because with all

such goods there is kinship in love and a blessed community
of goods ; but the selfish man that grabs all and gives nothing,

remains poor, miserable, and even naked, although he may pose

as a millionaire and boast of his wealth. The man's true life is

not things but thoughts ; not the carnal but the spiritual ; and
it is thus that ethical teachers have ever taught men what is

really meant by goods. 3. The man produces and possesses
;

he exchanges generously and kindly and his wealth increases
;

what, then, are the necessary conditions that are required for

distribution ; that is for international exchanges, and for the

welfare of all those who handle goods, or their equivalents ?

It may be observed here that the State is as an onlooker in all

these transactions ; it is not called upon to interfere with in-

dividuals, or with classes of men, in these transactions ; if they

act in harmony with moral law, constitutionally, there is no
necessity to interfere ; all such men are working for the common
good, and all their gains, profits, will enrich the State. The
«thical conception is that all good men, producing and exchanging

goods, are guided by the same wise spirit, they restrain covetous

desires, they subdue angry passions, they hold the reins with a

steady hand ; thus every man is proving himself to be a man
indeed, and he is doing what he can to earn an honest living,

to preserve a good name, in fact, to live as he ought to do in a

community of men that fear God, love their fellow men, and are

all serving their fellow citizens in a fair and equitable manner.

But, there is another side to this story ; there are men to be

found, not guided by such principles ; they do not study the

interests of others, but tend to be selfish and grasping ; they

do not restrain covetous impulses, or drive from them wicked
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suggestions ; they may hold the reins loosely and drive recklessly,

and, by these aberrations there is danger to the State. What
then ? Is not this where criminal laws have their origin ? Such

men are dangerous, therefore, wherever they go they are warned

by the Voices of God, and of the State, saying, " Thou shalt

not." 4. This is where the ethical priiaciple of purity and in-

tensity of purpose comes in ; the man is tested and tried ;
it is

his hour of temptation ; it is the struggle betwixt flesh and

spirit ; it is the devil and the Spirit contending for the man ;

if the Spirit wins the man, he will develop and be a moral man
;

if the devil succeeds, then woe to the man ; he is upon the down
grade, and no man can tell what the devil will attempt to do with

that poor soul. There is an awful realism in the thought
;

pos-

sessed by " seven devils ;
" it is tragedy, because the man is so

possessed that from Power to Grace, every endowment of God
is perverted, distorted and turned into evil. Yet there is hope ;

it is Sacrifice that saves and casts out even " seven devils."

Here again the great importance of the man, the person, must be

emphasised ; it will not do to permit any man to drive ;
it is not

safe to allow any driver to take the road he pleases ;
it is not

speed on the way to hell that is important ; it is not reckless

motor car driving bringing about the deaths of men, women and

children that is to be approved ; again the penal law is seen to be

useful ; it is to punish evil-doers, and for the protection of those

who do right." Am I not free in a free country to drive as fast

as I please ; and is the blame mine when stupid people get in

my way and are killed ? " " What law can prevent me making a

corner in wheat, or cotton, so that I may make a profit of a

million of money ?
" No ; there is no such freedom, or liberty,

in the realm of ethics and where moral men live ; the very sug-

gestion of such thoughts tells from whence they came ; let them

be branded as demons, and held up to execration ; life is very

sacred and verv valuable ; and the staff of life is not to be gambled

with by any man for selfish ends. Men cannot afford to permit

such creatures to carry out their devilish purposes with impunity
;

if moral men arc callous, and legislators. Ministers of State, and

iudges are careless and indifferent, then let thcro bewar'^ ; they

"are giving the devil an amoui^t of freedom that is unreasonable
;

and, as he is supposed to be an adept with the lasso, they may
find too soon that they aro entangled in his wiles. Moral men
with ])urc intentions and honest ])urposes are not so likely to
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^rr ill such ways ; tliey know what reasonable limits surround

them ; what is meant by honesty, sincerity and seeking the

common-weal ; there is an ethical harmonious balance that

requires to be observed ; and, it is this that every man, and all

men should study, if they are earnest in seeking the mutual

good, and goods, of themselves and their brethren. 5. It is

at this point that society and the State enter into the relations

of political economy ; that is to say one man, and all men, by
the intellectual power with which they are endowed, consider,

and reason upon all that is involved in this soul of things, as

summed up in God, men, nature, production, exchange, dis-

tribution, and consumption. These are all symbol names repre-

senting thousands of related thoughts of the most complex kind
;

and the work of the intellect is to put all these thoughts in their

true relations, in their correct and definite order. All this can be

summed up in one word, Truth ; and the symbol for Truth is

Light. Here Nature gives to men the exact physical ideal ir

light and the solar spectrum ; and the parable can be so under-

stood. Children say that light is what they see, and that wherein

they walk ; but that colours, darkness, heat, chemical and other

influences, have nothing to do with light. The man of science

says that children judge from appearances and not according to

Truth ; and then he proceeds to teach them the revelations of

science in its various branches ; and, to their astonishment, they

find that light is all, and all is light ; but, to understand this is an

education of the best kind. Why ? Because the children are in

the school of the Divine Mother Teacher ; and what they are

being taught is not the opinions, or speculations, of men. but the

very handwriting of God the Spirit in perfect wisdom. This con-

ception has to be elevated from the physical to the moral world
;

what is light in the lower is truth in the higher ; and what the solar

spectrum is in the physical, that the intellectual spectrum is in the

moral. Further, the analogy has to be carried out in this direc-

tion ; the solar spectrum is not a chaos, it is Divine order, as

science has discovered it to be ; therefore, Truth, as Light, in

the moral Avorld must also without doubt, be a cosmos in Divine

order. The spectrum analyst, who is familiar with the correlated

facts of science, has no doubt whatever about these truths
;

and, no matter what ignorant men may say, sceptics suggest, or

unbelievers deny, all that be has to say to them may be ex-

pressed thus : " Children do not talk about what you do not
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understand
;

go to school and learn your lessons thoroughly,

and, when you have done that, then it will give me pleasure to

listen to all you have got to say." It cannot be said that the

moral spectrum analysis is as far advanced as the ph3'sical

;

but this surely will be admitted, the physical has opened up a

window that is in direct line with the moral window in heaven
;

and, seeing they are analogous, there must be mutual radiation

and absorption. To return to political economy as a symbol
of thought, and, to ethics as the moral constitution, the line

of thought to be followed is now summed up in that of the soul

of man, and nature, which has been converged into production,

exchange, distribution and consumption. The thought here

again may be more clearly seen by analogy ; and for this purpose

the Book of Genesis may be used. In Genesis the series of

generations ending in Terah produces Abraham and Faith. The
series of generations Noah to Isaac ends in the inheritance, the

heir, and Hope. The series Shem to Jacob the nation and
Patience. The issue of all these, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and
Joseph, Egypt and the Earth, the beloved son regnant, a threa-

tened famine and death, and it is Joseph that supplies all that

men need for consumption, so that they may live and bless God,
the Giver of all good. Thus also it is with political economy
as a system of truth ; it will not do for economists to begin with
production ; there are six generations of very complex sciences

to be studied in the natural world before production comes into

visible existence ; it takes other six generation^, under new
conditions, to work out the problems of exchange ; still another
six generations are required to understand what is meant by
distribution ; and, then, to sum up the whole, these symbols,

said to be earthly, have to be elevated to the moral and spiritual

realm, and the issue is consumption
; but the consumption here

is in a world under the curse of earthlincss ; and yet it is governed
by the beloved Son of God, Christ the Saviour. Political econo-
mists may not be able to see and understand this analogy

; but
they are free to consider that these are the lines of truth that
underlie their science ; and, it is assumed that it will be necessary
for them to travel upon these lines before they reach the goal they
have in view.

The soul, body, and the environment of the earthly Israel is

Egypt ; and the soul, body and environment of political economy
Li this world. This is the analogy, but economists have to
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remember that what they are dealing with is not earthly, it is

intellectual, moral and spiritual. The difficulty is not so much
with the facts ; it is with these children economists, who seem to

fail to apprehend this great truth, that they are spiritually blind,

and that they have not begun to study their science in a scientific

manner. They are like their brethren in the ethical world, who
worship their god and idol Altruism; they set up Nature as

their idol, and then they fall down and worship their own thoughts.

There is no Nature apart from God ; men do not as yet com-
prehend all that Nature means ; thus it is to them as a god ; and,
it is the god that in their ignorance they worship. As in the
physical world light passing through the prism produces the

spectrum, so Truth passing through the man as intellectual, moral
and spiritual, the result is the Kingdom of God in truth and
righteousness. When hght passes through the two-sided pure
crystal direct there is no change in the order ; the light and the

medium are in harmony ; when the light of Truth passes through
cherub and seraph, intellect and moral being, and they are united

and harmonious, all is light. The thought that arises here is

that the triad powers in man do net at the first co-operate to

produce light ; but that they are meant to analyse the light of

truth, and to reveal before the eyes of men Divine order. This

must be a very far-reaching conception ; it is one of the greatest

of parables in the Kingdom of God ; the meaning being that to

attain the end desired there must be used the prism of three

equal sides, and the medium must be pure. Up to the present

time it may be said that the intellectual and the spiritual have
baen specially used in the analysis of truth ; and, the moral side

has been opaque, dim, adulterated, and of no practical use for

analysis. Ethics is now being applied ; the prism is being used

in harmony with order, as Divine, and the moral spectrum is

assuming a different appearance. What the economist has to do
is to find out all that is involved in the genesis of economy in man,
in the family, in society and in the State ; but, he will obseve

that the analogies are Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph in the

spiritual world ; therefore, these must be kept in view, as indicat-

ing in what direction the thoughts ought to be turned. The first

impression would be that the way, the right way, is by Moses and
the prophets ; and, perhaps, some economists may say that the

lines followed in the past have all been in that direction, with the

unhappy result that no satisfactory economy has been found.
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Economists will consider tliis point and try to conceive in what

way, and to what extent, their conceptions have been directed in

the way of law, of a common-wealth, of a nation, in fact, the

earthly, sensuous way ; and, if they find this to be so, then they

may read their own doom in Babylon and the Captivity, because

that is the end of all such systems of thought. \Vhat the Bible

would seem to suggest is that Israel, from Moses to John the

Baptist should be omitted ; that Joseph be connected with Jesus

Christ : and, that in Him all the past was fulfilled. This is how
the Light is to be found ; up to the coming of Christ all is absorb-

ent and dark in the earth ; the Light from Heaven and the

Heaven in Him are radiant a,nd responsive ; the true Light

shines, and, if men could only be as prisms, and permit one ray of

the Sun of Righteousness to pass through them, the result would

be the vision of the Glory of God in Christ. Here arises the moral

problem as found in mankind ; the coming of the Spirit at

Pentecost and the Work of the Spirit during the past 2,000 years

in hummity. The position to-day is the beginning of the fruition

of the Work of the Spirit ; and it is found here, in men recalling

the moral power ; calling for the evidence of ethics ; and thus

giving to the moral power an equal voice to the intellectual and

spiritual powers in this consultation.

If all these analogies are understood, then the intellectual

position as related to political economy may not be so very

difficult to comprehend. The questions as to gold and silver

being standards, as equivalents, need not be discussed ; the

relations of cheques, bills of exchange, and such instruments

used in commerce and banking are easily understood ; they assert

that equivalents in value do exist in things and in symbols ; and,

that men must resolve all their problems into credit and debit.

Relations of credit and debit he at the root of all production,

exchange, distribution and consumption ; it is book-keeping
;

and, it is the skilful accountant that is required to discover

profit and loss, solvency or bankruptcy. All such tirms are

applicable to the man, the family, society and the State, and,

what is Vjeing suggested here is that they are also valid in the

Kingdom of God. It is not things only that are dealt with ; it

is all goods of all kinds, physical, psychical, moral and spiritual
;

and it is the intellect of man that defines all relations of credit and
debit in the univ^erse. As related to the State in its relations

with men, the same principles must hold good ; the cjuestion of

B 1)
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ethics, to man and State, must ever be, Are the accounts straight,

or are they badly kept ; are they true as the day and pure as

light ; or, are they cooked, manipulated, falsified, and a he written

upon their foreheads certifying that they are correct.

6. This is where the heir, the man and the judge, enters upon

the scene as related to the State, and to manhood. The books

are there, they are certified as correct, and the man, or State,

sets the scrutineers to work to prove that all that has been certi-

fied, is as stated in the books. What then, is the heir, the State,

to be pronounced as suspicious, hard and unreasonable, because

there is the call for this scrutiny of the books ? By no means
;

this is their unquestioned right ; there is no slight upon the

steward when this is done ; if he has been faithful in his trust

there is no cause for fear ; and he will not be offended when his

lord's word of commendation is, " Well done, good and faithful

servant." If the contrary is the case, and the man has been

guilty of carelessness, neglect, self-indulgence, gambling and

squandering his lord's possessions, then he may pretend what

he pleases as to his opinion of his master, and his own excuses
;

the man is guilty, he has not fulfilled to the best of his ability

the trust committed to him ; he is not a debtor only ; he is a

criminal, therefore send him to prison until there is repentance

and reformation. What the Lord and Judge over all requires

is faithfulness and attention to duty ; it is not that He is a hard

Master calling for interest on the capital employed; it is not

things that He treats as important ; it is the spiritual goods,

and the use that spiritual men have made of them. If the man

is carnal, earthly, selfish, he will not recognise what these things

mean ; but if he is spiritual, then even carnal things will find

their place in his economy. The point reached here is important

in this sense, that the special and particular object of the King-

dom of God in Grace has been the restoration of man to moral

manhood ; and thus all other problems are secondary to this

one, Has the steward been faithful in the realm of Grace, and

has the moral realm of righteousness been brought nearer to

men by his services ? The regeneration, renewal, and restoration

of man to manhood is the problem of history. This matter is

not limited to the Bible, to Churches, and to religious men
;

every true righteous man has tried to solve this problem in some

way. To put the matter in very plain words, what men have

tried to do is to put what is wrong right again ; and they have found
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it to be a problem that could be stated in thousands of ways, but

always with the same result, the sum would not come out right.

Some have tried to solve the problem by experience, others by

empiric thinking ; and theologians have said that they could

work it out in scientific order by theology ; but, as they could

never agree among themselves as to their order of science, men
got wearied of listening to them, and turned to Brahminism and
Buddhism, to Spiritualism and M?hatmaism, to Ethicism and
Positivism, to Collectivism and Communism, and any other ism

that could assert that it had a mission to the world to put what

was wrong right again. The strangest of all strange facts is that

they actually did possess the real means by which the problem

could be solved ; but it seemed too simple ; it was despised ; it

was not worth a fair trial ; and thus being rejected for all practical

purposes, men seemed to awaken as from a stupor and they began to

ask one another if they really know, What is wTong ? And, if

anv one could really tell them, How things are to be put right ?

It is an oninious fact that this awakening is centred, not in the

Church but in the Press ; not in the religious world, bat among
all classes of men ; and too often the eyes of men are not turned

God-ward, as they ought to be, but to the State, to socialism,

collectivism, and any other ism as yet untried that holds out

the hope of setting things right. How these isms hope to do so

is not the subject under consideration here ; it is the State

and its relations to men ; and what ethics has to say upon this

point. Ethics has concluded that the economy of the State,

as to truth, things and goods, is that they are to be placed in

scientific order ; not in high-flown philosophic language, but as

stewardship, trust, correct book-keeping, credit and debit, with

the hope that by this means the scrutineers will find out the

facts, and confirm, or reject, the certification of the accountant.

The Heir, and Judge, has attended to all these matters ; and in

one of his wonderful parables He throws some light upon this

subject. The story told is that a king called His servants

and debtors to give an acsount of their debts, and there was

one found who owed him a large sum, say £2,000. As a matter

of justice, and according to the custom of the country, he com-

manded that the man, his wife and children should be sold in

payment of the debt. The man pleaded for time ; and out of

compassion his request was granted. When he left his Master's

presence he met a fellow-servant who owed him a trifle, a few
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shillings. He took him by the throat and demanded immediate

payment ; he also pleaded for time that he might be able to pay

his debt ; but the servant so generoiisly dealt with by his Master

was merciless and cast the poor man into prison. The suggestion

is that debts are obligations that are dealt with upon the principle

of ethical justice ; if the man cannot pay he has forfeited freedom

and liberty ; and, what is worse, his wife and children are in-

volved in the debt, the justice and the judgment. Thus far the

parable is plain ; what men are dealing with is the king, the

subject, the debt and the law ; what the king did in his com-

passion was neither law nor justice ; of his grace he forgave

the man, and there the incident might have ended. It is the

contrast as found in the dealings of the forgiven servant with his

fellow servant that is so remarkable ; he is not only merciless,

he is brutal ; and thus he cancelled the gracious gift he had
received. It is not necessary to apologise for putting these blunt

truths in the form of credit and debit ; these are the facts of the

case ; and they are also, as related to moral goods, credit and

debit ; and this is the right way to state this problem. God,

the King, above all, being compassionate and gracious. He
freely forgives all debts when asked to do so ; but the man
who will not forgive a fellow creature, a brother, a kinsman, and

who brutally takes his fellow man by the throat, and casts him

into prison, cancels all the privileges of Grace, and he condemns

himself, as a wretch unfit to live in human society. This little

story keeps the two realms of thought distinct and separate ;

if men will act toward their fellows, their brethren, in this brutal,

merciless way, then they condemn themselves ; their appeal is

to ethics, to justice, to the State, and this is the result. Is it

now plain that ethics, moral law, the State, justice and judgment,

completely fail to deal with this problem of remedying what is

wrong ? The sinner asks for mercy, and God is wiUing to forgive,

and give him a chance to recover himself from his false position

;

but the mercy of God does not make him pitiful ; the brute that

is in him breaks out ; his appeal is to law, justice and judgment

;

the measure of mercy measured out to himeslf he will not give

to a brother man ; therefore, let men ponder this thought, for the

sake of a few shillings, he condemns and destroys himself. True,

the big debt that was due by him was almost cancelled ; but

because he remained a brute, and would not become a man, the

debt crushed him to death in the prison. Is it necessary to carry
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this subject iurther as related to the State, to man, and to ethics ?

The ethical way fails ; it ends in the prison ; and what men see

everywhere is men, forgiven men, taking their fellow men by the

throat, demanding payment of their debts ; and when men
cannot pay casting them into prison in the name of law, justice

and judgment. The point here, of importance is that ethics has

appeared in the open court of justice before all men, and has

declared that certain principles are ethical, or constitutional

moral law ; men are tried by the principles laid down by ethics,

and in all realms of thought they are condemned because they

do not attain to the Divine standard, as conceived by ethics.

The appeal has been to Truth and Justice as the special endow-
ments of man and the State. Truth finds the books a chaos, the

man a spendthrift, bankrupt, ruined, condemned, merciless,

brutal, and his end is the prison. Would it be suitable to

ask ethics to consider the problems referring to Grace and Sacri-

fice ? The idol Altruism has been rejected and cast out as a mere
pretender to divine honours ; therefore any evidence from this

source would not be reliable or of any real value. It is, however,

a pleasant duty to give thanks to Ethics for the very valuable

help received in this study ; to apologise for any disrespect in

the past ; to acknowledge to the full the value of ethical prin-

ciples ; to cherish the hope that all misunderstandings will soon

pass away ; and last, but not least, that the blessing uttered by
Moses upon Eeuben, may rest upon ethics. " Let Reuben live

and not die ; and let not his men be few."

But, the question may be asked, is there no message to men
as bearing upon the manifold problems of modern life now
troubling Society and the State ? Do men think that the pro-

blems of capital and labour, strikes and lock-outs, masters and
servants, socialism and communism, individualism and col-

lectivism, land and rent, landlords and tenants, competition

and co-operation, conciliation and arbitration, values and
prices, supply and demand, free-trade and protection, govern-

ments and taxation, paupers and prisoners, and many other

subjects, can be dealt with and settled, under any conceivable

form of government, in what men conceive to be the realm of

the State ? If men study carefully the conceptions that have
arisen, as related to ethical principles, it will be seen that

all problems that have in them the spirit of covetousness, strife,

hatred, ill-will, are condemned, they are under the curse. Take,
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for example, capital and labour ; wtat the strife seems to be
about is that labour does not get a sufficient reward in wages
as the equivalent for the expenditure in labour ; whilst capital

maintains that labour gets a full share, and even more than is

sometimes worked for in good honest work. When labour, as

by trades unions, declares a strike, this is as the declaration of

war ; and when capital combines for defence, or offence, and
there is a lock-out then the two camps are opposed to each other,

and the conflict is carried on until there is a truce and terms of

peac3. The meaning of this is that power asserts the right to

rule ; and courage is called upon to take up this conflict in

war of brother against trottier ; kinship and kindness, friendli-

ness and benevolence, are cast aside ; the passions are roused,

incapable fierce drivers take the reins in hand, and they drive

they know not whither
;
purity of thought and uprightness of

purpose are forgotten, and where heaven and love should be

found, there is hatred and hell. The Truth speaks and is not

heard in the clamour of the battle ; men forget that they are

debtors to God, and to one another ; error is rampant and strife

and hatred triumphant. Justice is trampled under foot ; men
lose sight of the vision of manhood ; and could they see one

another in the light of truth, righteousness and grace, they

would perceive, that they were the thralls of the devil, doing the

work in which he delights ; and that the heavens and the angels

were weeping with sorrow, because their fellow-creatures,

endowed with the image of God, were destroying themselves.

This is not a sentimental utterance, or mere humanitarian

phrases ; these are the ripe fruits of ethical principles, as teaching

in what way men have departed from their moral constitution.

It is not necessary to apply, these principles to the many forms

of conflict that are so keenly and fiercely discussed by men ;

they can do this for themselves if they really wish to understand

their true position. If they fail to do this then they may stretch

out their hands for help in vain to State and Church, to Heaven
or hell ; they will not try to understand that all such cries are

useless because they will not help themselves in the right

way that is by seeking to be men conforming to the moral

constitution of the universe. Such thoughts as these are likely

to give offence to those who do not comprehend what they really

mean. "What they mean is, to put the thoughts in another

form, that all such conflicts, strifes, misunderstandings, wars.
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are the works of the devil ; that they are ever being renewed

by him with devilish ingenuity ; that he knows the State is a

piece of machinery of the same workmanship ; that the visible

Churches in their organisations, and their strifes, are under the

same evil rule ; and, that every man that cherishes the spirit

of strife, ill-will,and hatred is, whether he knows it or not, nursing

the seed of murder in his heart. The reason why neither State

nor Church, God nor man, can help such men is because they

will not be helped in the only way that is of an}' use ; they will

look to any kind of machinery
;
put their trust in men and

systems ; but they will not look within their own souls and
measure themselves by Divine standards. They are all crying

out for the Kingdom of God, as they think, hope, and expect

it will come ; and yet Christ has told men plainly that it is not

here, or there, but within the soul of man ; and that it is not

things, or outward visible conditions, it is truth, righteousness,

peace, and joy in the Spirit. Men may say, why is it that Christ

will not, or cannot, help men under such conditions ? The story

is told of a man asking Christ's help, who was animated by
this covetous, envious, selfish, self-seeking spirit, and the answer
which the Master gave to him. It would appear that a brother

had taken all, or more than his share, of the inheritance, or

at least the man thought so, and thus he said, " Master, speak

to my brother, that he divide the inheritance with me.

And He said unto him, Man, who made Me a judge or divider

over you ? " This is the principle that underlies all such appeals

to Christ upon such subjects. He had given up freely, of His

Grace, all heavenly treasures and goods that He might save

this man from covetousness and lust of wealth and power
;

and the man actually come.s and asks Christ to pander to his

covetous desires and satisfy his lusts. Is it any wonder that

the stern word " man " burst from the lips of Christ as if it

carried with it a sting of moral indignation. What kind of

man was he who knew so little about ethics, or (jrace, that he

could thus insult the Lord of Grace in such a manner ? As with

that man so with all men wno would make Christ judge and
divider in connection with earthly things ; they disgrace them-

selves and would degrade Christ, because as matter of fact

they are declaring that tilings are more precious than thoughts

;

that the earthly is to be preferred to the heavenly ; and that

the soul is of no consequence as comiJared with wealth and
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possessions. How sane men can suppose that the mission of

Christ to this earth was to settle such problems passes com-
prehension. Those who cherish such thoughts have not begun
to consider what the Kingdom of God means ; what science

can teach men about truth and righteousness ; where the method
of Christ would lead them ; and the special work of the Spirit

of truth in men, as revealing to them Christ the Saviour and
the Son of God.

It is not necessary to refer to the Press to find out that things

are wrong and that they require to be put right. This know-
ledge is as old as Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, therefore all

that such a discussion indicates is that men are awakening more
consciously to the pain and disease with which they have been
afflicted, and that all their physicians have failed to relieve or

cure their evils. Is there really any cure prescribed in the
present day that has not been suggested, and used, in former
times ; and, if they have all failed, where is the sense, the in-

telligence, the reasonableness, of going through the same weary
routine again and again with the false hope that any good can
possibly arise out of the same relations and conditions ? The
Master seems to suggest in the parable of the unjust judge a
condition of things analogous with what exists and has ever
existed amongst the fallen sons of men. The judge represents

power, wealth, authority, possessions, kingship, bureaucracy,
and officialism of every kind ; the poor friendless widow, all

classes of friendless people who have adversaries of some kind,

Satans that are ever at their heels and will not permit them to

work honestly or live peaceably. The friendless creatures have
ever been appealing for fair play, justice, equity, protection

;

and, kings, rulers, judges, bureaucrats, and all kinds of people,

surnamed the classes, have been, as people say, " worried to

death " by their persistent complainings and their cries for

justice. As with the unjust judge, so there have been times
when rulers have been compelled to hear such appeals and grant
relief and protection ; but there never has been any real desire

to lay hold upon the Satans and cast them into prison for their

malevolence and cruelty. All this is parable, not only in the
words of the Master but also in everyday Hfe, in the State, Society,

family, and in a man ; the Satans are in league with the rulers
;

it is the devil that rules, as representing self and selfishness ; and
men ought to understand that the Man who is going to enter in
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and cast out these devils must be different from other men. Con-

ceited wise men have made merry over the conception that a

devil exists and that men could be possessed by devils ; they

did not think what was hidden away under symbols and parables
;

they were living in a world of parables and did not understand

them. Had a ray of divine truth penetrated their souls, and
could they have seen therein, what they would have perceived

would have been devils exultant and making merry because they

had so completely blinded such men and destroyed their spiritual

vision. What is good, true, right, gracious, self-sacrificing

that God is ; what is in men as evil, as error and darkness, as

unjust and unrighteous, as merciless and selfish, that is devil and
devilish. It might be a devil creature as apart from man, but it

is man perverted from good and become evil. Such a conception

as this of the devil and devils is even more dreadful than the

concrete conceptions found in the Bible ; it staggers men to think

that they may possibly be so possessed ; that their unconscious

and semi-conscious organs may be the playthings of such powers
;

and that they may not, until too late, be permitted to consciously

realise their true position. But men may object ; if evil is as

chaos, and good as cosmos, then how could there be any organisa-

tion of a Kingdom of evil ? This is not the order of thought
;

the two do not exist in man separately as chaos and cosmos
;

they are as one territory possessed by two powers ; the organised

and the cosmos is good ; the perverted, the devilish, works in

what is good in its own degrading, destroying fashion ; therefore,

it has organs to work with, and if evil is triumphant the end will

be chaos. But let men be careful here ; from the parable they
may infer the spiritual ; how much further they should push
their way in the darkness is another matter ; and it is not the

question imder consideration. The result that is reached here

amounts to this : there is the confession, and the cry out that

everything is wrong ; that men are looking for the Man that can
put them right ; and they are tired of crying out from morning
till night, " 0, Baal, help us." They have the suspicion that

Baal, and every other false god and idol are shams ; and that the

real enemy is the devil of self as opposed to God, Grace, and
Sacrifice. This devil is found in Church, State, Society, the
family and man ; indeed, men think that these are the strong-

holds in which the devil works ; and, if all this be true,

then, apart from Christ, the mighty Son of God, the Saviour,
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their case is hopeless. This is not a new doctrine ; it is one
which with men are familiar from their childhood ; they
find it in fairy stories and in myths ; in all heathen forms
of rehgion and in the Bible ; in all these matters there is

an mianimity of the most wonderful kind. At the roots
of men's thoughts the story is ever the same, the childlike

faith in a promise that the Man will come who will be able
to set right all that is wrong ; that his heel will bruise the serpent's
head ; that the kingdoms of evil will be cast down, and that
He will reign in Righteousness over the whole earth. The ideal
in the Bible is similar in many ways to what is found in stories,

myths, philosophies, and religions ; there is the Conqueror of

evil as introduced in Genesis, and as found consummating His
work in Eevelation ; but the favourite method of teaching is

the man, the family, the land, the heir, the possession of the
inheritance ; a lost possession, a restored inheritance, the Man
as Heir of all things, the family, the Kingdom, and the inheritance
that is not defiled by sin that will remain for ever. The ideal is

often changed as to form ; the music is not always in the same
key, but the volume is ever increasing, the recurrent changes
are ever more beautiful, until at last the rhythm is universal.

The musicians cannot be seen, but the air is full of the melodies
of spring and of hope ; and men require eyes to see the cause,
or the causes, of this jubilance. There is something wrong

;

it is this, men are earthly and carnal and they ought to be spiritual;

it is the Spirit that is moving and working everywhere, and the
eyes of men require to be opened to see their inheritance in the
Spirit.

Parables are not so simple as they appear to be ; they are
not merely the sign physical and the truth spiritual ; there are also

intermediate Unks which may be studied with profit. For
example, in the parable of the tares ; there is the sowing of the
good seed, the enemy sowing the tares in the night and the results ;

and, in a wonderful manner, all the powers of man are operative
in discovering what the parable means. There is the physical
field, seed and sower ; the dark night, the enemy, the tares and
the discovery of tne evil one ; tnere is perception and conception
in all the words, as ^igns, as the story is treasured up in the soul

;

there is the actions of the intellect and moral nature in following
out in all the details the works of the evil one ; the patience of

the farmer ; the day of harvest and of judgment ; and, at last.
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the spiritual insight that this means, a real story about a real

event ; the couiments upon it, and what it really means. The
parable, the fairy story, the allegory or the myth, are not to

be condemned because they do not in plain words say plainly

what they mean ; these are forms of wisdom suitable for people,

and to be used up to the level of their understanding. Fairy
stories are for children, they are beautiful creatures of the imagina-
tion with wings and with all kinds of mysterious transfigurations ;

they are very helpful in lifting the children above gross, earthly

conceptions, and in helping their thoughts to expand so that

they may not get encrusted with the earth and lose the power
that is ideal and spiritual. There are parables that are meant
to hide and not reveal thoughts ; and, it may be said that the

parable of the tares is of this kind ; the story was told to all who
would hear ; there is the suspicion that some of the people were
apathetic, not sympathetic, not interested, not sufficiently

awake or anxious to understand these stories. The pearls are

there, but they are not prized, thus the concealing, the hiding,

the covering of what is precious so that it may not be trampled
under foot in the mire. This is not a new method of teaching

;

it is as old as the prophets ; it is the way of the hidden wisdom
of God, the mystery kept as a Divine secret from the days of

creation. All parables have their meaning, but men are not
likely to find out what they mean unless they enquire, that is

to say, try to enter into the spirit of the teacher. This is what
students of Arian m}i;hs, Babylonian and Egyptian stories

try to discover ; the men who \\Tote these had ideals ; therefore,

if men would discover the meanings, they must ideahse their

thoughts into the same forms, and thus reach the meanings.

The Book of Creation is a parable book full of wonderful

secrets hidden from men from the beginning ; the Book
of Man is a very complex parable book full of marvellous

secrets ; the Book known as the Bible is a parable book, and
it is, to a large extent, by studying it in parabolic fashion that

it gives up to student disciples its secret meaning. What is

the true interpretation of all the discoveries made by scientific

men but this ; they have said to the Divine Teacher, ' Declare

unto us the meaning of these parables ;
' and, in His grace, He

has heard their petition and they have been led by the right

way to the wonderful knowledge possessed by men. Ethical

students have asked Him to reveal to them the secrets of the
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moral constitution of man ; and, as suggested, He has given
them at least six moral principles as standards of thought, to

test men, whether they are moral or degraded creatures that
have not attained to manhood. He has been pleased to suggest
for their consideration the parable of light, the prism and the
solar spectrum ; and, they are now told to lift up the parable
from the visible to the spiritual and to use their powers of intellect

to get this revelation put in order. The parable put in simple
words is to this eSect : All truth is like light ; all the relations

of truth are as the diverging rays of every kind, as known to

exist in the spectrum ; these rays, almost innumerable, visible

and invisible, form a true cosmos and their relations may be
defined. The moral constitution, the moral man, the moral
universe, as related by the intellect is like unto the living ; and
this is an ideal that must be remembered and cherished. When
•ethical disciples become disciples of Christ, then they also will

be ready to say, ' Declare unto us this parable.' The reply
will be, Find the HvingMan with the moral constitution in whom
these truths are found in their perfection ; then through Him
they will converge to a centre and become Divine Light as Life

;

and, that is the Man that lightens all men that come into the

world. The parable of the tares in the field is one little gem,
one little living cell that holds in its bosom all the parables to

be found in the Bible ; it is an ideal, not to be taken to pieces

and analysed, but to look at, a wonderful miniature, a parable

in harmony with all parables. This then is the ideal as related

to Nature, Man and the Bible ; they are all the work of Divine
Wisdom, they contain the deep, secret, hidden thoughts of God

;

and, it is the Light of the World, the Man, the Son of God, the

Lord of Grace alone that can reveal to men what they mean.
That is to say, if intellectual, wise men think that they are clever

enough to discover Divine truth, they will find that they are

mistaken, as proved by the philosophies and theologies of men

;

if ethical students suppose that they are able to find out the
Divine life, they will discover that they can only make guesses,

and that they are unable deliver themselves from the thraldom
of evil. The way back to God is not by earthly wisdom, ethical

conceptions, or the efiorts of governments ; it is by the way of

sorrow, Gethsemane, Golgotha, Calvary, the Cross, the Sacrifice,

the blood, death, and the grave. It is by resurrection to the

spiritual life in Christ, to regeneration by the Spirit, renewal
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in the Spirit ; and, it is the Spirit alone that can teach the

meaning of all these parables, as the Spirit revealing Christ,

and all that is in Him, as the Saviour of the world from sin.

Thus men are conceived as living in a universe of parables
;

if they do not understand the parable of the tares then how
can they understand all parables, laiow what they mean, place

them in order, and thus comprehend the unity and harmony
that exists in Creation ? The physical and visible parables

are followed by the psychical parables ; and these are resolved

into intellectual and moral parables, which men try to conceive

as order and law. The interpreters of parables take the wrong
way to the land of science and wisdom, and, ere they are aware,

the parables of thorns, thistles, briars, cactus, interminable im-
penetrable scrubs, marshes, fevers, diseases, disorders, sin,

demoralisation, pain, sorrow, troubles of every kind, death and
the grave, meet them. The parables get completely confused ;.

the man is in the labyrinth, he has no clue how to get out

;

the monster that destroys is there, and men do not see their

Deliverer, or the way of deliverance. Parable, allegory, myth,
story, personal knowledge, the Bible, are all involved in this

matter. Is it then so very wonderful that the way of deliverance

should follow in a similar order ; and, that by this means the

Saviour will reveal Himself, by His Spirit, to spiritual men..

The parables of Nature, the physical and psychical worlds, have
been more or less explored by Science dealing with these realms.

The many forms of parables in the Bible have, under the spell

of the Blessings uttered by Christ, fallen into their order ; thus

part of the chaos of confusion is seen as a cosmos of order. The
key given by Christ, when applied to Nature and Man, fits all

kinds of locks ; and, the doors being open, order and harmony
are seen to reign and the House of God waits for the coming of

the Heir to the Divine Inheritance. It is quite true that the

Intellect and Philosophy, state that the parables are to be

read, in the hght of science, as order and related conditions,

with related ultimates and the Ultimate ; and this is Truth.

Ethics and morals say they are to be read in the light of the

moral constitution of the imiverse, as goodness, truth and right-

eousness, with Altruism, or God, or the Ultimate, or the Absolute,

as First Cause, and this is Right. The Bible, in the light of

the Method of Christ, is occupied with revealing the Truth, the

reconstitution of Righteousness ; the Manifestation of Grace
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and Sacrifice ; and, as any one can see that will take the trouble

to think, men could not attain to this knowledge until they had
reached the stage of development where all these meet together,

are reconciled, exchange the kiss of peace and sit down as brethren

in the Father's House.

The brethren thus united, within the home of Peace and Love,

may say that the true light shines, and, therefore, parables

may be dispensed with ; but, it is not clear that this is a fair

representation of the facts ; men cannot understand each other

without words ; and words are parables, which contain in them
related ultimates ; and, these as realms of thought may require

many branches of Science to explain them. It is only necessary

to refer to intellectual word symbols, as demonstrating this

truth ; it is thus that Force, Life, Spirit, Soul, Intellect, Morals,

Grace and Sacrifice, are the related ultimates, the last words in

all these realms ; and, it is from these that all that is known as

related, conditioned thoughts arise. The same line of thought

may be applied to the Blessings ; they are related ultimates of

thought in the same sense ; and all branches of the one tree of

"Grace arise out of the eight Blessed States in the realm of Grace

and Sacrifice. For the benefit of those who may find it difficult

to follow the Intellectual, or the Gracious, orders of thought

another series of parables may be given under names with which
men are familiar. In the Intellectual, the ultimates are facts

such as Force and Life ; in the Gracious they are States of the

soul as being Poor of Spirit, a Mourner, and Meekness of heart
;

b>ut in the series now to be suggested, there is persistence in

action. The words are as follows : 1, Revelation. 2, Ideation.

S, Subjection. 4, Initiation. 5, Education. 6, Testation. 7, Sal-

vation, and Self-assertion in contrast with Grace. 8, Sacrifice

and Expiation in contrast with Degradation. 9, Purification.

10, Restoration. 11, Possession. 12, Illumination.

1. As referring to Revelation, the word has the widest mean-
ing that can possibly be given to it. The thought is that all

•creation is revelation ; that Nature, Man, the Bible, and all that

men will ever be taught by the Spirit, is, in the truest sense,the

revealing by God of His thoughts to men. The word in this

sense is akin to Force or Power ; it is the Unknowable as to

Being ; it is the First Cause ; and yet all that is known of God by
men, is by the way of revealing ; the issue being the perfect

Revelation. The Word is all-inclusive : thus it contains all
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following words as signs. The Revealer and the Revelation cannot
"be separated from each other. In the Revealer men live, move
and have their being ; they are His Revelation, His offspring.

In the Kingdom of God, as taught by the method of Christ,

this is the rule of thought in all revelations ; the Seed has in it

the tree ; and the germ seed the man. The fact is that this is

true and to attempt to deny it is folly.

2. Ideation is a word that may require a little explanation.

It is applicable to man and the thoughts he has conceived as

ideas ; but, in the order of development, it is here applied to

€hrist, the Ideal Arch-Type of all ideals. The Conception is

that Christ, as related to the thoughts of men, becomes in His
Being the embodiment of all the thoughts of God ; but, the

limitation may be in this sense that the related ultimate intel-

lectual thoughts of God are, Force, Life, Spirit, Soul, etc., etc.

In Christ these are Ideal, as seed thoughts, and this may be illus-

trated by the Creation Story and its symbols in Genesis. It is

Christ, as the Word, that creates, it is by His Spirit that there

is plan, purpose, design and manifestation in creation ; and,

it is by Thought, Word and Spirit, that the man is inbreathed by
God, and becomes a living soul. This appears to be the thought
of John the disciple, in these words, " The Word was made Flesh

and dwelt among us ; and we beheld his glory, the glory as of

the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth." All

creation is Ideation, and every living creature and man are to

be conceived as embodiments of Ideation.

3. Subjection as a root idea word, does not seem to require

explanation. The thought specially taught here is that the
Spirit of God entered freely, wdllingly, into the condition ex-

pressed by this Word. This is the true meaning of the Spirit

as coming forth from Father and Son, as Spirit of Truth, and as
revealing what is in them. The story of Creation is an ex-

pansion of this conception ; it is the Spirit that is conceived as

Thinker, Geometrician and Mathematician ; the Spirit becomes
subject and serves. This is the position assigned to all spirits,

they are subject that they may serve ; and unless they accept
this spirit of service, as the ideal of life, they fail to apprehend
the reahty that is in the Spirit, and ought to be in all spirits.

4. Initiation carries with it the conception of manifestation
;

as related to the Spirit it is the work initiated or begun ; it is

what is being manifested. Man is brought into it not knowing
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what the work of the Spirit is, or the Worker ; he may perceive

chaos or cosmos ; but he is, as a child of experience, looking upoa
things that have forms and relations. The Temple of the Re-
vealer is the universe and the soul of man ; and, if the man has
the r'ght spirit of humility, meekness, subjection, and love of

service, then the worship will be that of reverent adoration and
praise, with the desire to know what all these things mean ?

5. Education is a term that everyone imderstands ; but it

does not follow that they comprehend all that it means ; and, it is

not by any means realised by men that it is the realm of truth,

where those that are initiated, introduced into the temple of

knowledge, are to remain until they have been taught their lessons.

Education here is not school, college, or university ; all who are

thus under training, are learning their lessons, step by step.

There are many scholars, teachers, fellows, masters and doctors

of learning ; but, somehow, it would appear that none are

educated in the full sense of this term. It is here that human
divergence takes place simply because it is here that men are

found using their intellectual powers ; they have come face to

face with the Tree of the knowledge of good and evil ; the

serpent is there with his wily tongue, to cajole and to make
believe that the fruit of this tree is not really forbidden fruit

;

it is beautiful, very desirable ; it will open the eyes and convey
wisdom to the soul, therefore being so useful and good, it may be

eaten with advantage. This is the serpent's plea, and this is the

wisdom of the devil ; take what is beautiful, eat what is desirable,,

enjoy selfish pleasures and desires, and the end will be open eyes

and wisdom. Forget all that has been acquired by initiation,

subjection, ideation, and revelation ; let self reign and self-

seeking be the issue ; then, the result will be a knowledge of good,

as a memory of the past, and of evil as ever present. This is not
true education ; this is to insult the Teacher and to reject His.

lessons. He does not speak about the beautiful and the useful,

the desirable and the eye-opening knowledge gained by crafty

means ; but suggests that education means the attainment of

the knowledge of truth, of all truth, in scientific order, as the Will

of God, the Eevealer.

6. Testation, the meaning of this word is conveyed in testing,

proving, trying, and tempting ; there is the knowledge of ex-

perience and of truth, of revelation and education ; but know-
ledge being intellectual, it is not the intellect that considers, and.
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decides as to action. The motives may be many ; the reasons
well, or ill-defined ; but the responsibility attached to action

rests with the moral man. Thus testing, temptation, trial, are

not sin ; they are the concurrent influences that are round the
man ; and he is so constituted that he can choose the good and
reject the evil ; or choose evil and reject good. Eve was tempted
and sinned, she turned from the straight path and fell into sin.

The apostle James seems to have taken the measurement of all

kinds of trial and temptation ; thus, he treats them as with
contempt, and tells his friends to rejoice and be glad when thus
tested because Grace and Sacrifice have fully exposed their

weakness and folly. But, let men remember that James had
advanced in the Christian life far beyond testation ; he had
attained to the mastery over the lower evil powers ; he possessed

the secret that tests all kinds of temptations ; he had the inward
illumination; and had no wish to listen to what is well pleasing

to men, but contrary to the Will of God.
7. Salvation and Self-assertion are bracketed together

because they are found side by side in the Bible and in the ex-

periences of men. The intellect may be the representative

sinner, and the moral nature the sufterer ; but the self and the
struggle for self-supremacy is made manifest in the realm of

Grace, where salvation from sin is the Divine ideal that is being
made manifest in the earth. It is in this realm that the world
the flesh and the devil do their utmost in men to bring about
destruction ; but somehow, men cannot tell how, Grace reigns

and these powers do not gain the permanent supremacy they
attempt to attain. Self is ever in evidence ; but the not-selip,

mak'ng for righteousness, is felt and known to be present ; thus

the confused ideas of men about their own moral improvement,
spiritual development, and similar conceits. It is the Gracious

Spirit that is carrying on this work of Salvation ; and it will be

a good day for men when they are roused to realise the f;)ctthat

the record of mankind, as man, is about as bad as it could possibly

be. Grace reigns, and has reigned through all the past to bring

to men salvation ; and thus it is Salvation, the spiritual life

eternal, that is the seed, root, tree and branches of the Tree of

Life. Self-assertion is the tree that is blighted with the curse
;

it may know good and evil ; but the fruits are death and destruc-

tion ; and, it is simply inipossihli^ that good fruits could gro^v

upon such a tree.

C C
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8. Sacrifice and Expiation, as in contrast with Degrada-
tion, is the next step in this way of life. This parable should

now be better understood ; it is the self-asserting and the de-

graded that seek to put to death those that are being saved :

and it is from their degradation that Grace seeks to deliver them

by self-sacrifice. The perfect type of Sacrifice is Jesus Christ

:

and, it is in the light of these thoughts that the parable of His

birth, life, teaching, humiliation, suffering and death are to be

interpreted; the Gospels are the precious revelation of this

unique life of Gr.ice, Truth, Kighteousness, and Sacrifice ; it is

this Sacrifice that brings expiation and peace. This thought

may be expressed in a crude, fleshly form, in the statement that

without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sins, but

what this really means, apart from type and parable, is that the

Life of Sacrifice in God, through Christ, is the only way of atone-

ment. In this realm of thought Christ is the Word, as symbol

Ideal ; and, the Son of God as the embodiment of this Truth
;

tliis is as the new Creation in Christ ; and it is by this linking

together of Arch-Type Ideal of all that man is, and this Type in

Grace, that Christ is above all other men in a sphere not recog-

nised as their original inheritance. He comes as Man and Son

of Got), bringing the Divine Inheritance of Grace to men as

Saviour and Deliverer ; by Him they enter into this fold where

salvat on and peace re'gn, and this is the Inheritance in Christ

tiiat is spiritual and can never pass away.

9. Purification is a word much used in priestly forms of

worship ; it is found in the baptism by John in Jordan ; it is

carried forward in symbol, or parable, as the baptism of all who
are baptized by, or into, Christ ; and it is this purification, or

cleansing of the soul from sin by the Spiiit, that is the highest

form the parable takes in the New Testament. Turn this light

of truth round, and examine the soul, then it becomes Regenera-
tion. Christ, and the Sj^irit of Christ, dwell within, and the man
is said to be a new creation in Christ. The parable here is com-
plex, not easily understood, and, only in the fight of what has

been stated as relating to the three series of four principles would

they be understood. Series 1 to 4 deal with the Divine, as

Ideal and Spiritual ; 5 to 8, the departure of man from the spiri-

tual into the carnal and the degraded ; thus it is at 9 that the

Divine order is resumed in the Spiiit, by the Spirit for the Sal-

vation of sinful men. The soul is cleansed from sin by the in-
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dwelling Spirit ; and, it is the presence of the Spirit that purifies

and sanctifies the Soul. 7. Kepresents Christ as the Author of

Salvation. 8. The Divine Ideal of Life as Sacrifice. 9. Is ths

Spirit, in the new creation, in the iniag3 of Christ. It is with

the recurrent series ; and, with the natural and the spiritual that

there is difficulty found as to the order of development. Purifica-

tion, regeneration, the new birth, the right spirit, are synony-

mous thoughts ; they speak of this spiritual condition where

this work is done hy the Spirit of God. It is probable that this

parable may not be truly represented, or expressed, in two

classes of experiences : 1. In the revival sense, where the con-

scious experience of forgiveness of sin is oftentimes definite, and
peace with God is assured. 2. When, as in the higher life, or the

holiness way of experience, the renunciation of self and complete

trust in Christ, and in the Spirit, brings about an inner conscious-

ness of a great change. The poiat here is not to discuss these

experiences, or their place in development, but to remind men
that they should not limit such experiences to Christians or

even to the Christian Age. This is not a historical question ; it

is that of spiritual development ; and one of the examples of this

Truth is to be found in Enoch who walked with God ; and
another not less remarkable, in Abraham, the friend of God.

Purification, purgation, and clemsing from sia, is not a conse-

<|uence of revival, or of consecration, when by these terms are

meant the thoughts and actions of men ; all such experiences

follow, and are the results of the work of the Spirit, as they arise

within men in the realm of consciousness.

10. Restoration to spiritual life may be distinguished from
Purification, even as the works of the Spirit may be kept

separate in thought from the gifts of the Spirit as abstract con-

ceptions. The Spirit is central; Christ is on the one hmd, and
man on the other ; the Spirit is intermediary, thus what is in

Christ flows through the Spirit as the Living water into the soul

of man ; there is then restoration to spiritual life ; the channel

has b^^en restored wherein the water of life flows; or the spiritua'

<;onnection is made, and the Divine electricity and magne-
tism are operative : or, the artery cut off from the heart is re-

united ; and, all these forms of truth are parables explaining

the mystery of the life that is Divine. As the result of this

re-union there is spiritual nourishment, growth in grace and in

the knowledge of Christ ; and this life is Christ's fife, it is growing

c c 2
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into His Image ; because He is the Fountain from whence it

comes, and men are ever dependent upon Him for every blessing.

This life is said to go even deeper than Christ into the constitu-

tion of the universe : it is from Christ, it is in Christ, and what-
ever the words may mean, it is " hid with Christ in God."

11. Possession may be said to be the conscious awakening
to what is in the soul as the result of this spiritual life. Not to
the full realisation of all that the possession means, but to the
fact that the inheritance is true and real: that it is worth
seeking for and finding ; that it contains treasures of incalcul-

able value ; and, in fact, it holds within it the promise and the
potency of the life that now is, as well as the life that is to come.
If men are prepared to study this matter, then let them expect
great revelations of truth ; because the vision here is science,

in a far wider field than natural scientific students have ever
imagined. The physical, psychical, moral and all the spiritual

worlds are involved in this inheritance ; and there ought to

be great satisfaction in this thought, that it will never pass
away.

12. Illumination is the term used to express moral spiritual

perfection ; it is analogous with the Blessing of the Pure in

heart and of seeing the Face of God. The parable seems to

cover a realm of thought that even those named Perfectionists

have never conceived to be possible. It is not only a universe of

I'ght, truth, and grace, conceived as science ; the heavenly
atmosphere ; it is also the soul as transfigured, and in harmony
with all the highest ideals in heavenly light. It is the reali-

sation of all Revelation. It is the Seed, the Tree, and all its

fruits ; and it is within the individual man as Ideation, that

is as conscious likeness to Christ, the Arch-Type, the Son of

God. "Eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard, neither hath it

entered the heart of man, what God hath prepared for us by His
Spirit."

Much more might be stated about these parables that would
prove useful and interesting ; but the point reached here is not

enquiry, it is application. It is possible that the intellectual

and philosophical order will be understood only by scholars

and scientific thinkers ; the ethical and moral order by mora-
lists ; the Bible order of the Blessings by spiritual religious

people who Hve and breathe the atmosphere of the Word of

God ; but this fourth order seems to be one that the common
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people may claim as their own ; it does not require special study ;

and it is a means by which knowledge of the law of develop-

ment may be tested. For example, if this order is applied to

Genesis it could be done in this way. 1. Kevelation. Tha

story of Creation, and the generation of the Heavens and the

Earth ; these are the seeds of all revelation. 2. Ideation.

The generations of Adam, and tha revelation of Enoch. 3,

Subjection. The generations of Noah, and all they represent,

as a spiritual parable of spiritual subjection in Noah, and of

rebellion in men. 4. Initiation. The generations of tha

sons of Noah, and all that was given to them as their pos-

sessions in the earth. They begin to possess, to be initiated

into all the mysteries of this world and all it contains. 5.

Education. Tiie generations of Shem as parables are summed
up in the Name and names ; thus if men understand the meaning

of all symbols, then these are the sum of education. Notice

particularly here that it is in these generations that there is

division and schism among men ; in this the parable extends

far and wide ; and it is found everywhere, in all the fifths, as

already explained. 6. Testation. The generations of Terah

being called of God to leave Ur, they went forth not knowing

whither. Terah and Nahor tarried by the way, and they re-

remained at Padan-Aram. 7. Salvation. Abraham obeyed

the Voice of God, found the land, inherited the promises, and

offered up an acceptable Sacrifice to God. 8. Sacrifice.

Isaac the promised son and heir is the type of Christ. The con-

trast to Abraham and Isaac are the self-asserting nations of

Babylonia and Canaan ; and their degradation is found in their

lapsing into all forms of idolatry. The parables may be applied

to the recurring series in Genesis, as suitable exercise for those

who are interested in the interpretation of parables, but here

it will be sufficient to indicate in what way they are applicable

to the nation of Israel. 1. Revelation. This can be applied

to Abraham, in a unique and far-reaching sense ; he is a great

revelation from God ; he is the father of all the faithful. 2.

Ideation. This as applied to Isaac suggests the thought of

how much, in Christ, Isaac is the type ; as the promised son,

the heir to inheritance and promises, and the sacrifice for

sin. 3. Subjection. This as applied to Jacob is the story of

his life ; it is a revelation of the Spirit, and in what way a sup-

planter may become an Israel as a prince with God ;
also, it will
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be remembered there is in Jacob the nation, and the key to the

life of the nation is subjection. 4. Initiation. This as

appHed to Joseph does not require much explanation. He is

the initiator of the Kingdom of God in the earth ; in humiliation

and exaltation, in visions and dreams, their interpretation and
in foreshadowing the glory of Christ as the Saviour of the

world and its Euler. 5. Education. The name of Moses

only requires to be mentioned, as lawgiver in Israel, and as the

schoolmaster to bring men to Christ. (1. Testation. This, as

analogous with the moral realm, points to Joshua and the con-

quest, the inheritance possessed ; the testing time and the

degradation of Israel under the Judges. 7. Salvation by
Grace and the Kingdom of Israel may be traced in Samuel, as

representing the King ; the rejection of Jehovah as King

;

and the miserable state of Israel under earthly kings, 8. Sac-

rifice AND Expiation may be traced in Israel in its down-
fall and Captivity in the East. 9. Purification or Purgation
is the M'Ork of the Spirit in the revelations of the prophets, first

series. 9. Eestoration. The rebuilt Temple at Jerusalem

is the sign that the Spirit is at work in the people restored to

Palestine for spiritual issues. 11. Possession of this world

by the Spirit in Christ is the revelation in the Gospels. 12.

Illumination may be used to represent the coming of the

Spirit at Pentecost, and as made known in the letters written

by Paul, James, Peter, John and Jude. This is the age of tin;!

Spirit ; and, it is for men to trace in the history of Christendom

the same order of development as signified by the same Avords,

as signs and as parables.

These are examples of what is meant by following the methods

of Christ, and of the Spirit, in all these realms of thought. It is

hardly necessary to add that students following the same order

must not do so in mere outward forms or in a mechanical spirit
;

thought, spiritual thought is required ; and there ought to be a

kind of music in the soul that will be responsive to rhythmical

piogression, so that the octaves in their changes throughout all

the series of transformations may be taken up in their order. A
closing suggestion might be given to men possessing almost

universal knowledge in this direction ; they should try to give

more time to the synthetic form of knowledge that unifies and

harmonises rather than to the analytic knowledge that is specially

occupied with differences. Men must be famihar with this
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tliouglit that it is the study of clifEcrcnccs that lies at the root of

almost all their troubles; it is different modes of thought, different

symbols for expressing thought, different words, and different

languages that cause confuf,ion. Men are classed as different

because they have different shapesof bodies, different colours of

skin, and because they behave differently. They are said to have
different forms of religion, diff')rent fcrms of government, different

forms of society, and different arrangements in families ; thus it

is not so very strange, sseing that education is in differences,

that men may come to believe that there are radical differences

in the constitutions of men. Science and Divine Wisdom reject

this unhappy method of thought ; and what they seem to be
anxious to impress upon all thoughtful men is, that at the root

of all differences there is unity and harmony. The differences

in forms of religious thoughts in the ancient religions, in Budd-
hism, and Greek mythology, may be very great ; but it would be

Avorth while for those who possess time, knowledge and ability,

to try to discover the harmonics that make for peace, and not the

differences that lead to contention and strife. If the symbols
suggested could be utilised for this end, not in -any a,rbitrary way
would they tend to prove that such a unity and harmony exists ?

1. Revelation. Is it not a fact that all myths, philosophies

and religions are agreed in this, that the created universe is a great

revelation ; and passing by all differences as to Brahma, Buddha,
the gods, the immortals, and kindred conceptions, that there is

One Power, as represented by all symbols of thought, that is

Cause, Being, Nature, God, etc., etc. ? Is it not correct that

the Supreme Power is the Unknowabb, the Indefinable ; and
yet, in some sense or other, the All in all ? Have not men
laboured in vain to get at the heart of this Mystery ; and is it

not a reasonable conclusion to reach, that the One Power is not

to be limited by reason, but to be believed in by faith ? The
result here being, not reason as contrasted with faith ; but faitli

as the complement of reason. Thus, for example, a man might

be justified in saying, ' all my reasoning terminates in Christ, He
is its fulfilment ; but my faith goes ))eyond Christ, I believe

in God, as the Cause of all that Christ is known to b?." Is noi: this

something like the position of Mr. H. Spencer in his " First Prin-

ciples ?" Is it not more or less distinctly so in all the ultimate

conceptions of philosophies, myths, and religions i Is it not the

root idea in the Biblo when this problMn is dealt with from this

standpoint (
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2. Ideation. Can it be said that all religious thinkers hav3
conceived Ideals, Personifications of the One Power, in whom
God has been as an embodiment ? Is it possible for thinkers to

avoid this conception, seeing that wherever physical life is found
in living forms ; and man as the summation of life as thinker,

there must ever be ideation in producing or in conceiving that

which hves ?

3. Subjection. The universal conception of the Spirit is that

of ttie Breath of Life ; free as the wind that blows, but, also, in

some sense or other, thought of as formative, as expressible in

geometry and mathematics ; and, in this sense, above all forms of

things as mere machinery. It is this Spirit that reveals the gods,

the immortals, the powers that cannot die ; or, if they seem to

die, then it is only a change in form ; they re-appear with the

dew of immortal youth upon their heads. Is not this the concep-
tion that the Divine Spirit is taking in the thoughts of men ac-

cording to science and philosophy ? The principles of being are

the gods, the immortals, the eight Spirits, that live in Christ, as

derived from God ; and, it is the Spirit of God that sends these

forth into the universe that they may live, multiply exceedingly,

never die, and never see corruption ? In myths this is the general

conception, and the rule would seem to be that as spiritual powers,

they are in subjection ; and the strong Hand of the Highest is

over them in all that they do.

4. Initiation. To follow this parable it is necessary to

descend to the earth, to leave the gods, as spirits, and to think

upon the Works of the Spirit, or of the gods, or of the mysteries

revealed by the gods. There is kinship betwixt gods and men
;

even demi-gods are not unthinkable ; this is the realm of m}' stery

and of superstition, and it is also that of childhood and of experi-

ence. To apprehend this stage of thought, and its parables, it is

necessary to remember that this is the beginning, not the end of

the religious life ; it is initiatory ; it is the first walk through the

Garden of Eden before looking upon the fateful tree ; it is drawing
near to the Eleusinian mysteries of Greece with the spirit of

awe ; it is the disciple of Buddha at his master's feet learning

the primary lessons ; it is the disciples of Moses and of Christ

drawing near to the Sacred Oracles, as contained in the Divine

Word ; and even this parable will not be out of place, it is the

student of Science knocking at the university gate, asking ad-

mission, so that he may become a student of the mysteries of

Nature.
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5. Education. This is the critical stage, and, as men know,
the future depends upon the lessons received, whether they are

true and right, or erroneous and wrong. Eve listened to the

wrong teacher, and was taught evil false lessons, when she con-

versed with the serpent and disobeyed God. The mysteries of

Oreece were in some respects, and in some places, the means of

instruction in truth and righteousness ; but in other places, they

were base, idolatrous and immoral. Teachers of religion may
teach what is true, right, good and gracious ; but they may also

teach error, what tends to evil, what is not Godlike. Even
.scientific professors are not supposed to be infallible and perfect

in wisdom ; and it is possible that they may make wrong or

imperfect statements, which may prove to be stumbling blocks

in the way to scientific truth.

6. Testation. " Prove all things, hold fast that which is

good." This is very valuable advice, but it is not easily followed.

If the proof required was that of a mathematical problem Avhere

rules were definite, this might be attained ; but with religion,

ethics, economics, government, or even the duties of life, Are
these so very simple that the wrong way may not be taken ; and
is the path always so plain that a child can follow it ? For
testation there must be rules and standards ; it is simply im-
possible that men can find their way out of the maze by studying
tlifierences. Even that most extraordinary conception of teaching

one form of religion by comparing it favourably or unfavourably
with another form of religion, is not wise. Comparison is not
proof ; the proof must come from measuring by the true standards

;

thus if the standards are false, how can there be true weights and
measures ? This is why there is so much trouble in the world

;

and every man, wise in his own conceit, is quite prepared to set

all other men right. Is not this the weak point everywhere, in

every man, and in every system of thouglit and religion ? They
have patent standards ; all that differ from them are wrong

;

and they are wrong because they are difi-erent. All dilter, there-

fore, all are wrong ; but the\ all declare individually and col-

lectively, as societies, and as religions, th?t they are right. This
is Babel, and here is the confusion ; and yet men do not sec their

inconsistency, and will not perceive that the proof as to being
wrong is unquestionable. Those who assert that they are right

have the belief that there is a right and wrong ; therefore, if they
are right others who dificr from them must lie wrong, and yet they
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also think that they are right. Another class of thinkers say^

there is neither right nor -wrong ; men make things right and
wrong as they please ; thus what is right in Asia is wrong in

Europe, therefore, there is no standard of right and wrong, and
men can make their own standards, and do what they please..

It is against all this juggling with words and facts that ethics,,

morals and religion, as Science, raise their voice in protest, in the

name of constitutional truth, goodness, righteousness and grace ;.

they declare that such statements are false and wrong, and that

standards are to be found which will test all such assertions. In

the meantime men have not attained to ocience ; they juggle

with reason, ethics, morals and religion ; thus the confusion

continues, and there is no appearance of men seeking after the-

way of u.nity and harmony.

7. Salvation. As the thoughts of men and nations differ

widely as to truth and righteousness, so it is not strange that

their thoughts should differ cjuite as much as to religion and

salvation. The differences expressed do not prove that there

is no salvation ; it proves that men are seeking to find the same

fact under many names ; that their differences, in words and

names, cause separation and schism ; and that all are intent

upon getting rehef from pain, sorrow, burdens, sins, troubles and

cares, by the ways they do know. The agnostic class of people

may be said to assert far more than they can prove ; th.ey seem

to say to all seekers after salvation, that they are ignorant and

ruperstitious ; that there is no salvation required ; thus reason

telh them to reject such conceptions and give up searching for

v.-hat cannot be found. In opposition to the agnostics there are

those who desire to find salvation ; and those who say they have

found it ; thus the poor agnostics are in a bad way, they con-

tradict the deepest intuitions and expectations in the souls of

men ; and they flatly contradict those who have conscious ex-

perience of the truth that salvation is to be found.

8. Sacrifice or Self-Eenunciation. The proof of salvation

is not to be foimd where agnostics might be inclined to think

it could be found, in knowledge ; and, strange to say, those who

have asserted that salvation is to be found by illumination,

knowledge, wisdom, have also maintained that the way is that of

self-renunciation. Here also there are manydifferences as to the form

of ; elf-renunciation ; but, at the root, it means the rejection and

Eubjection of self, to order, law, nature, God and Christ. The one
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thought thf,t unites all is that self and every form of selfishness is

wrong ; that the opposite is right, and that by sacrifice, in some
form or other, the way to purification is to be found. The con-

ceptions of fakirs, idolaters, Mahommedans, Jews and Christians

may differ greatly as to their meaning of sacrifice, and in what
way this will purify their souls ; but if all are agreed that sin is to

be taken away, forgiven, by the way of sacrifice, self-renimciation,.

then surely this one thought is of far greater importance than the

many different thoughts as cherished by different people. The
Divine conception is that sacrifice isrecjuired to purge away sin ;

men set up their differences as standards, and condemn those

who do not agree with them. The little child may have the true-

conception, worthy of imitation, when he prays for forgiveness
'" for Jesus' sake ;

" this is the spiritual, the child-like that is set

up as an example for all clever far-seeing men ; therefore, they

may safely reason that wherever the child-like spirit of faith, hope,

patience and love is to be found, there true sacrifice 's seen

by the Lord of Grace and Sacrifice. In all this reasoning, it is

not to be supposed that there is any cjuestion as to the value of

the one Supreme Sacrifice for sin ; the reasoning is that forms are

parables that differ as to their method of expression ; and that

the real facts, whether men understand them imperfectly, or

more perfectly, are Christ, the Son of God, Saviour and Sacrifice ;

and men following in His footsteps in the same spirit of self

sacrifice, of self-renunciation.

9. Purification. This symbol word is encircled by parables ;

there is baptism or outward washing to cleanse ; there is the

ordinance of the Red Heifer ; medicines to purge tlie inward
parts ; and the fires that destroy all dross and leave only the pure

gold. The real teaching, however, that lies behind all parables,

is the Spirit of God entering the soul of man as the Divine Fire of

Love to purify the heart and its affections, so that the issue may
be, not a purified soul only, but pure spirit as the ultimate con-

ception of what man as spiritual ought to be. This is the

antithesis of gross materialism in any form ; it is like absorption

into Brahma or Buddha ; the pure Fire of the Parsees ; it is the

mystic vision ; it is where phenomena having passed away, the

spirit returns to the Fountain of Spirit, in the Ocean of Spirit,

and there is no Being but Spirit. Here men cannot breathe, the

atmosphere is too rare ; what a vision is this for sinful men to

crnceive ; and, stranger still, thef-e visions, in their varied forms^
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have been the possession of mankind lor thousands of years.

Men, in this enlightened age of Science, are apt to despise the,

thinkers of past ages ; but it seems that about 5,000 years ago,

away in the uplands of the East, beyond Babylonia, ere the

Arians, as they are named, separated to East and West, there

were thinkers who had penetrated beyond fleshly veils and
phenomena, and had actually perceived what Western peoples

think they are discovering by means of Science for the first time.

The way of Sacrifice leads to purification ; that is to say, it is

sacrifice in the right spirit that purifies the \^ision of the spirit of

man ; and Avhen the man, being spiritual, is awakened in the

clear pure light of the nev/day, then the discovery is made, that

the Spirit cf God is All in all ; and that the spirit of man is as

one single ray of Divine light ; but, most wonderful thought, in

that single ray there is the whole spectrum of the universe, and
the man is the image of God. Here it is necessary to pause and

consider that kind of sacrifice, rather suifering, that is summed
up in sin and its fruits, as men in their parables of life speak of

pain, disease, sorrow, trouble, disorder of all kinds, the curse,

death and the grave. Is there Salvation and Purification

in these, as apart from Christ the Sacrifice ? The answer must
surely be. No ; these are all results that follow from sin ; there-

iore, sin cannot put into humanity that which will cleanse and

purify. Men ought to try and tliink very clearly upon these

questions ; they are very important ; the impure, perverted,

chaos of life cannot purify, rectify, cleanse, and put in order

what is wrong ; it is that something, named Grace, accompanied

by Sacrifice, that produces the eSects desired. The thoughts of

men about these matters are not to be taken as conclusive evidence

here ; and it is not to be assumed that because Grace and Sacri-

fice tend to purify, therefore sin is necessary ; or, that it is

necessary for men to sin. The parable of the furnace of fire in

the Book of Daniel is an illustration of this truth ; it is not the

men that make the fire ; nor the fire into which men are put,

that saves and purifies ; it is the One that 'walks in the fire and
preserves His brethren unhurt, no matter how hot it may be,

that the eyes must rest upon. If He is nob present, that is His

.Spirit as the purifying fire in Love, then there is no salvation,

or purification, but the issue is death and destruction.

10. Restoration. The stages are Salvation, Facrifice,

.Purification, and then Restoration. The parables as illus-
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trr.ting these are to be found in Jewish history from Moses to the
rebuilding of the Temple in Jerusalem. The realities, as spiritual

truths, must be sought after, in the Spirit, and in the work of the

Spirit. " Wilt Thou restore the Kingdom at this time ?
" was

the question of the disciples before the Ascension of Christ into

glcry ; and this is, in many forms, the great question that men
are asking everywhere, as to the purposes of God in the near
future. Here, it will be observed, ancient religions in th( r]ast,

and the Jews as related to their religion, fall behind ; the vision

of Kestoration is not to be found with them ; it lives only in the
Christian religion as a vital power ; and, as might be expected,

among men that live on differences, there are different visions

seen by men as to this Kestoration. It is only now that the
unifying vision is appearing to men, and they are being taught
that they ought to be keeping their eyes open so that thev may
be able to see, and understand, the work of the Spirit in Christ

first, as the Ideal ; and then in men as being changed into His
image. If men are prepared to take hold of the teaching of the

Spirit here, it is that Christ is the Restoration ; that humanity
is restored in Him, just because He is the Man, the Type of the
perfect Work of the Spirit. That thought must come first in

order ; then there will follow the in-dwelling purifying Spirit,

in the Church of the Spirit ; the reconstitution and reconstruc-

tion during the age of the Spirit. What then ? Men will not
believe this truth ; the scaffolding around the Temple ; all the

differences that hinder spiritual vision, are to be swept away, and
the Temple and City of Cod will appear in their heavenly glorv.

This is the meaning of the Restoration.

11. Possession. If the vision of Restoration has been
discerned in the light of the parable of Judaism, then, what is

meant by Possession requires very little explanation. As these

were fulfilled in the coming of Christ int'i this world as

Son of Man, and Son of God, so th 're is here the fulfil-

ment of what was revealed in humiliation, in Jesus the

Saviour ; the coming of the King, the Christ', in the glorv

of the Father. The Possession of Christ is the Possession of

the Spirit ; the Temple is restored, the City is inhabited,

and it is the Spirit that reveals the Possession to those who are

spiritual. The parable to study hero as throwing light upon this

subject is the Apostle John, Patmos and the revelation of Christ

in glory to His servant. All other men, religions, myths and
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systems of thought have disappeared. He is the Glory in the

midst ; and the glory that radiates from Him is the only glory.

It is the fact, as demonstrated by Science and the method of

Christ, as Divine Wisdom, that He is the Heir and Possessor of

all things ; and it is order and law, in all realms of thought, that
•confirms, proves, and rejoices in the proof, that Christ has, in the

tjonsciousness of humanity, entered into His Inheritance. Hero
let men notice a distinction that really exists ; it is a fundamental
truth that Christ has ever reigned, in Grace, in all realms of truth

;

but it is also true that men have not been conscious of this truth :

in the glamour of phenomena, where self has reigned and the
devil has shown his powers of evil to destroy, men have not seen

Christ and His Spirit ; they have not consciously lived in the

spiritual world ; and that is why this awakening seems so strange.

The vision is the coming of Christ, in the Spirit, in spiritual power
and glory, as reve?ling the true constitution of the universe

;

and, in plain words, this is the meaning of Science and the method
of Christ by the Spirit.

,

12. Illumination.—In the past men have differed in their

conceptions as to the meaning of this term. It is in the East.

the vision of the individual as reaching a kind of knowledge
"that is wisdom, a Divine idealism that only the enlightened can
possess. In the West a similar conception has been reached
loy the way of Mysticism ; but the ruling conception has been
the perfect visible Church and the perfect Empire. The teaching

of the Spirit is that all these ideals are imperfect ; the way to

Illumination is not by individualism in knowledge, or faith
;

nor by a visible Church or Empire. The true way is by the

Method of Christ, as the Way of Education, as true light ; by
living in the power and spirit of Christ ; by finding a full and
free salvation in Christ; by following Christ in the way of Sacrifice;

lay being cleansed and purified by the Spirit in the blood or life

of Christ ; by being restored in the Spirit to likeness to Christ;

and by possessing Christ and H's Spirit as the Divine Inheritance

in Light. Then comes the climax ; this is the heavenly glory
;

it is Heaven. Men look round in amazement to perceive this

vision presented to them ; and they see the earth and the earthly.

What can all this mean but the fact that, for a moment, men
have been looking away from !: elf and have found Christ ; the

Ideal is the Real ; and it is by Science and the Method of Christ

that these visions are to be realised.
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1. There is another line of thought that may be found pro-

fitable as taken from the stand-point of Being, as Fact ; as tha

Ultimate of all thinking. Being is a symbol thought : thus

men give names to this Ultimate of all reasoning, and they Name
Being, the Absolute, the Unknowable, God, and many other

Names in the various races of men upon the face of the earth.

In this all seem to agree, Being is First Cause ; but the concep-

tions of men, as to God, or Being, are as diverse as their thoughts.

Being is, in one sense, the Mystery of all mysteries ; definition is

impossible ; the Fact is received and believed. Men have faith

in God.
2. Becoming expresses this conception ; that Being is the

Cause of, or, it is involved in, all that exists. All that exists

is involved in Being ; and, it is by Becoming that the develop-

ment of Being is made known. In the order of physical Becoming

there are found two forms ; and, these are known as the in-

organic and the organic realms of thought. These become

what they are by the Being involved in them ; and, they are

conceived as visible order, and as living processes. Thus Being

becomes both inorganic and organic ; or, Force and its relations,

and, Life and its manifestations. What these powers are, as

related ultimates, in their essence, is not known ; the Being

is Mystery, the Becoming as order can be known.

3. Willing may be conceived as the Cause of Becoming,

and as the effect of Being, that is to say of the things caused,

what has become visible form, as living order ; but these are

not conscious factors in the Becoming. Will, or Spirit, caused

the forms ; the Will is behind all forms ; the Will also, it may
be perceived, is involved within all that becomes ; and what
has become, is the expression of the Will that caused the forms

in their order. The Will, and the willing, cannot be separated

from that which has been willed ; in fact, this is the issue of

the scientific analysis of the physical creation ; it is no longer

conceived as energy, or matter ; it is order and law ; and,

these are spiritual concepts, the purposes, or designs, of th >

Spirit that Wills.

4. Thinking is conceivable as the cause of Willing. Thought
co-exists with Will, and the Will is the executive of the power
of Thought. Thus : because I think, I am, or, know that I am,

I will, and I do. Being has changed into Becoming in a two-fold

form ; Becoming has revealed Willing ; and, Willing has mani-
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fested Thinking. What this means to man is simply that he is

awakened to this series of truths, that Being, Becoming, Willing,
and Thinking, express what he is in himself, as caused ; and,
it is by the way of Thinking, Willing, Becoming and Being,
that he returns to the Mystery of Being, God, as Spirit. Being
in God, and being in man are the same eternal Mystery ; the.

One is Cause, the other the caused ; the thinking of man is

involved in the Thoughts of God ; the Willing of man is, or
ought to be, the Will of God ; and the becoming of man is the
work of the Spirit of God in his physical body. The Spirit of
God, thinks, wills, and there is the becoming of the form of
man ; the fallen man thinks, wills, and he is lost in the pheno-
mena of the Becoming

; he is unable to see through the veil of
flesh of life and force. Man, as physical and psychical, is in this
sense limited

; he unconsciously and semi-consciously, in his
being reflects the Divine Image ; but, what is seen is true image,
or false idol, and this will depend upon what the man is in his
thoughts, and how he acts by his will. It is hardly necessary
to point out that this series of four principles deal with the
divine, or the metaphysical ; from Being to Thought is from
God to the Work of the Spirit ; and, from being to thought in

man, is from cause as force, or seed, the physical to the psychical
in his own nature.

5. Eeasoning, by the Intellect, is the stage where man
becomes a conscious spiritual operator upon the thoughts that
exist in his soul, or mind. Being, Becoming, Willing and
Thinking are all involved in the thinker ; the physical and the
psychical experiences sum up what these reveal ; thus what
the man attempts to do, by reasoning, is to put in order, in true
relations of thought, what is already known by experience and
what knowledge can be attained empirically. The man does not
reason about how he came to think at this stage ; the facts are
that he can think, will, compare and correlate thoughts ; thus
he sets forth upon the divine quest after Truth ; and, the history
of this quest may be found in the philosophies of thinkers.

Because there is apparent disorder, the thinker tries to discover
order ; because the diversities and disagreements are so many
the thinker strives after harmony and unity ; he is possessed
by the thought that order, harmony, unity are to be found,
and to find these will be to find Truth. Reasoning tests the
knowledge, skill, and cunning of the thinker ; what he perceives
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is machinery of the most complex kind ; therefore, his desire

is to discern the perfect working of the universal machine.

The meaning, as scientific truth, amounts to this ; the man
conceives the thought that if he could follow, and think, the

thoughts of God correctly, and by such thoughts come to know
His Will perfectly, then the order of Becoming would be known
and understood. If the thoughts of man were to coincide with

the thoughts of God intellectually, then this would mean the

light of truth and the knowledge of science in the man. Why ?

Because what these thoughts mean is that man has discerned

the order of Becoming, the Willing, and the Thinking of the

Spirit of God. In that which appeared to be a natural machinery
of the most complex kind, and a chaos of thoughts even more
complex, the man has found a Divine Cosmos. This is the

ideal, and short of this the intellect of man cannot rest satisfied
;

in fact, the Thoughts and Works of the Spirit of God are revealed

in Truth, as Science. But the next thought is a staggering one
;

because, it really amounts to this, What the Spirit has revealed

is in some sense, the Being of God ; therefore, the man says,
" God is Truth." To apprehend what is meant by error, what
is false, what is idolatry and devilry, it is only necessary to

revert in thought to the symbols of light, spectrum analysis,

para-magnetism and dia-magnetism. What is not true, straight,

in order, but is chaos and darkness, that is not Truth or God ; it

is perversion of Truth, it is of the devil and evil. In other words,

men seek after the desirable, the beautiful, what will open the

eyes, convey wisdom, and endow with selfish power, and thic

way is that of disorder, chaos, darkness, disease and death ; it

is the opposite of Christ, Who is the way to the Father, the

Truth of God, and the Life Eternal.

(J. Moralising is conceived as reasoning ujion, thinking

about, and of willing to obey. Divine Truth, God as revealed

by the Spirit, and becoming known to man. These terms of

thought have a tremendous universal sweep ; they come from
God ; they reveal the Universe in its order upon the way to

man ; the man has conceived the Divine, as Truth ; and in

some sense or other, God is in the man, and the man is in God's

image. This true thought is more than miraculous, it is Divine.

Why it actually means that any man can appropriate these

revelations of the Spirit, conceive the thought as revealed Truth,

and, from that moment the possibility of God-likene s in truth

I) I)
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becomes the ideal in the life. To be moral is to be true and
like God ; it is to have the pure heart that can see God ; it is to
walk in the pure undefiled whiteness of the raiment of Truth

;

it is to be Cherub and Seraph ; it is the heavenly glory. The
climax of moraUsing is the Divine Life ; it is man living in the
realm of what is good, true, right, just, and loving ; it is the
fulfilling of all law ; of all becoming, willing, thinking, and
reasoning. The vision is glorious beyond measure ; and yet
how terrible it appears, to think that such a state of being is

possible for a man, and then, to turn round in the spirit and
look away into the darkness and its possibilities ; truly the con-
trast is awful ; the soul trembles at the thought of losing the
Divine vision, and the danger of being swept away into that
darkness

; that horrible gulf where God is not known. Here
for a brief moment, the soul, the being of man, is conceived as
walking with God, or, as seeing God ; but, it is the moral vision
of what might have been, and not what is ; this is an ideal never
realised by man, because he is not like God in Truth, and his

actions have not been moral, right, just, and filled to the full

with the love that is Divine. In other words man is not moral,
God-like ; he has not loved and obeyed the Truth as a reason-
able being ; his thoughts have not been God's thoughts

; his

will has not been in harmony with the Will of God ; being ignorant
of the order of his becoming, he has not, as a willing, thinking,
reasoning, moral being, conformed to the Will of God, and this

is, at the root, the meaning of sin.

7. Giving in Grace is a new kind of giving by God ; it is not
what may be conceived as natural giving

;
physical and psychi-

cal ; or the special endowments bestowed upon man, the gifts

of the Intellect and the Moral nature by which man comes to
know the thoughts of God, and to be formed in His image.
This is a supplementary kind of Giving brought into operation
upon the Earth because man had sinned against the Creator
and Lawgiver ; therefore, sin and Grace are opposites ; and,
it is by gifts in Grace, of a special kind, that man is redeemed
from the power, the thraldom of sin. Moral love in God is not
to be identified with love in Grace ; the first is heavenly, and
the issue is the saraph nature in moral perfection ; the second
is Divine, it comes, so to speak, out of the Heart of God ; it is

Christ that expresses this Divine Giving in gracious Love ; He
was given, so that by Him sin might be subdued, and Eternal
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Life received by men. Not to condemn, but to save the sinful

was the object of this Divine Giving ; and, in a sense, this is the

very highest revelation to man of the Being of God. In the

Being of God there is, as added to becoming, willing, thinking,

reasoning, moralising, this new order of Being, the Power to

nullify, neutralise, destroy, sin, as conceived in man and made
manifest in its fruits of evil in mankind. Further, by Giving
this Seed of Grace there was given with it Divine Power for the

re-constitution of man ; that is redemption, regeneration and
restoration, into the Moral Divine image.

8. Sacrificing and Suffering must follow in the pathway
that sin opened up in the Universe. The fruit of sin is self suffering

on man's part, and, surely proof as to this statement is not

required. This then is the true meaning of Divine Sacrifice ; it is

God, as Grace in Christ, taking upon Himself a living body, so that

by this means the Being of Grace might live and die the sacrificial

life and death. What has to be perceived here, is the spiritual

in the light of the natural ; as is the physical Being in Force and
Life so is the spiritual in Grace and Sacrifice. In a true sense it may
be conceived that Force and Life physical are transfigured into

Grace, Power, and Life, Sacrificial ; it is here the spiritual life

begins to become ; and this Life is Christ, in the unique sense,

that it is impossible that any man could initiate, in any way,

this spiritual Life.

9. Eegenerating the nature of man is a conception met with

everywhere in the Bible. Here the meaning is analogous with

Willing in the natural realm ; only, as can be seen, it is the

Spirit that both wills and regenerates ; and, it is the Spirit of

God, as Si)iritual, that is the Power operative in both realms of

thought.

10. Saving and Renewing are also Bible conceptions. The
meaning is analogous with thinking in the natural realm ; there

is the Work of the Spirit for the Salvation of what was lost

;

the renewal of what had been destroyed by sin ; there is the

new heart and the riglit spirit, and in spiritual psychology this

is the new creation in Christ in His Image.
I

11. Reconstructing means all that is involved in Rka-
SONING in the natural realm and more ; and that more is con-

ceived as both natural and spiritual ; what man is by nature,

what has taken place through sin, and the realm of Grace. It

is here that the new man in Christ begins to co-operate with the
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Spirit of God for the purpose of discovering Truth. The issue

would be the conception of the order in Nature ; the powers
possessed by man ; sin and its consequences ; and the recon-

struction of the whole man and of mankind in the light of the
methods of Christ and of the Spirit.

12. Restoring to the Divine Image in Grace, it will be seen,

in the light of Reconstruction is all that is involved in moralising

and attaining to the Divine moral image of God. There is man
in the likeness of God as moral, good, true, and just ; there is

the conception of sin, shame and ruin ; Grace, Sacrifice and
Life in Christ ; the regenerating, saving, reconstructing work
of the Spirit in the face of opposition from the carnal man

;

and, in fact, the restoration is not by the conscious good works
of man, but by the work of the Spirit of God. The restoring

process may be said to be threefold ; there is a restoration of

the Race in Christ ; there is the restoration of the individual

who personally sins and destroys himself ; and there is the

Divine restoration by experience and consciousness into the

likeness of Christ morally, and in Grace. All these lines of

thought require consideration, and they are all concentrated in

the soul renewed in Christ.

Hear and consider another parable. In the days when
Greece was radiant with glory in all that reveals to men earthly

intellectual wisdom, there lived at Cumae, a Sibyl, a wise woman,
influenced by the gods, and she possessed nine books which
contained all kinds of Divine wisdom. These books were very

precious and they were highly prized by the Sibyl and her friends

thus they were conceived to be, as Divine oracles, of the very

highest value. Tarquin the proud, heard of this wise woman
and her books, and it is said he took a journey to Cumse for the

purpose of buying them from the Sibyl. When he had explained

the object of his visit the Sibyl named the price she would accept

;

but Tarquin would not pay what she asked, and then the Sibyl

burnt three of the books. Again Tarquin asked the price of the

six books that remained, and the value for the six was the same
as the price asked for the nine. The proud Tarquin would
not consent to give the amount named and the iiibyl destroyed

other three books. There now remained only three ; again i

Tarquin inquired as to the price, the answer being that the

value of the three books was the same as for the nine. It is

recorded that Tarquin paid the price for the three books for
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which he could have obtained the nine ; he had been taught

a lesson ; he bought the books and they were deposited in the

Capitol at Rome where they were highly prized by those who
sought after Divine Wisdom.
Hear another parable like unto the story of the Sibyl and

her nine books ; and consider what the meaning is likely to be.

In an age long preceding that of the Sibyl of Cum-u there lived

in the East a Magian, a wise man, who possessed ten books
;

these like the Sibylline books contained Divine wisdom, and

they were also supposed to reveal the Will of God as destiny.

It is not meant that they were books of Fate in the sense of

fore-knowledge, or determinism, but, they were endowed with

magical living powers that the men of that age did not com-

prehend. At the end of that age there were many proud wise

men in the region of Babylonia, they heard of the wonderful books

possessedby the Magian, they wished to buy, and possess them;

but they thought the price too high ; they did not buy ; thus

their opportunity of buying the books was lost. It is recorded

that because they were so foolish as not to buy the books, they

lost the power, wisdom, and greatness they possessed ; the

people have ceased to be a people, their land is desolate, and

what was once as Eden is now the most miserable place on the

face of the earth. The Magian lived on throughout the cen-

turies, as the immortals are said to do who are charged with

the destinies of men, and at the close of another age there was
enquiry as to the value and price of these books of destiny.

The stories differ in this respect ; in the one instance the Sibyl

burns the books, in the other the Magian keeps them, and they

are kept under the hand of the recording angels, who possess

the ancient records and also the fulfilments of destiny. The

men who now enquired for the books had been a highly favoured

race ; they had been specially privileged above all other nations
;

but when the price was named at which the books could be

bought, they would not buy, and so they also lost their oppor-

tunity. It is recorded that very soon after that fateful decision

a very terrible disaster fell upon that land, the capital, and the

temple ; the people lost inheritance, freedom, and liberty
;

they were led forth as captives in chains, degraded to the con-

dition of slaves ; despised and rejected among all nations
;

and, even to this day, the descendants of this race are in many
countries considered to l)c as the otl"-scf)uring of the earth.
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The Magian, the books, and the recording angels, live through
all changes ; this also is their destiny as related to the children

of men. The strange part of this story is that another race

of men are known to be enquirers about these mysterious books
possessed by the Magian ; it may be that they have heard of

the fateful results that followed those who would not pay the

price said to be their true value. It has been suggested that

some of the enqiirers, with the spirit of the merchant, think

the price too hij,h, and that they cannot be worth the price

demanded, but there are others who are awake to the critical

position in w^hich they stand ; they perceive that there is danger
in delay ; that the fateful moment for decision may come very
soon ; they declare that the books are treasures which are above
all earthly values ; and, that the commentaries upon the books,

in the handwriting of the recording angels, must also be treasures

of the most valuable kind. This is the parable ; the decision

hangs upon the balance ; it is as sensitive as the magnetic needle

in the compass ; the Magian and the recording angels are also

keenly watching the thoughts, words, and actions of men, because,

although they know the general destiny contained in the books,

they do not comprehend the results that follow imtil they have
taken place. The books are there, the price is known, will

they be bought and treasured as Divine ; or will they be despised

and rejected by this generation ?

A word in closing as to these books will not be out of place
;

this also is parable, but it is where paralle is being resolved into

spiritual conceptions ; and thus, if men can understand the

thoughts they are very near to the Kingdom of God. The books

are independent volumes ; they possess mystical pow'ers ; every

book has its own personality, yet they are so linked together as

to form one book, the book of destiny. The first book is the

most mysterious, it contains all that is in all the other books
;

it is the Universal, and yet it cannot be seen, or handled. The
second book is an Ideal ; the Microcosm of that universal book.

The third book contains Divine Wisdom, it reveals all that is in

the Ideal and the Universal. The first book reveals to men the

power to cause ; the second the power to live ; the third the

power of wisdom that is found in plan, purpose, and design in the

Spirit ; and these three books, if men understand the parable,

are the books destroyed by the Sibyl, that were not taken to

Eome by the proud Tarquin. Here, let it be whispered abroad,
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some men of this generation have declared that these books do
not exist ; if this report be really true, then let lovers of truth,
righteousness, and grace beware ; this assertion is fateful, and
most serious to contemplate ; it is as if men cut a tree right
through just above the root ; they do not stay to consider the
results, but with a smile of self-conceit they declare that the tree
still lives and is an evergreen that will never die. The fourth
book is the one that explains the Soul of man and experience

; and
it also explains in what way Nature is as the Soul of the universe.
The fifth book is one of immense importance, as related to men

;

it is in this book that the handwriting of the recording angels is

first found
;
they tell how men preferred error to truth ; and, the

way that leads to destruction as preferable to the way that leads
to life and Heaven. The sixth book is the moral, or ethical one,
containing the order of truth and the constitution that is righteous;

but, the records of the angels in this book are heartrending
; the

way of love, justice, truth, kinship, seems to be almost forgotten
among men ; and with letters of blood there is written hatred,
injustice, deceit and wars, with their fearful results. What men
have suggested is that proud Tarquin failed to buy these books
from the Sibyl, and this is the reason why the Roman Empire is

conceived to be, as a horrible machine of iron, crushing, as in a
wine-press, the blood and sweat out of those nations they con-
quered. It is a question, sometimes suggested, that there are
parts of this earth where these divine books are not known ; for

all that men know, the Sibyl may have destroyed them and that
is wliy men and nations are so degraded and brutal in their deeds.
The seventh book is that of Grace, of Divine Love, and how this

Gift was bestowed upon men. The eighth book tells men about
Sacrifice and its true meaning. The ninth book is about the
Spirit of Truth, the Comforter ; but the proud Tarquin did not
understand these books ; they were treasures he did not value

;

thus they were kept as curiosities in the Capitol at Rome. The
tenth book referred to is a supplement to the ninth ; it tells in

what way a poor Prisoner became the ruler over an empire
greater than Egypt and Rome, even of the whole earth ; and, the
supposition is that the Sibyl did not possess this book. Other
two books, the eleventh and twelfth, have been added to the books
possessed by the Magian, with comments thereon by the record-
ing angels ; and someway or other it has been stated that it is

highly prob:i})l'' another series of four books remain to be writt<'n •
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but it is a question whether the Magian will be the editor ; if the
recording angels will write comments ; or, if they will be left for
saved, consecrated men to write when they are familiar with the
contents of the other books. The suggestion made as to these
books being autonomous, separate volumes, and yet two and two
united together and harmonious, has been explained. The Sibyl
parable brings out in clearer outline the threefold combination

;

the first series being Divine ; the second natural and human
;

the third redemptive ; and the fourth restorative and illuminative
;

but, as can easily be understood, the Sibyl of Cumae did not
possess these books, vols. 10 to 12, as separate volumes, although
it is to be conceived that their contents were, in a prophetic
sense, involved in the nine. The strange thing for men to study
and try to comprehend is that all these volumes are one book

;

that they are living ; that they are like facets in a crystal, or germ-
cells in the order of their development ; they are not like any-
thing, in the way of books, with which students are familiar;

thus the necessity of special study to get at what they reveal.

The first series of three volumes are said to be transcendental and
metaphysical ; in other words they are above and beyond all

physical forms, and this is quite true ; but, when men say that
such revelations from the books of destiny are not capable of

proof, and not worthy of serious consideration, they simply show
their wilful ignorance of Nature, and of their own souls ; because,

as matter of fact, the same books exist in these realms also
;

and, what is more, all intellectual operations to discover truth

are carried on for the very purpose of finding out what these books
contain. Assume for the sake of argument that the Sibyl des-

troyed these transcendental and metaphysical works, what men
would find out as soon as they began to think reasonably would
be this, that Nature, and their own constitution, in some mysteri-

ous sense actually possessed the treasures contained in the lost

books ; therefore, rest and peace for the intellect would become
impossible until the contents of these books were known. Surely

there cannot be any mistake here ; and, how men can get past
this truth is veiy strange. The books are corresponsive ; they
reveal the Eternal, Universal and Moral Lawgiver ; the Ideal

;

the Spirit and spiritual order ; the order of return by men will

be the order in spiritual thought ; an ideal ; and the eternal,

universal, and law. It would be when the man had reached
this stage that he would imitiate the Greek thinker, and cry out
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to other men, " Eureka," I have found it. Books 4, 5, and (>,

therefore, are, in a sense discovered transcripts of Books 1, 2,

and 3 ; and, if the eyes of men are now open, they will perceive

that it "was because 1 to 3 were lost, that 4 to 6 have been such

puzzles for thousands of years. What men have to consider here

is by what means Books 4 to 6 were to be known, in truth and
righteousness, by sinful men walking in the darkness, in the

unhappy condition of perverting all truths that came to them,

and living selfish, self-seeking, unrighteous lives ? Further

argument here would be useless ; the thing is impossible ; the

clean cannot develop from the unclean ; that which is a lie is

not the truth ; that which is wrong is not right ; the man that is

selfish is not Godlike, and, what more can men say about such

matters. What was required to alter the position for good

was not true copies of Books 4 to 6 ; men would not receive

them ; they would say they were full of lies and burn them.

What men required was Books 7 to 9 ; but, the Messenger who
brought these books, and lived them, must have had within himself

Books 4 to 6, and possessed the knowledge of Books 1 to 3.

This is the solution of the problem by the way of parables ; ib is

because Christ possessed all these books in Himself that He is

the Eedeemer of the World, the Saviour from sin. The series

of Books 7 to 9 are Redemptive ; they cleanse, purify, rectify,

put right what was wrong ; there is more in them, than in the

six books ; the universal, and the ideal could be found in them

in prophetic forms, but in Christ and His Spirit there is Divine

Power ; they are able to transform what is wrong, and to change

the thoughts of men to be right and true. In the six books

there is faith, and hope, and patient waiting, and rays from

heaven of Divine Love ; but when Christ is come, then Heaven

has taken possession of the earth ; and faith, hope, patience

and love are Incarnate in Him. This is the unique position of

Christ among men ; the books of the Sibyl may be said to be

semi-conscious prophetic parables of this Divine Truth, that

Christ came from Heaven bringing with Him consciously these

nine Divine Books ; they are summed up in Him ; He fulfils

them all ; and this is the Gospel in the Lord Jesus Christ, the

Son of God, the Saviour of Men, the King of Grace and Sacrifice.

Books 10 to 12 are deeply interesting in this sense : that they are

not mere transcripts of what Christ is ; they are the actual

stories of the processes of transfiguration, restoration, possession

EE
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and illumination in men. They put men in the right way,
guide them therein, thus interpreting and fulfilling what was in

Books 4 to 6 that had been misinterpreted by men ; and, they

also bring back to men Books 1 to 3 that had been destroyed.

What men ought specially to consider here is their own relations

to these strange truths. If it is true that they were ignorant

as to these facts, then it must follow distinctly that for redemp-

tion from sin, or, the payment of the debt, and the full debt, all

this is due to Christ alone ; and, that for restoration, possession

of the Divine inheritance, and illumination, the debt, and the full

debt, is due to the Gracious Holy Spirit. Room for boasting on
man's part there is none ; to men belong shame and confusion

of face, and to the Lord, the Christ, the Spirit, " mercies and
forgivenesses."

What, then, is the Inheritance thus revealed to men in these

twelve books ? Is it still parables of promises, as revealed to

Abraham ? Is it parables of possession, as in the Land under

Joshua ? Is it parables as found in the birth, life, works of

mercy, miracles of healing, parables of teaching, suffering and
death of Christ, followed by a resurrection in glory ? Is it

parables of Pentecost and Apostles, and the preaching of the

Gospel to the ends of the earth by ministers and missionaries ?

With these parables men are familiar ; therefore, they say more
is required ; and, it is that more, that men seem to be unable to

define and understand. Is it the three books of the Spirit that

men are, in faith, waiting to have interpreted to them as explain-

ing the Restoration of the Kingdom of God and of all things ?

What is exactly the Possession, the Inheritance, they hope to

enjoy ? What is that Divine Illumination they are patiently

waitmg to see ? And, as the result of these, what do men expect

to find in this world as fulfilling the many precious promises of

God, in His Word to men, in Christ by the Spirit ? What is

involved in Restoration and the Kingdom of God ? Surely it

must be justification, adoption, sanctification, or likeness to

Christ ; freedom from the bondage of sin
;
perfect liberty in the

House of God for all the children ; and the life conformable to

the divine ideal. The Kingdom would surely mean that men,
families, societies, nations, and the whole earth were living in

subjection to all spiritual truth in harmony with the Divine

Constitution, that is in Heaven ; in other words, in harmony
with Science and Divine Wisdom What is the Inheritance that
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is to be enjoyed ? Is it an inventory that is required ? Certainly

not ; in the heavenly home that is coming upon the earth men
will not take inventories and deal with things and goods of every

kind, as they do at present. The time for glorying in men will be

past ; the time for glorying in God will have arrived ; the temple

and home will be free to all the children. All things are yours
;

the world, hfe, death, past, present and future ; because ye have

been redeemed by Christ, He is yours, and ye are His ; Christ is

Ood's Inheritance, and God is the Eternal Inheritance of all His

children. But, will there be houses and lands, cottages and

gardens, food and clothes, husbands and wives, parents and

children ? Foolish children ; why ask such questions, these are

trifles not worth mentioning
;
your Father knoweth exactly what

His children require, and, in His Own Home, where joy, peace and

love reign, it may safely be assumed that there will not be any

healthy, legitimate want that will not be supplied to the full.

What is the Divine Illumination ? What, indeed 1 No human
eye has seen it ; no ear heard the music ; no heart conceived the

joy and the peace that are in this Heaven upon the earth. It is

conceived as living in the Divine presence, as seeing God's face,

as being taught the truth in love, and as being comforted by God
;

but, men are now trying to think upon different lines, thus they

are inclined to say that the meaning is perfect knowledge of the

thoughts of God as revealed in order and law by Science ;
con-

formity to law as the Will of God in the moral life ;
unspeakable

gratitude and love to God for redemption ; and, that joy in the

Spirit that is as the radiation of the grace, mercy and love of

God. This Illumination is conceived to be in everyone and

found everywhere ; it is not far away in a place unknown to men
but actually in their hearts, in their midst, in families, societies,

and throughout the whole world. Is this parable, or is it Divine

Truth ? Is there really a hope that all that has been promised

to faith will ever be realised ? Who is it that asks such questions,

agnostics, or Christian believers, worshippers of false gods, or

the heathen who have no gods i Once upon a time men would

have said, read the Bible, believe the Word, accept the promises

and wait patiently until God fulfils His promises. Now, men may
be found who will say, that all this is very good, and to be observed,

but the Bible has proved that it possesses, or is possessed by,

Divine Authority of the most wonderful kind ;
that men are

ignorant and self-asserting if they do not believe it ; that for
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themselves, they know that the promises have been largely

fulfilled ; and that they are willing to wait for the consummation
of all things, and the revelation of the glory of God. Further, they
will confess their thoughts, and assert their convictions, that sO'

far as Science can teach, and Divine Wisdom illuminate the path
of the future, any other result is unreasonable ; they say un-
reasonable advisedly, knowing what they mean, because, accord-
ing to the highest form of reasoning, known as Science, it is order
and law, as in contrast with disorder and lawlessness, that is the
light that shines upon the pathway of the future.

In conclusion, this Divine Inheritance maybe said to be the
parable of the Love of God the Father for sinful men ; and it is

in this form it comes to men from the lips of Christ. " For God so

loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoso-
ever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

For God sent not His Son into the world to condemn the world ;

but that the world through Him might be saved." There is a deep,,

deep parable in the words, " only begotten Son ;
" they require to

be studied in the light of the method of Christ ; they seem to

assert that God has many moral sons, angels and sinful redeemed
men, but, it is Grace in Christ that is begotten as in the earthly

matrix, and it is this that is the wonder above all wonders.
Christ's Parable of Love and Grace is explained in the Feast He
has provided for all men ; with the invitations, special, general

and without limit ; and, where even pressure seems to be required,

when men are lost wanderers and are unable to conceive the

thought that such an invitation could be meant for them ; then
to His servants He says, " Compel them to come in that My
House may be filled." The Parable of the Spirit, as to the fulness

and freeness of Salvation to sinful men is well known, as being the

last written in the New Testament ; it runs thus :
" The Spirit

and the bride say. Come. And let him that heareth say, Come.
And let him that is athirst come. And, whosoever will let him
take the water of life freely." The parable of redemption is

Divine Love as Sacrifice in the Father ; a feast of Grace, of Love,

provided, to which all men are invited, by the Son; a rivei of the
Water of Life and Love for all thirsty souls ; and the Bride, the
work of the Spirit in Love, joins in the invitation, so that the

Inheritance of Gracious Love may be possessed, i: ..










